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Foreword
Dating back to the dawn of recorded history, the settlement at
Saar is one of the most signiﬁcant features of Bahrain’s ancient
heritage. As a centre of the Dilmun civilization, which dominated
the region in the third millennium bc, Saar reveals much about
this lost world: its people, their society and culture, and how they
interacted with the people around them.
During the course of ten seasons of excavation, the LondonBahrain Archaeological Expedition was able to discover many of
Saar’s secrets. Thanks to the skill and dedication of the team, we
now have a much deeper understanding of Bahrain’s ancient history and its place within the unfolding development of human
civilization. Truly, the discoveries at Saar have placed Bahrain on
the world archaeological map.
Dr Muhammed Abdul Ghaﬀar Abdulla
Minister of Information & Minister of State for Foreign Aﬀairs
Kingdom of Bahrain
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Preface

This volume is the third (and last) in the series of printed
reports about the excavations at Saar by the London-Bahrain
Archaeological Expedition. The ﬁrst volume, published in 1997,
describes the excavation of the temple (The Dilmun Temple at
Saar), and the second, published in 2001, is devoted to a study of
the seals and sealings (Early Dilmun Seals from Saar). Here, we
present the results of the excavation of all the other buildings in
the settlement, comprising over 60 individual buildings, together
with their contents.
After the introduction (Chapter 1), the ﬁrst section of the
book describes the buildings: the building sequence (Chapter 2);
a building-by-building description (Chapter 3); and a delineation
of typical plans and installations (Chapter 4). This is followed by
chapters on the main classes of ﬁnds from the buildings: household utensils, tools and ornaments (Chapter 5); pottery (Chapters
6 and 7); animal bones (Chapter 8); and a specialized one on
metal objects (Chapter 9). A ﬁnal section presents the result of a
micromorphological study (Chapter 10) and of geological investigations in the area around Saar (Chapter 11). The last chapter
presents an overview of the social and economic organization of
the settlement (Chapter 12).
The above scheme follows that of traditional scientiﬁc archaeological reports, which works well, but the book diverges from the
standard model in two important ways.
Firstly, as in earlier volumes, we have made extensive use of illustrations, of colour photographs and graphics. This reﬂects our
belief that archaeological excavation is a very visual medium and
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should be reported as such, with equal weight given to illustration
and text. Secondly, we have stripped out some of the minutiae of
archaeological reporting normally found in such volumes, believing
that this is of no interest to any but the most dedicated researcher
and that most of it is, in any case, better presented electronically.
In Chapter 3, for example, we have simpliﬁed the building plans
and restricted our account of the excavation of each building to a
summary of the main features, and in Chapter 5 only a representative sample of the small ﬁnds is discussed and illustrated.
Those requiring more detail than presented here are referred
to the Saar excavation archive and, in particular, to the electronic
components of the archive (see Appendix 2). As well as the paper records, the archive includes a site Geographical Information
System and a ﬁnds database. These electronic materials will shortly
be in the public domain and will allow researchers to manipulate
easily the Saar data. They will, for example, be able to examine the
contents of each building in turn and to carry out their own spatial
analysis of the buildings and their installations.
For this reason, we prefer to think of this book as not, in any
sense, a ‘ﬁnal report’. It is, instead, our hope that other researchers
will make full use of the Saar archive to pursue their own avenues
of research, expanding (and correcting where necessary) what is
presented in this volume.

Robert Killick and Jane Moon
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Chapter 1 Saar, Dilmun and the London–Bahrain
Archaeological Expedition
Robert Killick and Jane Moon
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The London-Bahrain Archaeological Expedition was formed in
1989 with a single objective: to contribute to the archaeology of
the Arabian Gulf by excavating a settlement of the so-called Early
Dilmun period in Bahrain. Up until then our understanding of the
country at this early time had depended largely on robbed tombs
and apparently isolated religious sites, and lacked information on
how the island’s people interacted with their environment and
their neighbours, how they harnessed the resources to which they
had access, what they ate, how their society worked — in short,
how they actually lived. To understand the importance of this objective requires some background on the place, the period, and the
state of relevant archaeological research.
In the years between 2500 and 1500 bc, Bahrain became the
centre of an innovative and independent trading nation. The
people living in Bahrain at that time have not left us any written
records, but there are many references to the place in the cuneiform documents of ancient Babylonia, now southern Iraq, where
the country was known as Dilmun. In fact, the name Dilmun appears in some of the oldest written documents in the world, dating to about 3200 bc (Nissen 1985). The term seems originally to
have applied to a larger area which included part of the Eastern
Province of Saudi Arabia, but by the beginning of the second millennium, Bahrain had become its political and economic nexus.
Dilmun/Bahrain was strategically located between the head of
the Gulf and the straits of Hormuz at the southern end. It was in
an excellent position to serve as a middleman: buying raw materials
such as copper from Oman and hardwoods from the Indus Valley
and trading them on to the consumers in the cities and states of
southern Iraq. Exotic and luxury items were traded too, while textiles and foodstuﬀs travelled in the other direction (Crawford 1973),
and many of these goods were bought and sold in the markets of
Dilmun, bringing about great prosperity. Dilmun’s safe anchorages
and ample supplies of freshwater provided additional attractions
to those plying their trade up and down an otherwise waterless
and inhospitable stretch of this maritime trade route.
Written evidence referring to trade during the early second
millennium — the period when Bahrain’s prosperity reached its
zenith — is not extensive, but the business records of some merchants have survived. One such, by name of Ea-Nasir, was based in
Ur, in southern Iraq, and traded with Dilmun on behalf of a local
syndicate. His main business was in copper, and his business methods included plenty of sharp practice (Potts 1988: 121 – 2).
The most notable feature of the archaeological heritage of Dilmun
at this time is the extensive burial mounds, sometimes labelled as
the world’s largest ancient cemetery. These were among the ﬁrst of
the island’s antiquities to attract attention from travellers with an
archaeological bent (Potts 1990a: 209). As late as 1947, however, their
date and signiﬁcance were poorly understood, and Geoﬀrey Bibby
was probably not the only visitor to be told they were Portuguese
(1970: 25). Once the most signiﬁcant feature of the Bahrain landscape, the mound-ﬁelds have all but disappeared, though the few
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small groups that remain continue to exercise fascination over visitors to the island. Indeed, from photographs taken when it was still
possible to get lost in these ‘forests’ of tumuli, it is easy to sympathize
with the early (and some later) researchers who imagined they must
represent the graves of foreigners brought to Bahrain for burial:
there seemed to be more than the local population of an island the
size of Bahrain would have needed (Potts 1990a: 214 – 5). Estimates
of actual numbers vary, but a ﬁgure that has gained recent acceptance is that of 172,000 mounds, of which perhaps 78 are single
adult interments (Larsen 1983: 45; Potts 1990a: 215). Research has
suggested that a population of no more than 18,000 souls could in
fact easily require so many tombs over a ﬁve hundred year period
(Frohlich 1983: 60 and table 6; Larsen 1983: 45 – 7).
Marked diﬀerences in the sizes of some of these tombs suggested
some form of social diﬀerentiation. At A’ali, in the centre of the island, there still survives a large group of monumental mounds, up
to 12 m in height. Although, inevitably, they have been robbed, these
graves must once have been magniﬁcent. They have two-storey
chambers with a ﬂoor and ceiling of huge slabs of stone, and the
contents were probably rich too (Frifelt 1986). There were also several particularly high mounds, also built with two storeys, among
those of the Saar mound-ﬁeld, some excavated in 1998 by a team
from the Bahrain National Museum (Fig. 1.5).
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the early dilmun settlement at saar

The sheer number of graves had puzzled researchers, but there
was another problem too. If the people now buried in them had
lived on Bahrain, where were the remains of their settlements?
Only one settlement site was generally known, Qala’at al-Bahrain,
a large site on the north coast of Bahrain which has its origins in
the third millennium, grew to be large walled city in the second,
and was occupied into Islamic times. A fourteenth-century Arab
fort, later expanded by the Portuguese, covers much of the central
part of the archaeological site, so remains of the earliest periods
are deeply buried and all but inaccessible to the Danish (and later
French) archaeologists who have worked there since the 1950s.
Excavations elsewhere revealed temples and sacred springs, but no
houses: at Barbar, a large monumental temple was found, thought to
have links with those of southern Iraq (Mortensen 1986); at Diraz,
a small shrine with a columned entrance (Roaf 2003); and at Umm
es-Sejjur, a structure interpreted as a sacred well or spring (Bibby
1970: 81 – 5, Konishi 1994).
In 1989, therefore, when the Expedition was formed, information about habitation sites, as opposed to sacred or burial sites,
was elusive. Several surveys had been conducted over the years,
but only one was published (Larsen 1983), and though potential
Early Dilmun settlement sites were indicated, rapid changes in the
Bahrain landscape made it hard to locate them. An extensive rescue programme had been conducted in association with the building of new towns and road systems in the 1970s and 1980s, but
these again dealt mainly with burial sites.

Looking for Saar
The stated research objective, to investigate a settlement, dictated
the sort of archaeological site that we needed to find. Obviously,
it had to be a settlement site containing remains of the Early
Dilmun period, but it was vital that these remains were easily
accessible, and not covered in a great depth of later deposit. To
understand how a settlement works requires thorough excavation
of a significant portion of the site, not just piecemeal soundings
or sampling, and that is not possible if the buildings are covered
with later remains that have to be excavated and preserved first.
In addition — and this was harder to predict — there had to be a
sufficient depth of archaeological deposit to offer at least the hope
of recovering environmental data, as such information is critical to
recreating vital aspects of how the inhabitants lived and worked.
Although published information was inadequate, we were
fortunate in the generous co-operation of colleagues with extensive knowledge of the island, particularly those from the Bahrain
National Museum, who assisted us in visiting and appraising potential sites. These included the area between the temple at Diraz
and Umm es-Sejjur, but extensive modern-day disturbances suggested that too much of any possible Dilmun settlement here had
already been lost. There were clear signs of settlement in the vicinity of the Barbar temple, but it was hard to assess the date and
depth of the deposits and here, too, date-palm cultivation had
reworked much of the ground. Near Saar, however, archaeologists
working on the excavation of a burial complex had identified a
settlement with pottery of the right date. In 1983 and 1985 preliminary work at the site, as yet unpublished, uncovered a temple and
some other buildings, from which it was possible to ascertain not
only that the Early Dilmun deposits lay right on the surface, but
also that they were undisturbed, and substantial. Ancient Saar, as
the site became known, met our criteria perfectly.
Two further unexcavated Early Dilmun settlements survive to
our knowledge, one just south of Saar, extending over an estimated
40,000 sq.m, making it perhaps twice the size of the Saar set-
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Fig. 1.2 Early Dilmun sites in Bahrain

tlement. Another, smaller one lies inside the confines of the AlAreen wildlife park near Zallaq, on the west coast. It is difficult to
point to any others with certainty, but it would be odd if there were
not one or more settlements in the A’ali region to accompany the
extensive mound-fields. In the mid-1990s, work by the National
Museum of Bahrain confirmed that the area between Diraz and
Umm es-Sejjur had also been settled, while just south of the AlHajjar cemetery remains of poorly preserved rectilinear buildings
of Early Dilmun date were also found.
The elusiveness of Dilmun habitation and the rapid development that is changing the Bahrain landscape make Ancient Saar
all the more important. It may have been, as it turns out, our one
and only chance to investigate the socio-economic basis of Early
Dilmun society through the systematic retrieval by excavation of
archaeological and environmental material, or, to put it simply,
to look closely at how the inhabitants of Bahrain lived their lives
when Dilmun was at the height of its power.

Archaeological remains in the Saar area
The eastern flank of the Saar ridge, which runs due south from the
modern village of Saar for approximately 8 km, is home to several
archaeological sites and monuments (Fig. 1.3). These have been described in the report on the Saar Temple (Saar Report 1: 18 – 20),
and are only summarized here or updated where appropriate.
Beginning from the south and working northwards they comprise:
R an extensive Early Dilmun settlement, as yet unexcavated
(no.1 on Fig. 1.3);
R a cemetery with interlocking graves, called here the Southern
Burial Complex and elsewhere sometimes referred to as
the ‘Honeycomb Cemetery’ (no.3 on Fig. 1.3, and Fig. 1.6).
Excavated and published;
R a Late Dilmun, possible Sassanian, building constructed over
part of the earlier cemetery (no.5 on Figs. 1.3, and Fig. 1.7).
Excavated but unpublished;
R a second cemetery, called here the Northern Burial Complex,
with a mix of larger interlocking graves and stand-alone
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Fig. 1.3 Archaeological remains in the Saar area

drum burials on the periphery (no.2 on Fig. 1.3, and Fig. 1.7).
Since the report on the temple appeared this cemetery has
been partly excavated by a team of Jordanian archaeologists.
The results have yet to be published, but it should be noted
that many graves were intact, contrary to what was suggested
in our earlier report (Saar Report 1: 19);
R the Saar settlement itself (no.1 on Figs. 1.3). Identified by
survey in 1977 (Ibrahim 1982: 3), first excavated in 1983 and
1985, and then by us from 1990 to 1999;
R Islamic occupation nearer to Saar village, as suggested by
pottery collected and examined by Marcus Woodburn in 1992
(nos. 6 and 7 on Fig. 1.3);

To this list should be added the main Saar mound-field
which stretched to the west, and originally covered much of the
Saar ridge behind the settlement. Very little of it is now left. The
National Museum of Bahrain excavated some graves prior to their
demolition for modern housing, but these remain unpublished.
Together the remains in the area of Saar constitute a unique
heritage resource for Bahrain and it is to be hoped that they are
preserved from further destruction.
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Fig. 1.4 The Early Dilmun settlement at Saar from the air, taken in 1993 (S)
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Fig. 1.5 Two-tier Early Dilmun burials along the southwestern edge of the Saar mound-field

Fig. 1.6 Part of the Southern Burial Complex

Fig. 1.7 The Northern Burial Complex
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The extent of the Saar settlement
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The settlement at Saar is located on a small but prominent eastern outcrop of the main limestone ridge which provides about the
only natural elevation in the northern part of Bahrain (Fig. 1.8).
From this spur there is an uninterrupted view eastwards towards
Tubli Bay, 7 km away, and southwards to A’ali. Immediately west
of the settlement, and on the highest part of the ridge, is the Saar
burial ﬁeld. To the north today, towards Barbar, Diraz and the
north coast, the view is of a sprawl of housing, but prior to modern development it was an area occupied by relict sand-dunes (see
Chapter 10).
The settlement itself runs along the outcrop northwest to
southeast, for a minimum distance of 230 m. To the west, the limit
of the settlement is demarcated by the appearance of bedrock on
the surface. To the north, the results of test excavations showed
that the settlement did not continue beyond the natural dropping oﬀ of the contours in this area, while to the east the ﬂat plain
formed a natural limit. Only to the southeast do the limits of the
settlement remain unknown. Here, fragmentary stretches of wall
belonging to buildings on the south side of the main road of the
settlement (Main Street) were traced as far as a modern boundary
wall, beyond which we could not continue. The line of the road
seems to be dropping oﬀ the ridge at this point, and it is tempting
to speculate that it then continues to curve round to the south,
skirting the ridge and the burial complexes, before linking up with
the neighbouring Dilmun settlement (see Fig. 1.3).
Bearing in mind the above, the maximum possible extent of
the Saar settlement is about 23,000 sq.m (2.3 hectares). This assumes that all of the available area was utilized, though the southern ridge has suﬀered severely from erosion so it is not clear how
much of the area up-slope of the street was actually built upon.
A more conservative estimate is 15,000 sq.m, based on the limits
of visible remains on the surface. Of this area, we have excavated
approximately 7,500 sq.m, somewhere between one third of the
settlement (if the higher ﬁgure is used) and one half (if the lower);
in either case a suﬃcient amount to retrieve a major part of the
overall plan of the settlement.
Even at the early stage of excavations shown in Fig 1.4, the main
elements of the settlement are already clearly visible: Main Street
running up from the southeastern outskirts; the temple in the
centre, at the crossroads of the settlement; and the characteristic
two- and three-roomed buildings, constructed in rows (e.g. Block
A). Between 1990 and 1999, over 80 buildings were investigated by
the Expedition. These are described in detail in Chapter 3.

N

60 m

Fig. 1.8 Location and extent of the Saar settlement

Dating
The dating of the settlement depends on comparison of the pottery from Saar with that from Qala’at al-Bahrain. This topic is
discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and the chronological information summarised in Table 6.1. On this basis, the settlement at Saar
lasted for approximately 300 years, beginning in 2050 bc and ﬁnishing by 1750 bc.
Eight C14 determinations were obtained from carbonised material from the settlement. Detailed information on these is given
in Appendix 3. In general they conﬁrm, but do not improve the
accuracy of the dates suggested by the comparison of the pottery.
Fig. 1.9 The plain to the east of the settlement (E)

Chapter 2 The archaeological sequence
Robert Killick
The archaeological sequence at Saar
A total of 84 building numbers have been assigned to the archaeological remains found within the Saar settlement. Of these structures, 68 were excavated at least to the highest ﬂoor sequence and,
in many cases, to the bottom of the latest phase of walling. The
remainder were identiﬁed in plan only, or were excavated by the
previous expedition and not investigated further by us. A building number was assigned where a group of areas or rooms could
be seen to be separate from neighbouring units. The distinction
is a horizontal one, although in one or two cases we did excavate
superimposed buildings which were then given separate numbers.
In ﬁve cases the number refers to single stand-alone buildings: a
temple (Bldg 201), a well (Bldg 500), a large kiln (Bldg 36) and
two circular structures towards the southeastern limit of the settlement (Bldgs 150 and 151).
In working out the relationships between these buildings and
their relative dating we have employed what might be called the
classical stratigraphic method. A sequence of building phases,
block levels and site levels has been established based solely on the
relationships between the archaeological units (otherwise contexts)
observed in the soil. The pottery sequence, as articulated fully in
the last two years of the project, has not inﬂuenced the construction of the stratigraphic sequence (even where potential conﬂicts
have arisen). Other artefact classes, such as metalwork, seals and
softstone have not yielded chronological information that could
be applied intra site. The samples have been either too small or too
homogeneous to see the ﬁne distinctions that would be valuable in
looking at developments between phases and levels.
Normally it is not possible to rely solely on stratigraphy to establish synchronisms across an entire site. Buildings excavated in
diﬀerent areas may never be linked up in excavation so that there
is no direct relationship between them, or where there is linkage,
open areas such as streets and yards may intervene and make it
impossible to follow the stratigraphy with any conﬁdence. In such
cases, it is necessary to fall back on comparing the artefacts from
the diﬀerent buildings in order to establish a chronological relationship. This is particularly true of multi-period urban sites.
At Saar, the nature of the settlement worked in our favour: the
buildings are not spread out, but cluster together in rows sharing
walls, with groups of buildings separated from one another by narrow alleyways and small squares. This has allowed us to establish
clear relationships between buildings in the same row. Initially,
each building has been divided into phases, each phase reﬂecting
alterations such as a major re-laying of the ﬂoors or remodelling of
the walls. Where the term ‘building phase’ is used in this book it
always refers to a single building.
Neighbouring buildings often share walls. By looking at the
ﬂoor sequences either side of these, connected both with the original wall and with any rebuilds, it is possible to chart relationships
throughout a group of connected buildings and to establish a sequence of what we have called ‘block levels’.

The deﬁnition of a block used here is a row or group of buildings with shared walls that is either separated from its neighbours
on all sides by open spaces (i.e. streets or squares), or is on a different orientation. Most blocks at Saar conform to this deﬁnition,
but sometimes the deﬁnition is applied a little more arbitrarily.
The settlement at Saar has been split into twenty blocks (Fig. 2.1).
Once block levels had been worked out, there remained the
problem of how to establish links between the diﬀerent blocks.
The main soil matrix within the Saar deposits, particularly in open
areas, was wind-blown sand, and initially it seemed that this was
going to make it diﬃcult to trace speciﬁc horizons from one side
of an open space to the other. However, when the trenches dug
across the streets and squares were left open for a couple of days,
the erosional force of the wind quickly scarred the sections, removing the softest deposits and highlighting lenses of mortar.
The mortar lenses associated with the construction and rebuilds
of buildings proved particularly useful in establishing the sequence
across the open spaces.
Sixteen trenches were dug between blocks speciﬁcally to provide stratigraphic linkages (Fig. 2.1). Some trenches were dug well
below the existing buildings to examine the earliest phases of the
settlement. As a result, only the buildings in the southeastern outskirts of the settlement remain stratigraphically isolated. The information obtained from this work has allowed us to deﬁne four site
levels, the largest and coarsest units in our stratigraphic scheme, by
grouping together individual block levels across the settlement.
The ﬁrst of these, Site Level 1, refers to all wall fragments and
archaeological deposits that predate the construction of the blocks
of buildings. Site Level 2 refers to the construction and ﬁrst use of
the buildings. Both these site levels were subject to only very limited investigation, since they mostly lay below later buildings and
were therefore not accessible. Site Level 3 refers to the rebuilding
of the blocks, an event that was consistently detected across much
of the settlement. This is the main excavated site level, and nearly
all the buildings with a complete plan belong to it. A few buildings and deposits were stratigraphically later than the above and
have been assigned to Site Level 4. The designation (and limitations) of the site levels are discussed in more detail at the end of
this chapter.
Finally, the settlement has been divided into ‘quarters’ deﬁned
by the street pattern, and labels attached to the open spaces (for
example, Saar Square and Janabiyah Street). The use of the term
‘quarter’ is a geographical one and not meant to imply any functional variation. The street labels are for descriptive purposes
only.
The detailed phasing of buildings and blocks is described below (Chapter 3). Here we are concerned with establishing the integrity of our major divisions (site levels), as established through
the series of excavations in the open areas between the building
blocks, starting arbitrarily with the Northern Quarter, and moving clockwise around the central area of the settlement. Buildings
at the periphery (Southeastern Quarter) are left to last as they are
isolated stratigraphically.
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Northern Quarter

Fig. 2.3 On the south side of Temple Road, a thick band of
sand separated the original and rebuilt phases of Bldg 63
(Site Levels 2 and 3). The cross-wall shared with Bldg 64, its
neighbour to the north, is on the right-hand side

Fig. 2.4 The Level 3 doorway into Bldg 225 from
inside, with external and
internal steps
Fig. 2.5 Section 1, linking Bldg 64 with the doorway of Bldg 224
O
CMEH!335

UFNQMF!SPBE

Eppsxbz
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Excavation across Temple Road linked Bldg 224 of the Northern
Quarter with Bldg 64 of the Eastern Quarter. At the bottom of
the section, there was a series of occupation deposits interspersed
with sand and ashy plaster, in total 80 cm deep. These predated the
appearance of the excavated building blocks and are therefore assigned to Site Level 1.
The construction horizon of Bldg 64 can be identiﬁed in the
section, with its primary wall set within a deposit of crushed mortar, possibly foundation packing (Fig. 2.5). Wind-blown sand and
lenses of grey and black sand then accumulated in the road before
Bldg 224 was constructed on the north side. The construction horizon is very clear in the section, with a spread of mortar running
across the entire width of the road. This mortar is so consistent
that it may represent a deliberately laid street surface.
There is no way of measuring accurately the time lapse between the construction of Bldgs 64 and 224. The ‘in-between’ deposit in the road, some 20 cm deep, could have formed as a result
of building activities related to ﬁnishing oﬀ Bldg 64, so that the
construction of Bldg 224 may have begun immediately afterwards.
Alternatively, the deposit may represent a gradual process of deposition in the road, taking place perhaps over a few months or years.
Whatever the case, with regard to the overall occupational sequence, little separates these two buildings. They are for the most
part contemporary and, in the context of our broader descriptive
classes, both can be assigned to Site Level 2, representing the ﬁrst
appearance of building blocks in this area.
Following the construction of Bldg 224, the road level rose by
some 50 cm. Within the sand in the road were thin horizontal
lenses of occupation indicating a continual and gradual process
at work, rather than a single depositional act. The sand gradually rose above the level of the original entrance into the building which then had to be rebuilt. Dipping lenses of sand and two
stones near the doorway mark a further attempt to keep the sand
out. However, the battle was inevitably lost and a major rebuild of
Bldg 224 ensued: the interior ﬂoor level was raised by dumping a
75 cm thick deposit of sand over the ﬂoor. This was accompanied
by the removal of the existing rooﬁng material, the building up
of the walls and then re-rooﬁng. The event is also documented in
the main south wall of Bldg 224 where blocked-in holes for roof
beams were noted. This rebuild marks the division between Site
Levels 2 and 3.
Bldg 64 on the south side
T
was then renovated. This
CMEH!75
22n
event is poorly represented
in the main section where it
is visible only as a thin morSfcvjme
tar line in the road, but in
the adjoining south section
21n
the rebuilds of both Bldg 64
and its neighbour to the east,
Bldg 63, are clearly shown
(Fig. 2.3). Shortly thereafter,
further modiﬁcations were
:n
made to the doorway of
Bldg 224, necessitated again
Dpotusvdujpo
by rising sand. Two external
steps were added stepping
down from the road into the
doorway, and two internal
ones constructed on the ﬂoor
Tdbmf!2;61
of the building (Fig. 2.4).

Theoretically, the renovation of Bldg 64 and ﬁnal adjustments
to the doorway of Bldg 224 could have been allocated a separate
site level number, but we have opted instead to keep them within
Site Level 3, in keeping with the broad sweep of this tier of classiﬁcation.
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Fig. 2.6 Section 2 across Alleyway 3, linking Blocks D and E

some 15 cm above the threshold height of Bldg 222. Unfortunately,
layers immediately above this threshold were cut away when the
interior of the building had been excavated some years before.
Nevertheless, it is suggested that by the time Bldg 60 was rebuilt,
Bldg 222 may have been close to abandonment.
The section across Alleyway 4 shows the relationship between
Bldg 61 of Block E and Bldg 62 of Block F. Excavation within
the latter showed that it was a single-phase building of relatively
short duration, which was not renovated along with the others in
Block F. Hence, it is assigned to Level 2. On the other hand, Bldg
61 as excavated belongs to Level 3. How this situation is reﬂected
in the section is ambiguous. It should be noted, however, that the
rebuild sequence of the walls of Bldg 61 is not clear in section,

12
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Internal links
Linkages between the three separate elements of this quarter are
provided by excavations across the two dividing alleyways. The ﬁrst
of these, across Alleyway 3 between Blocks D and E, revealed unexcavated phases of Bldgs 222 and 60, represented in this section
only by robber trenches (Fig. 2.6). We have assumed that this underlying early build to Bldg 222 corresponds roughly to the early
build noted along the north frontage of the same block (in Bldgs
63 and 64). Walls belonging to this early phase of Bldg 60 were
also found in the section across Main Street (Fig. 2.8). Both early
builds are assigned to Site Level 2.
Bldg 222 on the north side was then rebuilt ﬁrst, as indicated
by the threshold and doorway on the north side of the section.
Homogeneous sand and the act of robbing out the original wall
of Bldg 60 have obscured what was happening on the south side
at this time, but our interpretation is that the original phase of
the building was still in use. When the time did come to renovate
Bldg 60, the associated construction horizon across the alleyway lay

CMEH!72

3

The Eastern Quarter is deﬁned as all buildings south of Temple
Road and east of Main Street, stretching as far south as Bldg 57.
Two alleyways divide this quarter into three separate blocks
(Blocks D, E and F). One building (Bldg 65) and the well
(Bldg 500) are also sited in this quarter but are peripheral to our
pursuit of stratigraphic links.
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Fig. 2.7 Section 4 across Alleyway 4, linking Blocks E and F

and that there is at least some variation in height between the
highest ﬂoor levels of the respective buildings.

Links between Eastern and Central Quarters
To link the Eastern and Central Quarters a trench was excavated
diagonally across Main Street from the entrance to Bldg 211 of
Block J on the west side of the street to the entrance of Bldg 60 of
Block E on the east. The resulting section covers most of the occupational sequence of the Saar settlement (Fig. 2.8).
At the very bottom at the eastern end, the corner of a building
jutted out (Fig. 2.9). This building predates the construction of the
later blocks and the creation of Main Street itself and is therefore
assigned to Site Level 1. It extended for at least 1.2 m beyond the
eastern line of the later street, and was overlain ﬁrstly by a layer of
rubble and then by a layer of occupation into which the walls of
the ﬁrst phases of Bldgs 60 and 61 had been set.
The earliest phases of these buildings (Site Level 2), dating to
the initial construction of Block E, are represented by the surviving
partition wall between the buildings and extensive robber trenches
which removed the street frontage. This robbed-out horizon mirrors that noted for the north and south sides of the block, in the
sections across Alleyways 3 and 4 respectively.
The removal of the walls makes it diﬃcult to synchronise exactly the construction of Block E with that of Block JE on the
west side. The base of the robber trench that removed the front
wall of Bldg 60 (and which must correspond quite closely to the
base of the original wall) lies within 10 cm of the same absolute height as the base of the wall of Bldg 211, and the layers
in the street between the two run horizontally. The last street
surface associated with the lower build of Block E is a layer of
mortar which runs from the western lip of the robber trench
across the street at a level corresponding to the second threshold in Bldg 211. This threshold is only visible in the section as
a thin line of mortar but was clearly articulated in excavation.
Therefore, within the context of our coarser divisions the view is
taken that the construction and ﬁrst use of both blocks can be
dated to Level 2.
Block E was then rebuilt (Level 3), a process also visible in the
sections across Alleyways 3 and 4. A mortar horizon associated with
the construction of the new doorway for the rebuilt house spread
across the street and ran up to a substantial higher threshold of
Bldg 211. A step was subsequently added to this top threshold.
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Fig. 2.8 Section 3 across Main Street, linking the Eastern and Central Quarters

Fig. 2.9 The Site Level 1 wall is in the foreground, with the Level 2
cross-wall between Bldgs 56 and 57 above

Fig. 2.10 Location of Section 3 across Main Street
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Fig. 2.11 Section 5 across Main Street, linking the Eastern and Southern Quarters

Fig. 2.12 Bldg 52 (Site Level 2) was partly demolished when its neighbour to the south, Bldg 53, was remodelled (Level 3)

Links between Eastern and Southern Quarters
The relationship between the Eastern and Southern Quarters
was established in a section excavated across Main Street between Bldgs 52 and 53 of Block I and Bldgs 56 and 57 of Block F
(Fig. 2.11). Bedrock was reached at the bottom, at an absolute
depth of 8.50 m. This compares with 8.80 m below the temple
showing that there was little slope between the two prior to human habitation. Overlying bedrock was a thick layer of black sand
(Site Level 1), on top of which buildings on both side of the street
were constructed, to the west Bldg 52, and to the east Bldg 57 (Site
Level 2).
Subsequent street horizons against Bldg 52 on the west side
were made up of sand, mortar and occupation lenses in contrast to
the homogeneous sand next to Bldg 57.

14

Fig. 2.13 The doorway of Bldg 56 (Site Level 3) with
the cross-wall on the right showing an earlier phase

Bldg 52 was then demolished and Bldg 53 rebuilt encroaching
over the old walls, as noted in excavation and clearly shown in section (Fig. 2.12). A mortar layer associated with this event ran across
the street and up to Bldg 57 at a level that corresponds to a rebuild of Bldg 57 and a rebuild (or possible construction) of Bldg 56
to the north (Fig. 2.13). This building activity on both sides of the
street is assigned to Site Level 3.
Following further depositions of mortar and sand in Main
Street, a porch was added to the façade of Bldg 56, perhaps, though
unproven stratigraphically, contemporary with the latest phase of
the two buildings on the east side. These events have also been
subsumed under Site Level 3.
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Southern Quarter

Internal link between Blocks I and M

The Southern Quarter of the settlement is bounded to the
north by Janabiyah Street and an associated square, to the east
by Main Street, and to the west by an open area marking the
true edge of the settlement. The southern boundary is to some
extent artiﬁcial, represented by the edge of the excavated area.
The quarter has been subdivided into three separate blocks:
Block I, a row of buildings along Main Street; Block L, a row
of buildings along Janabiyah Street; and Block M, a disparate
set of buildings around the south side of Janabiyah Square including a free standing gypsum kiln (Bldg 36). The section linking this quarter with the buildings of the Eastern Quarter has
been discussed above. A further three sections were excavated, one an internal one within the quarter (Section 8), linking
Bldgs 50 and 51 of Block I with Bldg 35 and 36 of Block M, and
two across Janabiyah Street to link with the Central Quarter
(Sections 9 and 10).

Excavation across the middle of Janabiyah Square demonstrated
the relationship between the gypsum kiln (Bldg 36) and Bldg 35
at the western end and Bldgs 50 and 51 at the eastern end. The
upper sand horizons over part of this area had been previously excavated.
At the eastern end a narrow band of ashy sand underlay all the
excavated buildings and is accordingly assigned to Site Level 1
(Fig. 2.14). The earliest phase of Bldg 51 was built over this sand,
with a construction horizon at 9 m suggesting that it was close in
time to that of Block E (at 9.2 m) and Block JE (at 9.3 m up by the
door into Main Street).
Between 15 and 30 cm of grey sand built up against the boundary wall of Bldg 51 before Bldg 48 was constructed, running at an
oblique angle through the section (see Fig. 3.231 for location of
Bldg 48). These phases of Bldgs 48 and 51 were otherwise contemporary with an external occupation horizon connecting them.
Within this horizon was a plastered sunken pit or basin (Fig. 2.15).
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West of Bldg 48, a stretch of cut-down wall provided a link, in
excavation, but not in section, to the lower phase of Bldg 35 of
Block M. All these phases are considered contemporary and
placed within Site Level 2.
Bldg 48 was then demolished and Bldg 51 at the eastern end
rebuilt, indicated by a distinctive bulge in the wall (Fig. 2.16). Grey
plaster lenses sloped down from the wall face and two more plastered basins can be seen cutting through the earlier example. At the
western end, Bldg 35 underwent a major rebuild at roughly the same
time. This event is not shown in section, but was established by excavation (Fig. 2.18). These events are assigned to Site Level 3.

after this that Bldg 50 was constructed, its wall sitting on the debris of the earlier building. A layer of black sand associated with
Bldg 50 ran across the section and over the robbed-out wall of
Bldg 211, indicating that this building too was by now dilapidated.
This last point is not shown in section, but was noted during the
excavation of the building.
Bldg 50 has already been assigned to Site Level 4 on the basis
of the internal linkage between Blocks I and M of the Central
Quarter and it can be seen that the same applies here. This closes
satisfactorily the stratigraphic circle which includes the Eastern,
Southern and Central Quarters, as shown in the sections across
Main Street.

Janabiyah Square: western end

Fig. 2.15 Superimposed basins in section across Janabiyah Square

For the ﬁrst time in any of the sections examined so far, a distinct building phase subsequent to Site Level 3 is evident. At the
eastern end, the alleyway linking Janabiyah Square to Main Street
was enlarged by demolishing Bldg 49 (see below) and constructing
Bldg 50 against the north wall of Bldg 51. The northwestern wall of
Bldg 51 was reused and rebuilt. At the western end, Bldg 36, identiﬁed as a gypsum kiln, was also constructed, by which time neighbouring Bldg 35 was unoccupied. Both these events are placed in
Site Level 4, though it should be noted that no direct link was
established between them.

Links between Southern and Central Quarters

A second link was established between the Southern and Central
Quarters by excavating across the western end of Janabiyah Square
between Bldg 33 of Block L and Bldgs 4 and 9 of Block KS
(Fig. 2.19). In excavation Bldg 4 had a construction phase and a
rebuild phase.
The earliest event was the construction of Bldg 4 on the north
side. This is best illustrated in the photograph of the north section
where the lower build of the wall is visible (Fig. 2.20). To the east of
this wall, a robber trench indicates the presence of another building
of this early phase. The depth of the robber trench suggests that
the construction horizon of this building may be matched approximately to the construction of Bldg 33 on the south side. The construction of Bldg 4 and of Bldg 33 are both placed in Site Level 2.
One major rebuild was observed during the excavation of Bldg 4.
This was visible in the street wall and represented in section by the
threshold in the doorway of the building (Fig. 2.20). On the south
side, Bldg 33 did not appear to have undergone any major rebuild,
but had a sequence of three superimposed thresholds in the doorway (Fig. 2.21). The third threshold in the sequence corresponded to
the Bldg 4 rebuild. These events are assigned to Site Level 3.
Subsequently, a stretch of street wall on the north side of the
street was robbed out and Bldg 9 constructed over it. The evidence
of excavation (where Bldg 9 was built over Bldg 10 of the Central
Quarter) and of the section suggests that Bldg 9 was a late construction, built at a time when many other buildings in the area
were at least partly abandoned. An external surface linked Bldg 9
with the use of Bldg 36, the gypsum kiln, to the east. Accordingly
it is placed in Site Level 4.

Janabiyah Street: eastern end
The section across the eastern end of Janabiyah Street was only
excavated to the base of latest walls, so that information about the
early phases of the buildings is absent (though this is provided by
the other sections and to some extent by excavation).
The earliest event is the construction of a wall belonging to
Bldg 49 set upon a mortar raft (Fig. 2.17). Bldg 49 is known only
from excavation of this section and its presence here shows that
at this time Janabiyah Street became quite narrow where it joined
Main Street. It is possible that Bldg 49 had an earlier build corresponding to that noted for other buildings in the vicinity.
This was followed by a rebuild to the southern wall of Bldg 211,
set on its own raft of mortar. These phases of Bldgs 211 and 46 are
considered contemporary. On the basis of our previous discussion
of the section across Main Street, which also included Bldg 211
(see Fig. 2.8), both are placed within Site Level 3.
Subsequently Bldg 49 fell into disuse or was demolished, an
event marked in the section by a layer of rubble, and it was only
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Fig. 2.16 Section across Janabiyah Square with the wall of Bldg 50
abutting the rebuilt phase of neighbouring Bldg 51 (indicated by the
bulge in the wall)
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Fig. 2.17 Section 8 across Janabiyah Square, linking Bldg 50 of the Southern Quarter with Bldg 211 of the Central Quarter
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Fig. 2.18 The lower phase of Bldg 35 is in the foreground (Site
Level 2), with the rebuild behind (Level 3) and the high curving wall of the gypsum kiln (Bldg 36) on the right (Site Level 4)

Fig. 2.19 Section 10 across the western end of Janabiyah Street, linking Bldg 9
of the Central Quarter with Bldg 33 of the Southern Quarter

Fig. 2.20 Bldg 9 was a late construction against the eastern wall of
Bldg 4, as shown by the height of the latest threshold of Bldg 4 vis-àvis the base of Bldg 9
Fig. 2.21 The sequence of three thresholds in the doorway of Bldg 33
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Central Quarter
The Central Quarter makes up the largest single block of buildings in the settlement. It is bounded on the north side by the
alleyway that runs along the south side of the temple and on into
Saar Square, on the east by Main Street, on the south by Janabiyah
Street, and on the west by an open area that forms the outskirts
of the settlement in this area. From the layout, there appears to be
a clear division into an eastern half (Blocks JE, JB and JC) and a
western half (Blocks KS and KN), indicated by the oﬀset in the
line of the buildings along the streets and by the uninterrupted
wall dividing the two.
The Central Quarter is a large area to connect stratigraphically.
Two sections excavated against the main dividing wall both indicated a lower and upper phase to the associated buildings. By and
large, however, the buildings in this quarter were not excavated
below their latest phase, so its early history cannot be determined
with much conﬁdence.
The links between the Central Quarter and its neighbours to
the east and south have already been discussed. Two excavations
to the north, one across Saar Square and one slightly further east
across South Alley were undertaken to establish links with the
Northern Quarter.

Link between Central and Northern Quarters
In the section across Saar Square, some 85 cm of deposit, mostly clean sand, lay below the earliest walls identiﬁed (Fig. 2.22).
Bedrock was not reached. These pre-building levels have been assigned to Site Level 1. We are here quite close to the ‘core’ of the
settlement where there is the deepest accumulation of cultural material pre-dating identiﬁed buildings, as illustrated by the sounding within the temple where there was over 1.5 m between bedrock
and the earliest wall.
Bldg 5 with its lowest threshold was then constructed and the
mortar horizon associated with this event can be traced northwards where it is a good half-metre below the wall of Bldg 303.
Although we undercut the wall of Bldg 303 in an attempt to ﬁnd
an earlier, perhaps robbed-out precursor, we were not successful.
This earliest phase of Bldg 5 is assigned to Site Level 2.
X

T

Fig. 2.23 The threshold
of Bldg 207 overlying the
sand fill of a robber trench
and the top of the crosswall of the lower phase

Another threshold was then inserted into the doorway of Bldg 5.
The section next to the door is interrupted by a later pit, but as interpreted this phase still predates the construction of Bldg 303 on
the north side. This is followed by a major rebuild of Bldg 5 in which
the doorway was blocked. This was accompanied by other internal
changes that were noted in the excavation of the building. There
is at this point no single continuous horizon running across the
square, but our interpretation is that the south wall of Bldg 303 was
constructed simultaneously or a short while after. For the purposes
of our broader divisions both have been assigned to Site Level 3.
The second link across South Alley, between Bldgs 7 and 207,
mirrored the sequence above. There was deﬁnite evidence on the
north side for an underlying earlier phase of Bldg 207 (Site Level
2): the main wall of this early phase had been robbed out but the
cross-wall survived (Fig. 2.23). The existence of this lower phase
here is a point in favour of presupposing one for Bldg 303. On
the south side, as the sand in the alleyway built up, the original
doorway into Bldg 7 became unusable and was blocked up, an
event corresponding to the rebuild of Bldg 207. These events are
assigned to Site Level 3.
Fig. 2.22 Section 11 across Saar Square, linking Bldg 5 (Central Quarter)
with Bldg 303 (Western Quarter)
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Internal link between Blocks Q and A

Western Quarter

Some 55 cm of occupation predated the construction horizon for
Building 300, as represented by the lowest threshold shown on
the west side of the section which had been set within a foundation trench ﬁlled with hard mortar (Fig. 2.25). A narrow band of
crusty sand built up against this threshold. The threshold was then
replaced by a higher one which seems to have had an additional
external step. The process of sand building up in the square continued, necessitating a third and ﬁnal threshold in the doorway.
This was laid over a bedding of mortar that was traced across the
square and underlay a deposit of mortar 40 cm deep on the eastern side. This mortar horizon was associated with the rebuilding
of Bldg 203 on the east side, with its door threshold visible in section, and also with the excavated phase of neighbouring Bldg 202
(Level 3). A higher threshold was added later to Bldg 203.
Consequently Bldg 300 is placed entirely within Site Level 2, with
the later Bldg 202 assigned to Site Level 3.

The Western Quarter comprises all those buildings which are arranged around Diraz Square. The quarter is delimited on the east
side by Main Road, to the south by South Alley, with an open
area stretching along the west side of the block and marking the
limit of settlement. It includes the row of buildings to the rear of
the temple (Block P), Blocks Q and R along the west side, and
Blocks A and B on the east side. The temple is also included in
this quarter, to a certain extent arbitrarily but mainly because the
only building it is directly linked to is Bldg 206 of Block P.
Three sections were excavated to investigate the links between the diﬀerent blocks that make up this quarter: one across
the southern end of Diraz Square between Bldgs 207 and 300
(Section 13), a second across the main part of the square, between
Bldgs 300 and 203 (Section 15), and the third across the alleyway
which separates Block A from the temple (Section 14).
External links with the Southern Quarter have been discussed
above. A single section across Main Road was excavated to examine its relationship to the Northern Quarter (Section 16).
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In excavation it was clear that Bldg 300 was abandoned
by the time neighbouring buildings and blocks underwent the major rebuild that divides Site Levels 2 and 3.
The section across the southern end of Diraz Square also
suggested this (Fig. 2.24). The earliest event in the section
is the construction of the southeastern wall of Bldg 300
(Site Level 2), set into an earlier deposit of occupation.
Subsequently, layers of sand and mortar lenses accumulated against this wall, and Bldg 300 was occupied for
suﬃcient time to allow a sequence of thresholds to build
up in the main door. A thick deposit of sand levelling
on the south side accompanied the rebuild to Bldg 207
and the upstanding phase of Bldg 303 (both assigned to
Site Level 3). Associated with the build-up of deposits in
Diraz Square at this time were three pits, indicating that
this part of the square was a work area, as also suggested
by the presence of a plastered sunken pit within the excavated area of the trench.
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Internal link between Blocks P and Q

Fig. 2.24 Section 13 at the southern end of Diraz Square,
linking Bldg 207 with Bldg 300
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Fig. 2.25 Section 15 across Diraz Square linking Bldgs 300 and 203 of the Western Quarter
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Fig. 2.28 Section 16 across Main Road, linking Bldg 202 of the Western Quarter with
Bldg 220 of the Eastern Quarter
Fig. 2.26 The northeastern wall of Bldg 300 with, on the right,
superimposed thresholds in the doorway

Internal link between the temple and Block A
The internal development of the temple has been described elsewhere (Saar Report 1). The original construction (Phases 1 – 2) was
followed by one major rebuild (Phase 3) and subsequent minor
developments (Phases 4 – 6). The section across North Alley established the relationship of Bldg 202 to the phases of the temple
(Fig. 2.27).
About 80 cm of clean sand accumulated in the alleyway
against the original build of the temple. Above this wall was
the foundation raft associated with the main rebuilding of the
temple walls. Lenses of mortar running across the alleyway
Fig. 2.27 Section 14 across North Alley, linking the temple with Bldg 202
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show that Bldg 202 was constructed slightly before the temple renovation was undertaken. The building does not appear to
have any early phase: there is no walling, nor sign of a robber
trench, and nothing in the street deposits to indicate an underlying building. This is a curious anomaly as it bucks the trend
noted elsewhere for the street and block pattern to remain constant. The initial construction of the temple is assigned to Site
Level 2, with the temple rebuild and construction of Bldg 202
in Site Level 3.

Link between Western and Northern Quarters
The ﬁnal link in our chain, bringing us full circle, is the section
across Main Road linking the Western Quarter to the Northern
Quarter (Fig. 2.28).
At the base of the section connecting Bldgs 202 and 220 was
a cut-down wall which predated the construction of the excavated building blocks (and therefore assigned to Site Level 1).
It was sealed by a layer of black sand above which Bldg 220 was
then constructed on the east side. This building has a long occupational history, but the section does not provide any additional
information on this. A thick layer of clean sand accumulated in
the road against Bldg 220. The sand matrix was essentially clean
wind-blown sand devoid of traces of human activity, mirroring the
equivalent deposit seen in the section across North Alley. On the
western side, this section conﬁrms the absence of an early version
of Bldg 202 as noted above.
From the section alone it is not possible to link the construction of Bldg 202 directly to a particular phase of Bldg 220.
However, by working anticlockwise from Bldg 302 to the temple to Bldg 220, it is possible to observe a correspondence with
Phase 4 of that building. Rather neatly, that phase is the one in
which Bldg 220 underwent its major rebuild, and one that was
assigned to Site Level 3.
What is also not shown in the section is the subsequent demolition of Bldg 220 and the construction of two buildings (Bldgs 221
and 223) over the inﬁlled remains. These correspond with the latest phase of the temple, and in common with other buildings that
postdate the rebuilt blocks have been assigned to Site Level 4.
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Southeastern Quarter
The Southeastern Quarter, towards the outer edge of the settlement, is stratigraphically isolated from the rest of the excavated
blocks. The gap on the plan of the settlement (Fig. 2.1) between
it and the buildings to the north is artiﬁcial. Excavation in between demonstrated that Main Street was continuous, with a row
of buildings on either side. This area was subsequently eroded by
the course of a wadi and only one building phase survived, just
above bedrock and possible equivalent to Site Level 2 elsewhere
(Fig. 2.29).
The Southeastern Quarter is made up of a single row of buildings on either side of Main Street (Blocks G and H). The internal
sequence in the excavated buildings seemed to mirror that noted
for the other blocks: an initial foundation, with the buildings
undergoing one period of rebuilding. In some buildings there is
evidence for a further period of use. Limited excavation in Main
Street against the outside wall of Bldg 109 illustrates the construction and rebuild sequence (Fig. 2.30).
Consequently, in broad terms, the initial construction of the
area may be placed within Site Level 2. It is clear that Site Level
1 does not really exist this far south, as would be expected anyway
from the topography of the settlement. The relative shallowness
of the Site Level 2 deposits might also suggest that the buildings
of the Southeastern Quarter were founded signiﬁcantly later than
those closer to the centre of the settlement, but other factors, such
as diﬀering rates of sand deposition at this sheltered southern
end, might also have had a signiﬁcant impact. Without a direct
stratigraphic link, and with no variation in assemblage, such synchronisms must remain inexact.

Fig. 2.29 The wall of a building on the south side of Main Street
between the Eastern and Southeastern Quarters. It has been partly
washed away by a later watercourse (NE)

Summary of stratigraphy
The broadest division of our classiﬁcation system (site levels)
should reﬂect major markers in the history of the settlement. On
this basis, and following the examination of the street sections, a
division into four site levels is proposed.
The main reference point is the establishment of the building
blocks, the temple and the street pattern of the settlement. Below
this point we can see that a diﬀerent pattern of buildings existed.
The evidence is minimal and fragmentary since excavations did
not generally proceed below the extant buildings but, most importantly, it does shows that both the temple and Main Street were
innovations. Therefore, all occupation and wall fragments underlying the establishment of the building blocks and street pattern
have been assigned to Level 1
Level 1 walls were found in the street section between Blocks
E and J, underlying the temple, southwest of the temple in Diraz
Square and at the southwest end of Block C. There were no Level
1 structures below Blocks F, G, H and I, nor below the northeastern end of Blocks C and D. In each of these cases, bedrock
lay directly below Level 2 buildings, with minimal deposits in between. Although bedrock was not reached in Blocks K, L and M,
circumstantial evidence suggests the same applies to these blocks.
Therefore Level 1, as deﬁned, is restricted to the central area
of the site and corresponds as might be expected to those areas
with the greatest depth of deposit (Fig. 2.31). There are two qualifying comments. In the temple, deposits associated with the Level
1 wall and substantial occupation horizons below have both been
conﬂated into Site Level 1 (Saar Report 1: 24 and [125]). Secondly,
it cannot be demonstrated that all Level 1 deposits are contemporary; the association is that they all predate the blocks.

Fig. 2.30 Bldg 109 was constructed just above bedrock and subsequently rebuilt once (SW)

Site Level 2 represents the foundation of the temple and of
nearly all the blocks, i.e. Blocks A to F, I to J, the eastern ends of K
and L, and P and Q. It is assumed (but not proven stratigraphically)
that Blocks G and H were also founded at some point within Site
Level 2.
Where construction levels were reached, the street sections
showed that the blocks were constructed quite close together
in time. For example, between the construction of Block D and
that of Block C 20 cm of sand had accumulated in Temple Road,
while only 10 cm of grey occupation separated the construction of
Block K from that of Block L. We do not know what time-span
is represented by these deposits. Our interpretation, however, is
that Site Level 2 represents a period of redevelopment and rapid
expansion of the settlement.
By and large, the Level 2 blocks each underwent one major rebuild, as opposed to minor episodes of reﬂooring or small architectural adjustments.
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Site Level
(bottom to top

Pottery Period
(bottom to top)

1

not seriated

2

2

3

3
4

4

not seriated
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Table 2.1 Theoretical relationship between site levels and pottery periods

these scattered Level 4 horizons again cannot be determined exactly.
The association is that they all postdate the Level 3 rebuilds.
The results of tying in the street sections with individual building phases, block levels and site levels are given in Table 2.2.
Although this looks complicated, what it actually shows is that
nearly every building that we excavated in entirety at Saar (as opposed to the incomplete plans of underlying buildings or phases)
is contemporary and within Site Level 3. Consequently, most of
the building plans illustrated in the next chapter are also contemporary, and it is worth bearing this in mind should the complexities of phases and levels appear to be confusing.

Tjuf!Mfwfm!2
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Fig. 2.31 Hypothetical extent of central part
of the settlement in Site Levels 1–3

Relationship to the pottery sequence

This is true not only of the buildings grouped around the temple, but even of those in the Southeastern Quarter. These rebuilds
have been assigned to Site Level 3. The nature and extent of the
Level 3 rebuilds vary from block to block. Generally, they respect
the earlier house and block boundaries. Some buildings however,
were not rebuilt but left abandoned (e.g. Bldgs 62, 226 and 300),
and elsewhere new buildings with a radically diﬀerent plan appear
(such as Bldg 53). It is a natural consequence of the way buildings
were constructed in rows with shared walls that major rebuilds
had to be done across a block at the same time, and although the
rebuilds to diﬀerent blocks did not start from exactly the same archaeological horizon, the diﬀerence is generally of the same order
of magnitude as in Level 1. It should be noted however that it is an
oversimpliﬁcation to place all these rebuilds into Level 3 and, by
doing so, we are disguising what is a more complicated process of
redevelopment that was probably both ongoing and piecemeal.
The street sections also demonstrated that there were some buildings in the settlement that postdated Level 3: the kiln (Bldg 36) and
Bldg 50 in the Central Quarter, and Bldg 9 on the opposite side of
Janabiyah Street. To this list, may be added Bldgs 221 and 223 constructed above the abandoned remains of Bldg 220 of Block C, and
the ﬁnal phase of the temple. These are assigned to Site Level 4. Many
other buildings contain occupation horizons and sometimes minor
construction that appear to postdate the latest main phase of occupation (i.e. Level 3). Nevertheless, Level 4 is viewed primarily as a period
of contraction within the settlement. Again, the relationship between

Site Levels 1 – 4 are markers that relate solely to the developmental history of the buildings and not to seriations of other components in the archaeological assemblage. In particular, they must
be distinguished from the ceramic divisions suggested by the pottery seriation. The ceramic divisions are referred to in this volume
as Pottery Periods 1 – 4, also from bottom to top (see Chapter 6).
The theoretical relationship between Site Levels 1 – 4 and Pottery
Periods 1 – 4 is shown on Table 2.1. The actual relationship is less
clear-cut, with Pottery Period 2 and 3 material appearing in both
Site Level 2 and 3. In spite of this, the temptation to tinker with
either the stratigraphy or the seriation has been resisted.
Northern Quarter

Block C
Bldg 228

224
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1

1

1

1

C3

2

2

2

C4

3

3

3

Site Level 1

C1

Site Level 2

C2
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1

1
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1

1
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Western Quarter

Block A
Bldg 202

203

Block B
204

205

208

209

Block P
352
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206

207

Block N
303

304

6

Block Q

305

300

301

201
T0

Site Level 1
Site Level 2

A1

Site Level 3

A2

Site Level 4

A3
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Eastern Quarter

Block D
Bldg 222
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Southeastern Quarter
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Bldg 100
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1

1

2
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Block H
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1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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2
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Southern Quarter

Block I
Bldg 49
Site Level 1

I1

Site Level 2
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Site Level 3
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Site Level 4
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52
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1
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Central Quarter

Block JE
Bldg 200

f

Site Level 1

JE1

Site Level 2
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Site Level 3
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Site Level 4

JE4
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Block JN
211

7

Block JS
13

JN1
1

2

1

2

1

JN2

1

1

2

1

3

2
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Block KS
11

12

JS1

KS1

JS2
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2

JN3
3

9

1

1

1

JS3
3

3
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3

Block KN

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

2

2

3

2

2

2
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2

14
1
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KS3
1

8

1

2

2

3

3

4
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3

3

3

4

3
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Table 2.2 Relationship between site levels, block levels and building phases, arranged by settlement quarter
(‘+’ indicates the presence of wall fragments predating the construction of the blocks)
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Chapter 3 Individual buildings in detail
Robert Killick
Introduction
The buildings in the Saar settlement are described in this chapter
block-by-block, starting with Block A north of the temple, moving
clockwise (and usually alphabetically) around the settlement down
the east side of Main Street, back up the western side, through the
Central and Western Quarters, and ﬁnishing at Block N on the
western side of Diraz Square. For each block, a plan of the main
excavated block level is provided, together with a small schematic
diagram showing the location of each block within the settlement
and a short summary of the main characteristics of the block, including its development. Individual buildings in a block are then
described in sequence starting at one end and ﬁnishing at the
other. As far as possible this usually follows a logical numbering
sequence, e.g. the buildings of Block A are described from south
to north as Bldgs 202, 203, 204 and 205.
One of the main diﬃculties of writing an archaeological report
in this electronic age is to decide how much material to include in
a published report such as this one. This is a particular problem in
describing the excavation of the buildings at Saar, where the similarity of buildings, installations and ﬁnds lends itself to the recital
of repetitive detail, even when the text is reduced to a minimum.
The solution adopted here is to provide the reader with two
ways of reading through this chapter. For each building, a short
summary of the main characteristics and history is given at the

start in a shaded box. For most readers’ purposes, navigating from
box to box will provide suﬃcient information on the excavated
buildings (supplemented, of course, by the illustrations).
The text after each box provides a second level of description,
focusing in more detail on the architecture, phasing and domestic
installations. This, it is hoped, will meet most of the requirements
of those readers with a particular interest in the subject. There remains material for which there was still no space or which is better
presented electronically. The location and distribution of household objects in each building, for example, are mentioned only in
passim and are not described systematically. As mentioned in the
preface to this volume, this information is stored electronically,
and will be found in the site database and GIS (see Appendix 2).
All the building plans are at the same scale (1:150) which was
chosen to allow individual buildings and blocks to ﬁt across the
page (hence the large format of the book). Inevitably at this scale
some of the ﬁner details of the buildings and installations are not
visible and, to compensate for this, extensive photographic coverage has been included for each building. Detailed ﬂoor and installation plans form part of the Saar paper archive.
Finally, it should be noted that the terminology used in this
chapter sometimes pre-empts that of Chapter 4, particularly where
‘standard’ plans and installations are mentioned. Fortunately, the
remarkable degree of similarity in building form and installation
type at Saar is, on the whole, self-evident.
Fig. 3.1 The central part of the settlement (SW)
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Fig. 3.2 Block Level A2

Block A, part of the Western Quarter, lies directly north of the
temple. It is a row of four buildings lining the eastern side of Diraz
Square (Bldgs 202 – 5), though the ﬁrst three of these share a common enclosed space making the architectural division into separate buildings less clear than usual. The block lines Main Road to
the east, North Alley to the south, and Diraz Square to the west.
On the north side it is abutted by the walls of Bldg 208 of Block B.
The block presents a blank façade on the eastern side where it
fronts Main Road, showing that the orientation of the buildings
was not in this direction but to the opposite side out into Diraz
Square. Access to all buildings was only from this square: none of
the buildings had a rear access.
The earliest levels of Block A were exposed in the sections across
the street, but were in general not excavated within the buildings.
The exception to this is Area 229 of Bldg 202. The limited evidence
from the street sections presents a mixed picture of the block at this
time: precursors of the northeast and southeast perimeter walls of
the block were not identiﬁed, while on the southwest side,there was
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some evidence for an early phase of Bldg 203, but not of Bldg 202.
This earliest material has been assigned to Level A1.
The succeeding level (Level A2) is the main excavated level of
the block. Bldg 202 at this time was a two-roomed unit with an
outer room that forms a dog-leg around an inner room. It did not
contain any cooking installations. In this level Bldg 202 also shared
a common rear yard with Bldgs 203 and 204, one that was subsequently partitioned oﬀ in such a way that Bldg 202 had exclusive
use of one part, while Bldgs 203 and 204 retained the shared use of
the rest. Bldg 203 had two rooms not arranged in quite the same
pattern as normal, as well as access to the yard. In the outer room,
Area 228, was a suite of cooking installations. Bldg 204 had a more
normal arrangement of outer and inner room, and Bldg 205 at the
north end of the block was a self-contained three-roomed unit
with outer room, inner room and rear yard.
Subsequently, there was evidence of temporary re-use of the
buildings, particularly in the shared rear yards of Bldgs 204 and
205 (Level A3).
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Building 202
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The building was entered from Diraz Square through a door at
the western end. The lowest ﬂoor (Phase 1.1) was a compacted
sandy ﬂoor with ashy patches, sinking down in the middle where
there was more activity. In the southwest corner the ﬂoor had a
deposit of calciﬁed vegetal material heaped over it, concealing
a large storage jar set into the ﬂoor. In Phase 1.1, a semicircular
plastered basin lay further inside the main room and, next to the
door into the inner room (Area 225), a low stone ledge similar to
examples from other buildings (e.g. Bldgs 53, 56, 100, and 204).
By the time the ﬂoor was replastered (Phase 1.2) the storage jar
was no longer used. During this phase, a short stretch of stone wall
or bench appears immediately inside the doorway. It was crudely
built and survived to a height of 50 cm. It is in an odd position for
such a feature and there are no good parallels in other buildings.
The inner room (Area 225) was empty of features. Over the western half of this room was a deposit of decayed vegetal matter (in
retrospect perhaps collapsed ceiling material). The rear yard was
shared with the neighbouring buildings, but in the ﬁnal phase of
occupation (Phase 1.2) it was divided by a narrow curving wall. The
part assigned to Bldg 202 (Area 227) was devoid of installations, in
contrast to those parts allocated to Bldgs 203 and 204. It is to be
hoped that this curious partitioning of a common space was the
result of a benign event (such as the division of an inheritance),
rather than the result of a un-neighbourly quarrel.
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Bldg 202 is the southern-most unit of Block A. The building was
partly excavated by the previous expedition and our work was restricted to completing the excavation of each room down to the
latest ﬂoor. Thus it only has one excavated phase, though the sections across both North Alley and Main Road did not reveal any
antecedents to the main walls of the building.
It has three distinct areas. The entrance from Diraz Square leads
into a long, narrow room (Area 246) which jinks around an inner
room in the eastern corner (Area 225). A doorway leads out into a
third area at the rear. This yard was originally shared with Bldgs 203
and 204, but was subsequently and rather awkwardly partitioned
(Area 227).
In its ﬁnal form at least (Phase 1.2), there was an absence of any
cooking installations in the building. This contrasts with the other
buildings in the block, and suggests Bldg 202 was not functioning
as an entirely separate household at this time.
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Fig. 3.3 Phase 1.2

Fig. 3.4 Bldg 202 (W)
Fig. 3.5 Block A on the eastern side of Diraz Square (NE)
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Bldg 203 lies in mid-terrace, sharing common walls with Bldg 202
to the south and Bldg 204 to the north. In the main excavated
phase (Phase 2) it had two rooms (Areas 228 and 229) and a shared
rear yard (Area 231) which was subsequently divided up.
The outer room contained a range of domestic installations including a tannur, hearths with cooking pot supports, and a benchand-basin. Following a re-laying of the ﬂoors in Phase 2.2, the
inner room too appears to have been used for food preparation.
Although the rear yard was subsequently partitioned, access still
remained between Bldgs 203 and 204.
The building had an early phase (Phase 1) which was investigated only in the inner room. Here, the cooking installations were
preserved in excellent condition (Fig. 3.9). The plan itself is fragmentary and diﬃcult to interpret, but it is clear that it was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that of Phase 2.
Apart from the problem of understanding how the shared rear
space worked, the Phase 2 building is a typical one for Saar, with a
range of installations commonly found in other buildings.
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In Phase 1 Area 229 was not an enclosed room but had openings on
both the southwest and northwest sides. As excavated this leaves a
free-standing block along one side. This seems an unlikely occurrence, and may be explained as being a remnant of earlier walls that
have been partly robbed out and rebuilt. A group of domestic installations lay along the southeast wall: a cooking pot support and
hearth, located closest to the doorway in the southwest corner; an
adjacent semicircular hearth; and a raised plastered oval. One of the
cones of the cooking pot support had fallen oﬀ its setting but was
otherwise intact. In the eastern corner of the room was a rectangular
area of ﬂat-topped stones, perhaps a workbench or stand. The plan
of the rest of the building in this phase remains unknown.
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Phase 2
Bldg 203 had three distinct areas in this phase: an outer room
(Area 228), an inner room (Area 229) and a shared rear yard
(Area 231). Entrance to the building was from Diraz Square
through a doorway with neatly-plastered doorjambs which led
into the outer room (Area 228). The neck of a pottery vessel had
been set into the wall to the south of the door. Presumably it was
part of the door equipment, perhaps the ﬁxture for a bolt or bar.
Along the southwest wall was a rectangular bench-and-basin
which had been replastered three times, a semicircular hearth with
Fig. 3.6 Bldg 203 (NW)
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Fig. 3.8 Phase 1 cooking installations and blocked door in Area 229 (SW)

Fig. 3.9 Detail of cooking installations with cone replaced in position (S)
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two settings for jar supports, a horseshoe-shaped jar support and
hearth made up of stone and plaster and, in the corner, a tannur
with a stone surround and cylindrical pottery lining.
In Area 229 at the end of Phase 1, the doorway in the southwest
wall was blocked oﬀ, the ﬂoor level raised and a threshold and new
section of wall added on the northwest side to form an enclosed
room. Within the room on the northwest wall was a square stone
bench with an oval indentation in the top. A stone bench or jar stand,
with a complete pot set within it, lay along the south wall. Within
the ﬁll of the pot were seven fragments of seal impressions and copper fragments (Saar Report 2: 85, sealing 1622:04). A hollow in the
top of the bench may have been the setting for another vessel.
The ﬂoor of the inner room was replastered (Phase 2.2), and
superimposed over the Phase 2.1 jar stand was a semicircular area
of rough stone built as an emplacement for a large grindstone. A
second grinding stone lay on top.
The rear yard was divided up at this time (Phase 2.2), and the
part assigned to Bldg 203 became a small conﬁned area which was
still linked to Bldg 204. It contained a plastered sunken basin. The
ﬂoor of the yard slumped down considerably into the south corner where it stopped abruptly, giving way to an irregular-shaped
depression ﬁlled with clean sand. Traces of scorching and concentrations of ashy material in this same area suggest that this may
have originally been a ﬁre-pit.
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Fig. 3.12 Phase 2.1
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Above the sand blown into Area 231 after the abandonment of the
building were four circular hearths and a layer of occupation debris, attesting to a temporary and ephemeral use of this area prior
to the ﬁnal collapse of the walls.
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Fig. 3.10 Hearths and tannur in Area 228 (W)
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Fig. 3.13 Phase 2.2
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Bldg 204 is also in the middle of Block A. It has an outer room
(Area 233) and an inner one (Area 234), as well as access to part of
the shared rear yard (Area 232). It was excavated only to the latest
ﬂoor (Phase 1.1). A curious and partial rebuild of the wall in the
north corner of the rear yard suggested a later reoccupation of the
building (Phase 1.2). The outer room was a busy work area, containing a suite of domestic installations used for food preparation and
cooking. The inner room, with a clean plaster ﬂoor and the remnant
of only a single installation, served perhaps as a storage area.
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Phase 1

Bldg 204 had two horizons post-dating the Phase 1 occupation.
In the rear yard there was a single burnt scoop in the sand, and
in the outer room a deposit of ash mixed with bone (Phase 2.1).
Subsequently, the rear yard was used for temporary cooking activities (Phase 2.2): there were two scoops of burnt sand, one
lined with broken plaster fragments, and one stone-lined hearth.
Associated with this late horizon was a T-shaped section of wall
in the north corner. This sat on sand and had no associated ﬂooring, but its position and alignment suggests it is a rebuild of the
underlying Phase 1 wall and represents a late though ephemeral
reoccupation of at least part of Bldg 204.
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During Phase 1, the outer room had several domestic installations
crammed into the available space. Inside the entrance from Diraz
Square, immediately on the left, was a rectangular bench-andbasin. The basin was made from a re-used jar and covered with
two coats of gypsum plaster. Next to the door into the inner room
(Area 234) was a cooking pot support made of plastered cones,
with a semicircular hearth in front. Both were constructed up
against the side of a tannur.
The cooking pot support had three cones, one against the
southern face of the tannur, one against the wall, and the third
free-standing. These formed a support behind the semicircular
hearth, which had a baked base and raised plastered rim.
On the right of the entrance into the inner room was a low
ledge made up of a single plastered stone and, next to it, an area
of ﬂat stones. Scorching of the stones indicated a localised ﬁre.
Two further groups of stones were found, one along the eastern
wall and one in the southeast corner, both laid to form ﬂat surfaces.
Scattered on the ﬂoor around the group of stones in the southeast
corner were six pieces of worked stone. In the northern half of the
room there was a ﬁre-pit with heavily scorched sides and base. The
main ﬂoor had a hard grey surface, which had worn through next
to the doorways, and had been patched several times near the basin
where it had perhaps suﬀered water damage. Given the presence of
so many domestic installations, it is not surprising that the main
ﬂoor was dirty and had a lot of refuse on it, concentrated particularly in the northeast corner. In contrast, the ﬂoor in the inner
room was clean and devoid of features, except for an area of grey
plaster which lipped up to a circular feature that had been removed
subsequently.
In the western corner of the rear yard (Area 232) there was a
plastered sunken basin. This appears to have had a secondary use as
a rubbish dump since its ﬁll included deposits of soft, ﬁne lenses of
ash with burnt bone, shell, and redeposited tannur fragments. Two
shallow depressions were noted in the ﬂoor, perhaps settings for
storage jars.
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Fig. 3.15 Hearth and tannur in Area 233 with, far left, sliced base of jar
used as a basin (W)
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Building 205
Bldg 205 lies at the northwest end of Block A. It is a three-roomed
building, with outer room (Area 236), inner room (Area 235) and
enclosed yard (Area 237). The rear yard has a small alcove in the
southeast corner. In Phase 1, mostly unexcavated, the internal arrangement of rooms diﬀered slightly from the excavated Phase 2
plan, with the cross-walls located further to the northeast.
Bldg 205 was one of two buildings where micromorphological
analysis was carried out (see Chapter 10). This work highlighted
the main activities that were carried out in each area (Table 10.4),
as well as indicating which areas were roofed (Area 235, possibly
Area 236 with a light roof, but not Area 237).
Following the main phase of occupation, there were several
episodes of re-use of the rear yard, characterised by temporary
ﬁres and dumps of ash, and an odd rebuild to part of the northeast wall.
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A thick deposit of sand underlay the Phase 2 ﬂoors. Limited excavation through this sand demonstrated that there were earlier
ﬂoors below. The inner and outer rooms (Areas 235 and 236) were
completely ﬁlled with this sand packing, but while it ran against
the main external walls of the building it continued beneath the
cross-wall separating the outer room and the rear yard (Areas 236
and 237). So while the external limits of the building did not alter
between Phases 1 and 2, the internal division was slightly diﬀerent,
with the outer room originally being larger and the rear yard correspondingly smaller. A stub of walling on the northwest wall of the
rear yard, and a buttress, possibly a doorjamb, on the southeast wall,
indicate the original position of the Phase 1 cross-wall.
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Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, a layer of sand was put down inside the building and a new cross-wall constructed separating the outer room
(Area 236) from the rear yard (Area 237). In the outer room, just inside the doorway from Diraz Square, was a bench-and-basin. The
oval basin was so heavily replastered (a total of ﬁve layers of gypsum
plaster were noted) that by the end of its life its original size had
been reduced by almost a half. Micromorphological analysis showed
an arc of water-splashed material surrounding this installation, conﬁrming that its function was the storage and distribution of water.
Around the corner, next to the door into the inner room, was a
semicircular hearth with a raised plastered lip. A layer of packing
was subsequently added to the room and a new ﬂoor laid down
(Phase 2.2). An additional feature in the room in this phase was an
oval pit with a ﬁll of grey ash and ﬁne charcoal.
The inner room (Area 235) was devoid of installations. The main
ﬂoor (Phase 2.1) was built up of laminations of gypsum mortar, and
scattered on it were eight stone tools and a carnelian bead. This
room also had a second ﬂoor.
Within the Phase 2 rebuild horizon of the rear yard (Area 237),
there was a square stone basin, perhaps used to mix the plaster or
mortar needed in the renovations. If so, an area of gypsum plaster
found on the north side may represent material slopped out of the
basin during the mixing of materials.
The main ﬂoor in the yard was heavily eroded, surviving intact
only against the western wall of the room. A large grindstone had
been set into the ﬂoor next to the door. Against the southeast wall
there was a plastered sunken basin and, within the alcove in this

Fig. 3.17 Area 237, excavated in a 1 × 1 m grid (NW)

wall, there was a second basin that had been re-lined three times.
A low-lying rectangular bench or work surface, no more than 15 cm
high, lay in the southeast corner.

Phase 3
Following the initial abandonment of the building, there were several episodes of temporary re-use, characterised by dumps of burnt
material interleaved with deposits of wind-blown sand. In the rear
yard the eastern wall collapsed, and sealing the wall tumble was
a succession of dumped occupational debris (Phases 3.1 and 3.2).
After a period of further sand inﬁlling, a new section of walling
was constructed at the eastern end of the rear yard (Phase 3.3).
This was slightly oﬀset from the Phase 2 wall, but on the same
orientation, respecting the earlier line of Main Road.
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Block B, part of the Western Quarter, lies on the edge of the town
immediately north of Block A and contains four buildings along the
northern edge of Diraz Square (Bldgs 208, 209, 353, 352, from east to
west). It shares walls with Block A to the southeast and Block R to
the southwest so the delineation of Block B is more arbitrary than
usual, but is deﬁned as those buildings to which there is access along
the north side of Diraz Square. The northern limit of Block B corresponds to the limit of settlement in this area. Excavation only 10 m
north of the block revealed sloping bedrock underlying 90 cm of
wind-blown sand and no anthropogenic deposits.
The main excavated level of the block (Level B2) corresponds to
the main excavated level of Block A (Level A2); they are linked by
shared walls, and common external surfaces in Diraz Square. There
was evidence for an earlier block level (Level B1) in all buildings, but
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this was only investigated in detail in Bldg 208 at the eastern end,
and to a lesser degree, Bldg 209. Evidence for activity post-dating
the main level of occupation was quite clear in Bldg 353, where some
of the walls were broken down and the building used as a ‘walkthrough’ (Level B3).
Of the buildings in the block, Bldgs 208 and 209 show obvious
similarities and are both interesting for the way the inner rooms
(Areas 244 and 246) have been built out beyond the line of the main
wall and doorway. Bldg 209 has an extra yard (Area 247), with a
wide opening at the northwest end where, in its latest phase (Phase
2.3), there was a concentration of plastered basins. At the western
end, Bldg 352 has a typical two-room plan, while neighbouring Bldg
303 is a variation on this theme, with the inner room lying behind
and at right angles to the outer one.
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Building 208
Bldg 208 has three rooms arranged in a row, with external doors
at both the north and south ends. During Phase 1, a narrow passage at the north end (Area 245) led into the main room of the
building (Area 242). In the north corner there was a door into the
inner room (Area 246), and in the south corner another door into
the third room (Area 238), from where it was possible to exit into
Diraz Square. In Phase 2, new ﬂoors were put down, the installations in the central room remodelled, and the door into Diraz
Square blocked oﬀ.
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Entrance into the main room (Area 242) was from the northwest;
the doorway here was obstructed by a low plastered bench or work
platform, 10 cm high, with a scorched rectangular pit in front. From
the position of the doorsocket it can be seen that the door swung
inwards into the room, but the location of the platform would have
prevented it from swinging back completely. A semicircular hearth
lay next to the platform. The proximity of the hearth to the other
features, as well as scorch marks in the pit, suggest that these features made up a suite of installations for food preparation and cooking. A rectangular niche had been built into the southwest wall. In
the southeast corner, a single plastered stone may have been part
of a cooking pot support. Careful examination of the surrounding
ﬂoor failed to reveal any evidence for the existence of other supports, though they may have been destroyed by a later robbing out
of the adjacent main wall of the building.
The earliest ﬂoor in the main room, which was the primary one
for this phase, was hard and smooth, with little occupational debris
overlying it. The inner room (Area 246) was completely devoid of
all features in this phase. Its ﬂoor was compact and hard, but very
uneven with irregular pitting and severely eroded, which may have
been the result of water damage.
In the southern room (Area 238), a sunken plastered pit or basin was set into the ﬂoor along the south wall. This was a large feature sunk to a depth of 62 cm below the ﬂoor. In the north corner
of the room was a tannur. In this phase, the socket for the door
between the two rooms was within Area 242.
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Fig. 3.21 Bldgs 208 and 209 (SW)

Fig. 3.19 External passage at north end of Bldg 208 (SE)
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In Phase 2 the entire building was reﬂoored (Phase 2.1). The door
in the southwest corner into Diraz Square was blocked oﬀ during this phase and the doorsocket between the southern and main
rooms (Areas 238 and 242) was switched from the north to the
south side of the doorway. This may have been an entirely functional procedure or might reﬂect some change in use of the rooms.
At the same time, the northeast wall of the building was supported
by the construction of a narrow buttress stretching along the internal face of the wall. The Phase 2.1 ﬂoor was the same throughout
and was made up of a series of very ﬁne plaster laminations.
In Area 238, the sunken plastered pit and tannur remained in
use and no new features were introduced. In the main room, however, the installations were replaced by a diﬀerent set. A fragment
of the plastered edge of a semicircular hearth lay above the earlier
example. This was partly destroyed by a subsequent pit. South of
the niche in the southwest wall was a hearth made up of three
single stones forming three sides of a square, with the fourth side
remaining open. A large amount of shell and pottery was found
on the ﬂoor, as well as some lumps of clay of similar composition
to that used for sealings, two copper objects including a ﬁsh-hook,
and stone tools.
The ﬂoor extended into Area 246 where artefacts still in position included a plaster lid and a frit bead. Out in the passageway
(Area 245) there was also a robust surface, indicating that, although
external, the area was sheltered and protected from the elements
by the closeness of the house walls. This surface sloped down from
north to south and contained a circular pit, 10 cm in diameter, possibly a post hole.
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Fig. 3.22 Niche in
southwest wall of
Area 242 (SW)
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Fig. 3.25 Plastered pit in Area 238 (SE)

Fig. 3.23 Tannur
in Area 228 (N)
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Building 209
Bldg 209 lies adjacent and parallel to Bldg 208. It had four
distinct areas: a central room (Area 241) with a small room
oﬀ its north side (Area 244), a second room to the southeast
(Area 240), and a long yard along the southwest edge of the
building (Area 247). Area 247 is puzzling since in Phase 1 it appears to have been entirely open at the northern end unless,
that is, it was protected by some more temporary structure such
as a barasti fence. In this phase the building also had, unusually,
two entrances at the south end, one of which was subsequently
blocked oﬀ.
The building was then remodelled, an action perhaps in part
necessitated by the rising sand in Diraz Square (Phase 2). One
of the entrances into Diraz Square was blocked oﬀ and the
other ﬁtted with a deep threshold. The door into the northern
room (Area 244) was sealed up. In the long yard, the cooking
installations were not rebuilt, indicating a change in the function of the room. At the end of this phase (Phase 2.3) a group
of plastered basins or pits appeared at the northern end of the
building, clustered around the northern edge of Area 247.
Post-occupation layers (Phase 3) were present in the form
of patches of burnt sand and three installations built high up
within the wind-blown deposits.
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Phase 1
Only the long yard (Area 247) was excavated in its entirety down
to the ﬂoor level of this phase. In the middle of the room there was
a rectangular ﬁre-pit lined with grey plaster. The sides and base to
the hearth were heavily scorched and the ﬁll was entirely of ash
and charcoal. On either side of this installation was a rectangular
post hole, perhaps holding the supports for a timber frame used to
suspend vessels or food over the ﬁre. A sunken plastered basin lay
close to the southwest wall.
The yard was reﬂoored (Phase 1.2) and new installations constructed: a circular hearth with an inverted jar rim serving as a
support for a cooking vessel, a rectangular pit next to it and, in the
southeast corner, a tannur.
In the other rooms of Bldg 209, selective excavation was undertaken at critical wall junctions to establish key relationships
between the main walls of the building. The exact plan of the
building in this phase is uncertain, but there appears to be several
diﬀerences from Phase 2. There was originally a second entrance
between Areas 240 and 241. It seems very odd to have two entrances here and odder still that one could be shut oﬀ but not the
other. The western doorway has proper jambs and a doorsocket
while the one at the east is a simple opening. The eastern entrance
is also much wider (1.3 m); perhaps it served a diﬀerent function
and could be shut oﬀ with a temporary partition when not required. There was also an external doorway in Area 240, subsequently blocked, which went out into Diraz Square.
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Fig. 3.30 Phase 2.3

Phase 2
The inhabitants of the building, like their neighbours, had to cope
with the problems caused by rising levels of sand in Diraz Square.
In Bldg 208, the solution was to no longer use the door into Diraz
Square. The inhabitants of Bldg 209 also blocked oﬀ one of the
problem doorways, but raised the level of the other by inserting
a new threshold. This allowed them to continue using the door,
though it was still necessary to step down into the building. A
well-preserved plastered street surface in Diraz Square ran up to
the newly-blocked doorway. At the northern end of Block B, the

Fig. 3.29 Hearth and cooking pot support in Area 240 (W)
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Fig. 3.31 Phase 1 circular hearth in
Area 247 (NE). Cooking pot not as found
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Fig. 3.32 Bldg 209 with external basins of Phase 2.3 (SE)

rise in external levels was much less (as noted elsewhere in the settlement) so that major alterations were not necessary.
Other changes in circulation (and room function) took place
during this phase. The long yard was given a new ﬂoor that was
completely free of installations. Internally, the southwest door
between Areas 241 and 240 was blocked, while the door between
Area 240 and 247 was enlarged by demolishing the southern doorjamb.
The southeast room (Area 240) contained a cooking pot support and a semicircular hearth located next to one another in the
northwest corner of the room, and a sunken plastered pit by the
entrance into the central room.
The central room (Area 241) also had a new ﬂoor. The large
amount of occupational debris recovered from the ﬂoor surface
suggests that this area was the focus of domestic activity in the
building during this phase. Positioned against the main western
wall was a semicircular hearth, and by the eastern wall a fragment
of a plaster basin with a stone surround. The same ﬂoor continued
into the northern room where it was in excellent condition and
completely clean.

The ﬂoors in all areas except Area 244 were renewed for a second time (Phase 2.2). Access to this room was blocked oﬀ, an act
for which there is no apparent reason. The last ﬂoor was in pristine
condition and there were no visible structural problems.
Further development within this phase consisted of another reﬂooring of the central room with a hard plaster surface (Phase 2.3).
In the southern room (Area 240) a thin layer of sand sat over the
Phase 2.2 ﬂoor, and built on this against the northwest wall was a
plastered bench-and-basin.
The ﬂoor of the yard (Area 247) was also replastered. This was
heavily eroded and had survived only as isolated patches throughout the area. Set within the niche caused by the kink in the east
wall was a bench-and-basin. To the north, the ﬂoor surface extended outside (Area 248), where there were three plastered pits
or basins clustered around the entrance into the long yard, and
two more on the northwest corner of the building. All of these
had thick linings of hard white plaster. Such a concentration of
features outside a building seems unusual, though this is qualiﬁed
by the fact that, by and large, areas outside buildings were less systematically investigated than the buildings themselves.
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Building 353
Bldg 353 is a two-roomed unit. An entrance in the northwest corner of Diraz Square leads into an outer room running the length
of the building. The inner room lies at right angles, built around
the shared wall with Bldg 352 to the southwest. Bldg 353 has three
phases: the earliest is largely unexcavated, in the second phase it
was a two-roomed unit, and by the third it was partly abandoned
and used as a walk-through.
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Phase 1
Material pre-dating the excavated building phase was observed in
the robber trench which removed part of the main northwest wall.
Here an earlier doorway was preserved, which provided access out
into the open area to the north. A precursor of the wall that divided Area 703 from 704 could not be identiﬁed in the sides of
the robber trench, so possibly the stone from this wall had been
removed before rebuilding (as happened elsewhere).
Tacked on to the northwest wall of the building was a single
rectangular room (Area 709). Access to this room was from the
northern side, and there was no internal communication between
this room and either Bldg 353 or its neighbour Bldg 352.

Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, a levelling deposit of sand was put down
and new ﬂoors laid. The wall which divided Area 704 from 703 was
constructed at this time. In the outer room (Area 703), there was
a bench-and-basin next to the internal doorway and, on the wall
opposite, a semicircular hearth. A circular plastered pit lay in the
northeast corner. In the inner room (Area 704) there was also a
small plastered pit.
Subsequently the rooms were replastered (Phase 2.2) and the
bench-and-basin rebuilt. The semicircular hearth was demolished and
not replaced. Close to the bench-and-basin were fragments of a plaster rim, the remnant of a destroyed installation. In Area 709, the later
robbing out of the walls had resulted in the layers of this phase eroding
out and spilling northwards down the slope. There were two features
in the room: a pit in the centre with two linings of hard plaster, and
a ﬁre-pit. It is not clear if this area still functioned as a room in this
phase or whether it was already partially robbed on the north side.
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Part of the main southwest wall of the building was pulled down.
This happened soon after the end of Phase 2 as ﬂoor material from
the neighbouring building then eroded through the gap, spilling
directly over the Phase 2.2 ﬂoor.
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Fig. 3.33 Bldgs 352 and 353 (SE)
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Building 352
Bldg 352 is tucked into the northwest corner of Diraz Square. The
plan of its earliest phase was not investigated (Phase 1), though
a blocked doorway in the southern corner shows that it diﬀered
from the succeeding Phase 2 plan. In Phase 1 there was a third
room (Area 705) on the north side, with its own external doorway.
Because of the robbing out of walls, it is not clear if there was any
internal communication between this area and the other rooms of
the building.
In Phase 2, the entrance to the building was from Diraz Square.
This led into an outer room (Area 701), with an inner room in
the southern corner (Area 700). No rear doorway was identiﬁed.
The room to the north was not rebuilt in Phase 2. Subsequently,
the northeast wall of the building was broken down and the outer
room used as a rubbish dump (Phase 3).
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Phase 1
Phase 1 of Bldg 352 is known only from limited excavations inside
the building carried out to investigate key wall junctions. This work
showed that there was originally a doorway, subsequently blocked,
in the southern corner of the building. In addition, the northwest
wall of the building stopped and turned to the northeast just beyond the line of the later wall of the inner room. To the north,
there was a single room with an external door (Area 705), similar
to Area 709 of Bldg 353. So quite clearly there were substantial differences between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 building.
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Phase 2
During the Phase 2 rebuild the door in the southern corner was
blocked oﬀ. The room to the north (Area 705) was abandoned at
this time: its walls were robbed out and the robber trench backﬁlled prior to the construction of the new northwest wall for the
outer room (Area 701). In Phase 2, Bldg 352 has an outer room
(Area 701) and an inner room (Area 700). Inside the external door,
on the left, was a bench-and-basin. This was the only installation
present in the room. A substantial buttress was added against the
corner of the inner room to improve the support for the roof beams.
From the outer room, a door led into the inner room (Area 700),
which was also empty of installations in this phase.
The rooms were then reﬂoored (Phase 2.2). In the outer room,
the bench-and-basin was rebuilt and an additional substantial
stone basin constructed against the buttress on the south wall of
the inner room. Next to it in the ﬂoor was a circular depression,
perhaps a setting for a jar. In Diraz Square, a plastered surface
sloped down to the door of Bldgs 353 and, further east, to the door
of Bldg 209, providing a ﬁrm stratigraphic link between these
buildings during this phase.

Fig. 3.37 Basin in Area 700 (SE)

Phase 3
During this phase, a section of the main southeast wall of the
building was broken down so that there was now access into
Bldg 353. Heaps of ash accumulated over the ﬂoor of the outer
room and it is not clear whether this should be ascribed to continuing occupation of the building or to activity associated with
a gradual disuse. The picture that emerges of the building at this
time is that the area served as a track connecting Diraz Square
to the open land to the north. Trampled areas were traced over
the demolished wall of Area 701 up through Area 705, as well as
through adjacent Area 709.
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Fig. 3.38 Block Level C3

Block C makes up the entire Northern Quarter of the town, and
is located opposite the temple at the junction of Main Road and
Temple Road. At its southwest end is one of the deepest architectural sequences excavated at Saar. This includes, at the bottom of
the sequence, a fragment of wall found in the section across Main
Road which predates the construction of the block (assigned to
Level C1) and, at the top, two buildings (Bldgs 221 and 223 of
Level C5) which were built after the collapse of the surrounding
buildings.
Level C2 represents the construction and ﬁrst use of the excavated buildings. Not all buildings were excavated to this level, but
the evidence suggests that while the perimeter of the block did
not diﬀer much from succeeding levels, the internal arrangement
of rooms, particularly in Bldgs 224 and 225, may not have been the
same. At the western end, Bldg 220 was formerly two separate
buildings (Bldgs 228 and 229; see opposite), hence its unusual feature of having two doorways and two separate inner rooms along
the Temple Road side. Adjacent to Bldg 220 was a three-roomed
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building (Bldg 224), and then two smaller ones (Bldgs 225 and
226). A connecting doorway joined Bldg 225 with 226. Since the
internal plan of the former is unknown at this level, the signiﬁcance of this is diﬃcult to interpret.
Bldgs 225 and 226 jut out into the street narrowing the width
of Temple Road at this point. Although superﬁcially this might
suggest that Bldg 225 and 226 were subsequently tacked on to the
block, it is quite clear from the section across Temple Road that
Bldg 225 at least is original to the construction of Block C (see
Fig. 2.5).
All the buildings in the row were rebuilt (Level C3) except for
Bldg 226. An examination of the rebuilds in the party walls suggests that this happened simultaneously across the block. In this
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level, Bldg 220 had a yard and enclosed room added at the rear, the
inner room of Bldg 224 was switched to the front of the building,
and access between Bldg 225 and 226 blocked oﬀ and the latter left
derelict. In Bldgs 220 and 224, there was a relatively long sequence
of ﬂoors associated with this level.
The buildings were subsequently abandoned gradually (Level C4).
Part of Bldg 225 was utilized as a cooking area, while some areas of
Bldg 220 were also still in use. A further period of abandonment occurred before the late construction of two buildings, Bldgs 221 and
223, on the site where Bldg 220 had been previously (Level C5). This
coincides with the latest period of use of the temple, when ﬁve stone
structures were built in the street outside. Otherwise, by this time

most of the surrounding buildings, including also those of Block D,
were disused and partly ﬁlled in with sand.
Block C appeared to be close to the edge of settlement in this
part of the town. To determine if there were any further buildings to the north, a 10 m trench was cut directly north of Block C,
beyond Bldg 220. Several occupation horizons were identiﬁed in
a sand matrix. Each displayed similar characteristics: black, charcoally sand was predominant, containing decayed vegetal matter
and fragments of pot, shell and bone. Within the deposits were
crusty sand lenses, perhaps areas of trampling. No walls or plastered surfaces were found. Excavation eastwards beyond Bldg 226
also failed to reveal any further buildings.

Fig. 3.39 Block C and the northeast flank of the settlement (SW)
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Bldgs 228 and 229 lie below Bldg 220. The plan of the latter building, with two doors both at the front and rear as well as a pair of
inner rooms, suggested that there had originally been two separate
buildings. This was also indicated by the ragged nature of the outer
face of the wall to the west of the door into Area 311, indicating
where an original partition wall had perhaps been demolished.
Limited excavation conﬁrmed the presence of a robber trench
and of two separate buildings. The ﬂoors of the buildings were not
excavated. The section of the robber trench showed that there had
been only a single associated ﬂoor running up to the robbed-out
wall. This ﬂoor was 3 cm thick and sat upon a 30 cm deposit of
sand inﬁlling which represented the construction horizon of the
buildings.
Both buildings had an outer and inner room. It is also clear
that they shared a common area at the rear (Area 329). Whether
this area was enclosed or not is unknown.
With only a single associated surface, these two buildings existed as separate entities for a relatively short time. The partition
wall between them was then demolished in what appears to have
been a localised event that was not accompanied by remodelling
elsewhere in the building. This is indicated by the compact nature of the ﬂooring sequence at this point. The merged building
was assigned a new building number (Bldg 220), and is described
overleaf.
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Building 220
Bldg 220 is an amalgamation of two, formerly separate, buildings.
As such, it has two front entrances, two rear entrances and two
separate inner rooms. The main area of activity was the single outer
area (Area 310) which, in addition to a standard suite of installations, was notable for the presence of groups of stake-holes across
the eastern half. While the plan of the rear of the building remains
unknown, excavations in the street outside suggest that there was
at least a partially enclosed rear yard. In the succeeding phase
(Phase 2), the building was extensively renovated and an additional
room added to the rear (Area 315). The inner rooms at the front of
the building served diﬀerent purposes: one was used for the preparation food, the other for storage. A period of partial use (Phase 2.5)
preceded the collapse and inﬁlling of the building (Phase 3).

Bldg 220 had at least three separate areas during Phase 1: a single
outer room (Area 310) running around two separate inner rooms
(Areas 309 and 311). It was connected by doorways to a fourth area
at the rear, which was not excavated to this phase.
Just inside the southwest doorway was part of the stone superstructure of a bench-and-basin. It had been partly destroyed by
the robbing out of the wall of the inner room and by the construction of a later version directly above it. On the opposite side of the
passage, a semicircular installation with a shallow rim of brown
plaster may have been another jar support.
The most interesting feature of the outer room was the bustling
activity in the eastern half. Here there was a circular hearth, a basin fragment, a tannur and an array of 86 stake-holes. Most of the
stake-holes were circular, up to 4 cm in diameter, and with a maximum depth of 20 cm. They were cut straight down, tapering at
the bottom to form a concave base. Two examples were triangular,
presumably cut by palm fronds. Although some of the stake-holes
appear to cluster together, for example the cluster along the eastern wall, there is no observable pattern within the clusters, though
there seem to be several close pairs.
It is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a single explanation for the presence and
distribution of these holes in the ﬂoor. They may not all, of course,
have necessarily served the same function or have been strictly
contemporary. Some groups may represent a repeated event, one
pole, for example, repeatedly thrust into the ﬂoor in a slightly different place at the end of a day’s work. Some of them clearly obFig. 3.41 Bldg 220 Phase 1 (S)
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Fig. 3.43 Stake-holes in plaster floor (SW)
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Fig. 3.44 Phase 2

structed the doorway into the inner room, another puzzling aspect
of their distribution.
In the eastern half of the outer room, a new ﬂoor was subsequently laid (Phase 1.2) to level up the underlying ﬂoor, which
sloped down from west to east. This was accompanied by the
construction of a new doorsocket inside the eastern door into
the street. This ﬂoor did not extend into the western part of the
room, but stopped in an abrupt line. At this point, there was a
17 cm discrepancy between the height of the new ﬂoor to the east
and the old one to the west. Apart from needing to level oﬀ the
ﬂoor, this reﬂooring may also have been necessary due to diﬀerent
rates of sand deposition outside the two entrances to the building.
It is clear from the steps constructed against the more easterly and
lower door that the sand was deeper in this area, so that a partial
reﬂooring of the internal ﬂoor may have been necessary to improve
access into the building.

Eppstpdlfu

Fig. 3.45 Double bin or basin in Area 314 (NW)
Fig. 3.46 Superimposed plaster basins in Area 310,
partly destroyed by robbing (NE)

Phase 2
Bldg 220 went through the same major phase of rebuilding as
the two other buildings in the block still occupied at this time
(Bldgs 224 and 225). The external walls of the building were rebuilt,
as clearly seen in the wall shared with Bldg 224, its neighbour to
the east. Internally, there were some minor modiﬁcations to the
limits of one of the inner rooms (Area 311) and to the rear wall of
the outer room (Area 310), but the major change was to the north.
Here, the wall fronting Main Road was extended further north to
create a large possibly enclosed yard (Area 314) with an inner room
(Area 315).
The ﬁrst steps in the renovations of the building were the
demolition and robbing out of the Phase 1 rear wall of Area 310
and of the Phase 1 northwest wall of the inner room, Area 311.
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Fig. 3.47 Composite image of main northeast wall of Bldg 220 (NE)

The rubble from the destruction of the latter wall was spread over
the last Phase 1 surface, and then further levelling deposits, including a deep deposit of sand, ﬁlled in all the rooms at the front
of the building. The walls of the building were then built up, by
and large, on the same lines as the Phase 2 walls, but with the following major modiﬁcations: the inner room (Area 311) was shortened by moving its northwest wall, taking away the kink in the old
wall, and part of the northwest wall of the outer room was moved
(Area 310). The eﬀect of shifting the latter wall was to bring it into
line both with the rear wall of Area 310 and with the partition wall
of Bldg 224 to the northeast. This in eﬀect allowed the builders to
‘build through’ a single wall. This is clearly seen in the southwest
face of the wall separating Bldg 220 and Bldg 224.
New thresholds and doorsockets were also added to all the
rooms. In the main northeast wall of the building, adjacent to
the door into Temple Road, were two small niches one above the
other. The lower of the niches had a plastered circular setting protruding from its rear face while the upper niche was partially lined
with stone.
New installations appear in the inner rooms. In Area 311, an Lshaped stone platform was constructed at the rear of the room. A
grinding stone found on top of it, together with six stone tools
lying nearby on the ﬂoor, show that the room was being used
for food preparation. This is very unusual: installations are rarely
found in the inner rooms, although there are exceptions (Bldg 207,
for example). Where they do occur, it is usually a result of re-use
of the building. In the case of Bldg 220 we can speculate that the
inhabitants used the inner room in this fashion because they had
not one, but two inner rooms at their disposal. In the other inner room, Area 309, there were no installations, but thirteen seal
impressions found on the ﬂoor show that, by contrast, it was used
for storage. In the outer room, another basin was built over the
Phase 1 example, illustrating the continuity between the phases.
Apart from a rectangular pit with scorched sides, there were no
hearths or ovens in this area.
Subsequently, several thin plaster lenses were laid down in the
outer room (Phase 2.2), and there was a concentration of debris
scattered along the eastern edge of the ﬂoor. In the southwest
corner was a group of stone tools and a small area of stones that
may have been a low platform. Both inner rooms were free of installations and debris at this time. A new plaster rim was added
to the basin in the passageway out into the street and, at this
level, there was a clear rectangular cut on the south side of the
basin showing where the stonework of the attached bench had
been robbed out.
A further sequence of ﬂoors (Phase 2.3) lay above the occupation deposit of the Phase 2.2 sequence. It was also made up of
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numerous thin lenses of grey plaster representing successive partial
reﬂoorings rather than a single episode. Rather than renovate yet
again the existing basin in the passageway, perhaps now impractical because of rising ﬂoor levels, a new one was built in exactly
the same position. To the north of the basin lay a small rectangular
pit, with an uneven bottom containing a deeper circular depression. There was no trace of burning and its function is not known.
Further to the northeast, the plaster scar from a circular hearth
was just visible in the ﬂoor surface. The feature itself had been removed when the ﬂoor was covered over. Next to the door out into
Area 314 a few rough-set stones indicate where the ﬂoor was reinforced, perhaps serving as a step up to the threshold. A second
group of stones lying to the east formed a small work area or perhaps a support of some description. During Phase 2.3, both inner
rooms were devoid of installations.
In the outer room there was a ﬁnal ﬂoor sequence (Phase 2.4)
prior to the abandonment of the building. The ﬂoor deposits comprised a sequence of thin plaster lenses, interspersed with sand,
some fairly clean as if wind-blown and others grey in colour indicating occupation horizons. Adjacent to the northeast wall of
the building the plaster lenses faded, leaving only the sandy occupation deposits. In the centre of the room was a hearth, directly
over the one of the earlier phase. Roughly oval in plan, the plaster
forming the rim merged gradually into the surrounding ground
surface. Next to the door into the inner room (Area 309) was a
large stone slab, perhaps a work surface, although it did not display
any signs of wear and tear. The uppermost ﬂoor in the inner room,
Area 311, was a skim of grey plaster. In the back part of the room,
the surface became a trampled sand horizon, with the stones of
the earlier platform protruding through the surface and making
it very uneven. Ten seal impressions from the ﬂoor show that this
room was now used as storage.
To the rear, the plan of Area 314 during Phase 2 is problematic.
It was not possible to establish the northern limits of this area.
A small segment of wall return in the northwest corner indicates
where the limit may have been, but the wall was cut away by a
later pit and. in spite of detailed examination, no further traces
were found. Similarly, the eastern limit could not be identiﬁed: excavation next to the northwest corner of neighbouring Bldg 224,
where a wall or robber trench might have been expected, produced
a sequence of intact surfaces.
The rectangular room along the western edge (Area 315) was
used for cooking. It contained a tannur which had been built on
the earliest ﬂoor of the room, a circular basin lined with a hard
white plaster, and fragments of what was possibly a second basin.
The room was re-surfaced twice and, by the end, the installations
were no longer in use.
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Fig. 3.48 The southeast part of Bldg 220 with robbed-out walls (NW)

In the large yard (Area 314), the earliest ﬂoor (Phase 2.1) was
exposed only in the southern half. There were two associated features: a double bin (or basin) against the walls of Area 315 and
the remnants of a circular basin that was ﬂattened when the
ﬂoor went out of use. It is possible that the features against the
north wall of Area 315, comprising a rectangular bin and a circular
hearth, had their origins in this phase since excavation stopped at
Phase 2.2 in this room.
A sequence of undulating occupation deposits interspersed with
fragments of ﬂoors subsequently spread over Area 314 (Phases
2.2 – 2.5). Many of these were only partially excavated. Lying in an
area of clean sand within these deposits were the articulated skeletons of ﬁve sheep, including one lamb. It could not be established
stratigraphically whether these sheep were contemporary with the
buildings or whether they had been cut in from a higher level, as
they were lying within clean sand which also lay above and below
them. However, even if intrusive, there is no reason to think that
they were not buried within the lifetime of the settlement.
The last surfaces in Area 314 associated with the occupation
of Bldg 220 were found only in the southeast corner (Phase 2.5).
Here there was also a cooking pot support and the remnants of
a possible pot stand or bench. It is possible that by this stage the

northern part of the building, including Area 315, was already in
ruins, as indicated by the presence of dumps of burnt material to
the north, interspersed with areas of stone rubble.

Phase 3
Bldg 220 suﬀered from severe robbing of its walls. Robber
trenches were cut from diﬀerent levels so that it appears that the
robbing was a repeated activity. Some walls were robbed quite
soon after the abandonment of the rooms, while others were
robbed later when walls had already collapsed. Within the demolition deposits were the occasional ﬁnds thrown into the building
as rubbish, including a complete animal skull, a bitumen basket
and a clay ﬁgurine.
Subsequently, the area ﬁlled in with sand, which still contained
the occasional item including one complete pot, two seals and
some stone tools. It should be noted that the northeast wall of the
building, which was shared with Bldg 224, was still upstanding. A
sand layer up to 1 m thick ﬁnally covered Bldg 220: perhaps some
of this was deliberate inﬁlling. It is extraordinary that two further
buildings should then be built above, providing the longest building sequence in the settlement (see Bldgs 221 and 223 overleaf ).
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Buildings 221 and 223
Bldgs 221 and 223 were built over the site of the earlier Bldg 220
and separated from that building by a layer of sand inﬁlling. As
such they were some of the highest extant structures on the site,
constructed at a time when most of the buildings in the immediate vicinity had already disappeared. Certainly Blocks C and D
were no longer upstanding, and Blocks A and B to the southwest
had also fallen into disrepair by this time. The temple, however,
was still in use: the ﬁve circular structures dating to Phase 6 were
set at a comparable height in the sand to the walls of Bldg 221.
Although late in the sequence, both buildings adhered to the
common plan of outer and inner room, though Bldg 221 had been
excavated by the previous expedition and was only partially preserved.
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The southwest half of Bldg 221 was largely missing, though given
its standard shape the plan of the building can be reconstructed
with conﬁdence as a two-roomed building, with an outer room
and an inner one. The main door was probably in the southeast
wall. However, the relevant section of wall had been cut away by a
curious late feature: a series of limestone blocks, roughly hewn, set
side-on to line a rectangular hollow ﬁlled with clean sand. The appearance of the feature suggested that it might have been a grave,
although its alignment is incorrect for one dating to the Islamic
period. There was a second doorway at the rear of the building.
Only a single ﬂoor surface was left in the outer room (Area 301).
Given the history of its neighbour, Bldg 223, it is unlikely that
there were ever any higher surfaces. In the eastern half the ﬂoor
was a thin plaster layer, but elsewhere it degenerated into a trampled sandy horizon. A thin deposit of charcoally sand, evidence of
occupation activity, lay in patches above it.
The outer room contained three installations. Abutting the wall
of the inner room was a semicircular hearth and, next to it, part
of a plaster-lined basin. Both the basin and the oven were badly
eroded, having been left open to the elements for a considerable
period. On the opposite wall was a rectangular bench with a plastered trough at one end.
No ﬂoor or installations survived in the inner room (Area 300).
To the rear of the building there was a single occupation horizon
of grey ash and sand. Immediately overlying the single ﬂoor of
the outer room was a deposit of eroded mortar and stones formed
during the collapse and erosion of the building.
Bldg 223 was also a two-roomed building, sharing a common
wall with Bldg 221. Interestingly, to the east its boundary largely
incorporated the walls of the earlier and deeper structure, Bldg 220.
In the north corner, where this early wall kinked and leaned in, a
small section of new walling was inserted.
The main door of the building was in the southeast wall, leading via a step into the outer room (Area 303). The threshold had
been constructed out of a single stone block. Immediately inside
the entrance on the left hand side was part of a stone bench-andbasin. There was a fragmentary ﬂoor along the eastern edge of
the room. In the northwest corner only, this sat above a layer of
black sand which had been thrown into the corner to provide a ﬂat
bedding for the ﬂoor, presumably where the underlying sand had
dipped down. A weight of Indus Valley type was recovered from
this collapse deposit immediately above the ﬂoor. No surfaces or
installations survived in the inner room (Area 302).
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Fig. 3.49 Bldgs 221 and 223
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Fig. 3.50 Bldg 221, with the circular ‘offering tables’ of Phase 6 of the
temple in the foreground (NW)
Fig. 3.51 The doorway of Bldg 223 (left) abutting
re-used earlier wall of Bldg 220 (NW)
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Building 224
Bldg 224 is sandwiched between Bldg 220 to the southwest and
Bldg 225 to the northeast. Two phases were distinguished in excavation. The latest (Phase 2) was extensively excavated and corresponded to the major rebuild of the buildings on each side
(Phase 2 of Bldgs 220 and Bldg 225). The key stratigraphic linkages
are the ﬂoors on both sides of the rebuilds in the party walls separating Bldg 224 from its neighbours.
Part of the building plan of the preceding phase (Phase 1) was
recovered, but associated deposits were left unexcavated. The reason for this was the precarious nature of the southwest wall of
the building, which stood 3 m high by the end of the excavations
and leaned dangerously inward. The plan of the earlier phase was
not clear. The internal walls of the building had been robbed out,
presumably when the building was rebuilt. As reconstructed, it appears to have been an unusually large two-roomed building, but it
is possible that the inner room was subdivided in the manner of
Bldgs 60 and 61.
With the Phase 2 rebuilding, the house became temporarily a
four-roomed building, with an outer room, two small inner rooms
and a rear yard. Other examples of buildings with two inner rooms
are Bldgs 50 and 100. Another unusual characteristic of Bldg 224
is the central position of the external doorway to the rear, the only
instance of its kind noted within the settlement. In Phase 2.2,
there is only a single inner room and the general plan is that of a
standard three-roomed building. As elsewhere, the accumulation
of sand in the public areas, in this case in Temple Road, created
an ever increasing discrepancy between the external street surfaces
and the internal ﬂoors of the building, necessitating the construction of steps on both sides of the door.
Subsequently, partial robbing of the walls again occurred, and
the results of this could be seen also in the disturbed nature of the
deposits above the Phase 2 ﬂoors.
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Fig. 3.52 Phase 1
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Phase 1
The original lines of the Phase 1 walls were clearly seen below
the Phase 2 rebuilds of the main external walls of the building.
The section excavated just outside Bldg 224 in Temple Road (see
Chapter 2) revealed the Phase 1 wall line and doorway. The internal Phase 1 deposits were not excavated so the plan is problematic.
The remains of a robber trench suggest that the inner room of the
building was located in the northeast corner of the building, and
that in Phase 1 the building was a two-roomed building. At the
base of the robber trench was a black ﬂoor, clearly belonging to
an even earlier phase of occupation in this area. Above this was
30 cm of ﬂoor and occupation debris associated with Phase 1. A
plastered semicircular basin lay in the southwest corner of the
building, while within what would have been the inner room was
a storage vessel and part of a curving plaster feature. These features remained unexcavated.
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At the end of Phase 1, the internal walls were taken down and
the interior surface levelled up by depositing 50 cm of sand across
the main rooms. All the external walls of the building were then
rebuilt and the internal arrangement of rooms remodelled. The
southeast and southwest walls were rebuilt on the same alignment
as their predecessors, while the northeast and northwest rebuilds
were slightly oﬀset from their underlying predecessors.
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The internal divisions of the building were re-arranged in
Phase 2.1 to form a four-roomed building comprising an outer
room (Area 316), two inner rooms (Areas 298 and 299) and a rectangular yard at the rear (Area 317). Subsequent demolition of the
internal partition wall between the two inner rooms modiﬁed this
plan (Phase 2.2).
Entrance to the building was still via a doorway in the southeast corner, which led in from Temple Road. In spite of raising
the internal levels, there was still a major discrepancy between the
street level and the Phase 2 ﬂoors of the building. To overcome
this, two internal stone steps were built just inside the doorway
bridging the gap between the threshold and the Phase 2.1 ﬂoors.
The earliest ﬂoor of Phase 2 within the outer room was fragmentary and conﬁned to the eastern edges of the room. It was a
very hard, grey plaster surface that sloped down to the north and
was clean of ﬁnds. A bench-and-basin lay just inside the door, on
the left when entering. The rim of the basin was made of a grey
plaster, with a small gap for drainage in the northeast corner. Only
a fragment of the bench remained: the rest of it had been chopped
out in the wall robbing.
The partition wall of the inner room (Area 298) had been
mostly robbed out, with only the stones of the door threshold and
of one jamb remaining intact. Inside, the base of a large storage
jar sat on the ﬂoor. A narrow dividing wall provided access into a
small room beyond (Area 299). A break in the partition wall provided access between the rooms so that in this case the dividing
wall is deﬁnitely part of an upstanding wall rather than a support
wall for a platform.
In the outer room, a large opening in the northeast corner, lacking either threshold or doorsocket, led into the rear yard (Area 317).
The wide opening (2.10 m) is unusual, but not unique, as Bldg 3 provides a second example. The central position on the rear wall of the
yard leading out to the back of the building is also unusual, and
there seems no obvious reason for this departure from the norm.
The main feature of this yard was a tannur in the north corner
that had survived in remarkably good condition, perhaps because
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Fig. 3.55 Bldg 224, Phase 2 (SW)
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Fig. 3.56 The southeast wall with beam holes and door thresholds. The street steps are visible through the doorway (SE)

Fig. 3.58 Section through circular hearth in
Area 316

Fig. 3.57 Tannur in north corner (NE)

of its sheltered location. It was of standard construction, with a
pottery cylinder set in a stone surround and ﬁnished with a coat
of grey plaster.
During Phase 2, the sand in the street outside the building
continued its inexorable rise. The ﬁnal solution to this problem
was a terrace of two steps in the sand outside the door that made
it possible to step down into the doorway. Stone revetment walls
on both sides of the steps held back the loose sand, while the steps
themselves were built with relatively small stones and mortar
packing. A grey plaster ﬁnish was found adhering to parts of both
the treads and the risers.
The doorsocket next to the external door was rebuilt on the
higher ﬂoors of Phase 2.2. In its ﬁnal form it had a plastered stone
surround, and overlapping circular indentations on the inside
show that the doorpost had been repositioned several times. The
continuous re-use of the doorsocket, the series of internal ﬂoors
and the accumulation of sand in the street give the impression that
Phase 2.2 was of relatively long duration.
In Phase 2.2 the division between the two small inner rooms
was demolished, leaving a three-roomed building. This was accompanied by substantial reﬂooring. A series of plaster patches
covered the ﬂoor of the outer room, representing several episodes
of reﬂooring. By contrast, in the inner room a single clay ﬂoor was
put down over a thick layer of packing.

Fig. 3.59 Plaster doorsocket (from above)

Within the outer room, the bench-and-basin was replastered and
continued in use, and additional features appear within the room.
Towards the centre lay a plastered circular hearth, with a raised lip
and a scorched base. Close by, three shallow circular depressions in
the ﬂoor may have supported storage jars or cooking pots. A large
number of ﬁnds lay on and within the Phase 2.2 ﬂoor sequence, including 25 sealing fragments, a copper arrowhead and a chisel.

Phase 3
After Bldg 224 was abandoned, the walls were robbed for stone.
The wall separating Area 307 from 316 was extensively plundered,
as was that between Bldg 224 and Bldg 225, its neighbour to the
east. By this time Bldg 225 had itself fallen into ruin, but the
southwest corner was still in use as a cooking area. Debris associated with the tannurs ran over the line of the party wall separating Bldgs 224 and 225. Much of the debris from the demolition of
Bldg 224 was dumped in the internal rooms. It is unusual to ﬁnd
any objects in the abandonment layers above the last ﬂoors of the
Saar buildings (for obvious reasons), but in the case of Bldg 225
there were several from this horizon, including a copper awl with
a bone handle. These could either have been churned up as a result
of the above activity or, equally, be the result of continued activity
in and around the cooking installations.
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Building 225
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Bldg 225 is a two-roomed building, with an outer room (Area 318)
and an inner rectangular room (Area 319). It is unusual in that in
an early phase it appears to have been connected to Bldg 226 via a
doorway in the inner room, though the building itself remains unexcavated to this phase (Phase 1). Subsequently the connecting doorway was blocked and Bldg 225 rebuilt (Phase 2). The main southwest
wall of the building was remodelled and a deep layer of sand spread
across the outer room, and new installations constructed within the
building. This corresponds to the major rebuild of Bldg 224 to the
southwest. Bldg 225 later became partly dilapidated but was still utilized as a work area, and a suite of hearths and tannurs were built
just inside the building (Phase 3).
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Very little is known about Bldg 225 in this phase. It can be demonstrated that the external limits of the building were probably the
same as in the later phases. Deeper excavation of Bldg 226 to the
northeast showed that the shared wall between the buildings was
original and that there was a connecting doorway. Similarly, excavation to the southwest showed that the wall shared with Bldg 220
was also original. However, while the boundaries of the building
may have been the same, this cannot be stated with conﬁdence for
the internal arrangement of the two rooms.
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Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, the connecting door into Bldg 226 was
blocked and the walls rebuilt. The earliest surface of this phase was
excavated in the outer room (Area 318) where there was a single installation, a crudely-built plaster basin (Phase 2.1). It is possible that
both surface and basin relate to the process of rebuilding rather than
to the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the rebuild. The basin was then back-ﬁlled and
levelling material spread across the room ﬁlling in all the depressions and irregularities in the ﬂoor surface to form a level horizon.
Two features were located on top of the re-laid ﬂoor (Phase 2.2): a
large, ribbed, pottery vessel and, within the doorway into the inner
room, a basin with a stone surround. The basin obstructed the doorway into the inner room (Area 319), which was devoid of any other
features and had a roughly laid plaster ﬂoor.
The ﬂoors were replastered again (Phase 2.3), with some new installations appearing. There was an area of ﬂat stones next to the
rear door, perhaps used to keep items oﬀ the ﬂoor. A rectangular
ﬁre-pit lay in an unusual position inside the entrance from Temple
Road. The basin obstructing the entrance into the inner room was
demolished and inside the room itself there was a deep bowl set into
a stone surround. The bowl, complete but cracked, had been patched
inside with a small area of white plaster, perhaps in an attempt to
repair it. Next to the pot was a low rectangular work platform. This
was superseded by a rectangular basin, built with a stone surround
and faced on the outside with a crude, uneven coat of plaster.
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Phase 3
By Phase 3, both the rear wall of Bldg 225 and that shared with
Bldg 224 were broken down, indicating the abandonment of these
buildings. Part of the southeast wall was knocked down to widen
access, and two tannurs and a series of supports for cooking pots
were built in this corner of the old house. The pot supports consisted
of two groups of stones set upright against the wall. The ﬁrst group
was made up of six stones: three small ones set in a row against the
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wall face, with a second row of three larger stones oﬀset from the
ﬁrst. The second group, closer to the tannurs, had only two stones.
There was evidence of burning around the stones, and concentrations of charcoal upon the ﬂoor surface within this area. It seems
that the tannurs were retained in use for longer than the jar settings,
since a concentrated deposit of charcoal and sand, presumably rakeout from the tannurs, had covered the stones.
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Fig. 3.62 Phase 2.2 (SW)
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Fig. 3.63 Plastered jar, tannurs and stone settings (SE)

Fig. 3.64 Phase 3
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Fig. 3.65 Bldg 226, Phase 1, showing on the left the blocked door and the cut-down section of the wall of the inner room (SW)
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Building 226
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Bldg 226 is the easternmost building of Block C and marks the
outer limit of settlement in this area. Immediately further east, the
ground falls away to plain level where there were no signs of any
further buildings. The building has two rooms, with a range of domestic installations in the outer room, and a connecting door in
the inner room through into an unexcavated area, possibly part of
an early phase of Bldg 225.
The building as excavated belongs to the earliest level of
Block C. While the other buildings in the block continued to
be renovated and inhabited, Bldg 226 had a short life span. After
it was abandoned as a living building, it continued to be walked
through for a time by its neighbours, who also dumped rubbish in it and robbed out some of the walls. The interconnecting
doorway was then blocked oﬀ and no further activity took place
within it.
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Phase 1
The entrance to the building from Temple Road was through
a door in the southeast corner which led into the outer room
(Area 323). Opposite this door was a second door in the rear wall
providing access out into what appeared to be an open area at the
back of the building. A suite of four installations lay along the rear
wall of the outer room. These were from west to east: a tannur,
a cooking pot support above a hearth, one partly destroyed basin
or work platform, and an area of ﬂat stones. The tannur was very
well preserved and of standard construction with a stone surround
and pottery lining. The cooking pot support was made up of four
stones, one with remnants of grey plaster still adhering to it.
The upper part of the work platform was missing and it is possible that it may have functioned as a support for a basin or jar. To
the east lay a low work platform, constructed from large ﬂat stones
that stood 10 cm proud of the surrounding surface. A ring hearth
with a plastered lip lay in the middle of the outer room.
A raised area of stone was the only feature in the inner room.
The most interesting aspect of this room is the door in the southwest wall leading through into Bldg 225. It is not known if it led
into the inner or outer room of that building as the internal plan
of this building in this phase is unknown.
Outside Bldg 226 to the east, an external surface ran away from
the building, becoming uneven with sandy and ashy patches. There
were no installations or signs of other buildings in this area.
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Phase 2
While Bldg 225 was rebuilt and still inhabited, Bldg 226 was mostly demolished at the end of Phase 1. The main northeast wall of the
building was extensively robbed out and the outer room entirely
abandoned. Rubble connected with the demolition of Bldg 226
and the rebuild of Bldg 225 was dumped in what had been the inner room of the building and ramped up to the connecting doorway. Apparently the neighbours still wanted access through the
connecting doorway, no longer of course into a living building but
into what had become a semi-derelict area. They even went so far
as to smash a wide opening in the wall opposite the door (the
northeast wall of what had been the inner room of Bldg 226).
The inner room of Bldg 226 became a dumping ground for
rubbish and debris. Directly overlying the Phase 1 ﬂoor, was a
deposit of sand containing large stones, crushed plaster and
crushed mortar fragments. The surface of the deposit was highly compacted and ramped up to the doorway connecting to
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Fig. 3.67 Tannur and benches along northeast wall (W)

Bldg 225. Overlying this to the east was a wind-blown sand deposit, formed as a result of the abandonment of the building and
the exposure of the rooms to the elements. This was followed
by two further rubble deposits, again ramped up and running
through the connecting door, and a ﬁnal sequence of rubble and
midden. The midden deposits contained bone, shell, and pottery
mixed in ash and charcoally sand.
In contrast, the outer room inﬁlled entirely with wind-blown
sand, a process no doubt accelerated by the robbing out of the
northeast wall of the building, exposing the area fully to the elements. This sand deposit accumulated in places up to a depth of
1.50 m.
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Fig. 3.68 Block Level D3

Block D is part of the Eastern Quarter and lies on the opposite
side of Temple Road from Block C. Four buildings have been assigned to this block. Three of these share party walls (Bldgs 222,
64 and 63) and therefore can be considered as part of a single
block, but the fourth (Bldg 65) is isolated and is described under
this block merely for the sake of convenience. Similarly, the well
(Bldg 500) is also described in this section. Bldg 222 is located at
the junction of Main Street and Temple Road, with its entrance
tucked away in an alley along its south side. Bldg 64 is also oriented away from Temple Road, with its doorway on the south
side. Both buildings present blank façades to their neighbours in
Block C across the way.
All the buildings of the block have only two rooms. Bldg 222
exhibits some variety with an additional porch or alcove in the
eastern corner. Two of the linked buildings, and possibly all three,
had access to the large communal area which opened out in front
of the well (Bldg 500). This area is bounded on the south by the
blank façade of the alley wall of Block E. It is characterised by a
pronounced slope down to the well, and contained localised areas
of rubble adjacent to the perimeter walls and sandy trampled surfaces with concentrations of shell and pot. The slope was considerable, the ground dropping some 2.5 m over the distance of 20 m
that separates the rear of Bldg 222 from the well.

Underlying Bldg 65 were deposits that predated the construction of the building (Level D1). Information about the construction and ﬁrst use of the Block D buildings (Level D2) is limited to
that found in the sections (see Fig. 2.3). It is assumed that Bldg 65
dates to this time, although there is no direct stratigraphic connection between it and the other buildings in the block. Certainly, by
the ensuing Level D3 it had already been demolished. The site was
not built upon again so that we can observe here the same process
of slight contraction in settlement that was noted for Block C. It is
also clear that Block D, like Block C, marks the limit of settlement
in this area. This is indicated by the lack of any masonry further east
and by the agricultural nature of the deposits to the east of the well.
During Level D2, Bldgs 63 and 64 had a linking doorway, paralleling the situation in Bldgs 225 and 226 of Block C. Otherwise,
it is not possible to say much about this level, except that the limits of the buildings appear to have been the same as in Level D3.
Level D3 represents a rebuilding of Bldgs 222, 64 and 63 and
also corresponds to the main excavated level of these buildings.
Towards the end of Level D3, there was a period of partial reuse, particularly noticeable in the outer room of Bldg 64 where the
street wall was demolished and new cooking installations installed.
This event may correspond with the construction of ovens in the
ruins of Bldg 225 on the other side of Temple Road.
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Bldg 222 lies on the corner of the junction of Main Street with
Temple Road. A narrow alley forms its southern boundary, while on
the east side it in part adjoins Bldg 64 and in part forms the boundary of Area 306 which leads down to the well. The main entrance
to the building was around the corner in Alleyway 3 so that along
Main Street and Temple Road the building presents a blank façade.
It deviates slightly from the normal two-roomed plan. The outer
room (Area 305) is built out in the eastern corner where there is
also an exit into the open area that leads down to the well. The plan
in this respect resembles that of Bldg 51, which also has a similar
extension, although the arrangement of the rear door is diﬀerent. In
the outer room, there is an unusual arrangement of a two adjacent
semicircular hearths with a cooking pot support in between.
Although only the latest phase of the building was excavated (Phase 2), the main walls showed signs of having been rebuilt, suggesting an earlier phase underneath. Bldg 222 was later
used as a rubbish dump, both as it was collapsing and afterwards
(Phase 3.2).
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The existence of a phase of Bldg 222 earlier than the one excavated was noted in the section across Alleyway 3 which showed an
underlying robbed-out wall (Phase 1). This phase was not investigated within the building.
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Phase 2
The Phase 2 rebuild was badly executed. The poor quality of the
work is particularly noticeable on the buttress of the internal corner of the eastern wall. This leaned back into the room. An attempt to stabilise it was made by cementing it back into the wall
with a layer of grey plaster, 20 cm thick in places. That there were
additional problems with this part of the building is also indicated by the short length of buttress tacked on to the outside of the
building in Area 306.
In the outer room, the plaster ﬂoor was missing along the
southern edge in the area between the two external doors. Here,
where it was subject to severe wear and tear, it had worn away and
been replaced with sand inﬁll.
The installations were ranged along the wall of the inner room.
They included two adjoining semicircular hearths with a cooking
pot support between them. Set in front of these were two depressions, perhaps further supports for jars. The three plastered cones
that formed the cooking pot support were all scorched and the area
between them ﬁlled with ash, showing that a ﬁre had been lit beneath. This suite of installations appeared to have been rebuilt. Part
of an earlier support was visible beneath the Phase 2.1 example, and
the original plastering of the southern hearth ran below the ﬂoor.
Lying to the south of the cooking area was a low rectangular
bench, partially covered with a compact grey plaster. It was set
only 2 – 4 cm above ﬂoor level and may have been the remnant of a
bench-and-basin installation.
Overlying the ﬂoor was a make-up deposit of clean sand and
then another plaster ﬂoor (Phase 2.2). This too was trampled and
worn away at the southern end. At this level, both the rectangular
bench and the southern of the two semicircular hearths had fallen
into disuse. The excavated ﬂoor of the inner room belongs to this
phase. Two jars lay against the east wall, and lying next to them
were two plaster lids and seven stone tools. Against the west wall
was an area of ﬂat stones.
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Fig. 3.70 Buttress in Area 305 (NW)
Fig. 3.71 Bins in Area 306 (SW)
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Fig. 3.72 Bldg 222 (SE)

Fig. 3.74 Detail of cooking pot support (SW)
Fig. 3.73 Two semicircular hearths with central cooking pot support (SW)

Immediately outside the rear door of Bldg 222 were the fragmentary remains of a double-bin or basin set against the wall. This
was similar to better preserved examples from elsewhere in the
settlement. An associated external surface contained a scattering
of ﬁsh-bone and shell, and formed part of the external deposits of
the large open area (Area 306) that led down to the well.

Phase 3
The primary abandonment deposit overlying the ﬂoor of the
building in Area 304 included large concentrations of potsherds
together with some articulated bone and stone tools (Phase 3.1).
This suggests that while the fabric of the building was beginning
to decay the building was still open and being used for the disposal of rubbish. A deposit dumped against the west wall of the

building indicated further evidence of rubbish disposal within the
abandoned structure. This was made up of dark charcoally sand
containing ash and sherds of large, ribbed storage vessels.
Subsequently the walls of the building collapsed entirely, as indicated by a deposit of rubble collapse, up to 90 cm in depth in
places, set within a loose sand matrix.
A depression within the centre of this rubble horizon was ﬁlled
with loosely compacted sand stained dark brown-black by the inclusion of large quantities of charcoal (Phase 3.2). It also contained
signiﬁcant quantities of pot, bone and shell, and a shell seal. The
deposit undulated, rising up over the tops of the walls and following the uneven contours of the rubble below. It clearly represents an activity post-dating the building, where the surviving
stubs of walls perhaps served as windbreaks for temporary ﬁres
and hearths.
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Building 64
Bldg 64 is in the middle of Block D, adjoining Bldg 222 to the
west and Bldg 63 to the east. It is sideways on to Temple Road,
stretching along its south side, with a doorway leading out into
the open space around the well. The early history of the building
(Phase 1) is not known in detail. The sections against the external
walls suggest the limits of the building always remained the same,
but a blocked doorway in the northeast wall of the inner room
indicates earlier variation.
In Phase 2, the building has an inner room and an outer one.
Part of the eastern wall is missing in this phase: it appears to have
fallen down the slope, with the remnant subsequently demolished.
It is possible that this happened during the ﬁnal occupation of the
building in Phase 2.
Afterwards, much of the northwest wall of the building was
robbed out, leaving the yard open to Temple Road. Additional
cooking installations were then built in the yard (Phase 3), as also
happened in Bldg 224 on the opposite side of Temple Road.

Phase 1
Sections against the blocked doorway of the inner room (Area 332)
and in Temple Road indicated that the original limits of the building were the same as for Phase 2. Otherwise Phase 1 remains were
not investigated. The blocked doorway in the inner room shows
that there was originally internal communication between Bldgs
64 and 63, although what the internal arrangements of the rooms
were in this phase is not known.
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Fig. 3.75 Phase 2.1 (above) and
Phase 3.2 (below)
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Phase 2
In Phase 2 the doorway in the northeast wall of the building
was blocked up, sealing oﬀ access to the corresponding phase of
Bldg 63. In front of the blocked doorway was a rectangular area of
stone ﬂagging. The ﬂoor of the inner room was clean. In the southwest corner there was a small spread of ash and scorched stones on
the wall, indicating that there had been a small ﬁre here.
The outer yard, Area 333, was a busy area. The main ﬂoor
(Phase 2.1) was in general an uneven and fairly broken horizon,
with a varied composition and compaction that reﬂected the
diﬀerent activity areas. Around the robber trench that cut the
northwest wall of the building it was compact and sandy, while
in the centre was an area of ash and soot where two shallow, circular depressions may have supported jars. The southwest corner
was littered with bone, shell, sherds and an occasional stone tool,
while installations were ranged along the southeast wall. These
included the remnants of the three plastered cones of a cooking pot support. These were covered in ash debris and had been
mostly destroyed. The base of a pot was set into the ﬂoor close by.
The ash debris was very dense in this area, the result of constant
ﬁrings around the hearth.
Further to the east was a sunken plastered basin. It was rendered
in a gritty white gypsum plaster that lipped over on to the ﬂoor and
also up the nearby wall. The ﬁnishing plaster was so worn that the
base preparation of grey ashy plaster showed through.
On the opposing wall was part of a stone bench, perhaps including a basin. Like the other installations of this phase it had been
largely destroyed and only a few stones were left.
Next to the door on the eastern side of the building, the ﬂoor
contained a high density of ﬁsh-bone debris. This was traced over
the eastern end of the southeast wall of the building where the
wall was much reduced in height and almost ﬂush with the ﬂoor.
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Fig. 3.76 Plastered pit in Area 333 (SE)
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Fig. 3.77 Bldg 64 (SE)

This suggests that by the end of this phase the wall had already
collapsed down the slope and not been rebuilt.

Fig. 3.78 Blocks D, E and F of the Eastern Quarter (SE)

Phase 3
At the end of Phase 2 the entire length of the northwest wall of
Area 333 was robbed, leaving only a jagged and broken corner at
one end. Debris hurled back into the foundation trench included
lumps of moulded plaster from installations destroyed in the process (Phase 3.1). The building was then abandoned and began ﬁlling in with sand, perhaps quite quickly now that it was open to the
north. Within the sand, three circular scoops ﬁlled with ash indicate
intermittent use of the yard, but not of the inner room. After further
inﬁlling of sand, in places to a depth of 70 cm, there was evidence for
more extensive reoccupation characterised by a series of installations
along the southern edge of the building (Phase 3.2).
A tannur lay in the southwest corner, with a stone superstructure
and pottery lining, partly ﬁlled at the bottom with compact ash.
Two intersecting circular ﬁre-pits subsequently cut through the
tannur. To the east were two cooking pot supports that also served
as hearths. These were made up of a total of ﬁve stones which
would originally have been plastered over so that each formed a
cone shape. The plaster remained intact on two of these, while the
rest survived only as heavily scorched stones. Against the outside
corner of what had been the wall of the inner room was an eroded
area of clay and stone which may have been part of another installation. Just in front of it was a circular hearth with a raised
plastered lip. The debris and rake-out from the constant use of this
hearth accumulated within and around it, and formed small islands of ashy deposits.
There was no ﬂoor as such, but only ashy trampled lenses made
up of debris from the installations. These laminated ash deposits
were up to 25 cm thick in places, lensing out into sand further away
from the hearths.
At the eastern end of the building, the occupation banked up
against the wall of the inner room. Four circular pits cut this accumulated debris. All of these had scorched sides and contained
some compact and dense black ash.
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Building 63
Bldg 63 is the easternmost building of the row that runs along
the southern side of Temple Road. The southeast corner of the
building had suﬀered some damage from bulldozer activity. The
building lies sideways on to Temple Road, with an entrance on
the northwest side opening into an outer room with installations
(Area 330), and an inner room in the northeast corner (Area 331).
The section across Temple Road conﬁrmed that there was an
underlying phase of this building (Phase 1): an earlier version of
the northwest wall, as well as a doorway, were found underlying
the later Phase 2 building.

Phase 1
A keyhole excavation in the southern corner of Area 330, next to
the blocked door into the inner room (Area 332) of Bldg 64, revealed Phase 1 walling and an associated ﬂoor running through
the doorway. This earlier wall stood higher at the west end and was
subsequently used to key in the Phase 2 wall. At the east end, sand
had blown over the collapsed wall, and there was a deposit of mortar underlying the rebuild. The section across Temple Road also
showed that the perimeter of the building on this side remained
constant between phases, though information about the internal
plan of this phase is lacking.
A curious linear depression outside the building in Area 306
should also be noted. This lay parallel with the main southeast wall
of the building, but 1.6 metres to the south. It looks very much like
the robbed out line of a wall, perhaps belonging to an earlier phase
of Bldg 63, or conceivably Bldg 64, with which it also lines up.
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Phase 2
In this phase, Bldg 63 had an outer room (Area 330) and an inner
room (Area 331). The entrance was in the northwest corner where
there was a threshold and doorsocket. The socket was semicircular,
fashioned from a stone core surround and plastered with mortar
to form a rim around a central cavity. Close to the door, there was
a stone bench-and-basin. The semicircular basin attached to the
east end of the bench had been rebuilt. A rather shapeless heap of
clean brown clay lay in front of the basin, similar to the material
used in the ﬁnal plastering of the basin itself. Brown clay is not a
material normally found in the buildings, although a similar matrix was noted in Area 333 of Bldg 64.
Located midway along the rear wall of the yard was a semicircular hearth and cooking pot support. As a consequence of the
subsequent collapse of the rear wall these were in a poor state of
preservation. Only a single plastered cone of the cooking pot support survived, although a slight raised area to the east was the likely position of a second. The third cone may have been against the
wall, and thus destroyed when the wall fell down the slope.
The only ﬂoor identiﬁed in the yard was made up of ash lenses
around the cooking installations, while elsewhere there was the
occasional patch of white plaster. The inner room was devoid of
installations.
Although the eastern corner of the building was lost, the surviving remnants of walls and ﬂoors suggested that there was a second external door at this end, providing access down to the well.
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Fig. 3.80 Upper and lower phases of wall
in south corner of Area 330 (SE)
Fig. 3.81 Collapsed southeast wall of Area 330 (SW)
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Building 65
Bldg 65 is located some 6 m east of Bldg 63 and is not attached
to the rest of Block D. In its orientation it preserves the southern limit of Temple Road, with Bldg 226 located opposite. At this
point, Temple Road curves slightly away to the north.
The plan and remains were fragmentary, and it is not really
possible to say anything about the internal plan. The building may
have been linked on the southwest side to Phase 1 of Bldg 63, although this was not established in excavation. Subsequently the
building was demolished and not rebuilt, so that the same process
of contraction of buildings occurred here as in Block C on the opposite side of Temple Road.

Phase 1
The walls of Bldg 65 were in places demolished to foundation level. The earliest surfaces identiﬁed in the area ran under or were
disrupted by the walls, and thus predate the construction of the
building. These have been assigned to Phase 1. There is little to say
about them except to note the presence of part of a semicircular or
circular hearth.

Phase 2
Parts of three walls of the building survived, joining up to form
three sides of what may have been the inner room. Ash plaster
adhering to both faces of the southwest wall fragment indicates
that this wall formed an internal partition within the building. A
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possible door out on to Temple Road is indicated by a neat edge
in the northwest wall fragment. Some isolated patches of ﬂooring
survived, as well as fragments of installations, including a semicircular hearth, a stone platform and part of a hearth. However,
the compressed stratigraphy, combined with the subsequent thorough demolition of the building, makes it diﬃcult to relate these
stratigraphically.
It is clear that the building survived long enough for the doorway to be rebuilt (Phase 2.2).
Fig. 3.83 The well and the slope up to Blocks E and D (SW)
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Building 500
Bldg 500 is the designation for a well located in an open area
east of the buildings of Block D. The well was oval at the top,
a maximum 2.5 m in diameter, and lined with stones to a depth
of 2.11 m. A series of stones jutting out from the sides served as
a means of access for cleaning. A stone-lined channel led oﬀ to
the southeast. The well was empty except for part of a bitumen
bucket and some pieces of date-palm wood.
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Phase 1
From the back of the buildings of Blocks D and E the land sloped
considerably down to an open area devoid of any buildings except for the stone-lined well. The well itself had been dug through
a surface that was traced for some considerable distance (up to
15 m north of the well and 8 m east). This surface appeared to be a
layer of subsoil in a garden or agricultural area. It was fairly level
and rich in abraded potsherds and shell. Below this surface lay a
horizon of compact sterile sand that showed no traces of human
activity.
The top of the well, slightly higher than ground level, had a
stone surround with a ledge within it. The ledge is most visible on
the west side. It may have been part of the same rebuild that was
noted on the east side, or have served a diﬀerent function, perhaps
the support for a lid over the well, required to prevent sand from
blowing in and ﬁlling it up.
A shallow stone channel led oﬀ from the north side of the
well. This was stone-lined, with the edges formed by stones set
on edge. It ran for 2 m before merging into a ditch that ran south
into an unexcavated portion of the site. Whether the ditch was
originally also stone-lined and subsequently robbed is not clear.
Set into the ground nearby was a large ﬂat stone that may have
served some function connected with the well. Two steps were
set into the well surround, just north of the channel take-oﬀ.
The lower of these was made up of two stones that overhung the
well shaft.
The well lining was neatly constructed, with a smooth face and
a gradual incline towards the base. The lower courses were cornered, making a rectangular opening towards bedrock. Eleven protruding stones in the southern wall served as footholds. At a depth
of 2.11 m there was a shelf of bedrock; the stone lining continued
down on the south side for a further 1.55 m, resulting in a total
depth on that side of 3.66 m. The bottom of the well was ﬁlled
with a layer of wet dark blue-grey sand rich in freshwater shells.
This was overlain by softer, still damp sand which contained rubble, pot sherds and a complete bitumen basket. The rubble may
represent that part of the superstructure which collapsed into the
well at the time of abandonment. Within the ensuing layer of
wind-blown sand lay three pieces of date-palm trunks, the largest of which was 3.20 m long. Given its context this may simply
have been tossed into the well as rubbish.
The bottom of the well was 3.41 m above sea level, while the base
of the channel which led oﬀ to the side was 7.01 m. The water-level
in the well must, therefore, have lain within these parameters.
This was the only water source identiﬁed in the settlement.
However, it is possible, given the slope, that there were further
wells along the eastern edge of the settlement behind the buildings of Blocks E and F.
The area next to the well must have needed constant maintenance to keep it free of obstruction and accessible: the removal
of wind-blown sand and the sweeping away of material falling
down the slope from the back of the buildings.
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Fig. 3.84 Bldg 500: the well

Fig. 3.85 Stone-lined well (SE)

Fig. 3.86 Date-palm trunk found at the bottom of the well

It looks as if the inhabitants of Block D tried to ease their passage up and down to the well by constructing rough stone revetments or pavements. These may have served a secondary purpose
of preventing erosion of sand deposits (the predominant matrix)
around the bases of the external walls of their buildings. There are
two major areas of such stonework, a large strip along the walls of
the alleyway to the southwest (Area 379) and a smaller rectangular
area by the entrance to Bldg 64.
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Fig. 3.87 Block Level E2

Block E is part of the Eastern Quarter of the settlement and lies
on the east side of Main Street between Blocks D and F. It is separated by alleyways from Block D to the north and from Block F
to the south.
There is evidence for up to four buildings being part of this block
in the earliest level (Level E1), though their inter-relationship is not
clear. Along Main Street, earlier phases of excavated Bldgs 60 and
61 were identiﬁed in the sections across the alleyways and across
Main Street itself. These earlier phases were contemporary with
elements of two buildings uncovered down the slope (Bldgs 66
and 67) immediately behind Bldgs 60 and 61 (Fig. 3.96). The plans
of these are incomplete and were obscured by the later rebuilds to
Bldgs 60 and 61.
The excavated phases of Bldgs 60 and 61 belong to the succeeding level (Level E2). However, there is no evidence for any corresponding rebuilds to Bldgs 66 and 67, so that this may have been
left as an open area at this time. A cautionary note is that there has
been some recent bulldozer activity in this area which destroyed
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part of the plastered areas to the rear of Bldg 60, and there may
also have been some loss of archaeological deposits from erosion
down the slope.
In Level E2, Bldgs 60 and 61 had identical plans and, as such,
look very much like a pair of buildings. Each one has a relatively
spacious outer room, with a bench-and-basin next to the door in
the southwest corner, and two inner rooms. Directly opposite the
entrance from Main Street, there is a second door leading out to
the east.
To the rear of Bldg 60 were two heavily plastered areas, perhaps
storage tanks or basins. Although the area to the rear of Bldg 61
was not investigated in detail, a fragment of wall suggests that this
building had similar installations.
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Building 60
Bldg 60 is the northernmost building of Block E. Evidence for the
existence of its earliest phase (Phase 1) was found in the sections
against the external walls of the building, but nothing is known
of the internal plan at this time. In Phase 2, the building has two
inner rooms, rather than the more usual one, and a typical range
of installations. The inner rooms are generously sized so that the
building is relatively large. To the rear were the fragmentary remains of two plastered areas, possibly storage tanks.
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Fig. 3.88 Phases 2.1 (above) and
Phase 2.2 (below)
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The front entrance into the building was in the southwest corner,
providing access from Main Street. Immediately on the left of the
door was a plastered doorsocket, and further along a bench-andbasin, subsequently renovated. A patch of ﬂoor survived in the entrance corridor with ﬁnely laminated lenses of mud/clay plaster.
These appear to be water-laid and associated with the use of the
nearby feature.
A group of thirteen stone tools lay at this end of the room, close
to the robbed-out portion of the main southeast wall. Against the
external eastern corner of the inner room was a collection of small
irregular pebbles, perhaps gaming pieces.
Around the corner, in the main part of Area 372, was a shallow circular hearth with a moulded plaster rim. It sat on a mound
of ash debris and rake-out which presumably originated from an
earlier version buried underneath. Two pits were cut into this debris and were perhaps placements for storage jars. These were both
ﬁlled with the overlying make-up deposit, indicating that they
were in use until the end of the phase.
At the north end of the room were two stone platforms. Both
were constructed of large stones, neatly laid to form an even and
level surface, almost ﬂush with the ﬂoor.
The northern inner room (Area 370) contained two more stone
platforms. Here the ﬂoor was an uneven and very broken horizon
of mortary sand with patches of plaster. A stone grinder next to
the door and a small lump of copper were the only artefacts in the
room. On the ﬂoor of the second inner room (Area 371) were two
very worn seals.
A make-up deposit sealed the Phase 2.1 ﬂoors in all the internal rooms. In the southern one (Area 371) it was up to 40 cm thick
and contained many plaster fragments, some with impressions of
parallel reeds. Part of what was possibly a bitumen-coated length
of wood, perhaps a roof beam, was also found in the debris. This
material suggests that the room was roofed and that the roof had
either collapsed or was pushed in prior to rebuilding.
A new surface was then re-laid in all three rooms (Phase 2.2).
The main threshold into the street was raised and the buttress on
the main northeast wall remodelled, with the rebuilt section of
wall slightly oﬀset from the earlier. In the outer room, the bench-
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Excavations in Main Street and across the alleyways showed that
there were earlier phases of the excavated buildings (see Figs.
2.7 – 8). The main southwest wall of Bldg 60 in this phase had
been robbed out, but a stub of cross-wall was left and then built
over during the Phase 2 rebuild. A section across Alleyway 3 to
the northwest did not reveal any earlier wall, though this could
reﬂect a relatively minor shift in the northern boundary of the
building. Nothing is known of the internal plan of the building in
this phase.
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Fig. 3.89 Plastered lip of benchand-basin in Area 372 (NW)
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Fig. 3.90 Bldg 60 (NW)

and-basin was rebuilt. Three layers of hard, coarse, white plaster
could be seen here. Opposite this installation two aligned stones
were set at right angles to the main southeast wall and may have
been part of a platform or bench. The ﬂoor here was compact and
well preserved. Seven stone tools and a globular pot were scattered
across the room. Five stone basin fragments from the outer roomﬁtted additional fragments found in the inner room, Area 370.
In this latter room the ﬂoor was clean with no occupation accumulating over it. A fragment of a hafted copper tool and a single
stone tool lay on the ﬂoor. In contrast with the clean appearance of
the Phase 2.2 ﬂoor in Area 370, the contemporary deposits in the
other room (Area 371) revealed more activity. The presence of ash
patches, shell and ﬁsh-bone suggest that it may have been used for
dumping refuse into at this time.
The southeast corner of Bldg 60 was poorly preserved and the
walling here had been mostly robbed out. A rear door might be
expected here to provide access out to the open area at the back of
the building (Area 381). Here, against the back wall of the building, were two large plastered tanks or bins. The best-preserved example had a base of four successive layers of hard gypsum plaster,
each 1 cm thick. The ﬁnal layer of plaster had been patched with a
coarser grey material. The tank had a preserved depth of 67 cm.
In Phase 2.2, a tannur was constructed next to the tanks and
against the rebuilt line of the main southeast wall of the building.
A short fragment of wall to the southeast may have been a sheltering wall for the tannur or possibly an extension of the retaining
walls of the tanks.

Fig. 3.91 Plastered tank in Area 381 (W)

Fig. 3.92 Collection of pebbles
against the outside corner of
Area 372 (SW)
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Two semicircular stone steps led down on to an early threshold
(Phase 2.1), separated from the one above by a layer of mortar. The
presence of the steps, here as elsewhere, illustrates the problem of
rising street levels. In this case there was a diﬀerence of 45 cm between the height of the top step and the early threshold. Inside
the outer room, close to the door, was a bench-and-basin which
belonged with the Phase 2.1 ﬂoor.
Subsequently a layer of mortar make-up was laid, thick enough
to raise the interior ﬂoor surface to a level compatible with that
of the street outside. The stone threshold was then rebuilt and the
ﬂoors renewed (Phase 2.2). The bench-and-basin was also rebuilt,
but was subsequently destroyed so that a fragment of the base of
the basin adhering to the wall was all that remained. Just inside
the door into the southern inner room (Area 612) was a plastered
rectangular platform. The plaster ﬂoor in this room had been repaired several times. No features were present on the ﬂoor of the
northern inner room (Area 611).
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Bldg 61 lies to the south of Bldg 60. It had an outer room
(Area 610) and two inner rooms (Areas 611 and 612). A door in the
southwest corner led in from Main Street. A second door in the
opposite wall led out into an open area, where a fragment of walling attached to the rear of the building (Area 613) suggests there
may have been a plastered basin or tank similar to those at the rear
of Bldg 60. Antecedents of the building (Phase 1) are known from
the sections, but only the latest ﬂoor of the rebuild was excavated
in full (Phase 2.2). The surviving installations in the building were
badly eroded, and two later robber trenches removed much of the
main northeast wall of the building and a section of the northwest
wall (Phase 3.1).
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Phase 3
The sequence of robber trenches and collapse suggest that stone from
the walls was removed soon after the abandonment of the building.
The robbing of the main southeast wall took place prior to the collapse of the building. Over the robber trench, and indeed over all
of the outer room, lay a thin layer of wind-blown sand with rubble
collapse above. The threshold of the northern inner room (Area 611)
was also removed early on, perhaps at the same time as all the stone
from the bench-and-basin in the outer room.
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Fig. 3.94 Semicircular steps into Bldg 61 (NE)

Fig. 3.95 Bldg 61 (SW)
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Buildings 66 and 67
Bldgs 66 and 67 lay down the slope to the northeast of
Bldgs 60, partly underlying the excavated phase of that building.
Consequently the plans of these buildings are fragmentary, and it
is not even certain that they represent two distinct buildings.
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Phase 1
Two areas (Areas 384 and 388) have been assigned to Bldg 66, but
for neither is there a complete plan. The northeast end of Area 384
was not reached in excavation, but there was here a short length of
return wall with a neat face that provided shelter for a tannur and
cooking pot support. The presence of these installations suggests
that Area 384 functioned as the outer room of the building. If so, it
is possible that the entrance to the building was at the southwest
end where it met Alleyway 3, which runs around the edge of at
least the later phase of Bldg 60.
Area 388 was unusual for the thick slabs of plaster that were
on the walls. From the plan, Area 388 looks as if it may have been
a precursor of the plastered features of Bldg 60. If so, given the
preserved height of almost 2 m, perhaps these features are better
described as plastered rooms rather than bins or basins.
Elements of two other areas were identiﬁed (Areas 385 and 387).
It is not clear how they related to one another, but for convenience
they have been grouped together as Bldg 67.
Neither building was subsequently rebuilt. Structures and external surfaces associated with the rebuilds to Bldgs 60 and 61 ran
over the pulled down walls and collapse of Bldgs 66 and 67.
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Fig. 3.97 Bldgs 66 and 67 (SW)
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Fig. 3.98 Block Level F2

Block F is a row of buildings lying on the east side of Main Street
and forming part of the Eastern Quarter of the settlement. A narrow alleyway separates it from Block E to the north and there is an
open unexcavated space to the south.
As elsewhere, the initial underlying phase (Level F1) is incompletely known. At the north end of the block, there was a tworoomed building (Bldg 62) which was not subsequently rebuilt.
Elements of early phases of two other two-roomed buildings in
the block, Bldgs 55 and 57, were also identiﬁed, but not in Bldg 56
(see Fig. 2.11).
The block was rebuilt (Level F2) except for Bldg 62. The most
interesting building is Bldg 56. This started oﬀ as a six-roomed
building, with two doorways oﬀ Main Street. It looks as if it
might have functioned as two separate but interconnected halves.
Subsequently, the building was divided unequally into two: a sin-
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gle room building at the northern end (now Bldg 58), the only one
of its kind in the settlement, and a larger unit of ﬁve separate areas
to the south (retaining the Bldg 56 designation; see Fig. 3.109).
Both buildings are anomalous. Bldg 58 had no internal installations of any kind. Bldg 56 appears to have had a specialized use:
two areas were heavily coated with gypsum plaster (Areas 70 and
73 on Fig. 3.109), of which the latter was probably a raised tank;
there was an additional plastered area to the rear (Area 78); and
in Area 93, there was a curious plastered bench with channels
that is without parallel elsewhere in the settlement. The absence
of standard installations such as the bench-and-basin, and the
wider than usual doorway into Main Street, should also be noted. At the very end of its life (Phase 2.2), the building contracted
again with some rooms still in use, but others being used for the
dumping of rubbish.

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Building 62
Bldg 62 is the northernmost building of Block F. It has an outer
room (Area 377) with a small annexe at the rear (Area 382), and
an inner room (Area 376). It had a single phase of use and was not
rebuilt. Unlike the other buildings in the block, it has no second
door to the rear. It also lacks a bench-and-basin or any form of
cooking installation. In fact, the only feature of any kind is a buried storage jar in the inner room.
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The earliest surface in the outer room was only partially excavated
(Phase 1.1). The equivalent surface in the inner room was a poorly
preserved ﬂoor of greyish plaster. A storage jar with a plaster lid
was set into the middle of this ﬂoor, with its mouth at ﬂoor height.
These are the primary ﬂoors of this phase of the building, and are
level with the bottom of the extant walls.
Within the annexe (Area 382) a subsequent reﬂooring was
noted (Phase 1.2). The surface was made up of a relatively hard
whitish plaster overlain in the east by a thin lens of ﬁne, light grey
sand. No features were apparent, but a large number of small and
trampled potsherds in the northern part of the room may have
marked an activity zone of some sort. The ﬂoor did not extend into
Area 382 but instead, along the southwest edge of the annexe, was
a deposit of coarse yellow sand with some stone collapse. It is clear
that there was not, at any time, a solid stone partition between
these two rooms. The disruption of the upper ﬂoors, however, still
requires an explanation and it may be that there was perhaps a less
permanent partition separating annexe and room.
Subsequently, the threshold between the inner and outer rooms
of the building was remodelled and new ﬂoors put down (Phase 1.3).
The remodelling involved narrowing the doorway and building a
stone threshold, two courses high, across the doorway.
A new threshold was also set into the external doorway into
Main Street (unexcavated but visible in the doorway). The top of
this was 50 cm above ﬂoor level, a discrepancy that ought to have
required an intermediate internal step to get down on to the ﬂoor.
The variation between external and internal height is, as elsewhere,
the result of sand accumulating in the street.
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Fig. 3.99 Phase 1
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Fig. 3.100 Pot with lid, rim originally at floor height

Fig. 3.101 Bldg 62 Phase 1.3 (NE)

Phase 2
The building was abandoned at the end of
Phase 1. The southeast and northeast walls of
the building were partly demolished. Sitting
above the latest ﬂoor of the annexe was a large
quantity of hard gypsum plaster fragments,
mostly slumped from the north wall. Within
the collapse of the rooms lay fragments of
smashed pots, presumably thrown into the
building that was now serving as a rubbish
dump (Phase 2.1). It also seems to have been
used during this phase as a temporary shelter
for cooking: in the western half of the outer
room there was a stone feature in burnt soil.
The latest activity in the inner room was
marked by a small ﬁre-pit that cut through
the underlying ﬂoors. Subsequently all the
building walls collapsed (Phase 2.2). At the
rear of the building this produced a dense area
of rubble, tumbling oﬀ the rear walls of the
building down the slope towards the plain.
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Bldg 55 is a two-roomed building with an outer (Area 80) and
inner room (Area 81). It has two external doorways, one in the
southwest corner leading out into Main Street and one directly
opposite on the rear wall, leading out into area that sloped away to
the northeast.
The building had two phases, both similar in plan except for
minor repositioning of the internal and rear walls. Phase 1 was
not investigated in any detail: only parts of the walls and ﬂoors of
this phase were identiﬁed. In the subsequent phase (Phase 2), the
building underwent a major rebuild which involved dismantling
and rebuilding all the walls. The northeast wall of the inner room
was moved further north and the doorway between the two rooms
remodelled. The existing rear wall of the building was totally demolished and a new one constructed further out. The outer room
at this time contained typical installations: a basin-and-bench, and
a hearth with a cooking pot support.
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Fig. 3.102 Phase 1 (above) and
Phase 2.1 (below)
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Phase 1 ﬂoors were subject to limited investigation only. Three
ﬂoors in the inner room were in a fragmentary state and had been
partly destroyed by the robbing out of the northeast wall that accompanied the end of this phase in the inner room. On the second ﬂoor (Phase 1.2) lay a seal depicting a man riding an equid
(Fig. 8.15). In occupation above the ﬂoor, and concentrated in the
southeast corner of the room, were 14 pieces of ﬂint and stone
tools. No installations were found in the inner room. The outer
room was investigated only in the area next to the rear door. Here,
the Phase 1 doorway and wall were delineated.
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Fig. 3.103 Phase 1 (lower) and Phase 2 (upper) builds of northwest
wall next to door of inner room (N)
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All the walls of the building were rebuilt at the start of this phase.
The Phase 1 northeastern partition wall between the inner and
outer room was demolished and moved some 50 cm to the north.
The rear wall of the building received similar treatment. A series
of four pits in Area 80 is associated with the construction horizon. The sides of these pits were scorched and ﬁlled with ash and
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Fig. 3.104 Pits in the construction horizon of Phase 2 (NE)
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charcoal. The rebuilding also resulted in unusually wide entrances
(1.20 m) at both the front and the rear of the building.
Close by the door into Main Street was a bench-and-basin,
and lying next to the door into the inner room was a semicircular
hearth, together with two plastered cones forming part of a cooking pot support. When further ﬂoors were laid down, these features were remodelled (Phases 2.2 – 2.3). The bench-and-basin was
rebuilt and part of the Phase 2.1 basin retained to provide a second lower basin. On the corner of the inner room a fragmentary
hearth or ﬁre-pit replaced the earlier version.
The space at the rear of the building (Area 82) contained deposits of ash and charcoal suggesting that it was a refuse area at
this time.
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Fig. 3.105 Bench/jar support and basin, with earlier build below (NW)
Fig. 3.107 Bldg 55 in Phase 2.1 (N)
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Bldg 56 had been partly excavated by the previous expedition,
while along the northeast edge bulldozer activity had removed
part of an external room. Except where prevented by plaster installations and ﬂoors which required preservation, excavation reached
a uniform depth represented by a layer of levelling sand spread
across the entire internal space of the building. It is not clear if
this phase (Phase 1) represents the earliest phase of the building.
Excavation in Main Street did not reveal an earlier street wall,
though an earlier cross-wall marking the limit of adjacent Bldg 57
was found (see Fig. 2.11).
In Phase 1, Bldg 56 contained ﬁve interconnected rooms. Two
rooms ran the entire depth of the building: Area 67 at the north
end and Area 71 at the south. Each of these had an associated
smaller room (Areas 69 and 70 respectively) and each had an
entrance from Main Street. The ﬁfth room (Area 68) linked the
two halves of the building and provided access out to the rear. So
although the building is described as a single entity, it may have
functioned as two distinct units rather than one. Bldg 301 oﬀers a
parallel for this.
Subsequently, in Phase 2, the rear part of the building was remodelled. The cross-wall between Areas 67 and 68 was demolished
and a new one constructed further to the north. There was no
doorway in this so eﬀectively the northern part of the building
was sealed oﬀ (this part has been given a separate building number,
Bldg 58, and is described below). To the south, a heavily-plastered
raised area, possibly a water tank, was inserted (Area 73) and the
small storeroom (Area 70) also received a coat of thick waterproof
plaster. Another plastered room was present in this phase, located
outside the rear door (Area 78).
The change in circulation through the building, and the construction of waterproofed rooms indicate a fundamental change
in function. This is accentuated in Phase 2.2 when the main access was from the rear of the building. By this stage only Area 93
and possibly Area 69 remained in use; the rooms to the south now
contained rubbish dumps.
Unfortunately, there are no clues as to how precisely Bldg 56
might have been utilized in Phase 2. The unique installation in
Area 93, the lack of standard cooking and storage installations,
and the extensive use of gypsum plaster suggests it served a more
specialized function than its neighbours, perhaps related to a
manufacturing or storage process that required a weatherproof
(or rodent-proof ) environment.
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Fig. 3.109 Phase 2.1 (above)
and Phase 2.2 (below)
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Phase 1
Bldg 56 had two doorways into Main Street and one that led out
into an open area to the east. The doorway in the northwest corner
led into a room that ran along the entire northwest side of the
building (Area 67), opening out at the back into a larger rectangular space. Halfway along the room were a pair of internal buttresses. The southern buttress and adjoining doorjamb were coated
with a hard brown plaster so roughly ﬁnished that the swirls created by the plasterer’s ﬁngers were still visible. The colour of this
plaster is distinct from the more common grey and white plasters,
but it was also observed on the front wall of Bldg 56 and further
down Main Street in Bldg 105. From Area 67, one door provided
access into a small storeroom (Area 69), while a second led into
Area 68 from where there was access to the rest of the building
and out to the rear.
Only the top ﬂoor of this phase was excavated: a grey plaster
deposit which petered out into a compacted, trampled horizon.
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Fig. 3.110 Bldg 56 with plastered areas (NW), and bench with grooves (inset)

Associated with this was a doorsocket and internal step next to
the door out into Main Street. At the other end, sitting in the
centre of the room was a circular grey plaster hearth containing
black ash and charcoal. Six ﬂat stones were set against the northeast wall, perhaps a work platform.
The second room along the rear wall of the building (Area 68)
connected the two halves of the building as well as containing an
external door. The room was featureless except for a wide stone
step and a doorsocket, both set against the doorway in the rear
wall. It had a well-plastered ﬂoor which was slightly burnt near
the southeast wall.
The door at the southern end of Area 68 led into a room that,
like Area 67 at the northern end, ran the entire depth of the building (Area 71). The northeast part of this room in this phase was
obscured by the subsequent construction of a storage tank. The
one associated ﬂoor was a skim of plaster, overlain in places by a
thin layer of charcoal.

Phase 2
The renovations to Bldg 56 at the end of Phase 1 resulted in the
building being reduced in size. In the eastern corner of the building, a wall was inserted to create an enclosed rectangular space,
probably a storage tank, without any doorway (Area 73). A double thickness of white plaster was applied to the ﬂoor which
was raised 20 – 25 cm higher than that of the neighbouring area
(Area 72). Each application of plaster was 5 cm thick and sat over a
solid rubble core. Remnants of a ﬁner plaster application running
across the wall abutments were visible in places as were traces of
bitumen. Access to this installation was from the southwest side
which also served as the passageway between the front and rear
parts of the building (Area 72). In this phase, this area was quite
distinct from the rest of Area 71. Bedding material for the tank
wall ran across the passageway and up to a mortared line of stones
which formed the edge of a step down into Area 71. A plaster ﬂoor
was then laid over the room and the doorsocket next to the entrance into Area 93 rebuilt. There may at this point have been a

door between Area 72 and 71, indicated by a vertical groove in the
plaster on the north side of the wall next to the step.
The small storeroom, Area 70, was also heavily plastered, with
the same sort of waterproof plaster that was used in Areas 73 and
78. The ﬂoor, however, is completely missing, and indicated only
by the plaster on the walls lipping out. Subsequent deposits relate only to the next phase when material was dumped across both
Area 70 and 71.
To the rear of the building, there was a surface of limestone
and plaster chips in a sand matrix. This ran up to Area 78, newlyconstructed in this phase. The northeast edge of this area was destroyed. The interior walls of this room were lined with three coats
of hard white plaster, each up to 1 cm thick. These were overlapped
by two plaster coats on the ﬂoor where the total thickness of the
plaster was 4 cm. The ﬂoor was level, though cracked and pitted in
places. In the northwest corner the last coat of plaster was missing over a rectangular area of ﬂoor and wall, perhaps where something had sat prior to the last plastering and then subsequently
been removed.
In the ﬁnal phase of occupation in Bldg 56 (Phase 2.2) only one
or possibly two internal rooms remained in use. A new plastered
ﬂoor was laid in Area 93, but the door into Area 72 was blocked oﬀ
and a curious plastered curve left on the north side of the doorway.
There was a fragmentary plaster ﬂoor with two pits containing
mammal bones. A bench was constructed against the northwest
wall. Its top was divided by two grooves into three raised rectangular areas, each one higher than the other by 5 cm, with the highest on the northeast side. The grooves sloped down towards the
front. There was also a groove between the back of the installation
and the wall behind. It is not known if this feature had a Phase 2.1
predecessor.
The plastered tank (Area 73) was presumably by now in disrepair since access was cut oﬀ, while the other rooms in the
southern part of the building (Areas 70 – 2) were used for dumping rubbish. Area 70 in this phase contained one of the highest
percentages of charred material by weight recovered from the
settlement.
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Fig. 3.112 Steps down into Area 67 (SW)

Fig. 3.113 Blocks F
and I (SW)
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Bldg 58 was constructed out of the northern part of Bldg 56 when
the latter building was rebuilt. A dividing wall without an interconnecting doorway sealed oﬀ Area 67 from the rooms to the south,
creating a separate one-roomed unit. This dividing wall was built
directly on top of the hearth of the preceding phase. Furthermore,
no new ﬂoor was laid down within Bldg 58; the old one simply continued in use.
Access into the building was between a low-standing porch
in Main Street, from where two stone steps led down on to the
threshold of the door, with a further step set above the ﬂoor. By
the end of the life of Bldg 58, the street level was 82 cm above the
level of the ﬂoor.
Bldg 58 is the only single-roomed building in the settlement.
This, and the lack of any installations inside, suggest that at the
very least many of the household activities for which there is evidence in most other buildings were not taking place here.
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Fig. 3.111 Phase 1
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Building 57
Bldg 57 lies at the southern end of Block F. In Phase 1 it was a typical two-roomed building, with front and rear access. When it was
rebuilt in Phase 2, the front wall of the building was pushed out
into Main Street and access to the inner room shifted to the short
dividing wall. In the Phase 2 street wall of the inner room there
was also a plastered opening, perhaps a threshold. If there was indeed a doorway here, it is a curious departure from the norm, although there is one other possible example (Bldg 111 in Block H).
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Phase 1 is the original phase of Bldg 57, as shown in the section
across Main Street where the bottom of the street wall was identiﬁed above a layer of black sand (see Fig. 2.9). The outer room of
the building (Area 74) contained a hearth set against the internal
northeast wall, with the remnants of a cooking pot support next
to it. Around the corner, on the southeast internal wall, were four
plastered stones, evidence of further hearths and cooking pot supports, surrounded by small patches of burning. The inner room in
this phase had a grey ashy horizon rather than a well-laid ﬂoor; it
did not contain any installations.
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Fig. 3.114 Phase 1 (above) and
Phase 2 (below)
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Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, the building was remodelled and a layer of
sand dumped across the two rooms to raise the internal levels. The
inner room was shortened along the side parallel with Main Street
and built further out into the street. The new street wall contained
a plastered opening, and the plaster from this spread down and
over the Phase 1 street wall which had been cut down but left exposed in the inner room. This opening was subsequently blocked
by large, unmortared stones.
The outer room (Area 74) contained part of a jar set into the ﬂoor,
the base of which was coated in bitumen and plaster, and a circular
pad of plaster, perhaps the support for a post.
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Fig. 3.115 Phase 2 threshold in Area 75 (NE)
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Fig. 3.116 The Saar settlement and burial field (photograph taken in 1993) (SW)
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Block G is part of the Southeastern Quarter of the settlement
and comprises a block of buildings on the northeast side of Main
Street. It contains a row of six buildings, not all of which are
contemporary. The earliest level (Level G1) remains by and large
unexcavated and is represented by underlying builds to existing
walls. Bldgs 102, 104, 106 and 108 all provided evidence of an original build so that, at this level, Block G consisted of a row of at
least four buildings and perhaps as many as six. Bldg 110 at the
southern end remained unexcavated, and work in Bldg 100 at the
north end was inconclusive on this point. Subsequently, Bldg 102
was abandoned, while its neighbours to north and south were rebuilt (Level G2). In eﬀect, this split Block G into two parts, with
Bldg 100 standing in isolation at the north end and a row of four
buildings lying to the south.
Block G is remarkable for the uniformity of building plan: all
buildings are of a simple two-roomed plan. In Level G2, the position of the inner room and external doors is also the same in all
buildings. The data on installations in the block is incomplete: two
buildings were excavated by the previous expedition (Bldgs 106
which had been stripped of installations and ﬂoors, and Bldg 108),
while only the partial wall lines of Bldg 110 were identiﬁed.
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Fig. 3.117 Block Level G2

Block G is stratigraphically isolated from the central area of
the settlement. To the northwest, unexcavated buildings lie between it and Block F. It is assumed, however, that the latest major phase of occupation in the buildings of Block G (Level G2)
corresponds to the latest main phase of occupation in the blocks
to the north (Block F2 et al.), and that where evidence for an
underlying building phase was obtained for Block G (Level G1)
this also corresponds to the underlying building phase of those
same blocks.
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Building 100
Bldg 100 lies on the east side of Main Street at the northern end of
Block G. The building was built (or possibly rebuilt) over the abandoned remains of Bldg 102 to the southeast and is free-standing in
this phase. Buildings to the northwest were not investigated, but
there was either an open space or an alleyway here. To the rear of
Bldg 100 was a sloping open area.
The building had three rooms: an outer one containing the domestic installations and two inner rooms. During Phase 1 it acquired
a porch outside the entrance from Main Street. Extrapolating from
the examples of Bldgs 53 and 56, this is an indication that Bldg 100
was still inhabited towards the end of the life of the settlement. A
door to the rear led out to an open space where there was a tannur
near the northern corner of the building.
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Phase 1
Entrance from Main Street into the building was in the southwest corner. By the end of this phase, the external street level
was 70 cm higher than the internal ﬂoor level of the building so
that a total of three steps including the threshold were required
to get down into the building. A low L-shaped wall shielded the
doorway on the northern side and, in common with examples
outside Bldgs 53 and 56, was constructed to stop the sand in the
street from ﬁlling in the steps and seeping into the building under the door.
Inside the doorway into the outer room (Area 102) a benchand-basin lay immediately on the right, against the southeast wall.
It had a stone-built superstructure. The part nearest the doorway
had a stone-edged rim and served as a jar support, while at the
other end, at a lower height, was a plastered basin. This installation
is very similar to an example from Bldg 51.
The outer room has a large buttress bonded into the corner of
the walls of the inner rooms, twice the thickness of most other
buttresses found in similar positions in other buildings. Opposite,
on the rear wall, was a low rectangular bench/jar support and next
to it, on the north side, a shallow plastered pit in the ﬂoor. On the
right hand side of the doorway into the inner rooms was a plastered ledge, a feature noted in a similar position in other buildings
(e.g. Bldg 204).
The outer room had two sequences of ﬂooring (Phase 1.1 and 1.2).
The Phase 1.1 ﬂoor, only partly excavated, was a hard plaster surface
with several laminations. The subsequent ﬂoor (Phase 1.2) broke up
in the southern half of the room where it was mixed in with ash and
sand, reﬂecting increased wear and tear between the external doorways of the building.
From the outer room, a door led into the ﬁrst of two inner
rooms (Area 101) and from here there was access into the room
behind (Area 100). No features contemporary with the Phase 1 occupation of the building were found in these inner rooms.
In the eastern corner of the building a doorway with a mortar
re-used as doorsocket provided access to the open area behind the
building (Area 103). Here, fragmentary surfaces sloped sharply
down to the east. Close to the northern corner of the building
was a tannur.
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Fig. 3.118 Phase 1.2
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Fig. 3.119 Bench-and-basin (SE)

Fig. 3.120 Bldg 100 (NW)

Phase 2
Partially blocking the doorway between the inner rooms was a
poorly-built stone hearth. This lay above the last Phase 2 ﬂoor with
an associated deposit of ash and bone. This debris spilled over the
top of the partition wall between Areas 100 and 101 and suggests
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the use of the room as a rubbish dump (Phase 2.1) prior to the ﬁnal
collapse of the building. Overlying this again was wall tumble including fragments of hard white plaster with impressions of palm
fronds, perhaps remnants of a repair to part of the ceiling.
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Building 102
Bldg 102 lies south of Bldg 101. It was a two-roomed building
with an entrance from Main Street in the western corner. The
rear wall had been robbed out in places to below foundation level,
but it is assumed that in common with all the other buildings in
the block it also had a rear entrance. There were three separate
ﬂooring sequences in the outer room, accompanied by three episodes of raising the threshold of the front door (Phases 1.1 – 1.3).
Subsequently, when Bldg 100 to the north was constructed (or rebuilt) and Bldg 104 to the south rebuilt, Bldg 102 was demolished,
the street wall taken down, and the area used as a rubbish dump
(Phase 2.1). It was then deliberately levelled oﬀ (Phase 2.2), an
episode that happened well before the end of occupation in the
neighbouring buildings.

Phase 1
The building had an outer room (Area 104) and an inner rectangular room (Area 105). The northwest and southeast walls were
obscured by later rebuilds and there was some robbing out of the
front and back walls of the building.
In the outer room, next to the doorway into Main Street, there
was a well-plastered doorsocket with a stone surround. The threshold of the doorway showed three separate phases of rebuilding. A
plastered bench with a trough lay in the passageway of the outer
room. The installation had been well used, with eight applications
of brown plaster 6 cm thick in total. Further
along the same wall was a tannur.
The original ﬂoor here (Phase 1.1) was of
plaster, overlain by ashy debris originating from
the tannur. Following a resurfacing of this ﬂoor
(Phase 1.2) three pits were dug into the room.
Two of these were circular, with sterile sand ﬁll,
and may have originally held storage jars. The
third and largest had scorched sides and was
ﬁlled with ashy debris, and may have been a ﬁrepit. A ﬁnal ﬂoor was laid above a sterile make-up
deposit (Phase 1.3), and this was accompanied
by the demolition of the original tannur and the
building of a new one around the corner in the
main part of the outer room. The bench-andbasin appeared to continue in use into Phase 1.3,
though the fragmentary nature of the surface
makes it diﬃcult to be certain.
In the inner room (Area 105), there was a single unplastered ﬂoor corresponding to the three
in the outer room. The room was without any
installations.
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Fig. 3.121 Phase 1.1
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Fig. 3.122 Installations in the passageway of Area 104 (SW)

Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, the house walls were
dismantled and built over during the rebuilding of the neighbouring houses. The space once
occupied by Bldg 102, particularly the area that
was formerly the inner room, was then used as
a rubbish dump (Phase 2.1). There then appears
to have been a deliberate eﬀort to level oﬀ part
of the site (Phase 2.2), perhaps to create a path
from Main Street out to the back of Block G.
This event happened while the adjacent buildings were still occupied.
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Building 104
Bldg 104 is a two-roomed building with an outer room and an
inner one. It has one external door in the southwest corner, providing access from Main Street, and a second one in the northeast wall, leading to an open space at the rear of the block. The
southern half of the building had been excavated by the previous
expedition, and later ﬂoors removed, so that the distribution of
features and objects is incomplete. Our excavations were restricted to recovering the rest of the plan down to the exposed ﬂoors.
The building had some unusual construction features: the walls
were built of large boulders packed round with smaller pebbles;
a noticeable quantity of sea-stone was used, as in Bldg 226; and
the southeast wall had two short sections that were not bonded.
It also had some odd buttressing in the inner room which presumably reﬂects structural problems of some sort.
The building had two phases. The earliest (Phase 1) was exposed
only in the sides of later pits and is otherwise unexcavated. Bldg 104
was then rebuilt (Phase 2). On its abandonment (Phase 3), a deep
pit was dug in the northwest corner of the outer room and the walls
at the rear of the building were partly robbed.
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Phase 1
Phase 1 is known only from material exposed by the later pit
in the northwest corner of the outer room. In the sides of this
pit, a lower and earlier build of the rear (northeast) wall of the
building, on the same alignment as the later one, was noted.
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Phase 2
Access to Building 104 from Main Street was through a door
in the southwest corner of the outer room (Area 114). Next to
the doorway there was a round plaster object or installation in
a fragmentary condition. A rectangular bench was also located
here, with the sliced half of a jar set into the lower northern end
to form a small basin. Bldgs 104 and 204 contained similar installations. On the rear wall of the outer room was a low work
platform or bench, with an adjacent irregular scoop or pit ﬁlled
with ash. Two shallow, circular depressions close to the rear wall
may have served as jar supports.
During this phase, buttresses were added to both sides of the
northeast partition wall of the inner room, as well as to a short
stretch of the main southwest wall of the building. In the inner
room (Area 113) there was a plastered doorsocket but no additional features.

Phase 3
Following the abandonment of the building, a large shallow scoop
in the north part of the outer room removed much of the ﬂoor
material. This feature then ﬁlled up with rubbish. Rather oddly,
the southern extent of this rubbish dump was delineated by an
uneven line of stones. Later on, a large circular pit, over 120 cm
deep and 110 cm wide, was cut right down through this dump.
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Fig. 3.124 Bldg 104 (N)
Fig. 3.125 Outline of
burnt pit in Area 114 (SE)

Fig. 3.126 Bench and sliced jar serving as basin (NW)

Fig. 3.127 Main southwest wall, with large stones wedged in position

Fig. 3.128 Main southeast wall, built in short unbonded lengths
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Fig. 3.129 Southeastern Quarter, Blocks G and H (N)
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Buildings 106, 108 and 110
Bldg 106 was excavated in its entirety by the previous expedition.
It is a large two-roomed building with an outer and inner room.
All the features and ﬂoors appear to have been removed but there
was the remnant of a badly weathered hearth in the outer room.
The main southwest wall of the building has a rebuild, marked by
a kink in the wall, and the threshold in the doorway from Main
Street has also been rebuilt, suggesting Bldg 104 has two or more
phases.
Bldg 108 was also excavated by the previous expedition and no
further excavation was carried out. It is also a two-roomed building with an outer and inner room. Entrance from Main Street
was through a door in the southwest corner. There was a large and
roughly constructed step between threshold and ﬂoor, indicating,
yet again, a disparity between the street level and that of the internal ﬂoors.
A bench-and-basin lay in the outer room (Area 119) along the
wall next to the rear door, and there was also a hearth next to the
door into the inner room (Area 118). As was also the case with
Bldg 106, there was a clear rebuild on the main southwest wall. No
installations were left in the inner room.
Bldg 110 is unexcavated with only the tops of the walls exposed
in places. It is a two-roomed building of similar size and plan to
the rest of Block G.

Fig. 3.130 Block G on the northeast side of Main Street (SW)

Fig. 3.131 Bldgs 106, 108 and 110 Phase 2
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Fig. 3.132 Block Level H2

Block H is part of the Southeastern Quarter of the settlement,
lying on the southwest side of Main Street, opposite the houses
of Block G. It contains a row of at least seven buildings (although
it was not demonstrated that all were strictly contemporary).
Beyond Block H, the line of Main Street continued to the southeast for at least another 45 m before dropping oﬀ the ridge and
under the modern plain level.
All the buildings in the block except for Bldg 101 at the northern end were excavated by the previous expedition. Our work was
limited to the partial excavation of Bldg 101, to exposing the front
walls of the buildings to ﬁx the line of Main Street in this area, and
to investigating of the building sequence of the block. Although
none of the other buildings were fully excavated, enough work
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was carried out to suggest that all the buildings had simple tworoomed plans, mirroring Block H across the street.
In Main Street, the junction of Bldgs 109 and 111 was investigated and here there was evidence for an earlier building level
sitting close to bedrock (Level H1). The visible excavated building
phases were assigned to Level H2. A further period of re-use is
indicated by very high thresholds in Bldgs 103 and 111 (Level H3),
though deposits associated with these features were no longer
present.
It is not possible due to the incompleteness of the evidence
to comment on the range and disposition of installations within
Block H; the plans are illustrated and reported on brieﬂy in this
section to complete the record.
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Fig. 3.133 Blocked
doorway in Bldg 111 (NE)

Building 101
Bldg 101 is at the northern end of the block. The building was only
partly excavated so that the plan remains incomplete. It appears
that the original two-roomed unit was rebuilt once before falling
into disuse and serving as an outside area to Bldg 103, which continued to be inhabited.

Phase 1
A doorway in the main northeast wall led over a stone threshold
into an outer room (Area 108). A blocked doorway and threshold
were visible at the same height in the northwest wall, suggesting
that originally access to the building may have been from this
side (though as the lower ﬂoor levels were not excavated this is
not certain). The building has an unusual plan, similar only to
Bldg 1, with the inner room constructed in the opposite corner to
the house entrance, in eﬀect doing away with the corridor section
of the outer room. In the outer room there was a sequence of two
ﬂoors belonging to this phase, separated by a thick layer of makeup. The ﬂoors of the inner room (Area 109) were not excavated to
this phase.
Fig. 3.134 Inner room
of Bldg 111 with thick
plastering

Buildings 103, 105, 107,109, 111 and 113
Bldg 103 is possibly a two-roomed unit. In a late phase, it has a
very high threshold in the northwest wall with layers of ash spilling down over the walls of Bldg 101.
Bldg 105 is also a two-roomed unit. It is largely unexcavated
but is unusual for the presence of a very thick brown plaster lining
the wall of the inner room. The plaster was pushed into the stones
up to 12 cm behind the wall face. The street doorway of the building shows a sequence of three thresholds.
Bldgs 107, 109 and 111 are all two-roomed units. Bldg 111 also
has a high threshold inserted into the street wall, indicating late
re-use. The northeast wall of the inner room had a layer of thick
brown plaster, and on the southwest wall there was a 16 cm thick
additional lining of the wall face in stone and ﬁnished with brown
plaster. A continuation of the street wall beyond Bldg 111 indicates
the presence of at least one more building in this block (Bldg 113).
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Fig. 3.135 Bldgs 150 ad 151
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Buildings 150 and 151 on the southern edge

Fig. 3.136 Bldg 150 (SE)

At the southern end of the site, 82 m south of Block H, were some
structures that had been excavated by the previous expedition. As
extant in 1990, they appeared to consist of two semicircular structures, one course high, built directly on top of bedrock (Bldgs 150
and 151). The original report mentions that a ‘series of ﬂat stones
were found, forming an irregular pattern of incomplete circles and
rough lines’ (Littleton 1984: 8). There were no associated archaeological deposits, just gravel wash and eroded pottery fragments of
uncertain date, so there has to be some uncertainty about the dating of the structures themselves. They may not be contemporary
with the settlement.
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Fig. 3.137 Block Level I3

Block I is part of the Southern Quarter and comprises a row of
buildings running along the west side of Main Street opposite
Block F. The full extent of the block in any one level is not clear.
Many of the buildings of the earliest construction level (Level I2)
are obscured by later versions, and the southeastern end of the
block remains unexcavated. The sequence is best observed in the
section across Main Street (Fig. 2.9) which also illustrates preBlock I deposits above bedrock (assigned to Level I1).
Level I2 represents construction and ﬁrst use of the block.
At the northern end, Janabiyah Street was quite narrow with at
least one building (Bldg 49) lying north of Bldg 51. This is known
only from fragments of walling found in the linking sections (see
Fig. 3.231). To the south Bldgs 51 – 3 have Level I2 antecedents,
though in the case of the latter the plan is largely unknown.
Bldg 54 was not investigated to this level.
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Level I3 represents a major rebuild. Bldg 52 was not rebuilt at
this time, eﬀectively splitting Block I into two parts: the southern
one comprising Bldgs 53 and 54, plus at least one more unexcavated building beyond; and the northern one made up of Bldgs 51
and more unexcavated buildings to the north lying below Bldg 50.
In the succeeding Level I4, Bldg 50 was constructed at the northern end of the block, at a time when some of the neighbouring
buildings had been abandoned.
Block I is most notable for Bldg 53, which is the largest interconnected unit in the settlement. It has eleven separate areas, including a large walled courtyard (Area 58) and a second yard with
storerooms along one side (Areas 84 – 7). The presence of a porch in
the street indicates that it remained in use relatively late on (as did
Bldg 58 opposite). Bldg 51, a rather ordinary looking unit architecturally, produced an unusual concentration of high-status items.
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Building 50
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Bldg 50 is the northernmost excavated building of Block I and
was built at a time when the surrounding buildings were already
falling into disuse. It has three separate areas: an outer room and
two inner rooms, one leading into the other (an arrangement similar to Bldg 34). The innermost room (Area 91) is very narrow and
the evidence for a doorway was inconclusive. Consequently, there
remains some doubt about whether the partition wall between the
two inner rooms was ever to full height.
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Phase 1
Access to Bldg 50 was through an unusually wide doorway in the
eastern corner. Inside the doorway, in the outer room (Area 57), was
a bench with plastered trough. By the door into the ﬁrst of the two
inner rooms (Area 90) lay a stone ledge or shelf similar to examples
in Bldgs 56 and 202 and, on the other side of the same doorway, a
semicircular hearth. The outer room had a sequence of three ﬂoors
surviving only as patches. There were no traces of ﬂooring around
the rear entrance, indicating heavy wear and tear in this area.
The inner room (Area 90) had a large plastered doorsocket, but
was otherwise devoid of features. The uppermost ﬂoor was well
plastered and preserved across the entire room. It is not clear how
access was gained to the innermost room (Area 91). Clearly, if there
was a doorway, it was blocked by the time that the latest ﬂoor was
in use. Part of the dividing wall of the inner room showed a different construction technique which may mask the original doorway, though this is by no means conclusive. This innermost area
did have a sequence of two ﬂoors with occupation material which
suggest that, in spite of the problems with identifying the door, it
nevertheless functioned originally as a separate room.
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Fig. 3.138 Phase 1
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Phase 2
The collapse of the building was represented by several episodes
of fallen masonry. Sitting above the ﬁrst of these in Area 90 was
a midden of black ashy sand, rich in bone, heaped up in the north
corner of the room (Phase 2.1). Detailed micromorphological
study showed that within this deposit there were at least two discrete horizons of discarded material.

Fig. 3.139 Stone grinder (2567:01)
in Area 57

Fig. 3.140 Bldg 50 (NW)
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Fig. 3.141 Phase 1.2 (above) and 2.1 (below)
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The walls of Bldg 51 were rebuilt at the end of Phase 1. This is seen
most clearly in the section against the outside face of the southwest wall of the building, and in the central section of the northwest wall, where a layer of packing separated the upper and lower
builds. The ﬂoors of both rooms were levelled up and resurfaced
(Phase 2.1). The levelling material contained many objects which are
assumed to be redeposited, perhaps originating in the nearby open
area (Area 59) where there seems relatively little build-up. Inside
the main entrance to the building there was a bench with a lower
basin at the northeast end. The feature appears to have been rebuilt
at least once and may have originated in Phase 1. A similar example
was found in Bldg 100. The Phase 1 semicircular hearth next to the
door into the inner room was rebuilt yet again in Phase 2.
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The Phase 1 plan of Bldg 51 appears to have been the same as in
Phase 2 except for the rear doorway. Here the Phase 2 rebuild
chopped through a tannur, suggesting some minor re-alignment of
walls (minor because the external section demonstrated that the extreme western corner of the building remained constant; Fig. 2.16).
The earliest ﬂoor level (Phase 1.1) was only exposed in the central
part of the outer room. At this level, enough was preserved of the
semicircular hearth in the outer room (Area 56) to show that it was
of the same build as its successors.
The subsequent ﬂoor (Phase 1.2) contained a series of unplastered
pits in the outer room. Five of these lay in a line along the northwest
wall, with two further south. Two of these pits held jars that had
been set at ﬂoor level for use as storage containers, and both jars still
had stoppers covering the mouths. Perhaps all these pits originally
served this same function. Next to the rear entrance, was a pit of a
diﬀerent type, coated with a hard white waterproof plaster.
Further plaster surfaces were then laid in the outer room
(Phase 1.3 – 1.4). These ﬂoors were also pitted. In the inner room
(Area 55), there was a rectangular area of stones. Though this feature was irregular, it does appear to have been an installation, perhaps a low platform or work area. The inner room is noteworthy
for the collection of ﬁnds that included a copper bun ingot, plaster
and stone lids from Phase 1.3, and another fragment of a bun ingot, four seals (only one of which was damaged), two carnelian
beads and eleven stone tools from Phase 1.4.
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Bldg 51 is a two-roomed building with doorways out into Main
Street to the east and into a large open area to the west (Area 59). A
small additional space by the rear door diﬀerentiates the plan from
that of a standard two-roomed building.
The outer area of Bldg 51 contained an unusual number of pits,
including two with storage jars. It is possible that originally all the
unplastered pits in this area contained pots. There was also a large
number of ﬁnds from the building, including ten seals, two copper
ingots, seven steatite lids, fourteen beads and over sixty stone tools.
Even allowing for the fact that this material was spread over both
the inner and outer rooms, on diﬀerent ﬂoors and sometimes in
make-up deposits, it nevertheless represents an unusual concentration of artefacts.
Bldg 51 was then abandoned (Phase 3), though the northwest
wall was reutilized during the construction of Bldg 50. The southern wall of the building was robbed to foundation level.
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In the open area to the rear (Area 59) localised, trampled surfaces predominated. Very little material accumulated during
Phase 2, suggesting minimal activity (or possibly reworking of deposits). There were two pits close to the rear wall of Bldg 52, but
otherwise no installations were present.

Phase 3
At the end of Phase 2, it would appear that the door into Main
Street was deliberately blocked, though this was not noted in the
rear entrance. The northwest wall was reused during the construction of Bldg 50 to the north. After the partial collapse of the building, which broke up the latest ﬂoor, part of the building served as
a refuse dump, with black ashy sand dumped over the walls. The
main south wall was robbed out (Phase 3.2).
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Fig. 3.142 Bldg 51 (NW)
Fig. 3.143 Bench-and-basin (NW)

Fig. 3.144 Pits in main room of Bldg 51 (SW)

Fig. 3.145 Semicircular hearth in Bldg 51 (NE)
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Building 52
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Bldg 52 is a standard two-roomed unit with an outer and inner
room. It had a relatively short phase of occupation with only a single ﬂoor between construction and abandonment. When the block
underwent the major renovation of Level I3, Bldg 52 was demolished and left semi-derelict. Its neighbour to the south (Bldg 53)
encroached over the old boundary wall, as clearly seen in the street
section (Fig. 2.12). The area once occupied by Bldg 52 then became
a walk-through, linking Main Street with the large open space at
the rear of Block I.
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Phase 1
In the construction horizon of Bldg 52, several ﬁre-pits were identiﬁed that were connected with the construction process. Similar
examples were noted in the construction levels of other buildings
in the settlement.
During its short life, Bldg 51 had an outer room (Area 54) and
an inner room (Area 53). Entrance was from the northeast corner
of the building, oﬀ Main Street. Due to wall robbing and demolition, it is not clear if there was a rear entrance. There were two
installations in the outer room: a bench-and-basin that was mostly
destroyed, and a plastered semicircular hearth. The inner room was
devoid of any features.
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Fig. 3.146 Phase 1

Phase 2
After the short occupation of Phase 2, the southeast end of Bldg 52
was removed and the walls of Bldg 53 superimposed. This process
included the demolition to just above ﬂoor level of the main southwest wall of the building, the removal of the main southeast wall,
and the slicing away of the walls of the inner room. Intermittent
use of the abandoned building is suggested both by ashy horizons within the rubble of the inner room and by the presence of
a plastered basin against the northwest wall of the building, lying
between two rubble horizons. Subsequently, the partition wall between Bldgs 51 and 52 was robbed out down to foundation level.

Fig. 3.147 Pits in the construction
level of Area 54 (NW)

Fig. 3.148 Block I buildings (NE)
Bldg 54
Bldg 53
Bldg 52
Bldg 51
Bldg 50
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Phase 1

Building 53
Bldg 53 is a building with eleven separate areas. These all interconnect and so are described here as a single building. The building has already been extensively discussed (Killick and Moon
1995). The following, however, is the deﬁnitive revised account of
the architecture and phasing of this building.
An early building phase (Phase 1) underlies Bldg 53, elements of
which were uncovered below the Phase 2 ﬂoors in Area 52. When
Bldg 53 was rebuilt (Phase 2), its main northwest wall extended
over the now-demolished Bldg 52.
In Phase 2, Bldg 53 has an intact doorway at the northern end
protected in the latest phase by a porch (Fig. 3.155). Here the outer
room (Area 52) runs rounds three sides of the inner room (Area 51).
The only parallel to this arrangement is the rear part of Bldg 220.
A doorway to the rear provides access into a large enclosed yard
(Area 58) and a second doorway links through into an adjoining
suite of three rooms (Areas 61, 62 and 64). These, in turn, had access into a second courtyard (Area 63) which had four storerooms
running along the southeast edge (Areas 84 – 7). At the northeast
end of Area 61, the street wall had been removed to foundation
level. An area of ﬂat stones here may indicate a threshold and second entrance from Main Street.
Bldg 53 has only a single ﬂoor in Phase 2, with building collapse
lying immediately above. There is a chronology of construction,
with the courtyards and storage rooms at the rear tacked on last
(the walls of these areas all abut the eastern part of the building),
but these still must have been constructed during the lifetime of
the original (and only) ﬂoors in the rest of the building.

Limited investigations in Area 52 at the north end of the building, and in Area 64 at the south end, show that Bldg 53 was
built over a range of earlier buildings. To the north, two earlier walls lay under the ﬂoor make-up of the Phase 2 building.
These walls are interpreted as forming part of a building that
adjoined Bldg 52. The northwestern wall was plastered on its
northern face and, in the section of a pit which cut through it,
two distinct plaster surfaces were noted, separated by a band of
occupation. The southwest stretch of wall was plastered on both
faces and contained an opening into what was probably the inner room of the building.
Within Area 64, underlying walls were noted showing through
the Phase 2 ﬂooring and running parallel with the northeast and
southeast walls of the room, but the wider plan cannot be reconstructed for this area.

Phase 2
The doorway into the building from Main Street was sheltered
by a small porch of two low stone walls, similar to examples from
Bldg 58 across the way and Bldg 100 further south. These are considered to be an indication of relatively late occupation within
the settlement: the porches are built on the latest surface identiﬁed in the street. In Bldg 53 the base of the porch walls stands
60 cm higher than the ﬂoor, which had to be reached via a single
internal step. The doorway and most of Area 52 had already been
excavated by the previous expedition: stones left in situ appear to
indicate that the doorway was blocked in antiquity, which was
Fig. 3.149 Underlying reconstructed Phase 1 building
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Fig. 3.150 Bldg 53 was built over the
southern end of Bldg 52 (E)
Fig. 3.151 Walls of Phase 1 building
showing through floor in Area 52 (SW)
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our original interpretation, but we cannot demonstrate beyond
doubt that this is the case.
This part of the building is made up of three distinct areas: an
outer room (Area 52) which runs round three sides of a smaller
inner room (Area 51) and a large rear courtyard (Area 58). There is
access through into Area 61 and the rest of the building.
The outer room has a standard range of installations. On the
wall opposite the door from Main Street was an eroded fragment of a semicircular hearth. This is an unusual position for such
a feature, which is more normally found at the rear of a building. Indeed, next to the door into the inner room were traces of
what may have been a second example of such a hearth, though
no superstructure survived. Also along the northeastern wall was a
bench-and-basin, with the plastered basin at the east end, and next
to it a stone slab with a ﬂat top which served as an additional shelf
or bench. Further into the room a large block of stone, perhaps an
anvil, stood on the ﬂoor, and next to the door into the inner room
was a low stone ledge. The inner room itself was devoid of installations and had a single plaster ﬂoor.
The open courtyard at the rear (Area 58) is the largest enclosed
yard in the settlement (44 sq m). The walls on the north and west
sides survived to a height of 1 m, and associated rubble collapse,
particularly oﬀ the west wall, suggests the original height was
around 2 m or higher, a suﬃcient height to prevent casual inspection by a passer-by. Nothing found in the courtyard gives much
clue as to its function: there was no surface as such, but dumps of
ash and rubbish in sand, with occasional concentrations of shells.
There was the remnant of the base of a plastered basin close to
the south wall, but otherwise it was devoid of storage or cooking installations. Perhaps it served as an enclosure for animals, or
somewhere to store consumables or goods that did not need the
protection of a roof.
A possible second doorway out from Main Street lay at the
eastern end of the building in Area 61. Here the street wall was
robbed to foundation level, but a ﬂat area of stones looks suspiciously like an internal step similar to that in Area 52. From Area 61
there was access to a large inner room (Area 62), to a small room
to the south (Area 64), and out into another rear yard (Area 63)
and row of storerooms (Areas 84 – 7).
In Area 61 there was a rectangular bench, mostly destroyed,
but possibly a bench-and-basin feature, and against the south
wall a tannur. A plastered stone ledge had been built next to
the door into Area 64. Here fallen chunks of white plaster lay
in the debris overlying the ﬂoor of the room. The collapse was
most dense in the southwest corner where some of it formed
corner pieces, which may have come from a wall corner or doorjamb. Another unusual feature of the room was the presence of
a stone bench along the entire length of the northeast wall. It
was well made and had originally been plastered. A storage jar
had been set into the ﬂoor of the room in the eastern corner.
Taken together these feature suggest some unusual function for
this room.
Returning to Area 61, an adjacent door leads into a second
yard (Area 63) and to four small storerooms arranged along its
southern wall (Areas 84 – 7). The deposits and installations in
Area 63 suggest a busy work area, with broken and discarded bits
of worked and unworked stone left lying around, perhaps stored
for re-use. Part of a stone basin subsequently rammed into the
south wall of the yard to help keep it up is a good illustration of
such practice.
While there may originally have been a single plastered surface across this area, wear-and-tear had reduced it to several
diﬀerent horizons. Where the ﬂoor sloped up towards the north-
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Fig. 3.152 Rear yard (Area 63) of Bldg 53. Note the
large basin re-used in the wall on the right (NE)

west end of the yard it had clearly visible laminations of thin, friable grey plaster with lenses of ash, and it was also well preserved
around the cooking installations on the north wall. Elsewhere,
it deteriorated into soft ashy grey sand with pottery and shell
churned in. It was particularly worn in the centre of the room,
due to heavy trampling.
Along the north wall of the room was a tannur, the rakings of
which spilled out southwards on to the ﬂoor. Two plastered stones
from a hearth support lay just to the east. A thick wedge of plaster on the wall behind indicated the possible position of the third
cone of the support. A second similar hearth lay close-by: the remnants of two supports were clearly visible but little else remained.
On the south side, was an unusual installation made up of a low
circular arrangement of loose stones abutting the face of the wall.
The stones were roughly laid to a maximum of four courses along
the south edge against the wall, and may represent a crude support
for a large storage vessel.
Four small storage rooms lay along the southern edge of
Area 63. In Area 84 a doorway led to a second room (Area 85). In
both these rooms there were no clearly deﬁned ﬂoor horizons, but
ephemeral trampled surfaces mixed in with sand.
Two smaller rooms completed the suite (Areas 86 and 87). In
Area 86, the ﬂoor survived as three patches of grey plaster. This was
overlain by a layer of uneven stones, with some occupation debris
mixed in. Similar material was found in Area 87. It was originally
speculated that these might form rough stone pavements in these
rooms, but an alternative explanation is that they signify the ﬁrst
stage of collapse, with the accompanying cultural material related
to episodes of dumping.
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Fig. 3.153 Collapsed rear wall of courtyard, Area 58 (NW)
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Fig. 3.154 Stone support and basin
fragments in rear yard, Area 63 (SE)
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Fig. 3.156 Fallen plaster in Area 64 (SE)
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Fig. 3.157 Storage jar
with sherd lid set into
floor in Area 64 (E)
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Bldg 54 lies to the south of Bldg 53. It is a three-roomed unit
with an atypical arrangement of rooms: an outer room running
the length of the building (Area 92) provides access into a subsidiary room (Area 65), from where a door leads into the third
chamber (Area 64). The wall running along Main Street was
robbed out except for a doorjamb in the southeast corner. There
is also a doorway at the rear of the building out into an external space (Area 88). The position of the bench-and-basin feature
next to the rear door is odd and, on analogy with other buildings,
suggests that this may have been the main entrance to the building. The prolongation of the main southeast wall of the building beyond the rear entrance and the presence of buttresses on
the south side indicate the presence of an adjoining, unexcavated
building.
The building has one excavated phase with a single ﬂoor in the
yard, but four replasterings were noted in Area 65 (Phase 1). After
initial collapse of the building (Phase 2.1), there was on episode of
dumping refuse (Phase 2.2) before further collapse took place.
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Phase 1
Entrances to the building were located at either end of the outer
room (Area 92). The northeast entrance was robbed out but indicated by a doorjamb and part of what may have been an internal
step.
The installations were grouped at the southwest end of the
building: a bench-and-basin awkwardly positioned next to the
doorway; and a semicircular hearth and cooking pot support along
the opposite wall of the outer room. Just outside in the open space
to the south of the building (Area 88) there was a tannur.
The single ﬂoor in the outer room was made up of laminated
plaster surfaces containing thin lenses of ash. A large worked stone
with four small circular depressions in its surface lay on the ﬂoor
next to a fragment of plaster basin.
In the ﬁrst inner room (Area 65) there were four separate ﬂoor
horizons, compressed within 20 cm of deposit. The original ﬂoor
(Phase 2.1) was laid over a deposit of levelling material which ran
under the internal walls of the building but up to earlier versions
of the main boundary walls with Bldg 53. Near the doorway into
the innermost chamber was a storage jar set into a pit so that its
rim was at ﬂoor level and, on the opposite side of the doorway, a
small ledge made up of two large stones.
The second ﬂoor in the sequence (Phase 1.2) was not so well
made, consisting of grey compact sand with lenses of yellow
mortar. The storage jar was sealed by this reﬂooring and thus no
longer in use.
In the next reﬂooring (Phase 1.3), the position of the door into
the inner chamber switched sides, with a doorsocket sitting where
formerly the stone ledge had been.
Apart from a doorsocket set into the original ﬂoor, the innermost room (Area 66) was devoid of features. The primary surface
was a compact grey plaster ﬂoor.

Phase 2
Between two layers of collapse in the innermost room was a
refuse dump with a concentration of pottery, shell and bone.
This dump sealed the robber trenches that had removed the
main northeast wall of the building after the initial collapse of
the walls. This was the only evidence for post-occupation activity in this area.
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Fig. 3.159 Storage jar set
in floor in Area 65 (N)
Fig. 3.160 Southwest half of Area 92 (SW)
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Fig. 3.161 Block Level JE2

Block JE is part of the Central Quarter and is made up of three
buildings lying along the west side of Main Street and south of
the temple (Bldgs 200, 210 and 211). The buildings share a continuous section of street wall, uninterrupted except for the doorways
to Bldgs 210 and 211. Bldg 200 is on a diﬀerent orientation from
the other two, with a doorway tucked away oﬀ South Alley.
The earliest building level of the block (Level JE1) is known
from the section across Main Street (see Fig. 2.8), and from a small
sounding in Bldg 210 where a precursor to the excavated building
of Level JE2 was identiﬁed.
Level JE2 represents the main excavated phase of all three
buildings and it is a relatively lengthy one, as illustrated by the sequence of thresholds in Bldg 211 and the accumulation of sand in
Main Street that was observed in section. At this time, Janabiyah
Street was bounded to the south by (unexcavated) Bldg 49, and it
was only subsequently that Bldg 50 encroached on this space, by
which time Block JE had already fallen into general disuse. A cor-

relation to this is that at the northern end of the block, evidence
from the section across South Alley shows that by the time of the
ﬁnal renovations to the temple in Phase 6, Bldg 200 had also been
abandoned.
Bldg 200 has an unusual plan, with two rooms, one behind
the other, both running the full width of the building. The installations within Bldg 200, however, seem to be fairly typical and
include a bench-and-basin and a hearth. Bldgs 210 and 211 are
both lengthways-on to Main Street and have doorways leading
out into this thoroughfare. They each have three rooms apiece,
an outer room, an inner room, and a rear yard, though Bldg 210
originally had the use of two extra areas to the rear (Areas 126
and 127). These were subsequently demolished and became part
of the open area that spread west to Bldg 7 of Block JN. Bldg 211
also had the use of an open external area which was bounded by
Bldg 12 to the west and tucked oﬀ the north side of Janabiyah
Street (Area 214).
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Fig. 3.162 The Central Quarter, with Block JE next to the temple (SW)
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Bldg 200 lay south of the temple at the junction of South Alley
and Main Street. It has two rectangular rooms, one behind the
other, with a single entrance tucked away in the southwest corner oﬀ a blind alley. The outer room (Area 205) is the larger of the
two; a doorway in the eastern corner leads into the second room
(Area 204). The plan of this building has no exact parallel. Bldgs 8
and 353 have a similar arrangement but are on an indirect axis.
There is a typical range of cooking and storage installations in the
building.
The main phase (Phase 2) included a sequence of ﬁve superimposed ﬂoors. An earlier phase (Phase 1) was identiﬁed in the
northwestern corner, where the main wall had an earlier build.
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Phase 1
The plan of the building in this phase is not known. Limited excavation in one corner of the outer room (Area 205) showed that
the main northwest wall of the building sat on a layer of sand inﬁll while the southwest wall continued much deeper, indicating an
earlier, and unexcavated, phase.
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Fig. 3.163 Phase 2.1
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At the end of Phase 1, a 60 cm deep deposit of sand was dumped
over the area and new walls constructed, except for the southwest wall where the Phase 1 wall was retained and built up higher.
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Fig. 3.164 The main room of Bldg 200 (NE)
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Fig. 3.165 Niche and bench with basin in Area 205 (SE)
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Entrance to the building in this phase was in the southern corner
which led straight into the larger of the two rooms (Area 205).
Immediately on the right was a plastered bench-and-basin, with a
rectangular niche next to it built into the wall. The base of the niche
was ﬂush with the ﬂoor of the building whereas other examples of
niches, such as those in Bldgs 203 and 208, are built much higher.
A circular hearth with plastered lip was set into the ﬂoor near the
centre of the room. This was subsequently repaired and relined. A
cooking pot support and hearth, made up of two free-standing
cones and one set against the wall, sat next to the doorway into the
inner room. In the inner room, the base of a smashed storage jar
had been set into the ﬂoor close to the doorway, and on the ﬂoor
itself were two clay tokens, one seal impression and half of a bun
ingot, a combination suggesting Area 204 was used as a storeroom.
Both rooms were resurfaced at the same time (Phase 2.2). In
the outer room, the Phase 2.1 bench-and-basin was not rebuilt, but
in the centre of the room a large rectangular hearth or ﬁre-pit replaced the earlier version, and at the eastern end a new cooking pot
support and hearth replaced the older version. In the west half of
the room were fragments of one or more bitumen baskets. Here
the ﬂoor has eroded back to the make-up level. In Phase 2.3, the
ﬂoors were again resurfaced, though they survived only as patchy
and intermittent surfaces. The cooking pot support and hearth were
again rebuilt and a stone shelf tucked into the north corner. This
was made up of a single large stone placed on a packing of smaller
stones, all of which were mortared to the wall faces.
With the ﬁnal ﬂoor in the sequence (Phase 2.4), a bench-andbasin reappears along the southeast wall, further away from the
doorway than its predecessors. A large worked stone block lay
next to it, perhaps an anvil. The cooking pot support was again
remodelled and a new shelf of rough stones was built into the
northern corner, slightly larger than its predecessor.
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Fig. 3.167 Phase 2.4
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Phase 3
After the building was abandoned, sand blew into the rooms and
this was followed by the collapse of the main walls of the building.
Subsequently, the raft of mortar associated with the Phase 6 rebuild of the temple on the north side of the alley ran over the stub
of the collapsed walls of Bldg 200. This shows that Bldg 200 had
already been abandoned for some time prior to the ﬁnal rebuild of
the temple.
Fig. 3.169 Section across Phase 2.2 fire-pit in Area 205 (NE)

Fig. 3.168 Remnant of circular hearth (Phase 2.1), cut by
later fire-pit (SE)
Fig. 3.170 Section across South Alley, between Bldg 200 and the temple
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Bldg 210 lay between Bldgs 200 and 211 on the southwest side of
Main Street. In its excavated phase (Phase 2), the building had an
inner room and an outer room with a small extension or annexe in
the northwest corner, showing some similarity in this respect to
Bldg 62. A doorway in the southwest corner led out into a large
open area. In the earlier phase (Phase 1) this open area contained
two enclosed rooms (Areas 126 and 127) which also belonged to
Bldg 210. These are reminiscent of the ancillary rooms (Areas 128
and 129) shared by Bldgs 11 and 12. In the inner room, an intact
copper hoe was found.
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Phase 1
During Phase 1, the limits and plan of the main part of the
building appear to have been as seen in Phase 2, with the main
boundary walls of the building in the same position as their later
counterparts. There was a single doorway providing access oﬀ
Main Street into the eastern half of the building. The inner room
(Area 206) had a well-plastered ﬂoor, identiﬁed in a limited area
only. This lay below sand and packing for the Phase 2 ﬂoor. The
outer room (Area 207) was not investigated at this level. To the
rear was an enclosed yard (Area 127) with a small room in the
northeast corner (Area 126). The yard had a worn plaster ﬂoor,
partly scorched in the centre. At the southern end a plastered
double-basin was set against the southeast wall. A contemporary
ﬂoor in the small chamber (Area 126) was badly eroded and only
survived as a diagonal strip across the room.
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Fig. 3.171 Phase 1 (above) and
Phase 2.1 (below)
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Phase 3
An episode of sand blowing into the building was followed by the
collapse of all the building walls leaving the building full of rubble.
Transient occupation, represented by temporary ﬁres, occurred in
what was left of the northeast corner of the building, and against a
portion of the surviving southeast wall.
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In this phase, the doorway in the southwest corner of Area 207 led
out into a wide open space shared by neighbouring buildings and
containing the cut-down walls of Areas 126 and 127. Near the rear
door of the building in this phase was the base of a large storage
jar which had been ﬁlled with plaster.
Next to the door from Main Street was a plastered doorsocket
with a stone surround. A bench-and-basin lay against the southeast wall, while opposite was a tannur and large rectangular pit
with two shallow depressions in the bottom. In the main part of
Area 207, a cooking pot support and hearth lay against the southwest wall, and tucked away in the far corner was a pit with a stone
surround, perhaps a jar support. The inner room was devoid of installations, but rich in metal artefacts including a hoe, a pin, a ring,
three shell beads and a seal.
In Phase 2.2 the internal rooms of the building were resurfaced.
The only architectural addition was a substantial buttress built in
Area 207 against the northwest wall of the building which by this
stage had a distinct inward lean.
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Fig. 3.173 Tannur, doorway, and bench with basin in Area 207 (NE)

Fig. 3.174 Rear yard and room, Areas 126 and 127 (SE)

Fig. 3.172 Bldg 210 (N)

Fig. 3.175 Plastered jar base in Area 127 (SE)
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Bldg 211 is situated at the eastern corner of Block J. On the north
side, the building shared a wall with Bldg 210, on the east side was
Main Street, on the south side Janabiyah Street, and on the west
side a square to which Bldg 211 alone had reasonable access. The
building had an outer and inner room, with an additional yard on
the south side, as well as an external square which was walled on
three sides but open to Janabiyah Street to the south.
A single phase of occupation was excavated (Phase 1), but this
had a lengthy ﬂooring sequence accompanied by a sequence of
three thresholds in the street doorway. At the northern end of the
outer room, there were ﬁve episodes of reﬂooring interleaved with
sand and mortar packing. These ramped down into the room to
the south so that the last three surfaces to the north (Phase 1.4)
merged into a single surface further south.
The threshold in the door out into Main Street was constantly being raised and steps added to combat the problem of rising
external levels of sand. This was not so acute at the southern
end of the building by the entrance into Janabiyah Street. As
the sand rose in Main Street, making access into the northern
end of the building diﬃcult, the entrance into Janabiyah Street
may have become the main one. In the early part of Phase 1,
the bench-and-basin installation was located in the main part of
the outer room, as close to the door into Main Street as possible without obstructing the passage. However, by Phase 1.3 this
installation had been demolished and a new one constructed in
the rear yard by the interconnecting doorway. The repositioning
of this installation is taken as an indication of a change in circulation. It is the only example of such an installation being sited
in the rear yard.
The contents of the inner room are noteworthy for the presence
of a jar embedded in one of the ﬂoors, together with twelve fragments of seal impressions, suggesting that one of the functions of
this room was for storage.
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Fig. 3.176 Phase 1.1 (above)
and 1.4 (below)
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The building was entered at the north end through a door from
Main Street. This opened into the narrow passageway which was
part of the outer room (Area 212). In the latter part of Phase 1 this
entrance was obstructed by a large tannur associated with Phase 1.4
ﬂoors onward. It is not known if this was also a feature of the earliest ﬂoors. Around the corner in the main part of Area 212, there
was a bench-and-basin. Like other examples, the surface of the
bench was made up of an edging of stones with a hollow centre,
suggesting that it might originally have supported a jar. A plastered basin, set lower, made up the eastern half of the installation.
Against the southeast wall of the room was a cooking pot support with semicircular hearth. Seven seal impressions were found on
the plaster ﬂoor. Charcoal and ash, debris from the hearth, had been
swept into the south corner of the room.
In the inner room, a small pot had been set into the ﬂoor in
mid-room. The rear yard (Area 213) and external square (Area 214)
were not excavated to this phase.
Subsequently the outer room was resurfaced (Phase 1.2), raising the internal ﬂoor level by 20 cm. This was accompanied by a
corresponding rebuild of the threshold in the doorway from Main
Street and by a remodelling of the installations in the room. It
is possible that the southeast wall of Area 213 was rebuilt in this
phase. The resurfacing of the internal ﬂoors resulted in the disappearance of part of the bench-and-basin installation: the basin
at the eastern end was covered over by the new ﬂoor while the
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Fig. 3.178 Thresholds in door to Main Street (NE)
Fig. 3.177 Bldg 211 (NW)

higher western end continued in use. On the southern wall the
hearths were replaced by a semicircular hearth sunk into the ﬂoor
and without any superstructure.
The Phase 1.2 reﬂooring of Area 212 corresponded to the lowest excavated ﬂoor in the yard to the south (Area 213). In fact, the
ﬂoor sequence in the yard was compressed: the Phase 1.2 ﬂoor was
made up of a series of laminated and partial plasterings interleaved
with thin occupation lenses, suggesting constant wear and repair.
A new bench-and-basin was constructed by the internal door of
the yard, replacing in function the now obsolete one in the inner
room. On the opposite side of the door the plastered base of a
large storage jar had been set into the ﬂoor.
The siting of the bench-and-basin, usually set close to the main
door of a building, suggests that the main entrance into the building was now from the blind alley to the southwest (Area 214).
Phase 1.3 represents another episode of reﬂooring in Area 212,
again more pronounced closest to the northeast door out into Main
Street, and accompanied by a rebuild of the threshold. It is unclear
whether the tannur next to the door originated in this phase. No
other features were identiﬁed in the outer room in this phase. The
absence of any hearths suggests that the cooking area may by now
have shifted, perhaps to the square outside (Area 214).
The installations in the rear yard (Area 213) remained the same
through Phases 1.2 – 1.4.
Starting in Phase 1.3 or 1.4, the external square became quite
a busy area. Set into a plaster surface on the west side against the
wall of Bldg 12 was a row of four shallow depressions, with a second, more irregular row further from the wall. On the opposite
wall was a bench-and-basin. The north half of this surface was
missed in excavation which is hard to reconcile with its ease of
recognition further south. We can only suggest that it was broken
up by the large amount of rubble found in this area.
The build-up of sand in Main Street resulted in the construction of yet another raised threshold within the main doorway, after
which a ﬁnal step was added. In consequence, partial ﬂoors were
laid down just inside the doorway of Bldg 211 forming a ramp
from the new threshold down to the southern half of the room
which remained at the same level. Three minor but distinct episodes of reﬂooring were noted (Phases 1.4). The ﬁrst was laid over
a wedge of sand and mortar. Partially blocking the doorway at this

Fig. 3.179 Bench with shell packing
in Area 213 (NE)

Fig. 3.180 Jar setting and basin in Area 214 (NE)

time was a tannur with an unusually large stone superstructure
that ﬁlled the width of the passageway.
In the inner room (Area 211), a smashed pot lay within the
latest occupation horizon. Twelve fragments of seal impressions
were found nearby, including ones that matched an example from
a contemporary level of Bldg 200 (Saar Report 2: 82 – 4; compare
1139:01 with 1161:15). In the rear yard the same ﬂoor continued in
use, with evidence for continual patching.
Awkwardly situated in the middle of the passage during this
phase, and dug into the ﬂoor, was a pit ﬁlled with green clay similar to the material used for seal impressions.
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Fig. 3.181 Block Level JN1

Block JN is part of the Central Quarter and contains two buildings that line the southern side of South Alley (Bldgs 7 and 13).
Both buildings are oriented northwards, with doorways out into
South Alley, though in the case of Bldg 13 access was via an intermediate space shared with Bldg 200. To the west is Saar Square
and the buildings of Block KN, and to the south Bldgs 10 – 12 of
Block JS.
The early history of the block is not known, though the section
across Saar Square which linked Bldg 7 to Bldg 206 revealed evidence for an earlier underlying building. As excavated, Block JN
has two levels. In the ﬁrst (Level JN1), Bldg 7 has an inner room,
an outer room and a rear yard, and Bldg 13 an inner room and
an outer area, as well as access to Area 129 to the south (although how this was shared is not clear). In the succeeding level
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(Level JN2), much of the block became part of the open space of
half-demolished walls and debris that spread over the heart of the
Central Quarter as a whole. During this level, Bldg 13 was mostly
demolished and a new entrance knocked through the street wall
facing South Alley, presumably used for getting in and out of
Bldg 7. This building too underwent signiﬁcant restructuring: the
inner room was reutilized as a cooking area, perhaps by one of its
neighbours, and the southeast perimeter wall demolished (as also
were Areas 126 and 127 to the south to which Bldg 7 had previously had access).

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Building 7
Bldg 7 lies at the northwest corner of Block JN, where South Alley
opens out into Saar Square. Excavation within the building was
limited to the latest levels, but information about the antecedents
of the building was garnered from excavations in South Alley to
the northwest and against the external face of the main southwest
wall of the building.
Bldg 7 was originally made up of three rooms with a single entrance from South Alley (Phase 1). This led into an outer room
(Area 44), with an inner rectangular room tucked into the western
corner (Area 43). A door in the east corner provided access into a
second area running around the northeast and southeast sides of
the building (Area 45). Subsequently, there were signiﬁcant changes in the orientation and perhaps usage of Bldg 7, though the interpretation is problematic. The main walls of the building were
rebuilt, the thresholds raised, and a new ﬂoor laid in the inner and
outer rooms (Phase 2). The doorway into South Alley was blocked
up, perhaps because the inhabitants were ﬁnally defeated by the
rising sand, and external access created by inserting a doorway in
the street wall of Bldg 13 to the northeast. By this time, Bldg 13
and other buildings in the centre of Block J had been demolished
and, as a result, the rear yard of Bldg 7 (Area 45) was no longer
enclosed but open on the east side, forming part of a single open
space (Area 131). This space was shared with Bldg 210 to the east
and with Bldg 10 to the south.
In Phase 2, the inner room of Bldg 7 contained a cooking pot
support and tannur, and was clearly used mainly for cooking (as
was the inner room of Bldg 222).

Phase 1
Although the Phase 1 levels were not extensively investigated, the
limited results suggest that Bldg 7 was a three-roomed building in
this phase, with a single entrance from South Alley. Excavations
in the alley showed that the position of the northwest wall of the
building was the same in Phase 1 as in Phase 2. The exterior of the
main southwest wall of the building was also investigated. Here the
underlying Phase 1 wall of the building had been robbed out prior
to the Phase 2 rebuild. Phase 1 deposits were not excavated in either
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the inner rectangular room (Area 43) or the outer room (Area 44).
In the rear yard (Area 45), part of the latest Phase 1 surface was exposed revealing a post hole in mid-room close to the rear wall.

Phase 2
The main southwest wall of the building was removed at the end
of Phase 1 and then rebuilt higher up on the same alignment. This
may also have been the case for the partition walls between Areas
43 and 44. The northwest wall, fronting South Alley, was left intact
and built up, with a new threshold inserted into the doorway some
Fig. 3.183 Bldg 7 (SE)
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80 cm higher than the Phase 1 equivalent. This was subsequently blocked (Phase 2.2) resulting in a major re-orientation of the
building. By this time, neighbouring Bldg 13 had fallen into disuse
and there was a single large and open area (Area 131) at the heart
of Block J. A new doorway was knocked through the street wall of
the abandoned Bldg 13.
The inner room of the building (Area 43) was now used for cooking rather than storage. A circular hearth with a moulded plaster rim
lay to the left of the doorway. Just beyond was a cooking pot support
with a hearth and a tannur in the corner. The plaster ﬂoor of the room
looked well worn and had been eroded along the north wall and next
to the door. The plaster surface of the outer room (Area 44) was intact
except again for the areas around the doors. Recessed into the ﬂoor of
Area 44 was a double-chambered hearth. Both chambers were intact
and had moulded plaster edges raised above ﬂoor height. The western
chamber was smaller and deeper than the eastern one. Opposite the
hearth, against the southeast wall, was a fragment of a plastered basin,
perhaps originally with a bench attached.
Covering Area 131 (which now comprised what had formerly
been the outer area of Bldg 7, the entire surface area of Bldg 13
and former rooms at the back of Bldgs 211) was a jumble of partly demolished walls and rubble heaps, sometimes levelled ﬂat to
form rough paving, scattered occupation debris including dumps
of shell and crabs, installations, patches of a single plaster surface,
and large pockets of sand.
In the southwest part of Area 131, the ﬂoor surface was truncated by two pits or gullies which cut the surface on a northwest
to southeast alignment. These features may have been the ghosts
of wooden or barasti partitions, though no hard archaeological
evidence survives. A plastered pit lay to the northwest. A large circircular hearth lay against the wall with South Alley.
Fig. 3.185 Circular hearth, cooking pot support
and tannur in Area 43 (W)
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Fig. 3.187 Blocked door between Area 44 and South Alley (NW)

Fig. 3.186 Double-chambered hearth in Area 44 (NW)
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Building 13
Bldg 13 lies on the south side of South Alley. It shares a wall with
Bldg 7 to the west and an alleyway with Bldg 200 to the east.
The building has an inner room (Area 46) and an outer room
(Area 130). A blocked doorway suggests that there may have originally been an entrance directly oﬀ South Alley, but in the excavated phase (Phase 1) the only external entrance was from the shared
alleyway with Bldg 200. There is also an opening in the rear of
the building. This leads not to the outside but into another area
(Area 126) which can also be entered from Bldgs 10 and 11. This
area is discussed in the description of Bldg 11.
Bldg 13 appears to have been abandoned rather earlier than
its neighbours (Phase 2). Episodes of dumping, wall robbing and
collapse occurred prior to a systematic levelling of walls which
resulted in the creation of a single large open space (Area 136)
across much of this part of Block J.
The predominance of storage installations, many assumed to be
connected with the storage of liquid, and the absence of cooking
hearths are unusual features of the building.
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Phase 1
Entry to the building was from the alleyway in the northeast
corner shared with Bldg 200. The entrance exists solely as a gap
in the wall leading directly into the outer area of the building
(Area 130). With a width 1.5 m it is considerably wider than the
standard doorways.
Immediately on the right of the entrance was a semicircular low
wall made up of unmortared stones, perhaps a storage bin. Shell
material had been dumped behind it but it is unclear if this related
to its primary function. Nearby was a plastered sunken pit or basin
while further to the south, near the entrance into Area 129, was a
rectangular basin. This had a single lining of hard white plaster.
Two depressions next to the basin were possibly jar settings associated with its use.
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Fig. 3.190 Bldg 13 (NW)

Fig. 3.189 Rectangular basin in Area 130 (SW)

Fig. 3.191 Plastered circular pit or basin in Area 130 (SW)
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Bldg 9
Bldg 12 Bldg 11

Bldg 10

Bldg 211

Bldg 210

Bldg 200

Bldg 7

Bldg 13

Fig. 3.192 Central Quarter showing location of buildings of Blocks JN and JS (SE)

Another installation connected with storage lay at the northern
end of the room: a double-basin on a stone superstructure. This
had ﬁve re-linings of hard white plaster.
The ﬂoor of this outer room was very worn in places. This
might be due to usage or, as it is the ﬁnal ﬂoor of the building,
to prolonged exposure to the elements. The ﬂoor within the outer
area was later resurfaced (Phase 1.2) but only a fragment survived
against the northeast wall.
Two areas of light scorching to the ﬂoor surface of the outer
room were noted; these were the only evidence of cooking/ﬁre
within the building. The installations within the building were
otherwise associated with storage, perhaps of liquids.
The location of the door into the inner room (Area 46) is not
known because of extensive wall robbing, though the likeliest
position is in the short wall. There were three small circular depressions in the room and a fourth, larger one, all presumed to be
jar settings.

Fig. 3.193 Double-basins in Area 130
(SW), with replasterings

Fig. 3.194 Phase 2.4
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Phase 2
The internal walls were robbed during a phase of scrappy occupation which perhaps saw a period of transient use of the building
shell, or possibly the dumping of debris into the empty building
by neighbours (Phase 2.1). Large spreads of ash, grey plaster and
isolated patches of gritty mortar extended across the building,
ramped up against the main northeast wall. Finds lifted from the
deposit suggested that it represented occupation activity rather
than the gradual erosion of walls and features. A shell midden lay
within the centre of the ramped area.
A robber trench removed the walls of the inner room and
this was followed by a further build-up of occupation material
(Phase 2.2).
The main external walls of the building then started to collapse, inﬁlling Bldg 13 and Areas 128 and 129 with dense stone
rubble (Phase 2.3). It was only after this event that Bldg 13 was
partly levelled oﬀ to create one large open space at the heart of
the block (Phase 2.4). An entrance out into South Alley was
knocked through what had once been the street wall of the inner room, and a new surface laid down over much of what had
formerly been Bldg 13. This is described in more detail under
Bldg 7.
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Fig. 3.195 Block Level JS1

Block JS is part of the Central Quarter and is made up of three
buildings along the north side of Janabiyah Square (Bldgs 10 – 12).
A fourth building (Bldg 9) was built over Bldg 10 at a time when
all other buildings in the block had fallen into disuse. The plan
of Bldg 10 is incomplete because of this subsequent activity. The
buildings in the block were not excavated below the latest ﬂoors.
Consequently, there are only two block levels: Block Level JS1
refers to Bldgs 10 – 12, and Block Level JS2 to the superimposed
Bldg 9.
Bldg 11 as described here has two rooms with minimal installations, one behind the other, with a doorway from Janabiyah Square
and access to two areas to the north (Areas 128 and 129). This access
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is shared by Bldg 12 and even Bldg 13 to the north. Given that Bldgs
11 and 12 interconnect in this fashion, it would be equally legitimate
to describe them as a single unit. However, we have opted in this
case to describe them separately, as excavated. Under this scheme,
Bldg 12 refers to two rooms only (Areas 164 and 165).
In the latest phase the areas to the north were demolished and
became part of the large open area behind many of the Block J
buildings.
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Building 9
Bldg 9 is located at the southwest corner of Block JS. It formed
a late addition to the block, being partly superimposed over
Bldg 10 and on a slightly diﬀerent alignment. It also reused part
of the walls of Bldg 4, as can be seen in the street section (Fig.
2.19). The building had three rooms comprising an inner room, an
outer room and an open yard to the west (Area 31). It has only a
single building phase.
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Phase 1

C:

Bldg 9 was constructed over the northeast part of Area 31. Within
the building, excavation stopped at the uppermost surfaces, but
these lay only a few centimetres above the bottoms of the walls
so they may also be the primary ﬂoors of the building. There were
only a few installations: three pits in the inner room (Area 161)
which may have held storage jars, and three simple semicircular
hearths in the outer room (Area 160).
The area to the west (Area 31) was a re-use of an existing space
and hence its odd shape. It seems to have been enclosed, as the
main southwest wall of the building extended as far as the perimeter of the old Bldg 4. There were no installations in this area at
this time.
The inhabitants of Bldg 9 may also have reutilized part of
Area 49, as a short stretch of wall and a hearth with cooking supports found in this area both postdate the demolition of Bldg 10.
Fig. 3.197 Bldg 9 (NW)

Check image quality below. Add 19/12 or 28/4?
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Building 10
Bldg 10 lies in the southwest corner of Block J. The southern half
of the building was demolished during the subsequent construction of Bldg 9 so that the plan is known only in part. The building,
as reconstructed, has an inner room (Area 47) and an outer room
(Area 48) with a small recess immediately inside the doorway from
Janabiyah Square. Two large groups of stone tools were found in
this outer room.
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Phase 1
The entrance to the building was from Janabiyah Square to the
south. This provided access into the outer room (Area 48) where
immediately on the right set into a small recess was a bench-andbasin. Set upright into the bench was the lower part of a pottery
vessel. Only part of the latest ﬂoor of this phase was excavated in
the outer room. This was a hard, plaster surface, heavily scorched in
the centre of the excavated area. Forty-three stone tools were found
on the ﬂoor, largely concentrated in two groups against the main
southwest wall. There was a contemporary plaster ﬂoor in the inner
room (Area 47). This was badly laid, with several large stones protruding through it. Along the southeast wall was a heavily damaged
installation, possibly a basin.
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Phase 2
Bldg 10 was demolished when Bldg 9 was built over it. The Phase 1
ﬂoors in the inner room and along the southwest half of the outer
room were overlain by rubble and sand. However, the eastern part of
the old outer area appears to have been reused. Here, the front wall
was cut down so that there was open access from the street, and the
old northeast wall of Bldg 10 extended towards the street, shutting
oﬀ what had been the alcove area. This created a single outer area
(Area 49) that continued in use, with a new plaster ﬂoor delimiting its
extent (Phase 2.1). A cooking pot support with hearth lay close to the
northwest wall (see the Phase 1 plan of Bldg 9 opposite).
Subsequent activity in this area is indicated by a dump of material mixed with wall debris which was banked up and over the
southeast corner of the building (Phase 2.2).
Fig. 3.199 Block JS (S)
Fig. 3.200 Bldg 10 with walls of later Bldg 9 to left (NW)
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Building 11
Bldg 11 lies between Bldgs 10 and 12. There was an entrance at the
front from Janabiyah Square which led into two rooms, one behind the other. The plan is unusual and without an exact parallel
(see Bldg 200 for one room lying behind the other, though without
through access). A door at the rear provides access to a large yard
with a small room at the western end (Areas 128 – 9). Access to this
area was also possible from neighbouring Bldg 13 to the north and
Bldg 12 to the east, so it is not really clear to which of these buildings the two rooms belonged or how they were shared. There is,
however, a diﬀerence in the way the doors into this communal area
were treated: a stone threshold for the Bldg 12 door; doorjambs but
no threshold in the Bldg 11 door; and a rather ragged makeshift
entry from Bldg 7 where, nevertheless, the connecting ﬂoor was
clearly established in excavation. Whether this varying treatment
has any further signiﬁcance is open to question.
The small room at the back (Area 128) was a storage area, containing ﬁve depressions that served as jar supports. However, at
the front of the building, the typical installations of a Saar building used for water storage and cooking were not present. Bldg 11
may not, therefore, have served the same purpose as, for example,
its neighbour Bldg 12, or indeed even have been a separate unit.
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Phase 1
Entrance into the building was from Janabiyah Square into the
smaller of the two rooms (Area 163). From here it was possible to
walk straight through into the second room (Area 162) and then
into two rooms at the rear (Areas 128 and 129). A large plaster
basin belonging to an underlying surface was visible, poking up
through the excavated ﬂoor (Phase 1.1) and possibly associated
with the construction phase.
In Phase 1.2, part of a work surface or perhaps a bench lay just
inside the street entrance. It was made up of a ﬂat rectangular area
of stones. A shallow plastered depression lay close to the opposite
wall, perhaps a jar support.
An opening in the northwest wall led into a second room to
the north (Area 162). The ﬂoor of this room was replastered at least
once. A door in the north corner led into a large yard (Area 129)
which had a second room along the southwestern edge (Area 128).
There was also access to these rooms from the back of Bldg 13 to
the north and from neighbouring Bldg 12 to the east.
In the large yard there was a
plastered basin in mid-room, and
a circular pit ﬁlled with ash and
charcoal. The room was devoid of
household tools. In the small room,
ﬁve depressions in the plaster ﬂoor
are here interpreted as jar settings.
The largest one had a collection of
sherds from more than one vessel
sitting in it, while the semicircular
one against the north wall of the
room contained sherds from a single cooking pot. One other depression, situated towards the centre
of the room, had vertical sides and
may have been a post hole.
Subsequently (Phase 1.2), the
back rooms of the building (Areas
128 and 129) were demolished and
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became part of the open space (Area 136) which occupied the
heart of Block J.

Phase 2
A dense mass of tumbled limestone from the collapsed walls
overlay the internal walls of the building and inﬁlled both rooms.
Mixed in with this rubble in the outer room was a cylinder seal
and four stone tools including a large anvil. In the neighbouring
room (Area 128) there was a spread of eroded plaster, perhaps from
the ceiling, and lying in the sand above this was a small area of
ashy material containing shell and pot, presumably discard from
neighbouring buildings still in use or from the newly-constructed
Bldg 9 to the southwest.
Fig. 3.202 Bldg 11 (NW)
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Building 12
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C321

Bldg 12 is at the junction of Janabiyah Street and a blind alley that
served Bldg 211. It has an outer room, with an inner room in the
southeast corner. The outer room had two doors opposite each
other, one leading in from the street, and the other providing access into the yard at the rear shared with neighbouring buildings
(Area 129). No cooking installations were found though a scorched
area of ﬂoor suggests a hearth might originally have been present.
It was excavated only to the latest ﬂoors (Phase 1). Subsequent
activity indicates that the building continued to be used, though
perhaps for a diﬀerent purpose (Phase 2).
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Phase 1
The principal walls of Bldg 12 continued down below the levels at
which excavation stopped, suggesting an earlier phase. This was
conﬁrmed by the presence of a plastered basin seen underlying the
excavated ﬂoor.
The outer room (Area 164) contained a bench-and-basin on the
northwest wall. The plaster ﬂoor was degraded, with large areas
of plaster missing. An area of scorching indicated an isolated, but
intense, ﬁre in the northeast corner. A door to the rear led out into
a rear yard shared with Bldgs 11 and 13.
A large pit with scorched edges and ﬁlled with ashy material
took up much of the area of the inner room (Area 165). The pit was
contemporary with a rectangular platform of ﬂat stones.
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Fig. 3.203 Phase 1.2
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Phase 2
A substantial deposit of black sand and occupational debris subsequently built up within the building. This spilled through into
the large open area that extended across the middle of the Central
Quarter at this time. It shows that activity was still going on in
this phase, even though by this time the Phase 1 installations were
well buried and had not been replaced. Subsequently, the outer
area (Area 164) ﬁlled up with a ramped mass of tumbled stone and
mortar. The inner chamber, however, was devoid of rubble and inﬁlled with wind-blown sand.

Fig. 3.204 Bench with
basin in Area 164 (NW)
Fig. 3.205 Bldg 12 (NW)
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Fig. 3.206 Block Level KN2

Block KN is part of the Central Quarter and is made up of three
buildings on the south side of Saar Square (from west to east
Bldgs 14, 5 and 8). Blocks KN and KS abut the southwest side of
Block JN and JS respectively, following the same alignment but
oﬀset to the southeast. This allows South Alley to open up into
Saar Square on the north side and, conversely, on the south side
results in Janabiyah Square being narrowed down into Janabiyah
Street. The buildings of Block KN are oriented northwards with
doors out into Saar Square, while those of Block KS face southwards on to Janabiyah Street. This provides the rationale for the
division into Blocks KN sand KS.
Archaeological deposits underlying the construction of the
block are assigned to Level KN1. The buildings were excavated to
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the latest phases, but walls of an earlier phase were found in the
sections and test pits and these are assigned to Level KN2. The
excavated phases are assigned to Level KN3.
Bldg 14 has a unique plan consisting of six separate areas originally, including a substantial raised basin or tank. Remodelling of
the building resulted in changed access to all three rooms along
the south side, with one perhaps being used by Bldg 2 to the south.
Outside the building to the west was a busy open space containing
a four-chambered basin. Bldg 5 also has an unusual plan, with a
partitioned outer room and two inner rooms, as well as a very busy
kitchen area to the rear originally shared with Bldg 4. Bldg 8 too is
atypical: it wraps around two sides of Bldg 5, with an inner room
lying directly behind and at right angles to the outer room.

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Building 14
Bldg 14 is the label used to describe a group of six areas located along the western side of the block. It is a disparate group of
rooms, not at all typical in arrangement. Most of the areas appear
to have interconnected originally, and this is the reason why they
have been given a single building number. One feature found in
the area appears to predate construction and has been assigned to
Phase 1.
Most rooms were excavated only to their latest ﬂoors and are
assigned to Phase 2. Further modiﬁcations, principally blocked
doorways, indicate a ﬁnal phase of occupation (Phase 3).
There are some unusual aspects to Bldg 14. The main room
(Area 18) had a large above-ground storage tank in the eastern
corner, the room to the south (Area 14) was later blocked oﬀ and
left with no ﬂoor-level access, and access into another room in the
southwest corner (Area 13) was also blocked. Along the west side
of the building was a single room (Area 17) with a very wide opening in the southwest wall. This western edge also contained a concentration of cooking and storage installations.

Phase 1
A single plastered pit lay under the support wall of Area 19 and is
therefore considered to predate the building as excavated.
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Fig. 3.207 Phase 2
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Phase 2
A doorway in Janabiyah Alley at the north end of the building led
into a large room (Area 18). A bench-and-basin lay just inside the
door on the northwest wall. The basin had seen long service and
had been replastered ten times so that its original size had been
reduced by half.
Along the eastern edge was a large plastered tank (Area 19).
The bottom and sides were coated with a hard white plaster and
the entire installation sat on a base of stone and rubble, which
raised it some 90 cm above the level of the surrounding ﬂoor.
The reason for raising this tank above ground is not known, but
it is reminiscent of Area 71 in Bldg 56. It may be suggested that
the builders were aware that a solid base was needed to support
the weight of the liquid. Repairs to the western support wall of
the tank suggest, however, that the contents constantly leaked
out, eroding the wall face. Two stone buttresses were also added
against this wall either as additional supports or, conceivably,
as small platforms to provide easier access to the tank. Within
Area 18, only the uppermost plaster ﬂoor was uncovered.

31

Fig. 3.208 Block KN (NE)

Fig. 3.209 Bldg 14 (SE)
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At the southern end of Area 18, doorways, subsequently
blocked, show that there was access into two further rooms in this
part of the building (Areas 13 and 14). The relevant ﬂoor levels for
this phase were not excavated.
Returning to the main room, a door in the northwest corner
led out into a large rectangular area (Area 17). Along the northeast
wall was a basin with two compartments set in a stone surround.
Both basins were lined with plaster and connected by a narrow
trough which sloped down into the smaller basin at the southern
end. A tannur had been built into the angle of the walls in the east
corner and, further along the southern wall, there was a circular
plastered pit with ﬁve stone tools placed around the edge. These
were surely used to keep in place a cover or lid. A stone trough
and two more stone tools sat on the ﬂoor nearby. A single surface
continued from Area 17 through into the open area to the west
(Area 15).
The room in the southwest corner (Area 12) had no obvious
opening. The ﬂimsy northwest wall was preserved to a height of
60 cm above the internal ﬂoor. No threshold or door was visible
but against the internal face were two crude steps dropping down
on to the ﬂoor. Perhaps it was necessary to step up into the building through a very high (and now collapsed) threshold, though no
traces of any external steps to facilitate this remained.
Installations were scattered across the open space to the west of
Bldg 14. In front of the opening between Areas 15 and 17 was a pit
with scorched edges, and further away were two plaster-lined pits
or basins, and a group of four basins set within a single structure.
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Phase 3
In Phase 3, the main room of the building (Area 18) was blocked
oﬀ from the rooms along the southern edge (Areas 13 and 14). To
the southeast, the doorway into Area 14 was blocked and the room
left without any apparent access in this phase, yet a sequence of
three well-prepared surfaces of plaster lipping up against the walls
and the blocked door suggest it was still in use. There is also a
discrepancy in ﬂoor level here, with the latest ﬂoor sitting 70 cm
higher than the one and only surface in Area 18 (which is assumed
to continue in use). The lack of ﬂoor-level access and the presence
of hard plaster suggest the room was used for storage, but how the
access worked is a puzzle. Perhaps there was a ladder from which
it was possible to clamber over the blocked door. The door blocking survived to a height of 1.20 m above ﬂoor level but it cannot be
demonstrated, of course, that it continued higher. Access from the
roof is also possible, although it would have been a diﬃcult route
for moving stores into and out of the room unless access was only
occasionally required.
The door into Area 13 was also blocked. A crude opening in
the southern wall of this room suggests that it could now only be
entered from Area 11 to the south, which was presumably shared
with Bldg 2. There were no installations in this room.

Phase 4
Overlying the latest phase of occupation were spreads of sand
and building rubble, indicating abandonment and collapse of the
surrounding structures (Phase 4.1). In the external areas, lenses of
ashy sand and charcoal, containing pottery, shell and bone, and a
single pit ﬁlled with ash and charcoal, attested to further activity
representing either late occupation among the ruins or the dumping of unwanted debris into the derelict structure (Phase 4.2).
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Fig. 3.211 Installations and tools in Area 17 (SE)
Fig. 3.212 Raised plastered tank, Area 19 (N)
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Building 5
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Bldg 5 lay along the northwest edge of Block K with an entrance
oﬀ Saar Square. Only the latest phase was excavated (Phase 2) but
the extant walls of this phase provide evidence for an earlier phase
which had a diﬀerent plan (Phase 1).
In Phase 2, the building had an atypical plan, not paralleled
elsewhere at Saar. An external door in the western corner led into
the main room of the building (Area 21) which was partially divided oﬀ by a curtain wall. In the southern corner of this room
a door led outside to a kitchen area (Area 20) and in the eastern
corner another door led into a rectangular inner room (Area 25).
From here, it was possible to step up into a second inner chamber
(Area 42). To the rear of the building was a busy domestic area,
which by the end of this phase had been subdivided into three
separate spaces by low stone walls (Areas 20, 26 and 27).
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Phase 1
The section across Saar Square showed that Bldg 5 originally had
a door at the northern end of the building. The partition wall between Area 42 and 21 was not present in this phase, so this part
of the building may have comprised an outer room with a single
inner room in the east corner (subsequently Area 25). The external area to the rear of the building was in this phase shared with
Bldg 4, as indicated by the blocked door in the northwest wall of
that building.
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Phase 2
Entrance to the building in this phase was from Saar Square
through a door in the western corner. This led into a passageway
that was screened from the rest of the room by a partition wall
(Area 21). Immediately on the left of the door was a stone platform without any attached basin. A stone tool and a fragment
of a stone basin lay next to the bench on the plaster ﬂoor. The
passage then opened up into the rest of the room. Here, by the
end of the partition wall, was a large post hole set into the ﬂoor,
perhaps providing additional roof support or perhaps part of a
temporary screen. The room was otherwise devoid of any installations; it also had a clean plaster ﬂoor that survived intact across
the entire room. Part of a large stone basin and a jar lid sat upon
the ﬂoor. The lack of installations and the well-kept appearance
of the ﬂoor suggest that here, for once, was an outer room where
food preparation was not carried out. Perhaps this activity was
now conﬁned to Area 20 at the back.
The ﬂoor of the inner room to the east (Area 25) provides
a contrast, with scatters of pottery and stone tools around the
edges of the room. From here, a step led up through a narrow
doorway into the innermost room (Area 42) where there was a
ﬂoor of hard, blue-grey plaster. This lay 30 cm above that of the
neighbouring room.
In the south corner of the building a door led out into a very
busy kitchen area, divided up by low stone walls into three distinct
activity areas (Areas 20, 26 and 27). Entering Area 20 from Bldg 5,
a small pit or jar setting lay to the left and, to the right, a grindstone was set into the ﬂoor. A tannur had been built in the corner,
and next to it was a large ash pit and a plaster-lined pit or basin.
There were two further plaster-lined basins in Area 27, one constructed with a stone surround, the other set down into the ﬂoor.
Both had been re-lined several times, indicating an extensive period of use. In front of these was a small pit or jar support containing sherds from a single pot. On the eastern side of the area
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Fig. 3.214 Bldg 5 with cooking installations in Area 20 (N)

a second pot with intact base sat within a similar pit. Area 27 was
subsequently resurfaced (Phase 3.2).
Area 26 was less busy, and contained a single pit. Enclosed
within its crude, curved wall the rationale for this space might
have been to keep the contents divorced from those of the neighbouring areas. Deposits of ash and charcoal subsequently overlay
ﬂoor-level installations in all three of these areas. Some of this
material was generated by the tannur in the corner, and some
dumped in from elsewhere.
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Building 8
Bldg 8 lay at the north corner of Block K and against the western
end of Block J. It was built on a curious plot that ran around two
sides of adjacent Bldg 5. There was a long narrow room (Area 29),
entered from Saar Square, which then turned at right angles and led
into an enclosed room at the rear (Area 28), while in the east corner
a door led out into an odd-shaped yard (Area 30).
Limited excavation in the north corner of the building revealed
an early wall and doorway (Phase 1) which were later rebuilt
(Phase 2). Examination of the wall bonding and abutments shows
that the main excavated phase of Bldg 8 (Phase 2) is contemporary
with that of Bldg 5 (Phase 2): the southwest wall of the inner room
(Area 28) bonds with a rebuilt portion of the main southeast wall
of Bldg 5. It also cuts walls at the rear of Bldg 4 and is thus associated with the remodelling that accompanied the start of Phase 3
of that building.
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Phase 1
This phase was largely unexcavated. To the south of the building
there was one surface within Area 30 that predated the Phase 2
walls. This was a hard grey plaster ﬂoor with a cluster of four
plastered pits set into it. Of these, three were contemporary and
the fourth later. Remnants of a plaster-lined basin were visible
in the sides of these pits, indicating even earlier occupation. To
the southwest were two large circular pits, one of which was lined
with a thick blue-grey plaster. A rectangular basin in the south
corner was partly overlain by the Phase 2 walls. The northern limit
of Area 30 in this phase is not known as it is truncated by the construction of the Phase 2 walls.
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Fig. 3.215 Phase 2
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Phase 2
The main room (Area 29) was entered through the door from Saar
Square to the north. A bench-and-basin installation lay on the
western side of this area. In this example, the basin was ﬂanked
by stone benches. Along the northeast wall were four plastered
stones, part of a cooking support. To the south, and set into the
ﬂoor, was an upturned pot base lined with plaster. This had been
worn smooth through the action of something being turned within it. Twenty-six stone tools lay on the ﬂoor, located mainly around
the edges of the room.
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Fig. 3.216 Upturned pot base

Fig. 3.217 Bench-and-basin (SW)

The inner room (Area 28) did not contain any installations. The
ﬂoor of grey plaster was worn down into channels in several places
suggesting relatively heavy use for an inner room. Area 30 was also
now devoid of installations, with an ashy sand occupation associated with this phase.
Fig. 3.218 Bldgs 5 and 8 (SE)
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Fig. 3.219 Block Level KS3

Block KS is part of the Central Quarter and comprises a row of
four buildings (Bldgs 1 – 4) on the north side of Janabiyah Street.
Westwards is an open area, running up to the bare rock of the limestone ridge on which the settlement sits. To the north, the buildings abut and bond with the walls of the buildings of Block JN.
Four block levels were distinguished. Level KS1 includes all deposits found below the construction level. Level KS2 is the initial
build of Block KS as seen in the section across Janabiyah Square
and the earlier phases of Bldgs 2 and 4. Level KS3 represents the
main excavated and contemporary phases of the four buildings.
The northeast wall of Bldg 4 was subsequently re-used when
Bldg 9 was constructed over the southwest corner of Block JS.
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Bldg 9, plus the abandonment levels in the other buildings, are
assigned to Level KS4.
The four buildings, though in many ways quite similar, display
subtle variations: Bldg 1 is a two-roomed unit with no rear access, containing a bench-and-basin and tannur; Bldg 2 is also a
two-roomed unit but has rear access and is devoid of installations;
Bldg 3 has an enclosed rear yard containing a range of storage installations; and Bldg 4 has just a small third room, also enclosed,
at the back of the building. Bldgs 1 and 2 did not appear to have
antecedents so that originally the block may not have extended
quite so far west along Janabiyah Street.
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Fig. 3.220 The Central and Northern Quarters (NE)
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Building 1
Bldg 1 is located at the southwest corner of Block KS. It is a tworoomed unit with an outer and an inner room. The latter is positioned against the rear wall of the building, a deviation from the
normal practice of placing the inner room next to the doorway on
the front wall.
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Phase 1
Lying below the walls of Bldg 1 were widespread deposits of silt
and sand, containing burnt patches and pottery, shell and bone
material. This indicates that there was some activity in this area
prior to the construction of Bldg 1.
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Phase 2
The outer room (Area 1) was entered through a door in the
southeast corner. Next to the door was a bench-and-basin installation. In the northwest corner was a tannur and, by the door
into the inner room, a low platform or bench. The building was
reﬂoored twice (Phases 2.2 and 2.3). In the outer room a pit appeared in front of the bench-and-basin and, in the inner room,
there was also a plastered pit in the southern corner.
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Fig. 3.221 Bldg 1 Phase 2.1
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Bldg 1 was subsequently abandoned and the walls and installations began to collapse (Phase 3.1). The main northeast wall and
the southeast boundary wall of the inner room were robbed, and
the trenches back-ﬁlled with mortar debris and sand. A deposit of
loose burnt sand lay over part of the building, representing occasional use of the ruined structure (Phase 3.2).
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Building 2
Bldg 2 was also a two-roomed unit. The outer room (Area 4) was
entered through a doorway from Janabiyah Street while a second
external door, located in the opposing wall, led out to Area 11. It is
possible that Bldg 2 shared or had exclusive access to Area 13: the
original door into this room was blocked at this time and a crude
opening made in the southeast wall. Although the plan of Bldg 2
suggests it was a typical two-roomed unit, it did not contain a single installation so that its function is not clear.
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Phase 1

C4

Deposits of silt and sand with fragments of pottery, shell and bone
lay below the walls of Bldg 2, indicating that activity was occurring within this area of the settlement prior to the construction of
Bldg 2.
5

C3

Phase 2
In the outer room (Area 3), only one ﬂoor was identiﬁed; in the
inner room the original ﬂoor was partially re-surfaced. Stone
thresholds were present in both of the external door and the one
between the inner and outer room. There were no installations in
the building. In the inner room (Area 4), there was a concentration of copper artefacts: a complete copper spearhead, the haft of a
second, a ﬁsh-hook, and two further small fragments.
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Fig. 3.222 Bldg 2 Phase 2
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Building 3
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Bldg 3 lay along the southeast edge of Block J fronting Janabiyah
Street, sandwiched between Bldgs 2 and 4. There is only a partial
plan for the earliest phase: an early cross-wall was identiﬁed separating the outer room from the rear yard. In Phase 2, the building
was a three-roomed unit with an outer room, an inner room and
an enclosed rear yard. There are a range of plastered features in the
rear yard, but a noticeable absence of a standard bench-and-basin
and of any cooking installations.
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Phase 1
The building had a door in the southeast corner, entering into an
outer room (Area 6), with an inner room tucked away in the south
corner (Area 5). The northern boundary of the outer room was not
the same as in the succeeding Phase 2. Its position is indicated
by a rectangular area of robbed out cross-wall adjoining the main
northeast wall of the building, and by an area of mortar further to
the southwest that was seen only in section. It lies further north
than its Phase 2 successor. There is a question mark over whether
the rear yard was enclosed on the southwest side in this phase,
since the main southwest wall of the building is not visible underneath its Phase 2 equivalent (whereas it is visible further south
along the same wall). However, it may have been robbed out before rebuilding, as happened elsewhere in the settlement.
Fig. 3.224 Phase 2.1
Plastered basins in
Area 10 (NW)
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Fig. 3.223 Phase 2.1 (above) and 2.2 (below)
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Fig. 3.225 Phase 2.2
Plastered basins or
bins in Area 10 (SE)
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Phase 2
Bldg 3 was rebuilt. A higher threshold was put into the external
doorway and the main southwest wall partially re-built. A new
dividing wall between the outer room (Area 6) and the rear yard
(Area 10) was constructed. The partition walls of the inner room
were also rebuilt. The rebuild on the northeast wall was quite
rough, with the additional stonework crudely abutted against
the standing portions of masonry. Two ﬁre-pits were cut into the
make-up horizons of the outer room, perhaps connected with the
construction process.
The outer room (Area 6) did not contain any cooking installations nor was there any bench-and-basin by the entrance to the
building. Three pits were dug into the ﬂoor. Two had scorched
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sides, and all had ashy ﬁlls, and so they may have been used for
cooking. In the inner room, the base of a circular storage jar lay in
the south corner.
Four pits lay close to the northwest wall of the rear yard
(Area 10). These were all plaster-lined, and one had as its base the
lower half of a storage vessel ﬁlled with plaster.
The ﬂoor of the rear yard was subsequently re-laid (Phase 2.2)
and a pit, which contained a heap of gazelle bones, dug through
two of the now disused plastered pits. The function of these pits in
this phase may have been superseded by the two large rectangular
basins or bins built at this time in the southern corner of the area.

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Building 4
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Bldg 4 adjoined and lay to the northeast of Bldg 3. Like the other
buildings along this side of Block KS, it fronted Janabiyah Street.
The building has an early phase (Phase 1) noted in the section across
Janabiyah Street. In Phase 2, it has an outer and inner room. The
latter is unusual, both for the position of the door and the presence of a cooking pot support and hearth. To the rear there was
access to an open area shared with Bldg 5 to the north (Area 27), as
well as to a small third room (Area 32). Bldg 4 was then remodelled
(Phase 3). This included reorienting the door to the inner room, as
well as the demolition of part of the rear room during the construction of Bldg 8. No cooking installations were found associated with
this phase.
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Phase 1 of the building is known from the section across Janabiyah
Street, which showed an earlier street wall and threshold underlying the excavated Phase 2 building (Fig. 2.20). A short segment
of the northeast wall of Area 33 also dates to this phase. The plan
of the building is otherwise unknown.
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Phase 2
The outer room (Area 9) was entered through a door in the southeast wall. The entrance to the inner room (Area 33) was immediately
on the left. The positioning of the internal door of the inner room
so close to the external door of the building is unique to Bldg 4 and
there must have been a very good reason for this departure from
the norm (particularly as it is subsequently corrected).
In the inner room immediately on the right was a doorsocket,
made from a single block of stone with a central depression, and
set into a smooth plaster ﬂoor that stretched across all of the room.
On the southeast wall was a cooking pot support with hearth and,
in the corner, a storage jar had been packed into the ﬂoor with a
surround of small pebbles. Towards the centre of the room were
two further installations: a grey plaster-lined pit with scorched
sides and a circular depression with a plastered rim, perhaps another jar setting.
The outer yard (Area 9) contained a single feature: a large
grindstone set into, but standing proud of, the surrounding plaster
ﬂoor. A door in the northwest corner of the outer room led into
an outside area of unknown plan at this phase. A second door in
the northwest wall led into a fourth area (Area 32) truncated by
the subsequent construction of Bldg 8. Consequently the plan is
incomplete, though the presence of a well-plastered ﬂoor suggests
it was enclosed rather than open.

Phase 3
Bldg 4 underwent various modiﬁcations at the same time as
Bldg 8 was constructed (or rebuilt). The door to the inner room
was blocked oﬀ and a new opening knocked through the northwest wall. At the same time, the installations located in the inner
room were abandoned and covered, and new features constructed
in the outer room. The doorway leading to Area 27 was blocked
and the rear of Area 32 was demolished by the insertion of Bldg 8.
These changes represented a fundamental re-design of the internal arrangements of the building. The inner room became devoid
of installations and of much of the activity that would have been
associated with them. Throughout the rest of the lifetime of the
building, it had just a single ﬂoor surface with minimal associated

Fig. 3.226 Phase 2 (above) and 3 (below)
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occupation. The outer room (Area 9) was now the busy area. Four
pits were dug into the earliest ﬂoor (Phase 3.1), arranged in an arc
to the left of the doorway leading in from the street. Against the
wall of the inner room there was a robbed out installation, perhaps
a bench-and-basin. The concentration of the four pits by the main
entrance is unusual and suggests the need to store a commodity
close to the access point to the building, perhaps water or something particular to the occupation of the owner. The absence of
any cooking installations in the building may be an indication that
Bldg 4 did not have a domestic function.
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Fig. 3.227 Block Level M2

Block M is a disparate group of four buildings on the south side
of Janabiyah Square (Bldgs 34, 35, 37 and 38) making up part of the
Southern Quarter. Bldg 36, a later oval-shaped structure located in
the same area and identiﬁed as a kiln, is also described here.
Block M has three levels: Level M1 is represented by an earlier phase of Bldg 35 that was identiﬁed in the section linking
Block M to Block I to the east (see Fig. 2.16); the main excavated
phases in Bldgs 34 – 7 are assigned to the next level (Level M2);
and, ﬁnally, the construction and use of the kiln (Bldg 36) postdates the main occupation of the neighbouring buildings and so
is ascribed to Level M3.
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Bldg 34 was excavated to the highest surviving ﬂoors and
was a three-roomed building with an outer room and two interconnecting inner rooms, the innermost of which was blocked oﬀ
in the latest phase. Bldg 35 was an unusual complex with at least
ﬁve separate areas. It was not completely excavated and the limits
of the building to the south were not reached. Bldg 37 is unusual
for the three entrances into its outer room. The plan of Bldg 38,
not excavated to ﬂoor level, suggests a two-roomed unit with outer and inner room. Where excavated, the buildings of Block M
contained a standard range of cooking and storage installations,
including tannurs, bench-and basins and cooking supports.

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Building 34
Bldg 34 lies on the south side of Janabiyah Street where it opens
out into Janabiyah Square. It has been assigned to this block rather
than Block L because of its diﬀerent orientation (the doorway is
on the eastern side) and because the plan shows it is closely integrated with Bldg 35 to the east.
A door oﬀ the square led into an outer room (Area 600). The
outer room was elongated to the southeast, extending beyond the
line of the inner walls. It contained a range of domestic installations and was a very busy area. A door in the southeast corner provided access into what was probably an open space beyond (Area
605). Here, there was a tannur in the corner. The building had
originally a single inner room (Area 607), subsequently divided
into two (Areas 601 and 602).
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The building was entered via a door in the northeast corner.
Immediately on the left was a bench-and-basin which had been
rebuilt and, at the level of the upper ﬂoor (Phase 1.2), there was
an additional bench on the western side. By the corner of the
walls of the inner room there was an activity area with large ﬂattopped stones, a square-cut doorsocket re-used as a grindstone,
a pot rim and a pot base, and seven stone tools. A hearth with
a cooking pot support lay on the opposite wall. There were two
plastered cones, with the wall behind providing additional support. At the southern end of the outer room, part of the base of a
pot ﬁlled with plaster had been set into the ﬂoor. Here a door led
out to an open area (Area 605) with a tannur lying immediately
beyond the doorway on the left. The limits of Area 605 were not
determined.
Initially, Bldg 34 had a single inner room with a ﬂoor that ran
under the later cross-wall. Subsequently (Phase 1.2), the room was
divided into two (Areas 601 and 602). The associated ﬂoors in both
rooms were patchy and the ﬂoor in the innermost room was cut by
a pit that lay in front of the door.
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Fig. 3.230 Bldg 34 (SW)
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Fig. 3.228 Phase 1.2

Fig. 3.229 Stone platform in outer room of Bldg 34 (SE)
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low scoops in mid-room that may have been jar supports. At the
southern end was a semicircular hearth and cooking pot support.
A door in the eastern wall led into Area 653. This had a stone
platform along its eastern edge. Scattered on it were ten stone
tools, a plaster lid, a stone basin upturned with its base re-used as
a grindstone and a copper blade with its tip broken oﬀ. The construction of the stone platform occurred when the door into the
inner room was blocked oﬀ (Phase 2.2).
The southern limit of the room at the southern end of Bldg 35
(Area 657) was not reached. It is not clear, therefore, if it is an open
or enclosed area, though the presence of possible return walls suggest the latter. An ashy plaster ﬂoor covered the northern half of
this room, and sitting on this was a cooking pot support.
Along the western side of the central room was a door into
a small room (Area 604), which in turn connected to a larger
room to the south (Area 656) through a step and doorway in the
southern corner. This last room also had a door back into the
central room, as well as one in the southern corner. Area 656 was
not excavated to ﬂoor level.
In Area 604 the doorway in the south wall was blocked oﬀ.
Curiously, the niche in the rebuilt doorway between Areas 604
and 655 contained part of an articulated ﬁsh skeleton (the skull
was missing). This looked as if it had been deliberately pushed into
the niche, thought this cannot be conclusively demonstrated, and
whether headless ﬁsh had any prophylactic or fortunate properties
in Dilmun is not known.
The central room (Area 655) was subsequently resurfaced
(Phase 2.3) and its southwest wall strengthened by the addition of
a buttress which was built over the bench-and-basin.

Building 35
Bldg 35 is situated on the south side of Janabiyah Square. It was
a large unit with at least ﬁve enclosed areas. A central rectangular
room (Area 655) provided access to two rooms on the east side laid
out on standard plan of inner and outer room (Areas 651 and 653).
On the west side there were separate doorways into two further
rooms that were also originally interconnected (Areas 604 and
656). It should be noted that this latter area remains unexcavated
and also that the southern limit of the building was not found.
Bldg 35 had an early phase that was only investigated in the
section linking Block M to Block I to the east (Phase 1). This was
followed by a major rebuild (Phase 2).

Phase 1
The main northeast wall of Bldg 35 originally extended further out
to the northeast where it met a return. These walls were subsequently demolished in the Phase 2 rebuild (see Figs. 2.18 and 3.232).

Phase 2
Doorways at either end of the central room (Area 655) provided
access into the building. It is also possible that the southern doorway in Area 656 was an external one. There was a group of installations in the northern half of the central room: a bench-and-basin
immediately inside the door from Janabiyah Square; a tannur in
the north corner; a hearth against the eastern wall; and two shalFig. 3.231 Janabiyah Square as reconstructed for Level M1
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Building 36
Bldg 36 lies just in front of Bldg 35, almost touching its northern
wall. It is a free-standing oval-shaped structure with a specialized industrial use as a gypsum-burning kiln. The top courses of
the perimeter wall leaned inwards suggesting a partly conical or
domed superstructure. There was a narrow entrance on the northwest side, and associated with this was an external hard-packed
surface of sand and gravel.
Internally, the building was characterised by superimposed
deposits of burnt material interleaved with plaster ﬂoors. The
ﬁrst of these was a red/orange silt and sand layer that lay at the
very base of the wall, and above this was a gypsum plaster ﬂoor.
Contemporary with this upper ﬂoor was a ﬁre-pit in the north
corner. This was in use throughout the working life of the building, being continually replastered. On top of the plaster ﬂoor was
a thin layer of charcoal and orange silt and sand, with a second
plaster ﬂoor restricted to the central area. Three further episodes
of burning and replastering occur in this central area, and it appears that ﬁres were set on top of the plaster levels and the debris
subsequently compacted into burnt earth horizons.

(B11)

N

Scale 1:150

Janabiyah Square

B36
650

(B34)

(B35)
Firepit
6 metres

Analysis of plaster samples (Graham Morgan)
Three plaster layers from a single sample of the kiln lining were
analysed to determine the chemical composition. At the same
time, four samples of plaster from walls and installations in the
settlement were analysed for comparison, as well as a typical chunk
of rock used for building material and a soil (sand) sample.
The presence of quantities of sulphate within the lime and mud
kiln lining suggests that the structure was a gypsum-burning kiln.
The temperature necessary to convert gypsum to plaster of Paris
is only about 150 °C. A much higher temperature, 850 – 900 °C, is
needed to burn limestone. At such a temperature, the clay lining
from the kiln would have been much redder and, in addition, the
lime coating would have been destroyed.
The plasters are gypsum plasters, with the traces of lime being
a common contaminant. Sample 2067:01, having 11 lime, may
be a mixture of gypsum and lime but, as it also has a slightly
higher sandy aggregate content, the carbonate may have come
from the sand, as the sand sample provided contained some 20
carbonate.
Sample 6670:03 (wall plaster) contained traces
of some organic material. A protein-like smell was
detected on heating and this could well have been
an animal additive, oil for example. The addition
of organic additives would probably have given
the plaster an improved setting time or resistance
to over-quick drying before it had set, particularly
important in hot climates. The rock sample was
very pure, 99 carbonate, but the silt traces gave it
considerable resistance to acid dissolution. It would
probably have made a very good lime.
The gypsum plasters were probably made using
just calcined gypsum, contaminated with naturally
occurring limestone and, perhaps, with the deliberate addition of some of the local sand. It is likely
that the gypsum was poorly burnt, some being under calcined and some being over calcined, giving
a mixture that could be used directly as a plastermaking material without the addition of further
aggregate.
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Fig. 3.237 Phase 1

Sample

Bldg

7556:01

36

Description

%CO3

Residue

%SO4

Kiln lining, upper layer

35

40

present

Kiln lining, middle layer

present

66

present

Kiln lining, lower layer

present

57

present

6670:03

66

Plaster fragments

3

1

96

2067:01

56

Wall plaster

11

6

83

2067:02

56

Wall plaster

6

4

90

6517:01

60

Wall plaster

3

2

95

Rock

99

1

nil

Sand

20

75

trace

Table 3.1 Samples analysed

Fig. 3.238 Bldg 36 (SE)
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Buildings 37 and 38
Bldg 37 lies southeast of Bldg 35. It has an outer room (Area 658)
with an inner room on the south side (Area 659). Unusually, the
outer room had three external doorways in it, two of which led
out into the same open area to the north. The outer room lacks a
proper passageway, similar in this respect to Bldg 209 of Block B.
In the northern corner of the outer room there was a stone bench,
so poorly preserved that it is not clear if it originally contained a
basin. A plastered ledge lay in the angle of the walls in the southeast corner, preserved to its original height of 10 cm, and on the
other side of the door into the inner room were the three plastered
cones of a cooking pot support. The inner room was not excavated
to ﬂoor level.
Bldg 38 lies east of Bldg 37. Its eastern wall forms one side of an
alleyway which separates it from the large rear yard of Bldg 53 of
Block I to the east. The areas to the south of the building remain
unexcavated.
While the limits of this building were found, the internal areas
were not excavated to ﬂoor level, so not much can be said about
the building. It had an outer area (Area 660) and an inner room in
the northwest corner (Area 667), and access into the building was
through a single door in the southeast corner, orienting the building away from Diraz Square. Running along the southwest edge
of the inner room was a low stone platform.
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Fig. 3.239 Bldgs 37 and 38 (SW)
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Fig. 3.241 Block Level N2

Block N is part of the Western Quarter. It sits rather awkwardly
at the western end of Saar Square and comprises two buildings
that together form a free-standing block (Bldgs 6 and 305). The
block is separated by a small alleyway from Block K to the south.
To the west lies an open area at the edge of the settlement while
to the north is another open area, Awali Square. Bldg 6 has an
outer room running the length of the building with an inner room
in the eastern corner. In Level N1, there was an unusual range of
installations in both rooms, particularly in the inner room, where
there was a plastered tank or basin with a channel that ran under
the wall out into Saar Square. Bldg 305 also had an outer room
running the length of the building, with a centrally located inner
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room that was heavily plastered. The plan of Block N suggests that
the builders were struggling either to ﬁt two units into the available space or to divide equitably what was originally one building
(or perhaps both).
In Level N2, the ﬂoor level in Bldg 305 was raised and the dividing wall between the two rooms rebuilt. In Bldg 6 there was
no obvious rebuild but a continual process of build-up of occupation and sand. Finally, part of the outer room of Bldg 305 was
divided in two by the addition of an internal wall at the western
end (Level N3). This occurred after the main period of occupation
of the building.
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Building 6
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Phase 1
All of the inner room was excavated to this phase, but only the
mid-section of the outer room. Consequently, our knowledge of
the installations in the latter is not complete. In the outer room
(Area 24), there was a group of installations across the middle of
the room: a long rectangular pit with scorched edges; two circular
pits in front of it; and a third on the south wall. One of these
contained part of the base of a large storage jar, and all three may
have served as settings for such jars. Nearby, a small jar was buried up to its rim in the ﬂoor. A rectangular stone bench with an
adjacent shallow depression, perhaps representing another jar setting, lay to the east.
The inner room (Area 23) had a large doorsocket with two
circular depressions where successive doorposts had sat. Next to
the door was a rectangular tank or bin with two plastered lumps
that partly divided it into two (perhaps helping to support a lid).
Running from the corner of this installation eastwards towards
the outer wall of the room was a depression or channel in the ﬂoor.
The outer wall here had a narrow channel in it, perhaps a continuation of the same feature. Various interpretations suggest themselves. Could it have been a hammam? Or were the pits in Area 24
and the tank and drain in Area 23 part of some processing activity?
If so, then no obvious by-products were left behind as clues.
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A new threshold was built into the western doorway of Bldg 6.
The associated ﬂoor sloped steeply down from the entrance. The
Phase 1 installations in the centre of the room were not retained,
but were replaced by a single bench-and-basin just inside the door.
The inner room was empty of installations in this phase.
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Bldg 6 is a two-roomed unit, with an outer room that runs the entire length of the building (Area 24) and a rectangular room in the
eastern corner (Area 23). The building had two entrances, one at
the east end from Saar Square, and one at the western end that led
out into the open area along the edge of the settlement. It is possible that an unbonded section of wall on the east side of adjoining Area 417 is a blocked doorway, in which case Bldgs 6 and 305
interconnected at an earlier phase. However, as the early history of
the building was not investigated, this remains speculative.
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Fig. 3.243 Rectangular bin or basin in Area 23 (SW)
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Building 305
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Bldg 305 originally had a single outer room (Area 419) and an inner
room (Area 417), though these are not in the usual arrangement, as
the inner room is in the middle of the building and not in a corner.
Phase 1 is largely unknown. In Phase 2, the building had two
entrances, one at the western end, from the open area along this
edge of the settlement, and one at the eastern end from Saar
Square. Both entrances led into the large outer room (Area 419)
from where there was an opening and a step up into a small inner
room (Area 417) which was heavily plastered.
In the last remodelling of the building (Phase 3), the southwest
end of the outer room was partitioned in two (Areas 418 and 41),
and there was a concentration of areas of ﬂat stones at the western
end of the building.
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Phase 1
In a narrow section excavated across the outer and inner rooms,
plaster ﬂoors lay below the excavated Phase 2 ﬂoor in both rooms.
Since these were followed by substantial levelling deposits, these
ﬂoors have been assigned to a separate phase, but no further details are known.
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At the end of Phase 1, sand up to 35 cm deep was dumped into the
building as levelling, and the rooms resurfaced. In the outer room
(Area 419), three installations lay along the southeast wall: a semicircular hearth with a raised plastered lip; a cooking pot support
set within its own hearth area; and close to the eastern entrance, a
circular plastered pit.
Baked plaster and ash lenses spread out from the cooking installations, but elsewhere in the room there was only a sand horizon, suggesting either that there had never been a laid ﬂoor here or
that it had been worn away except where baked by the hearths. No
installations were present in that part of the inner room excavated
to this phase.
There was no proper doorway between the outer and inner
room, but an opening in the wall provided a step up into the inner room. Here the ﬂoor was some 30 cm higher than the equivalent one in the outer room. The room was replastered at least once,
with a bedding coat of ashy plaster, particularly thick around the
edges of the room. The odd entrance and the heavy plaster suggest
the room may have been used for storage.

Fig. 3.245 Phase 2

In the outer room, a short stretch of wall was built just inside the
doorway at the western end, dividing the area into two (Areas
418 and 41). The wall was built over wind-blown sand suggesting
that it postdates the main period of occupation of the building.
Grouped close to the door into the inner room and also sitting
on sand were four areas of ﬂat stones, serving perhaps as rather
crude benches.
In the inner room there was an occupation horizon associated
with the wall partitioning, but no ﬂoor or surface as such. This was
followed by some sporadic occupation (Phase 3.2): in Area 418, an
ephemeral hearth formed by a ring of stones together with a small
amount of occupational debris; a spread of ash within the windblown sand in the same room; and in Area 41 two patches of compact stained sand.
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Fig. 3.247 Block N (SW)

Fig. 3.248 Hearth and debris in Area 419 (SE)

Fig. 3.249 Phase 3 partition wall between Areas 418 and 41 (NE)

Fig. 3.250 Plastered pit/basin in Area 419 (SE)
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Fig. 3.251 Block Level P2

Block P, part of the Western Quarter, is located immediately behind and to the southwest of the temple. It is made up of four
buildings (Bldgs 206, 207, 303 and 304) which are all in a row along
the north side of South Alley and Saar Square. (The temple, attached to the northeastern end of Bldg 206, is for convenience also
described brieﬂy in this section.)
All the buildings open to the south on to Saar Square and its alleyway, South Alley, which runs along the south side of the temple
out into Main Street. From the northwest corner of Saar Square
there is access through a very narrow opening into an open space
(Awali Square) close to the western edge of the site. A short section of wall between Bldg 303 and Block Q to the north marks the
division between Diraz and Awali Squares, with the rear door of
Bldg 207 opening into the former and those of Bldgs 303 and 304
into the latter. This marks a clear division in circulation between
the buildings of Block P.
The block has been divided into four levels. The ﬁrst (Level P1)
was identiﬁed in the section across Saar Square to the south (see
Fig. 2.21). Here, underlying the excavated phases of Bldgs 206 and
207 were robbed-out walls of buildings on the same alignment, presumably representing earlier versions of those buildings.
In Level P2 all the buildings were rebuilt, again the evidence
comes from the sections in Diraz Square, and the main phases
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of occupation of Bldgs 207, 303 and 304 are assigned to this level.
Limited excavation within Bldg 206 revealed a ﬂooring sequence
assigned to this level, although the plan is not known.
Subsequently, Bldgs 207, 303 and 304 were abandoned but
Bldg 206 underwent one ﬁnal rebuild (Level P3). This lasted for
only a short length of time before renovation work to the rear wall
of the temple resulted in it falling into disuse (Level P4).
All the buildings in the block have two rooms, with Bldgs 304
and 304 possessing small extensions to the outer room. Cooking
installations are present in all buildings except Bldg 206. In fact,
this building is devoid of any features so that it must have functioned in a diﬀerent way from the other three. In addition to the
usual range of installations, there are two well-preserved plaster
bins or troughs in the outer room of Bldg 303.
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Building 206
Bldg 206 lies immediately west of the temple. Its earliest phases are
known only from the section in South Alley and limited excavation in the northeast corner of the building (Phases 1 and 2). The
excavated phase of the building (Phase 3) is a comparatively late
rebuild. In Phase 3, Bldg 206 has an outer and inner room, both devoid of any installations, and only a single ﬂoor was associated with
this phase, indicating a short life span. One reason for this brevity
might have been the instability of the rear wall of the temple which
formed the boundary of the building on the northeastern side. This
required continual renovation and subsequent buttresses against
the temple wall ran right through Bldg 206, by then unoccupied.
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Phases 1 and 2
In the section in South Alley, there were two building phases which
underlay the excavated phase of Bldg 206. The earliest was represented by a robber trench running parallel to the later street wall
of Bldgs 206 and 207 (Phase 1). Above this was a rebuild, again
on the same alignment (Phase 2). A sequence of ﬂooring found
during limited excavation in the northern corner of the building,
against the temple wall, is also dated to Phase 2. These ﬂoors ran
under the line of the doorway and main northwest wall of Phase 3,
showing that the Phase 2 plan must have been diﬀerent.
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Fig. 3.253 Phase 3

Phase 3

Phase 4

Bldg 206, in its excavated phase, had an outer room (Area 270)
and an inner one (Area 271). It utilized the existing rear wall of the
temple and the rebuilt northeast wall of Bldg 207. The southern
entrance into the building, from Saar Square, did not have any
threshold while the northern entrance from Diraz Square had
a plastered lip on its inside face which did not extend as far as
the outer. Both the inner and outer rooms were entirely devoid
of any installations, and equally interestingly there was no occupation build-up above the single ﬂoor associated with this phase.
The ﬂoor itself was very uneven, made up of trampled mortar with
the occasional stone poking through. The absence of installations
and any debris on the single ﬂoor suggests that the Bldg 206 did
not, at least in this phase, function in the same way as its better
equipped neighbours in the block.

After the rebuild of Phase 3, subsequent activity in Bldg 206 was
driven by the need to renovate the temple. The rear wall of the
temple became unstable and to prop it up an additional buttress
was added to its external face. This ran along the northeast side of
Area 270. It was built directly on top of the Phase 3 ﬂoor and went
straight through the southern entrance of Bldg 206. Well after the
abandonment of the building, when enough time had passed for
the walls to have collapsed, one ﬁnal attempt was made in this area
to shore up the southwest corner of the temple (Phase 4.2).

Fig. 3.254 Phase 4
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Fig. 3.252 Bldg 206 (NW)
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Building 207
Bldg 207 has an outer and inner room, with an entrance from
South Alley and a second one from Diraz Square. The outer room
possessed a full range of domestic installations which included a
bench-and-basin, a tannur, a semicircular hearth with a cooking
pot support made up of three plastered cones, and a low stone
platform or work area.
The building was one of two chosen for detailed excavation as
part of the soil micromorphology programme and so was subject
to a diﬀerent excavation routine to others in the settlement (see
Chapter 10). As a result, the occupational and post-depositional
processes at work in the building were observed in greater detail
than usual. Bldg 207 was excavated down to the start of the latest ﬂoor sequence in the building (Phase 2). This coincided with
the bottoming of the features. The presence of an earlier phase
(Phase 1) was conﬁrmed in the section in South Alley which
showed an earlier phase below.
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Phase 1
In the section in South Alley, a section of robbed-out walling was
found below and on the same alignment as the Phase 2 building.
This phase otherwise remains unexcavated.
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Fig. 3.255 Phase 2
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Phase 2
In Phase 2, Bldg 207 had an outer (Area 272) and inner (Area 273)
room. At the southeast end of the building, a doorway provided
access from South Alley into the outer room. There was a plaster
doorsocket with a stone surround immediately on the left. Along
the western edge of the corridor area of the outer room were a
bench-and-basin and a tannur. Two coats of plaster had been
crudely applied to the basin, leaving trails of ﬁnger marks. The
tannur had a stone superstructure, and a cooking chamber built
with a cylindrical clay lining. Compact bands of ash debris, representing the residue of continual ﬁrings, ﬁlled up this chamber.
These deposits were periodically cleared out and left to accumulate around the base of the tannur, thereby raising the surrounding
ﬂoor level.
On the rear wall of the building there was a semicircular hearth
with an associated cooking pot support. The hearth had a burnt base
and a moulded lip of plaster which, at the west end, formed part of
one of the supports of the jar stand. The adjacent wall was heavily rendered in an ash and gypsum plaster and blackened through
scorching. Episodes of raking out of the hearth were observed in
the composition of the surrounding ﬂoor.
A shallow platform of ﬂatly laid stones ran along the entire
southwest wall of the outer room. Due to its irregularity it may
not have been constructed in one event. Positioned nearby was a
low rectangular bench completely coated in gypsum plaster and in
the ﬂoor in this area there was a shallow plastered scoop or pit.
The single ﬂoor series excavated in the outer room (Area 272)
was made up of lenses of trampled debris of ash, plaster, sand and
mortar, none of which formed a uniform horizon across the area.
The earliest layers in this sequence were ﬂush with the bases of the
internal installations and there was no indication that a primary
plastered surface had been laid. The upper horizon in the sequence
comprised 10 cm of occupation debris trampled into hardened
patches of ﬂoor. Ashy laminations were present around the ﬁre installations. A subsequent deposit of soft, mottled grey, sand, ash
and occupation debris was banked up over the hearth and cooking
support. The interpretation of this deposit is uncertain but it may
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Fig. 3.256 Bldg 207 (NW)

represent wind-churned hearth debris. The surfaces in the corridor
area between the two external doors of the building were very uneven, indicating high use.
In the inner room (Area 273), the ﬂoor comprised lenses of
trampled occupation with patchy horizons of crusty sand, oﬀwhite plaster and grey ashy deposits. Fifty-three stone tools were
scattered through the room, concentrated by the northwest wall
near the doorway, and near the stone platform in the south corner.
This platform was made up of a single course of stones, with a gap
in its southwestern end. The ﬂoors in this room bottomed out over
a layer of clean sand which separated this phase from the lower,
unexcavated phase that was also noted in the street sections.

chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Phase 3
As the ﬂoors and occupation strata of the building were observed
in particularly ﬁne detail for the micromorphological study, so too
were the processes of collapse.
In the outer room, and above the occupation deposits, there
were patches of mixed sand lenses within a denser matrix of mortar. These deposits also contained fragments of grey ash plaster
derived from the collapsing installations in the room and, as a
whole, represent one of the initial events in the sequence of collapse. Ensuing deposits of sand were blown through the doorway,
settling deepest in the corridor, a circumstance which would occur
only if the area had been roofed and the roof was still standing.
That this was so is strongly suggested by the next layer, which covered the whole area and comprised a thick layer of homogenous
mortar and rubble. At its maximum this was 30 cm deep, with a
minimum of 7 cm towards the centre. This deposit appeared to
have been laid down as a single event. The spatial distribution of
this layer suggests roof collapse rather than mortar erosion from
the walls.
In the inner room, small areas of windswept material immediately above occupation were not observed. Instead there was a
layer of heavily compacted clay with ﬁne lenses of sand and heavy
with salt content. It was concentrated to the east of the area, where
the underlying ﬂoor was clear of artefacts or occupation debris
and may represent decayed matting. Immediately above this was
the same thick layer of mortar that was noted in the outer area,
and interpreted as roof collapse. Once the roof had gone, a section of the northwestern wall of the inner room fell in. This event
was represented in the archaeological record by a layer of gypsum
plaster and stone collapse which fell out of the wall, leaving an observable hole in the upstanding section. Sand then blew in, ﬁlling
up the room.

Fig. 3.259 Block P (NE)
Fig. 3.260 Tannur and bench-and-basin (SE)

Fig. 3.257 Cooking pot support and semicircular hearth (NW)
Fig. 3.258 Stone platform in Area 272 (SW)
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Building 303
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Bldg 303 had an inner room, and an outer room with a small extension that ran around part of the rear wall of the neighbouring
building. There were two entrances, one from Saar Square on the
south side and one from Awali Square on the western side. Only
the latest phase of occupation was excavated (Phase 1), after which
the building was abandoned (Phase 2).
In addition to a semicircular hearth and cooking support, the outer room contained a shallow rectangular bin or trough, an installation that was not found elsewhere in the settlement. A similar
installation, but semicircular in shape, lay close by.
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Phase 1
The entrance from Saar Square led through a narrow passageway
into the main part of the outer room (Area 412). Next to the door
was a single niche or recess, with a second example at right angles
on the wall of the inner room.
The passage, perhaps because of its narrowness, was devoid of
installations. Close to where the room turns through a right angle,
there was a semicircular hearth against the wall. A cooking pot
support lay around the corner, as well as the bottom half of a jar
set in a well-plastered surround, perhaps a storage bin. By the door
leading out into Awali Square was a long plaster bin or basin. This
was not a type found elsewhere in the settlement. Next to the door
in the wall were two recesses similar to the examples next to the
other doorway.
In the inner room (Area 411), an area of closely packed stones
in the southeast corner may have been a low platform. The outer
room had three ﬂoors. Near to the rear door, the scouring of the
wind revealed a lower plaster surface (Phase 1.1), together with the
outline of a plastered basin or pit, both of which remained unexcavated. This area was then replastered on two occasions (Phases 1.2
and 1.3). The ﬁnal surface was ashy and undulating, overlying the
threshold stones of the door into the inner room. The same installations remained in use throughout. An additional feature was a
group of stones next to the door into the inner room, perhaps the
remnant of a small bin.

Phase 2
On abandonment the building was entirely ﬁlled with wind-blown
sand. One area of eroded mortar was found, washed oﬀ the southeast wall of Area 416. The neck of a jar stopped up with plaster and
a second plastered object had been tossed into the building on top
of the eroded mortar.

Fig. 3.261
Plastered storage
bin (SE)
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Fig. 3.263 Plastered
bin (SW)

Fig. 3.264 Bldg 303 (SE)
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Building 304
Bldg 304 is at the southwest end of Block P. It has an outer and an
inner room. As with Bldg 303, the outer room extends beyond the
building line of the inner room so that the main southwest wall of
the building is stepped out. The building could be entered through
Saar Square in the southeast corner or in the western corner, from
Awali Square. The location of the installations suggest the former
is the main entrance.
Excavation did not proceed below the uppermost ﬂoor levels
within either of the rooms of Bldg 304. After the building was
abandoned, but while the exterior walls at least were still standing,
a short stretch of wall was added to the exterior of the building at
the western end.
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Phase 1
The outer room of Bldg 304 (Area 414) contained a tannur in the
northwest corner, and a semicircular hearth and cooking pot support on the opposite wall. In the passageway leading in from the
door oﬀ Saar Square was a bench-and-basin, with a crude niche
in the wall above, perhaps where objects used with the installation
were kept. In the wall next to the door from Saar Square were two
recesses, one of which went right through the wall, with a third
at right angles on the wall of the inner room. These are similar to
examples noted elsewhere and are presumed to have been part of
the door ﬁttings.
Along the northeast wall, some closely-laid stones formed
a rough working platform and, in the north corner of the outer
room, there was a low stone ledge. The inner room (Area 413) also
contained a small area of stone pavement.
During Phase 1 an external buttress was added to the external
corner of the doorway into Awali Square.
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Fig. 3.266 Phase 1
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Fig. 3.267 Door jamb with holes for fittings (SE)

Phase 2
At some point during the abandonment and collapse of the building, a short stretch of wall was added to the western corner of the
building. It sat on sand 60 cm above the level of the threshold of
the rear door of Bldg 304.
Fig. 3.265 Bldg 304 (NW)
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Building 201: the Temple
Bldg 201, interpreted as a temple, has already been published in
full (Saar Report 1). A short summary of the building phases is
given here, based on Chapter 2 of that volume, together with the
plan of Phase 3 of the temple which is reproduced here at the
same scale as the other buildings (1:150). Six phases of the temple
itself were distinguished in excavation, designated Phases 1 to 6,
from bottom to top, and one pre-temple phase (Phase 0).

Phase 1
Prior to the construction of the temple, the existing buildings on
the site were demolished. On the surface from which the builders
began construction, traces of their activities could still be detected.
The temple itself was not very regular: while the short walls are
reasonably true, the long walls have appreciable curves and kinks
in them. The looping section of the northwest corner remains a
puzzle, and though initially thought to be a rebuild it does in fact
belong to the original construction phase.
A single shallow buttress was built into each of the short walls
to carry the load of the main roof beams. There appeared to be
only a single buttress in the long walls at this time. The roof was
also supported on three columns running down the centre of the
temple, a circular one at the eastern end near the doorway and,
further in, two rectangular columns.
Within the temple, there was a single altar along the southeast wall and a suite of installations in the northeast corner. The
altar belonging to the earliest phase of the temple had been partly

destroyed during the subsequent rebuilding. The front, however,
was still preserved, and was a low rectangular table. Like its later
better-preserved counterpart, it seems to have had a back, perhaps
with a curved device attached, though only a small fragment of
lipped plaster was left to suggest this.
Built into the northeast corner of the temple, directly to the
right of the temple entrance, was a high bench or podium, of a
long rectangular shape. It was approached by two low steps. Next
to this high bench, constructed along the north wall, was a bench
at a lower height, and a smaller one adjacent to it.
The high bench was utilized throughout the life of the temple, being replastered in Phase 2, and rebuilt and plastered again in Phase 3.
Integral to the construction of this bench were the two low steps.
Both steps were replastered several times and the upper one was particularly well worn. The adjacent long bench was built against the
northwest wall. It had a stone core, and remnants of a white gypsum
plaster could be observed adhering to the Phase 1 stonework.
Outside the temple, excavation stopped at the base of the two
stone columns or oﬀering tables belonging to Phase 2. It is not
known if similar structures existed in Phase 1.
Site level

Temple phase

1

0

Pre-temple remains

2

1

Construction and ﬁrst use

2

Minor modiﬁcations

3

A major rebuild

4

Modiﬁcations

5

Adding a room

6

External renovations and abandonment

3

4

Description

Fig. 3.268 Phase 3
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Fig. 3.269 The temple and surrounding buildings
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Phase 2
Various minor additions and modiﬁcations were made to the temple, after its construction in Phase 1 and prior to the major rebuild
which characterizes Phase 3. Internally, these modiﬁcations comprise the addition of a narrow buttress to the mid-section of the
northwest wall, and the construction of a possible shelf along the
back wall. At the back of the temple nine circular depressions, interpreted as jar supports, had been made in the ﬂoor. In the same area,
next to the wall of the storeroom, were two low stone walls, perhaps
supports for a shelf or for some other superstructure.
At the end of Phase 2, the benches and altar were replastered
with a ﬁne mortar composition which lipped on to the associated
ﬂoor. This gives an indication of the extant heights of these features
during their use in Phase 2: the altar stood 35 cm above the ﬁnal
ﬂoor, the high bench to a height of 139 cm, the long bench 34 cm and
the small bench 20 cm.
In the open space in front of the temple were two stone-built
bases, one circular and the other with a square end. Both bases survived to less than 1 m in height. Their function is unknown, but they
seem to have no structural relationship to the temple and may have
been low tables set outside for some public function. The street deposits around the bases were clean wind-blown sands, providing no
further clue to their function.

Phase 3
A major remodelling of the temple took place after Phase 2: the
central section of the northwest wall and practically the entire
length of the southeast wall were dismantled. The internal ﬂoor
level was raised by as much as 1 m in places. Two altars replaced
the single one of Phase 3 and a new bench was constructed in the
northeast corner.
The process of demolition was well documented archaeologically, and it would appear that the dismantling of the walls was
done quite carefully. Whereas the rubble and mortar debris from
the two walls making up the possible shelf support at the back
of the temple were left in a heap, the rest of the temple area was
relatively clean of any demolition debris, and the installations of
Phase 2 were buried in pristine condition. During the rebuilding,
sand was spread over the main room to a depth of 60 – 100 cm.
The northwest and southeast sections of walling were rebuilt
to the same width, but internal buttresses were incorporated into
each wall. These are only marginally thicker than the main wall
and some 70 cm wide on average. Because they are roughly aligned
with the columns they were probably constructed to provide additional support for the main load-bearing roof beams.
Above the Phase 2 altar, a new slightly smaller version was constructed. The front of the altar was a low rectangular table built
with a stone surround and with an inner ﬁll of soft sand scorched
from ﬁres. The altar back was crescent-shaped and constructed of
one thickness of small stones covered with ﬁne plaster and fashioned into a crescent-shaped moulding.
A major innovation in Phase 3 was the construction of a second altar against the central column, roughly on the same alignment as its counterpart and facing the same direction. The two
low benches in the northeast corner wall were replaced by a single
bench in Phase 3. The high bench in the northeast corner, however, was not raised during renovation but merely replastered, so
that in Phase 2 its height was eﬀectively reduced by half. Another
addition to the suite of installations in this area was the construction of a square plinth adjoining the south end of the high bench
and 15 cm higher. The plaster on the sides of this plinth was one
continuous rendering, so its original height is preserved (74 cm).
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Outside the temple, the two stone bases survived the transition
from Phase 2 to Phase 3.

Phase 4
Phase 4 is deﬁned by minor modiﬁcations within the temple: the
table of the central altar was lengthened and the bench along the
northwest wall was rebuilt. It was during this phase that Bldg 206
was built up against the rear wall of the temple.

Phase 5
In Phase 5 a second internal room was added to the temple, constructed inside the angle of the southwest corner. Part of the reason
for adding internal walls may have been to provide additional support for the roof. Simultaneously, the central column, which had
by now acquired a signiﬁcant lean to the south, was also strengthened by the addition of a stone skirt around the base. Masonry
skirts were also added along the entire external length of both the
southeast and southwest walls.
Rising internal ﬂoor levels again forced some adjustments to
the height of the altar tables. An additional course of stones was
added to the table of the southern altar raising it by 28 cm, and
the back of the altar, with its curved shape, was also rebuilt and
replastered.
Externally, the southeast and southwest walls were strengthened by the addition of buttresses along their entire length. For
whatever reason, probably to do with the vagaries of the wind,
sand had accumulated in greatest depth at the front of the temple
so that the buttress against the southeast wall stood far higher at
the front of the temple than at the back.

Phase 6
In Phase 6, two further modiﬁcations were made to the external
walls and the two bases in front of the temple were replaced by
ﬁve. Although there is no direct stratigraphic link between these
external changes and the internal ﬂoor sequence of the temple, it
was assumed that they were contemporary with the ﬁnal plastering of the temple ﬂoor prior to abandonment.
Externally, an additional skin of stone was added to the southwest corner of the temple. By this time, South Alley had just about
ﬁlled up with sand, covering much of the support skin that had
been constructed in Phase 5. Sitting on this sand was a raft of pink
mortar ramped up to the southeast wall of the temple. This same
mortar also ran over the walls of Bldg 200 on the other side of
South Alley demonstrating that by the last phase of the temple
the neighbouring buildings to the south had fallen into disuse. It
was on top of this mortar that the Phase 6 buttress had been constructed.
In front of the temple, the two stone bases of Phase 5 were replaced by ﬁve circular ones arranged in two rows. These were built
very high up in the deposits of wind-blown sand that had accumulated in the street.
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Block Q
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Fig. 3.270 Block Level Q1

Block Q is part of the Western Quarter and lies on the south
side of Diraz Alley, west of Diraz Square. The block is tenuously
connected to Block P to the south by a short length of external wall which separates Diraz Square from Awali Square, but it
is otherwise free-standing and, at the western end, surrounded
by open space. Two separate and relatively large buildings make
up this block (Bldgs 300 and 301) but, as excavated, they are not
contemporary.
At the eastern end of the block, Bldg 300 fronts on to Diraz
Square. It is a three-roomed unit that was occupied early on in
the life of the block (Level Q1). It was not subsequently rebuilt,
but was instead left to fall into disuse. In spite of this, it was not
pillaged for stone and the walls still survived to roof height in
places.
Behind Bldg 300 at the western end of Block Q, there was
a ﬁve-roomed unit (Bldg 301) with an additional external area
along the south side that, unusually, had a plastered surface.
The excavated phase of this building belongs to a time when
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Bldg 300 had already been abandoned (Level Q2). Bldg 301 has
three external doors and two sets of domestic installations, each
comprising a tannur, bench-and-basin, cooking pot support and
semicircular hearth. Such duplication suggests that two separate,
but perhaps related, households may have occupied the building. Subsequently, Bldg 301 seems to have been partially re-used:
some of the internal thresholds were raised and there were some
signs of continued activity in some of the rooms.
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Building 300
Bldg 300 lies along the western edge of Diraz Square. It has three
areas: an inner room (Area 400), an outer room (Area 401) and
a rear yard (Area 402), and a single entrance from Diraz Square.
The outer room had a set of well-preserved installations which
included a bench-and-basin, tannur and semicircular hearth. The
rear yard was not excavated to ﬂoor level because of the instability
of the southwest wall.
Bldg 300 had only a single building phase (Phase 1). The sections across Diraz Square (see Figs. 2.22 – 23) established that when
the neighbouring blocks were rebuilt (Block A to the east and
Block P to the south), Bldg 300 was abandoned and fell into disuse.
Subsequently, a late wall was added over the southeast wall of the
rear yard (Phase 2.1). As this post-dates the occupation of Bldg 300,
it presumably relates to the still inhabited Bldg 301 next door.
A section of the wall of the inner room was preserved to roof
beam height (as was also the case in Bldg 224).
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Phase 1
The door into the building was from Diraz Square at the eastern end. This led into a large outer room (Area 401). In the wall
next to the door were two rectangular holes, matching a pair on
the door of the opposite wall out into the rear yard, and assumed
here as elsewhere to be part of the door furniture. A bench-andbasin installation lay just inside, and a tannur was in the western
corner against a rebuild of the main northwest wall. This rebuild
must have been undertaken quite soon after the construction of
the building, as it predates the lowest excavated ﬂoor (Phase 1.1),
one which is quite early in the ﬂooring sequence of the building as
observed in the threshold sequence of the external door.
Fig. 3.272 Bldg 300 (S)
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In the northern half of the room, close to the door threshold
into the rear yard, was an unplastered pit and, in mid-room in the
same area, a ﬂat-bottomed plastered pit that may have been a post
hole. Two successive pits against the southwest wall were heavily
scorched and contained ash and animal bones.
The southwest wall of the inner room stood to a height of over
two metres. Within the wall, at the same height, were two circular holes, 22 – 28 cm in diameter and 78 cm apart centre-to-centre.
These were holes for roof beams, for the inner and outer room. The
height of the rooﬁng, as measured from the lowest excavated ﬂoor
in the inner room to the bottom of the holes, was 1.80 m.
The inner room (Area 400) was devoid of installations. The rear
yard (Area 402) was not excavated to this phase. The outer room
was levelled up with a sand layer 25 cm deep before the ﬁnal ﬂoor
of the building was laid (Phase 1.2). This last ﬂoor was severely
eroded, and only survived as ﬁve isolated patches of plaster. The
thresholds in the external door and in the door of the rear yard
were both raised at this time. The one into the rear yard sat directly
on sand and was constructed of large stone blocks. A large ﬂat
stone had been placed halfway down the cooking chamber of the
tannur to raise the bottom of the chamber so that it could continue to be used, even though much reduced in height.
The bench-and-basin installation inside the street door was also
remodelled, with a new basin set above and inside the earlier one.
A new installation, a curved section of plastered stone with a lip,
was added to the corner of the same wall. The base of this installation was not plastered and it was also quite small, extending only
20 cm from the wall face.
Against the southwest wall of the outer room, and just in front
of a wall buttress, was a plaster-lined groove set into the ﬂoor. It
is not clear what its purpose was. Further along the same wall, a
cooking pot support and hearth replaced the ﬁre-pits. The inner
room was also levelled up, but remained free of installations.

Fig. 3.274 Beam holes in wall between Areas 400 and 401 (E)
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Fig. 3.273 Phase 1.2
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Phase 2
At the end of Phase 1, Bldg 300 was abandoned and not rebuilt.
There was limited evidence for further use of the rear yard, where
a trampled sandy horizon lay 30 cm above the latest threshold
(Phase 2.1). Tucked into a crack in the wall at this level was a stone
basin. The southeast wall of the rear yard was also poorly rebuilt at
this time. This may have had more to do with the renovations to
neighbouring buildings, as Bldg 300 was by now abandoned.
Fig. 3.275 Door into Area 402 (W)
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Building 301
Bldg 301 lies close to the western edge of the settlement. It shares
a wall with Bldg 300 on the eastern side, but is free-standing on
the three other sides. The area to the north and west is unexcavated,
but appears to be open and superﬁcially devoid of buildings. To the
south is Awali Square, an open area between Blocks Q and P.
The building has an untypical room and installation layout,
with three external doors and ﬁve interconnecting internal rooms.
Within the ﬁve rooms are two separate sets of installations, and so
it would appear to contain two separate households which shared
a common ‘hallway’. Excavation stopped at the highest surface in
each room (Phase 1.1). The thresholds in the northern half of the
building were remodelled and some later installations constructed
in one room (Area 406) on sand, but without an associated ﬂoor
horizon (Phase 1.2).
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521

Phase 1
At the western end of the building, a doorway provided access
into an unusually large rectangular room (Area 406). A plastered
doorsocket lay to the right, while clustered in the northwest corner were a plastered bench-and-basin, a tannur, and a cooking pot
support with hearth area. The tannur, though it lay directly under
the modern land surface, was exceptionally well preserved, with
a rendering of black ashy plaster. Its construction was typical for
this sort of installation, with a conical pottery sleeve set in a stone
and mortar surround. It stood to a height of 35 cm above the ﬂoor.
A well-baked ashy area east of the cooking pot support indicated
where a hearth may originally have lain, though no raised lip was
found in this instance. A well-preserved coat of hard grey plaster
covered all the wall faces in the room.
On the south side, there was a door into a second, smaller room
(Area 409) that was devoid of installations. A doorway at the east
end of Area 406 led into a third room (Area 405) which was also
without installations. From here there was an external door out
into Diraz Alley, and a second into the fourth room of the building
(Area 408). Inside the doorway into this room was a large plastered
doorsocket. The corner of the wall behind had been moulded into a
curve with a thick application of plaster, presumably to match the
round door post. A bench-and-basin lay further inside the room
along the western wall. Next to the doorway which led into the
sixth room (Area 407), there was a semicircular hearth and cooking pot support, and in the southwest corner a tannur and the third
external door.
Within the inner room (Area 407) a stone platform was set
into an alcove in the northwest wall. There were traces of two other possible installations, surviving only as groups of stones with
traces of plaster.
From the southwest corner of the building, the door led out
into an area which was not enclosed but nevertheless had a plaster surface (Area 410). This extended on the southern and western
sides beyond the building line. Set in this surface by the doorway
was a shallow plastered pit or basin. There is no indication that
this area was either enclosed or roofed, though the state of preservation of the plaster might support such an assumption.
Subsequently, the building was partially re-used (Phase 1.2). The
thresholds of the three doors in Area 406 were all raised. Episodes of
dumping occurred in Areas 406 and 409, and a large bitumen basket
was thrown into Area 407. No associated ﬂooring, however, could be
attributed to this phase. In Area 406, three installations dated to this
phase: a fragmentary bench-and-basin; an L-shaped area of rough
stone walling, and a fragment of the plastered lip of an installation.
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Fig. 3.277 Phase 1.2
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chapter 3 individual buildings in detail

Fig. 3.280 Pavement in Area 407 (N)

Fig. 3.281 Raised threshold between Areas 409 and 406 (N)

Fig. 3.278 Tannur in Area 406 (N)

Fig. 3.279 Cooking pot support in Area 406 (N)
Fig. 3.282 Bldg 301, with external plastered area (N)
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*UXJMMCFBQQBSFOUGSPNUIFEFUBJMFEEFTDSJQUJPOTPGUIFCVJMEJOH
CMPDLT BOE PG JOEJWJEVBM CVJMEJOHT UIBU UIFSF BSF NBOZ TUBOEBSE
GFBUVSFTJOUIFMBZPVUBOEEFTJHOPGUIF4BBSTFUUMFNFOUɩJTQIF
OPNFOPOJTPOFPGUIFNPTUJOUFSFTUJOHGFBUVSFTPG4BBS QSPWPL
JOHNBOZRVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFDPNNVOJUZUIBUEFTJHOFE CVJMUBOE
VTFEUIFTFTUSVDUVSFTó ïïïZFBSTBHP
0OFPGUIFNPTUTUSJLJOHSFHVMBSJUJFTJTPGDPVSTFUIBUUIFCVJME
JOHT XFSF DPOTUSVDUFE JO SPXT  TIBSJOH DPNNVOBM XBMMT UIFSF JT
OPU B TJOHMF TUBOEBMPOF CVJMEJOH JO UIF TFUUMFNFOU FYDMVEJOH
PCWJPVTMZEJĊFSFOUTUSVDUVSFTTVDIBTUIFLJMOBOEXFMM *OTPNF
CMPDLT UIFSFBSFSPXTPGBMNPTUJEFOUJDBMCVJMEJOHT GPSFYBNQMF 
#MPDLT ( BOE ) JO UIF 4PVUIFBTUFSO 2VBSUFS  XIJMF JO PUIFST
UIFSFBSFWBSJBUJPOTPOBDPNNPOUIFNF FH#MPDLT%BOE& 
" QBSUJDVMBSMZ DIBSBDUFSJTUJD FMFNFOU PG UIF HSPVOE QMBOT JT B
SFDUBOHVMBSSPPNCVJMUJOUIFDPSOFSPGBMBSHFSSPPNɩFTJNQMFTU
CVJMEJOHT BU 4BBS DPOTJTU TPMFMZ PG UXP SPPNT BSSBOHFE UIVT  POF
JOTJEFUIFPUIFS-BSHFSCVJMEJOHTIBWFBEEJUJPOTUPUIJTCBTJDVOJU 
PSEJWJTJPOTXJUIJOJU XIJMFTPNFDPOTJTUPGNPSFUIBOPOFTVDI
VOJU$PNQBSBUJWFMZGFXCVJMEJOHTEJTQFOTFXJUIJUBMUPHFUIFS
ɩFCVJMEJOHTPG4BBSIBWFCFFOHSPVQFEJOUPTJYEJTUJODUWBSJ
BOUT"TXJUIBMMTFSJBUJPOT UIFSFBSFJOFWJUBCMFJODPOTJTUFODJFTJO
UIF DMBTTJmDBUJPO  XIFSF TPNF FYBNQMFT EP OPU mU BOZ POF DBU
FHPSZQFSGFDUMZ PSDPVMECFBTTJHOFEUPNPSFUIBOPOF BOETPNF
DBUFHPSJFTBSFNPSFIPNPHFOFPVTUIBOPUIFST
ɩF GPMMPXJOH DMBTTJmDBUJPO JODMVEFT BMM CVJMEJOHT UIBU IBWF
B SFBTPOBCMZ DPNQMFUF QMBO 0DDBTJPOBMMZ  XIFSF UIF MBZPVU PG B
CVJMEJOHIBTCFFOTJHOJmDBOUMZBMUFSFEGSPNQIBTFUPQIBTF UIFO
NPSFUIBOPOFQIBTFPGBCVJMEJOHIBTCFFOJODMVEFE

BOE ðïö XIPTF OFJHICPVST BSF VOFYDBWBUFE  BOE #MEHòôð XIFSF
UIFSFJTBDIBOHFJOUIFPSJFOUBUJPOPGUIFBEKBDFOUCVJMEJOH
0UIFSNJOPSWBSJBUJPOTPOUIFCBTJDHSPVOEQMBOBSFBTGPMMPXT
#MEHññôIBTUIFNBJOEPPSXBZPOBOJOEJSFDUBYJT#MEHðIBTBO
JOOFSSPPNMPDBUFEPOUIFSFBSXBMMPGUIFCVJMEJOHBOEOPEPPSUP
UIFSFBS#MEHò÷NBZCFBTFDPOEFYBNQMFPGUIJTUZQFBOE#MEHòö
JODMVEFEIFSFUIPVHIOPUBQBSUJDVMBSMZHPPEmUGPSUIJTHSPVQ JT
VOJRVFJOIBWJOHUISFFFYUFSOBMEPPST BOEBTIPSUFOFEQBTTBHFXBZ
XIJDIDPNQSPNJTFTUIFSFDUBOHVMBSTIBQFPGUIFCVJMEJOH
ɩF BWFSBHF TJ[F PG UIF (SPVQ " CVJMEJOHT JT òðTRN .PSF
UIBOIBMGBSFJOUIFñïoòïTRNSBOHFUIFTNBMMFTUFYBNQMFTBSF
#MEHT ò÷ BOE ôñ ðø BOE ñï TRN  SFTQFDUJWFMZ  BOE UIF MBSHFTU JT
#MEHòôñ óõTRN 

M

"UILDING PLANS

"UILDING NUMBER

&IG  4OTAL FLOOR AREA OF 'ROUP ! BUILDINGS

'ROUP ! TWO ROOMS ONE ROOM IN THE CORNER OF ANOTHER
ɩF TJNQMFTU 4BBS CVJMEJOH DPOTJTUT PG B SFDUBOHVMBS SPPN QBSUJ
UJPOFEPĊJOPOFDPSOFSUPDSFBUFBTFDPOESPPN (SPVQ" ɩF
JOOFSSPPNJTVTVBMMZMPDBUFEPOUIFGSPOUXBMMPGUIFCVJMEJOHOFYU
UP UIF NBJO FOUSBODF GSPN UIF PVUTJEF ɩF PVUFS SPPN EJWJEFT
OBUVSBMMZJOUPUXPEJTUJODUBSFBTJOTJEFUIFNBJOEPPSJUTXJEUIJT
DPOTUSBJOFECZUIFXBMMPGUIFJOOFSSPPN TPUIBUJUJTFĊFDUJWFMZ
BQBTTBHFXBZ XIJMFBUUIFSFBSJUPQFOTPVUBDSPTTUIFGVMMXJEUI
PGUIFCVJMEJOHɩFSFJTVTVBMMZBTFDPOEFOUSBODFPOUIFSFBSXBMM
JNNFEJBUFMZPQQPTJUFUIFPOFPOUIFGSPOUXBMMɩFEPPSJOUPUIF
JOOFSSPPNBMXBZTGBDFTBXBZGSPNUIFGSPOUFOUSBODF
(SPVQ"JTUIFDPNNPOFTUHSPVOEQMBOGPVOEBU4BBSɩFSF
BSFòòFYBNQMFTPGUIF(SPVQ"QMBOJOUPUBM JODMVEJOHQBSUJBMMZ
FYDBWBUFE CVJMEJOHT  BDDPVOUJOH GPS óóǷ PG BMM CVJMEJOHT ɩFTF
JODMVEF TPNF NJOPS WBSJBUJPOT *O NPTU DBTFT  UIF JOOFS SPPN JT
MPDBUFEPOUIFMFGUIBOETJEFXIFOFOUFSJOHBCVJMEJOHTPUIBUJO
BSPXPGCVJMEJOHTPGUIJTUZQFUIFJOOFSSPPNTPGBEKBDFOUCVJME
JOHTOFWFSTIBSFBXBMM)PXFWFS UIFSFBSFTFWFOFYBNQMFTXIFSF
UIFJOOFSSPPNJTPOUIFSJHIUIBOETJEFɩSFFPGUIFTF #MEHTòò 
ñðïBOEòïò CSFBLUIFSVMFBCPVUOPODPOUJHVPVTJOOFSSPPNTɩF
PUIFSFYBNQMFTBSF#MEHðñXIJDIJTPOUIFFOEPGBSPX #MEHTðïñ

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

&IG  %XAMPLES OF 'ROUP ! BUILDINGS
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"LDG 
"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

&IG  'ROUP # BUILDINGS

'ROUP # TWO ROOMS ONE LEADING TO ANOTHER

"LDG 

"LDG 

ɩFSFBSFUXPUXPSPPNFECVJMEJOHTXIFSFUIFUXPSPPNTBSFOPU
BSSBOHFEJOUIFTBNFXBZBTXJUI(SPVQT"BOE#ɩFDPNNPO
GFBUVSFJTUIBUPOFSPPNMFBETUISPVHIUPUIFOFYU BOEEPFTOPU
XSBQBSPVOEJUɩVT#MEHñïïIBTUXPSFDUBOHVMBSSPPNT POFBS
SBOHFEEJSFDUMZCFIJOEUIFPUIFS BOEJO#MEHòôòUIFPVUFSSPPNJT
MPOHBOEUIJO XJUIUIFJOOFSDIBNCFSTFUBUBSJHIUBOHMF
"OPUIFS FYBNQMF PG UIJT UZQF PG BSSBOHFNFOU DBO CF TFFO JO
#MEH÷PG(SPVQ% JO#MPDL,/ XIFSFUIFPVUFSSPPNJUTFMGIBT
BSJHIUBOHMFECFOE UIFTIBQFEJDUBUFECZFYJTUJOHTUSVDUVSFTPO
FJUIFSTJEF BOEMFBETEJSFDUMZUISPVHIUPUIFTFDPOE

"LDG 

"LDG 

&IG  'ROUP " BUILDINGS

'ROUP " TWO ROOM VARIANTS OF !
4FWFO CVJMEJOHT øǷ PG UIF TBNQMF  SFUBJO UIF CBTJD UXPSPPN
QMBOPG(SPVQ" CVUXJUITPNFWBSJBUJPO*OmWFPGUIFTFCVJME
JOHT UIFSFBSPSTJEFXBMMPGUIFPVUFSSPPNIBTCFFOTUBHHFSFEUP
HJWFBTNBMMFYUSBTQBDF1BSUPGUIFSFBSXBMMPG#MEHñññ JODMVEJOH
UIFEPPSXBZ UIVTQSPKFDUTðôNCFIJOEUIFOBUVSBMCVJMEJOHMJOF 
QSPWJEJOHBOFYUSBóTRNPGJOUFSOBMTQBDF"TJNJMBSBSSBOHFNFOU
QSPEVDFEBOFYUSBóTRNGPS#MEHõñXIJDIJTTJNJMBSUP#MEHðJO
IBWJOH OP SFBS EPPSXBZɩF FYUSB TQBDF DPVME CF DPOTJEFSFE BT
BOPUIFSSPPN CVUBTOPFWJEFODFPGBEPPSXBZXBTGPVOEJUIBT
OPUCFFOEFTJHOBUFEBTTVDI)PXFWFS TVDIBEJWJTJPODPVMEFBTJMZ
IBWFCFFODSFBUFECZUIFVTFPGTPNFJOTVCTUBOUJBMNBUFSJBMTVDI
BTQBMNGSPOEUIBUIBTOPUMFGUBUSBDFJOUIFSFDPSE#MEHôðIBTB
TJNJMBSFYUSBTQBDF CVUJOUIJTDBTFUIFTQBDFJODMVEFTQSPWJTJPOGPS
BOFYUFSOBMEPPSXBZ
*O#MEHTòïòBOEòïó UIFSFBSXBMMFYUFOETMBUFSBMMZCFZPOEUIF
CVJMEJOH MJOF SBUIFS UIBO CBDLXBSET  QSPEVDJOH TMJHIUMZ EJĊFSFOU
SFTVMUTJOFBDIDBTF
5XPBEKPJOJOHCVJMEJOHT #MEHTõBOEòïô IBWFTUFQQFEJOUFS
OBM XBMMT *O #MEHõ  UIJT SFTVMUT JO BO JOOFS SPPN JO POF DPSOFS
BOEBLJOLFEPVUFSSPPN BTJNJMBSQMBOUP#MEHñïñ*O#MEHòïô 
UIFJOOFSSPPNJTOPUCVJMUJOUPBDPSOFS"OPUIFSDVSJPVTWBSJBUJPO
PG#MEHòïôJTUIFQPTJUJPOPGUIFTPVUIXFTUFSOFYUFSOBMEPPSXBZ
XIJDIJTGVSUIFSJOUIBOUIFNBJOXBMM
"U MFBTU TPNF PG UIFTF CVJMEJOHT MPPL BT JG UIFZ IBWF CFFO
TRVFF[FEJOUPUIFTQBDFBWBJMBCMF QBSUJDVMBSMZ#MEHTõBOEòïôɩJT
NBZBMTPCFUIFDBVTFPGUIFOBSSPXFYUFOVBUFEGPSNPG#MEHòïò



"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 

&IG  %XAMPLES OF 'ROUP $ BUILDINGS

'ROUP $ THREE ROOMS AS ! BUT WITH AN EXTRA ROOMYARD
4PNFCVJMEJOHTIBWFUIFTBNFCBTJDUXPSPPNFEHSPVOEQMBOBT
(SPVQ"CVUBOFYUSBSPPNPSZBSEBTXFMM NBLJOHUISFFTFQBSBUF
BSFBTɩFTF UISFFSPPNFE CVJMEJOHT BSF OPU BT DPNNPO BT UIFJS
UXPSPPNFEDPVOUFSQBSUT*OTPNFDBTFT UIFSFJTOPFYUFSOBMBD
DFTTGSPNUIFSFBSZBSE #MEHTñïôBOEòïï XIJMFPUIFSTIBWFB
EPPS UIBU MFBET PVU JOUP B TRVBSF PS PQFO TQBDF #MEHT ñï÷  ñðð
BOEññó #MEHöIBTBOBEEJUJPOBMZBSESVOOJOHBSPVOEUXPTJEFT
#MEHó IBT B TNBMM SPPN BEEFE UP UIF CBDL PG UIF IPVTF XIJDI
EPFTOPUFYUFOEUIFGVMMXJEUIPGUIFCVJMEJOH
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'ROUP & FOUR ROOMS OR MORE






























 

&IG  4OTAL FLOOR AREA OF 'ROUP $ BUILDINGS

ɩFBWFSBHFTJ[FPG(SPVQ%CVJMEJOHTJTôñTRNɩFTNBMMFTU
FYBNQMF #MEHñï÷ JTòøTRNSFTQFDUJWFMZ BOEUIFMBSHFTUCVJMEJOHT
CZGBSJOUIJTHSPVQBSF#MEHTòïï öòTRN BOE#MEHö öñTRN 

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG 
"LDG 
"LDG 

"LDG 

&IG  %XAMPLES OF 'ROUP % BUILDINGS

'ROUP % THREE ROOMS AS ! " OR # BUT WITH TWO INNER ROOMS
ɩFSFBSFTFWFOFYBNQMFTPGCVJMEJOHTPGUIFTBNFCBTJDUZQFBT
(SPVQT "o$  CVU XJUI UXP JOOFS SPPNT SBUIFS UIBO KVTU POF
ɩFZGBMMJOUPUXPNBJOTVCDBUFHPSJFTɩFmSTUDPNQSJTFTUIFQBJS
PGCVJMEJOHTUIBUNBLFVQ#MPDL& #MEHTõïBOEõð)FSFUIFUXP
JOOFS SPPNT BSF GPVOE TJEFCZTJEF  FBDI BT MBSHF BT UIF TJOHMF
POFT GPVOE JO PUIFS CVJMEJOHT  BOE FBDI XJUI JUT PXO FOUSBODF
GSPNUIFPVUFSSPPN*OUIFTFDPOEHSPVQ #MEHTòóBOEôó GPS
FYBNQMF  UIF UXP JOOFS SPPNT IBWF B DPOOFDUJOH EPPSXBZ BOE
POMZ POF PG UIF QBJS IBT B EPPS EJSFDUMZ JOUP UIF PVUFS SPPN *U
TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU JO UIF DBTFT PG #MEHôï BOE #MEHðïï  JU JT
QPTTJCMFUIBUUIFEJWJEJOHXBMMTXFSFOPUGVMMIFJHIUBOEUIFJO
UFSOBMTQBDFTXFSFOPUUIFSFGPSFUSVMZTFQBSBUF*O#MEHòóUIFSFBS
EPPSFYUFOETCFZPOEUIFCVJMEJOHMJOF NBLJOHJUTJNJMBSUP(SPVQ
#CVJMEJOHTTVDIBT#MEHòïóɩFUXPJOOFSSPPNTPG#MEH÷TQBO
UIFFOUJSFXJEUIPGUIFCVJMEJOHBOE JOUIJTSFTQFDU JUJTTJNJMBSUP
UXPSPPN#MEHñïï
#MEHññóXBTBUFNQPSBSZNFNCFSPGUIJTHSPVQ JOUIBUUIFUXP
JOOFSSPPNTPG1IBTFñðXFSFDPNCJOFEJOUPPOFJO1IBTFññ
ɩFBWFSBHFTJ[FPG(SPVQ&CVJMEJOHTJTóôTRN



ɩFSF BSF OJOF VOJUT BU 4BBS UIBU IBWF NPSF UIBO UISFF JOUFSDPO
OFDUJOHSPPNT4PNFPGUIFTFGVODUJPOBTTJOHMFVOJUTBOEMPPLTFMG
DPOUBJOFE'PSPUIFST UIFBSDIJUFDUVSBMCPVOEBSZJTNPSFCMVSSFE
%VQMJDBUFTFUTPGJOTUBMMBUJPOTBOETIBSFEBDDFTTUPDPNNVOBMBSFBT
NBLFJUEJċDVMUUPXPSLPVUUIFMJNJUTPGBTJOHMFVOJUPSAIPVTF
IPMEɩFHSPVQJTOPUBOIPNPHFOFPVTPOF BOEFBDINFNCFSPG
JUOFFETUPCFFYBNJOFEJOUVSO
#MEHôòIBTððJOUFSDPOOFDUJOHBSFBT*UJTVOJRVFJOIBWJOHUXP
WFSZMBSHFZBSET POFPGXIJDIIBTBSPXPGGPVSTNBMMSPPNTEPXO
POFTJEF*UIBTBTJOHMFFOUSBODFGSPN.BJO4USFFUBOEUIFSFGPSF
DMFBSMZ GVODUJPOFE BT BO JOUFHSBUFE TJOHMF VOJUɩF MBSHF TJ[F PG
#MEHôò ðóøTRNJODMVEJOHUIFZBSET NBSLTJUEPXOBTBOFYDFQ
UJPOBM CVJMEJOH BU 4BBS  BOE JU IBT CFFO TVHHFTUFE UIBU JUT PXOFS
XBTPGSFMBUJWFMZIJHITUBUVT ,JMMJDLBOE.PPOðøøô 
#MEHòôJTBMBSHFVOJUXJUIBUMFBTUmWFFODMPTFEBSFBT QPTTJCMZ
NPSFBTJUTMJNJUTUPUIFTPVUIXFSFOPUSFBDIFE *UIBTBTUBOEBSE
UXPSPPNFEVOJUPG(SPVQ%UZQFBMPOHPOFTJEF XJUIBGVSUIFS
UISFFSPPNTPOUIFPUIFS*UBMTPBQQFBSTUPIBWFGVODUJPOFEBTB
TJOHMFVOJU
#MEHðóIBTBOVOVTVBMQMBOBOEJTNJTTJOHUIFTUBOEBSEDPNQP
OFOUPGPOFSPPNCVJMUJOUIFDPSOFSPGBOPUIFS*UIBTBUPUBMPGmWF
TFQBSBUFBSFBT QMVTBSBJTFEQMBTUFSFEUBOL"MUIPVHIUIFSFXBTBO
VOVTVBMDPODFOUSBUJPOPGQMBTUFSFECBTJOTJOUIFPQFOBSFBJNNFEJ
BUFMZPVUTJEFUIJTCVJMEJOH UIFJOUFSOBMJOTUBMMBUJPOTXFSFPGTUBOEBSE
UZQF TVDIBTBCFODIBOECBTJO UBOOVS mSFQJUBOEQMBTUFSFEQJU 
#MEHôõIBTBDPNQMJDBUFEIJTUPSZ*O1IBTFðJUIBETJYJOUFS
DPOOFDUJOHBSFBTBOEUISFFFOUSBODFT UXPPĊ.BJO4USFFU /PU
BMMBSFBTXFSFFYDBWBUFEUPUIJTQIBTFTPUIFEBUBGSPNUIFJOTUBM
MBUJPOTJTJODPNQMFUF4VCTFRVFOUMZ JO1IBTFñ UIFCVJMEJOHXBT
EJWJEFE JOUP UXP TFQBSBUF QBSUT  TPNF SPPNT XFSF IFBWJMZ QMBT
UFSFE BOEBOBEEJUJPOBMSPPNBEEFEPVUTJEFUIFSFBSEPPS
#MEHTñïñ ñïòBOEñïóXFSFUSFBUFEBTTFQBSBUFCVJMEJOHTJO
$IBQUFSò UIPVHIJUXBTOPUFEUIBUUIFZBMMTIBSFEBSFBSZBSE
BOE UIFSFGPSF JOUFSDPOOFDUFE 'PS UIJT SFBTPO  UIFZ BSF DPN
CJOFE IFSF BT POF NFNCFS PG (SPVQ ' *O GBDU  UIF EJTQPTJUJPO
PGUIFJOTUBMMBUJPOTTVHHFTUTUIBU#MEHñïóBUMFBTUXBTBTFQBSBUF
AIPVTFIPME#MEHñïñBMTPCFDBNFBTFQBSBUFVOJUXIFOUIFSFBS
ZBSE XBT TVCTFRVFOUMZ QBSUJUJPOFE PĊ ɩF QPTTJCJMJUZ SFNBJOT 
PGDPVSTF UIBUUIJTHSPVQPGCVJMEJOHTPSJHJOBMMZGVODUJPOFEBTB
TJOHMFVOJU
#MEHòïð IBT mWF JOUFSDPOOFDUJOH SPPNT %VQMJDBUF JOTUBM
MBUJPOT XJUIJO UIJT VOJU TVHHFTU UIBU JU DPOUBJOFE UXP TFQBSBUF
AIPVTFIPMET
#MEHññïIBTUXPEJTUJODUQBSUTUIFNBJOPOFDPOTJTUTPGUXP
TFQBSBUFCVJMEJOHT #MEHTññ÷BOEññø LOPDLFEJOUPPOF BOEUP
UIF SFBS UIFSF JT B MBSHF ZBSE BOE B TVCTJEJBSZ SPPN *U XBT OPU
QPTTJCMFUPEFmOFUIFMJNJUTPGUIFCVJMEJOHJOUIJTBSFBBOEJUJT 
DPOTFRVFOUMZ BEJċDVMUCVJMEJOHUPJOUFSQSFU
#MEHTðð ðñBOEðòBMTPJOUFSDPOOFDUBOETPEFNBOEJODMVTJPO
JO UIJT HSPVQ "MM UISFF CVJMEJOHT IBWF TIBSFE BDDFTT UP UXP BS
FBTJOUIFNJEEMF EFTDSJCFEBTQBSUPG#MEHððJOUIFQSFDFEJOH
DIBQUFS  CVU XIFUIFS UIFZ TIPVME BMM CF DPOTJEFSFE UPHFUIFS BT
BTJOHMFAIPVTFIPME JTTJNQMZOPUDMFBS#MEHðñPOJUTPXODPVME
CFJOUFSQSFUFEBTBTUBOEBSE(SPVQ%CVJMEJOHXJUIBDDFTTUPUIF
TIBSFEBSFBTUPUIFSFBS#MEHðòUPUIFOPSUIMPPLTUIFNPTUTFQB
SBUF QBSU PG UIF DPNQMFY  DPOOFDUJOH UISPVHI POMZ B NBLFTIJGU
PQFOJOHUPUIFTIBSFEBSFBT
ɩVT TPNFNFNCFSTPG(SPVQ'XPVMEBQQFBSUPIBWFGVOD
UJPOFE BT TJOHMF DPIFSFOU VOJUT XJUI POMZ POF TFU PG DPPLJOH JO
TUBMMBUJPOT ɩF TJUVBUJPO JT MFTT DMFBS JO PUIFS DBTFT  CVU XIFSF
DPNQMFYFTIBWFNPSFUIBOPOFTVJUFPGUIFTBNFJOTUBMMBUJPOT UIJT
TVSFMZTVHHFTUTEVQMJDBUJPOPGBDUJWJUJFTBOE IFODF TFQBSBUFOFTT
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"LDG 

@

"LDG 

"LDG 

"LDG  0HASE 

"LDG  0HASE 

"LDGS 

"LDG 

"LDG 
"LDGS 

&IG  'ROUP & BUILDINGS

5NIQUE BUILDINGS
4PNFCVJMEJOHTEFGZDMBTTJmDBUJPOJOUPHSPVQT BOEBSFKVTUEJĊFS
FOUGSPNUIFPUIFSTɩFUFNQMF PGDPVSTF JTPOFTVDIFYBNQMFBOE
OFFETOPGVSUIFSDPNNFOU#MEHô÷ BMTPJOUIJTHSPVQ DPOTJTUFEPG
BTJOHMFSPPN UIFPOMZTVDIFYBNQMFGPVOEJOUIFTFUUMFNFOU5XP
DJSDVMBSTUSVDUVSFTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJmFEBTIBWJOHTQFDJmDGVODUJPOT 
#MEHôïï BXFMM BOE#MEHòõ BHZQTVNLJMO BOEUXPTFNJDJSDVMBS
TUSVDUVSFTPOUIFTPVUIFBTUFSOFEHFPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU #MEHTðôïBOE
ðôð NVTUBMTPIBWFIBETPNFTQFDJBMVTF

"LDGS  AND 

"LDG 

&IG  5NIQUE BUILDINGS
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4ABLE  "UILDING DIMENSIONS
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#ONSTRUCTION METHODS
ɩ
 FCVJMEJOHTBU4BBSBSFCVJMUPGSPVHIMJNFTUPOF UIFTBNFNB
UFSJBM UIBU NBLFT VQ UIF SJEHF PO XIJDI UIF TFUUMFNFOU TUBOET
ɩ
 F XBMMT BSF VODPVSTFE  BOE TUPOFT BSF CPOEFE XJUI B TBOEZ 
HSJUUZNPSUBS TPNFUJNFTDPOUBJOJOHBOBHHSFHBUFPGTNBMMQFCCMFT
'PVOEBUJPOUSFODIFTXFSFSBSFMZPCTFSWFE8BMMTXFSFTPNFUJNFT
CVJMUJOVOCPOEFETFDUJPOTTPUIBUBCVUUJOHXBMMTEPOPUQFSTFQSP
WJEFFWJEFODFGPSUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOTFRVFODF0DDBTJPOBMMZBTUSJOH
DPVSTFDBOCFPCTFSWFE
#ZBOEMBSHF UIFQMBTUFSSFOEFSUIBUXBTBQQMJFEUPUIFFYUFS
OBMGBDFPGUIFXBMMTIBTFSPEFEPĊ BMUIPVHIGSBHNFOUTXFSFPD
DBTJPOBMMZGPVOETUJMMJOQPTJUJPO2VBOUJUJFTPGQMBTUFSGSBHNFOUT 
TPNFUJNFT WFSZ DPOTJEFSBCMF RVBOUJUJFT  XFSF PGUFO GPVOE JO UIF
DPMMBQTFMFWFMPGUIFCVJMEJOHT"QSPQPSUJPOPGUIFTFXFSFTBWFE
BOE DBUBMPHVFE  BOE B GFX BOBMZTFE .BOZ TIPX JNQSFTTJPOT PG
UIF XBMM GBDFT BOE PDDBTJPOBMMZ DPSOFST 0OMZ JO UIF UFNQMF XBT
BOZ USBDF EJTDPWFSFE PG QBJOUFE QMBTUFS 'JH ôñòG  CVU UIFSF BSF
GSBHNFOUTDPOTJTUFOUXJUINPVMEFEQMBTUFSEFDPSBUJPO FHððóðïò
BOEóòõððð 
*O B GFX DBTFT  JU DBO CF BTDFSUBJOFE UIBU UIF QJFDFT BSF GSPN
UIFSPPG SBUIFSUIBOUIFXBMMTɩ
 JTEJBHOPTJTJTHFOFSBMMZGSPNUIF
JNQSFTTJPOT PG QBMNMFBG PS SFFE SPPmOH NBUFSJBM GPVOE PO POF
TJEF PDDBTJPOBMMZXJUIFWJEFODFGPSUIFXBZUIFZXFSFUJFEPSGBT
UFOFE  BOE TPNFUJNFT XJUI JNQSFTTJPOT PG UIF QBMN CFBNT UIBU
TVQQPSUFEUIFN FH'JHóððBOE+ðõïõïñ 
%PPSXBZT EJTQMBZFE TPNF WBSJBUJPO JO XJEUI  CVU NPTU XFSF
CFUXFFOöïBOE÷ïDN4PNFPGUIFEPPSKBNCT PSTPNFUJNFTUIF
XBMMJOH OFYU UP UIF EPPS  DPOUBJOFE OBSSPX SFDFTTFT XIJDI NVTU
IBWFCFFOQBSUPGUIFEPPSmUUJOHT1FSIBQTTPNFSFDFJWFEUIFMPDL
JOHCBSPSJUTTVQQPSU 'JHòñöô *OPOFFYBNQMF UIFSFDFTTXBT
GPSNFECZTFUUJOHUIFCSPLFOOFDLPGBKBSJOUPUIFXBMM 'JHóðñ 
ɩ
 FSFXBTOPFWJEFODFGPSBOZXJOEPXPQFOJOHTJOUIFCVJME
JOHT 'PVS CVJMEJOHT IBE TNBMM MFEHFT CVJMU JOUP POF PG UIF XBMMT
#MEHT õó  ñïï  ñïñ BOE ñï÷ 'JHT òññ BOE ðõô  ɩ
 FTF XFSF BMM
PGBQQSPYJNBUFMZUIFTBNFXJEUI óïoóóDN "mGUIFYBNQMFJO
#MEHñïö ôïDNJOXJEUI XBTTVCTFRVFOUMZCMPDLFEVQ 'JHóðò 
/BSSPXCVUUSFTTFTXFSFCVJMUJOUPUIFXBMMT UZQJDBMMZPOUIPTF
XBMMTPQQPTJUFUIFDPSOFSPGUIFJOOFSSPPN UPTVQQPSUUIFNBJO
SPPGCFBNT*OUIFUXPDBTFTXIFSFJUXBTQPTTJCMFUPUBLFBnPPS
UPSPPGCFBNNFBTVSFNFOU UIFTFJOEJDBUFBNJOJNVNSPPGIFJHIU
PG CFUXFFO ð÷N #MEHòïï  BOE ññN #MEHññó  ɩ
 F EJBNFUFS
PGUIFIPMFTGPSUIFSPPGCFBNTJTDPOTJTUFOUXJUIUIFVTFPGEBUF
QBMNUSVOLTUPTVQQPSUUIFSPPG
ɩ
 FDPNCJOFEFWJEFODFPGFYDBWBUJPOBOENJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM
JOWFTUJHBUJPOT TFF $IBQUFS ðï  TVHHFTUT UIBU JO B TUBOEBSE UXP
SPPNFE CVJMEJOH CPUI UIF JOOFS BOE PVUFS SPPNT XFSF SPPGFE 
UIPVHI QFSIBQT UIF MBUUFS IBE B MJHIUFS DPWFSJOH TVDI BT QBMN
GSPOET XIFSFBTUIFSFBSZBSETPGUIFUISFFSPPNFECVJMEJOHTNBZ
IBWFCFFOQBSUMZPQFOUPUIFFMFNFOUT
ɩ
 FSF JT OP FWJEFODF GPS B TFDPOE TUPSFZ UP UIF CVJMEJOHT
4USFUDIFT PG DPMMBQTFE XBMM BSF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI B TJOHMF TUPSFZ
TUSVDUVSF BOEUIFSFJTOPUSBDFPGBOZNFBOTPGBDDFTTUPBOVQQFS
nPPS"MMXBMMTIBWFBTUBOEBSEUIJDLOFTTPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZõïDN 
BOEUIFSFJTOPEJĊFSFODFJOUIJDLOFTTCFUXFFOXBMMTUIBUDMFBSMZ
EJE OPU TVQQPSU B TFDPOE TUPSFZ JF UIF QFSJNFUFS XBMM PG UIF
DPVSUZBSET PG #MEHôò  BOE UIPTF UIBU UIFPSFUJDBMMZ DPVME IBWF
'VSUIFSNPSF UIFSFJTBWFSZDMFBSBCBOEPONFOUTFRVFODFJONBOZ
PGUIFCVJMEJOHTɩ
 JTXBTQBSUJDVMBSMZXFMMPCTFSWFEJOUIFNJDSP
TUSBUJHSBQIJDBOBMZTJTPGQPTUBCBOEPONFOUEFQPTJUTJO#MEHñïö 
XIFSFBHBJOOPFWJEFODFGPSBOVQQFSTUPSFZXBTGPVOE
*OPOFPSUXPDBTFTTVDIBT#MEHññóUIFSFJTQPTTJCMFFWJEFODF
GPS VTF PG UIF SPPG BT FYUSB TQBDF  JO UIF GPSN PG PCKFDUT TJUUJOH

BCPWFSPPGDPMMBQTF#VUBOBMUFSOBUJWFFYQMBOBUJPO UIBUUIFNBUF
SJBMXBTEVNQFEJOUPUIFCVJMEJOHBGUFSJUTDPMMBQTF JTFRVBMMZWBMJE
/PQFSNBOFOUNFBOTPGBDDFTTUPUIFSPPGXBTGPVOE*UDPVMECF
BSHVFEUIBUUIJTMBUUFSQPJOUJTBXFBLBSHVNFOU BTXPPEFOMBEEFST
UPUIFSPPGXPVMEOPUOFDFTTBSJMZMFBWFBOZUSBDFJOUIFBSDIBFP
MPHJDBMSFDPSE)PXFWFS TUPOFXBTUIFNBJOCVJMEJOHNBUFSJBMBU
4BBSBOEXPPE BQBSUGSPNEBUFQBMN XBTWFSZQPPSMZSFQSFTFOUFE
JOUIFBSDIBFPCPUBOJDBMSFDPSE /FTCJUUðøøò (BMFðøøó 

&IG  &RAGMENT OF PLASTER WITH
REED IMPRESSIONS ,

&IG  *AR NECK IN WALL NEXT TO DOOR IN "LDG  37
&IG  "LOCKED UP LEDGE IN THE NORTHEASTERN
WALL OF "LDG  .%
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)NSTALLATIONS
*OTUBMMBUJPOTBSFQJFDFTPGFRVJQNFOUUIBUBSFJOUFHSBMUPUIFTUSVD
UVSFPGBCVJMEJOH BOEOPUSFBEJMZSFNPWBCMF$PNNPOFYBNQMFT
BU4BBSBSFPWFOTBOECBTJOT"TXJUIUIFCVJMEJOHQMBOT UIFJO
TUBMMBUJPOTHSPVQSFBEJMZJOUPTUBOEBSEUZQFT EFTDSJCFECFMPXɩF
OVNCFSTBUUBDIFEUPFBDIBSFUIFGFBUVSFDPEFTVTFECPUIJOFY
DBWBUJPOBOEJOUIFFYDBWBUJPOEBUBCBTFTUPJEFOUJGZFBDIUZQFPG
JOTUBMMBUJPO

#OMMON INSTALLATIONS IN THE 3AAR BUILDINGS
4ANNURS 4YPE 
ɩF"SBCJDUFSNAUBOOVSJTSFUBJOFEIFSFUPBQQMZUPBWFSZTQFDJmD
UZQFPGPWFOUIBUIBTBXJEFTQSFBEEJTUSJCVUJPOJOUJNFBOETQBDF
*UJTEFTJHOFEUPIFBUBDMBZDZMJOEFSUPBIJHIUFNQFSBUVSFVTJOH
NJOJNVNGVFM BOEJTFNQMPZFEQSJNBSJMZ UIPVHIOPUFYDMVTJWFMZ 
GPSUIFDPPLJOHPGVOMFBWFOFECSFBE
ɩFSF BSF UIJSUZmWF FYBNQMFT GSPN 4BBS  BMM WFSZ TJNJMBS JO
DPOTUSVDUJPO CVU XJUI TPNF WBSJBUJPO JO TJ[F &BDI UBOOVS IBT B
DJSDVMBS TUPOF TVQFSTUSVDUVSF CVJMU BSPVOE UIF DPPLJOH DIBNCFS 
XIJDIJOUVSOJTNBEFGSPNBTJOHMFQPUUFSZTMFFWFJOTFSUFEJOUP
UIF TUPOFXPSL *U JT IFBWJMZ QMBTUFSFE  XJUI B mOJTIJOH DPBU PG
TNPPUIXIJUFQMBTUFSPWFSBOBTIZCFEEJOHMBZFS
ɩF PWFSBMM TJ[F SBOHFT JO EJBNFUFS GSPN óï UP ððïDN  XJUI
UXFOUZPOFFYBNQMFTCFUXFFOöïBOEøïDNɩFIFJHIUPGDPN

&IG  4ANNUR 4YPE 

2ING HEARTHS 4YPE 
ɩFSF BSF UXFMWF FYBNQMFT PG TJNQMF SJOH IFBSUIT ɩFTF IBWF B
QMBTUFSFECBTFXIJDISBJTFTUIFIFBSUITMJHIUMZBCPWFUIFMFWFMPG
UIF TVSSPVOEJOH nPPS  BOE B SJOH PS MJQ  BMTP QMBTUFSFEɩFZ BSF
JOUFHSBMXJUIUIFnPPS BOEUIFQMBTUFSGPSCPUInPPSBOEIFBSUI
JT VTVBMMZ BQQMJFE BU UIF TBNF UJNFɩF BWFSBHF EJBNFUFS PG UIF
IFBSUIT JT ôöDN ɩF MBSHFTU IBE B EJBNFUFS PG ÷ïDN BOE POF
NVDI TNBMMFS FYBNQMF XBT GPVOE EJBNFUFS ñôDN  ɩF IFJHIU
PG UIF QMBTUFSFE MJQ  BOE IFODF UIF EFQUI PG UIF IFBSUIT  XBT OP
NPSF UIBO ðôDN "T UIF nPPST XFSF SFQMBTUFSFE TP UIF IFJHIU PG
UIFIFBSUITXBTJOTPNFDBTFTSFEVDFE PDDBTJPOBMMZBMNPTUUPnPPS
MFWFM *O PUIFS FYBNQMFT  UIF IFBSUIT UIFNTFMWFT XFSF SFOPWBUFE
BOESFQMBTUFSFE TPNFUJNFTSFQFBUFEMZ
#PUIUIFIFBSUIBOEUIFTVSSPVOEJOHnPPSXFSFVTVBMMZCBLFE
BOEBTISBLFPVUGSPNUIFIFBSUIXBTPGUFOQSFTFOU*OPOFDBTF 
UIFBNPVOUPGBTIXBTTPDPOTJEFSBCMFUIBUJUIBEBMNPTUCVSJFE
UIFIFBSUIJUTFMG

&IG  3EMICIRCULAR HEARTH
4YPE 

QMFUFBOEJOUBDUFYBNQMFTJTCFUXFFOóïBOEôïDN XJUIPOFFY
DFQUJPOBMMZTUBOEJOHBTIJHIBTöôDN
ɩFDFOUSBMQPUUFSZTMFFWFJTUBQFSFE CFJOHXJEFSBUUIFUPQUIBO
BUUIFCPUUPNɩFSFEVDUJPOJOEJBNFUFSJTRVJUFQSPOPVODFE GSPN
BSPVOEóõDNBUUIFUPQEPXOUPBSPVOEòïDNBUUIFCBTF PWFSB
UZQJDBMIFJHIUPGóïDNɩFTMFFWFJTSBJTFEBGFXDFOUJNFUSFTBCPWF
HSPVOEMFWFMUPMFBWFBTNBMMmSJOHDIBNCFSCFMPXBOEXJUIJOUIF
TUPOFTVSSPVOEɩJTVTVBMMZDPOUBJOTBmOFHSFZBTI
ɩF UBOOVST BSF HFOFSBMMZ OPU GSFFTUBOEJOH  CVU CVJMU BHBJOTU
BOFYJTUJOHXBMMPSJOBDPSOFSBOE BTNJHIUCFFYQFDUFE BMMTIPX
TJHOTPGCFJOHTDPSDIFEBOECBLFECZmSF"TISBLFPVUJTTPNF
UJNFTIFBQFEVQPOUIFBEKBDFOUTVSGBDF

3EMICIRCULAR HEARTHS 4YPE 
ɩFSF BSF UIJSUZPOF FYBNQMFT PG TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUIT ɩFTF BSF
DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B SBJTFE QMBTUFSFE FEHF XIJDI TFQBSBUFT UIF JOUF
SJPSPGUIFIFBSUIGSPNUIFTVSSPVOEJOHnPPSɩFMJQJTNBEFVQPG
TNBMMTUPOFT TFUJOBCSPXONPSUBSBOEUIFOIFBWJMZQMBTUFSFEPWFS
ɩFJOUFSJPSnPPSPGUIFIFBSUIJTVTVBMMZCBLFEIBSEGSPNCVSOJOH
.PTU FYBNQMFT IBWF B EJBNFUFS PS MFOHUI  PG BSPVOE öïDN 
XJUI B MJQ SBJTFE TPNF ðïoñïDN BCPWF UIF IFJHIU PG UIF nPPS 



UIPVHIPCWJPVTMZUIJTDBOEFDSFBTFBTnPPSTBSFSBJTFEUISPVHISF
QMBTUFSJOH TPUIBUJOmOBMTUBHFTPGVTFJUNBZCFBMNPTUBUnPPS
MFWFMɩFSBEJVT XJEUI UPEJBNFUFS MFOHUI SBUJPJTPOBWFSBHF
ïöôð TP TUSJDUMZ TQFBLJOH NBOZ BSF FMMJQUJDBM SBUIFS UIBO TFNJ
DJSDVMBSɩFUISFFMBSHFTUFYBNQMFT XJEUIPWFSðN BSF IPXFWFS 
USVMZTFNJDJSDVMBS
ɩF nPPST PG UIF IFBSUIT BSF CBLFE IBSE UISPVHI VTF  PGUFO
TIPXTJHOTPGTFWFSBMSFQMBTUFSJOHT BOEBSFPDDBTJPOBMMZSFCVJMUBU
B IJHIFS MFWFMɩF XBMMT BOE nPPST JO UIF WJDJOJUZ BSF BMTP PGUFO
TDPSDIFE XJUIBTIGSPNUIFIFBSUITQJMMFEPVUPWFSUIFBTTPDJBUFE
TVSGBDFT
4FNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUIT BSF VTVBMMZ QSFTFOU JO UIF PVUFS SPPN PG
BCVJMEJOH FJUIFSBHBJOTUUIFSFBSXBMMPGUIFSPPNPSBHBJOTUUIF
XBMMXIJDIQSPWJEFTBDDFTTJOUPUIFJOOFSSPPNɩFZBSFVTVBMMZ
GPVOE TJOHMZ  XJUI OP NPSF UIBO POF QFS IPVTFIPME 4PNFUJNFT
UIFZBSFQBSUPGBDPPLJOHTVJUFXIJDINBZBMTPJODMVEFBDPPLJOH
QPU TVQQPSU PS UBOOVS *O POF DBTF  UXP TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUIT BSF
TFQBSBUFECZBDPPLJOHQPUTVQQPSU TFF5ZQFñðï 
ɩFZTFFNUPCFUIFCBTJDDPPLJOHNFDIBOJTNJOFWFSZIPVTF
IPME  BOE DPVME IBWF CFFO VTFE GPS CPJMJOH MJRVJET  BOE TUFXJOH
BOEHSJMMJOHGPPETUVĊT

&IG  2ING HEARTH 4YPE 

&IG  &IRE PIT HALF SECTIONED
4YPE 

&IRE PITS 4YPES 
"mSFQJUJTEFmOFEBTBTDPPQPSQJUEVHJOUPUIFHSPVOE TIPX
JOH TJHOT PG IBWJOH CFFO CVSOU PS TDPSDIFEɩFSF BSF mGUZGPVS
FYBNQMFTUIFTFBU4BBS.PTUFYBNQMFTJOUIJTDBUFHPSZBSFDJSDVMBS 
CVUBGFXBSFPWBMPSJSSFHVMBSJOTIBQF GPSWFSUJDBMTJEFEFYBNQMFT
TFFCFMPX 
ɩFTFGFBUVSFTVTVBMMZDPOUBJOBSFTJEVBMBTIZmMM BOEUIFJSTJEFT
BOECBTFBSFCVSOU8IFSFUIFZIBWFCFFOCVJMUOFYUUPBXBMM UIF
XBMMUPPNBZTIPXTJHOTPGmSFEBNBHF
ɩFBWFSBHFEJBNFUFSPGUIFQJUTJTõïDNɩFTNBMMFTUFYBN
QMFT BSF IBMG UIJT TJ[F  BOE POMZ UISFF FYBNQMFT IBWF B EJBNFUFS
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PG HSFBUFS UIBO ÷ïDNɩF BWFSBHF EFQUI JT ñïDN BOE POMZ GPVS
FYBNQMFTOPU UIF POFT XJUI UIF HSFBUFTU EJBNFUFSTBSF PWFS
óïDNJOEFQUI
ɩFBWFSBHFXJEUIUPEFQUISBUJPJTôð CVUUIFWBSJBUJPOTBSF
FYUSFNF SBOHJOHGSPNPOFFYBNQMFXJUIBEJBNFUFSPGô÷DNBOEB
EFQUIPGôôDN HJWJOHBSBUJPPGKVTUPWFSðð UPPOFXJUIBTMJHIUMZ
MBSHFS EJBNFUFS XIJDI IBT B EFQUI PG POMZ ôDN B SBUJP PG ðñð 
ɩJTTVHHFTUTUIBUUIFTFUXPFYBNQMFT UIPVHICPUIDMFBSMZGPSUIF
VTF PG mSF  DBOOPU IBWF TFSWFE JEFOUJDBM GVODUJPOT 4PNF PG UIF
TIBMMPXFS QJUT  QBSUJDVMBSMZ UIPTF UIBU BSF NFSFMZ TDPPQT PG TBOE
mMMFEXJUIBTI NBZSFQSFTFOUUIFSFNBJOTPGBTJOHMFmSFɩJTJT
QBSUJDVMBSMZMJLFMZGPSUIPTFQJUTGPVOEJOUIFQPTUIBCJUBUJPOMFWFMT
PGUIFCVJMEJOHT PSJOPQFOBSFBT
)PXFWFS TPNFTIBMMPXFYBNQMFTNVTUIBWFIBEBNPSFQFSNB
OFOUGVODUJPO BTJMMVTUSBUFECZBOFTQFDJBMMZXFMMQSFTFSWFEPOFJO
#MEHñïøɩJTXBTBTIBMMPXDJSDVMBSQJUXJUIBOVQUVSOFECSPLFO
KBS SJN TFU JOUP UIF NJEEMF  BOE XFEHFE JOUP QPTJUJPO CZ TFWFSBM
TUPOFT 'JHòòð ɩFSJNTFSWFEBTBTVQQPSUGPSBDPPLJOHWFTTFM 
XIJMFUIFQJUIFMEUIFGVFM#PUIUIFCBTFBOETJEFTPGUIFQJUXFSF
IFBWJMZCVSOU0UIFSQJUTPGTJNJMBSEJNFOTJPOT CVUXJUIPVUBOZ
QFSNBOFOUKBSTVQQPSU NBZIBWFCFFOUIFTBNF
ɩFQBSUJDVMBSGVODUJPOPGUIFEFFQFSQJUTJTNPSFQSPCMFNBUJD
ɩFZ BSF BMM BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CVSOJOH  IBWJOH TDPSDIFE CBTFT BOE
TJEFT  BOE BTIZ mMMT "O BTTPDJBUJPO XJUI DPPLJOH JT OPU QSPWFO 
UIPVHIHJWFOUIFDPOUFYUVBMFWJEFODFJUTFFNTMJLFMZ1FSIBQTUIFZ
XFSFGPSDPPLJOHGPPEUIBUXBTFJUIFSUPPMBSHFGPSPUIFSUZQFTPG
PWFOTBOEIFBSUIT TVDIBTQBSUTPGBOJNBMDBSDBTTFT PSUIBUDPPLFE
CFUUFSCZTMPXSPBTUJOHBUBMPXUFNQFSBUVSF

A

B

C

D

ɩFSFXFSFBTNBMMOVNCFSPGTDPSDIFEQJUTUIBUIBEWFSUJDBMTJEFT
POFFYBNQMFXBTTRVBSF GPVSXFSFSFDUBOHVMBSBOEUXPXFSFPWBM
.FNCFST PG UIJT HSPVQ NBZ OPU IBWF TFSWFE UIF TBNF TQFDJmD
GVODUJPO CVUBMMBSFDIBSBDUFSJTFECZUIFQSFTFODFPGCVSOJOHPO
UIFCBTFPSBMPOHUIFFEHFT
ɩFNPTUJOGPSNBUJWFFYBNQMFXBTBTIBMMPXSFDUBOHVMBSmSF
QJUJO#MEHñï÷ ðñïDNMPOHBOEôïDNXJEF&JUIFSTJEFPGUIFQJU 
BQQSPYJNBUFMZIBMGXBZBMPOHJUTMFOHUI XFSFSFDUBOHVMBSQPTUIPMFT
XJUIWFSUJDBMTJEFT*UJTQPTTJCMFUIBUUIFTFTVQQPSUFEBGSBNFGSPN
XIJDIUIFJUFNUPCFIFBUFEDPVMECFTVTQFOEFE*GUIFQVSQPTFPG
UIFTFQJUTXBTGPSDPPLJOHGPPE UIFOBTNBMMDBSDBTTTVTQFOEFEGPS
SPBTUJOH PSBDPPLJOHQPUBSFFBTJMZJNBHJOFE
0UIFS WFSUJDBMTJEFE QJUT IBE EJĊFSFOU BTTPDJBUJPOT 0OF  JO
#MEHõ IBECFFOEVHOFYUUPUXPDJSDVMBSQJUT XIJMFBOPUIFSFY
BNQMF JO#MEHñï÷ MBZJOGSPOUPGBTNBMMTUPOFCFODI
8JUI POF FYDFQUJPO  BMM UIF WFSUJDBMTJEFE QJUT XFSF SFMBUJWFMZ
TIBMMPX CFJOHOPNPSFUIBOñïDNEFFQ
7FSUJDBMTJEFE mSFQJUT IBWF B NVDI NPSF SFTUSJDUFE EJTUSJCV
UJPOUIBOBOZPGUIFPUIFSDPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPOT

#OOKING POT SUPPORTS 4YPES 
ɩFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOTDPOTJTUPGUXPPSNPSFVQSJHIUQMBTUFSFETUPOFT 
VTVBMMZTFUBMPOHBXBMMOFYUUPBTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUI BOETQBDFETP
BTUPTVQQPSUBSPVOECPUUPNFEDPPLJOHQPUɩFSFXFSFGPSUZTJY
FYBNQMFT FYDMVEJOH SFCVJMET  .PTU IBWF UISFF TUPOFT GPSNJOH B
AUSJQPE TVQQPSUɩF TUPOFT BSF XFMM QMBTUFSFE  UIJDLFS BU UIF CBTF
UIBOBUUIFUPQ TPUIBUFBDISFTFNCMFTBDPOFɩFZTUBOE POBWFS
BHF  ñïDN IJHI  XJUI UIF MBSHFTU FYBNQMF òïDN 4PNF IBWF POMZ
UXP GSFFTUBOEJOH QMBTUFSFE TUPOFT  JO XIJDI DBTF UIF UIJSE DPOF
JT FJUIFS TFNJFOHBHFE UP UIF XBMM BU UIF SFBS PG UIF TVQQPSU  PS
FOUJSFMZ BCTFOU *G BCTFOU  UIFO UIF XBMM BMPOF QSPWJEFE TVċDJFOU
TVQQPSU BTJOEJDBUFETPNFUJNFTCZBOFYUSBUIJDLACVMHFPGQMBTUFS
0OFFYBNQMFIBTGPVSVOQMBTUFSFETUPOFTTFUJOBTRVBSF

¹ .ABIEL !L 3HAIKH

6ERTICAL SIDED FIRE PITS 4YPE 

E
&IG  #OOKING POT SUPPORTS 4YPES  ANCIENT A n D AND
MODERN TOP LEFT E

.PTUKBSTVQQPSUTPGUIJTTPSUBSFGPVOEBEKBDFOUUPTFNJDJSDVMBS
IFBSUIT BOEIBWFTPNFUJNFTCFFOCVJMUBTBOJOUFHSBMGFBUVSFPGUIF
IFBSUI XJUIPOFPGUIFTVQQPSUTTFUXJUIJOJUTSBJTFEMJQPSTVSSPVOE
*OPOFPSUXPFYBNQMFT UIFKBSTVQQPSUIBTJUTPXOSBJTFEMJQ*O
UIFTFDBTFTJUJTDMFBSUIBUUIFTVQQPSUTFSWFEBMTPBTBIFBSUIɩFSF
JTBMXBZTQMFOUZPGBTIJOBOEBSPVOEUIFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOT NVDIPG
JUSBLFPVUGSPNUIFOFBSCZTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUIT CVUTPNFUJNFTB
UIJOMBZFSPGDIBSDPBMXBTGPVOEMZJOHCFUXFFOUIFDPOFT"WBSJFUZ
PG LJUDIFO VTFT DBO CF JNBHJOFE GPS UIF TVQQPSUT TPNFXIFSF UP
QVUUIFKBSCFGPSFBOEBGUFSDPPLJOHBQMBDFUPLFFQDPPLFEGPPE
XBSNBGBDJMJUZGPSTJNNFSJOHCZQVUUJOHBGFXFNCFSTCFUXFFO
UIFDPOFTPSBOBEEJUJPOBMIFBSUIXIFOUIFPDDBTJPOEFNBOEFE
"OJOUSJHVJOHNPEFSOTFUPGTVQQPSUT BTXFMMBTBIFBSUIBOE
UBOOVS  XFSF OPUFE GSPN BO BCBOEPOFE WJMMBHF IPVTF JO 4BVEJ
"SBCJB 'JHóð÷FQFSTDPNN/"M4IBJLI 
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0LASTERED STORAGE PITS 4YPE 
ɩJTDBUFHPSZFODPNQBTTFTBMMJOTUBODFTPGQJUTEVHJOUPBTVSGBDF
BOE UIFO MJOFE XJUI B IBSE  XIJUF  XBUFSQSPPG DPBUJOH PG QMBTUFS
*UJTBSFMBUJWFMZDPNNPOJOTUBMMBUJPO TJYUZTFWFOFYBNQMFT 1JUT
DPVME CF SFQMBTUFSFE NBOZ UJNFTTFWFO XBT UIF NBYJNVN PC
TFSWFETP UIBU UIFJS DBQBDJUZ XBT DPOTUBOUMZ SFEVDFE  XJUI UIF
UIJDL QMBTUFS GPSNJOH B MJQ VQ UP ðïDN BCPWF nPPS MFWFM *O POF
DBTFUIFMJQIBEBDPSFPGTNBMMTUPOFT.PTUQJUTXFSFSPVOEPS
PWBM BOEPDDBTJPOBMMZTRVBSFɩFNBJOWBSJBUJPOJTJOEFQUI4PNF
FYBNQMFTBSFSFMBUJWFMZTIBMMPX öoðïDN XIJMFPUIFSTBSFNVDI
EFFQFS õñDNJOPOFDBTF 5XPQJUTXFSFFYDFQUJPOBMMZMBSHFUIF
MBSHFTUPGUIFTF 'JHóðøD XBTðNXJEFBOEôïDNEFFQBOE DBM
DVMBUFEBTBIBMGTQIFSF XPVMEIBWFIFMEñõðMJUSFT

A

B

C

&IG  3TORAGE BINSBASINS 4YPE 
A
C

B
D

$OUBLE BASINSBINS 4YPE 
ɩFSFBSFUFOFYBNQMFTPGSFDUBOHVMBSCBTJOTCJOTDPOUBJOJOHUXP
TFQBSBUFTUPSBHFDPNQBSUNFOUTɩFTFBSFHFOFSBMMZMBSHFSUIBOUIF
5ZQFñïñJOTUBMMBUJPOTɩFMBSHFTUEPVCMFCBTJOCJO GSPNPVUTJEF
#MEHññï  XBT ñóN MPOH XJUI DPNQBSUNFOUT NFBTVSJOH õï¨÷ï

&IG  0LASTERED STORAGE PITS 4YPE 

ɩFSBOHFJOTJ[F BOEDBQBDJUZ NJHIUTVHHFTUTPNFWBSJBUJPO
PGGVODUJPO QBSUJDVMBSMZBUUIFUXPFOETPGUIFSBOHF PSJUNJHIU
SFnFDU EJĊFSJOH TUPSBHF SFRVJSFNFOUT GPS UIF TBNF JUFN T  GSPN
IPVTFIPME UP IPVTFIPME /PU BMM QMBTUFSFE QJUT OFFE IBWF TUPSFE
UIFTBNFJUFN OPSIBWFCFFOSFTUSJDUFEUPBTJOHMFQVSQPTF.BOZ
QFSNVUBUJPOTBSFDPODFJWBCMFBOECPUITPMJEBOEPSMJRVJETDPVME
IBWFCFFOTUPSFEJOUIFN$PNNPOUPBMMUIFTFQJUTXBTUIFGBDJM
JUZ GPS QSPWJEJOH UIF DPOUFOUT XJUI B DMFBO  XBUFSQSPPG FOWJSPO
NFOU8IFUIFSXBUFSQSPPmOHPSJTPMBUJPOGSPNUIFTVSSPVOEJOH
TPJMXBTUIFNBJOCFOFmUPGUIFQMBTUFSQSPUFDUJPOJTIBSEUPTBZ*O
POFDBTF UIFSFXBTDJSDVNTUBOUJBMFWJEFODFGPSBDPWFSJOHPWFSUIF
QJU POFMJHIUFOPVHIUPIBWFCFFOIFMEEPXOCZBTUPOFT BOETP
QFSIBQTBUFYUJMF

3TORAGE BINSBASINS 4YPE 
ɩFSFBSFUXFMWFJOTUBMMBUJPOTUIBUIBWFBTUPOFTVQFSTUSVDUVSFDPO
UBJOJOHBTJOHMFQMBTUFSFECJOCBTJOɩJTHSPVQJODMVEFTDJSDVMBSPS
PWBMFYBNQMFTXJUIBTVCTUBOUJBMTUPOFTVQFSTUSVDUVSF 'JHóñïB BT
XFMMTRVBSFPSSFDUBOHVMBSFYBNQMFTXJUIMFTTTVCTUBOUJBMTUPOFXPSL
'JHóñïCBOED ɩFEJTUJODUJPOCFUXFFOCBTJOT UPIPMEMJRVJET 
BOECJOT UPIPMETPMJET JTBEJċDVMUPOFUPNBLF FTQFDJBMMZXIFSF
UIFTVQFSTUSVDUVSFPGBOJOTUBMMBUJPOIBTCFFOMBSHFMZEFTUSPZFE CVU
UIFJOUBDUFYBNQMFTXJUIUIJOOFSXBMMTTFFNNPSFTVJUFEUPUIFTUPS
BHFPGOPOMJRVJEJUFNT XIJMFUIFTJOHMFJOUBDUFYBNQMFXJUIBUIJDL
TUPOFTVQFSTUSVDUVSFTVQQPSUJOHUIFCJOCBTJOTFFNTNPSFTVJUFEUP
IPMEJOHMJRVJET



&IG  $OUBLE BASINSBINS 4YPE 

BOEøï¨ðïïDN.PTUPUIFSTXFSFðoðôNJOMFOHUI/PFYBNQMFT
TVSWJWFEUPUIFJSPSJHJOBMIFJHIU
ɩFSFDPVMECFNBOZSFBTPOTXIZTVDIJOTUBMMBUJPOTIBEBEPVCMF
DPNQBSUNFOUɩJT GFBUVSF NJHIU CF SFMBUFE UP DPOTUSVDUJPO UFDI
OJRVF CFJOHBOFDPOPNJDBMXBZUPHBJOMBSHFSDBQBDJUZJOBTJUVBUJPO
XIFSFBTJOHMFMBSHFCBTJOCJOXPVMEOPUCFTVJUFEUPXIBUFWFSXBT
CFJOHTUPSFEJUNJHIUSFnFDUBEFTJSFUPTUPSFNPSFUIBOPOFDPN
NPEJUZPSUPTQMJUUIFTUPSBHFPGUIFTBNFDPNNPEJUZPSJUNJHIU
SFQSFTFOUUXPEJĊFSFOUTUBHFTPGQSPDFTTJOHPSTUPSBHF
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5XPXFSFSJCCFEWBUTXJUIMBZFSTPGHZQTVNQMBTUFSBOECJUV
NFOPWFSUIFCBTF0OFPGUIFNDPOUBJOFEUXPDPBUJOHTPGHZQ
TVNQMBTUFS FBDIðôDNEFFQɩFPSJHJOBMGPSNPGUIFPUIFSWBUT
DPVME OPU CF EFUFSNJOFE  UIPVHI BU MFBTU POF IBE B SPVOE CBTF
DPOUBJOJOHTFWFSBMDPBUTPGHZQTVNQMBTUFS

"ENCH AND BASIN 4YPE 

&IG  "URIED STORAGE JARS 4YPE 

"URIED STORAGE JARS 4YPE 
ɩFSFXFSFTFWFOFYBNQMFTPGBQPSUBCMFKBSTVOLVQUPJUTOFDLTP
UIBUUIFSJNXBTBMNPTUnVTIXJUIUIFnPPSɩFTFXFSFGPVOEJO
#MEHTôð ñKBST ôò ôó õñBOEñðð ñKBST ɩFNPVUIPGUIFWFTTFM
XBTQSPUFDUFECZBQMBTUFSTUPQQFS JOTPNFDBTFTTUJMMJOTJUV PS JO
POF FYBNQMF  CZ B SJCCFE CPEZ TIFSE5XP EJĊFSFOU WFTTFM UZQFT
XFSF VTFE JO UIJT XBZ SPVOECPUUPNFE DPPLJOH QPUT BOE PWBM
TIBQFEKBST
3FBTPOTGPSCVSZJOHKBSTJOUIJTNBOOFSNJHIUJODMVEFPOFPS
NPSFPGUIFGPMMPXJOHGBDUPST
ð 4UPSBHFTFDVSJUZJUXBTIBSEUPCSPBDIPSTQJMMUIF
DPOUFOUT
ñ $PODFBMNFOUTJUJOHUIFQPUCFMPXnPPSJOBEBSL
DPSOFSXPVMESFOEFSJUFĊFDUJWFMZJOWJTJCMF
ò 'PPEQSFTFSWBUJPOPSQSPDFTTJOHBGPPEGPSXIJDI
CFMPXHSPVOEDPOEJUJPOTXFSFJOTPNFXBZNPSF
GBWPVSBCMF
ó -BDLPGTQBDFUIFKBSTQSPWJEFNPSFTUPSBHFPWFSB
TNBMMFSBSFBPGUIFnPPS
&BTFPGBDDFTTUPUIFDPOUFOUTXBTQSFTVNBCMZOPUSFRVJSFE BT
TVDIKBSTBSFEJċDVMUUPFNQUZBOEBMNPTUJNQPTTJCMFUPXBTIPVU
8IJMFTPNFPGUIFVOQMBTUFSFEQJUTEJTDPWFSFENJHIUBMTPPSJHJ
OBMMZIBWFDPOUBJOFEKBST UIFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBSFTUJMMDPNQBSBUJWFMZ
SBSF TVHHFTUJOHBSBUIFSQBSUJDVMBSGVODUJPO OPUBOFWFSZEBZPOF
ɩJTXPVMEmUXFMMXJUIUIFJSVTFBTBIPVTFIPMEATBGF UPDPODFBM
JUFNTPGWBMVFPSJNQPSUBODF4VDIDPODFBMNFOUXPVME PGDPVSTF 
CFDPNQSPNJTFEJGTVDIEFWJDFTXFSFDPNNPO&YUSBXFJHIUGPS
UIJTFYQMBOBUJPOJTQFSIBQTQSPWJEFECZUIFMPDBUJPOTJOCVJMEJOHT
XJUI FWJEFODF PG DPNQBSBUJWF XFBMUI PS EJTUJODUJPO FYDFQU GPS
#MEHõñ #MEHððDPOUBJOFEBMBSHFOVNCFSPGTFBMJOHT BOE#MEHôð
BOVOVTVBMRVBOUJUZPGTFBMT XIJMF#MPDL*HFOFSBMMZIBENPSFFWJ
EFODFGPSJNQPSUFEQPUUFSZUIBOPUIFSQBSUTPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU

ɩFSF BSF óó JOTUBODFT FYDMVEJOH SFCVJMET  PG B TUPOFCVJMU SFD
UBOHVMBSCFODI XJUIBTNBMMTIBMMPXUSPVHIBUPOFFOEɩJTUZQF
PGJOTUBMMBUJPOJTSFNBSLBCMZVOJGPSN XJUIMJUUMFWBSJBUJPOJOTJ[F 
DPOTUSVDUJPOPSQPTJUJPOJOTJEFCVJMEJOHT5ZQJDBMEJNFOTJPOTBSF
ððïDNMPOHBOEõïDNXJEF XJUIUIFCFODIUBLJOHVQBCPVUUXP
UIJSET PG UIJT TQBDF BOE UIF CBTJO UIF SFTUɩF CFODI JT CVJMU PG
TPMJETUPOFXJUIUIFTJEFTGBDFEXJUIQMBTUFSɩFUPQIBTVTVBMMZ
OPUTVSWJWFE CVUJOPOFJOUBDUFYBNQMFJUIBEBTUPOFFEHFBSPVOE
BDFOUSBMEFQSFTTJPO"TFDPOEFYBNQMFIBEBNPSFSFHVMBS SFDUBO
HVMBSIPMFJOUIFDFOUSFɩFIFJHIUPGUIFJOUBDUCFODIXBTôòDN
BCPWFUIFnPPSMFWFM
ɩF CBTJO XBT VTVBMMZ TFU B GFX DFOUJNFUSFT MPXFS UIBO UIF
CFODIBOEmOJTIFEXJUIBDPBUPGIBSEXIJUFQMBTUFS XJUIUIFCPU
UPNTMPQJOHEPXOUPXBSETUIFGSPOUPGUIFJOTUBMMBUJPO*OTPNF
DBTFT  B ESBJOBHF MJQ XBT TUJMM QSFTFSWFE *OTUFBE PG B QMBTUFSFE
USPVHI UXPFYBNQMFTIBWFIBMGPGBKBSTFUJOUPUIFTUPOFTVSSPVOE 
QSFTVNBCMZTFSWJOHBTJNJMBSGVODUJPO

&IG  "ENCH AND BASIN
4YPE 

&IG  3TORAGE VATS 4YPE 

3TORAGE VATS 4YPE 
1FSNBOFOU TUPSBHF TQBDF JOTJEF CVJMEJOHT XBT QSPWJEFE OPU POMZ
CZCBTJOT CVUPDDBTJPOBMMZCZMBSHFQPUUFSZWFTTFMT VTVBMMZQBSUMZ
TFUJOUPUIFHSPVOE(FOFSBMMZ POMZUIFCBTFPGUIFTFWFTTFMTXBT
QSFTFSWFEɩFZXFSFOPUDPNNPOPOMZFMFWFOFYBNQMFTJOUPUBM

#FODIBOECBTJOT BSF VTVBMMZ GPVOE JNNFEJBUFMZ JOTJEF UIF
NBJOEPPSPGBCVJMEJOH BOEXPVMECFUIFmSTUUIJOHFODPVOUFSFE
POFOUFSJOH'PSCVJMEJOHTPG5ZQF" #PS% UIJTQPTJUJPOJTJO
UIF QBTTBHFXBZ MFBEJOH UISPVHI JOUP UIF NBJO SPPN  VTVBMMZ PO
UIF QBSUJUJPO XBMM PG UIF JOOFS SPPN  CF UIJT PO UIF SJHIU PS MFGU
TJEF0DDBTJPOBMMZUIFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBSFGPVOEGVSUIFSJOTJEF FJUIFS
OFYUUPUIFEPPSJOUPUIFJOOFSSPPN PSPOUIFXBMMPQQPTJUFUIF
NBJOFOUSBODFɩFCBTJOJTVTVBMMZTJUFEPOUIFTJEFPGUIFTVQQPSU
GVSUIFTUBXBZGSPNUIFEPPS*OFWJUBCMZ UIFSFJTBIBOEGVMPGFY
DFQUJPOT UIPVHIBUMFBTUTPNFPGUIFTFDBOCFBTDSJCFEUPEJĊFSFOU
DJSDVMBUPSZQBUUFSOTUISPVHIUIFSFMFWBOUCVJMEJOHT
ɩF UPQ PG UIF JOUBDU FYBNQMF  XJUI JUT EFQSFTTJPO BOE TUPOF
GBDJOH TVHHFTUTUIBUJUBDUFEBTBTVQQPSUGPSBDPOUBJOFS XIJMFUIF
XBUFSQSPPGFECBTJO XJUIJUTESBJOBHFMJQ TIPXUIBUBOFYQFOEBCMF
MJRVJE NPTUMJLFMZXBUFS XBTTQMBTIFEEPXOJOUPUIFCBTJOCFGPSF
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ESBJOJOH PVU BOE TPBLJOH JOUP UIF nPPSJOEJDBUJOH B SFMBUJWFMZ
TNBMMBNPVOUXBTVTFEBUBOZPOFUJNF
ɩFDPODMVTJPO UIFSFGPSF JTUIBUUIFTFJOTUBMMBUJPOTXFSFVTFE
GPSXBUFSTUPSBHFBOEGPSXBTIJOHɩFJSMPDBUJPOOFYUUPUIFFO
USBODFNJHIUCFQBSUMZBNBUUFSPGDPOWFOJFODF CFJOHUIFFBTJFTU
QMBDFUPUSBOTGFSXBUFSCSPVHIUVQGSPNUIFXFMM PSJUNJHIUBMTP
JOEJDBUF B NPSF EFFQMZSPPUFE TPDJBM GVODUJPOUIF XBTIJOH PG
IBOETPSGFFUPOFOUFSJOHUIFCVJMEJOH GPSFYBNQMF
8IBUFWFS UIF FYBDU JOUFSQSFUBUJPO  UIF BCTFODFQSFTFODF JO B
CVJMEJOH PG UIJT UZQF PG JOTUBMMBUJPO NBZ TFSWF  BMPOH XJUI PUIFS
JOEJDBUPST UPTIPXBDPNNPOBMJUZPGGVODUJPOCFUXFFOCVJMEJOHT

$ISTRIBUTION OF INSTALLATIONS
5BCMFóñTIPXTUIFQSFTFODFBCTFODFPGTPNFPGUIFEJTUJODUJWF
JOTUBMMBUJPO UZQFT GPVOE BU 4BBS  BSSBOHFE CZ #VJMEJOH (SPVQT
"o'BTEFmOFEBCPWFɩFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBSFGVSUIFSHSPVQFEJOUP
UISFFDBUFHPSJFTSFnFDUJOHUIFJSTVHHFTUFEVTBHFDPPLJOHIFBUJOH 
TUPSBHF BOEXPSLTQBDFT0OMZUIPTFCVJMEJOHTGPSXIJDIBDPN
QMFUFQMBOXBTSFDPWFSFEBSFJODMVEFEJOUIFUBCMF
ɩF NPTU OPUJDFBCMF QIFOPNFOPO JT UIF BCTFODF PG DPNNPO
JOTUBMMBUJPOUZQFTJOUISFFCVJMEJOHT UXP(SPVQ"CVJMEJOHT #MEHT
ñBOEñïõ BOE#MEHô÷ BSFTVMUPGBMBUFSFNPEFMMJOHPG#MEHôõ 
*OGBDU BMMUISFFPGUIFTFIBWFOPJOTUBMMBUJPOTPGBOZUZQFBUBMM*U
JT QPTTJCMF UIBU UIF #MPDL " FYBNQMFT XFSF PSJHJOBMMZ CVJMU XJUI
UIFTBNFQVSQPTFJONJOEBTPUIFSTPGUIFTBNFQMBO CVUUIFOGPS
POFSFBTPOPSBOPUIFSMBUFSVTFEGPSTPNFUIJOHEJĊFSFOUWFSOBDV
MBSBSDIJUFDUVSFIBTNBOZFYBNQMFTPGUIJTɩVTUIFZDPVMEIBWF
CFFOUSBOTGPSNFEJOUPTIPQT PSXPSLPSTUPSBHFBSFBTOPUSFRVJS
JOHCVJMUJOFRVJQNFOU"OPUIFSQPTTJCJMJUZJTUIBUUIFZXFSFSFTJ
EFODFT CVUUIBUUIFTPDJBMTUSVDUVSFJODMVEFEHSPVQTXIPEJEOPU
QFSGPSNBOZDPPLJOHPSEPNFTUJDBDUJWJUJFTJOTJEFUIFJSIPVTFT
"U UIF PUIFS FOE PG UIF TDBMF  UIFSF BSF FMFWFO CVJMEJOHT UIBU
IBWFTJYPSNPSFUZQFTPGJOTUBMMBUJPOɩFTFFODPNQBTTFYBNQMFT
GSPN BMM PVS CVJMEJOH HSPVQT  FYDFQU GPS (SPVQ $ XIJDI IBT  JO
BOZDBTF POMZUXPNFNCFST UIPVHINPTUBSFUIFMBSHFSDPNQMFYFT
PG(SPVQ'
4PNFGPSNPGDPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPOJTQSFTFOUJOBMMCVUTFWFOPG
UIFmGUZmWFCVJMEJOHTMJTUFE5BOOVST DPPLJOHQPUTVQQPSUTBOE
IFBSUITBSFFRVBMMZDPNNPO.PTUCVJMEJOHTIBWFNPSFUIBOPOF
DPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPO  BOEUXFOUZCVJMEJOHT òõǷ IBWJOHUISFFPS
NPSF CVUUIFSFEPFTOPUTFFNUPCFBOZOPUJDFBCMFDPSSFMBUJPOCF
UXFFOCVJMEJOHTJ[FBOEJOTUBMMBUJPOUZQFTɩVT #MEHôò ðóøTRN 
IBTUIFTBNFSBOHFPGDPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPOTBT#MEHñïö óòTRN 
UIPVHIFYDFQUJPOBMMZUIFGPSNFSIBTUXPUBOOVST
"NPOH UIF TUPSBHF JOTUBMMBUJPOT  UIF DPNNPOFTU UZQF  JOEFFE
UIFDPNNPOFTUJOTUBMMBUJPOPWFSBMM JTUIFCFODIBOECBTJO 5ZQF
ðïô  XIJDI PDDVST JO UIJSUZFJHIU CVJMEJOHT "HBJO  UIFSF JT MJUUMF
WBSJBUJPOCFUXFFOCVJMEJOHHSPVQT*UJTEFmOJUFMZQSFTFOUJOõòǷ
PGCVJMEJOHTPG(SPVQ" BOETPNFPGUIFPUIFSTDPOUBJOFEGSBH
NFOUT UIBU NBZ IBWF CFMPOHFE UP TVDI B EFWJDF *O GBDU  PG UIF
(SPVQ"CVJMEJOHTXJUIBOZJOTUBMMBUJPOTBUBMM POMZ#MEHôöEFm
OJUFMZEJEOPUIBWFPOFPGUIFTFɩFZBSFBMTPDPNNPOJOBMMUIF
PUIFS CVJMEJOH HSPVQT õñǷ PG (SPVQ ' CVJMEJOHT  GPS FYBNQMF 
8IBUFWFSUIFQSFDJTFVTFPGUIJTAXFUTUPSBHFJOTUBMMBUJPO JUDMFBSMZ
DPOTUJUVUFEBNPSFPSMFTTFTTFOUJBMQJFDFPGFRVJQNFOU XIBUFWFS
UIFQMBOPGUIFCVJMEJOH
#VJMEJOHT XIJDI EP OPU IBWF BOZ PG UIF DPNNPOFTU TUPSBHF
JOTUBMMBUJPOTBSF#MEHTø ôõ õñBOEòïô QMVTUIFUISFFCVJMEJOHT
XJUIPVUBOZJOTUBMMBUJPOTBUBMM PGXIJDIUIFPNJTTJPOJO#MEHôõ
JTUIFNPTUOPUFXPSUIZ HJWFOJUTTJ[FɩJTNBZOPUCFBTTJHOJm
DBOUBTUIFMBDLPGDPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPOTJOPUIFSCVJMEJOHT HJWFO
UIBUQPSUBCMFQPUUFSZWFTTFMTXFSFJODPNNPOVTFGPSTUPSBHF

0GUIFTFWFOCVSJFETUPSBHFKBST 5ZQFòðï QPTTJCMZUPCFJOUFS
QSFUFEBTATBGFT OPOFPDDVSJO(SPVQ"PS$CVJMEJOHT BOEUIFSF
BSFPOMZUXPJO(SPVQ#CVJMEJOHT #MEHTôðBOEõñ 0OUIFTMJN
TUBUJTUJDTBWBJMBCMF UIFTFTFFNUPHPXJUIMBSHFSCVJMEJOHT
4UPOF QMBUGPSNT PS CFODIFT 5ZQF ðïô  PDDVS JO ôïǷ PG 4BBS
CVJMEJOHT  UIPVHI JU TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU TPNF NBZ CF QBSUMZ
EFNPMJTIFE CFODIBOECBTJOT "MM UIF MBSHFS NVMUJSPPN DPN
QMFYFT IBWF UIFN  BOE UIFJS EJTUSJCVUJPO JT PUIFSXJTF GBJSMZ FWFO
6OQMBTUFSFEQJUT 5ZQFôïï BSFBMTPDPNNPO
*UJTEJċDVMUUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFTJHOJmDBODFPGUIFNJOPSWBSJB
UJPOTJOUIFSBOHFBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOPGJOTUBMMBUJPOTJOUIFCVJMEJOHT
ɩFJS NPTU SFNBSLBCMF GFBUVSF JT  JO GBDU  UIF WFSZ VOJGPSNJUZ PG
UZQFBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOGSPNCVJMEJOHUPCVJMEJOH

"UILDING FUNCTION
.PTU CVJMEJOHT BU 4BBS IBWF UIF TBNF QMBO  PS NJOPS WBSJBUJPOT
UIFSFPG/FBSMZBMMUIFCVJMEJOHTBMTPIBWFUIFTBNFSBOHFPGDPPL
JOH BOE TUPSBHF JOTUBMMBUJPOT  XJUI TPNF FYDFQUJPOT OPUFE ɩF
SBOHFPGmOETGSPNUIFCVJMEJOHT XIJDIBSFGPSUIFNPTUQBSUVUJM
JUBSJBOJUFNTVTFEJOSPVUJOFEPNFTUJDDIPSFT TFF$IBQUFSô BSF
BMTPGBJSMZVOJGPSNBOEJUJTEJċDVMUUPmOENVDINFBOJOHGVMWBSJ
BUJPOGSPNCVJMEJOHUPCVJMEJOH"MMUIJTDPNCJOFTUPTVHHFTUUIF
PCWJPVT NPTU CVJMEJOHT QFSGPSNFE UIF TBNF GVODUJPO BOE XFSF
IPVTFTGPSMJWJOHJO
4PNF PG UIF CVJMEJOHT XIJDI IBWF OP DPPLJOH GBDJMJUJFT TUJMM
TFFN  PO UIF CBTJT PG UIF QSFTFODF PG PUIFS JOTUBMMBUJPOT BOE UIF
SBOHFPGmOET UPIBWFCFFOSFTJEFODFT#MEHõðJTBOPCWJPVTFY
BNQMFPGUIJTUZQF*OUIJTDBTF FJUIFSUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPGUIFIPVTF
DPPLFEFMTFXIFSFPSXFSFDPPLFEGPS"OPUIFSFYBNQMFJT#MEHðò 
VOVTVBMGPSUIFOVNCFSPGJUTTUPSBHFJOTUBMMBUJPOT
ɩBU UIF QSJNBSZ GVODUJPO PG OFBSMZ BMM UIFTF CVJMEJOHT XBT
EPNFTUJD EPFT OPU QSFDMVEF TPNF PG UIFN  NPTU PCWJPVTMZ UIF
MBSHFSFYBNQMFT GSPNIBWJOHJNQPSUBOUBEEJUJPOBMTFDPOEBSZVTFT
#MEHôõ  GPS FYBNQMF  IBT B TUBOEBSE SBOHF PG EPNFTUJD JOTUBMMB
UJPOTBOEMPUTPGFYUSBXPSLBOETUPSBHFTQBDFT TVHHFTUJOHDPN
NFSDJBM BT XFMM BT SFTJEFOUJBM VTF 0UIFS JOEJDBUPST PG BEEJUJPOBM
GVODUJPOTNBZCFNPSFTVCUMF TVDIBTUIFHZQTVNQMBTUFSFEUBOLT
BOESPPNTPG#MEHTô ôõBOEõï
7FSZ GFX CVJMEJOHT DBO EFmOJUFMZ CF EFTDSJCFE BT FOUJSFMZ
OPOSFTJEFOUJBMɩFPOFNPTUPCWJPVTMZTPJT PGDPVSTF #MEHñïð
UIF UFNQMF ɩJT TUBOET PVU GPS UIF VOJRVFOFTT PG JUT QMBO BOE
SBOHF PG JOTUBMMBUJPOT /POSFDUJMJOFBS #MEHòõ IBE BO JOEVTUSJBM
VTF BT B HZQTVN LJMO *U XBT CVJMU BOE VTFE SFMBUJWFMZ MBUF PO JO
UIFMJGFPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU#MEHôõJTBOPUIFSTUSPOHDBOEJEBUF EVF
UPBDPNCJOBUJPOPGJUTHZQTVNQMBTUFSFEBSFBT BMBDLPGTUBOEBSE
JOTUBMMBUJPOT BOEUIFQSFTFODFPGBVOJRVFPOF BQMBTUFSFECFODI
XJUISVOOFMTJOUIFUPQ #MEHô÷ XJUIJUTTJOHMFSPPNBOEMBDLPG
JOTUBMMBUJPOT NBZBMTPIBWFTFSWFEBEJĊFSFOUGVODUJPO TVDIBTB
TUPSFSPPNPSFWFOQFSIBQTBTBTIPQ"OPUIFSVOJUFOUJSFMZMBDL
JOHJOJOTUBMMBUJPOTJT#MEHñCVU JODPOUSBTUUP#MEHô÷ UIJTIBTBO
BCTPMVUFMZTUBOEBSEQMBO*UJTBMTPUIFCVJMEJOHXIFSFUXPDPQQFS
TQFBSIFBET XFSF GPVOE  BT XFMM BT UXP PUIFS DPQQFS PCKFDUT BOE
BTNBMMBNPVOUPGDPQQFSXBTUFTQJMM TPQFSIBQTJUUPPTFSWFEBT
TUPSFSPPN
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#HAPTER  4OOLS WEAPONS UTENSILS
AND ORNAMENTS
*ANE -OON
)NTRODUCTION
"T GBS BT XF DBO UFMM  4BBS XBT BCBOEPOFE JO B QFBDFGVM GBTIJPO
"MUIPVHIXFEPOPULOPXXIZUIFQFPQMFMFGU XFDBOCFDFSUBJO
UIBU UIFJS EFQBSUVSF XBT OPU XIPMFTBMF PS TVEEFO 0OF EPFT OPU
FYQFDU  UIFSFGPSF  UP mOE UIF CVJMEJOHT BSSBOHFE FYBDUMZ BT XIFO
UIFZXFSFMJWFEJO OPSUPFODPVOUFSMBSHFOVNCFSTPGIBTUJMZBCBO
EPOFEQPTTFTTJPOT8FIBWFUPSFDPOTUSVDUUIFMJGFPGUIFJOIBCJU
BOUTPG4BBSCZJOUFSQSFUJOHXIBUUIFZIBEMPTU GPSHPUUFO CSPLFO
PSEJTDBSEFE BOEJGUIJTJTNPSFDIBMMFOHJOHUIBOUIFHJGU UPBO
BSDIBFPMPHJTU PGBHSBOEEFTUSVDUJPOMFWFM JUJTBMTPTBUJTGZJOHUP
LOPX UIBU UIFZ IBE mOJTIFE XJUI UIF BSUFGBDUT XF FYBNJOF  BOE
OPUCFFOQBSUFEGSPNUIFNWJPMFOUMZ

#OPPER TOOLS WEAPONS AND OTHER ITEMS
'PS B NPEFTUTJ[FE TFUUMFNFOU  4BBS XBT BNQMZ QSPWJEFE XJUI
NFUBMBSUFGBDUTɩFTFBSFBMMNBEFPGDPQQFSPSDPQQFSBMMPZTOP
FWJEFODF XBT GPVOE GPS BSUFGBDUT PG HPME  TJMWFS PS PUIFS NFUBMT
0DDBTJPOBMSVTUTUBJOTBSFQSPCBCMZBUUSJCVUBCMFUPUIFQSFTFODFPG
JSPO PYJEF  CVU OPU  PG DPVSTF  FWJEFODF GPS JSPO XPSLJOH  XIJDI
EJE OPU DPNF UP UIF JTMBOE VOUJM MBUFS 'PS FBTF PG SFGFSFODF UIF
NFUBMPCKFDUTBSFBMMEFTDSJCFEJOUIJTDIBQUFSBTADPQQFS UIPVHI
UIF TBNQMFT BOBMZTFE JO $IBQUFS ø EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU B SBOHF PG
BMMPZTBSFQSFTFOUJOUIFNFUBMBTTFNCMBHF
0WFSñïïJUFNTXFSFSFDPWFSFEJOWBSZJOHTUBUFTPGQSFTFSWBUJPO 
BOE ô÷ð GVSUIFS PDDVSSFODFT OPUFE PG VOJEFOUJmBCMF GSBHNFOUT PS
HSPVQTPGUIFNɩFDPQQFSBSUFGBDUTXFSFFYBNJOFEBOETUBCJMJ[FE
CZ UIF &YQFEJUJPOT DPOTFSWBUPST  BOE B SFQSFTFOUBUJWF TFMFDUJPO
DMFBOFE'VMMDMFBOJOHPGBMMUIFJUFNTIBTOPUCFFOBUUFNQUFE BOE
BXBJUT UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU PG B MPOHUFSN DPOTFSWBUJPO TUSBUFHZ CZ
UIF#BISBJO/BUJPOBM.VTFVN
8IJMFDPQQFSBSUFGBDUTQSPWJEFPOFPSUXPPGUIFNPSFTQFD
UBDVMBS JUFNT PG UIF 4BBS BTTFNCMBHF  UIFZ BSF BMTP UIF NPTU
EJċDVMU UP QSFTFOU ɩF QFDVMJBS XBZ JO XIJDI DPQQFS HSBEV
BMMZEFGPSNTXJUIDPSSPTJPONFBOTUIBUUIFBSDIBFPMPHJTUDBOCF
GBDFE XJUI EJĊFSFOU EFHSFFT PG VODFSUBJOUZ PWFS UIF JEFOUJUZ PG
BOPCKFDUɩFSBOHFFYUFOETGSPNUIFDMFBSMZPCWJPVT TVDIBTB
mTIIPPL UISPVHIEFDBZJOHGSBHNFOUTXIJDINJHIUCFQBSUTPG
mTIIPPLT CVUNJHIUFRVBMMZXFMMIBWFCFFOQBSUTPGSJOHTPSQJOT
PSOBJMT UIFODFUPGSBHNFOUTXIJDIDPVMEIBWFCFFOTPNFUIJOH 
CVUOPJEFOUJmDBUJPOJTQPTTJCMF UPTNBMMMVNQTXIJDIXFSFQSPC
BCMZKVTUDBTUJOHTMBHPSXBTUF*ODBUBMPHVJOHJODPNQMFUFDPQQFS
PCKFDUTXFIBWFUSJFEUPDPOWFZUIFSBOHFPGQPTTJCJMJUJFTBTGVMMZ
BT XF DBO  POMZ UBLJOH SFGVHF JO UIF CBME EFTDSJQUJPOAGSBHNFOU
BTBMBTUSFTPSUA8JSFPCKFDU JTVTFEGPSQJFDFTNBEFPGUIJO TPMJE
DPQQFS SPVOEJOTFDUJPO XIJDINBZIBWFDPNFGSPNIPPLT SJOHT
FUD  BOEASPE PCKFDU GPS UIJDLFS MFOHUIT  SPVOE PS TRVBSF JO TFD
UJPO XIJDITFFNUPIBWFDPNFGSPNJUFNTTVDIBTBXMTA0CKFDU
JTVTFEGPSQJFDFTUIBUBSFXJUISFBTPOBCMFDFSUBJOUZGSPNBSUFGBDUT 
BOEAGSBHNFOUGPSTDSBQTPGDPSSPEFEDPQQFSBCPVUXIJDIOPUIJOH
NPSFDBOCFTBJE.BOZAGSBHNFOUT BSFEFTDSJCFEBTADBTUJOHTMBH
ɩJTJOGPSNBUJPOCFHBOUPCFBEEFEUPDBUBMPHVFFOUSJFTGPMMPXJOH
B WJTJU JO ðøøñ CZ 1BVM :VMF PG UIF #FSHCBVNVTFVN BU #PDIVN 

XIP JEFOUJmFE TPNF HSPVQT PG GSBHNFOUT BT TVDI .BOZ PG PVS
PUIFSAGSBHNFOUT  FTQFDJBMMZ UIPTF GSPN FBSMJFS TFBTPOT  NBZ XFMM
CF DBTUJOH TMBH  EFTQJUF OPU CFJOH FYQMJDJUMZ EFTDSJCFE BT TVDI JO
UIFDBUBMPHVF
/PNPVMETPSDSVDJCMFTXFSFGPVOE CVUUIFVCJRVJUZPGXBTUF
GSBHNFOUT BOEUIFQPTJUJWFJEFOUJmDBUJPOPGBUMFBTUTPNFBTUIF
CZQSPEVDUTPGDBTUJOH NVTUCFUBLFOBTFWJEFODFUIBUTPNFNBOV
GBDUVSJOHXBTUBLJOHQMBDFɩFQSFTFODFPGJOHPUT FH'JHôðBoC 
DPVME CF UBLFO BT TVQQPSUJOH FWJEFODF  UIPVHI JU JT QPTTJCMF UP
UIJOLPGPUIFSFYQMBOBUJPOTGPSUIFJSQSFTFODF GPSJOTUBODFBTUSBEF
JUFNT
"QSFMJNJOBSZMPPLBUUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGDPQQFSPCKFDUTTIPXT
UIBU UIF CVJMEJOHT XJUI UIF NPTU DPQQFS mOET  JODMVEJOH GSBH
NFOUT BSF  JO PSEFS#MEHôð  UIFO UIF UFNQMF  UIFO #MEHTôñ BOE
ñïö*GGSBHNFOUTBSFFYDMVEFE UIFQMBDFXJUIUIFHSFBUFTUOVNCFS
PG BSUFGBDUT JT UIF UFNQMF  UIFO #MEHTññó BOE ôð  UIFO #MEHññï
ɩFnPPSPG"SFBòðõPG#MEHññóQSPEVDFEUIFMBSHFTUOVNCFSPG
DPQQFSJUFNTJOBTJOHMFDPOUFYUBQJO UXPXJSFPCKFDUT BOEGSBH
NFOUTPGBOBSSPXIFBE BDIJTFM BIPPLBOEBQPTTJCMFIBUDIFU

7EAPONS
*O DPOUSBTU  QFSIBQT  UP UIF JNQSFTTJPO HBJOFE GSPN %JMNVO
UPNCT  UIF NFUBMXPSL BTTFNCMBHF GSPN UIF TFUUMFNFOU BU 4BBS
QSPWJEFE MJUUMF FWJEFODF GPS XBSNPOHFSJOH PS IVOUJOHɩF NPTU
PCWJPVT IPXFWFS XBTUIFQSFTFODFPGUXPTQFBSPSMBODFIFBET 
RVJUFEJĊFSFOUGSPNFBDIPUIFSɩFMBSHFSIBEBTIPSUIFBEBOE
UIJDL UBOH 'JHôðE  "MUIPVHI UIFSF XBT OP NJESJC  UIF CMBEF
XBT NBEF UIJDLFS EPXO UIF DFOUSF  XIJDI XBT QSFTVNBCMZ TVG
mDJFOU TUSFOHUIFOJOH GPS B TIPSU CMBEF MJLF UIJTɩF PUIFS IBE B
MPOHUIJOCMBEF XJUIBNJESJC BOEGPMEFEPWFSTPDLFUGPSIBGUJOH
'JHôðD "MUIPVHIUIFSFBSFTFWFSBM%JMNVOTQFBSIFBETPGDPN
QBSBCMFUZQFQVCMJTIFE OPOFBSFFYBDUMZMJLFUIFTFTPDLFUFEPOFT
GSPN UIF /PSUIFSO #VSJBM $PNQMFY BOE PUIFS OFBSCZ HSBWFT BSF
TIPSUFS XJUInBSJOHTPDLFUT .VHIBMðø÷òôòø QMĝĚĚĚ B*CSBIJN
ðø÷ñðôõ mHóö ðoò XIJMFUIFUBOHFEPOFTBSFMPOHFS .VHIBM
ðø÷òôòø  QMĝĚĚ  ô  " TPDLFUFE FYBNQMF GSPN 2BMBBU BM#BISBJO
-FWFM ðC JT BMUPHFUIFS MPOHFS BOE NPSF HSBDJMF 2BM#ðòöø 
mHð÷ôô 4NBMMTPDLFUFETQFBSIFBET PGUIFLJOEDPNNPOMZGPVOE
JOUIFHSBWFTXFSFMBDLJOH .VHIBMðø÷ôôòø QMĝĚĚĚ B ðoò BOE
óöø mHñõ ðoó*CSBIJNðø÷ññðö QMôô ðoó 
4VQFSmDJBMMZTJNJMBS CVUTMJHIUMZMBSHFS XBTBCMBEFXJUIBUIJO 
nBU UBOH BT GBS BT QSFTFSWFE  BOE OP CMBEF SFJOGPSDFNFOU BU BMM
'JHôðF 1FSIBQTCFTUJOUFSQSFUFEBTBEBHHFS UIPVHIUIFTIBQF
BOETJ[FEPOPUQSFDMVEFBTQFBS JUJTIBSEUPTFFIPXJUDPVMEIBWF
XJUITUPPEBOZNFBTVSFPGWJPMFODFXJUIPVUCVDLMJOH*UDPVMEBMTP
IBWFCFFOBLOJGF PSBQJFDFPGDFSFNPOJBMSFHBMJB0OFFYBDUMZUIF
TBNF CVUUXPDFOUJNFUSFTTIPSUFS XBTGPVOEBNPOHUIF)BNBE
5PXOCVSJBMT 4SJWBTUBWBðøøðñ÷ò QMĩĝĚĚĚ B 
ɩFDPQQFSBSNPVSZPG"ODJFOU4BBSTFFNTPUIFSXJTFPOMZSFQ
SFTFOUFEXJUIDFSUBJOUZCZBCSPLFOPĊTPDLFUJEFOUJDBMUP'JHôðD 
GPVOEJOUIFTBNFQMBDF UIFJOOFSSPPNPG#MEHñ BOECZBQPT
TJCMF BSSPXIFBE 'JHôðG  0O DMPTFS JOTQFDUJPO  IPXFWFS  NBOZ
DPSSPEFEBOECSPLFOQJFDFTNBZXFMMIBWFCFMPOHFEUPXFBQPOT
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Abbreviations in catalogue
L.
Th.
W.
Diam.

length
thickness
width
diameter

FIG. 5.1
5.1a 1159:03 Copper ingot. Half of a bun ingot, originally
hemispherical, now sub rectangular with one face convex, the other
ﬂat. The latter has small areas of brown staining (iron/rust?). Good
condition. Dimensions 10.2 × 6.8 × 2.8 cm. Bldg 200, Area 204, ﬂoor.
5.1b K16:51:01 Copper bun ingot. Roughly hemispherical, and solid.
Diam. 10.3 – 10.7. H. 5.5 cm. Bldg 51, Area 55, occupation.
5.1c F17:51:03 Copper socketed spearhead. Complete and in good
condition. Blade long and narrow, with central rib, widening very
slightly towards the base. Socket made of copper sheet bent round to
overlap. Total l. 18.3; blade l. 10.0; socket l. 8.3. Max. w. 2.9. Bldg 2, Area 4,
ﬂoor.
5.1d 3215:01 Copper spearhead. Tanged spearhead with tip broken off,
and perhaps one lower corner. Blade is in the form of a short isoceles
triangle, the long sides gently curved. There is no mid-rib, but the blade
is thicker down the centre. The tang is thick and solid, widest beside
the blade, tapering and squared off at the other end, rectangular in
section. The ﬂat surfaces of the object are covered in small lumpy
corrosion, otherwise it feels solid. Extant max. l. 12.8; w. 4.2; th. 0.9 cm.
Blade l. 6.1; w. 4.2 – 1.8; th. 0.9 – 0.4 cm. Tang l. 6.65; w. 2.05 – 0.7;
th. 0.9 – 0.35 cm. Bldg 305, Area 418, sand.
5.1e 5592:01 Copper dagger blade. Long copper blade with ﬂat tang,
mostly broken off. Long thin blade, gradually widens towards tang,
then tapers abruptly. Flat faces with slightly rounded tip. L. 14.7; w.
4.0; th. 0.25 – 0.6 cm. Tang l. 2.1; w. at end 1.35 cm; th. 0.4 cm. Bldg 226,
Area 323, sand.
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5.1f 5510:78 Copper arrowhead? Thin, ﬂat, triangular piece of copper.
Two adjacent edges appear to have been sharp, and converge to
a point. The third is masked by corrosion. One face is thick and
lumpy, possibly only from corrosion. Presumably the end of a blade,
possibly a complete arrowhead. In reasonable condition. L. 2.5; w. 1.5;
th. 0.3 – 0.6 cm. Bldg 224, Area 316, ﬂoor.
5.1g 7004:05 Copper blade frag? Piece of copper sheet,
approximately square. One side broken, the others probably intact.
Perhaps part of a blade. Dimensions 2.9 × 2.55, th. 0.7 cm. Bldg 34,
Area 601, collapse.
5.1h Q20:41:05 Copper blade. Piece of substantial copper sheet,
approximately rectangular in plan, with one corner recently broken off.
Thin tang protrudes from the centre of one short side. Presumably, the
remains of blade. Dimensions 5.4 × 2.9 × 0.4 cm. Also there is a second
fragment that does not join: 1.6 × 1.8 × 0.3 cm. Bldg 102, Area 105,
midden.
5.1i 4039:01 Copper blade fragment. Thin, ﬂat strip of metal, long sides
converge to a blunt point, other end broken off. Presumably the tip
of a blade. L. 3.6; w. at wide end 1.9, at narrow end 0.4 cm. Bldg 208,
Area 242, sand.
5.1j 1529:02 Copper haft? Tubular length of copper with longitudinal
split. One end slightly splayed. Perhaps the hafting socket from a small
tool? L. 3.4, diam. 0.6 cm. Bldg 201, Area 200, sand.
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ɩFTF JODMVEF mGUFFO CMBEFT  PS QJFDFT PG UIFN FH'JHôðHoJ 
POFPGXIJDIIBEBQPTTJCMFSJWFUIPMF &ð÷ðñïò ɩFSFBSFBMTP
UXPQPTTJCMFCSPLFOTPDLFUT ñôïõïô ðôñøïñ 
"YFT DBO TFSWF FJUIFS BT XFBQPOT PS UPPMT 0OF CFBVUJGVMMZ
XSPVHIUCMBEF PGUIFUZQFLOPXOBTBACMBEFBYF XBTGPVOEJO
HPPEDPOEJUJPO 'JHôñB ɩJTEJTUJODUJWFCMBEFIBTBXJEFDJSDV
MBUJPOBOEJTGPVOEBUTJUFTDPOUFNQPSBSZXJUI4BBSBOETMJHIUMZ
FBSMJFSBU6NNBO/BS 'SJGFMUðøøôðøô mHñöõ BOE5FMM"CSBR
1PUUT ðøøòòñø  mHñòõ  JO UIF &NJSBUFT BU )BSBQQB JO UIF
*OEVT 7BUTðøóïQMĔĩĩĚĚĚ ñïoð BOEBMTPBU4VTB 5BMMPOðø÷ö 
OPTóõ÷oø 
-FTT TBUJTGBDUPSZ GPS JEFOUJmDBUJPO XFSF UXP UBOHFE JUFNT
NPSFPSMFTT JO UIF TIBQF PG IBUDIFUIFBET  XIJDI JSSFTJTUJCMZ
SFDBMM UIF NFUBM nBHT VTFE UP NBSL IPMFT PO HPMG QVUUJOH HSFFOT
FH'JHôñC 4JNJMBSCMBEFTXFSFGPVOEJOUIFOFBSCZ/PSUIFSO
#VSJBM $PNQMFY .VHIBM ðø÷òôò÷  QMĝĚĚ  ò BOE óöø  mHñõ  õ 
-JLFUIFnBUTQFBSPSLOJGFBCPWF OPOFPGUIFTFHJWFUIFJNQSFT
TJPOPGCFJOHWFSZSPCVTU

4OOLS
*ODPOUSBTUUPUIFXFBQPOSZ PSBUMFBTUUIBUXIJDISFNBJOTUPVT 
UIFDPQQFSUPPMTPG4BBSCFBSFWFSZJOEJDBUJPOPGCFJOHEFTJHOFE
GPS IBSE XPSL 1FSIBQT UIF NPTU FWPDBUJWF JNQMFNFOU GPVOE 
GSPN#MEHññï JTBTPMJEBOEXFMMQSFTFSWFEBXM TUJMMmSNMZBO
DIPSFEJOBCPOFIBGUXPSOTNPPUIBOEFBTZUPIPME 'JHôñD 

ɩFCSPLFOIBOEMFPGBOPUIFSFYBNQMFXBTBMTPGPVOE 'JHôõD 
BOEUIFSFXBTPOFUIFTBNFJOBOFBSCZHSBWF *CSBIJNðø÷ñðôô 
mHóõ õ CVUUIJTPOFEJĊFSTJOUIBUUIFSBUIFSTQJLZEJTUBMFOE
PGBTIFFQHPBUSBEJVTGPSNTUIFIBOEMF SBUIFSUIBOUIFTNPPUI
FS BOEQSFTVNBCMZNPSFDPNGPSUBCMFEJTUBMFOEPGBNFUBUBSTBM
'VSUIFS FWJEFODF GPS UIFTF VTFGVM UPPMT XBT QSPWJEFE CZ BO BXM
CMBEF XJUIPVU JUT IBGU 'JHôñE  BOE QSPCBCMZ CZ TPNF PG UIF
QJFDFTDBUBMPHVFEBTASPEGSBHNFOU
&RVBMMZSPCVTUBOECVTJOFTTMJLFJTBIFBWZDIJTFMGPVOEPOB
nPPSJO#MEHôò 'JHôñH 1BSUJBMDMFBOJOHIBTSFWFBMFEUIFTPMJE
NFUBMCFOFBUIUIFDPSSPTJPO"TFDPOEFYBNQMF GSPNUIFTBNF
CVJMEJOH  IBT B OBSSPXFS FOE 'JHôñI  "HBJO  UIFSF JT GVSUIFS
FWJEFODFGPSUIFTFUPPMTGSPNGSBHNFOUT 'JHôñG JoK JODMVEJOH
BQPTTJCMFIBGUGSBHNFOU 'JHôóU JGJUJTOPUBCFBEɩFSFXBT
BUMFBTUPOFDIJTFMBXM XJUIPOFFOEQPJOUFEBOEUIFPUIFSnBU
UFOFE 'JHôñF 
ɩFSF XFSF UISFF FYBNQMFT PG CMBEFT BQQBSFOUMZ GPS EPNFT
UJDVTF0OFXBTBTNBMMMVOBUFCMBEF 'ðöñõïô BOEUIFPUIFST
QPTTJCMFTBXT 'JHôòBBOED UIPVHIUIFTFSSBUJPONBZCFBO
JMMVTJPOPGUIFDPSSPTJPOQBUUFSOT
ɩFEJTDPWFSZPGBMBSHFIPFCMBEFJO#MEHñððXBTTPNFUIJOH
PG B TVSQSJTFJU TUJMM XFJHIT PWFS UXP LJMPT  BOE TFFNT B TUSBOHF
UIJOHUPBCBOEPO DPOTJEFSJOHIPXNVDIJUNVTUIBWFCFFOXPSUI
'JHôòC "SFRVFTUCZPOFPGUIFMPDBMXPSLNFOUPVTFJU JOQMBDF
PG UIF JOGFSJPS  POF IF IBE CFFO JTTVFE XJUI  OFBUMZ VOEFSMJOFE
UIFVODIBOHJOHOBUVSFPGBHSJDVMUVSBMJNQMFNFOUTJOUIFSFHJPO

&)' 
A  #OPPER AXE OR POSSIBLY A CHISEL ,ONG mAT BLADE
APPROXIMATELY RECTANGULAR NARROWING SLIGHTLY TOWARDS ONE END WHICH
IS THICK AND NEATLY SQUARED OFF4HE OPPOSING END SPLAYS ABRUPTLY
OUTWARDS TO A SHARP THIN SQUARE EDGE ,  W  MIN  MAX
TH  MIN  MAX CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

E  #OPPER CHISELAWL #YLINDRICAL COPPER OBJECT TAPERED
AT BOTH ENDS #IRCULAR IN SECTION AND POINTED AT ONE END AND SQUARE
IN SECTION AT THE OTHER ,ARGE SWELLING OF CORROSION NEAR MIDPOINT
0RESUMABLY AN AWL OR CHISEL OR PERHAPS BOTH ,  DIAM IN CENTRE 
TH OF SQUARED SECTION  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

B  #OPPER HATCHET &LAT HEAVY SUB RECTANGULAR SHEET OF
COPPER WITH SHORT ROD EXTENDING FROM ONE CORNER PRODUCING THE
SHAPE OF AN AXE WITH A VERY SHORT HANDLE WITH ROUNDED TIP POSSIBLY
A SQUARE BLADE WITH TANG4HE BLADE EDGE OPPOSITE THE @TANG HAS
ROUNDED CORNERS /CCASIONAL LUMPS ON THE SURFACE BUT OTHERWISE
IN GOOD CONDITION WITH ONE RECENT NICK IN UPPER EDGE /THERWISE
APPARENTLY INTACT 3IMILAR TO  ( WITH TANG  WITHOUT TANG
 n  W  TH 4HICKNESS OF TANG WITH LUMP  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR

F  #OPPER ROD OBJECT #YLINDRICAL COPPER OBJECT ONE END
BENT OVER THE OTHER BROKEN OFF ,  W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION

C  #OPPER AWL IN BONE HANDLE !WL BLADE IS SQUARE IN SECTION
BECOMING CIRCULAR AND NARROWING TO A POINT AT THE END %XPOSED L 
DIAM  n  CM (ANDLE IS MADE FROM THE DISTAL END OF THE TIBIA OF
A YOUNG SHEEP GOAT WITH SLIGHTLY DAMAGED EPIPHYSIS AT THE HANDLE
END4HE SHAFT HAS BEEN CUT OFF AT RIGHT ANGLES AND THE BLADE HAFTED
INTO A CIRCULAR HOLE )N THIS AREA THE BONE HAS BEEN SHAPED TO BE
ROUGHLY SQUARE IN SECTION WITH ROUNDED CORNERS (ANDLE L  n  CM
!T HAFTING POINT W  TH  CM /VERALL TOOL LENGTH  CM 0ART OF
HANDLE SPLIT AWAY BELOW HAFTING POINT "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
D & #OPPER AWL ,ONG ROD POSSIBLY AN AWL BADLY CORRODED
0ROBABLY SQUARE IN SECTION4APERED SLIGHTLY AT EITHER END $IMENSIONS
   CM "LDG !REA  OCCUPATION



G + #OPPER CHISEL )NTACT 3QUARE IN SECTION WITH ONE END
LEFT SQUARE AND THE OTHER mATTENED INTO A SLIGHTLY SPLAYED SQUARE
ENDED BLADE $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
H , #OPPER CHISEL "LADE APPARENTLY COMPLETE BUT BADLY
CORRODED 2ECTANGULAR IN SECTION mATTENING AND BROADENING SLIGHTLY
TOWARDS ONE END TAPERING TOWARDS THE OTHER AND ALSO mATTENING BUT
VERY SLIGHTLY AND POSSIBLY BROKEN OFF ,  BROAD END  NARROW END
 -AX TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
I  #OPPER FRAGMENT POSSIBLY FROM A CHISEL "ROKEN ELONGATED
PIECE OF COPPER WITH SQUARE SECTION TAPERING AND mATTENING TOWARDS
ONE END %XTANT L  W AND TH  n  CM ORIGINAL n WITH PATINA
LUMPS  "LDG  !REA  mOOR
J  #OPPER CHISEL FRAGMENT %LONGATED SOLID PIECE OF COPPER
WITH mAT FACES AND SQUARE SECTION /NE END IS mATTER WITH A CONVEX
EDGE $IMENSIONS    n    CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
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3MALL IMPLEMENTS AND JEWELLERY
'JTIIPPLT XFSF UIF NPTU OVNFSPVT UZQF PG DPQQFS PCKFDUPWFS
òï EFmOJUF FYBNQMFT  BOE QSPCBCMZ NBOZ NPSF SFQSFTFOUFE
CZ GSBHNFOUT UIBU DPVME POMZ CF DMBTTJmFE BT AXJSF PCKFDUT
FH'JHôòHoN  "MM XFSF MBSHF  VQ UP õôDN BOE SBSFMZ MFTT
UIBO óôDN  TPNF XFSF CBSCFE 'ð÷óïïð  NBOZ JO BO FYDFMMFOU
TUBUF PG QSFTFSWBUJPO  BOE POF PS UXP TUJMM IBE UIF MJOF XIJQQFE
SPVOEUIFTIBGU 'JHôòM .BOZPGUIFAXJSFPCKFDUTDPVMEFRVBMMZ
IBWFCFMPOHFEUPQJOTPSOFFEMFT5XPDFSUBJOOFFEMFTXFSFGPVOE
FH'JHôòE BOEUXPQBJSTPGUXFF[FST 'JHôòFoG 
-FOHUIT PG UIJDLFS DPQQFS XJSF XFSF GBJSMZ OVNFSPVT ðö JO
DMVEJOHGSBHNFOUT BOEHFOFSBMMZDMBTTJmFEBTGSBHNFOUBSZAQJOT
ɩFZDPVMEJOEFFECFDMPBLQJOTPSTJNJMBS CVUPGDPVSTFUIFJSJO
UFOEFEVTFJTVOLOPXO 'JHôóBoD )BMGBEP[FOTJNJMBSQJFDFT 
CVUHFOFSBMMZSFDUBOHVMBSJOTFDUJPO IBWFCFFODMBTTJmFEBTAOBJMT 
UIPVHI DMFBSMZ JU JT OPU SFBMMZ QPTTJCMF UP EJĊFSFOUJBUF  FTQFDJBMMZ
GPSTNBMMFSGSBHNFOUT0OFVOVTVBMMZXFMMQSFTFSWFEOBJM JOGBDU
SPVOEJOTFDUJPO MPPLFETPFYBDUMZMJLFBTJYJODIOBJMGSPNUIFFY
DBWBUJPOFRVJQNFOUUIBUXFJOJUJBMMZEPVCUFEJUTBVUIFOUJDJUZɩF
DPOUFYU IPXFWFS JTTFDVSF BOEJUNBZIBWFCFFODPOOFDUFEXJUI
UIFGVSOJTIJOHTPGUIFUFNQMF PSXJUIQBSBQIFSOBMJBGSPNUIFBSFB
KVTUPVUTJEF BTJUXBTGPVOEJOUIFTUSFFUCZUIFEPPS 'JHôóE 
$PQQFSKFXFMMFSZXBTPUIFSXJTFSFQSFTFOUFEDIJFnZCZSJOHTñó
BMUPHFUIFS JODMVEJOHCSPLFOQJFDFT8IJDIQBSUPGUIFCPEZUIFZ
XFSF NFBOU UP FNCFMMJTI DBO POMZ CF HVFTTFE BU  CVU CZ BOBM
PHZ XJUI MJWJOH DVMUVSFT  UIF SJOHT PG TFWFSBM DPJMT XFSF GPS UIF

mOHFST 'JHôóFoG  XIJMF UIF TQMJU  TJOHMF SJOHT XFSF FBSSJOHT
'JHôóHoK  4PNFUJNFT OP TQMJU XBT EJTDFSOJCMF  TVHHFTUJOH B
mOHFSSJOH CVUJUNBZIBWFCFFOIJEEFOCZDPSSPTJPO 'JHôóL 
BOE POF PS UXP NJHIU XFMM IBWF CFFO FJUIFS mOHFS PS FBSSJOHT 
JODMVEJOHJODPNQMFUFQJFDFT 'JHôóMBOEQ 3FMBUFEQBSBMMFMTBSF
OVNFSPVT  FH.VHIBM ðø÷òQMĝĚĚĚ  C  ÷oðô  BOE JOEFFE UIFTF
TJNQMFPSOBNFOUTIBWFBWFSZXJEFHFPHSBQIJDBMBOEDISPOPMPHJDBM
TQBO"DPVQMFPGSJOHTXFSFTPUJOZUIFZNVTUIBWFCFFODPNQP
OFOUTGPSTPNFUIJOHFMTF QPTTJCMZDIBJOTPSDMBTQT 'JHôóNoP 
0OMZPOFCBOHMFXBTSFDPWFSFE 'JHôóR BOEOPUFWFOEFm
OJUF GSBHNFOUT PG BOZ PUIFST #BOHMFT BSF DPNNPO FOPVHI JO
%JMNVO HSBWFT FH.VHIBM ðø÷òôòø  QMĝĚĚĚ  C  óoõ *CSBIJN
ðø÷ññðõ  QMôó  ð BOE ó QSFTVNBCMZ UIFZ XFSF NPSF EJċDVMU UP
MPTF UIBO SJOHT &WJEFODF GPS CFBET XBT FRVJWPDBMUIFSF XBT B
QPTTJCMF UVCVMBS POF ðïóññ÷  BOE UXP FWFO MFTT EFmOJUF SPVOE
POFT 'ð÷òòñð BOE òïïðôò  UIF MBUUFS JNQPTTJCMF UP EJTUJOHVJTI
QSPQFSMZGSPNCMPCTPGDBTUJOHTMBHɩFAIBGUGSBHNFOUNFOUJPOFE
BCPWF 'JHôóU DPVMEBMTPCFBUIJDLCFBE
"OVNCFSPGVOVTVBMJUFNTBOEFOJHNBUJDGSBHNFOUTPGDPQQFS
DBNFGSPNUIFUFNQMFUIFSFNBJOTPGUIFPOMZDPQQFSWFTTFMGPVOE
BU4BBS ðôïñïð BQPTTJCMFHSBWJOHUPPM 'JHôóV BDPNQMFYDMBTQ
'JHôóS BOEBOPCKFDUTIBQFEMJLFBTIPFIPSO 4BBS3FQPSUðõï
<ñø> <òó> <òò>BOE<òð>SFTQFDUJWFMZ 4JOHMFJOTUBODFTPGVOJEFOUJ
mFE BSUFGBDUT GSPN PUIFS QBSUT PG UIF TFUUMFNFOU XFSFQBSU PG B
EJTD ôôø÷ïó BLOPCMJLFGSBHNFOU 'JHôóT BQJFDFTIBQFEMJLF
QBSUPGBnBUSJOH 'JHôóW BOEBMPPQPGUIJDLXJSF 'JHôóX 

&)' 
A  #OPPER SAW BLADE ,ONG THIN AND mAT WITH STRAIGHT SIDES
WHICH CONVERGE GENTLY TOWARDS A THINNER END NOW BROKEN OFF 7IDER
END ALSO BROKEN OFF /NE LONG EDGE WOULD APPEAR TO BE TOOTHED BUT
THIS MIGHT JUST BE THE EFFECT OF CORROSION4HE OTHER EDGE IS SLIGHTLY
UNDULATING4HE SURFACE IS COVERED IN SMALL LUMPY CORROSION OTHERWISE
THE CORE METAL APPEARS SOLID %XTANT L  W  n  TH  n  CM
"LDG  !REA  FEATURE

F  0AIR OF COPPER TWEEZERS (EAD IS LOOPED BLADES ARE
POINTED AT THE ENDS ,  W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

B ) #OPPER HOE #OMPLETE HOE HEAD IN FAIRLY GOOD
CONDITION WORN SLIGHTLY ON ONE SIDE EDGE4HICK SHEET OF METAL
APPROXIMATELY OVAL IN PLAN ONE LONG EDGE SLIGHTLY mATTENED AND
SLIGHTLY BENT UP TO FORM THE BLADE EDGE .EAR THE OPPOSITE EDGE IS A
ROUND HOLE WITH A HIGH COLLAR TO THE INSIDE4HIS IS REINFORCED BY A SOLID
RIB OPPOSITE THE BLADE EDGE SLOPING DOWN TOWARDS THE CENTRE OF THE
BLADE 7  L  THICKNESS OF BLADE  MAX DEPTH OF COLLAR 
DIAM OF HOLE  n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

H  #OMPLETE lSH HOOK IN EXCELLENT CONDITION 3TRAIGHT
SHAFT TAPERING TOWARDS THE TOP ,OWER END SHAPED IN A SQUARISH
HOOK WITH UPRIGHT POINTED TIP 3HAFT IS OVAL IN SECTION ,  W 
TH  n  CM &ROM SURFACE OF SITE

C  #OPPER SAW BLADE %LONGATED PIECE OF COPPER BENT INTO
A SLIGHT CURVE /VAL IN SECTION AND TAPERING AT ONE EXTANT END %DGES
ARE SLIGHTLY RIPPLED POSSIBLY DELIBERATELY SERRATED OR COULD JUST BE THE
EFFECT OF CORROSION ,  W  n  TH  n  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
D  #OPPER NEEDLE WITH POINTED END BROKEN OFF OTHERWISE IN
GOOD CONDITION 3HAFT IS CIRCULAR IN SECTION %ND WITH EYE CUT THROUGH
IS WIDER AND SLIGHTLY SQUARED OFF AND PINCHED %YE IS ELONGATED WITH
POINTED ENDS %XTANT L  DIAM  CM 7IDER AT EYE W  CM %YE END
TIP W  CM %YE INSIDE L  W  CM "LDG  !REA  SURFACE
E  0AIR OF COPPER TWEEZERS LOOPED AT ONE END WITH POINTED
PINCERS OF EQUAL LENGTH AT OTHER END /VERALL L  CM , OF PINCERS 
TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR



G  ,ARGE COMPLETE COPPER lSH HOOK BROKEN INTO TWO
FRAGMENTS ,  W OF HOOK END  THICKNESS OF SHANK  CM
#ORROSION HAS BEGUN TO EXPLODE THE SHANK TO ABOUT  CM WIDE
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

I  #OPPER lSH HOOK BROKEN INTO TWO PIECES4OP OF SHANK
MISSING4OTAL L  W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
J  #OPPER lSH HOOK 3HAFT THICKENED TOWARDS THE TOP THEN
TAPERING AND ABRUPTLY BENT INWARDS ,  W  TH  MIN  CM
MAX  "LDG  !REA  mOOR
K  #OPPER lSH HOOK ! STRAIGHT LENGTH OF METAL WITH A BROAD
HOOK AT ONE END 2IBBED APPEARANCE OF CORROSION ON SHAFT MAY REmECT
IMPRESSION OF ORIGINAL BINDING ,  CM $IAM AT STRAIGHT END  CM
$IAM AT POINTED END  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
L + #OPPER lSH HOOK %LEGANT EXAMPLE IN EXCELLENT STATE
OF PRESERVATION #ORRODED LINE STILL BOUND ROUND TOP ,  MAX W 
MAX DIAM OF SHAFT  "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
M  #OPPER lSH HOOK ,ONG STRAIGHT SHAFT HOOK END BENT OUT
SLIGHTLY ,  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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the early dilmun settlement at saar

FIG. 5.4
5.4a F18:46:07 Copper pin. Long thin piece of copper, circular in
section, pointed at one end. Large lump of corrosion near point
suggests some protuberance. Presumably pin or similar. L. c.9.1,
original diam. 0.25 cm. Bldg 1, Area 2, ﬂoor.

5.4m 4097:06 Copper ring. Tiny copper ring, or perhaps a link. Thin
wire bent round till ends form a join which protrudes slightly from
the circumference. Intact. Diam. 1.1 – 1.0, th. 0.3 cm. Bldg 205, Area 237,
occupation.

5.4b 1853:37 Copper pin. Length of substantial copper wire, tapering
and bent up at one end. Presumably a cloak pin, or similar. L. 14.2,
th. 0.3 (min), 0.7 (max) cm. Bldg 207, Area 272, occupation.

5.4n H13:14:04 Copper ring. Small copper ring or link formed from a
piece of ﬂattened wire, pointed at one end, bend round so the ends are
near each other. Diam. 0.9 cm. [This description revises that published
in Saar 1: 113]. Bldg 201, Area 200, occupation.

5.4c 2112:04 Copper pin. Length of copper wire, slightly bent, one end
tapering and broken off. Presumably a cloak pin or similar. Dimensions
6.9 cm long, 0.2 – 0.3 cm thick. Bldg 56, Area 69, ﬂoor.
5.4d 1874:02 Copper nail. Very large copper nail or long pin, in
excellent condition. Small disc-shaped head, long cylindrical shaft.
L. 19.4, th. 0.8 cm. Diam. across head 1.2 cm. Bldg 201, Area 201, sand.

5.4o 2130:12 Copper ring. Length of copper wire bent round into a tiny
ring. Circumference ﬂattened where ends overlap. Dimensions 0.7x
0.9 × 0.2. Bldg 57, Area 74, make-up.
5.4p 4086:15 Copper ring frag. Narrow strip of copper, bent round into
a curve, probably part of a ﬁnger ring or similar. L. 2.1, w. 0.3, th. 0.1 cm.
Bldg 205, Area 237, occupation.

5.4e 5500:05 Copper ring. Strip of copper curled twice to form a coiled
ring. Good condition with thick patina. Strip w. 3, th. 3 cm, ring diam.
1.9 – 2.0 cm. Bldg 224, Area 316, sand.

5.4q P20:01:02 Copper bangle. Thin bangle, oval in section. Diam. 6.5,
th. 0.3, w. 0.5 cm. Sand.

5.4f I14:16:08 Copper ring. Copper strip or length of wire coiled into a
ring. Three coils. Overall diam. 1.8 cm, depth of ring 1.5 cm, w. of strip
0.4 cm. Bldg 210, Area 206, collapse.

5.4r H13:09:01 Copper clasp frag. Piece of copper bent round into a
ring, with the ends overlapping slightly. Fresh breaks to both ends.
Dimensions 3.7 × 1.7 × 0.4 cm. Bldg 201, Area 200, ﬂoor.

5.4g 1864:10 Copper ring. Length of copper wire bent into a slightly
oval ring with widely overlapping ends. Outer diam. 1.7 (min), 2.0
(max); inner diam. 0.8 (min), 1.2 (max); width of band 0.3 (min), 0.5
(max); th. 0.2 (min), 0.6 (max). Bldg 207, Area 273, occupation.

5.4s 1853:121 Copper object. Short, subcylindrical piece of copper,
bulging slightly in the middle, and tapering at one end, which is
round in section. The other end appears more damaged, is slightly
bumpy and oval in section. L. 2.7, diam. 1.4 – 0.9 cm. Bldg 207, Area 272,
occupation.

5.4h 5503:04 Copper ring. Length of copper wire, bent round until ends
meet to form tiny ring. Diam. 0.4 – 0.6 cm; th. 0.2 – 0.4 cm. Bldg 225,
Area 318, surface.
5.4i 246:08 Copper ring. Length of copper wire bent into a circle
and overlapped to form a ring. One end swollen with corrosion, also
the point where end touches body of ring, perhaps concealing a
decorative feature. Diam. 1.65, th. 0.3 cm. Bldg 4, Area 9, occupation.
5.4j 4019:24 Copper ring. Narrow strip of copper, or perhaps length of
wire, bent into a ring. Ends overlap slightly. Outer end ﬂat. Outer diam.
2.0, inner diam. 1.6 cm, w. of band 0.4, th. 0.2 cm. Bldg 205, Area 236,
ﬂoor.
5.4k 1871:06 Copper ring, now attached to roughly rectangular
fragment, with slightly curved edges. Diam. of ring 1.9, w. of band
0.5, th. 0.4 cm. Dimensions of rectangular fragment 2.1 × 1.7 × 0.5 cm.
Bldg 207, Area 273, collapse.
5.4l J17:04:09 Copper ring. Thick, narrow strip of copper bent over
to form about three-quarters of a hoop. Presumably a ﬁnger ring or
similar. Diam. 2.1, th. 0.3 cm. Bldg 51, Area 59, occupation.

170

5.4t G17:36:02 Copper wire loop. Length of thick copper wire, curled
round to form a loop with long, pointed, overlapping ends. L. of wire
c.11.5; th. 0.6. Diam. of loop 1.5 – 2.8 cm. Bldg 3, Area 6, ﬂoor.
5.4u 1505:03 Copper graver? Strip of copper, square in section,
notched at one end. Perhaps a graving tool. L. 2.5 cm. Bldg 201,
Area 200, ﬂoor.
5.4v J16:06:03 Copper semicircle. Thick strip of copper, bent round into
a ﬂat semicircle, as though part of a large washer. Apparently complete,
but corrosion conceals ends, so possibly part of a circular object. If so,
about a third remains. W. of strip 1.3, th. 0.7 cm If circular, outer diam.
would be c. 7.5 cm, inner c. 5 cm. Bldg 51, Area 59, sand.
5.4w G17:36:02 Copper wire loop. Length of thick copper wire, curled
round to form a loop with long, pointed, overlapping ends. L. of wire
c.11.5; th. 0.6. Di. f loop 1.5 – 2.8 cm. Bldg 3, Area 6, ﬂoor.

chapter 5 tools, weapons, utensils and ornaments
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3MALL ITEMS OF IVORY BONE AND SHELL
)VORY OBJECTS
'PVS JUFNT PG JWPSZ XFSF JEFOUJmFE BU 4BBS  PG XIJDI UIF NPTU
TQFDUBDVMBS XBT B SFDUBOHVMBS TUBNQ TFBM GPVOE JO #MEHôï
'JHôõH  BOE QSFWJPVTMZ QVCMJTIFE CZ $SBXGPSE 4BBS 3FQPSU
ñôò ɩ
 FPUIFSQJFDFTXFSFBMMTFDUJPOTPGUVTLT QFSIBQTJOUFOEFE
GPSGBTIJPOJOHJOUPTPNFUIJOHFMTF0OF GSPN#MEHõð IBEDMFBSMZ
CFFO TBXO BOE QFSIBQT TQMJU GPS VTF  BOE UIF FEHFT XPSLFE UIJO
'JHôôC  "OPUIFS MBSHFS MFOHUI PG UVTL  GSPN UIF UFNQMF  IBE
CFFOQPMJTIFE 'JHôôB BOEUIFUIJSE GPVOEJO#MEHñïö BQQFBSFE
UPIBWFCFFOTRVBSFEPĊ CVUXBTJOWFSZQPPSDPOEJUJPO ð÷õóóø 
ɩ
 FUVTLGSPNUIFUFNQMFIBTCFFOJEFOUJmFEBTFMFQIBOUJWPSZ CZ
+BNFT3BDLIBN ɩ
 FTPVSDFPGUIFPUIFSQJFDFTJTOPUZFULOPXO

"ONE ARTEFACTS
#POF XBT QSPCBCMZ VTFE UP NBLF NBOZ IPVTFIPME PCKFDUT BOE
PSOBNFOUT CFJOHQSFTVNBCMZDIFBQBOEFBTJMZBWBJMBCMF*UJTOPU
WFSZSPCVTU BOECSFBLTPSTQMJUTFBTJMZ4NBMMBSUFGBDUTPGCPOFBSF
EJċ
DVMUUPEJĊFSFOUJBUFGSPNVOXPSLFENBUFSJBMJOFYDBWBUJPOBOE
TJFWJOH BOETFWFSBMPGUIPTFGSPN4BBSXFSFPOMZJEFOUJmFEMBUFS 
XIFOUIF[PPBSDIBFPMPHJTUTDMFBOFEBOEFYBNJOFEUIFCPOFNBUF
SJBM 1FSIBQT UIF NPTU TVSQSJTJOH PG UIFTF ATVCTFRVFOU mOET XBT
BDPNC SFQSFTFOUFECZTMJWFSTPGCPOF FBDIDBSFGVMMZTIBQFEUPB
QPJOUBUPOFFOE 'JHôõI "TFDPOETVDImOEXBTBnBU QJFSDFE
XBOE UPPGSBHNFOUBSZGPSJUTQVSQPTFUPCFEJTDFSOFE 'JHôõC 
"OPUIFSTJNQMFCVUIBOETPNFBSUFGBDUJTBTRVBSFEPĊTIBGUPG
CPOF PSOBNFOUFEXJUIJODJTFEEPUBOEDJSDMFNPUJGTɩ
 FBDUVBM
FYUSFNJUJFT BSF CSPLFO BXBZ  CVU UIF EFDPSBUFE QBSU JT CPVOEFE
BUFJUIFSFOECZBTFSJFTPGJODJTFEFODJSDMJOHHSPPWFTɩ
 FDSBGUT
NBOTIJQJTTJNQMFCVUDBSFGVM BOEUIFSFTVMUQMFBTJOH 'JHôôE 

ɩ
 FQVSQPTFPGUIJTJNQMFNFOUJTPCTDVSF CVUJUCFBSTBHFOFSBM
TJNJMBSJUZ UP )BSBQQBO DBSWFE JWPSZADPVOUFST  FTQFDJBMMZ BO FY
BNQMF GSPN /BVTIBSP XJUI UIF TBNF GPVS EPUBOEDJSDMF EFDP
SBUFE GBDFT ,FOPZFS ðøø÷ñðó  DBU OPððò  BMTP DBU OPT ððóoðõ 
GSPN.PIFOKP%BSP 
5XP CPOF SJOHT FH'JHôôE  WFSZ TJNJMBS UP SJOHT DBSWFE
GSPNTIFMM CFMPX'JHôöT XFSFQSPCBCMZPSOBNFOUT PSQFSIBQT
DPNQPOFOUT5XPGSBHNFOUTPGIPMMPX XPSLFECPOFNBZIBWFCF
MPOHFEUPTJNQMFNVTJDBMJOTUSVNFOUTPGUIFLJOEJOVOJWFSTBMVTF
BNPOH QSFJOEVTUSJBM QFPQMFT 3JNNFS ðø÷ð QMĚ  *O POF DBTF B
QJFDFPGCJSEVMOBIBTCFFOQJFSDFEXJUIIPMFT CVUBQQBSFOUMZOPU
mOJTIFE 'JHôôF  BOE UIF PUIFS JT B NFSF GSBHNFOU UIBU NJHIU
IBWFGPSNFEPOFFOEPGTVDIBEFWJDF 'JHôõB "MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIJT
MBUUFSGSBHNFOUNBZCFBCSPLFOMPOHTQBDFSCFBE TJNJMBSUPUIPTF
NBEFPGDMBZTIPXOCFMPX FH'JHôðïK 
"UMFBTUUISFFCPOFPCKFDUTBQQFBSUPCFUPPMT PSQBSUTPGUIFN
" TJNQMF IBOEMF NBEF GSPN UIF EJTUBM FOE PG UIF NFUBUBSTBM PG
B TIFFQHPBU 'JHôõD  JT TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG B DPQQFS BXM QSFWJ
PVTMZGPVOEJO#MEHññó 'JHôñD FYDFQUUIFSFUIFMPXFSFOEPG
UIF UJCJB PG B ZPVOH TIFFQHPBU IBE CFFO VTFE "O BXM QFSIBQT
JOUFOEFE GPS VTF PO MFTT SFTJTUBOU NBUFSJBM JT NBEF FOUJSFMZ GSPN
CPOF 'JHôõF BOEBOPUIFSQJFDFMPPLTWFSZMJLFBDIJTFM CVUJG
TVDI NVTUBMTPIBWFCFFOGPSXPSLJOHTPNFUIJOHOPUUPPSFTJMJFOU
'JHôõG 
8IJMF UIF GVODUJPO PG XPSLFE CPOF BSUFGBDUT XBT PGUFO BN
CJHVPVT UIFXPSTUQSPCMFNPGBMMXBTDBVTFECZQBSUPGBDBSBOHJE
TLVMMXIJDICPSFBOBUVSBMSFTFNCMBODFUPBmTI BOEXBTMBCFMMFE
POEJTDPWFSZBTBmHVSJOF 'JHôõE %FTQJUFmFSDFEFCBUFBNPOH
UIFTUBĊ OPBHSFFNFOUDPVMECFSFBDIFEPWFSXIFUIFSJUXBTFO
UJSFMZOBUVSBMPSIBECFFOEFMJCFSBUFMZNPEJmFE8FMFBWFUIFmOBM
EFDJTJPO UIFSFGPSF UPUIFSFBEFS

&)' 
A  )VORY OBJECT !RTEFACT OF ELEPHANT IVORY FROM EARLY TEMPLE
mOOR #UT LENGTH OF mATTENED SHAFT VERY CRACKED AND BROKEN PIECES
JOINED TOGETHER "OTH ENDS SHOW WHERE CUT ,  W  n  TH  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
B  )VORY WORKED 2ECTANGULAR PIECE OF IVORY  WITH PALER
OUTER PART AND DENSER INNER PART 0RESUMABLY CUT FROM TUSK WITH
CONVEX OUTER FACE4HIS FACE IS SLIGHTLY mAKING WITH SEVERAL SHALLOW
CUT MARKS NEAR THE EDGES SOME PITTING AND A FEW BROWN STAINS4HE
OPPOSITE FACE IS mAT WITH SHALLOW IRREGULAR HOLLOWS4HE TWO SIDES HAVE
BEEN SAWN STRAIGHT AND VERTICAL4HE TWO ENDS ARE THIN THE CONVEX
FACE CURVING DOWN TO THE EDGES /NE END IS DAMAGED AND THE ENTIRE
PIECE IS BROKEN ACROSS THE MIDDLE INTO TWO JOINING FRAGMENTS4OTAL
DIMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  lLL
C  "ONE RING 3LICE FROM LONG BONE OF LARGE ANIMAL SHAPED
AND POLISHED INTO A RING /UTER EDGES ALL VERY SMOOTH $IAM  TH 
DIAM OF THE HOLE  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



D  "ONE OBJECT MADE FROM A LONG THIN PIECE OF SOLID BONE
SHAPED TO BE SQUARE IN SECTION %ACH OF THE FOUR FACES IS CAREFULLY
SMOOTHED AND DECORATED WITH A SINGLE LINE OF INCISED DOT AND CIRCLE
MOTIFS ALONG ITS LENGTH4WO FACES HAVE  CIRCLES ONE HAS  THE OTHER
HAS 4HE MOTIFS ARE REGULAR BUT THEIR PLACEMENT IS NOT !T EITHER
END THE OBJECT TAPERS AND IS CARVED INTO PARALLEL DEEP GROOVES
PERPENDICULAR TO THE LENGTH /NE END HAS  GROOVES THE OTHER HAS 
EXTANT4HE ENDS ARE BROKEN OFF ,  WTH  n  CM %ND WITH 
GROOVES W  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
E  "ONE WHISTLE ,ONG THIN HOLLOW BONE WITH HOLES 5LNA
SHAFT OF LARGE BIRD ONE END CUT OFF THE OTHER BROKEN OFF .EAR THE BREAK
ARE THREE CUTS ACROSS THE SURFACE OF THE SHAFT4HERE IS A SMALL HOLE NEAR
THE CUT END AND TWO MORE NEAR THE OTHER AS WELL AS A CHIP WHICH MAY
BE AN ATTEMPT TO BORE A FOURTH4HEY ARE NOT lNISHED BUT DO NOT LOOK
ACCIDENTAL EITHER 0OSSIBLY AN UNlNISHED WHISTLE ,  W  n  CM
(OLES DIAM   AND  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
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&)' 
A ) "ONE WHISTLE FRAG ,ENGTH OF SHAFT OF LONG BONE OF A
FOX SIZED ANIMAL HIGHLY POLISHED IN PLACES ALONG ITS LENGTH /NE END
SMOOTHED OFF THE OTHER WHICH IS SLIGHTLY WIDER IS BROKEN 0OSSIBLY PART
OF A WHISTLE ,  W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
B  "ONE OBJECT4WO FRAGMENTS PRESUMABLY FROM THE SAME
LONG THIN mAT BONE ARTEFACT /NE PIECE IS THIN AND mAT APPROXIMATELY
SUB RECTANGULAR WITH THE EDGES AND ONE END ROUNDED OFF4HE OTHER
END IS BROKEN  MM FROM THE lNISHED END IS A DRILLED HOLE4HE OTHER
PIECE IS ALSO THIN AND mAT AND NOW SUB RECTANGULAR WITH AT LEAST ONE
END BROKEN OFF4HE OTHER END MAY BE EITHER WORN OR BROKEN4HE
PIECES DO NOT JOIN BUT APPEAR RELATED $IMENSIONS OF PIECE WITH HOLE
EXT L  MAX PRES W  TH  HOLE  CM /THER PIECE EXT L 
MAX W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
C  "ONE HANDLE $ISTAL END OF SHEEP METATARSAL WITH THE
PROXIMAL END CUT OFF PRESUMABLY THE HANDLE FOR A TOOL SUCH AS 
4HE CUT EDGE FAIRLY SMOOTH PERHAPS GROUND WITH A RECTANGLE CUT
OUT OF THE BONE NEXT TO IT /N THE SIDE OPPOSITE THE HOLE ARE TWO lNE
ETCHED LINES STARTING  CM FROM THE CUT EDGE AND CONTINUING DOWN
THE SHAFT FOR AT LEAST  CM /N ONE OTHER SIDE ARE lNER LINES PARALLEL
TO AND  CM FROM THE EDGE "ONE HAS RECENTLY BROKEN CLOSE TO THE
JOINT )NSIDE THE BONE IS A MASS OF CARBONISED DATE PIPS PUSHED IN TO
A DEPTH OF  CM4OTAL L  W  n  n  JOINTnSHAFT MIDDLEnCUT
END  TH  n  n  JOINTnSHAFT MIDDLEnCUT END  #UT HOLE L  W
 n  BONE OUTER SURFACE ENDnINNER EDGE   n  CM BONE INNER
SURFACE ENDnINNER EDGE  $ATE PIP PACKING STARTS  CM FROM CUT END
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  &ISH BONE WORKED 3AGITAL BONE OF #ARANGOIDES
CHRYSOPHIS POSSIBLY PARTLY WORKED TO ENHANCE ITS NATURAL SIMLARITY
TO A MODEL lSH -OST OF THE BONE IS EXTANT BUT ONE END IS BROKEN
OFF4HE BONE HAS NATURALLY ANGLED CURVED SHALLOW LINES RESEMBING
SCALES AND LINEAR SEAMS TOP AND BOTTOM4OWARDS THE POINTED END
HEAD THE BOTTOM SEAM JOINS A NATURAL LINE WHICH CURVES UP EACH SIDE
RESEMBLING GILLS /N ONE SIDE NEAR THE TIP IS A CIRCULAR HOLE LIKE AN EYE
AND THE TIP IS ALSO SLIGHTLY DAMAGED MAKING IT LOOK LIKE A MOUTH ,ENGTH
     CM %YEHOLE DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR



E  "ONE AWL 0ART OF AN ARTEFACT FASHIONED FROM THE SHAFT OF
THE METACARPAL OF A SHEEPGOAT HOLLOW DOWN THE CENTRE &ROM ABOUT
HALF WAY ALONG THE EXTANT LENGTH ONE SIDE OF THE BONE HAS BEEN PARED
AWAY AND THE RESULTING TONGUE OF THIN BONE SHAVED TO A POINT OF
WHICH THE TIP IS BROKEN AWAY4HE THICK END OF THE OBJECT IS ALSO BROKEN
OFF4HE THIN END SHOWS POLISH 0RESUMABLY PART OF A BONE AWL , 
MAX DIAM  L OF POINT  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
F + "ONE TOOL /BJECT MADE FROM A SPLINTER FROM A LONG
BONE OF A CATTLE SIZED ANIMAL SHAPED TO BE RECTANGULAR IN SECTION /NE
END BROKEN OFF THE OTHER WHICH TAPERS SLIGHTLY HAS BEEN PARED TO A
CHISEL LIKE END ,  MAX W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
G  )VORY SEAL 3EAL 'ABLE BACKED RECTANGULAR IN PLAN
0ERFORATED LONGITUDINALLY 2EVERSE HAS  INCISED LINES ACROSS SHORT AXIS
OF GABLE DOT AND CIRCLE MOTIF IN EACH CORNER $ESIGN HATCHED RECTANGLE
IN CENTRE  X  SQUARES  mANKED ON EACH SIDE BY DOUBLE ENDED
@STANDARD WITH CRESCENT AT EACH END EACH CRESCENT ENCLOSES A ROSETTE
TWO OF WHICH HAVE CROSSES IN THE CENTRE AND ONE A DRILLED HOLE , 
W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
H & "ONE COMB 3IXTEEN LONG TAPERED mAT PIECES
OF DELIBERATELY SHAPED BONE PRESUMABLY THE TEETH OF A COMB
 ILLUSTRATED  ,ONGEST PIECE      CM SHORTEST PIECE
     CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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3HELL ARTEFACTS
4IFMMmTI XFSF OPU POMZ VTFE GPS FBUJOH BU 4BBS "QBSU GSPN UIF
RVBOUJUJFTPGOBUVSBMTIFMMTGPVOEJOUIFTFUUMFNFOU XFJEFOUJmFE
ðóõTIFMMJUFNTUIBUIBEBQQBSFOUMZCFFONPEJmFE4IFMM MJLFCPOF 
JT BO FBTJMZ XPSLFE NFEJVN GSPN XIJDI UP NBOVGBDUVSF TJNQMF
PSOBNFOUT BOE UPPMT  BOE GPS JTMBOEFST JU XBT FWFO NPSF SFBEJMZ
BWBJMBCMFUIBOCPOF
.PTUPGUIFXPSLFETIFMMTXFSFOPUFEBTTVDICZUIFmOETDBUB
MPHVFST  BOE UIF TQFDJFT VTVBMMZ JEFOUJmFE CZ UIFN  PGUFO CZ UIF
DPNNPO OBNF -FWFMT PG JEFOUJmDBUJPO JNQSPWFE ESBNBUJDBMMZ
EVSJOHBOEGPMMPXJOHWJTJUTCZPVSNBMBDPMPHJTU &NJMZ(MPWFS XIP
XBTBMTPBCMFUPSFDPHOJ[FGVSUIFSXPSLFEJUFNT8IFSFQPTTJCMF 
BSUFGBDUTGPVOECFUXFFOWJTJUTXFSFLFQUGPSIFSGVSUIFSJOTQFDUJPO 
CVU JU XBT OPU QPTTJCMF GPS FWFSZ JUFN UP CF UIVT DIFDLFE  IFODF
TPNFJEFOUJmDBUJPOTUIBUBSFQSPWJTJPOBMPSWFSZSPVHI FHACJWBMWF 

AHBTUSPQPE  8F BSF BMTP HSBUFGVM UP WPMVOUFFS 4UFWFO (SFFO GPS
TVHHFTUJOHTPNFJEFOUJmDBUJPOT
ɩF NPTU GSFRVFOUMZ FODPVOUFSFE JUFN XBT B CJWBMWF TIFMM
XJUIBSPVHIIPMFQVODIFEJOJU (MPWFSðøøôðõó PWFSôïXFSF
OPUFE BOEUIFUSVFDPVOUNBZCFIJHIFS XJUIGVSUIFSTQFDJNFOT
QSPCBCMZ TUJMM VOJEFOUJmFE BNPOH MBSHF HSPVQT PG OBUVSBM TIFMMT
ɩFNPTUQPQVMBSTQFDJFTGPSUIJTUSFBUNFOUXBTUIFQFBSMPZTUFS
'JHôöBoD  CVU UIFSF XFSF DMBNT 'JHôöE  DPDLMFT 'JHôöF 
TDBMMPQT FHóïòöïõ BOETQJOZPZTUFST 'JHôöGoH UPP*UJTOPU
DFSUBJOUIBUFWFSZTJOHMFPOFPGUIFTFXBTEFMJCFSBUFMZQJFSDFEUIF
IPMFT BSF QFSGVODUPSZ  BOE OPU XPSLFE 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE JU JT
IBSEUPTFFIPXUIFDMBNTJOQBSUJDVMBSDPVMEJODVSUIJTGPSNPG
EBNBHFCZBDDJEFOU BTVODPOUSPMMFEGPSDFHSFBUFOPVHIUPUBLFB
DIJQSJHIUPVUXPVMEOPSNBMMZTIBUUFSUIFTIFMM8IFUIFSUIFTIFMMT
XFSFJOUFOEFEBTEFDPSBUJWFBDDPVUSFNFOUT UPCFXPSOTUSVOH PS

&)' 
A  0IERCED BIVALVE 0EARL OYSTER SHELL WITH LARGE SUB OVAL
HOLE CUT INTO IT , OF SHELL  W  HOLE      CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
B  0IERCED BIVALVE 0EARL OYSTER SHELL WITH HOLE THROUGH IT
$IAM OF HOLE  CM 3AND IN STREET
C  0IERCED BIVALVE 0EARL OYSTER SHELL WITH SMALL OVAL HOLE
ROUGHLY CUT INTO ONE SIDE )NTACT 3HELL L  W  HOLE      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  0IERCED BIVALVE #LAM SHELL WITH SUBCIRCULAR HOLE CUT
INTO ITS BODY FROM THE EXTERIOR 3HELL    HOLE      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR

M  3HELL TOOL ,ONG THIN PIECE OF SHELL WITH THE NATURAL
CURVATURE OF A BIVALVE POSSIBLY 0INNA SP CUT TO BE ROUGHLY SUB
RECTANGULAR IN PLAN ONE END WIDER THAN THE OTHER /NE CORNER OF THE
WIDE END HAS BEEN NOTCHED AWAY 0ERHAPS A SCRAPER ,  W  TH
 CM 3AND
N  3HELL BEAD #OMPLETE CONE SHELL WITH SMALL HOLE AT
APEX PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS BEAD ,  DIAM  n  CM "LDG 
!REA  SAND
O  P MIDDLE  3HELL BEAD !PEX CUT AND SMOOTHED OFF TO
FORM A LARGE HOLE )N EXCELLENT CONDITION )NTACT ,  W  TH  CM
(OLE DIAM  n  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

E  0IERCED BIVALVE #OCKLE SHELL WITH OVAL HOLE ROUGHLY
CUT INTO THE SIDE )NTACT $IMENSIONS    HOLE      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR

P LEFT  3HELL BEAD 'LOSSY YELLOW GASTROPOD POSSIBLY
!NCILLA SP !PEX CUT OFF FORMING LARGE HOLE NOW PARTLY DAMAGED
PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS BEAD /THERWISE INTACT ,  W  TH  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR

F  0IERCED BIVALVE 3HELL OF SPINY OYSTER 3PONDYLUS EXILIS WITH
LARGE SUB OVAL HOLE IN THE CENTRE OF THE SIDE )NTACT 3HELL L  W 
HOLE    CM 3AND

P CENTRE  3HELL BEAD 'LOSSY YELLOW GASTROPOD POSSIBLY
!NCILLA SP !PEX END CUT OFF TO FORM LARGE HOLE PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS A
BEAD )NTACT ,  W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP

G  0IERCED BIVALVE 3HELL OF 3PINY OYSTER 3PONDYLUS EXILIS
WITH OVAL HOLE ROUGHLY CUT INTO ONE SIDE )NTACT $IMENSIONS   
HOLE      CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP

Q LEFT  3HELL BEAD 'ASTROPOD SHELL #ONUS EBRAEUS WITH
SMALL CIRCULAR HOLE AT ONE END PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS BEAD , 
DIAM OF WIDEST END  DIAM OF HOLE  n  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION

H  0IERCED CONCH 3MALL CONCH SHELL 3TROMBUS PERSICUS
WITH LARGE SUB OVAL HOLE IN THE SIDE 3HELL L  W  TH  HOLE
DIMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
I  0IERCED COWRIE SHELL WITH SMALL HOLE IN THE SIDE
0OSSIBLY USED AS A BEAD $IMENSIONS      CM 3UB OVAL HOLE
   CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
J  0IERCED COWRIE SHELL WITH SUB OVAL HOLE PIERCED THROUGH
UPPER SIDE "ROWN SPOTTED SURFACE )NTACT ,  W  TH  CM (OLE
   CM !REA  SAND
K AND L  3HELL BEAD ,ENGTH OF NATURALLY TUBULAR $ENTALIUM
OCTANGULATUM TIP MISSING BUT OTHERWISE IN GOOD CONDITION 0RESUMABLY
USED AS A BEAD $IAM  L  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR



Q RIGHT  3HELL BEAD 'ASTROPOD SHELL #ONUS EBRAEUS WITH
CIRCULAR HOLE AT ONE END FOR USE AS BEAD ,  DIAM OF WIDEST END 
DIAM OF HOLE  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
R  3HELL RING #OCKLE SHELL 'LYCYMERIS PECTUNCULUS WITH
EDGES SMOOTHED AND A LARGE HOLE CUT INTO THE BODY OF THE SHELL
$IAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
S  3HELL RING $IAM  OUTER  INNER TH  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
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&)' 
A  7ORKED GASTROPOD ,ARGE GASTROPOD SHELL POSSIBLY
)NDIAN #HANK 4URBINELLA SP WITH LARGE SECTIONS OF THE SIDE REMOVED
APPARENTLY DELIBERATELY REVEALING CENTRAL COLUMN4HE LATTER IS CREAMY
WHITE AND VERY SHINY !PEX NOT CUT ,  W  TH  CM "LDG 
!REA  COLLAPSE
B  0IERCED GASTROPOD SHELL &ICUS SUBINTERMEDIA PIERCED AT
ONE END AND WITH A STRIP MISSING FROM THE SURFACE ,  W  CM HOLE
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
C  7ORKED OYSTER SHELL ,ARGE OYSTER SHELL BROKEN MORE OR LESS
IN HALF LONGITUDINALLY4HE SURVIVNG EDGE IS CHIPPED IN SEVERAL PLACES
PERHAPS DELIBERATELY4RACES OF AT LEAST EIGHT SMALL DRILLED HOLES SURVIVE
,  PRESERVED W  DIAM OF HOLES C  CM "LDG  !REA  lLL OF CUT
D  3HELL TOOL &LAT PIECE OF PEARL OYSTER SHELL 0INCTADA SP
ROUGHLY OVAL AND POINTED AT ONE END !PPARENTLY DELIBERATELY SHAPED
$IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
E  7ORKED SHELL "IVALVE SHELL POSSIBLY 0INNA SP POSSIBLY
WORKED AT ONE END NOW BROKEN INTO THREE LARGE FRAGMENTS AND SEVERAL
mAKES 3HELL SURFACE IS COMPLETELY ERODED TO MOTHER OF PEARL ,ARGEST
FRAGMENT HAS CONVEX WIDE END WORKED ONE LONG EDGE BEING THE
HINGE OF THE SHELL $IMENSIONS LARGEST FRAGMENT    n    CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
F  3HELL TOOL /PERCULUM OF 4URBO SP4HE INTERIOR SURFACE
HAS BEEN INCISED WITH IRREGULAR PATTERN OF LINES AND THE EDGE HAS
SMALL PIECES CHIPPED OFF PERHAPS FROM AN ATTEMPT AT PERFORATION
/PERCULUM SURFACE IS DEGRADED $IAM  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
G  3HELL TOOL 0OSSIBLE SCRAPER MADE FROM A CLAM SHELL4HE
EDGE OF THE SHELL HAS BEEN RETOUCHED FROM THE EXTERIOR SURFACE TO FORM
A DENTICULATED EDGE4HE WORKED EDGE IS APPROXIMATELY HALF OF THE
FULL LENGTH OF THE EDGE )NTACT 3HELL L  W  CM ,ENGTH OF RETOUCH
 CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
H  3HELL TOOL4OOL POSSIBLY POLISHER MADE FROM A LONG
NARROW OVAL PIECE OF COWRIE SHELL POSSIBLY #YPRAEA TIGRIS WITH A WORN
BROWN SPOTTED SURFACE /NE LONG EDGE SLIGHTLY INCURVED IS THE RIBBED
SHELL OPENING THE OTHER LONG AND CONVEX BEING THE WORN DOWN
BODY !LL EDGES ARE WELL ROUNDED FROM WEAR AND THE TWO SIDES HAVE
OCCASIONAL SMALL SCARS POSSIBLY FROM USE4HE TWO ENDS SHOW WEAR WITH
lNE STRIATIONS ACROSS THE WIDTH /NE IS THICKER THAN THE OTHER AND IS
ALSO SLIGHTLY PITTED )NTACT $IMENSIONS      CM %NDS THICKER
   NARROWER    CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE



I 0 7ORKED SHELL /YSTER SHELL WITH EDGE GROUND AWAY AND
SEVERAL SMALL HOLES AND ATTEMPTED HOLES $IMENSIONS    CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
J  3HELL SCOOP ,ARGE CONCH SHELL ,AMBIS TRUNCATA SURFACE
OF SHELL PARTIALLY SMOOTHED AND APERTURE AND BODY WHORL REMOVED TO
FORM AN OPEN SCOOP SHAPE ,  W  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
K  #OSMETIC SHELL ,ARGE DEEP BIVALVE SHELL POSSIBLY
!NODONTIA SP WITH LIGHT GREEN CLAY INSIDE 3HELL H  W  TH  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
L 1 ,ARGE SHELL SEAL MADE FROM THE APEX OF A LARGE CONE
SHELL %DGE WAISTED 2EVERSE DOMED USING NATURAL SHAPE OF SHELL AND
PERFORATED TRANSVERSELY4RACES OF BURNING /BVERSE HAS THE NATURAL
@INCISED SPIRAL OF THE SECTIONED SHELL $IAM  HT  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
M  3HELL SEAL 3LICED OFF APEX OF LARGE CONE SHELL PRESUMABLY
INTENDED AS A SHELL SEAL USING THE NATURAL SPIRAL PATTERN OF THE
SECTIONED SHELL $IAM  n  H  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
N  "LISTER PEARL /YSTER SHELL 0INCTADA SP WITH POSSIBLE PEARL
INSIDE 3HELL H  W  CM 0EARL L  W  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
O ' 0EARL 3MALL YELLOW PEARL PYRAMID SHAPED $IAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
P + 0EARL 3MALL YELLOW PEARL HOLLOW ON ONE SIDE PROBABLY
lTS + $IAM  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
Q + 0EARL 3MALL YELLOW PEARL ONE SIDE WITH SLIGHT PROTRUSION
PROBABLY lTS + $IAM  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
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TFXOUPDMPUIJOH PSXIFUIFSUIFZIBEBOPUIFSGVODUJPO TVDIBT
DPNQPOFOUT GPS SBUUMFT PS XFJHIUT GPS TVSGBDF OFUT 4BBS 3FQPSU
ðõð  DBOOPU CF EFUFSNJOFE (BTUSPQPE TIFMMT XFSF PDDBTJPOBMMZ
BMTPGPVOEQJFSDFEUISPVHIUIFCPEZUIFSFXFSFmWFTNBMMDPODIFT
FH'JHôöI UISFFDPXSJFT FH'JHôöJoK BOEmWFXIFMLT
5XPPUIFSTJNQMFNPEJmDBUJPOTPGTIFMMTXFSFOPUFE0OFXBT
DVUPĊMFOHUITPGUIFOBUVSBMMZUVCVMBS%FOUBMJVN QSPEVDJOHMPOH
CFBETPGUIFATQBDFS UZQF FH'JHôöLoM "OPUIFSXBTUIFQJFSD
JOHPGHBTUSPQPETIFMMTUISPVHIUIFBQFY PSSFNPWJOHUIFFOEPG
UIF BQFY UP PQFO UIF FOE PG UIF DPMVNO "T UIF PQQPTJUF FOE PG
UIF TIFMM JT PQFO  JU JT UIFO FĊFDUJWFMZ QFSGPSBUFE GPS TUSJOHJOH PS
TFXJOH PO UP TPNFUIJOH $POF TIFMMT XFSF PGUFO DIPTFO GPS UIJT
USFBUNFOU ððTVDICFJOHJEFOUJmFE FH'JHôöO UIPVHIUIFSFJT
BHSPVQPGUISFFTNBMMFSTIFMMTGSPN#MEHññó 'JHôöQ BOEPOF
FYBNQMFPGUIFCSPXOBOEXIJUFTUSJQFEXIFML&OHJOBNFOEJDBSJB
óïñ÷ñò "CPVUIBMGPGUIFDPOFTIFMMTXFSFQPTJUJWFMZJEFOUJmFEBT
$POVTFCSBFVT XIJDIIBWFBQSFUUZDIFRVFSFEQBUUFSOPGSFECSPXO
BOEXIJUF FH'JHôöR CVUEPOPUPDDVSOPSUIPGUIF.VTBOEBN
1FOJOTVMB TIPXJOHUIBUUSBEFXJUI0NBOJODMVEFETNBMMFWFSZEBZ
MVYVSJFTBTXFMMBTJOEVTUSJBMTVQQMJFT
ɩFSFXFSFGFXFYBNQMFTPGUSVFTIFMMCFBET JFPOFTNBEFCZ
GBTIJPOJOH B QBSUJDVMBS TIBQF GSPN B TPMJE QJFDF PG NBUFSJBM  BOE
UIFTFXFSFBMMPGEJĊFSJOHUZQFT TFFCFMPX'JHôððQoT 
4IFMM SJOHT  BT PQQPTFE UP TIFMMT XJUI TJNQMF QJFSDJOH  XFSF
SBSFUISFFDPDLMFT (MZDZNFSJTQFDUVODVMVT XJUIMBSHFIPMFTDBSFGVMMZ
DVUPVUPGUIFNJEEMF FH'JHôöS BOEUXPDBSFGVMMZNBEFXBTIFS
TIBQFEQJFDFTPGUIFTBNFGPSNBTUIFCPOFSJOHTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF
FH'JHôöT  0OF PS UXP TIFMMT XFSF GPVOE XJUI QJFDFT EFMJCFS
BUFMZSFNPWFE CVUIBEOPPCWJPVTFOEVTF 'JHô÷BoC ɩFZNBZ
IBWFCFFOVOmOJTIFE PSJOUFOEFEGPSVTFBTSBXNBUFSJBM UIPVHI
JU JT EJċDVMU UP TFF XIBU QVSQPTF MBZ CFIJOE HSPVQT PG SBOEPNMZ
ESJMMFEIPMFT TVDIBTUIPTFPDDBTJPOBMMZGPVOEJOMBSHFPZTUFSTIFMMT
'JHô÷D VOMFTTUIFZXFSFUSJBMQJFDFT
4IFMM XBT OPU POMZ VTFE UP NBLF PSOBNFOUTTFWFSBM QJFDFT
IBE UIF BQQFBSBODF PG TJNQMF UPPMT GPS TDSBQJOH PS QPMJTIJOH
FH'JHô÷E  'VSUIFS FYBNQMFT JODMVEFEUXP NPEJmFE 1JOOB
TIFMMT 'JHôöN 'JHô÷F BMBSHFPQFSDVMVN 'JHô÷G BOPUDIFE
DMBN 'JHô÷H BOEQBSUPGBMBSHFDPXSJF 'JHô÷I 0DDBTJPOBMMZ
JUXBTVODMFBSXIFUIFSBNPEJmFETIFMMXBTJOUFOEFEBTBUPPMPS
BOPSOBNFOU BTXJUIBQJFSDFEPZTUFSXJUIBmMFEFEHF 'JHô÷J 
" DPODI IBE CFFO XPSLFE JOUP B TDPPQ CZ SFNPWJOH UIF DFOUSBM
DPMVNOBOEXJEFOJOHUIFBQFSUVSF 'JHô÷K "TJNJMBSTIFMMGSPN
B$JUZ**"MFWFMBU2BMBBUBM#BISBJOIBECFFOUSFBUFEUIFTBNF
XBZ 2BM#ðóðó 0OFCJWBMWFTIFMMXBTGPVOEmMMFEXJUIBQBMF
HSFFODMBZMJLFDPNQPVOE 'JHô÷L "MUIPVHISBSFJOUIF(VMG 
TIFMMTVTFEUIJTXBZBSFXFMMBUUFTUFEGSPNHSBWFTJOBODJFOU*SBR 
GSPN UIF UIJSE NJMMFOOJVN ēĔ POXBSETɩFSF UIFZ XFSF BMXBZT
QSFTVNFEUPDPOUBJOBDPTNFUJDTVCTUBODF4PNFPGUIFNXFSFJO
GBDUBOBMZTFE BOEUIFHSFFODPMPVSJOHTIPXOUPDPNFGSPNBDPQ
QFSDPNQPVOEEJMVUFEXJUICPOFBTI #JNTPOðø÷ï 

3HELL SEALS
4JNQMF TFBMT NBEF CZ TFDUJPOJOH MBSHF HBTUSPQPET BSF B UZQJDBM
%JMNVO BSUFGBDU UZQF "M,IBMJGB ðø÷õ  4JY QPTTJCMF FYBNQMFT
XFSFOPUFEBU4BBS PGXIJDIPOF BDPOFTIFMM XBTJOHPPEDPOEJ
UJPO  BOE JODMVEFE B QFSGPSBUJPO PG UIF SFWFSTF 'JHô÷M  TIPX
JOHJUUPCFWFSZPCWJPVTMZSFMBUFEUPTUFBUJUF%JMNVOTUBNQTFBMT
0UIFST FYBNQMFT GSPN 4BBS  IPXFWFS  EFNPOTUSBUF UIF JOUFOEFE
FOEVTFMFTTDMFBSMZ BOEBQQFBSUPCFAVOmOJTIFE FH'JHô÷N 
TPJUJTOPUFOUJSFMZDFSUBJOXIFUIFSUIFZBSFSFBMMZNFBOUUPCFTFBM
CMBOLT PSQPTTJCMZTPNFPUIFSBSUFGBDU DG2BM#ðóðó mHñïõô 
$POUFNQPSBSZCVSJBMTBU)BNBE5PXOQSPEVDFEBSBOHFPGBSUF



GBDUTNBEFGSPNUIFFOETPGMBSHFHBTUSPQPET JODMVEJOHTIFMMTFBMT 
UIJDLBOESPVHISJOHTBOETMJN DBSFGVMMZmOJTIFESJOHT 4SJWBTUBWB
ðøøðñòø mHôôC BOEñóð mHôö 

0EARLS AND BLISTER PEARLS
ɩF mSTU QFBSM GPVOE BU 4BBS DBVTFE B SJQQMF PG FYDJUFNFOU  BOE
GPSTPNFUJNFBGUFSXBSETTZOEJDBUFEOFXTJUFNTDMJQQFECZXFMM
XJTIFSTGSPNGBSnVOHQSPWJODJBMOFXTQBQFSTDPOUJOVFEUPBSSJWF
BUUIF&YQFEJUJPO"TUIFNBJOTUBZPGUIF#BISBJOFDPOPNZVOUJM
UIFSJTFPGUIFDVMUVSFEQFBSMNBSLFUJOUIFðøôïT QFBSMTBOEQFBSM
mTIJOHBSFQFSDFJWFEBTBOJNQPSUBOUFMFNFOUJOUIFDVMUVSBMIFSJU
BHF PG UIF JTMBOE 1FBSMT HFOFSBMMZ EP OPU QSFTFSWF XFMM  CVU TPJM
DPOEJUJPOTBU4BBSNVTUCFGBWPVSBCMFUPUIFJSTVSWJWBM BTBUPUBM
PGðóXFSFSFDPWFSFE BMNPTUBMMGSPNTJFWJOH FH'JHô÷P ɩFJS
QSFTFODFJTOPU VOGPSUVOBUFMZ JODPOUSPWFSUJCMFFWJEFODFGPSQFBSM
mTIJOHBU4BBS BTOPQFBSMXBTGPVOEQJFSDFEPSTFU PSJOBDPOUFYU
UIBU TVHHFTUFE JUT VTF 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE  QJFSDFE QFBSMT XPVME
QSPCBCMZOPUIBWFTVSWJWFEBUBMM BOEPVSTXFSFQFSIBQTUPPTNBMM
UPQJFSDF'JWFPZTUFSTIFMMTXFSFOPUJDFEXJUIQSPCBCMFQFBSMGPS
NBUJPOTJOTJEFUIBUIBEOPUCFFODVUPVU FH'JHô÷O FJUIFSUIF
QFPQMFXIPGPVOEUIFNXFSFOPUJOUFSFTUFEJOQFBSMT PSQFSIBQT
UIFZXFSFKVTUNJTTFE&MEFSMZ#BISBJOJTXIPSFNFNCFSUIFQFBSM
mTIJOHEBZTSFDBMMUIBUQFBSMPZTUFSTVTFEUPCFFBUFOPVUPOUIF
QFBSMJOHCPBUT XIFSFUIFSFXBTBOBUVSBMHMVUPGUIFN BOEMJUUMF
FMTFXBTBWBJMBCMFɩBUNJHIUIBWFCFFOUIFJSVTFBU4BBS QFSIBQT
JOIBSEUJNFTUIFPMEmTIFSNFOTUSFTTIPXOBTUZUIFZUBTUFE
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"EADS AND PERSONAL ORNAMENTS
ɩFUJOZIVNBOJNBHFTPO%JMNVOTFBMTIBWFTVDIBQFSGVODUPSZ
SFOEFSJOHPGDMPUIJOHUIBUWFSZMJUUMFDBOCFEJTDFSOFEPGUIFXBZ
JO XIJDI UIF JOIBCJUBOUT PG BODJFOU %JMNVO ESFTTFE BOE EFDP
SBUFEUIFNTFMWFT.FUBMKFXFMMFSZ TFFBCPWF JTOFJUIFSBCVOEBOU
OPU WBSJFE JO UIF TFUUMFNFOU BU 4BBS  CVU B WBSJFUZ PG BUUSBDUJWF
CFBET  NPTUMZ PG TUPOF  EFNPOTUSBUFT UIF FOKPZNFOU PG QFSTPOBM
PSOBNFOUTUIBUIBTCFFOQBSUPGUIFIVNBODPOEJUJPOGPSNBOZ
UIPVTBOETPGZFBST4UZMFTPGESFTTBOEBDDPVUSFNFOUTBSFOPU PG
DPVSTF GPSNVMBUFEPOMZGPSFOKPZNFOUPSQSBDUJDBMJUZ CVUQMBZBO
JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO FYUFSOBMJ[JOH BOE SFJOGPSDJOH TPDJBM SFMBUJPO
TIJQT+VTUIPXUIJTNJHIUIBWFXPSLFEBU4BBSDBOOPUZFUCFEF
UFSNJOFEGSPNUIFFWJEFODFPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU CVUQSPHSFTTNBZ
CFDPNF QPTTJCMF XIFO NBUFSJBM GSPN UIF SFMBUFE DFNFUFSJFT IBT
CFFOTUVEJFE
#JUVNFO ACFBET IBWF CFFO PNJUUFE GSPN DPOTJEFSBUJPO IFSF
PO UIF TVQQPTJUJPO UIBU UIFZ XFSF QSPCBCMZ VTFE GPS OFUnPBUT
PSTPNFPUIFSVUJMJUBSJBOQVSQPTFSBUIFSUIBOPSOBNFOUɩFZBSF
EFTDSJCFEJOUIFTFDUJPOPOCJUVNFOPCKFDUTCFMPX
8PPMMFZTUZQPMPHZPGCFBETIBQFTGPSUIF3PZBM$FNFUFSZBU
6SJTGPMMPXFEXIFSFSFMFWBOU 8PPMMFZðøòóDIĩħĚĚĚ 
8IFSF UZQF PG TUPOF XBT TFMGFWJEFOU  FHDBSOFMJBO  JU XBT
SFDPSEFEBTTVDIɩFCFBETIBWFOPUCFFOTZTUFNBUJDBMMZFYBN
JOFE CZ B QFUSPMPHJTU  IPXFWFS  BOE GPS TPNF UZQFT POMZ B WJTVBM
EFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFTUPOFJTQPTTJCMFɩF&YQFEJUJPOJTHSBUFGVMGPS
UIF TFSWJDFT PG .JLF .FOEFDL  MBUFMZ PG UIF #BISBJO 1FUSPMFVN
$PNQBOZ XIPNBEFTPNFJOGPSNBMJEFOUJmDBUJPOT
#FBETDBUBMPHVFEBTGBJFODFIBWFTJNJMBSMZOPUCFFODPOmSNFE
BTTVDICZBTQFDJBMJTU
#FBET KVEHFE UP CF JOUSVTJWF GSPN B NVDI MBUFS UJNF IBWF
CFFOPNJUUFEGSPNDPOTJEFSBUJPO óòïøïðóòò÷ïðoïõõïïôïø 
ðïïðñõoòøóòòôïðBOEïó 

3TEATITE ORNAMENT
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFDPQQFSKFXFMMFSZBOEUIFCFBETEFTDSJCFECFMPX 
UIFSFXBTPOFGVSUIFSJUFNUIBUNVTUIBWFCFFOBQFSTPOBMPSOB
NFOUPGTPNFLJOEɩJTXBTBTUFBUJUFMP[FOHF QMBJO CVUTUSJLJOH
JOJUTTJNQMJDJUZ*UJTQJFSDFEXJUIUXPIPMFTJOPQQPTJUFDPSOFST 
BOEXPVMEIBWFNBEFBHPPEDFOUSFQJFDFGPSBOFDLMBDF PSDPVME
IBWFCFFOBUUBDIFEUPDMPUIJOH 'JHôøB 

"EADS OF CARNELIAN AND OF OTHER STONES
" UPUBM PG ñø DBSOFMJBO CFBET XFSF GPVOE BU 4BBS  UIF UZQFT BOE
GSFRVFODZDPNQSJTFEBTGPMMPXT
$ZMJOESJDBM ø FH'JHôøCoEBOEI
%JTDTIBQFE ô UIFUIJDLFSPOFTDPOUJOVPVTXJUITIPSU
DZMJOESJDBMPOFT FH'JHôøFBOEJ
#JDPOJDBM ó FH'JHôøKoM
$ZMJOESJDBMXJUIUBQFSJOHFOE ò FH'JHôøG HBOEN
-P[FOHFTIBQFE ò FH'JHôøO
4QIFSJDBM ñ FH'JHôøQoR
5SBOTWFSTFEJTD ð FH'JHôøP
-FOUPJE  ð FH'JHôøS
#SPLFO ð õïïòïõ
'PVSUFFOCFBETXFSFPGTUPOFPUIFSUIBODBSOFMJBO
$ZMJOESJDBM BHBUF ò FH'JHôøToU
$ZMJOESJDBM HSFZTUPOF ð 'JHøV
0WPJE XIJUFTUPOF ñ FH'JHôøW
#JDPOJDBM HSFFOTUPOF ð 'JHôøX
#JDPOJDBM XIJUFTUPOF ð 'JHôøY

5SJBOHVMBS CMBDLTUPOF ð 'JHôøZ
3IPNCPJE RVBSU[ ð ,ðööïï÷
6OLOPXOTIBQF CMVFTUPOF ñò÷ïó
6OLOPXOTUPOF TQIFSF 'JHôø[
6OLOPXOTUPOF EJTD 'JHôøBB
*U XJMM CF BQQBSFOU GSPN UIF JMMVTUSBUFE TFMFDUJPO UIBU NPTU
TUPOFCFBEGPSNTBU4BBSBSFFTTFOUJBMMZTJNQMFUIJDLEJTDTIBQFE 
QMBJOTQIFSJDBM CJDPOJDBM PSDZMJOESJDBMXJUITMJHIUMZUBQFSFEFOET
TPNFUJNFT DBMMFE AEBUFTIBQFE FH8PPMMFZ UZQF õ  ɩF GFX
FYDFQUJPOT JODMVEF B MBSHF DBSOFMJBO EJTD QJFSDFE GSPN POF FEHF
PG UIF DJSDVNGFSFODF UP UIF PUIFS  SBUIFS UIBO GSPN GBDF UP GBDF
'JHôøP  BOE UIF PDDBTJPOBM MP[FOHFTIBQFE PS TQIFSPJE POF 
BHBJOVTVBMMZPGDBSOFMJBO
4FWFSBMEJĊFSFOUUZQFTBOEDPMPVSTPGTUPOFBSFSFQSFTFOUFEJO
UIFCFBEBTTFNCMBHFHSFZBOECMBDLTUFBUJUF XIJUFNBSCMF HSFFO
KBTQFS CBOEFEBHBUF CVUQFSIBQTUIFNPTUTUSJLJOHMZDPMPVSGVMNB
UFSJBMJTDBSOFMJBO XJUIJUTSBOHFPGSJDIUSBOTMVDFOUSFET CSPXOT
BOE PSBOHFT *U XBT BMTP UIF NPTU DPNNPOñ÷ DBSOFMJBO CFBET
XFSF GPVOE  BT PQQPTFE UP ðô PG PUIFS UZQFT PG TUPOF "MM UIFTF
NVTUIBWFDPNFGSPNGVSUIFSFBTU QSFTVNBCMZBSSJWJOHBU#BISBJO
CZXBZPGUIFDPBTUBM*OEVTDJUJFT BTEJEPUIFSUZQFTPGTUPOFGPS
CFBENBLJOH ,FOPZFSðøø÷øñoò 8IFUIFSTPNFCFBETBSSJWFE
SFBEZNBEFJUJTOPUQPTTJCMFUPEFUFSNJOF CVUCFBEUZQFTDIBSBD
UFSJTUJDPGUIF*OEVTIBWFOPUJOGBDUCFFOJEFOUJmFEBU4BBSUIFSF
JTOPCMFBDIFEDBSOFMJBO BOEOPOFPGUIFWFSZMPOH UIJODZMJOESJ
DBM DBSOFMJBO CFBET  FBDI POF PG XIJDI UPPL XFFLT UP ESJMM  BOE
QSFTVNBCMZ TPME GPS B TNBMM GPSUVOF ,FOPZFS ðøø÷ðõð  0O UIF
PUIFSIBOE CFBENBOVGBDUVSFDFSUBJOMZUPPLQMBDFBUDPOUFNQP
SBSZ2BMBBUBM#BISBJOXIFSFCSPLFOTFBMTBOETUFBUJUFWFTTFMTXFSF
GPVOE  QSPCBCMZ CFJOH SFVTFE GPS CFBENBLJOH 2BM#ðòøó 
BT XFMM BT VOmOJTIFE DBSOFMJBO PSOBNFOUT JCJEòøò  mHðøõõ 
#FBE TIBQFT  FTQFDJBMMZ TJNQMF POFT  SFNBJO DPOTUBOU PWFS MPOH
QFSJPETPGUJNFBOEMPOHEJTUBODFT TPDPNQBSJTPOTBSFOPUOFDFT
TBSJMZ JOEJDBUJWF PG DPOUBDU )PXFWFS  JU DPNFT BT OP TVSQSJTF UP
OPUFUIBUUIFTBNFTMJHIUMZUBQFSFEDZMJOESJDBMTIBQF BOEUIFTBNF
TIPSU CJDPOJDBM TIBQF BSF XFMM SFQSFTFOUFE BU 2BMBBU BM#BISBJO
2BM#ðòøðoò BOEUIBUCBOEFEBHBUFCFBETPDDVSUIFSFBMPOH
TJEFUIPTFPGDBSOFMJBO JCJEòøò mHðøõï 

"EADS OF CLAY
(JWFOJUTDIFBQOFTTBOESFBEZBWBJMBCJMJUZ JUJTOPTVSQSJTFUIBUDMBZ
XBTUIFNPTUQPQVMBSNBUFSJBMGPSCFBETBU4BBS óöFYBNQMFT ɩF
TIBQFT DIPTFO  IPXFWFS  NFSFMZ DPQJFE UIPTF DPNNPO GPS TUPOF
POFTNPTUMZ DZMJOESJDBM  XJUI PS XJUIPVU TMJHIUMZ UBQFSJOH FOET 
TPNFUJNFTSPVOEPSPWPJE PDDBTJPOBMMZCJDPOJDBM TVHHFTUJOHUIBU
DMBZ XBT VTFE BT B DIFBQ TVCTUJUVUF  SBUIFS UIBO B NFEJVN UP CF
FYQMPJUFEGPSJUTPXOQSPQFSUJFT*GTP UIFEVMMQJOLTVSGBDFPGUIF
DMBZCFBETJTCVUBQPPSNBUDIGPSUIFQPMJTIFEBHBUFBOEDBSOFMJBO
JUTPVHIUUPJNJUBUFɩFPOMZQPTTJCMZEJĊFSFOUDMBZCFBEXBTBO
PCKFDUTIBQFEMJLFBUJOZDMBZXIFFM JODJTFEXJUIUJOZDJSDMFTPOUIF
IVCT 'JHôðïJ ɩFSFTUXFSFBTGPMMPXT
$ZMJOESJDBM FOETTUSBJHIUPSUBQFSFE ñõ 
FH'JHôðïCoD JoN BOET 'JHôððBoG
0WPJEPSSPVOE ðö FH'JHôðïB EoI RBOET 
'JHôððHoL
#JDPOJDBM ò 'JHôðïO PBOES
4IPSUDZMJOEFSXJUISJC ð 'JHôðïQ
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&)' 
A  3TEATITE LOZENGE &LAT DIAMOND SHAPED STEATITE OBJECT
WITH DRILLED HOLES AT TWO OPPOSING CORNERS 5PPER AND LOWER SURFACES
ARE SMOOTH ,  W  TH  CM $IAM OF DRILLED HOLES  CM
"LDG  !REA  lLL OF ROBBER TRENCH
B 2 #YLINDRICAL CARNELIAN BEAD ONE END CUT OFF mAT THE OTHER
APPARENTLY DAMAGED 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
C % 3HORT CYLINDRICAL CARNELIAN BEAD $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
D 0 #ARNELIAN BEAD "ANDED BROWN CYLINDRICAL WITH BULGE
IN CENTRE 3UB BICONICAL $IMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA 
SURFACE
D 0 "ANDED BROWN CARNELIAN BEAD WITH mECKS OF WHITE
#YLINDRICAL $IMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA  SURFACE
D 0 "ANDED BROWN CARNELIAN BEAD WITH WHITE PATINA
#YLINDRICAL WITH SLIGHTLY TAPERED ENDS ONE SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
$IMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA  SURFACE
D 0 "ANDED BROWN CARNELIAN BEAD WITH WHITE PATINA
#YLINDRICAL WITH SLIGHTLY TAPERED ENDS $IMENSIONS    CM
"LDG  !REA  SURFACE
E  4RANSLUCENT ORANGE RED CARNELIAN BEAD IN THE SHAPE OF
A THICK DISC ENDS ROUNDED AND SLIGHTLY TAPERED ,  DIAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
F  #YLINDRICAL BEAD OF TRANSLUCENT ORANGE RED CARNELIAN %NDS
SLIGHTLY TAPERED 3LIGHTLY CHIPPED AT BOTH ENDS 7OOLLEY 4YPE  , 
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
G  #YLINDRICAL CARNELIAN BEAD TRANSLUCENT RED TO ORANGE
ENDS SLIGHTLY TAPERED 7OOLLEY 4YPE  ,  DIAM  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
H  #YLINDRICAL BEAD OF CARNELIAN OR AGATE #OLOUR CLEAR WITH
LINES OF TRANSLUCENT REDORANGE AROUND CIRCUMFERENCE 7OOLLEY 4YPE 
,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
I  3HORT CYLINDRICAL CARNELIAN BEAD )NTACT $IAM  CM
,  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP

N  ,OZENGE SHAPED CARNELIAN OF RED ORANGE COLOUR PIERCED
LONGTITUDINALLY 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
O  $ISC SHAPED CARNELIAN BEAD OF RED ORANGE COLOUR PIERCED
TRANVERSELY $IAM  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
P % 3UB SPHERICAL CARNELIAN BEAD $IMENSIONS   
DIAM OF CENTRAL PERFORATION APPROX  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
Q  3PHEROID CARNELIAN BEAD -OTTLED ORANGE RED COLOUR
WITH POLISHED SURFACE AND SINGLE HOLE )NTACT AND IN GOOD CONDITION
$IAM  H  CM (OLE DIAM  CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA 
SURFACE
R 0 $ULL BROWN LENTOID CARNELIAN BEAD WITH CHIPS AND WHITE
PATCHES 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA 
SURFACE
S  3TONE BEAD ,ONG CYLINDRICAL BEAD OF ORANGE BANDED
AGATE WITH SLIGHTLY TAPERED ENDS )NTACT EXCEPT FOR WORN ENDS BESIDE
THE HOLES 0OLISHED SURFACE 7OOLLEY 4YPE  -AX DIAM  MIN
 L  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
T  3TONE BEAD ,ONG CYLINDRICAL BEAD OF PINK AGATE WITH
SLIGHTLY TAPERED ENDS )NTACT 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IAM  L  CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
U  3TONE BEAD #YLINDRICAL BEAD TAPERED AT THE ENDS OF
GREY MOTTLED STONE WITH VERY POLISHED SURFACE 0OSSIBLY STEATITE )NTACT
7OOLLEY 4YPE  ,  DIAM  n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
V  3TONE BEAD /VOID BEAD OF WHITE STONE 7OOLLEY 4YPE 
.OT MEASURED BUT DIAM C  CM FROM PHOTOGRAPH "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
W  3TONE BEAD 3HORT BICONICAL BEAD OF SHINY GRASS GREEN
STONE POSSIBLY JASPER 7OOLLEY 4YPE  ,  DIAM  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
X 2 "ICONICAL WHITE STONE BEAD PERFORATION SLIGHTLY OFF
CENTRE 7OOLLEY 4YPE  ROUNDED $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  MIDDEN

J + "ICONICAL CARNELIAN BEAD 0ERFORATION SLIGHTLY OFF CENTRE
7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

Y , 3MALL BLACK POLISHED STONE BEAD4RIANGULAR IN
PLAN WITH ROUNDED CORNERS 0ERFORATION OFF CENTRE $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  PIT lLL

K + "ICONICAL CARNELIAN BEAD WITH NEARLY HALF MISSING
"ROKEN ALONG PERFORATION $IMENSIONS   CM "LDG  !REA 
mOOR

Z % 3TONE BEAD 3PHERICAL BEAD HALF BROKEN AWAY ALONG
THE LENGTH OF THE CENTRAL PERFORATION 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

L 1 "ICONICAL CARNELIAN BEAD 7OOLLEY 4YPE  $IMENSIONS
   CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

AA 2 4INY STONE BEAD IN THE SHAPE OF A THICK DISC
$IMENSIONS    CM 3TONE BEAD "LDG  !REA  MIDDEN

M  #YLINDRICAL CARNELIAN BEAD WITH TAPERED ENDS "ANDED
ORANGE RED )NTACT 7OOLLEY 4YPE  ,  W  n  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
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&)' 
A n D  #LAY BEADS %IGHT SHORT CYLINDRICAL RED CLAY BEADS
, OF SMALLEST BEAD  DIAM  CM LENGTH OF LARGEST BEAD 
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
E n H  #LAY BEADS %IGHT RED CLAY BEADS ROUGHLY ROUND OR
OVOID , OF SMALLEST BEAD  DIAM  CM LENGTH OF LARGEST BEAD 
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
I + ,ONG TUBULAR CLAY BEAD OF LIGHT BROWN CLAY #AREFULLY
MANUFACTURED WITH SQUARED OFF ENDS $IMENSIONS     CM "LDG 
!REA  MAKE UP
J  2ED CLAY BEAD ROUGHLY CYLINDRICAL WITH TAPERED ENDS
,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
K  2OUGHLY CYLINDRICAL RED CLAY BEAD WITH SLIGHTLY TAPERED
ENDS ,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
L % 3MALL ROUGHLY CYLINDRICAL ORANGE CLAY BEAD WITH
SLIGHTLY TAPERED ENDS $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
M  ,IGHT BROWN CLAY BEAD ROUGHLY CYLINDRICAL WITH TAPERED
ENDS ,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  lLL OF PLASTERED BASIN



N  2OUGHLY BICONICAL RED CLAY BEAD , DIAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
O , "ICONICAL CLAY BEAD SURFACE PALER 3MALL CENTRAL
PERFORATION APPROX  CM IN DIAM "EAD    CM "LDG  !REA 
mOOR
P 0 3HORT CYLINDRICAL REDDISH CLAY BEAD APPARENTLY WITH
LONGITUDINAL RIB ON EITHER SIDE "ROKEN IN HALF %XTANT L  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
Q + 3UB SPHERICAL BEAD OF BAKED CLAY 3LIGHTLY IRREGULAR
CENTRAL PERFORATION APPROX  CM IN DIAM "EAD DIMENSIONS
   CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
R % ,ARGE CRUDE CREAM COLOURED CLAY BEAD SHARPLY
BICONICAL WITH PINCHED ENDS 0ERFORATION BEGUN FROM BOTH ENDS BUT
DOES NOT GO ALL THE WAY THROUGH $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
S "EADS FROM  AND  STRUNG TOGETHER SEE A AND B
ABOVE 
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"EADS OF FAIENCE FRIT OR PASTE

"EADS OF COPPER OR GLASS

'PVSCFBETNBEFPGGBJFODF PSQPTTJCMZGSJU XFSFGPVOEUXPPWPJE
FH'JHôððM  POF CJDPOJDBM ,ðõóøïò  BOE POF BO JOUFSFTUJOH
EPVCMFMP[FOHFTIBQF 'JHôððN 0OFUJOZUVCVMBSCFBEPGBQFS
GFDUMBQJTCMVFXBTPGVODFSUBJODPNQPTJUJPO QFSIBQTBQBTUFNBEF
PGHSPVOEMBQJT 'JHôððO 

.PTUPGUIFHMBTTCFBETFODPVOUFSFEBU4BBSXFSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUI
JOUSVTJWF DVUT GSPN TVSGBDF  CVU UIFSF XFSF UISFF FYBNQMFT UIBU
EJE OPU BQQFBS UP CF TPPOF NVMUJGBDFUFE QVSQMFDPMPVSFE CFBE
ñøïïø BOEUXPUJOZCMBDLDZMJOESJDBMPOFT XIJDIXFSFEJTDPWFSFE
JOUIFTJFWJOHPGUIFUFNQMFnPPST ðøïöïò )PXFWFS BTUIFZBSF
OPU PG LOPXO %JMNVO UZQF  BOE PCKFDUT UIJT TNBMM DBO mOE UIFJS
XBZEPXOXPSNPSSPPUIPMFT XFQSFGFSUPUSFBUUIFJSPDDVSSFODF
XJUIDBVUJPOGPSUIFNPNFOU"UVCVMBSMFOHUIPGDPQQFSNBZIBWF
CFFOBDZMJOESJDBMCFBE ðïóññ÷ 

"EADS MADE FROM SHELL
#FBET NBEF UP B EFMJCFSBUF TIBQF GSPN B TPMJE QJFDF PG TIFMM BT
PQQPTFE UP TIFMMT NFSFMZ NPEJmFE GPS TUSJOHJOH BCPWF  'JHôö 
OVNCFSFEPOMZmWF5XPXFSFQSPCBCMZDPOFTIFMMTUIBUIBECFFO
TMJDFEBOEHSPVOEEPXOUPBSPVHIEJTDTIBQF 'JHôððQoR XIJMF
UIFPUIFSTIBECFFOTPTIBQFEUIBUUIFZOPMPOHFSCPSFBOZGPSN
SFMBUFEUPUIFPSJHJOBMTIFMM 'JHôððïBOES ɩFSFXBTBMTPPOF
XBTIFSTIBQFECFBEUIBUJTBOJOUFSNFEJBUFUZQFCFUXFFOBCFBE
BOEBSJOH 'JHôððT 

&)' 
A n B  4WO TUBULAR BEADS OF DULL ORANGE CLAY HAND ROLLED
%NDS OF BOTH ARE SLIGHTLY CHIPPED BUT OTHERWISE INTACT "EAD  IN BETTER
CONDITION L  DIAM  CM "EAD  DAMAGED END L  DIAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
C  4UBULAR BEAD OF DULL ORANGE CLAY 3MOOTH SURFACE
SLIGHTLY NARROWED ENDS %NDS CHIPPED ,  DIAM  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
D  4UBULAR DULL ORANGE CLAY BEAD 3MOOTH SURFACE )NTACT
,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
E  4UBULAR CLAY BEAD $ULL ORANGE RED CLAY WITH SMOOTH
SURFACE 3LIGHT TAPERING AT ENDS )NTACT ,  DIAM  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
F  4UBULAR CLAY BEAD $ULL ORANGE RED CLAY WITH SMOOTH
SURFACE )NTACT ,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
 G n I  #LAY BEADS4HREE SMALL OVOID BEADS OF DULL ORANGE
CLAY WITH RARE SMALL WHITE INCLUSIONS )NTACT ,  n  DIAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
J  #LAY BEAD 3LIGHTLY IRREGULAR OVOID BEAD OF DULL ORANGE
RED CLAY !PPEARS HAND ROLLED )NTACT ,  MAX DIAM  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
K  #LAY BEAD 3LIGHTLY IRREGULAR OVOID BEAD OF DULL ORANGE
RED CLAY !PPEARS FROM lNGERPRINTS TO BE HAND ROLLED )NTACT ,  MAX
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
L  &AIENCE BEAD 0ALE GREEN OVOID BEAD PROBABLY FAIENCE OR
PERHAPS FRIT ,  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR



M  &AIENCE BEAD ,IGHT BLUE BEAD IN THE SHAPE OF AN
ELONGATED LOZENGE 0ROBABLY FAIENCE OR PERHAPS FRIT ,  DIAM  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
N  0ASTE BEAD4HIN LAPIS BLUE CYLINDRICAL BEAD WITH
TAPERING ENDS 0ERHAPS LAPIS PASTE OR FRIT 7OOLLEY 4YPE  , 
DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
O , 3HELL BEAD 3OLID PIECE OF SHELL WORKED INTO THE SHAPE
OF A TRUNCATED CONE WITH ROUNDED EDGES PIERCED LONGITUDINALLY
PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS BEAD $IAM  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
P  3HELL BEAD !PEX OF A CONE SHELL WORN OR GROUND TO
A ROUGH THICK RING SHAPE FOR USE AS A BEAD OR POSSIBLY ACCIDENTAL
$IAM  n  TH  HOLE DIAM  n  CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
Q  3HELL BEAD (ALF BARREL SHAPED BEAD MADE FROM A
SAWN OFF TOP HALF OF A STROMBUS SHELL 3LIGHTLY GLOSSY WHITE LIGHT BROWN
SHELL #AREFULLY GROUND SMOOTH AT APEX AND AROUND SPIRAL EDGES !PEX
HOLE AT A SLIGHT ANGLE TO THE OTHER END )NTACT $IAM  n  L  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
R  3HELL BEAD4HICK CYLINDRICAL CREAM COLOURED BEAD
PIERCED LONGITUDINALLY !PPARENTLY FASHIONED FROM A SOLID PIECE OF A
LARGE SHELL 6ERY lNELY WORKED WITH CHISEL LIKE TOOL /UTER SURFACE IS VERY
SMOOTH AND HAS A SHEEN 7OOLLEY 4YPE  /VERALL DIAM  L  DIAM
OF THE PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
S  3HELL BEAD $ISC SHAPED SLICE THROUGH 3TROMBUS
DECORUS SHELL WITH WIDE HOLE THROUGH PRESUMABLY FOR USE AS BEAD
$IAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
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3MALL OBJECTS MADE FROM CLAY OR POTTERY
&BTZ UP TIBQF  MPDBMMZ BWBJMBCMF  BOE OFFEJOH OP FYQFSU QSPDFTT
CFGPSF VTF  DMBZ XBT BCJEJOHMZ VTFGVM JO UIF BODJFOU .JEEMF &BTU
8IFOCBLFEIBSEJUJTFWFOGBJSMZEVSBCMF BOEXBTVTFEUPNBLF
NBOZTNBMMIPVTFIPMEJUFNT*O#BISBJO XIFSFTBOEJTNPSFDPN
NPOUIBODMBZFZTPJM DMBZXBTQFSIBQTOPUBTVOJWFSTBMMZFNQMPZFE
BTJOPUIFSQBSUTPGUIFSFHJPO CVUUIFSFJTTUJMMBSFNBSLBCMFWBSJFUZ
PGTNBMMDMBZBOEQPUUFSZBSUFGBDUTGSPN4BBS BTXFMMBTUIFCFBET
EFTDSJCFEBCPWF4PNFJUFNTBSFQBSBMMFMFEJOTFUUMFNFOUTFMTFXIFSF
UIPVHISBSFMZJOHSBWFT CVUUIFJSVTFJTOPUDFSUBJO"GFXJUFNT
BSFRVJUFVOJRVF BOEBDIBMMFOHFUPFYQMBJO

!NIMAL FIGURINES
4NBMM mHVSJOFT NBEF PG CBLFE DMBZ BSF GPVOE JO FYDBWBUJPOT
UISPVHIPVU UIF .JEEMF &BTU  JO NBOZ QFSJPET *O BODJFOU *SBR
UIFZ BSF QBSUJDVMBSMZ DPNNPO JO UIF6CBJE QFSJPE  CVU PDDVS JO
PDDVQBUJPODPOUFYUTUISPVHIUPNVDIMBUFSUJNFT BOEEVSJOHUIF
mSTU QBSU PG UIF TFDPOE NJMMFOOJVN NPVME NBOVGBDUVSF CFDBNF
DPNNPO "T TP MJUUMF TFUUMFNFOU PG UIF &BSMZ %JMNVO QFSJPE
IBT CFFO JOWFTUJHBUFE  JU JT IBSE UP TBZ ZFU JG UIFZ BSF VTVBM GPS
#BISBJO BU UIJT QFSJPE  UIPVHI UIFZ BSF DFSUBJOMZ QMFOUJGVM MBUFS
2BM#ñð÷öoøñ 'JWFXFSFGPVOEBU4BBS BMMPGBOJNBMT
"MM UIF mHVSJOFT XFSF IBOENBEF  PG UIF WFSZ DSVEF BOE TJN
QMF TUZMF UIBU JT UZQJDBM GPS UIFJS HFOSF  BOE  FRVBMMZ UZQJDBMMZ  BMM
IBE MPTU UIFJS IFBET BOE MFHT &WFO GSPN UIF XPSO UPSTPT XIJDI
TVSWJWF IPXFWFS BUMFBTUUXPUZQFTDBOCFEJTUJOHVJTIFEɩFCFTU
QSFTFSWFE BOJNBM IBT B IPMMPX CBDL BOE BO FMPOHBUFE CPEZ  POF
FOE QVMMFE XFMM GPSXBSE  UIFO QJODIFE TJEFXBZT UP GPSN B TIBSQ
IFBE 'JHôðñD ɩFSFIBTCFFOOPSFBMBUUFNQUUPSFOEFSUIFMFHT 

XIJDI XFSF QSPCBCMZ SFQSFTFOUFE KVTU CZ UIF QJODIFE DPSOFST PG
UIFUPSTPɩFQJFDFNJHIUSFBTPOBCMZCFJOUFSQSFUFEBTBTIFFQ"
TMJHIUMZ TNBMMFS FYBNQMF IBT UIF TBNF HFOFSBM TIBQF 'JHôðñB 
"OPUIFS UPSTP TFFN UP SFQSFTFOU B NPSF TPMJEMZ CVJMU DSFBUVSF 
DPODFJWBCMZ B CPWJE 'JHôðñF  "T FYUBOU  JU JT WFSZ TJNJMBS UP B
CVMM mHVSJOF GSPN 2BMBBU BM#BISBJO  XIJDI IBT JUT QFSGVODUPSZ
IFBENPEFMMFEGSPNUIFGSPOUPGUIFUPSTP  XJUIPVU BOZ BUUFNQU
UPSFOEFSBOFDL4MJHIUMZNPSFBNCJUJPVTJTBOPUIFSmHVSJOFXJUI
TUSBJHIUCBDL CVUUIJTUJNFXJUITMJNNFSCPEZ BOEXJUIUIFTUBSU
PG BO FMPOHBUFE QJODIFE OFDL 'JHôðñC  ɩJT UJNF UIFSF BSF
TUVNQTPGSFBMMFHT BOEBOBUUFNQUUPEFQJDUBUBJM"GVSUIFSmHV
SJOFJTUPPNVUJMBUFEOPXUPDPNNFOUPOBUBMM ,ðöñøï÷ 
ɩFSFBSFUXPGVSUIFSSFMFWBOUFYBNQMFTGSPN2BMBBUBM#BISBJO 
GSPN MFWFMT PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ UIF TBNF EBUF BT 4BBS 0OF XBT PG
UIFMPOHOFDLFEUZQF XJUIBOBCSVQUMZUVSOFEEPXOUBJM QFSIBQT
UIF VTVBM TIFFQ  CVU UIF PUIFS  PG UIF TRVBSFCPEJFE UZQF  XIJDI
XBTJOHPPEDPOEJUJPO TFFNTUPCFOPUIJOHMFTTUIBOBOFMFQIBOU
2BM#ðòõïoð mHTðöõöBOEðöõõ 
+VTU XIBU TNBMM DMBZ mHVSJOFT PG UIJT UZQFT XFSF GPS IBT OPU
ZFUCFFOEFUFSNJOFE"OPCWJPVTBOENVDISFQFBUFETVHHFTUJPO
JT UIBU UIFZ XFSF UPZT  QFSIBQT NBEF CZ ZPVOH DIJMESFO UIFN
TFMWFT XIJDIXPVMEFYQMBJOUIFQPPSXPSLNBOTIJQ*O4VNFSJBO
DJUJFT EBUJOH UP UIF TFDPOE IBMG PG UIF UIJSE NJMMFOOJVN ēĔ 
MBSHF OVNCFST PG DMBZ NPEFMT  PG BOJNBM  IVNBOT  IPSTFNFO 
BOEDIBSJPUT BSFGPVOEJOUIFSFGVTFUJQTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIDFSUBJO
MBSHFQVCMJDCVJMEJOHT*OBTUVEZPGUIPTFGSPN"CV4BMBCJLICZ
&MMFO .BD"EBN  EJĊFSFODFT XFSF OPUFE CFUXFFO mHVSJOFT UIBU
DBNFGSPNUIFSVCCJTIUJQPGB4VNFSJBOBENJOJTUSBUJWFDPNQMFY
MJLFMZ UP IBWF JODMVEFE B UFNQMF  BOE UIPTF GPVOE JO UIF TVS
SPVOEJOH TFUUMFNFOU .BD"EBN ðøøò  4IF DPODMVEFE UIBU AJU
TFFNTQSPCBCMFUIBUUIFmHVSJOFTQMBZFETPNFQBSUJOUIFSJUVBMPG

&)' 
A  &IGURINE OF AN ANIMAL 2ED BAKED CLAY4ORSO OF
QUADRUPED ,IMBS HEAD AND TAIL ALL MISSING ,  W  H  CM
"LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE

F ( 3HAPED POTSHERD 0IECE FROM A JAR SHOULDER CAREFULLY
SMOOTHED TO FORM A ROUND DISC /RANGE CLAY GRIT TEMPER OUTER SURFACE
RED AND SLIGHTLY RIDGED $IMENSIONS      CM !REA  SAND

B & &IGURINE OF AN ANIMAL POSSIBLY A BULL "AKED CLAY (EAD
AND LIMBS MISSING %XT L  EXT H  BODY TH  CM "LDG  !REA 
COLLAPSE

G  3HAPED POTSHERD &LAT SHERD WITH EDGES RUBBED DOWN
PRESUMABLY TO FORM A RECTANGLE *UST ONE END EXTANT 3OFT GREENISH
CLAY WITH GRITTY INCLUSIONS 3CRATCH MARKS PARALLEL TO SIDES VISIBLE ON ONE
FACE 7  EXTANT L  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP

C  !NIMAL lGURINE PERHAPS OF A SHEEP &IRED RED ORANGE
CLAY WITH SAND INCLUSIONS 7ORN SURFACE AND DAMAGED HEAD NO LEGS OR
TAIL EXTANT4HICK CYLINDRICAL BODY WITH mATTISH BELLY .ARROW SQUARISH
HEAD IS RAISED ABOVE AND AT AN ANGLE TO THE UPPER BODY4HE SMALL
REMNANT OF THE BASE OF THE TAIL SLIGHTLY PROJECTS FROM THE TOP OF THE
mATTISH REAR &OUR STUMPY BASES OF LEGS AT EACH CORNER OF LOWER BODY
-AX EXTANT L  H  W  CM "ODY L  CM (EAD L  n 
NECK JOIN WITH BODY LOWER UPPER  MAX W  TH  n  CM ,EFT
FRONT LEG STUMP H  W  TH  CM 2IGHT REAR LEG STUMP H  W
 TH  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
D 1 #LAY COUNTER #ONICAL PIECE OF BAKED ORANGE CLAY
PINCHED TO A FOUR SIDED mAT SQUARE BASE 0ERHAPS A COUNTER OR GAMING
PIECE (  BASE    CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
E  !NIMAL lGURINE ,IGHT COLOURED BAKED CLAY POSSIBLY
BURNT 1UADRUPED TORSO (EAD AND LIMBS MISSING ,  W  H  CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



H  3HAPED POTSHERD 3UB RECTANGULAR WITH ONE SIDE
ROUNDED OFF !LL OUTER SURFACES SMOOTHED #HIP NEAR CENTRE MAY
REPRESENT AN ATTEMPT TO PIERCE -AX DIAM  MAX TH  CM "LDG 
!REA  COLLAPSE
I  0OTTERY PALETTE 3UB RECTANGULAR SLIGHTLY CURVED
FRAGMENT OF VESSEL REUSED AS PALETTE OR FOR lNE GRINDING 2ED CLAY
WHITE CIRCULAR AND SANDY GRIT TEMPER /RANGE RED WASH OUT )NSIDE
SURFACE DELIBERATELY GROUND SMOOTH AND mAT4OWARDS ONE SIDE IS
AN OVAL PATCH WHICH HAS BEEN WORN SLIGHTLY CONCAVE AND HAS lNE
UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS RUNNING DOWN THE LENGTH4HERE IS ALSO A
PINKISH RESIDUE CONCEIVABLY PIGMENT OR COSMETIC WHICH ROUGHLY
CORRESPONDS TO THIS WEAR AND SPILLS OUT UNEVENLY OVER THE SURROUNDING
SURFACE PERHAPS SIGNIFYING A LIQUID4HE LARGER END IS STRAIGHT AND THE
SURFACE BESIDE IT HAS SLOPING UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS4HE EDGES OF
THE FRAGMENT ARE SLIGHTLY WORN $IMENSIONS      CM /VAL
WORN PATCH    CM 2ESIDUE COVERS AN AREA OF    CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
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UIFUFNQMF BOEUIBUAUIFDSVEFOFTTPGNBOVGBDUVSFBOEUIFTIPSU
QFSJPEPGVTFyJOEJDBUFUIBUUIFBDUVBMBDUPGNBLJOHUIFmHVSJOF 
SBUIFSUIBOUIFRVBMJUZPGUIFMJLFOFTT XBTUIFTJHOJmDBOUQBSUPG
UIF SJUVBM .D"EBN ðøøòøð  4IF HPFT PO UP QPJOU PVU UIBU UIF
ACFMJFGUIBUDMBZDPVMEXJUIFSTZNCPMJDBMMZPSJOSFBMJUZUBLFPOMJGFJT
BQPXFSGVMBOEQFSTJTUFOUPOFGPSUIF.JEEMF&BTU BOEUIBUJOUIF
#BCZMPOJBOTUPSZPGDSFBUJPOUIFmSTUNFOBOEXPNFOXFSFNBEF
GSPNmHVSJOFTPGDMBZBOECMPPE JCJE ɩF#JCMJDBMDSFBUJPOTUPSZ
JTOPUWFSZEJĊFSFOU (FOðö $MFBSMZUIFSFBSFOPUZFUFOPVHI
&BSMZ%JMNVOmHVSJOFTUPQPJOUUPBSJUVBMVTFGPSUIFN BOEUIF
mWFGSPN4BBSSFNBJOFOJHNBUJD*UJTJOUFSFTUJOHUPOPUF IPXFWFS 
UIBUUXPPGUIFmOETQPUT #MEHôò #MEHññï BSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUI

PUIFSJUFNTPGXFBMUI BOEUXPPUIFST #MEHTðBOEôð IBESFMBUJWFMZ
SJDIRVBOUJUJFTPGNFUBMJOUIFN TPQFSIBQTUIFmHVSJOFTIBWFTPNF
TUBUVTTJHOJmDBODFDPOOFDUFEXJUIXFBMUI BOEBSFNPSFUIBONFSF
UPZTBGUFSBMM

#OUNTERS OR GAMING PIECES
5XP TNBMM DPOFT PG CBLFE DMBZ XF IBWF EFTDSJCFE BT QPTTJCMF
ADPVOUFST PSHBNJOHQJFDFTɩJTJEFOUJmDBUJPOJTBHVFTT BTUIFJS
VTF JT DPNQMFUFMZ VOLOPXO FH'JHôðñE  0OF TJNJMBS FYBNQMF
XBTGPVOEBU2BMBBUBM#BISBJO 2BM#ðòõö mHðöøð 

&)' 
A  0OTTERY SHERD WITH HOLE DRILLED THROUGH CENTRE 3UB
RECTANGULAR SHOULDER SHERD FROM LARGE RIBBED JAR 0INK CLAY PALER
SURFACE OUT WITH lNE GRIT TEMPER $IMENSIONS      CM (OLE
DIAM UPPER DRILLING  LOWER  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
B ' 3MALL PIERCED DISC OF lRED RED CLAY WITH SHELL TEMPER
"ARBAR WARE  $IAM  H  CENTRAL PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
C + /VAL CLAY DISC CUT FROM COOKING POT 2ED CLAY PURPLE
SURFACE OUT CIRCULAR LIME INCLUSIONS 3MALL HOLE IN CENTRE $IMENSIONS
     CM $IAM OF HOLE  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
D  &RAGMENT OF THIN mAT PERFORATED POTTERY OBJECT
(ARD PINK CLAY CREAM SURFACE GRIT TEMPER %XTANT END IS ROUNDED
SUGGESTING AN OVAL FORM ORIGINALLY BUT ASSOCIATED FRAGMENT WITH LONG
STRAIGHT EDGE SUGGESTS A LONG THIN SHAPE WITH ROUNDED ENDS 2OUGHLY
mATTENED ON BOTH SURFACES WITH SMALL PERFORATIONS ALL OVER %XTANT
L  W C  CM  CM THICK "LDG  !REA  mOOR
E  !BOUT HALF OF A POTTERY DISC WITH A CENTRAL PERFORATION
mANGED ON ONE SIDE 2ED CLAY QUARTZ INCLUSIONS %DGES ROUGHLY SHAPED
0ERHAPS MADE FROM A VESSEL SHERD AS ONE SURFACE IS LIKE THE OUTSIDE
OF A POT AND THE OTHER LIKE THE INSIDE BUT SEEMS TOO mAT $IAM C 
DIAM OF HOLE  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
F  !BOUT HALF OF A POTTERY OBJECT APPARENTLY SHAPED LIKE
A DOUGHNUT &LATTENED BASE THE INNER RIM HOLLOWED OUT TO LEAVE AN
INTERNAL CAVITY ALL THE WAY ROUND $ARK RED CLAY WITH NUMEROUS TINY
BLACK AND OCCASIONAL SUB ROUNDED QUARTZ INCLUSIONS /CCASIONAL TINY
VOIDS4HE CONVEX EXTERIOR IS VERY ROUGH AND WORN THE CONCAVE INTERIOR
SMOOTH "ADLY WORN SO TRUE SHAPE MAY BE MISREPRESENTED $IAM
RECONSTR  EXTANT H  WALL TH  n  n  CONVEX FACEnSIDEn
mAT FACE MAX EXTANT L  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
G  ,EG LIKE POTTERY OBJECT PERHAPS A HANDLE (ARD lRED
PINK CLAY TEMPER OF GRIT AND BLACK GRIT CREAM SURFACE #YLINDRICAL PIECE
OF CLAY ONE END BROKEN OFF THE OTHER BENT AT A SHALLOW ANGLE THEN
SPLAYED INTO SUB TRIANGULAR FOOT WHICH HAS CLEARLY BEEN ATTACHED
TO SOMETHING VERY SMOOTH %XTANT L  W  TH OBJECT AT ANGLE
 n  WIDE END    CM



H  0ART OF A RING OR POSSIBLY HANDLE OF HARD lRED CLAY
$ENSE PINK FABRIC 0ERHAPS A NET SINKER OR SIMILAR *UST UNDER HALF
SURVIVES ASSUMING IT IS A RING /NE BREAK SHOWS A TUBULAR SECTION THE
OTHER SIDE IS MUCH THINNER BUT PROBABLY BROKEN /UTER DIAM  INNER
DIAM  DEPTH  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
I  &RAGMENT OF LARGE THIN mAT POTTERY OBJECT "ROWN CLAY
DARK CORE HARD GRIT TEMPER /NE SURFACE mAT BUT NOT WELL SMOOTHED
AS THOUGH MADE AGAINST ROUGH mAT SURFACE SUCH AS EARTH /PPOSITE
SURFACE HAS CREAM SLIP WITH PATTERNS IN RED PROBABLY RESERVED FROM
THE SLIP 0ATTERN CONSISTS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES OF ALTERNATING CREAM
AND RED STRIPES WITH AT LEAST ONE DIAGONAL LINE $ESIGN SUGGESTS
OBJECT WAS CIRCULAR 3PLODGE OF BITUMEN ON ROUGH SIDE $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
J  /BJECT OF BAKED CLAY ,ONG PIECE OF POTTERY
APPROXIMATELY CYLINDRICAL BUT SLIGHTLY SQUASHED %NDS BENT AT RIGHT
ANGLES TOWARDS EACH OTHER AND SPLAYED AND HOLLOWED OUT 0ERHAPS
A HANDLE /NE SIDE BROKEN OFF /RANGE CLAY GRIT TEMPER $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
K & 4INY mANGED DISC OF RED CLAY CORE BLACK IN PLACES WITH
LARGE CENTRAL PERFORATION !BOUT HALF OF EDGE MISSING /N ONE SIDE THE
DISC FACE HAS AN ENCIRCLING BAND OF TINY INCISED CIRCLES MADE WITH A
SMALL HOLLOW INSTRUMENT SUCH AS A QUILL 0ERHAPS A BEAD OR A TOY WHEEL
$IAM  DIAM OF PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
L , .OTCHED POSHERD4RAPEZOIDAL SHAPED POTSHERD FROM
LARGE VESSEL 6 SHAPED NOTCH CUT INTO WIDEST EDGE 0INK CLAY CREAM
SURFACE GRIT TEMPER $IMENSIONS    X CM "LDG  !REA 
COLLAPSE
M  #LAY BUTTON (ARD DARK GREY CLAY DISC ONE SURFACE mAT
THE OTHER SLIGHTLY DOMED )N THE CENTRE ARE TWO TINY HOLES  MM
APART -AX DIAM  H  CM "LDG  !REA  lLL OF PIT
N  #LAY BALL "ALL OF BURNT DARK BROWN CLAY ROUGHLY
SPHERICAL MUCH OF SURFACE BROKEN AWAY 0ERHAPS A STOPPER $IAM 
H  CM "LDG  !REA  lLL OF HEARTH
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3HAPED AND PIERCED SHERDS
'JGUFFOQPUTIFSETXFSFOPUFEUPCFBQQBSFOUMZEFMJCFSBUFMZTIBQFE 
VTVBMMZ JOUP PWBM PS TVCSFDUBOHVMBS TIBQFT FH'JHôðñH  ɩFZ
VTVBMMZHBWFUIFBQQFBSBODFPGCFJOHDVUPVUPGUIFTJEFPGBWFTTFM 
UIPVHIJUTFFNTNPSFMJLFMZUIBUUIFZXFSFNBEFGSPNBCSPLFO
QJFDFDBSFGVMMZTNPPUIFESPVOEUIFFEHFT 'JHôðñGBOEI 4PNF
IBECFFOSVCCFEPOUIFGBDFTUPNBLFUIFNnBUUFS FHöôôøïò 
8IBUUIFZXFSFVTFEGPSDBOOPUCFEFUFSNJOFEXJUIDFSUBJOUZ CVU
UIFZXPVMEIBWFNBEFVTFGVMTNBMMTDSBQJOHUPPMT BOETPNFIBE
TMJHIUMZOPUDIFEFEHFT XIJDIXPVMEIBWFNBEFUIFNNPSFFĊFD
UJWF FHóòïõðô  0OF PS UXP XFSF XPSLFE UP CF TMJHIUMZ TIBSQ
BU POF QPJOU  BOE XPVME IBWF CFFO HPPE GPS TDSBQJOH JOUP DPS
OFST FHõôò÷ðï 4VDIPCKFDUTXFSFGPVOEBU2BMBBUBM#BISBJO
UPP  DPOTJEFSFE UP CF QPTTJCMF HBNJOH QJFDFT 2BM#ðòõöo÷ 
mHðöøôoõ  4PNFUJNFT JU XBT EJċDVMU UP UFMM XIFUIFS B TNBMM 
NPSFPSMFTT PWBM TIFSE XBT SFBMMZ EFMJCFSBUFMZ TIBQFE  PS IBE
KVTU CFDPNF UIBU XBZ UISPVHI XFBS  TP OPU BMM UIPTF DBUBMPHVFE
BU4BBSNBZCFUPPMT$POWFSTFMZ JUJTBMTPIJHIMZMJLFMZUIBUPUIFS
TIBQFETIFSETSFNBJOVOEFUFDUFEBNPOHUIFUFOTPGUIPVTBOETPG
CPEZTIFSETDPMMFDUFE0OFTMJHIUMZMBSHFSTIFSEXBTXPSOBOEQJU
UFEPOPOFTVSGBDF BOEQFSIBQTBMTPTUBJOFE TPBQQFBSFEUPIBWF
CFFO VTFE BT B QBMFUUF  BOE BT B HSJOETUPOF GPS TPNFUIJOH mOF
'JHôðñJ 
*O BEEJUJPO UP UIF TPMJE TIBQFE TIFSET  UIFSF XFSF ðð TJNJMBS
POFT QJFSDFE UISPVHI UIF NJEEMF FH'JHôðòB  JODMVEJOH POF
QBJOUFE POF ñïïïïð  "EEJUJPOBMMZ  POF TVCTUBOUJBM CPXM SJN
XBTBMTPQJFSDFE ,ðööõïó QFSIBQTUIFMBUUFSXBTVOmOJTIFE PS
XBTGPSTPNFQVSQPTFUIBUEJEOPUSFRVJSFJUUPCFOFBUMZmOJTIFE
'JWF GVSUIFS QJFSDFE TIFSET  PO UIF PUIFS IBOE  XFSF DBSFGVMMZ
XPSLFEJOUPBOFBSQFSGFDUEJTDTIBQF FH'JHôðòCoD 1JFSDFE
QPUUFSZ EJTDT BOE QJFSDFE TIBQFE TIFSET BSF DPNNPO GPS NBOZ
QFSJPET GSPN NPTU QBSUT PG UIF .JEEMF &BTU BT XFMM BT UIF (VMG
2BM#ðòõöo÷  mHT ð÷ïö  ð÷ï÷  BOE PGUFO EFOPUFE BTATQJOEMF
XIPSMTPSAOFUTJOLFSTɩFZXPVMETFSWFXFMMGPSFJUIFS

"CBMMPGTFBMJOHDMBZ MJLFUIFCJUVNFOCBMMEFTDSJCFE
CFMPX 'JHôðôC CVUBMJUUMFTNBMMFS 'JHôðòO 
"MPOH nBUPCKFDUXJUINVMUJQMFIPMFT QSFTVNBCMZGPS
ESBJOJOHTPNFUIJOH õõôõïô 
ɩSFF MPOH  UIJO JUFNT NBZ DPODFJWBCMZ IBWF CFFO IBOEMFT 
UIPVHI OPOF JT FOUJSFMZ DPOWJODJOH 5XP 'JHôðòI BOE K  NBZ
JOGBDUIBWFCFFOCSPLFOQPUUFSZSJOHT XIJMFBOPUIFS 'JHôðòH 
JT WFSZ SFNJOJTDFOU PG UIF %JMNVO HMZQUJD EFQJDUJPO PG EFUBDIFE
IPPWFEMFHTEBOHMJOHJOQBJSTGSPNQPMFTPSDBEVDFJ 4BBS3FQPSU
ðôö<ð÷> 4BBS3FQPSUñõ óïñôïõ MFBEJOHUPUIFTVTQJDJPOUIBU
JUNJHIUIBWFCFFOQBSUPGBDVMUNPEFMPGTPNFLJOE
ɩFSF XFSF UXP JOTUBODFT PG CSPLFO QPUT SFVTFE BT BSUFGBDUT
0OFJTBKBSOFDLTUVĊFEXJUIQMBTUFS UIFOQJFSDFEXJUIBQBMN
TUBML õõòôðõ /PUEJTTJNJMBSJODPODFQUJTUIFOFDLBOETIPVMEFS
QBSUPGBKBS CMPDLFEXJUIBTI BOEXJUIBIPMFNBEFXJUIBOJN
QMFNFOU TRVBSF JO TFDUJPO ,ðöòôïõ ɩFTF MBTU UXP DPVME IBWF
CFFOQBSUPGTPNFLJOEPGESBJOBHFPSmMUFSJOHTZTUFN UIPVHIUIF
QJFSDFEOFDLBUMFBTUXPVMETFSWFWFSZXFMMUPTFDVSFBQBMNGSPOE
JO BO VQSJHIU QPTJUJPO  JG TP SFRVJSFE 6QSJHIU QBMN GSPOET IBWF
CFFOVTFEBTBGPSNPGEFDPSBUJPO QBSUJDVMBSMZGPSEPPSXBZT TJODF
WFSZBODJFOUUJNFTJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU .PPOðø÷ðöï 0VUTJEF
UIFFOUSBODFUPUIF4BBSUFNQMFJTBOFNQMBDFNFOUUIBUKVTUNJHIU
IBWFTFSWFETVDIBQVSQPTF 4BBS3FQPSUððóï 
"MTP QSFTVNBCMZ VTFE UP TVQQPSU PS IPME TPNFUIJOH XBT B
UVCVMBS TUBOEɩJT JT CSPLFO BU POF FOE  BOE UIFSFGPSF TJUT NPTU
PCWJPVTMZPOJUTPUIFSFOE 4BBS3FQPSUðö÷ <öó> ɩFDPNQMFUF
FOE IPXFWFS DPVMECFJOUFSQSFUFEBTIBWJOHBOJOUFHSBMTBVDFS JG
UIF XIPMF UIJOH XBT NFBOU UP TUBOE UIF PUIFS XBZ VQ ðôóðïð 
ɩJTXBTGPVOEJOUIFUFNQMF BOEJTSFNJOJTDFOUPGUIFNVDIFBS
MJFS &BSMZ %ZOBTUJD QPUUFSZ TUBOET PG *SBRɩF TBDSFE mOETQPU 
BOEKVTUQPTTJCMZUIFDPOTFSWBUJWFGPSN TVHHFTUJUTVTFBTBQJFDFPG
SJUVBMGVSOJUVSF FTQFDJBMMZBTOPUIJOHTJNJMBSXBTOPUFEJOUIFSFTU
PGUIFTFUUMFNFOU

/BJECTS MADE FROM RE USED POTTERY VESSELS
!RCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS AND FEATURES
"SDIJUFDUVSBM BDDFTTPSJFT  TVDI BT ESBJOQJQFT  XFSF GSFRVFOUMZ
NBEFPGQPUUFSZJOUIFBODJFOU.JEEMF&BTU4BBS IPXFWFS POMZ
PĊFSTPOFQPTTJCMFDBTFPGEFMJCFSBUFNBOVGBDUVSFPGUIJTLJOE PG
XIJDI UIFSF BSF UXP FYBNQMFTMPOH  UIJO  nBU  TJFWFMJLF PCKFDUT
FH'JHôðòE  DPODFJWBCMZ QBSUT PG ESBJOBHF TZTUFNT 1PUUFSZ
WFTTFMTSFVTFEBTBSDIJUFDUVSBMGFBUVSFTBSFEFTDSJCFEJOUIF GPM
MPXJOHTFDUJPO

%NIGMATIC CLAY OR POTTERY ITEMS
*UXBTWFSZIBSEUPTVHHFTUBQVSQPTFPSJEFOUJmDBUJPOGPSTFWFSBM
PGUIFDMBZBSUFGBDUT"NPOHUIFNPTUQV[[MJOHXFSF
"EJTDXJUInBOHFEQFSGPSBUJPO QPTTJCMZBUPZXIFFM
'JHôðòF BOEBTJNJMBSPOF CVUNVDITNBMMFS XIJDI
XBTVOCBLFE 'JHôðòL 
"DJSDVMBSPCKFDUTIBQFEMJLFBEPVHIOVUXJUInBUUFOFE
CBTF CVUXJUIUIFJOTJEFIPMMPXFEPVUGSPNUIFDFOUSF
'JHôðòG 
'SBHNFOUTPGBnBUBOEQSPCBCMZDJSDVMBSPCKFDU QBJOUFE
POPOFTVSGBDFXJUIDPODFOUSJDSFEBOEXIJUFDJSDMFT
'JHôðòJ 
"TIFSEXJUIBWTIBQFEOPUDIDVUJOPOFTJEF QFSIBQT
UPVTFGPSTUSBJHIUFOJOHPSTLJOOJOHBTUJDLPSTJNJMBS
'JHôðòM 
"TNBMMEJTD EPNFEPOPOFTJEF XJUIUXPQFSGPSBUJPOTJO
UIFDFOUSF KVTUMJLFBCVUUPO 'JHôðòN 



&WFOXIFOCFZPOESFQBJS QPUTTPNFUJNFTXFOUPOCFJOHVTFGVM
*OQBSUJDVMBS BKBSXJUIUIFUPQCSPLFOPĊDPVMECFHSPVOEEPXO
GPSSFVTFBTBOPQFOWFTTFM òïïðõö öôïöïó ɩFMPXFSIBMGPGB
SJCCFEKBS FWFOMZDVUPSCSPLFOPĊ XBTGPVOEJOUIFCBDLSPPNPG
UIF UFNQMF  "SFBññï  IBWJOH CFFO VTFE UP IPME CJUVNFO EVSJOH
CVJMEJOHXPSL UIFOBCBOEPOFEVOEFSUIFOFXMZMBJEnPPS ðöôïïö 
4BBS 3FQPSU ðö÷  <öð>  "EBQUBUJPO PG CSPLFO QPUT FYUFOEFE OPU
POMZUPIPVTFIPMEVUFOTJMTCVUUPmUUJOHTUPP*O#MEHññôBMBSHF
TUPSBHF WBU XBT MJOFE XJUI QMBTUFS BOE VTFE BT B CBTJO ôôñóïð 
*O#MEHòôUIFMPXFSQBSUPGBSJCCFEKBSXBTTFUJOUPUIFHSPVOE
öôóõïö  UIF BOHVMBS CBTF FWFOFE PVU CZ QMBTUFSJOH BOPUIFS UP
UIFJOTJEF*UXBTPOFPGBHSPVQPGUISFFCBTFT XJUIöôóõïòBOE
ï÷ GPVOEBMPOHXJUIBTUPOFQPVOEFS öôóõïñ ɩFEPPSTPDLFU
GPS"SFBñññ JO#MEHòïô XBTBSFVTFEKBSCBTF ôïõóïð BTXBT
UIFUBOOVSJO#MEHòïò òòïôïñ 4USBOHFMZ JUXBTTPNFUJNFTUIF
VQQFS QBSUT PG KBST UIBU XFSF UVSOFE VQTJEF EPXO BOE SFVTFE 
JO POF DBTF BT B IFBSUI óðø÷ïð  JO BOPUIFS TJNQMZ TFU JOUP UIF
HSPVOEBOENPEJmFEXJUIQMBTUFS óòñóïô )FBSUITNBEFGSPN
QBSUJBM JOWFSUFEKBSTIBWFBQSFDFEFOUJOBODJFOU*SBR HPJOHCBDL
BUMFBTUUPUIFNJEEMFPGUIFUIJSENJMMFOOJVN $SBXGPSEðø÷òòò
(JCTPOðø÷ðôöBOEQMòðñ 
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"ITUMEN ARTEFACTS AND USES
#JUVNFOXBTVTFECZNBOJONBOZGPSNTGSPNUIFFBSMJFTUUJNFT
'PSCFT ðøøò  $POOBO FU BM ðøø÷  /PBI  GPS JOTUBODF  DPVME OPU
IBWFDBVMLFEIJTBSLXJUIPVUJU (FOõó BOE.PTFTXPVMEIBWF
TVOL BU UIF WFSZ TUBSU PG IJT DBSFFS &YPE ñ ñ  'BTDJOBUJPO XJUI
UIFTUSBOHFQSPQFSUJFTPGDFSUBJOCJUVNFODPNQPVOETJTOPUSFDFOU
FJUIFS"MFYBOEFSJTSFQVUFEUPIBWFQPVSFEOBQUIBPWFSBCPZJO
BCBUI BOEMJUJUUPTFFJGJUXPVMECVSOJOXBUFS 4USBCP97*Jðô 
RVPUFEJO'PSCFTðøøòòô ɩFXBUFSQSPPmOHBOEBEIFTJWFRVBMJUJFT
PGCJUVNFODPNQPVOETIBWFSFOEFSFEUIFNIJHIMZEFTJSBCMF JGOPU
JOEJTQFOTBCMF  UP UIF IJTUPSJDBMMZ PCTDVSF BT XFMM BT UIF HSFBU BOE
GBNPVTUIF XPNFOT SPPN PG UIF "LLBEJBO QBMBDF BU &TIOVOOB 
GPSJOTUBODF DPOUBJOFETIFFUTPGCJUVNFONBTUJDBMPOHXJUINPUI
FSPGQFBSMBOEPUIFSDPNQPOFOUTPGNPTBJDXPSL 'SBOLGPSUðøòó 
A#JUVNFO JO UIF UFYU UIBU GPMMPXT NFBOT CJUVNJOPVTCBTFE DPN
QPVOET $POOBOðøø÷ðóð SBUIFSUIBOQVSFCJUVNFO
3FDFOU BOBMZTFT IBWF TIPXO DPOWJODJOHMZ UIBU UIF QFPQMF PG
4BBS JODPNNPOXJUIUIPTFXIPNBEFUIFCJUVNFOPCKFDUTGSPN
UPNCT BU ,BSSBOBI BOE #VSJ  JNQPSUFE UIFJS SBX NBUFSJBM GSPN
*SBOɩFDJUJ[FOTPGDPOUFNQPSBSZ2BMBBUBM#BISBJO CZDPOUSBTU 
HPUUIFJSTGSPN*SBR QSPCBCMZGSPN)JU $POOBOðøø÷ðö÷ ɩF
SFBTPOGPSUIFDIPJDFPGEJĊFSFOUTPVSDFTGPSCJUVNFOBUUXPTJUFT
TPDMPTFUPHFUIFSDBOPOMZCFHVFTTFEBU CVUJUSFnFDUTPUIFSEJG
GFSFODFTPCTFSWFEJOUIFSFTQFDUJWFMJGFTUZMFTPG2BMBBUBM#BISBJO
BOE4BBS TFF$IBQUFS÷ 
ɩFVTFTUPXIJDICJUVNFOXBTQVUBU4BBSJODMVEFEUIFNBO
VGBDUVSFPGACBMMT BOEACFBETMJETBOETUPQQFSTGPSQPUUFSZWFTTFMT 
BOECVOHTUPSFQBJSIPMFTJOUIFNUIFMJOJOHBOEDPBUJOHPGXPWFO
DPOUBJOFST  BOE TPNFUJNFT QPUUFSZ POFT DPBUJOH XPPE BOE QFS
IBQTDPBUJOHSPPGT*UXBTNPTUGSFRVFOUJOUIFGPSNPGTNBMMGSBH
NFOUT NPTUPGXIJDIDPVMECFTFFOGSPNUIFJNQSFTTJPOUIFZCPSF
UPCFGSPNUIFXBUFSQSPPmOHPGXPWFODPOUBJOFST

"ITUMEN @BEADS
ɩFDPNNPOFTUCJUVNFOBSUFGBDUTGPVOEBU4BBS BGUFSGSBHNFOUT
PGWFTTFMT XFSFMBSHFACFBET õõFYBNQMFT FH'JHôðóBoHɩFTF
XFSFTJNQMFMVNQTPGDPBSTFCJUVNFO SPMMFEJOUPBNPSFPSMFTT
TQIFSJDBM TIBQF  XJUI B XJEF IPMF UISPVHI UIF NJEEMF 4PNF
IBWF SPVHI JNQSFTTJPOT PG NBUUJOH PO UIFN  QSPCBCMZ BDDJEFO
UBM 'JHôðóI  QFSIBQT UIFZ XFSF MFGU PO NBUT UP TPMJEJGZ BGUFS
CFJOH TIBQFE 4VQFSmDJBMMZ TJNJMBS UP UIF CJUVNFO DPSFT GPS
HPMEMFBG CFBET GSPN SJDI .FTPQPUBNJBO HSBWFT  GPS JOTUBODF
BU 6S 1MFOEFSMFJUI ðøòóñøô  BOE "CV 4BMBCJLI 1PTUHBUF BOE
.PPO ðø÷ñQMħ  Ĕ  UIF GBDU UIBU UIFZ BSF OPU SFQPSUFE GSPN
HSBWFTPO#BISBJOTQFBLTBHBJOTUTVDIBVTFIFSF BMUIPVHIUIFSF
JTPOFTUPOFCFBEXJUIHPMEGPJMGSPNUIF4BBS#VSJBM$PNQMFY
.VHIBMðø÷òøô Ĥģðøð /PCJUVNFOCFBETBSFSFQPSUFEUPEBUF
GSPN2BMBBUBM#BISBJOFJUIFS UIFOFBSFTUTJNJMBSPCKFDUCFJOHB
DMBZCFBEPGTJNJMBSTJ[FBOEQSPQPSUJPOT 2BM#ðòõ mHøó 
1SFWJPVT TVHHFTUJPOT JODMVEF DPNQPOFOUT GPS BO BCBDVT  VTF JO
MJOFPSOFUmTIJOH 4BBS3FQPSUðõò PSTQJOEMFXIPSMT $POOBO
ðøø÷ðóò mHñ 

"ALLS AND LUMPS
0OMZ POF CJUVNFO CBMM XBT JEFOUJmFE ñó÷ð÷  'JHôðôC  GSPN
#MEHó JODPOUSBTUUPUIFSFMBUJWFMZGSFRVFODZPGUIFUZQFBU2BMBBU
BM#BISBJO 2BM#ð óï÷  *UT QVSQPTF SFNBJOT B QV[[MF 0OF
TVHHFTUJPO PĊFSFE XBT UIBU JU SFQSFTFOUFE B QJFDF PG SBX NBUF
SJBMXBJUJOHUPCFXPSLFE"GFXPGUIFNBOZCJUVNFOGSBHNFOUT
GPVOEXFSFEFmOJUFMVNQT SBUIFSUIBOQJFDFTPGDPBUJOHPSBSUF

GBDUT BHBJOQPTTJCMZAOFBUSBXNBUFSJBM.PSFMVNQTNBZPGDPVSTF
CFSFQSFTFOUFEBNPOHTNBMMFSGSBHNFOUTPGCJUVNFO

#LOSURES LIDS STOPPERS AND BUNGS
1MBTUFSMJET JO UIF TIBQFPG nBUUFOFEIFNJTQIFSFT XFSF DPNNPO
BU 4BBS  BOE TPNF IBWF CFFO GPVOE JOTJUV JO UIF NPVUIT PG KBST
BCPWF  'JHòø÷  /P CJUVNFO DMPTVSFT IBWF CFFO GPVOE JO TVDI
BTTPDJBUJPO CVUJUJTPCWJPVTGSPNUIFJSTIBQFUIBUTPNFPGUIFCJ
UVNFOmOETTFSWFEUIJTQVSQPTF*OQSFWJPVTQVCMJDBUJPOTPO4BBS
WBSJPVT EFTJHOBUJPOT GPS CJUVNFO DMPTVSFT AMJE ATUPQQFS ACVOH 
XFSF VTFE GBJSMZ JOEJTDSJNJOBUFMZ 4BBS 3FQPSU ðõò  ððõ  8JUI
UIFMBSHFSTBNQMFOPXBWBJMBCMFGSPNUIFSFTUPGUIFTJUF BCFUUFS
DMBTTJmDBUJPO DBO CF BUUFNQUFE "T XJMM CF TFFO CFMPX  IPXFWFS 
UIFEJTUJOHVJTIBCMFUZQFTGPSNTVDIBDMPTFDPOUJOVVNUIBUTVDI
EJWJTJPOIBTJUTMJNJUBUJPOT UIPVHIXFIBWFNBJOUBJOFEJUUPTPNF
FYUFOUJOUIFDBUBMPHVF UPUSZBOEHSPVQEJTUJODUTIBQFT
0OFTVDIUZQF  EFTDSJCFEBTATUPQQFS XBTPCWJPVTMZEFTJHOFE
UPCFQVTIFESJHIUJOUPBOBSSPXOFDLɩFTFXFSFSBSFUIFSFXBT
POFHPPEFYBNQMFGSPNUIFUFNQMF TIBQFEBTBTMJHIUMZUBQFSJOH
DZMJOEFS MJLFBNPEFSOnBHPODPSL 'JHôðôD BOEBOPUIFSPGUIF
TBNFUZQFGSPN#MEHôò ,ð÷ñïðø "TNBMMFSUZQFGSPN#MEHôõ
'JHôðôE NBZIBWFCFFOBDPVOUFSPSHBNJOHQJFDFJOTUFBE
"TMJHIUMZNPSFFMBCPSBUF BOEFWJEFOUMZNPSFQFSNBOFOU GPSN
PGDMPTVSF EFTDSJCFEBTAMJE XBTBDZMJOEFSXJUIBXJEFnBOHFBUPOF
FOEɩFDZMJOEFSmUUFESJHIUJOUPUIFKBSOFDL BOEUIFnBOHFPWFS
UIFUPQ UIFXIPMFUIJOHCFJOHQSFTVNBCMZmUUFEXIJMFUIFCJUVNFO
XBTJOBNBMMFBCMFTUBUF"OFYBNQMFGSPNUIFUFNQMF 'JHôðôB 
IBT JNQSFTTJPOT PG XPWFO QBMNMFBG PO UIF GBDF UIBU XFOU JOUP
UIFWFTTFM TVHHFTUJOHUIBUBQJFDFPGQBMNCBTLFUXBTTUVĊFEJOUP
UIFIPMFmSTUUPNBLFUIFMJEmUNPSFUJHIUMZɩJTFYBNQMFJTXFMM
QSFTFSWFE BOEJUJTPCWJPVTIPXJUXPSLFE CVUGPSPUIFS TJNJMBSMZ
TIBQFEQJFDFTJUJTIBSEUPCFTVSFXIFUIFSUIFDZMJOESJDBMFOEXFOU
JOUPUIFWFTTFM PSXIFUIFSUIFMJEXBTVTFEUIFPUIFSXBZVQ BOE
UIFDZMJOEFSGPSNFEBIBOEMF 'JHôðóK 5PBEEUPUIFVODFSUBJOUZ 
UIFFTTFOUJBMANVTISPPNTIBQFBMTPGPSNTBDPOUJOVVNXJUIQJFDFT
PGCJUVNFOVTFEBTCVOHTGPSCSPLFOWFTTFMT
4IFSET PG QPUUFSZ SFQBJSFE XJUI CJUVNFO CVOHT PDDVS XJUI
SFHVMBSJUZ BU 4BBS  UIPVHI UIFZ IBWF OPU BMM CFFO JOEJWJEVBMMZ
SFDPSEFE ɩF SFQBJS XBT FĊFDUFE CZ FYUSVEJOH GSPN B CMPC PG
CJUVNFOBMPOHUIJOATUBML QVTIJOHUIBUUISPVHIUIFIPMFUPCF
NFOEFE TQSFBEJOHPVUUIFSFTUPGUIFCMPCBHBJOTUUIFTJEFPGUIF
QPU  BOE QVTIJOH BOPUIFS CMPC BHBJOTU UIF IPMF GSPN UIF PUIFS
TJEF 'JHôðóM #JUVNFOCVOHTMJLFUIJT XIJDIIBWFDPNFBXBZ
GSPN UIF QPU  BSF SFDPHOJ[BCMF GSPN UIF ATUBML QBSU 'JHôðóL 
ɩFSFXFSFSFNBJOTPGBUMFBTUðïCVOHTPGUIJTLJOE TPNFXJUI
UIF TBNF GPSN BT NVTISPPNTIBQFE TUPQQFST  CVU TP UJOZ UIBU
UIFZ NVTU IBWF CFFO SFQBJSCVOHT "O BEEJUJPOBM ðò FYBNQMFT
DPVMEIBWFCFFOFJUIFSSFQBJSCVOHTPSTNBMMMJET FH'JHôðóJ 

"ITUMEN USED TO LINE POTS
1PUUFSZ WFTTFMT BSF TPNFUJNFT GPVOE MJOFE XJUI CJUVNFO  BOE
TIFSETPGUIFTFBSFGSFRVFOUMZFODPVOUFSFE4IFSETXFSFOPUVTV
BMMZJOEJWJEVBMMZOPUFE BQBSUGSPNPOFBTBOFYBNQMF ñôïñïó *U
JT PGUFO JNQPTTJCMF UP CF TVSF JG UIF CJUVNFO MJOJOH JT EFMJCFSBUF
XBUFSQSPPmOHGPSUIFQPU PSKVTUUIFSFTVMUPGUIFQPUIBWJOHCFFO
VTFEUPIPMECJUVNFO MJLFUIFUPQMFTTKBSGPVOEBUUIFCBDLPGUIF
UFNQMF QSFTVNBCMZVTFEGPSTPNFBTQFDUPGUIFSFOPWBUJPOT BOE
MFGU UIFSF UP CF DPWFSFE CZ UIF OFX nPPS XIFO JUT KPC XBT EPOF
4BBS3FQPSUð <öð> "MUIPVHITVDIUSFBUNFOUPGQPUUFSZXBTPOMZ
OPUFE GPS .FTPQPUBNJBOTUZMF QPUUFSZ BU 2BMBBU BM#BISBJO  JU
XBTSFBTPOBCMZDPNNPOBU4BBSGPSBMMTUZMFT
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&)' 
A n B  #YLINDRICAL BITUMEN BEAD 0IERCED THROUGH THE MIDDLE
3MOOTHED ON OUTER SURFACE BUT WITH NO FABRIC OR WEAVE IMPRESSIONS
IN EVIDENCE $IAM  L  CM $IAM OF THE PERFORATION  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
C  3PHERICAL BITUMEN BEAD WITH LARGE CENTRAL HOLE
)NCLUSIONS AND IMPRESSIONS OF VEGETABLE MATTER 'OOD CONDITION INTACT
$IAM  L  CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
D  3PHERICAL BITUMEN BEAD WITH LARGE CENTRAL HOLE 3URFACE
PITTED )NTACT $IAM  n  H CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG 
!REA  SURFACE
E  #RUDE ROUGHLY SPHERICAL BITUMEN BEAD 0IERCED THROUGH
THE MIDDLE 3OME EVIDENCE OF lBRE IMPRESSIONS ON THE OUTER SURFACE
/VERALL DIAM  DIAM OF THE PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA 
SAND
F * 3LIGHTLY DAMAGED BEAD OF BITUMEN -AX DIAM  L 
DIAM OF PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
G  3PHERICAL BITUMEN BEAD ,ARGE CENTRAL HOLE )NTACT
EXCEPT FOR TWO AREAS OF DEEP PITTING $IAM  L  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
H  3PHERICAL BITUMEN BEAD PIERCED THROUGH THE MIDDLE
4HE OUTER SURFACE IS SMOOTH EXCEPT FOR ONE PATCH WHICH HAS BEEN
mATTENED AND HAS BASKET WEAVE IMPRESSIONS ON IT $IAM  DIAM OF
PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
I  "ITUMEN LID OR BUNG MUSHROOM SHAPED ,OWER SURFACE
NOW PITTED BUT ONCE SMOOTH AND CONVEX 5PPER SIDE HAS A SHORT
STEM ,OWER FACE PART OF OBJECT AND ONE SIDE OF UPPER STEM IS BROKEN
$IMENSIONS      CM



J  "ITUMEN LID !BOUT HALF EXTANT IN TWO JOINING FRAGMENTS
3UB OVAL IN PLAN WITH THICK CYLINDRICAL KNOB IN CENTRE +NOB HAS mAT
TOP4HE UPPER FACE OF THE LID IS CONCAVE AROUND THE KNOB THEN CURVES
DOWNWARD NEAR THE THIN RAGGED EDGE4HE LOWER FACE HOWEVER
IS CONVEX IN THE CENTRE CONCAVE NEAR THE EDGE4HE SURFACES WERE
ORIGINALLY SMOOTH NOW LARGELY WORN AND SLIGHTLY PITTED SHOWING
IMPRESSIONS AND INCLUSIONS OF VEGETABLE MATTER %XTANT L  W 
TH   WITH KNOB DIAM OF KNOB  n  CM &OUND ABOVE
BITUMEN BASKET FRAGS  ASSOCIATED WITH mINT AND STONE GROUP
 n  "LDG  !REA  mOOR
K  3MALL OVAL BITUMEN BUNG /NE FACE IS SLIGHTLY CONVEX
CURVING UP TO THIN IRREGULAR EDGES4HE OTHER FACE IS mAT WITH A SMALL
IRREGULAR KNOB TOWARDS ONE SIDE 4HERE ARE NUMEROUS IMPRESSIONS AND
INCLUSIONS OF VEGETABLE MATERIAL &OUND BESIDE BITUMEN BASKET RIM
FRAGMENT  $IMENSIONS      n  WITHWITHOUT KNOB
KNOB DIMENSIONS    CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
L  "ITUMEN LID OR LARGE BUNG4WO OVAL LUMPS OF BITUMEN
PUSHED ONTO EITHER SIDE OF A HOLE IN A POTTERY VESSEL &RAGMENT OF
RIBBED POT SURVIVES BETWEEN ,ARGER PIECE HAS A ROUGHLY CONVEX
LOWER FACE THE SMALLER IS mATTISH WITH A PROBABLE SHALLOW KNOB
%NTIRE SURFACE IS PITTED AND BITUMEN CONTAINS NUMEROUS VEGETABLE
INCLUSIONS AND IMPRESSIONS4HE EDGES ARE ALL CHIPPED $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  SURFACE
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7OVEN VESSELS COATED WITH BITUMEN
" WFSZ MBSHF QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF CJUVNFO GPVOE BU 4BBS XBT GSBH
NFOUT GSPN UIF MJOJOHT PS DPBUJOHT PG XPWFO WFTTFMT ñôô GSPN B
UPUBMPGôó÷DBUBMPHVFFOUSJFTGPSCJUVNFOPCKFDUTBOEGSBHNFOUT 
ɩFJEFOUJmDBUJPOPGUIFTFJTEFUFSNJOFEGSPNUIFJNQSFTTJPOTPG
XFBWJOHMFGUPOUIFCJUVNFOɩFXPSEAWFTTFMJTIFSFFNQMPZFEJO
QSFGFSFODFUPACBTLFU BTTPNFBUMFBTUBSFGSPNXIBUBSFFTTFOUJBMMZ
TNBMM XPWFO DVQT  BOE UIF &OHMJTI XPSEACBTLFU TVHHFTUT TPNF
UIJOHMBSHFSBOENPSFPQFOA$PBUJOH JTTJNJMBSMZVTFEJOQSFGFS
FODF UPAMJOJOH GPS UIJT VTF PG CJUVNFO  BTAMJOJOH NFBOT B DPWFS
GPSUIFJOTJEFPGTPNFUIJOH BOEJUJTDMFBSUIBUNBOZWFTTFMTXFSF
DPWFSFECPUIJOTJEFBOEPVU*OUIFTFDBTFTUIFBDUVBMCBTLFUXPSL
XBTDPNQMFUFMZIJEEFO BOEVTFEPOMZBTBGSBNF JOUIFNBOOFSPG
'BS&BTUFSOUFBCPXMTNBEFGSPNXPWFOIPSTFIBJSBOEMBDRVFSFE
7FTTFMTPGDPBUFEQBMNMFBGBSFGSFRVFOUMZGPVOEJOHSBWFTPGUIF
QFSJPEJO#BISBJO *CSBIJNðø÷ñòó UIPVHIVOEFSSFQSFTFOUFEJO
UIF MJUFSBUVSF CFDBVTF PG UIFJS FYUSFNF GSBHJMJUZɩFZ NVTU IBWF
CFFOWFSZDPNNPOJOUIFFWFSZEBZMJGFPGBODJFOU%JMNVO BTUIFZ
XFSFJOSFDFOUUJNFTJOUIF(VMG
/PTQFDJmDCPUBOJDBMTUVEZPGUIFJNQSFTTJPOTJOUIFCJUVNFO
IBT CFFO NBEF  CVU JU JT BTTVNFE UIBU UIF NBUFSJBM VTFE JO UIF
DPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIFWFTTFMGSBNFTXBTQBMNMFBG XIJDIXBTGSFFMZ
BWBJMBCMF BU 4BBS )PXFWFS  JU JT BMTP QPTTJCMF UIBU SFFET PS PUIFS
LJOET PG MFBG XFSF VTFE .BOVGBDUVSJOH UFDIOJRVFT GPS %JMNVO
XPWFO WFTTFMT IBWF CFFO XFMM FYQMBJOFE CZ )KMVOE ðøøô  QBS
UJDVMBSMZUIFXBZJOXIJDIUIFCBTFTXFSFTPNFUJNFTDPOTUSVDUFE
UPCFTRVBSF"UMFBTUTPNFPGUIFXFBWFSTBU4BBSVTFEUIFTBNF
POFPWFSUXPVOEFS TVDDFTTJWFMZEJTQMBDFECZPOF UFDIOJRVFEF
TDSJCFEGPS2BMBBUBM#BISBJO FH'JHôðôF 
ɩF QSPCMFNT BUUFOEBOU PO MJGUJOH BOE QSFTFSWJOH CJUVNFO 
XIJDI JT PG DPVSTF JNQFSWJPVT UP XBUFS BOE EJTTPMWFT JO PUIFS
TPMWFOUT  IBWF CFFO OPUFE CFGPSF 4BBS 3FQPSU ðõð  'PS UZQFT 
TUSVDUVSF BOEBQQSPYJNBUFEJNFOTJPO UIFSFGPSF SFDPSETNBEFJO
TJUV  CFGPSF UIF SJTLZ PQFSBUJPO PG MJGUJOH  BSF PGUFO UIF POMZ FWJ
EFODFXFXFSFBCMFUPHMFBOGPSBMMCVUUIFUJOJFTUWFTTFMT8IJMF

UIFDVSWBUVSFPGMBSHFSGSBHNFOUTTPNFUJNFTTIPXTXIFUIFSUIFZ
DBNFGSPNUIFJOTJEFPSPVUTJEFPGBWFTTFM UIJTJTOPUUIFDBTFGPS
TNBMMFSQJFDFT
" WJTJU UP BO BCBOEPOFE NPEFSO WJMMBHF JO UIF .JEEMF &BTU
NBLFTJUDMFBSXIBUIBQQFOTUPEJTDBSEFECBTLFUTBOENBUTUIFZ
CSFBL VQ  HFU OJCCMFE CZ SVNJOBOUT BOE SPEFOUT  BOE UIF GSBH
NFOUTCMPXJOUPFWFSZDPSOFS.BOZPGUIFQJFDFTGPVOEBU4BBS
IBE TVĊFSFE UIF TBNF GBUF  CVU PDDBTJPOBMMZ WFTTFMT XFSF GPVOE
JOTJUV*OUIFPVUFSSPPN "SFBñïô PG#MEHñïïUISFFNFEJVN
TJ[FEWFTTFMTXFSFGPVOEPOUIFnPPS FH'JHôðøBOEñï XIFSF
UIFTRVBSFCBTFPGPOFDPVMETUJMMCFNBEFPVU'SBHNFOUTPGXIBU
XBTQSFTVNBCMZBMBSHFSDPOUBJOFS QSPCBCMZBOBDUVBMCBTLFU XFSF
GPVOEJO#MEHòïð JO"SFBóï÷ ɩFTQMBZJOHSJCTBSFDMFBSMZWJT
JCMF 'JHôðö ɩF CBTF PG B TJNJMBS UZQF XBT GPVOE JO "SFBòïø
PG#MEHññï 'JHôð÷ UIFSBEJBUJOHSJCTPGUIFBQQBSFOUMZDJSDVMBS
CBTFBHBJOKVTUWJTJCMF "WFTTFMXJUIBEFmOJUFMZSPVOECBTFDBNF
GSPNUIFUFNQMF 4BBS3FQPSUð<óò> 0OMZJOUIFXFMM #MEHôïï 
XBTBMBSHFSWFTTFMTVċDJFOUMZQSFTFSWFEGPSJUTEJNFOTJPOTUPCF
EFUFSNJOFEJU XBTBCPVU òïDN JO EJBNFUFS 'JHôñï  ɩJT
mOEQSPWPLFETQFDVMBUJPOBTUPXIFUIFSJUSFQSFTFOUFEUIFXFMMT
ACVDLFU GBMMFOJOXIFOUIFTVQFSTUSVDUVSFDPMMBQTFE CVUJUJTBMTP
QPTTJCMF UIBU UIF WFTTFM XBT TJNQMZ MPTU EPXO UIF XFMMɩF CBTF
BQQFBSFE GSPNUIFJOTJEFBUMFBTU UPCFSPVOESBUIFSUIBOTRVBSF
#MEHñðð QSPEVDFE B TNBMM TRVBSFCBTFE WFTTFM JO SFBTPO
BCMFDPOEJUJPO 'JHôðõ CVUPUIFSXJTFUIFCFTUFYBNQMFTPGUIF
TNBMMFS LJOE PG CJUVNFO DPOUBJOFS  XIJDI NJHIU CF EFTDSJCFE BT
DVQT  DBNF GSPN UIF CBDL SPPN "SFBññï  PG UIF UFNQMFɩFSF
XFSF UXP PG UIFN JO 1IBTF ñ 'JHôðôGoH  BOE JO 1IBTF ò POF
NPSF 4BBS3FQPSUð <óó> 3FFYBNJOBUJPOPGPOF H IBTTIPXO
UIBUJTIBTUIFCBTFTUJUDIFEEJBHPOBMMZGSPNDPSOFSUPDPSOFS DPS
SFDUJOHUIFQSFMJNJOBSZPCTFSWBUJPOUIBUJUXBTOPUQPTTJCMFUPUFMM
IPXUIFZXFSFNBEF 4BBS3FQPSUðõò 'VSUIFSGSBHNFOUTPGðï
TRVBSFCBTFE WFTTFMT  JEFOUJmFE BT TVDI CZ UIF QSFTFODF BNPOH
GSBHNFOUT PG B MFBTU POF DPSOFS  XFSF OPUFE  JODMVEJOH UXP UIBU
EFmOJUFMZIBEDSPTTFEEJBHPOBMTUJUDIJOH

&)' 
A  -USHROOM SHAPED BITUMEN LID 2OUGHLY DISC SHAPED
WITH A CENTRAL KNOB ON ONE SIDE /VERALL DIAM  CM $IAM OF THE
KNOB  CM , OF KNOB  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
B  "ITUMEN BALL 3PHERICAL LUMP !LL SURFACES PITTED AND
LINED $IAM  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
C  "ITUMEN STOPPER #ONE SHAPED WITH mATTENED TIP $IAM
AT WIDEST END  DIAM AT NARROW END  MAX DEPTH  CM "LDG 
!REA  FROM WALL
D  "ITUMEN STOPPER "ULLET SHAPED PIECE OF BITUMEN
CIRCULAR AT ONE END THEN TAPERING OFF TO A POINT AT THE OTHER $IAM AT
WIDEST END  DIAM AT POINTED END  L  CM "LDG  !REA 
MAKE UP
E & &RAGMENT OF THE LINING TO A BITUMEN COATED WOVEN
VESSEL $IMENSIONS C  n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



F  "ITUMEN VESSEL #RUSHED BUT HALF COMPLETE BITUMEN
LINED WOVEN VESSEL )MPRESSIONS OF CROSS WOVEN PALM LEAF STRIPS ON
THE INTERIOR4HE EXTERIOR IS SMOOTH WITH A SLIGHT HORIZONTAL INDENTATION
BELOW THE RIM CORRESPONDING TO THE POSITION OF THE ORIGINAL WOVEN RIM
EDGE !PPROX DIMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
G  "ITUMEN LINED WOVEN VESSEL4HE RIM IS CIRCULAR BUT THE
BASE IS SQUARE STITCHED UP DIAGONALLY FROM CORNER TO CORNER MAKING
CROSSED SEAMS ,INED INSIDE AND OUT AS SHOWN BY IMPRESSIONS OF CROSS
WOVEN PALM LEAF 3LIGHT HORIZONTAL INDENTATION BELOW THE RIM OF THE
BITUMEN SHOWING WHERE THE RIM OF THE WOVEN MATERIAL lNISHED )NTACT
EXCEPT FOR RIM DAMAGE "ADLY CRACKED IN ALL DIRECTIONS $IAM  n 
DISTORTED APPROXIMATE H  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
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"ITUMEN COATED MATS
*UJTRVJUFMJLFMZUIBUTPNFPGUIFXFBWFJNQSFTTFECJUVNFOGSBH
NFOUTGSPN4BBSUIBUIBESFMBUJWFMZXJEFQBMNTUSJQTBOEDPBSTF
XFBWF BDUVBMMZ DPNF GSPN NBUT SBUIFS UIBO MBSHF CBTLFUT  BT BU
2BMBBU BM#BISBJO 2BM#ðóïøï  " QBUDI PG DPBSTFS XFBWF
GSPN"SFBòöñPG#MEHõï GPSJOTUBODF MPPLFENVDIMJLFNBUUJOH
õôðñð 

3EALINGS AND IMPRESSIONS
"MUIPVHIUIFSFXFSFOPmOETPGCJUVNFOTFBMJOHTXJUITFBMJNQSFT
TJPOT UXPQJFDFTGSPNUIFUFNQMFNBZIBWFCFFOVTFEUPTFBMPOF
CFBSTJNQSFTTJPOTPGDPJMFEHSBTTPSQBMNMFBG QFSIBQTUIFCJOEJOH
UPBCVOEMF ðôïôï÷ 4BBS3FQPSUðõò BOEPOFNBZIBWFCFFOB
QPUTFBMJOH ðöõòïó #JUVNFOGSBHNFOUTPGUFOCFBS BDDJEFOUBMMZ
PS EFMJCFSBUFMZ  JNQSFTTJPOT PG PSHBOJD NBUUFS  BOE PĊFS B TNBMM
HMJNQTFBUTPNFPGUIFWBOJTIFEFWFSZEBZNBUFSJBMTUIBUXFSFQBSU
PG MJGF BU 4BBS  TVDI BT XPPE ðôñöïð  'ð÷òòñï  UFYUJMF ðôðòïñ 
BOESFFETPSTUBMLT ðôòõïõ 

&IG 

"ITUMEN USED IN BUILDINGS
'PVSCJUVNFOJUFNTGSPN4BBSBSFCSPLFOQJFDFTPGXIBUXBTPC
WJPVTMZ UIF UIJDL MJOJOH PS DPBUJOH UP TPNFUIJOH TVCTUBOUJBMUXP
BSFGSPN#MEHôð ,ðõôðïõ ,ðõïôïó POFGSPNOFBSCZ#MEHòö
öô÷÷ó  BOE POF GSPN #MEHðó 'ðööïï÷ ɩFTF QJFDFT BWFSBHF
BSPVOE ñôDN UIJDL  POF GBDF TNPPUIFE  UIF PUIFS XJUI JNQSFT
TJPOTPGXIBUBQQFBSUPCFQMBOUTUBMLTMBJEQBSBMMFMUPFBDIPUIFS 
BOEQBMNMFBWFTɩFZBSFFTTFOUJBMMZTJNJMBSUPUIFASFFEJNQSFTTFE
USJBOHVMBSQJFDFTGSPN2BMBBUBM#BISBJO 2BM#ðóïø UIPVHI
OPOF PG UIF QJFDFT GSPN 4BBS JT OPUJDFBCMZ USJBOHVMBS JO TFDUJPO
8FTVSNJTFEUIBUUIFZNBZIBWFDPNFGSPNUIFDPBUJOHUPBSPPG 
PS QFSIBQT B WFSUJDBM SPPNEJWJEFS NBEF PG CBSBTUJXPSL *G UIF
GPSNFS UIFOUIFSBSJUZPGUIFTFGSBHNFOUTTVHHFTUTUIBUGFXSPPGT
XFSFTPUSFBUFE BOEQFSIBQTPOMZQBSUMZ XIFSFUIFSFXFSFQBSUJDV
MBSBOEMPDBMJTFEQSPCMFNTPGXBUFSJOHSFTT$PBUJOHBOFOUJSFSPPG
XJUICJUVNFOXPVMEQSFTVNBCMZCFBOFYQFOTJWFVOEFSUBLJOH
*O"SFBòöðPG#MEHõïXBTGPVOEBGSBHNFOUBSZ CJUVNFODPBU
FEQMBOLPGQBMNXPPE öôõ÷ïó BHBJOQPTTJCMZQBSUPGBQBSUJUJPO
PSSPPG

&IG 

&IG 

&IG 
&IG 

&)'3  n 
  "ITUMEN COATED VESSEL PERHAPS A CUP ,ARGE FRAGMENT
INCLUDING BASE WITH IMPRESSIONS OF CROSS WOVEN DATE PALM STRIPS
!PPROX DIMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP

  .UMEROUS BITUMEN FRAGMENTS FROM THE LINING FOR A
BASKET ALL WITH IMPRESSIONS $IMENSIONS OF ONE OF THE LARGER FRAGMENTS
     CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE

  "ITUMEN VESSEL ,ARGE FRAGMENT FROM THE BITUMEN LINING
TO A LARGE BASKET BAG OR MAT &OUND LYING mAT ON THE SAND BESIDE A
TANNUR POSSIBLY USED AS A MAT OR EMPLACEMENT /NE SIDE UPPER IN
GROUND HAS RADIATING SPOKES OF PALM FROND STALKS WOVEN AT RIGHT
ANGLES WITH PALM FROND LEAF STRIPS4HE OTHER SIDE HAS THE MORE USUAL
CROSS WOVEN PALM LEAF STRIPS4HERE IS A PORTION OF SLIGHTLY THICKER
EDGING AT ONE END WHICH IS APPROX CM WIDE4HIS IS MADE OF A DOUBLE
LINE OF THICKER LEAF OR FROND STRIP "OTH SIDES HAVE A PARTIALLY PRESERVED
SMOOTHER COATING OF BITUMEN AND MUD   $IMENSIONS     
MAX EDGING FROND STRIP W OTHER SIDE MAX  CM "LDG 
!REA  SAND

  .UMEROUS FRAGMENTS OF BITUMEN FROM THE LINING OF
ONE OR MORE WOVEN VESSELS )MPRESSIONS OF CROSS WEAVE ,ARGEST
     CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP



  "ITUMEN COATED VESSEL OF WOVEN PALM FRONDS PERHAPS
THE @BUCKET FOR THE WELL !CTUAL PIECES OF PALM FROND PRESERVED TOO
7 OF PALM FROND PIECES USED APPROX  UNUSUALLY WIDE LARGEST
FRAGMENT      DIAM MEASURED IN SITU C  n  CM "LDG 
!REA  SAND
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)TEMS MADE FROM PLASTER
(ZQTVNQMBTUFSXBTNBOVGBDUVSFEBU4BBS BUMFBTUMBUFSPOJOUIF
MJGFPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU BTFWJEFODFECZUIFEJTDPWFSZPGBLJMOVTFE
JOUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGHZQTVN #MEHòõ 

2ENDER
ɩFCVJMEJOHTPG4BBSXFSFDPOTUSVDUFEPGSPVHIIFXOTUPOFNPS
UBSFE UPHFUIFS BOE SFOEFSFE XJUI QMBTUFS *U XBT OPU VOFYQFDUFE 
UIFSFGPSF XIFORVBOUJUJFTPGQMBTUFSGSBHNFOUTTPNFUJNFTWFSZ
DPOTJEFSBCMFRVBOUJUJFTXFSFGPVOEJOUIFDPMMBQTFMFWFMTPGUIF
CVJMEJOHT"QSPQPSUJPOPGUIFTFXFSFTBWFEBOEDBUBMPHVFE8IFSF
JUXBTPCWJPVTUIBUQMBTUFSGSBHNFOUTDBNFGSPNUIFDPBUJOHPGB
CVJMEJOH  UIFZ IBWF CFFO EFTDSJCFE BTASFOEFS GSBHT .BOZ TIPX
JNQSFTTJPOTPGUIFXBMMGBDFT BOEPDDBTJPOBMMZPGDPSOFST0OMZJO
UIFUFNQMFXBTBOZUSBDFEJTDPWFSFEPGQBJOUFEQMBTUFS 4BBS3FQPSU
ðñ÷  CVU UIFSF BSF GSBHNFOUT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI NPVMEFE QMBTUFS
EFDPSBUJPO FHððóðïòBOEóòõððð *OUIFGFXDBTFTGPSXIJDIJU
DBOCFBTDFSUBJOFEUIBUQJFDFTBSFGSPNUIFSPPG SBUIFSUIBOGSPN
UIFXBMMT UIFZIBWFCFFODBUBMPHVFEBTASPPGGSBHTɩJTJEFOUJmDB
UJPOJTHFOFSBMMZGSPNUIFJNQSFTTJPOTPGQBMNMFBGPSSFFESPPmOH
NBUFSJBMGPVOEPOPOFTJEF PDDBTJPOBMMZXJUIFWJEFODFGPSUIFXBZ
UIFZXFSFUJFEPSGBTUFOFE BOETPNFUJNFTXJUIJNQSFTTJPOTPGUIF
QBMNCFBNTXIJDITVQQPSUFEUIFN FH+ðõïõïñ .BOZPGUIF
QJFDFTEFTDSJCFENFSFMZBTAGSBHT NBZBMTPCFGSPNSFOEFS'MPPST
DPVME CF QMBTUFSFE UPP  BOE PDDBTJPOBMMZ QSFTFSWF JNQSFTTJPOT PG
XIBUXBTQMBDFEPOUIFN TVDIBTKBSCBTFTɩFDIJMETGPPUQSJOU
GPVOE JO UIF UFNQMF IBT CFFO QSFTFSWFE BT B mOE 4BBS 3FQPSU
ð<ðóò> 

7ATERPROOFING
-JLFCJUVNFO QMBTUFSXBTBVTFGVMQMBTUJD XBUFSQSPPGNFEJVNGPS
MJOJOHPSDPBUJOHPUIFSXJTFQPSPVTWFTTFMT0OMZUISFFQMBTUFSGSBH
NFOUT CPSF UIF JNQSFTTJPOT PG XPWFO QBMN MFBG  TVHHFTUJOH UIBU
QMBTUFS XBT OPU B QPQVMBS BT CJUVNFO GPS MJOJOH CBTLFUT PS PUIFS
XPWFO WFTTFMT õôïôïñ  òïïðôõ  òïïðøï  0UIFS GSBHNFOUT XFSF
TNPPUIPOUIFPVUFSTVSGBDFT BOETPQSFTVNBCMZPODFMJOFEQPUT
POUIFJOTJEF õõññïô õôðñïó 'ð÷ñôïñ XIJMFGPVSBQQFBSFEUP
IBWFCFFOTNFBSFESPVOEUIFPVUTJEFTPGQPUT 1ðøïððð óòïõðõ
BOEðö õïðôïó 
ɩFMBSHFTUPSBHFKBSXJUIBEFMJCFSBUFIPMFUISPVHIUIFCBTFJT
BTUBOEBSEJUFNPG%JMNVOIPVTFIPMEFRVJQNFOU TFF$IBQUFSö
CFMPX 5ZQF4ñð ɩFCPUUPNTPGUIFTFXFSFTPNFUJNFTMJOFEXJUI
QMBTUFS  JUTFMG QJFSDFE UP BMMPX UIF IPMF UP XPSL ñôõöðñ  7FTTFM
CBTFTXJUIPVUIPMFTXFSFBMTPMJOFE 2ñïñïïð .ðöñïïõ 

0LASTER OBJECTS
ɩFSFBEJOFTTXJUIXIJDIQMBTUFSDBOCFQPVSFEPSTIBQFENBLFT
JUBOFBTZNBUFSJBMGPSUIFNBOVGBDUVSFPGIPVTFIPMEPCKFDUTɩJT
RVBMJUZ DMFBSMZ USJVNQIFE  JO TPNF DBTFT  PWFS UIF TPGUOFTT BOE
HFOFSBMMBDLPGEVSBCJMJUZXIJDIBSFJUTESBXCBDLT

JOHMZ UIFZ EP OPU TFFN UP IBWF CFFO B GFBUVSF PG MJGF BU 2BMBBU
BM#BISBJO XIFSFPOMZPOFIBTCFFOOPUFE 2BM#ðóïö 
ɩFNPTUGSFRVFOUWBSJFUZBU4BBSJTBEJTD EPNFEUPBHSFBUFS
PSMFTTFSEFHSFFPOPOFTJEFɩFSFXFSF÷òFYBNQMFT FH'JHôñðC 
E  F BOE H  0OF CPSF JNQSFTTJPOT PG B LOJUUFE PS OFUUFE NBUF
SJBM QSFTVNBCMZMBJECFUXFFOJUBOEUIFNPVUIPGUIFWFTTFMXIJMF
UIF QMBTUFS XBT TUJMM XFU 'JHôñðG  0OF MBSHF TQFDJNFO óï÷õ÷ 
'JHôñðB XBTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFGSBHNFOUBSZVQQFSQBSUPGBMBSHF
*OEVTSFMBUFEWBU óï÷õïø /FYUDPNNPOFTUJTBEJTDGPSNnBUPO
CPUITJEFT XJUIñõFYBNQMFT WBSZJOHGSPNUIJOUPUIJDL BOEGSPN
TNBMM KBS UP WBU TJ[F FH'JHôññBoD ɩF UXP TIBQF DBUFHPSJFT
NFSHF XJUIBGFXEJTDMJETIBWJOHKVTUBTMJHIUCVMHF BOEPOFPS
UXPCVMHJOHPOCPUIGBDFT FHöôòöïð ,ðöðïòïð 0OMZTFWFOMJET
BDUVBMMZIBELOPCTUPNBLFIBOEMJOHFBTJFS FH'JHôññE %JTD
MJETBOEEPNFEMJETBMTPPDDVSSFEJOTUPOF Qñòï 
0OF QMBTUFS MJE IBT UIF DMFBS JNQSFTTJPO PG SFFE PS QBMNMFBG
NBUUJOH öôóóïñ  TVHHFTUJOH FJUIFS UIBU JU XBT TUJMM XFU XIFO
VTFEUPmOJTIUIFDMPTJOHPGBWFTTFMmSTUDPWFSFEXJUINBUUJOH PS
UIBUQMBTUFSMJETXFSFMBJEPVUUPESZPONBUTEVSJOHNBOVGBDUVSF
"T BMSFBEZ NFOUJPOFE  JNQSFTTJPOT PG PUIFS NBUFSJBMT PDDVS UPP
FH'JHôññF 
'PVS SFVTBCMF QMBTUFS DMPTVSFT XFSF TUPQQFST  EFTJHOFE UP mU
JOUP SBUIFSUIBOTJUPO UIFNPVUIPGBWFTTFM 'JHôññGBOEH *O
PUIFSDBTFT QMBTUFSIBECFFOEJSFDUMZQVTIFEJOUPUIFOFDLTPGKBST
XIJMFXFU SBUIFSUIBONBLJOHUIFGPSNPGBMJEBOEESZJOHJUmSTU
FH'JHöñE  0OF DBOEJEBUF XBT B TJFWFOFDLFE KBS 'JHöóB 
QSFTVNBCMZJOUFOEFEGPSMPOHUFSNTUPSBHF

/BJECTS OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION
4PNF QMBTUFS PCKFDUT XFSF WFSZ EJċDVMU UP JEFOUJGZ ɩFSF XFSF
NBOZQJFDFTUIBUIBEPCWJPVTMZCFFOEFMJCFSBUFMZTIBQFE BOEEJE
OPUTFFNUPGPSNBQJFDFPGXBMMQMBTUFSPSQBSUPGBOJOTUBMMBUJPO 
CVUGPSXIJDIJUJTIBSEUPHVFTTUIFGVODUJPO5XFOUZTJYQJFSDFE
EJTDTNBEFPGQMBTUFSXFSFEJTDPWFSFE GPSJOTUBODFɩFZNBZIBWF
CFFO B GPSN PG MJE EFTJHOFE UP QBSUJBMMZ DMPTF B WFTTFM  BOE MFU B
DFSUBJOBNPVOUPGBJSJO PSWBQPVSPVU"TUIFZMFOEUIFNTFMWFT
UPUZJOHPOUPTPNFUIJOH UIFZNJHIUFRVBMMZXFMMCFTPNFGPSNPG
XFJHIUPSDPVOUFSCBMBODF FH'JHôñðD ôññIoJ 0OFTFFNFEUP
CFBQJFSDFETUPQQFS 'JHôñòB ɩFSFXBTBMTPBTPMJEEJTDXJUIB
HSPPWFEFEHF GPSBMMUIFXPSMEMJLFBQVMMFZXIFFM óðòñïõ BOE
TNBMMDPOFUIBUDPVMEIBWFCFFOBDPVOUFS 'JHôññL ɩFSFJTBMTP
BQPTTJCMFWFTTFM 'JHôññK BOEBOFOJHNBUJDGPSNXIJDITFFNT 
JNQSPCBCMZ  UP IBWF CFFO B HSJOEJOH JOTUSVNFOU òòñïïð  'PS
TPNF JUJTEJċDVMUFWFOUPBUUFNQUBHVFTT FH'JHôññM 
0DDBTJPOBMMZQMBTUFSXBTVTFEUPBEBQUBQPUUFSZWFTTFM OPUUP
XBUFSQSPPGPSTFBMJU CVUUPDSFBUFBOPCKFDUJOJUTPXOSJHIU5XP
QPTTJCMFTUBOETXFSFDSFBUFEJOUIJTXBZ VTJOHQMBTUFSBOEKBSOFDLT
TFFBCPWF ɩFSFJTBMTPBKBSTIPVMEFSTUVĊFEXJUIBTIZQMBTUFS
'JHôñòF GPVOEJOBDPMMBQTFTUSBUVNPG#MEHòïòUPHFUIFSXJUI
BOPCKFDUSFNJOJTDFOUPGBTQJOEMFXIPSM CVUXIJDIJTBDUVBMMZUIF
WFSZUJQPGBQJFSDFEWBUCBTF DBSFGVMMZmMMFEXJUIQMBTUFSBOESF
QJFSDFE 'JHôñòC 

#OVERING DEVICES
-JETBOETUPQQFSTXFSFUIFDPNNPOFTUDBUFHPSZPGPCKFDUTGBTI
JPOFEGSPNQMBTUFSðòóBMUPHFUIFS JODMVEJOHGSBHNFOUTɩFTNBMM
FTUQMBTUFSMJENFBTVSFEIBEBEJBNFUFSPGóôDN UIFMBSHFTUôðDN 
CVUUIFWBTUNBKPSJUZXFSFCFUXFFOðïBOEð÷DN SFJOGPSDJOHUIF
JOUFSQSFUBUJPOUIBUUIFZXFSFGPSDPWFSJOHQPUUFSZKBST5XPXFSF
BDUVBMMZGPVOEJOTJUVPOKBST õïñòïöBOEóðòñïó 3BUIFSTVSQSJT



ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

&)' 
A  0LASTER LID ONE SURFACE mAT AND FAIRLY SMOOTH THE
OTHER SLIGHTLY DOMED &OUND WITH )NDUS JAR VESSEL RIM 
$IAM  n  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

E & 7HITE PLASTER LID ROUGHLY HEMISPHERICAL IN SHAPE /NE
FACE FAIRLY mAT THE OTHER CONVEX -AX DIAM  MAX H  CM 7EIGHT
 GM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

B  $OMED LID MADE OF GYPSUM PLASTER /NE FACE CONVEX
THE OTHER SMOOTH AND mAT WITH SEVERAL DEEP LINEAR STRIATIONS4HREE
QUARTERS COMPLETE $IAM  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
C % 0IERCED PLASTER DISC $ISC OF GREY PLASTER WITH OFF CENTRE
PERFORATION /NE BROAD SURFACE ALMOST mAT THE OTHER DOMED -AX
DIAM  MAX H  PERFORATION APPROX  "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

F  ,ARGE DOMED LID OF WHITISH PLASTER /NE FACE mAT WITH
SWIRLING lNGER MARKS FROM SMOOTHING OUT THE PLASTER4HE OTHER FACE
CONVEX AND SLIGHTLY WRINKLED WITH CONCENTRIC IMPRESSIONS OF A TIGHTLY
WOVEN BASKET THE CENTRE OF WHICH HAS AN IRREGULAR STAR IMPRESSION
STITCHING OF THE CENTRAL SEAM 4HE EDGES ARE SLIGHTLY UNDULATING AND
CURVED UP DUE TO SETTLING IN THE BASKET WHEN IT WAS MADE  )NTACT
$IAM  n  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND

D  $OMED PLASTER LID /NE FACE CONVEX WITH mATTENED
CENTRE THE OTHER FACE mAT TO SLIGHTLY CONCAVE )NTACT EXCEPT FOR SMALL
CHIP FROM ONE EDGE $IAM  n  H  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND

G 0 (EMISPHERICAL LID OF WHITE PLASTER ,OWER HALF DOMED
UPPER PART SPLAYS NEAR TOP TO SLIGHTLY CONVEX FACE $IAM  n 
H n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

&)' 
A 1 4HICK WHITE PLASTER LID IN THE SHAPE OF AN OVAL DISC
#ONVEX FACES -AX DIAM  MAX H  CM "LDG  !REA 
COLLAPSE
B  4HICK LIGHT GREY PLASTER DISC PERHAPS A LID /NE SURFACE
mAT AND SMOOTH WITH AN OFF CENTRE CIRCULAR INDENTATION4HE OPPOSING
SURFACE IS ALSO mAT AND SMOOTH BUT SHOWS SIGNS OF WEAR IN THE CENTRE
AND IS SLIGHTLY CHIPPED ALONG PART OF THE EDGE 6ERY WORN ALONG THE
WHOLE EDGE OF THE DISC $IAM  TH  DIAM OF INDENTATION 
DEPTH APPROX  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
C 0 0LASTER DISC LID &IVE JOINING FRAGMENTS OF A VERY LARGE
DISC SHAPED LID OF LIGHT GREY PLASTER !BOUT THREE QUARTERS EXTANT "OTH
FACES ARE SMOOTH AND SLIGHTLY CONVEX WITH ROUNDED EDGES4HE LARGEST
FRAGMENT HAS IRREGULAR HOLLOWS ON ONE FACE $IAM  TH  CM
HOLLOW IS     n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
D  3UB OVAL FRAGMENT OF A LID MADE OF WHITE PLASTER "ASE
SLIGHTLY CONVEX WITH BROAD LINEAR IMPRESSIONS POSSIBLY OF PALM
FROND 5PPER SIDE ALSO SLIGHTLY CONVEX WITH LINEAR ZONES OF VEGETAL
IMPRESSIONS IN BETWEEN PRONOUNCED RIDGES WITH REMAINS OF LARGE SUB
RECTANGULARANGLED KNOB WITH A SMOOTH CONVEX SURFACE .ARROW EDGES
ALL NOW BROKEN AND WORN $IMENSIONS      n  EDGE TO
CENTRE WITH KNOB KNOB L  W  n  CM !REA  SAND
E  ,IGHT COLOURED DISK SHAPED PLASTER LID %DGE DAMAGED
$IAM  MAX DEPTH  CM "LDG  !REA  FEATURE
F & 0EAR SHAPED LUMP OF WHITE PLASTER PERHAPS A STOPPER
-AX H  BASE DIAM APPROX  "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
G  ,UMP OF GREY PLASTER CAREFULLY SHAPED TO A ROUNDED
CONE PRESUMABLY A STOPPER (AS mATTISH UPPER FACE TAPERING TO A
ROUNDED BASE )NTACT (  DIAM  n  CM 7EIGHT  GM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



H  0IERCED OBJECT OF LIGHT GREY PLASTER $ISCOID WITH TWO
SMOOTH COMPACT CONVEX SURFACES POSSIBLY MADE IN A SAND MOULD
(OLE THROUGH ONE EDGE 3HARP ANGLED CIRCUMFERENCE OR RIM 3MOOTHEST
SURFACE IS SIDE OPPOSITE HOLE (OLE IN SIDE DOES NOT EXTEND THROUGH
THE OBJECT AND HAS PROBABLY BEEN MADE BY A PALM FROND TWIG 2ESIDUE
OF POSSIBLE METALLIC ORE IN THE HOLE $IAM  CM (  CM (OLE
   CM $EPTH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
I & &LAT CIRCULAR DISC OF WHITE PLASTER WITH CENTRAL SMALL
PERFORATION #ONVEX FACES $IAM  MAX H  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
J + 3MALL SHALLOW PLASTER VESSEL OR PERHAPS A LID 'OOD
CONDITION (EAVY BASE THICK STRAIGHT SIDES $IAM BASE  n 
DIAM MOUTH  H  n  )NSIDE DEPTH  CM "LDG  !REA 
COLLAPSE
K  3MALL CONICAL OR PYRAMID SHAPED OBJECT POSSIBLE
COUNTER OR GAMING PIECE &OUR FACES HAVE ROUNDED CORNERS 2OUNDED
APEX AND mAT RECTANGULAR BASE !LL SURFACES SMOOTHED BUT NOT
PERFECTLY )NTACT (  W  n  BASE n NEAR APEX TH BASE n NEAR
APEX  n  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
L  -OULDED PLASTER OBJECT SUB OVOID IN SHAPE 3MOOTH
SURFACES /NE FACE SLIGHTLY CONVEX )NTACT $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
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Fig. 5.23 Scale: a-e 1:4, f 1:2

Architectural elements
Plaster was a major component in the construction of basins and
ﬁre installations, and was used for coating furnishings such as
stone-built benches. Another occasional use was for the conversion
of a pottery vessel to use as a basin, as in Bldg 210 (1072:01), and
there is one example of a plaster doorsocket (Fig. 5.23d), and two
examples of small plaster blocks, of unknown function (6580:13,
L18:27:04).

Part of an object or feature with rows of holes (Fig. 5.23c), was
perhaps connected with a ventilation or drainage system. A similar
piece (6655:03) bore impressions of rows of holes, as though something with these holes had lain against it while wet. Fragments of
what appears to be a pottery grating (6656:05) were in fact found
in a related context — perhaps the plaster had been used to stop up
the grating at some point when it was not required.

FIG. 5.23
5.23a 3311:11 Plaster pierced stopper. Mushroom-shaped object of
light grey plaster, pierced longitudinally, perhaps a stopper. Roughlymade and slightly worn, perhaps formed inside a jar-neck. The larger
circular end ﬂares outward from the slightly concave stem. It has a
convex face and thick rounded edges which have been badly chipped.
The other circular end is ﬂattish, sloping down unevely at one side,
where is is worn or poorly ﬁnished. The centre of the object has been
pierced by, or formed around, a palm-frond stem. This hole is at a slight
angle to the length of the object. H. 8.65, end diams.13.5 and 8.85, hole
dimensions 2.2 × 1.7cm. Weight approx. 940 gm. Bldg 304, Area 414,
collapse.

or a coarse sieve. Dimensions 9.6 × 8.7 × 3.4 cm. Bldg 221, Area 301,
ﬂoor.

5.23b 3304:01 Broken pottery jar base, plugged with grey ashy plaster,
and pierced by large central hole formed by palm-frond stem (shape of
stem clearly discernible). Pot is very worn and ﬂaking, with most of the
surface missing. Lower parts of horizontal row of rounded indentations
(ﬁnger impressions) where body starts to swell above base. Orange-red
fabric with numerous sub-rounded quartz grains, and occasional white
inclusions. In the larger opening the plaster is convex, with numerous
small hollows and fracture lines. It has vegetable inclusions and
impressions. Dimensions (max.) 14.2 × 12.0 × 9.6, neck diam. 6.35 – 6.15,
hole diam. 2.5 – 2.4 cm. Bldg 303, Area 412, collapse.

5.23e 3304:02 Neck and shoulder of pottery jar, plugged with grey
ashy plaster. Ribbed jar, of red ware with small round inclusions, fairly
worn and pitted. Rim, neck and shoulder extant. (Højlund Rim Type
B3, ware 2). Brown fabric with cream surface. The wide face of plaster
in the broken shoulder of the pot is convex. The plaster has numerous
tiny white pieces of plaster, tiny pebbles and vegetal inclusions,
including a carbonised date pip. Dimensions (max.) 20.0 × 17.5 × 10.1,
neck diam. 11.6 – 11.5 cm. Bldg 303, Area 412, collapse.

5.23c 5018:02 Plaster perforated object. Trapezoidal fragment. Grey
plaster with brown residue, or skin from weathering, on surface. Flat
faces and edges, with a rounded corner. Regular vertically punched
holes through sides, possibly created by palm-frond twigs. Broken
along two lines of these holes. Possibly part of a house ventilation grill,

204

5.23d 1567:14 Conical doorsocket of light grey plaster. Interior concave
with ﬂattish base. Interior is roughly pecked with concentric mark
only on one upper side. Light brown sandy sediment adhering to
inner sides obscuring surface. Rim damaged but generally roughly
rounded. Exterior surface smoother, probably due to plaster being
poured directly into sandy surface of ﬂoor. Base is a rounded
point. H. exterior12.4, depth interior 6.0, diam. exterior16.3 – 18.0,
diam. interior 13.3 – 15.0 cm. Bldg 203, Area 229, ﬂoor.

5.23f 1610:04 Six pieces of painted plaster (two illustrated). One side of
each fragment is ﬂattened and painted with a red coloured substance,
possibly ochre. Largest piece: 6.5 × 4 × 1.4 cm. Bldg 201, Area 200, ﬂoor.

ĔęĒġĥĖģô ĥĠĠĝĤ ĨĖĒġĠğĤ ĦĥĖğĤĚĝĤĒğĕĠģğĒĞĖğĥĤ

3TONE VESSELS
3TEATITE VESSELS
$BSWFE TUFBUJUF WFTTFMT QSPWJEF QFSIBQT UIF NPTU TVCTUBOUJBM MJOL
CFUXFFOUIF%JMNVODVMUVSFBOEJUTOFJHICPVSTJOUIF&NJSBUFTBOE
0NBO*OTUBSLDPOUSBTUUPUIFDFSBNJDBTTFNCMBHFPG4BBS XIJDI
PXFTTPMJUUMFUPUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZ8BEJ4VRDVMUVSFPGUIPTFBSFBT 
UIFTUFBUJUFWFTTFMTIBWFQSFDJTFQBSBMMFMTJOUIF-PXFS(VMG*OGBDU 
UIFZBSFTPFYBDUUIBUUIFJUFNTXFSFQSPCBCMZNBOVGBDUVSFEUIFSF
BOEJNQPSUFEJOUP#BISBJOSFBEZNBEF8PSLJOHPGUIFTPGUTUPOF
OBUJWFUP0NBO JODMVEJOHDIMPSJUFBOETUFBUJUF IBTBMPOHIJTUPSZ
POUIF"SBCJBOQFOJOTVMB"TUIPTFGSPN4BBSIBWFOPUZFUCFFO
FYBNJOFE CZ B QFUSPMPHJTU  UIF BUUSJCVUJPO ATUFBUJUF JT VTFE QSPWJ
TJPOBMMZ IFSF .BOZ PG UIF EFTJHOT VTFE BSF MPOHMJWFE ɩJT IBT
MFE UP B DFSUBJO BNPVOU PG EJċDVMUZ JO BTTJHOJOH EBUFT UP UIFN 
FYBDFSCBUFECZUIFQSPQPSUJPOPGQJFDFTGPVOEJOJTPMBUFEGVOFSBSZ
DPOUFYUT  SBUIFS UIBO JO TUSBUJmFE POFTɩF QSPCMFN IBT SFDFOUMZ
CFFOSFFYBNJOFECZ)ÏMÒOF%BWJE ðøøõ XIPIBTBUUFNQUFEUP
DMBSJGZUIFCBTJDEJWJTJPOPGEFDPSBUJWFWFTTFMTUZMFTPSJHJOBMMZQSP
QPTFE CZ 1JPUS EF .JSPTDIFEKJ ðøöò  BOE FMBCPSBUFE CZ ,BSFO
'SJGFMU ðøöôòöøo÷ï BOEPUIFST BOEXIJDIJTXJEFMZRVPUFEJOUIF
MJUFSBUVSF'PSUIFQSFWJPVTATÏSJFBODJFOOF BWFSZXJEFTQSFBETUZMF
DIBSBDUFSJTFECZDPNQMFYBOEFMBCPSBUFEFDPSBUJPO NPTUMZPGUIJSE
NJMMFOOJVNEBUF %BWJEQSPQPTFEA'JHVSBUJWF4UZMF OPUJOHUIBUAB
QVSFMZDISPOPMPHJDBMEJTUJODUJPOJTOPUBDDVSBUF ðøøõòñ )PXFWFS 
GPSUIFATÏSJFSÏDFOUF HSPVQ UZQJmFECZTIBMMPXPQFOCPXMT DPN
QBSUNFOUFESFDUBOHVMBSCPYFT DJSDVMBSMJETBOEUBMMDZMJOESJDBMWFT
TFMT OFBSMZBMXBZTEFDPSBUFEXJUICBOETPGEPUJODJSDMFNPUJGT TIF
QSPQPTFTUIFUFSNA6NNBO/BS4UZMF GSPNUIFTUSPOHBTTPDJBUJPO
XJUI TJUFT PO UIF NBJOMBOE PG UIBU DVMUVSF  EBUFE CFUXFFO ñ òïï
BOEñ ïïïēĔ4JNJMBSMZ GPSUIFBTTFNCMBHFQSFWJPVTMZDBMMFEATÏSJF
UBSEJWF  XIJDI IBT B HSFBUFS QSPQPSUJPO PG MJET  NPSF MVHHFE BOE
TQPVUFEWFTTFMT BOETMJHIUMZGSFFSEFTJHOT UZQJDBMMZIBUDIFEMJOFT 
JOBEEJUJPOUPUIFTJNQMFESJMMFEEPUJODJSDMF UIFUFSNA8BEJ4VR
4UZMFJTTVHHFTUFE GSPNUIFDVMUVSFXIJDIFTTFOUJBMMZTVDDFFEFEUIF
6NNBO/BSJOUIFTBNFQBSUTPG"SBCJB BOEMBTUFE XJUINPEJm
DBUJPOT VQUPðòïï $BSUFSðøøö÷÷oø "TJTTPPGUFOUIFDBTFXJUI
DBMMJOHDVMUVSBMBTTFNCMBHFTBGUFSDISPOPMPHJDBMQFSJPET XIJDIBSF
JOUVSODBMMFEBGUFSUIFTJUFT  UIFUFSNTXPSLXFMMFOPVHIGPS UIF
JNNFEJBUFHFPHSBQIJDBMBSFB CVUMFTTXFMMBTTPPOBTUIFZTUBSUUP
USBWFM*O#BISBJO BTXJMMCFTIPXO UIFA6NNBO/BS TUZMFJTJO
GBDUGPVOEJODPOUFYUTPG8BEJ4VREBUF
4UFBUJUF WFTTFMT BSF NPSF DPNNPO PO UIF "SBCJBO NBJOMBOE
UIBO JO %JMNVO  UIPVHI %BWJET DPVOU GPS %JMNVO PG POMZ ÷÷
JO 6NN BO/BS TUZMF BOE òò JO 8BEJ 4VR TUZMF JT PG DPVSTF PG
SFQPSUFE WFTTFMT ðøøõñï  BOE VOQVCMJTIFE %JMNVO FYDBWBUJPOT
GBS FYDFFE UIPTF GPS XIJDI UIF JOGPSNBUJPO JT GVMMZ BDDFTTJCMF
/FWFSUIFMFTT UIFTNBMMCVUTUSBUJmFE4BBSDPSQVTBEETOPUPOMZUP
UIFOVNCFSTCVUUPUIFEFCBUFPOBTTPDJBUJPOPGTUZMFBOEDISP
OPMPHZ "MUPHFUIFS òï WFTTFMT  PS GSBHNFOUT PG UIFN  BOE ðð MJET
XFSFGPVOE7JSUVBMMZBMMIBEJODJTFEQBUUFSOT
ɩF GPSN NPTU PGUFO SFQFBUFE XBT B TIBMMPX  SPVOECPEJFE
CPXM EFDPSBUFEXJUIBCBOEPGDJSDMFTKVTUCFMPXUIFSJN CPSEFSFE
UPQBOECPUUPNXJUIBTJOHMFMJOF FH'JHôñóBoEBOEH ɩF
DJSDMFTVTVBMMZIBWFBEPVCMFDJSDVNGFSFODF BOEBMXBZTBQFSGFDUMZ
QMBDFEDFOUSBMEPU JOEJDBUJOHUIFJSDSFBUJPOXJUIBDPNQBTTUPPM
0OFCPXMIBTDJSDMFTXJUIBTJOHMFDJSDVNGFSFODF CVUEPVCMFMJOFT
UPUIFCPSEFSJOTUFBE 'JHôñóF "OPUIFSPOFIBTUIFNJOPSWBSJ
BUJPOPGNVMUJQMFMJOFTCFMPXUIFDJSDMFT 2ðøïïðò  ɩFTFBSFBMM
GBJSMZTNBMMWFTTFMT UIFSJNEJBNFUFST XIFSFUIFZDPVMECFEFUFS
NJOFE SBOHJOHCFUXFFO÷BOEððDN XJUIPOFTMJHIUMZMBSHFSPOF
'JHôñóC ðóDN 4PNFIBWFWFSZDMPTFQBSBMMFMTJOUIF/PSUIFSO

#VSJBM $PNQMFY'JH ôñóF  XJUI UIF EPVCMF CPSEFS MJOFT  IBT BO
OFBSJEFOUJDBM NBUDI GSPN #VSJBM ðôñē .VHIBM ðø÷òQMĝ ó 
BOE ôïôïïô JT WFSZ MJLF POF GSPN #VSJBM ðø JCJEQMĝĚ  ð  0OF
CBTF GSBHNFOU XJUI OP EFDPSBUJPO FYFNQMJmFT B NPSF BOHVMBS
GPSN 'JHôñôC "TJOHMFJOTUBODFPDDVSSFEPGBEBSLDMBZWFTTFM
EFDPSBUFE XJUI EPUBOEDJSDMF EFDPSBUJPOB DSFEJUBCMF BUUFNQU
BUJNJUBUJOHUIFQSFTVNBCMZNVDINPSFFYQFOTJWFTUFBUJUFCPXMT
XIJDIBSFBMUPHFUIFSSBSFSBU4BBSUIBOQPUUFSZPOFT 'JHôñóI 
ɩFTFFJHIUTNBMMCPXMTEFDPSBUFEXJUIBCBOEPGEPUJODJSDMF
NPUJGTVOEFSUIFSJNBSF BTXFIBWFOPUFE HFOFSBMMZIFMEUPCF
EJBHOPTUJDPGUIFA6NNBO/BS PSATÏSJFSÏDFOUF TUZMFPGTUFBUJUF
WFTTFM BOEBSFUIFSFGPSFIFMEUPEBUFUPUIFMBUFUIJSENJMMFOOJVN
ēĔ 1PUUTðøøïBðïõoðï "DPNQBSUNFOUFESFDUBOHVMBSCPYEFD
PSBUFEXJUIEPUJODJSDMFNPUJGT UIFPOMZPOFPGJUTLJOEGPVOEBU
4BBS JTBMTPDIBSBDUFSJTUJDPGUIFTBNFBTTFNCMBHF %BWJEðøøõòõ 
mHôö  UIJT POF IBWJOH MPTU POF PG JUT DPNQBSUNFOUT BOE CFFO
mMFE PĊ UP CFDPNF B TJOHMF  TRVBSJTI DPOUBJOFS 'JHôñóJ  0OF
GVSUIFSA6NNBO/BS TUZMFQJFDFXBTGPVOE OPUBDUVBMMZTUFBUJUF 
CVUDMFBSMZJOUIFTBNFUSBEJUJPOPGTPGUTUPOFDBSWJOHBDZMJOESJDBM
WFTTFMXJUIFYUFSJPSDPWFSFECZIBUDIFEIPSJ[POUBMSJCT 'JHôñôB 
ɩJTUPPXBTEJWJEFEJOTJEFJOUPUXPDPNQBSUNFOUT
ɩF SFTU PG UIF DBSWFE TUFBUJUF WFTTFMT GSPN 4BBS BMNPTU BMM mU
JOUPUIFBTTFNCMBHFEFTDSJCFEBTA8BEJ4VR PSATÏSJFUBSEJWF5XP
TQPVUFE WFTTFMT GPVOE JO UIF TBNF MPDBUJPO BSF EFDPSBUFE XJUI
UIFCBOEPGEPUJODJSDMFNPUJGT CVUXIJMFPOFJTPUIFSXJTFQMBJO
'JHôñôF  UIF PUIFS IBT UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDBMMZ AMBUFS BEEJUJPO PG
B IPSJ[POUBM [JH[BH EFTJHO CFMPX UIF CBOE  FĊFDUFE CZ HSPVQT PG
QBSBMMFMJODJTFEMJOFTBMUFSOBUFMZTMPQFEmSTUPOPOFEJBHPOBMUIFO
UIFPUIFS 'JHôñôE 'SBHNFOUTPGMVHHFEWFTTFMTBSFBMTPDPNQBU
JCMFXJUIUIF8BEJ4VRBTTFNCMBHFUPPPOFIBTBMVHBUUIFXJEFTU
QPJOUPGUIFWFTTFM BOEUIFVTVBMEPUJODJSDMFQBUUFSO 'JHôñôG 
BOE B SJN QJFDF XJUI B MVH GSBHNFOU BU UIF UPQ ïïïïñ  IBT UIF
[JH[BHEFDPSBUJPO"TFDUJPOGSPNUIFCPEZPGBMPOH EFFQWFTTFM
IBTNVMUJQMFSPXTPGEPUJODJSDMFBTXFMMBT[JH[BH 'JHôñóG BOE
UIFSFJTBCBTFGSBHNFOUXJUI[JH[BHPOUIFMPXFSCPEZ 'JHôñôD 

3TEATITE LIDS
" QSFQPOEFSBODF PG MJET  BOE UIFJS NPSF FMBCPSBUF EFDPSBUJPO  JT
BTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIF8BEJ4VRBTPQQPTFEUPUIF6NNBO/BSDPS
QVTɩFFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBSIBWFZJFMEFEOJOFNPSFPSMFTTDPN
QMFUFMJETBOEUXPGSBHNFOUT NBLJOHVQBCPVUñôǷPGUIFDBSWFE
TUFBUJUFGPVOE-JETXJUIUIFUZQJDBMMZ8BEJ4VRIBUDIFEFEHFTJO
BEEJUJPOUPEPUJODJSDMFEFDPSBUJPOBSFSFQSFTFOUFE 'JHôñõCoD 
BOEUIPTFXJUIFOPVHIPGUIFIBOEMFSFNBJOJOHTIPXEFDPSBUJPO
POUIFLOPCBUUIFFOE 'JHôñõEoG %FDPSBUJPOPGUIFLOPCJT
NPSFUZQJDBMPGUIF8BEJ4VRTUZMF FTQFDJBMMZJGJUJOWPMWFTIBUDIFE
EFTJHOTɩF4BBSMJET IPXFWFS BMMIBWFQMBJOEPUJODJSDMFPOUIF
LOPC BOEUIJTEPFTBMTPPDDVSBNPOH6NNBO/BSWFTTFMT %BWJE
ðøøõmHô ø ɩF SFNBJOJOH QJFDFT IBWF UIF UZQJDBMMZ 6NN BO
/BSTJNQMFEFDPSBUJPOPOUIFCPEZPGUIFMJE CVUXJUIOPIBOEMF
FOEQSFTFSWFE FH'JHôñõB 'JHôñöB DBOEI BOEUIFSFJTPOF
JTPMBUFEIBOEMFXIJDIEPFTIBWFUIFFOEEFDPSBUFE 'JHôñöE 
"TGPSPWFSBMMTIBQF POFMJEJTBnBUEJTD 'JHôñöB BOEPOF
BMNPTUnBU 'JHôñöD CVUUIFSFTUIBWFUIFQSPmMFPGBUSVODBUFE
DPOF FH'JHôñöC  $VSJPVTMZ  UIF EJBNFUFST BSF PO UIF XIPMF
TNBMMFSUIBOUIPTFPGUIFTVSWJWJOHWFTTFMTHFOFSBMMZCFUXFFOóô
BOEöôDN XJUIPOFFBDIBUø ðïôBOEðñDN0OMZUIFTFMBTUUISFF
XPVMEIBWFmUUFEBOZPGUIFNFBTVSBCMFCPXMTGPVOEUIFSFTUBSF
NPSFUIFSJHIUTJ[FGPSUIFUZQJDBM8BEJ4VRMVHHFEWFTTFMTXJUI
TMJHIUMZ DMPTFE NPVUI %BWJE ðøøõmHõ  õoðð  PG XIJDI 4BBS
QSPEVDFEUXPQSPCBCMFFYBNQMFT 'JHôñôGBOE-ðõïïïð XIJDI
VOGPSUVOBUFMZDBOOPUCFNFBTVSFE



ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

&)' 
A  3TEATITE BOWL 0IECE FROM RIM AND BODY OF BOWL MADE OF
VERY DARK GREY STONE 0ROlLE TO NEAR BASE SURFACE WORN BUT ORIGINALLY
SMOOTH 3IMPLE ROUNDED RIM CURVED SIDES DROP QUITE STEEPLY )NCISED
DECORATION ON OUTSIDE IS CONlNED TO AREA BELOW RIM AND CONSISTS OF
DEEPLY INCISED ENCIRCLING LINE JUST BELOW RIM BELOW THAT A BAND OF
WIDELY SPACED CIRCLES EACH WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT
"ELOW THAT A MORE SHALLOW ENCIRCLING LINE 2IM DIAM  EXTANT H 
W  TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
B  3TEATITE BOWL RIM 2IM FRAGMENT FROM DEEP DECORATED
BOWL MADE OF PALE GREY COARSE GRAINED STEATITE 2OUNDED RIM mAT ON
TOP SIDES NEAR VERTICAL SWELLING SLIGHTLY 3MOOTH SURFACES %XTERIOR
INCISED DECORATION DEEP UNEVEN ENCIRCLING BAND IMMEDIATELY BELOW
RIM BELOW THAT A BAND OF CIRCULAR MOTIFS EACH CONSISTING OF TWO
CONCENTRIC CIRCLES WITH A CENTRAL DOT /NE EXTANT TRACES OF TWO OTHERS
REST LOST %XTANT CIRCULAR MOTIF DISlGURED BY LARGE DIAGONAL GOUGE
PERHAPS FROM A CHISEL %XTANT H  DIAM RECONSTR C  TH  CM
&ROM UNSTRATIlED SAND
C  $ECORATED STEATITE BOWL &OUR ADJOINING SHERDS GIVE FULL
PROlLE ABOUT A THIRD EXTANT $ARK GREY GREEN STONE 2IM ROUNDED SIDES
SWELL VERY SLIGHTLY THEN TAPER GENTLY TO mAT BASE %XTERIOR ORIGINALLY
SMOOTH NOW PITTED AND WORN WITH INCISED DECORATION CONSISTING OF
ENCIRCLING LINE IMMEDIATELY BELOW RIM BELOW THAT AN ENCIRCLING BAND
OF CIRCULAR MOTIFS EACH CONSISTING OF TWO CONCENTRIC CIRCLES WITH CENTRAL
DOT BELOW THAT ANOTHER LINE4HE DECORATION IS CONlNED TO A NARROW
BAND BELOW THE RIM AND IS CAREFULLY EXECUTED THE LINES BEING REGULAR
AND EVENLY CUT (  RIM DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
D  3TEATITE BOWL RIM &RAGMENT FROM THE RIM AND UPPER BODY
OF A LARGE DECORATED STEATITE BOWL 2IM mAT ON TOP SIDES FAIRLY SLENDER
TAPERING SLIGHTLY TO CURVE IN TOWARDS BASE !LL SURFACES SMOOTH WITH
lNE TOOL SCRATCHES THESE BEING SLIGHTLY DEEPER ON THE INTERIOR 'OOD
CONDITION GENERALLY )NCISED DECORATION ON OUTSIDE IS CONlNED TO THE
AREA BELOW THE RIM )T CONSISTS OF A BAND OF CIRCLES EACH WITH DOUBLE
CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT4HE BAND IS BORDERED TOP AND BOTTOM
WITH A SINGLE ENCIRCLING LINE (  W  TH  DIAM OF BOWL RECONSTR
C  n  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
E  3MALL SHALLOW BOWL OF DECORATED PALE GREY STEATITE
!BOUT A THIRD EXTANT4HICK ROUNDED RIM SIDES CURVE INWARDS TO
ROUNDED BASE "OTH SURFACES SMOOTH4WO ENCIRCLING PARALLEL LINES
INCISED ON EXTERIOR JUST BELOW RIM BELOW THEM AN ENCIRCLING BAND
OF CIRCLES EACH WITH CENTRAL DOT AND BELOW THAT ANOTHER PAIR OF
PARALLEL ENCIRCLING LINES4HE DECORATION IS SHALLOW AND UNEVEN THE
PARALLEL LINES BEING CUT AS A SERIES OF MORE OR LESS STRAIGHT ONES ( 
DIAM RECONSTR  &ROM UNSTRATIlED SAND



F 1 "ODY FRAGMENT FROM DECORATED STEATITE BOWL )NTERIOR
AND EXTERIOR SURFACES SHOW SIGNS OF BURNING4HREE OF THE EDGES
APPEAR TO HAVE FRESH BREAKS THE FOURTH EXHIBITS SIGNS OF WEATHERING
$ECORATION SHOWS REMAINS OF BAND OF CIRCLES EACH WITH CENTRAL DOT
BELOW WHICH SIX HORIZONTAL LINES SLANTING DOWN TO THE LEFT AND TO THE
RIGHT ONE PRESERVED LINE AT THE OPPOSED DIAGONAL &ITS AND JOINED TO
, $IMENSIONS      CM &ROM UNSTRATIlED SAND
G  2IM AND PART OF BODY OF DECORATED STEATITE BOWL !LMOST
A QUARTER OF RIM AND PART OF BODY EXTANT #OARSE GRAINED GREENISH GREY
STEATITE WORN SURFACES BROKEN INTO FOUR JOINING FRAGMENTS 3IMPLE
ROUNDED RIM NOW WORN AND SLIGHTLY UNDULATING SIDES GENTLY ROUNDED
DROPPING NEARLY VERTICALLY THEN CURVING INWARDS BASE PRESUMABLY WIDE
AND GENTLY ROUNDED "ELOW RIM ON EXTERIOR IS AN INCISED HORIZONTAL ROW
OF CIRCLES EACH WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT BELOW THAT
A HORIZONTAL LINE4HIS DECORATION IS WORN AND IN PARTS VAGUE "OTH FACES
HAVE BEEN GROUND AND POLISHED SMOOTH 0RESENT H  CM 2IM DIAM
RECONSTR C  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
H  )NCISED POTTERY BOWL 2IM FRAGMENT OF CUP OR SMALL
BOWL DECORATED IN IMITATION OF STEATITE VESSEL 3IMPLE NARROW ROUNDED
RIM &INE ORANGE BROWN CLAY WITH GREY CORE AND DARKER BROWN SLIP
ALMOST TOTALLY WORN AWAY OUT $ECORATION JUST BELOW THE RIM CONSISTS
OF TWO ENCIRCLING LINES BETWEEN WHICH IS A HORIZONTAL BAND OF CIRCLES
EACH WITH A CENTRAL DOT $IMENSIONS      CM 2IM DIAM
RECONSTR  %XTANT H  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
I  3TEATITE VESSEL 2ECTANGULAR VESSEL CARVED FROM DARK
GREY STEATITE 0LAIN THIN SLIGHTLY WORN RIM SIDES ALMOST STRAIGHT SLOPED
OUTWARDS TO NEAR BASE THEN SLIGHTLY IN TURNING ABRUPTLY TO ALMOST mAT
VERY SLIGHTLY CONVEX BASE4HE VESSEL IS WIDER AT THE BASE THAN AT THE
RIM AND TRAPEZOID IN PLAN 3MOOTH AND POLISHED !LL CORNERS ARE SLIGHTLY
ROUNDED )NTERIOR HAS SMOOTH mAT SURFACES CURVING TO mAT SLIGHTLY
CONCAVE BASE4HREE FACES OF THE EXTERIOR HAVE INCISED DECORATION
WHILE THE FOURTH THE LARGEST IS PLAIN WITH A SWOLLEN RIDGE DOWN
EACH SIDE AND ACROSS THE BOTTOM4HIS IS PRESUMABLY THE lLED DOWN
STUMP OF A CON JOINING VESSEL THE ORIGINAL BEING DOUBLE 4HE INCISED
DECORATION ON THE SIDES ADJACENT TO THE BREAK CONSISTS IN EACH CASE OF
A VERTICAL ROW OF FOUR CIRCLES DOWN EITHER SIDE EACH CIRCLE WITH DOUBLE
CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT4HE SIDE OPPOSITE THE BREAK WHICH
IS SLIGHTLY LARGER IS THE SAME BUT WITH THE ADDITION OF ANOTHER CIRCLE
BETWEEN THE LOWEST TWO TO FORM A ROW ACROSS THE BOTTOM AND ANOTHER
IMMEDIATELY ABOVE TO FORM ANOTHER HORIZONTAL ROW !LL THREE SIDES
ARE OUTLINED WITH A SINGLE INCISED LINE DOWN THE SIDES AND ACROSS THE
BOTTOM (  W  n  TH  n  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
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&)' 
A  3TONE VESSEL (ALF THE BASE AND PART OF THE BODY OF A
DECORATED CYLINDRICAL COMPARTMENTED VESSEL OF UNUSUAL DARK GREY
STONE lNE GRAINED WITH HIGH CONCENTRATION OF MICA ! LOW GRADE
METAMORPHIC STONE NOT STEATITE 0ETER "USH AND 'RAHAM %VANS PERS
COMM   &RAGMENT IS PITTED AND SCARRED AT ONE END AND MAY HAVE
BEEN REUSED FOR POUNDING "ASE IS CIRCULAR ALMOST mAT VERY SLIGHTLY
CONVEX AND POLISHED WITH WALLS RISING ALMOST VERTICALLY SLOPING INWARD
VERY SLIGHTLY TOWARDS THE TOP .O TRACE OF RIM )NTERIOR IS DIVIDED INTO
TWO IDENTICAL HALVES BY A THIN VERTICAL WALL UP THE MIDDLE ¬ OF ONE
COMPARTMENT BEING EXTANT AND © OF THE OTHER4HE INTERIOR HAS BEEN
CHISELLED OUT AND LATER GROUND SMOOTH NOT POLISHED LEAVING REMNANT
CHISEL MARKS IN THE CORNERS AND ON THE DIVIDING WALL4HE EXTERIOR
IS DECORATED ALL OVER WITH CLOSELY INCISED HORIZONTAL LINES FORMING A
RIBBED PATTERN4HE RIBS ARE EVENLY NICKED WITH lNE VERTICAL LINES "ASE
DIAM  EXTANT H  EXTERIOR WALL W  DIVIDING WALL W  n 
TOP n BASE MAX DIMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
B  3TEATITE BASE FRAGMENT 3HERD FROM THE BASE AND LOWER
BODY OF A DEEP THICK WALLED VESSEL 3IDES STEEP BASE mAT 0RESERVED
H  TH  BASE DIAM RECONSTR C  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
C  3TEATITE BASE FRAGMENT 3HERD FROM JUNCTION OF BODY
AND OF BASE OF DECORATED GREY STEATITE VESSEL ,OWEST PART OF SIDE
TURNS FAIRLY ABRUPTLY TO THICK GENTLY ROUNDED BASE /UTSIDE POLISHED
&RAGMENT OF INCISED DECORATION PRESERVED JUST ABOVE BASE FOUR
PARALLEL HORIZONTAL LINES BOUND THE VERY BOTTOM OF THE DESIGN AND JUST
ABOVE AND MERGING INTO THEM IS A GROUP OF lVE DIAGONAL LINES SLOPING
DOWN TO THE LEFT POSSIBLY PART OF A ZIGZAG DESIGN $IMENSIONS   
THICKNESS OF BASE  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D , 3TEATITE SPOUTED BOWL &RAGMENTARY SHALLOW SPOUTED
BOWL OF DECORATED GREY STEATITE4HREE QUARTERS OF RIM MISSING AND
SECTIONS OF BODY 2IM ROUNDED BODY SWELLS SLIGHTLY THEN TAPERS
GRADUALLY TO WIDE GENTLY ROUNDED BASE 3HORT BLUNT SPOUT IS OPEN AT
THE TOP CUT DIRECTLY AT THE LIP AND NOT PIERCING THE BODY %XTERIOR IS
POLISHED WITH INCISED DECORATION CONSISTING OF A BAND OF CIRCLES WITH
CENTRAL DOT IMMEDIATELY BELOW RIM BORDERED TOP AND BOTTOM BY A
DOUBLE ENCIRCLING LINE "ELOW THAT EXTENDING DOWN THE BODY IS A BAND
OF GROUPS OF lVE OR SIX SHORT DIAGONAL LINES EACH GROUP AT THE OPPOSED
DIAGONAL TO ITS NEIGHBOURS PRODUCING A ZIGZAG EFFECT4HE DECORATION IS
CAREFUL AND EVEN (  RIM DIAM C  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND



E , 3TEATITE SPOUTED BOWL 3HALLOW SPOUTED BOWL OF DARK
GREY STEATITE POSSIBLY BURNT RATHER WORN !BOUT HALF OF RIM BODY AND
BASE PRESERVED GIVING FULL PROlLE INCLUDING SPOUT &AIRLY THICK ROUNDED
RIM BODY TAPERS GRADUALLY INTO WIDE mAT BASE 3HORT BLUNT SPOUT JUST
BELOW RIM )NCISED DECORATION IN CONlNED TO AREA IMMEDIATELY BELOW
RIM SINGLE ENCIRCLING LINE BELOW WHICH IS A BAND OF INCISED CIRCLES WITH
CENTRAL DOT WITH ANOTHER ENCIRCLING LINE BELOW THESE4HE CIRCLES MAY
HAVE A SECOND OUTER CIRCUMFERENCE SURFACE IS TOO WORN TO BE SURE
MUCH WIDER THAN NORMAL $ECORATION IS RATHER UNEVEN AND PERFUNCTORY
WITH THE CIRCLES PLACED WIDELY APART (  DIAM C INTERNAL SPOUT
HOLE  EXTERNAL  CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
F  3TEATITE VESSEL FRAGMENT 3HERD FROM SMALL DECORATED
LUGGED VESSEL OF GREY STEATITE INCLUDING TINY PORTION OF RIM %XTERIOR
GROUND SMOOTH INTERIOR SHOWING CONSECUTIVE SLOPING CHISEL MARKS
0LAIN RIM NARROWED TO A THIN lNE EDGE AT THE TOP 3IDES STRAIGHT
THICKENING AND mARING SLIGHTLY TO LUG THEN ROUNDED AND TAPERING
PRESUMABLY TO THICK ROUND BASE4HE INCISED DECORATION IS CONlNED TO
A BAND OF CIRCLES JUST BELOW THE RIM EACH WITH A DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE
AND CENTRAL DOT4HE BAND IS BORDERED TOP AND BOTTOM BY A SINGLE
INCISED LINE4HE LUG IS TUBULAR PIERCED VERTICALLY AND HAS TWO VERTICAL
INCISED LINES ON IT 'YPSUM CRYSTALS HAVE FORMED ON PARTS OF THE
EXTERIOR AND WITHIN THE LUG HOLE $IMENSIONS      n  RIM
DIAM RECONSTR PERHAPS C  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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$ATING OF THE 3AAR STEATITE VESSELS
*UNVTUCFDPODMVEFEUIBUFJUIFSUIFTÏSJFSÏDFOUFTUZMFPGTUFBUJUF
DBSWJOHJTOPUJOGBDUDPOmOFEUPUIF6NNBO/BSQFSJPEBGUFSBMM 
BOEBDUVBMMZHPFTPOMBUFSPSJUSFBMMZJTUIJSENJMMFOOJVN JOXIJDI
DBTFXFIBWFUPFYQMBJOJUTQSFTFODFBU4BBS4IPVMEXFSFDPOTJEFS
UIFEBUFPGUIFFYDBWBUFETFUUMFNFOUBU4BBS $PVMEJUCFBTFBSMZBT
UIFMBUFUIJSENJMMFOOJVN ɩFSFBSFUPPNBOZQBSBMMFMTXJUIFBSMZ
TFDPOENJMMFOOJVNNBUFSJBMGPSUIBU JODMVEJOHPDDBTJPOBMmOETPG
8BEJ 4VR QPUUFSZ %P UIFAFBSMJFS TUFBUJUF QJFDFT EFSJWF GSPN UIF
VOFYDBWBUFE MBUF UIJSE NJMMFOOJVN MFWFMT BU 4BBS ɩF OVNCFS PG
WFTTFMTSFQSFTFOUFEPOMZCZTNBMMGSBHNFOUTXPVMECFDPNQBUJCMF
XJUIUIJTFYQMBOBUJPO BTGSBHNFOUTPGUFOmOEUIFJSXBZJOUPIJHIFS
MFWFMTUISPVHISPEFOUBOEJOTFDUBDUJPOPSPUIFSEJTUVSCBODF*GTP 
JU JT DVSJPVT UIBU OPUIJOH NVDI FMTF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD PG UIF FBSMJFS
QFSJPE IBT TVSGBDFE  BQBSU GSPN UIF WFSZ PDDBTJPOBM DIBJOSJEHF
XBSF TIFSE 6OVTVBMMZ  UIF TJUF JT FTTFOUJBMMZ VOEJTUVSCFE 8FSF
UIF JOIBCJUBOUT PG 4BBS DPMMFDUPST PG BOUJRVF TUFBUJUF ɩJT JT OPU
JNQPTTJCMFUIF DPNQBSUNFOUFE CPY 'JHôñóK  BU MFBTU IBE CFFO
CSPLFO BOE NPEJmFE GPS SFVTF  BT IBE B WFSZ TJNJMBS POF GPVOE
JOBOFBSCZHSBWF *CSBIJNðø÷ñmHóô ó .BOZPGUIFMJETXFSF
WFSZXPSOBUUIFFEHFT BOEBMUIPVHIUIFUIJOSJNPGBTPGUTUPOF
MJEJTPCWJPVTMZMJBCMFUPBCSBEF JUJTUIFEFHSFFPGIBSEVTFXIJDIJT
QV[[MJOH BTTVNJOHUIFTUPOFWFTTFMTUPIBWFCFFODPOTJEFSFEWBMV
BCMFBOEUSFBUFEDBSFGVMMZɩFMJETDMFBSMZIBEFJUIFSBIBSEMJGFPS
BMPOHPOF*TJUFWFOQPTTJCMFUIBUUIFZXFSFEFMJCFSBUFMZSFTJ[FE 
CZ B OPOFYQFSU  BOE TPNFUJNFT SFEFDPSBUFE  0OF JO QBSUJDVMBS
'JHôñõB IBTBOJOOFSCBOEPGDJSDMFTXIJDIIBTNVDIMFTTXFBS
UIBOUIFFSPEFEPVUFSPOF BOEMPPLTBTUIPVHIJUNJHIUIBWFCFFO
DVUMBUFS XJUIBEJĊFSFOUJOTUSVNFOU

ɩF PWFSMPOH TVSWJWBM PG 6NN BO/BS TUFBUJUF WFTTFMT  BMPOH
XJUI UIBU PG 1FSTJBO (VMG TFBMT  JT B QSPCMFN UIBU IBT FYFSDJTFE
1PUUT JO DPOOFDUJPO XJUI UIF 4PVUIFSO #VSJBM $PNQMFY BU 4BBS
ðøøïBðöõoö  XIJDI XBT FYDBWBUFE CFGPSF UIF TFUUMFNFOU
.VHIBM ðø÷ò  4FWFSBM PG UIF HSBWFT JO UIJT DPNQMFY DPOUBJOFE
UIF AXSPOH LJOE PG TUPOF WFTTFMTPNF  BT OPUFE  JEFOUJDBM UP
POFT GPVOE JO UIF TFUUMFNFOU  BOE UIFTF XFSF OPU KVTU GSPN UIF
SFMBUJWFMZFBSMJFSCVSJBMTBUUIFDFOUSFPGUIFDPNQMFY*UXBTDPO
DMVEFEUIBUUIFUIJSENJMMFOOJVNBSUFGBDUTXFSFJOGBDUIFJSMPPNT
1PUUT ðøøïBöö 8IJMF UIF EBUF PG UIFJS mOBM NBOVGBDUVSF NBZ
TUJMMCFPQFOUPEFCBUF UIFFWJEFODFGSPN4BBSTIPXTUIBUUIFVTF
PG6NNBO/BSTUZMFTUFBUJUFWFTTFMTDPOUJOVFTJOUPUIFFBSMZTFD
POENJMMFOOJVNɩJTTJUVBUJPOFDIPFTUIBUBU2BMBBUBM#BISBJO 
XIFSFDPOUFYUTPGFBSMZTFDPOENJMMFOOJVNEBUFQSPEVDFEWFTTFMT
JO8BEJ4VRBOE6NNBO/BSTUZMFT 2BM#ðò÷õoøð 

5NUSUAL STEATITE PIECES
'JOBMMZ BGFXQJFDFTPGDBSWFETUFBUJUFTFFNUPCFTJNQMZVOVTVBMPS
PVUPGQMBDF"TNBMMGSBHNFOUXBTGPVOEPGBWFSZMBSHFWFTTFMXJUI
OPFYUBOUEFDPSBUJPO òñðóðð QBSUPGBOPUIFS MBSHFSUIBOVTVBMPOF 
IBEKVTUUXPTJNQMFHSPPWFTVOEFSUIFSJN *ðóñïñò BOEBGVSUIFS
SJN GSBHNFOU DBNF GSPN BO FTQFDJBMMZ XFMMDSBGUFE EFFQ WFTTFM 
XJUIBEFTJHOPGTVOCVSTUTBOEBAEPHUPPUICBOE 'JHôñöH 1BSUPG
BWFSZXJEF nBUQMBUF PSQFSIBQTBLJOEPGMJE XJUITIPSU JODVSWFE
SJN XBTUIFPOMZTUFBUJUFWFTTFMGPVOEJOUIFUFNQMF 'JHôñöG 4BBS
3FQPSUðõòoó <ôò> ɩBUJTUPTBZ POFGSBHNFOUPGJUXBTGPVOEJO
UIFUFNQMF BOEUIFTFDPOETPNFGPVSZFBSTMBUFS JOUIFPQFOBSFB
òïõ UIBUMJOLT#MEHõóBOEJUTOFJHICPVSTXJUIUIFXFMM

&)' 
A  #IRCULAR STEATITE LID WITH LONG CENTRAL CYLINDRICAL KNOB
-ADE FROM DARK GREY STEATITE 0ART OF RIM BROKEN AWAY 5PPER SURFACE
IS HIGHLY POLISHED AND SLOPES UP TOWARDS CENTRAL STALK LIKE HANDLE
WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN BROKEN OFF THEN RE SMOOTHED4HIS FACE IS
DECORATED NEAR THE RIM WITH A SINGLE CIRCULAR ROW OF INCISED CONCENTRIC
CIRCLES  CIRCLES WITH CENTRAL DOTS  OF THESE CIRCLES ARE EXTANT AND
 ESTIMATED ARE MISSING4HE TOP OF THE SLIGHTLY TAPERING KNOB IS
AT PRESENT SLIGHTLY CONVEX ITS SURFACE WORN OFF 4HE LOWER FACE OF THE
LID HAS BEEN GROUND mAT SMOOTH BUT NOT POLISHED )T IS DElNED BY A
SLIGHTLY SMALLER CIRCLE WHICH HAS CUT BACK VERTICALLY THE LOWER HALF OF
THE ROUNDED RIM PRESUMABLY TO MAKE A SNUG lT 0ARTS OF THE UPPER
AND LOWER FACE THE END OF THE KNOB AND THE RIM ARE PITTED AND SCARRED
POSSIBLY FROM REUSE AS A POUNDER -AX DIAM  n  TOTAL H WITH
KNOB  H WITHOUT KNOB TH  n  LOWER FACE DIAM  n 
KNOB DIAM AT BOTTOM  n  AT TOP  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
B 0 (ALF OF A DECORATED STEATITE LID UNUSUALLY SMALL AND
UNUSUALLY BLACK #ONICAL IN SHAPE WITH INTERNAL mANGE #ENTRAL HANDLE
BROKEN OFF SURFACE BADLY PITTED AND SOME OF THE DECORATION LOST4HE
OUTSIDE EDGE IS HATCHED ALL THE WAY ROUND WITH SHORT INCISED ANGLED
LINES INSIDE WHICH RUNS A BAND OF CIRCLES EACH WITH CENTRAL DOT4HE
BASE OF THE HANDLE IS ENCICLED WITH A DOUBLE INCISED LINE $IAM 
EXTANT H  CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
C + $ECORATED LID OF GREY STEATITE $ISC SHAPED RISING
SLIGHTLY TOWARDS THE CENTRE WITH A SHORT STALK LIKE HANDLE THAT WIDENS
OUT AND IS mATTENED AT THE TOP (ANDLE AND EDGES CHIPPED %DGE IS
HATCHED BY SERIES OF SHORT SLANTED INCISED LINES INSIDE WHICH IS A BAND
OF CIRCLES WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT4HE BASE OF THE



HANDLE IS ENCIRCLED WITH A SINGLE INCISED LINE AND THERE IS ANOTHER NEAR
THE TOP /N THE TOP OF THE HANDLE ARE TWO MORE CIRCLES THE SAME SIZE AS
THE OTHERS (  DIAM  n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
D + $ECORATED STEATITE LID #OMPLETE EXCEPT FOR SLIGHT
DAMAGE TO EDGE 0ROlLE IS THAT OF A LOW CONE4HICK STALK LIKE HANDLE
AT CENTRE mATTENED AND WIDENED AT THE TOP )NSIDE mANGED 5PPER
FACE COVERED BY DOUBLE BAND OF INCISED CIRCLES EACH WITH DOUBLE
CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT4OP OF HANDLE IS COVERED WITH RANDOM
PATTERN OF SINGLE CIRCLES WITH CENTRAL DOT IN A SMALLER SIZE THAN THOSE ON
THE BODY ,ID DIAM  KNOB MAX DIAM  H  CM "LDG  !REA 
mOOR
E , 3MALL DECORATED LID OF GREY STEATITE WITH STALK LIKE
HANDLE 3LIGHT DAMAGE TO THE TOP OF THE KNOB ON THE END OF THE HANDLE
AND SOME CHIPPING AROUND EDGE #ONICAL IN PROlLE "AND OF INCISED
CIRCLE EACH WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT AROUND EDGE
0OSSIBLY CIRCLE MOTIFS ON KNOB TOO BUT WORN 3INGLE INCISED LINE AROUND
THE BASE OF THE KNOB (  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
F +  $ECORATED LID OF LIGHT GREY STEATITE 3HAPE OF LOW
CONE IN PROlLE WITH CENTRAL STALK LIKE HANDLE WHICH IS THICKENED AND
DOMED AT THE TOP ,OWER EDGE IS mANGED INSIDE SLIGHTLY CONCAVE
3LIGHT DAMAGE TO TOP OF KNOB AND OUTER EDGE )NCISED DECORATION IS
VERY NEAT CONSISTING OF RING OF CIRCLES ROUND THE OUTER EDGE EACH WITH
DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT &AINT INCISED LINE AROUND THE
BASE OF THE HANDLE THE TOP OF WHICH HAS BEEN COVERED IN A SERIES OF
SINGLE CIRCLES WITH CENTRAL DOT (  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA 
OCCUPATION
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0OFSJNGSBHNFOU BMTPGSPNBQBSUJDVMBSMZmOFWFTTFM IBTFMF
NFOUTPGBDPNQMFYEFTJHORVJUFEJĊFSFOUJOJOTQJSBUJPOGSPNUIF
TJNQMFPOFTKVTUEFTDSJCFE 'JHôñöF /PUNVDISFNBJOT CVUUIF
JOUSJDBUF QBUUFSO DPNQMFUFMZ DPWFST UIF TVSWJWJOH TVSGBDF  BOE JT
TVSFMZUIFANBUXFBWFUZQFPGEFDPSBUJPOPGUIFA'JHVSBUJWFPSATÏSJF
BODJFOOFTUZMFPGTUFBUJUFDBSWJOH %BWJEðøøõòñ 0VUTJEF#BISBJO
UIJT TUZMF JT DPOTJEFSFE UZQJDBM PG UIF NJE UP MBUF UIJSE NJMMFOOJ
VN CVUJTBUUFTUFEBTMBUFBT6S*** 1PUUTðøøóñôôĊ )PXFWFS 
B DPNQMFUF WFTTFM PG UIJT LJOE XBT GPVOE JO UIF /PSUIFSO #VSJBM
$PNQMFY $SBXGPSEBOE"M4JOEJðøøõ JOBHSBWFUIBUJTMJLFMZUP
CFDPOUFNQPSBSZXJUIUIFTFUUMFNFOU TPFWFOUIJTAFBSMJFTUTUZMFPG
TUFBUJUFDBSWJOHJTTUJMMGPVOEJODPOUFYUTBTMBUFBTUIFFBSMZTFDPOE
NJMMFOOJVNJOUIF4BBSBSFB
-JLF %JMNVO TFBMT  TUFBUJUF WFTTFMT DBSWFE JO UIF TUZMFT PG UIF
(VMG TPNFUJNFT UVSO VQ JO *SBR5XP XFSF GPVOE BU 6S  POF JO
1SJWBUF (SBWF óöò 6øïñïôò  BMPOH XJUI B DZMJOEFS TFBM XJUI
DMBTTJD &%***# DSPTTFE MJPOT 6øïñ÷  UIF PUIFS JO B A4BSHPOJE
HSBWF 1(÷øø 6ðïôóöôó XJUIOPPUIFSSFHJTUFSFEmOET 8PPMMFZ
ðøòóóòïBOEôôø #PUIUIFTFWFTTFMTBSFTBJEUPIBWFJODJTFEDJS

DMFT SPVOE UIF SJN  CVU OFJUIFS JT JMMVTUSBUFE "OPUIFS WFSZ QMBJO
CPXMXJUIBCBOEPGEPUUFEDJSDMFTBUUIFSJNXBTGPVOEBU(JSTV 
CVU UIJT UJNF FOMJWFOFE CZ UIF QSPNJOFOU JOTDSJQUJPO PG B CVTJ
OFTTNBOPGMPOHBHPA6S#BV TPOPG4IFI4IFI HSFBUNFSDIBOU
PGUIFUJNFPG"NBS4JO "NJFUðøöøQMĩĩĚB 

&INE VESSELS MADE FROM STONE OTHER THAN STEATITE
&WJEFODFGPSTNBMM mOFWFTTFMTNBEFGSPNTUPOFPUIFSUIBOTUFBUJUF
JTWFSZMJNJUFEKVTUUISFFDPNQMFUFFYBNQMFTBOEIBMGBEP[FOGSBH
NFOUT ɩF TVSWJWJOH DPNQMFUF POFT BSF FYDFQUJPOBMMZ BUUSBDUJWF 
JODMVEJOHBTIBMMPXCPXMPGCBOEFEQJOLTUPOF 'JHôñöJ BOEB
EFFQFSWFTTFMPGTPGUDSFBNBMBCBTUFSMJLFNBUFSJBM 'JHôñöK ɩF
UIJSE 'ðööïïó WFSZVOVTVBMMZGPS#BISBJO VOGPSUVOBUFMZEJTBQ
QFBSFEGSPNUIFTJUFCFGPSFJUDPVMECFSFDPSEFE'SPNUIFGSBH
NFOUTPGTVDIWFTTFMTUIBUXFSFGPVOE MJUUMFDBOCFNBEF CVUUIF
SFQFBUFE VTF PG B QJOLJTI RVBSU[JUF XBT OPUFE ðïïõðï  óöòïïð 
BMTPXIBUTFFNTUPCFQBSUPGBTUPOFQMBUF óöôõïö 

&)' 
A + $ECORATED LID OF GREY STEATITE HANDLE MISSING AND
EDGES SLIGHTLY DAMAGED SURFACE WORN AND BADLY SCRATCHED &LAT
DISC SHAPE WITH INTERNAL mANGE !ROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE IS A DOUBLE
ROW OF INCISED CIRCLES EACH WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL DOT
%XTANT H  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
B + %XCEPTIONALLY SMALL DECORATED LID OF GREY STEATITE
#ENTRAL HANDLE IS MISSING AND EDGE IS CHIPPED FOR ABOUT A THIRD OF
THE CIRCUMFERENCE 3HAPE OF A LOW CONE WITH INSIDE mANGED %DGE IS
HATCHED WITH SHORT DIAGONAL LINES "ODY COMPLETELY COVERED WITH A
DOUBLE ROW OF CIRCLES EACH WITH CENTRAL DOT 3INGLE INCISED LINE AROUND
BASE OF HANDLE %XTANT H  DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  MAKE UP
C  3MALL LID OF DECORATED LIGHT GREY STEATITE $ISC SHAPE
WITH A VERTICAL CYLINDRICAL HANDLE AT THE CENTRE %DGE WORN ALSO TOP OF
HANDLE ,OWER SURFACE HAS SHALLOW INDENTION ROUND EDGE 5PPER SURFACE
IS DECORATED WITH A BAND OF INCISED CIRCLES ALL WITH CENTRAL DOT AND ALL
BUT ONE WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE4HERE WAS A SECOND OUTER RING
WHICH IS NOW BADLY WORN AT THE EDGES THE CIRCLES ON THIS ONE WITH SINGLE
CIRCUMFERENCE4HE BASE OF THE KNOB IS ENCIRCLED WITH A SINGLE INCISED
LINE 0OLISH IS VISIBLE ON THE KNOB ITSELF /VERALL DIAM  INTERNAL DIAM 
DIAM OF KNOB  LENGTH OF KNOB  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  (ANDLE BROKEN OFF A STEATITE LID #YLINDRICAL WITH SWOLLEN
END IN THE CENTRE OF WHICH IS INCISED A CIRCLE WITH CENTRAL DOT ( 
DIAM OF UPPER PART  DIAM OF LOWER PART  CM "LDG  !REA 
mOOR
E  2IM FRAGMENT FROM DEEP VESSEL MADE OF SOFT MID GREY
STONE WITH COMPLEX CARVED DECORATION ON EXTERIOR 2IM mAT ON TOP
SIDES VERTICAL *UST UNDER THE RIM IS AN ENCIRCLING GROOVE AND BELOW
THAT A HORIZONTAL RIDGE )N ONE PLACE THE RIDGE IS INTERRUPTED AND JUST
UNDER THIS POINT ARE TWO HOLES SIDE BY SIDE NOT BORED RIGHT THROUGH
THE VESSEL WALL4HE AREA DIRECTLY BELOW THE HOLES IS CARVED INTO FOUR
RAISED ROUNDED RIDGES RUNNING VERTICALLY DOWN THE BODY OF THE VESSEL
4HE AREA TO THE LEFT OF THE VERTICAL PANEL THUS FORMED IS PRESERVED AS A
CROSS HATCHED TRIANGLE WITH ITS APEX TO THE RIGHT AGAINST THE NEAREST
RIDGE BUT IT MAY BE PART OF A LOZENGE OR A OF A LONG VERTICAL ZIGZAG
DESIGN4HE AREA OUTSIDE THE TRIANGLE IS HATCHED DIAGONALLY4O THE RIGHT
OF THE VERTICAL RIDGES IS A GROUP OF PARALLEL DIAGONAL LINES PERHAPS PART



OF A PANEL MIRRORING THAT ON THE LEFT $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  SAND
F  &RAGMENTARY PLATE OR PERHAPS A LID 'REYPINK CRYSTALLINE
STONE WITH OCCASIONAL LIGHT GREEN IMPURITIES4HICK RIM ROUNDED ON TOP
TURNS ABRUPTLY AT RIGHT ANGLES TO FORM THIN mAT BASE 2IMSIDE IS CONCAVE
ON INNER EDGE 3MOOTHLY lNISHED SURFACES WITH HIGH POLISH ON RIM AND
OUTER SURFACE (  RIM DIAM C  TH OF BODY  TH OF RIM  CM
'ENERAL DIMENSIONS      CM &ITS  FROM THE TEMPLE
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
G & 2IM FRAGMENT FROM DECORATED OPEN VESSEL MADE OF DARK
GREY STEATITE 2IM PLAIN SIDES STEEP 3URFACES VERY SHINY WELL POLISHED OR
POSSIBLY GLAZED *UST UNDER THE RIM ON THE OUTSIDE ARE TWO CARVED MOTIFS
SIDE BY SIDE EACH REPRESENTING A@SUNBURST A CENTRAL CIRCLE SURROUNDED
BY SHORT RADIATING LINES THAT ARE POINTED AT THE OUTER EDGE "ELOW
THESE IS AN ENCIRCLING BAND OF TOUCHING TRIANGLES APEX DOWN AND JUST
BELOW THAT A SIMILAR BAND THE TRIANGLES APEX UP4HE DECORATION IS VERY
CAREFULLY EXECUTED AND THE SURFACE lNISH EXCEPTIONALLY lNE $IMENSIONS
 CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
H  2IM FRAGMENT FROM DECORATED LID OF PALE GREY STEATITE
5PPER FACE CONVEX THE LOWER IS CONCAVE 5NDERNEATH mANGED 3INGLE
BAND OF INCISED CIRCLES WITH DOUBLE CIRCUMFERENCE AND CENTRAL
DOT 3URFACE HAS BEEN GROUND AND PARTLY POLISHED $IMENSIONS
     RIM DIAM RECONSTR  RIM TH  EXTANT H  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
I  3TONE BOWL 3MALL BOWL OF BANDED DARK PINK TO CREAM
COLOURED STONE WITH SMOOTHED SURFACES #OMPLETE 3LIGHTLY BEVELLED
RIM )NTERIOR GENTLY CONCAVE EXTERIOR STRAIGHT WITH SMALL mAT BASE
)NTACT EXCEPT FOR THREE CHIPS IN RIM (  n  RIM DIAM  BASE
DIAM  CM &ROM SURFACE OF SITE
J  3TONE BOWL 3MALL CREAM COLOURED ALABASTER BOWL OR
CUP #OMPLETE &LATTENED RIM WIDE MOUTH SLIGHTLY CONVEX SIDES AND A
SHALLOW INDENTED BASE (EAVILY ENCRUSTED WITH SALT AND INNER SURFACE
CRACKED IN TWO PLACES (  RIM DIAM  DIAM OF BASE  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
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3TONE OBJECTS
ɩF QFPQMF PG 4BBS FYQMPJUFE GVMMZ UIF SJDI TPVSDF PG MPDBM TUPOF
UIBUMBZKVTUCFOFBUIUIFJSGFFU OPUPOMZGPSCVJMEJOHCVUUPGBTI
JPOUPPMT BOETPNFUJNFTPSOBNFOUTBOEWFTTFMTUPP5PPMTTVDIBT
HSJOEFST QPVOEFST SVCCFSTBOEDIPQQFSTXFSFUIFNPTUDPNNPO
NBONBEFJUFNTFODPVOUFSFEJOUIFFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBS BDDPVOU
JOHGPSPWFSBUIJSEPGBSUFGBDUTSFDPSEFE

3TONE TOOLS
ɩFTUPOFUPPMTXFSFUPCFUIFTVCKFDUPGBTQFDJBMTUVEZ CZ3PCZO
4UPDLT CVUVOGPSUVOBUFMZUIJTDPVMEOPUCFDPNQMFUFEJOUJNFGPS
QVCMJDBUJPO IFSFɩF PWFSWJFX UIBU GPMMPXT JT UIFSFGPSF B QSPWJ
TJPOBMTVNNBSZBOEJMMVTUSBUJPOPGUIFNBJOUZQFTJEFOUJmFE

-ATERIAL
4UPOF UPPMT XFSF NBEF GSPN mWF CBTJD UZQFT PG TUPOF *SSFHVMBS
DIVOLTPGMPDBMMJNFTUPOFXFSFVTFEGPSFWFSZLJOEPGUPPM FBDI
QJFDFQSFTVNBCMZDIPTFOCFDBVTFJUTOBUVSBMJSSFHVMBSJUJFTBTTJTUFE
UIF SFRVJSFE BDUJPO .PSF IBOETPNF XFSF UIPTF BSUFGBDUT NBEF
GSPN UIF TQIFSJDBM OPEVMFT UIBU PDDVS OBUVSBMMZ JO UIF BSFB  BT
UIFTFQSPEVDFEUPPMTPGDPSSFTQPOEJOHMZSFHVMBSGPSNɩFZXFSF
QBSUJDVMBSMZQPQVMBSGPSSVCCJOHUPPMT BVTFUIBUSFTVMUFEJOPOFPS
NPSFnBUTVSGBDFT4PNFUJNFTUIFXFBSXBTWFSZFWFO QSPEVDJOHB
TQIFSFXJUInBUUFOFEFOET PSBDVCF
'PTTJMT  BMTP OBUVSBMMZ PDDVSSJOH BOE PG SFHVMBS QSPQPSUJPOT 
XFSF VTFGVM SBX NBUFSJBM UPP &DIJOPJET ATFB VSDIJOT  XPVME
TFFNJOHMZ IBWF NBEF HPPE SVCCJOH UPPMT  XJUI B DPOJDBM UPQ
QSPWJEJOH B SFBTPOBCMF HSJQ  BOE UIF VOEFSOFBUI DPOWFOJFOUMZ
nBU /FWFSUIFMFTT UIFZ XFSF VTFE NBJOMZ GPS QPVOEJOH  BT XFSF
CJWBMWFT MBSHF DMBNMJLF TIFMMT  1SFTVNBCMZ UIF SFMBUJWFMZ TIBSQ
FEHFTXFSFHPPEGPSQPVOEJOHBOBSSPXUBSHFU
'BSVTI  PS CFBDISPDL  B MJHIUDPMPVSFE  HSJUUZ  BOE DPBSTF
HSBJOFEDPOHMPNFSBUFDPOUBJOJOHNBOZTIFMMT XBTFYUFOTJWFMZFN
QMPZFEGPSHSJOEFST CFJOHWFSZBCSBTJWF CVUOPUFTQFDJBMMZEVSBCMF 

BESBXCBDLFWJEFOUGSPNUIFSFDPWFSZPGTPNBOZCSPLFOFYBN
QMFT1FCCMFT PGWBSZJOHTIBQFCVUBMXBZTXJUITNPPUI SPVOEFE
TVSGBDFT XFSFQSFTTFEJOUPNBOZVTFT
3BUIFS QV[[MJOH JT UIF GSFRVFOU PDDVSSFODF PG UPPMT PG IBSE 
EBSLDPMPVSFE DMPTFHSBJOFEJHOFPVTSPDL XIJDIEPFTOPU BTGBS
BTBOZPOFJTBXBSF PDDVSPO#BISBJOɩFPSJHJOPGUIJTSPDLJTTUJMM
BNZTUFSZ EFTQJUFTFWFSBMBUUFNQUTCZWJTJUJOHHFPMPHJTUTUPFYQMBJO
JU *EFOUJmDBUJPOT BT CBTBMU  EPMFSJUF BOE BOEFTJUF IBWF CFFO TVH
HFTUFE  CVU OP EFmOJUJWF DPODMVTJPO ZFU BSSJWFE BU "MUIPVHI OPU
OBUJWFUPUIFJTMBOE JUPDDVSTPOUIFOFBSCZNBJOMBOEPG"SBCJB
ɩF JNQPSUBODF PG UIJT TUPOF JT OPU IBSE UP GBUIPN  IPXFWFS  BT
JUT FYUSFNF IBSEOFTT NBLFT JU JEFBM GPS XPSLJOH TPGUFS TUPOF *UT
XFJHIU BMPOF XPVME TVHHFTU JU XBT BO FYQFOTJWF JNQPSU  CVU JU
TFFNTUPIBWFCFFOSFBEJMZEJTDBSEFE

'RINDERS GRINDSTONES AND MORTARS
ɩFUFSNAHSJOEFSJTVTFEIFSFUPSFGFSUPBIBOEIFMEUPPMNPWFE
CBDL BOE GPSUI UP HSJOE B TVCTUBODF BHBJOTU B TUBUJPOBSZ TVSGBDF
A(SJOETUPOF JT UBLFO UP CF B QJFDF PG TUPOF VTFE BT TVDI B TUB
UJPOBSZ TVSGBDF  BHBJOTU XIJDI UIF HSJOEFS JT XPSLFE8IFSF UIF
NPWFNFOUBHBJOTUUIFHSJOETUPOFJTSPUBSZ SBUIFSUIBOCBDLBOE
GPSUI  UIF HSJOETUPOF UZQJDBMMZ EFWFMPQT B IPMMPX JO UIF NJEEMF
*OUIJTDBTF AHSJOETUPOF NFSHFTJOUPANPSUBS UIFMBUUFSIBWJOHB
QSPOPVODFEBOEEFMJCFSBUFIPMMPX XIJDIIPMETUIFNBUFSJBMCFJOH
XPSLFE"NPSUBSPGUIFEFFQFSLJOEXPVMEUZQJDBMMZCFVTFEXJUI
BQPVOEFSPSQFTUMFSBUIFSUIBOBHSJOEFS CVUTPNBOZWBSJBUJPOT
BOE EFHSFFT PG EJTUJODUJPO XFSF JEFOUJmFE UIBU UIFZ EFGZ UZQJOH
*OUIFDBTFPGTNBMMFSGSBHNFOUT JUXBTOPUBMXBZTQPTTJCMFUPUFMM
XIJDI PG UIFTF UPPM UZQFT UIFZ PSJHJOBMMZ DBNF GSPN .PSFPWFS 
CSPLFOQJFDFTXFSFPGUFOSFVTFE BOETPTFWFSBMTUBHFTPGVTFGPS
EJĊFSFOU QVSQPTFT DBO TPNFUJNFT CF EJTUJOHVJTIFE  NBLJOH GPS
JOUFSFTUJOHJOUFSQSFUBUJPO CVUBMTPGPSQSPCMFNTXJUIDBUBMPHVJOH
BOEEFTDSJQUJPO*O#MEHñïò GPSJOTUBODF BNPSUBSXJUIJSSFHVMBS
FEHFT UIBUTIPXFETJHOTPGIBWJOHCFFOSFVTFEGPSQPVOEJOH XBT
GPVOEMZJOHGBDJOHVQXJUIBHSJOEFS BOEQSFTVNBCMZTFSWJOHBTB
UIFSFDFJWJOHTVSGBDF JFHSJOETUPOF 'JHôñøCoD 

&)' 
A + 'RINDER OF WHITE LIMESTONE 2OUGHLY SQUARE IN
PLAN ONE BROAD FACE GROUND SMOOTH THE OTHER SLIGHTLY HUMPED
$IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
B , 'RINDER OF LIMESTONE 3UB RECTANGULAR IN PLAN ONE BROAD
FACE SMOOTH THE OTHER WORKED $IMENSIONS  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
C  3TONE GRINDER 3UB RECTANGULAR LIGHT BROWN STONE WITH
NUMEROUS SMALL QUARTZ INCLUSIONS /NE SURFACE WORN SMOOTH AND mAT
4HE OPPOSITE IS IRREGULAR AND CONVEX4HIN FOR ITS SIZE )NTACT ,  W
 TH  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
D  3TONE GRINDER OR POSSIBLY GRINDSTONE (EAVY DARK
GREY IGNEOUS STONE WITH MEDIUM PALE INCLUSIONS POSSIBLY DOLERITE
UNUSUAL FOR THIS TYPE OF TOOL  )NTACT4HE STONE WAS ROUGHLY SHAPED
TO BE OVAL AND THE ENTIRE SURFACE PITTED /NE SUB RECTANGULAR FACE HAS
BEEN WORN mAT AND FAIRLY SMOOTH OVER THE PITTING4HE WEAR CURVES
DOWN AT EACH END4HERE ARE lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE
WIDTH OF THE SURFACE4HE SIDES ARE SCARRED ESPECIALLY ONE $IMENSIONS
 X  X n CM 7EIGHT  KG "UILDING  SAND
E  3TONE GRINDSTONE &RAGMENT DOUBLE SIDED POSSIBLY
REUSED AS POUNDER #HUNKY RECTANGULAR FRAGMENT OF LIGHT BROWN



SANDSTONE "OTH UPPER AND LOWER SURFACES WORN SMOOTH4HESE SHOW
ROUGH PECKING AND UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE WIDTH OF THE
FRAGMENT4HE EXTANT EDGE IS VERTICAL WITH CONCENTRATED PECKING IN THE
CENTRE WHERE REUSED AS POUNDER  $IMENSIONS      n  CM
"LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
F  3TONE GRINDSTONE )NTACT $RESSED BLOCK OF WHITISH OOLITIC
LIMESTONE REUSED lRST AS A MORTAR OR DOORSOCKET THEN AS A GRINDSTONE
AND POSSIBLE MORTAR 3QUARE BLOCK WITH SHAPING SCARS AND SLOPING
CHISEL MARKS ON THE FOUR mAT RECTANGULAR SIDES4HE UPPER SQUARE FACE
WHEN FOUND IS SLIGHTLY CONCAVE WITH OCCASIONAL LINEAR CHISEL MARKS AND
UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS PARALLEL TO ONE EDGE4HERE ARE SEVERAL SMALL
PITTED AREAS SCATTERED ACROSS THE FACE PERHAPS NOT NATURAL4HE LOWER
SQUARE FACE IS mAT WITH AN OVAL PITTED CONCAVE ZONE TOWARDS ONE CORNER
4HE REST OF THE FACE IS PARTLY PITTED WITH REMNANT SHALLOW SHAPING SCARS
4HE TWO FACES ESPECIALLY THE LOWER ONE ARE PARTLY COVERED WITH GYPSUM
CRYSTALS OBSCURING DETAILS -AX DIMENSIONS      n 
UPPER FACE  n    n  LOWER FACE  n    n  OVAL
ZONE LOWER FACE APPROX    DEPTH OF CONCAVE FACE  DEPTH
OF PITTED OVAL  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
G 1 3TONE GRINDSTONE !PPARENTLY INTACT )RREGULAR SLAB
OF LIMESTONE ONE END MUCH NARROWER THAN THE OTHER /NE FACE WORN
INTO A SLIGHT DEPRESSION FROM BACK AND FORTH MOVEMENT $IMENSIONS
     CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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'RINDERS
4UPOFHSJOEFST PGGSBHNFOUTPGUIFN BSFQBSUJDVMBSMZGSFRVFOUBU
4BBS"MUPHFUIFSPWFSññïXFSFJEFOUJmFE PGXIJDIBCPVUUIJSUZXFSF
EFmOJUFMZ JOUBDUɩFZ UBLF UIF GPSN PG GBJSMZ UIJO TMBCT PG TUPOF 
TIBQFE UP CF SFDUBOHVMBS PS TVCPWBM JO QMBOɩFZ BSF PG B DPO
WFOJFOUTJ[FUPCFQVTIFECBDLBOEGPSUIXJUIPOFPSCPUIIBOET 
VTVBMMZBSPVOEñïoñôDNMPOHBOEðôoñïDNXJEF"GFXBSFBCPVU
IBMGUIBUTJ[F QFSIBQTGPSmOFSXPSLPSGPSTNBMMFSIBOETUPQSBDUJTF
XJUI0OFPGUIFGBDFTUIFPOFUIBUEPFTUIFHSJOEJOHJTWFSZ
nBU  BOE TIPXT TJHOT PG VTFɩF PUIFS JT VTVBMMZ TMJHIUMZ EPNFE 
FJUIFS EFMJCFSBUFMZ TIBQFE  PS MFGU BT OBUVSBMMZ DPOWFY  BĊPSEJOH B
DPNGPSUBCMFIPMEGPSUIFIBOE FH'JHôñ÷BoC 6QUPTFWFOPGUIF
HSJOEFSTTFFNUPIBWFCFFOVTFEPOCPUITJEFT BOEððTIPXTJHOT
PGIBWJOHCFFOSFVTFEBTBEJĊFSFOUUZQFPGUPPM TVDIBTBQPVOEFS
ɩFTUPOFVTFEJTBMNPTUBMXBZTGBSVTI 'JHôñ÷D &YDFQUJPOBMMZ B
HSJOEFSJTNBEFGSPNJNQPSUFEJHOFPVTSPDL 'JHôñ÷E 
ɩJT UZQF PG HSJOEFS JT GBNJMJBS GSPN NBOZ DVMUVSBM DPOUFYUT
PWFSBXJEFHFPHSBQIJDBMBSFB BOEJTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFHSJOEJOH
PGHSBJOUPNBLFnPVSɩJTIBSEMZTFFNTBMJLFMZGVODUJPOBU4BBS 
HJWFOUIFBQQBSFOUEFBSUIPGHSBJO BMUIPVHIUIFSFDPWFSZDPOEJUJPOT
GPSQMBOUSFNBJOTBUUIFTJUF /FTCJUUðøøò QSFDMVEFBOZmSNDPODMV
TJPOTPOUIJTQPJOU8IBUPUIFSGPPETUVĊPSDPNNPEJUZGPSXIJDI
XFIBWFFWJEFODFXPVMECFOFmUGSPNTVDIUSFBUNFOUJTOPUJNNF
EJBUFMZPCWJPVT CVUJUNJHIUCFOPUFEJOQBTTJOHUIBUUPPUIEFDBZ
XBTBDPNNPOQSPCMFNPGUIFMPDBMQPQVMBUJPO )KHBBSEðø÷õ TP
UIFSFNJHIUXFMMIBWFCFFOBSFRVJSFNFOUGPSmOFMZHSPVOEGPPE
TUVĊ #BISBJOJ DVJTJOF JODMVEFT TFWFSBM QBTUFMJLF EJTIFT  TVDI BT
NBEISPVCB HSPVOE DIJDLFO BOE SJDF  ɩFTF XFSF USBEJUJPOBMMZ
DPOTJEFSFEEFMJDBDJFTEVFUPUIFIBSEXPSLJOWPMWFE CVUBSFOPX
DPNNPOQMBDF UIBOLT UP UIF BEWFOU PG UIF FMFDUSJD CMFOEFS -JLF
NBOZUSBEJUJPOBMEFMJDBDJFTJOUIJTDIBOHJOHXPSME UIFZBSFOPX
NPTUMZDPOmOFEUPTQFDJBMPDDBTJPOT TVDIBT3BNBEIBOTVQQFST
'RINDSTONES
(SJOETUPOFT  JO DPOUSBTU UP HSJOEFST  XFSF GPVOE JO NBOZ TIBQFT
BOETJ[FT BOEJUJTIBSEFSUPUFMMJGUIFZBSFJOUBDU CFDBVTFSPVHI 
JSSFHVMBS QJFDFT PG TUPOF  VOmOJTIFE SPVOE UIF FEHFT  XFSF PGUFO

VTFE 'JHôñøB 4PNFXFSFUIFSFGPSFDPNQMFUFMZJSSFHVMBSJOGPSN 
XIJMF PUIFST XFSF DBSFGVMMZ TIBQFE UP CF SPVOE PS TRVBSF PO UIF
PVUTJEF FH'JHôñ÷G  /POF XBT MBSHFS UIBO ôôDN JO EJBNFUFS 
BOEPOFUIBUTFFNFEEFMJCFSBUFMZTIBQFEJOUPBTRVBSFXBTBNFSF
ðöï¨ðôôDN óòïöïð 4BOETUPOFPSMJNFTUPOFXFSFUIFVTVBMNB
UFSJBMT PDDBTJPOBMMZGBSVTI BOECSPLFOPSEJTDBSEFEQJFDFTPGPUIFS
BSUFGBDUTTVDIBTEPPSTPDLFUTPSCBTJOTXFSFTPNFUJNFTSFVTFE"U
MFBTUUISFFIBECFFOSFVTFEPOUIFPQQPTJUFGBDF FH'JHôñ÷F 
4PNF HSJOETUPOFT XFSF PCWJPVT DBOEJEBUFT GPS VTF XJUI UIF
SFDUBOHVMBS HSJOEFST EFTDSJCFE BCPWF FH'JHôñøB  'JHôñ÷H 
BOEDIBSBDUFSJTUJDBMMZXPSFUIFNTFMWFTJOUPBTBEEMFTIBQF0UIFST
NVTUIBWFCFFOVTFEXJUITNBMMFSUPPMTTVDIBTQPVOEFSTPSQFT
UMFT FH'JHôñøE 
-ORTARS
"IBOEGVMPGTUPOFBSUFGBDUTIBWFCFFODMBTTJmFEBTNPSUBST IBWJOH
IPMMPXT UIBU TFFN UP IBWF CFFO EFMJCFSBUFMZ DSFBUFE BT QBSU PG UIF
UPPM SBUIFSUIBOKVTUBQQFBSJOHBTUIFSFTVMUPGDPOTUBOUVTFɩFZWBSZ
HSFBUMZJOTJ[FBTXFMMBTGPSN"OFYBNQMFGSPN#MEHòô GPSJOTUBODF 
JTOFBUMZTIBQFEUPCFFYBDUMZñòôDNTRVBSF öôïóïò 0UIFSTXFSF
NPSFDBTVBMMZTIBQFE 'JHôñøC 4PNFPGUIFTFJUFNTBSFJNQPTTJCMF
UPEJTUJOHVJTIGSPNEPPSTPDLFUTOPMPOHFSJOTJUV BOEJUJTFOUJSFMZ
QSPCBCMFUIBUFJUIFSXBTSFVTFEBTFJUIFS'PVSFYBNQMFTXFSFGPVOE
PG MBSHF CPVMEFST XJUI XPSO IPMMPXT JO UIF UPQ  UXP PG UIFN UBMM
FOPVHIUPTVHHFTUUIFZXFSFNFBOUUPBTTJTUUIFHSJOEJOHPSQPVOEJOH
PGTPNFUIJOHGSPNBTUBOEJOHQPTJUJPO0OFXBTJO#MEHôò BCPWF 
'JHòðóø  UPQ PG QIPUP  CVU UIF PUIFST TUPPE JO PQFO TQBDFT 0OF
XBTJO4BBS4RVBSF KVTUTPVUIPG#MEHòïó BOPUIFSJO%JSB[4RVBSF 
BHBJOTUUIFTPVUIXFTUFSOXBMMPG#MEHñïò 'JHôñøF BOEQPTJUJPOFE
UPCFFBTJMZBDDFTTJCMFUPBMMGPVSIPVTFTJO#MPDL" 'JHòòBCPWF 
:FUBOPUIFSTUPPEJO.BJO4USFFU KVTUPVUTJEF#MEHõï
#ONTEXTS AND GROUPS OF GRINDERS AND GRINDSTONES
#SPLFO QJFDFT PG CPUI HSJOEFST BOE HSJOETUPOFT XFSF  JOFWJUBCMZ 
GPVOESFVTFEBTCVJMEJOHNBUFSJBMGPSTUPOFGFBUVSFT&WFOXIFO
GPVOE PO nPPST  HSJOEFST BSF WFSZ QPSUBCMF  BOE JU JT IBSE UP CF
TVSFJGUIFJSmOETQPUTSFQSFTFOUUIFQMBDFXIFSFUIFZXFSFVTFE

&)' 
A  3TONE GRINDSTONE DOUBLE SIDED ,ARGE SUB RECTANGULAR
LIGHT BROWN SANDSTONE /NE SURFACE UPPER HAS BEEN WORN SMOOTH
AND CONCAVE FORMING ROUGH ROUNDED LONG EDGES )T HAS BEEN WORN
AWAYBROKEN AT ONE END4HIS SURFACE HAS WIGGLY UNIDIRECTIONAL
STRIATIONS BETWEEN THE SAND GRAINS RUNNING DOWN THE LENGTH OF THE
FACE4HE OPPOSITE LOWER SURFACE HAS ALSO BEEN WORN CONCAVE IN
AN OVAL OR RECTANGULAR TROUGH )T HAS A FAIRLY HIGH ROUNDEDPARTLY mAT
RIM AROUND THREE SIDES AND IS OPEN AT ONE END4HE STRIATIONS ARE THE
SAME AS ABOVE !PPROXIMATELY HALF WAY DOWN ITS LENGTH THE SURFACE
BECOMES VERY IRREGULAR AND DEEPER WITH DEEP GROOVES POSSIBLY DUE
TO INTENSE WEAR THROUGH USE4HE WORN AREA HAS CREATED A SMALL HOLE
IN THE SIDE OF THE OBJECT !LL THE SIDES ARE ROUGHLY mAT APART FROM THE
WORN END WHICH IS VERY IRREGULAR $IMENSIONS      n 
UPPER SURFACE DIMENSIONS  n    DEPTH  LOWER SURFACE
DIMENSIONS    DEPTH  HOLE DIMENSIONS    CM
"LDG  !REA  FEATURE
B  3TONE MORTAR REUSED AS POSSIBLE POUNDER )NTACT
'REY GREEN CLOSE GRAINED STONE WITH SCATTERED GALENA CRYSTALS 3UB
TRIANGULAR WITH ROUNDED SIDES AND EDGES4WO STAGES OF USE VISIBLE4HE
MORE RECENT WEAR WAS AN UNEVEN SCATTER OF LIGHTER COLOURED PECKING
ACROSS THE WHOLE SURFACE WITH ONE ROUNDED CORNER HAVING BEEN
HEAVILY PECKED4HE OLDER WEAR IS SEEN MOSTLY ON THE CONCAVE UPPER



FACE WHICH IS COVERED WITH OLD PECKING .EAR THE CENTRE IS AN OLD OVAL
HOLLOW WHICH HAS CONCENTRIC TURNING MARKS LIKE A MINI SOCKET 4HE
LOWER FACE IS BROKEN AND SLIGHTLY CONVEX AND THE THREE SIDES ARE CONVEX
TO CONCAVE !LL ARE WORN AND SHOW LITTLE EVIDENCE OF USE4HE SURFACE OF
THE STONE IS WORN AND SLIGHTLY mAKING $IMENSIONS      n 
CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
C  3TONE GRINDER 0OSSIBLY ONCE OVAL SHAPED NOW BROKEN
3UB RECTANGULAR FRAGMENT OF MEDIUM COARSE LIGHT BROWN SANDSTONE
WITH OCCASIONAL SHELL GRIT /NE SURFACE HAS BEEN WORN VERY SMOOTH AND
mAT WITH SHALLOW LINEAR TROUGHS VISIBLE TOWARDS ONE SIDE AND REMNANT
PECKING IN CENTRE4HE OPPOSITE FACE IS SLIGHTLY ANGLED TO THE lRST
AND SHOWS SIMILAR WEAR4HE EDGES ARE ROUNDED WITH SOME BEVELLING
$IMENSIONS      n  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  3TONE GRINDSTONE 3HAPE IS THAT OF LARGE DISC WORN INTO
A DEPRESSION IN THE MIDDLE WITH THE VERY CENTRE WORN RIGHT THROUGH
3MOOTH LIGHT COLOURED STONE 3ET INTO THE GROUND $IAM  DEPTH
 CM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
E  ,ARGE STONE MORTAR 2OUGLY SHAPED LUMP OF LIMESTONE
WITH UPPER SURFACE WORN INTO A SHALLOW IRREGULAR HOLLOW .OT MEASURED
!REA  SAND
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the early dilmun settlement at saar

The larger grindstones have more chance of being in their original
position. A number of groups found in the same context suggest
these areas were the place where preparation involving grinding
actually took place.
Three grinders found on a work platform in Area 41 of Bldg 305
(3221:03, 05 and 06) may have been in the place where they were
last used, along with part of a grindstone (3221:02). Another grindstone was found on a platform in the same area (3224:05), with
further tools and fragments.
A grindstone was found on the ﬂoor of Area 414 in Bldg 304,
along with a piece of grinder that had clearly had a long and useful
life (3315:01/16/17, and 3315:15 respectively). Several other fragments
found in the collapse above the occupation reinforce the impression of this as a work area.
Area 400 in Bldg 300 similarly had a grindstone on the ﬂoor, together with some fragments possibly belonging to it (3504:02 and
3504:17), and a grinder (3503:04). Again, several more fragments were
found in the collapse immediately above the occupation horizon.
A ﬂoor of Area 29 in Bldg 8 yielded a partial grindstone
(4348:07), two grinders (4348:07, 0321:01) and two grinder fragments, one reused for pounding (4348:08 and 13).

Tools for pounding, cutting and rubbing.
Stone tools held in the hand to pound, cut, abrade or polish took
many forms and styles. A very large proportion were used for more
than one action, so once again a meaningful classiﬁcation is problematic, and of all the stone artefacts from Saar these are most in
need of further study. Provisionally, and for convenience here, they
have been divided into:
‘Pounders’, bearing marks of percussion;
‘Choppers’, with a cutting edge;
‘Rubbers’, bearing marks consistent with a gentler
abrasion than that found on ‘grinders’. This type
merges into ‘smoothers’;
‘Polishers’, which obviously form a continuum with the
above, but are distinguished by the shine they have
acquired from the rubbing action;
Multiple-purpose tools (‘Multi-tools’), which bear
marks from more than one kind of action.

There is also a large number of tools that were catalogued just
as ‘tool’: Most of these come from the early excavation seasons
and were not further classiﬁed at the time. Stocks has re-examined
many, but full descriptions are not yet available for all, and they
have been omitted from this summary, as have tools made of ﬂint,
which require further work.
Pounders
Of the tools speciﬁcally identiﬁed as pounders, 46 were on fossil bivalves (e.g. 5232:08, Fig. 5.30d, 1580:21) and 24 on fossil echinoids (such as K17:13:03). Such fossils are fairly common in the
Saar area. Just over 400 were made of other stone, of which over
60 were identiﬁed as limestone, and about 25 as being of the
dark, close-grained igneous rock described above. The remainder
include examples of quartzite and chert.
Of the limestone specimens, approximately 18 were made from
the spheroid nodules that occur locally, and, along with the fossils,
are much collected by schoolchildren and others. They range in
diameter from 2 to 20 cm or more. It is diﬃcult to be more precise
about the number used as pounders, as the more worn the tool,
the less its original shape is apparent. These spheroids were also
used as rubbers and multi-purpose tools, and the careful shaping
of some of them (e.g. Fig. 5.30b, f and g) led to the initial assumption that they were weights, which they might be (see below). The
pounders range in size from 3 – 12 cm in diameter. Sometimes the
wear was even all round, more often on two opposing ends, so the
worn tool became a sphere ﬂattened at the ‘poles’ (Fig. 5.30a), and
when this was especially severe, it became a disc. Occasionally two
patches adjacent to each other were worn, to produce a wedgeshape from the original sphere. Pounders made from other kinds
of rock varied greatly in shape and size, but even larger specimens
(e.g. Fig. 5.31a) only rarely exceeded 12.0 cm in length. If made of
igneous rock, such pounders weighed between one and two kilos,
and anything larger would have been diﬃcult to lift repeatedly.
Often more than one surface had been used for pounding, as with
the double-ended pestle-shaped tool (Fig. 5.30c).

FIG. 5.30
5.30a 1567:05 Stone pounder. Dark grey, medium-coarse grained stone.
Intact. Sub-cubic with rounded edges. Upper and lower faces have been
worn smooth with one being larger than the other. Both have been
subsequently abraded. The other sides have been continually abraded.
Dimensions 6.45 × 6.2 × 5.3 – 5.8 cm. Bldg 203, Area 229, ﬂoor.
5.30b 6580:02 Stone weight or pounder. Carefully shaped large
sub-spheroid with ﬂattened top and bottom. Mottled light grey-pink
limestone or marble, polished to a fairly smooth surface. The central
zone of the circumference is abraded and slightly scarred. The rest of
the surface has occasional scars and natural pitting. Weight reused as
pounder, or trimmed/reworked? Intact. H. 7.6, diam. 12.5 cm. Weight
approx. 1,250 gm. Bldg 60, Area 372, ﬂoor.
5.30c 1739:05 Stone pounder or pestle. Thick cylindrical nodule
of banded grey-pink quartzite. Oval in section. Tool has scatter of
abrading across entire surface with concentrated areas in long central
zones of one face and two sides. The convex ends are very abraded
and their edges are partly scarred. Intact and in good condition. L 8.3,
w. 6.7, th. 5.4 cm. Bldg 204, Area 232, sand.
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5.30d 5232:08 Fossil bivalve possibly used as a pounder tool. Intact. Subovoid light grey limestone. Surface is worn and abraded, particularly on
the outer curved edge. L 4.6, w. 4.4, th. 3.5 cm. Bldg 220, Area 314, ﬂoor.
5.30e 6580:03 Cluster of 89 small stones/pebbles. (One fossil echinoid
illustrated.) Most have worn irregular surfaces. 84 pale or light grey
pebbles of various types: limestone, fossil, and farush. Dimensions range
2.2 × 1.7 × 0.9 to 6.7 × 3.7 × 1.1 cm. Total weight 723.7 gm. 4 blue-grey
pebbles, all different varieties of stone. Dimensions range 2.0 × 1.7 × 0.5
to 33.6 × 2.4 × 1.0 cm. Total weight 19.2 gm. 1 tiny red-grey pebble.
Dimensions 1.0 × 0.8 × 0.6 cm. Weight 6 gm. Bldg 60, Area 372, ﬂoor.
5.30f 5018:01 Stone pounder. Spherical nodule of grey coarse-grained
stone. Intact. Carefully and ﬁnely abraded over all curved surfaces,
except for two small opposite ﬂat ends. A near perfect sphere. Diam.
7.1, h. 6.6 cm. Bldg 221, Area 301, ﬂoor.
5.30g 5056:17 Stone pounder. Large sub-ovoid (bun-shaped) nodule
of light grey coarse grained stone. One wide face is ﬂat with a worn
concave hollow in the centre, the opposite is ﬂat but at an angle to the
ﬁrst. The entire surface is abraded. Intact. Dimensions: 8.7 × 8.7 × 6.1 cm.
Bldg 222, Area 304, ﬂoor.
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ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

#HOPPERS
5XFOUZmWF UPPMT XFSF TQFDJmDBMMZ JEFOUJmFE BT ADIPQQFST  XJUI
OBSSPX SFMBUJWFMZTIBSQFEHFTEFTJHOFEUPTFWFSSBUIFSUIBODSVTI
4IBQFTSBOHFXJEFMZJOTPNFDBTFTUIFXIPMFTUPOFIBTCFFOEF
MJCFSBUFMZ TIBQFE 'JHôòðD  JO PUIFST KVTU UIF FEHF JT NPEJmFE
'JHôòðE BOETPNFUJNFTBCSPLFOUPPMPGEJĊFSFOUUZQFIBTCFFO
SFVTFE 'JHôòðC XIFSFBQPVOEFSIBTTQMJUMPOHJUVEJOBMMZ BOE
UIFSFTVMUJOHTIBSQFEHFTVUJMJ[FE5FODIPQQFSTXFSFPGMJNFTUPOF 
OJOFPGEBSLJHOFPVTSPDL BOETJYPGPUIFSPSVOEFUFSNJOFETUPOF
ɩF NBKPSJUZ XFSF RVJUF TNBMM  CFUXFFO ò BOE ôDN BDSPTT  XJUI
BCPVUBRVBSUFSCFJOHMBSHFS öoðïDNBDSPTT

&)' 
A  ,ARGE POUNDER OF LIGHT GREY LIMESTONE (ALF CYLINDRICAL
IN SHAPE WITH CONVEX ENDS4OOL MAY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THIS SHAPE AS
THE mATTISH FACE IS ABRADED AND ALL ITS EDGES SCARRED !LL SURFACES HAVE A
SCATTER OF LARGE PECK MARKS AND mATTISH SCARRING ON THE HIGHER PARTS4HE
MAIN CONVEX SURFACE IS VERY ABRADED EXCEPT FOR SEVERAL NATURAL SHALLOW
HOLLOWS4HE TWO mATTISHSLIGHTLY CONVEX ENDS ARE ALSO ABRADED AND
DEEPLY SCARRED 0OSSIBLY BROKEN DURING USE AND REUSED $IMENSIONS
     n  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
B  3TONE CHOPPER MADE FROM SMOOTHERPOUNDER FRAGMENT
/VAL mATTISH PIECE OF DARK GREY CLOSE GRAINED IGNEOUS STONE WITH
NUMEROUS TINY BLACK INCLUSIONS 0OSSIBLY BASALT4HE ORIGINAL SLIGHTLY
CONVEX FACE HAS BEEN SMOOTHED AT EACH ENDS WITH A CONCENTRATION OF
SHALLOW PITTING ACROSS THE CENTRAL ZONE )N THE SMOOTHED AREAS THERE
ARE lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS IN THE DIRECTION OF EACH END4HE OTHER
mAT FACE IS PITTED !LL THE THIN EDGES ESPECIALLY THE TWO CONVEX ENDS ARE
BIFACIALLY SCARRED )NTACT A GOOD EXAMPLE WITH A NICE SHAPE $IMENSIONS
     CM7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



C  3TONE CHOPPER OR KNIFE $ELIBERATELY SHAPED LIKE A WIDE
KNIFE THE CORTEX PROVIDING A ROUNDED A GRIP SIMILAR IN STYLE TO A mINT
TILE KNIFE  3UB RECTANGULAR COBBLE OF DARK GREY IGNEOUS STONE WITH
CLOSE GRAINED MATRIX AND LARGER GREENISH CRYSTALS 0OSSIBLY PORPHRYTIC
BASALT4HE CORTEX IS THICK SMOOTHISH AND LIGHT YELLOWISH BROWN WITH
NUMEROUS SMALL HOLLOWS4HE CORTEX REMAINS ON ONE END OF ONE SIDE
AND ON THE LARGER END4HE OTHER END OF THE SAME SIDE IS mAT AND PITTED
4HE TWO FACES ARE FAIRLY mAT ONE SLIGHTLY CONVEX THE OTHER CONCAVE4HE
FACES ARE PITTED AND THE LONG SLIGHTLY CONVEX EDGE SCARRED WITH A LARGE
SCAR IN THE CENTRE NOTCH 4HE SMALLER END IS PITTED AND SCARRED )NTACT A
VERY GOOD EXAMPLE AND OF UNUSUAL STONE ,  W CORTEX END  SMALL
END  TH CORTEX END  SMALL END  ENDS W  AND  CM
 GM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  3TONE CHOPPER 1UARTZ PEBBLE CHOPPER 3UB OVAL
FRAGMENT OR mAKE OF MILKY WHITE QUARTZ NODULE /RIGINAL CONVEX FACE
IS SMOOTH WITH SLIGHT PATINA4HE BROKEN FACE IS mATTISH WITH POSSIBLE
PLATFORM BEING THE SHORT STRAIGHT EDGE !LL EDGES OF THE FRAGMENT ARE
SCARRED INCLUDING THE POSSIBLE PLATFORM /NE CONVEX LATERAL EDGE IS
HEAVILY WORKED THE OTHER LATERAL EDGE IS BARELY USED ! GOOD EXAMPLE
IN UNUSUAL MATERIAL $IMENSIONS      MAIN EDGE L  CM
7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
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ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

2UBBERS SMOOTHERS AND POLISHERS
3VCCFST BOE TNPPUIFST UBLF NBOZ EJTQBSBUF GPSNT  UIF POMZ
QSFSFRVJTJUF CFJOH B TNPPUI  CSPBE TVSGBDF UP SVC XJUI  BOE B
DPNGPSUBCMFHSJQ0DDBTJPOBMMZUIJTXBTBĊPSEFECZBQSPUSVTJPO
PQQPTJUF UIF SVCCJOH GBDF  JO UXP DBTFT TVċDJFOUMZ QSPOPVODFE
UP HJWF UIF UPPM UIF BQQFBSBODF PG B QFTUMF òñøðïñ  òñø÷ïð 
.PSFPGUFOUIFUPPMXBTSFMBUJWFMZnBU HSJQQFEBSPVOEUIFFEHFT 
BOE UIF NPTU DPNNPO TJ[F XBT CFUXFFO õ BOE øDN BDSPTT JO
CPUIQMBOFT0OMZPOFNVDIMBSHFSTQFDJNFOXBTGPVOE ð÷ôóðó 
ñðïDNBDSPTT 
"OPUIFS WFSZ DPNNPO TJ[F XBT ò UP óDN BDSPTT  B HPPE TJ[F
UP HSJQ XJUI UIVNC BOE mSTU UXP mOHFST GPS mOF XPSL " UPUBM
PG ðñô SVCCFSTTNPPUIFST XFSF JEFOUJmFE  TJY PG UIFN EPVCMF
TJEFE -JNFTUPOF OPEVMFT FH 'JHôòñBoC  BOE OBUVSBM QFCCMFT
'JHôòñD XFSFVTFEBTXFMMBTPUIFSTUPOFT BOEPMEUPPMTSFVTFE
'JHôòñE NBEFGSPNBCSPLFOHSJOEFS 
"MM FYDFQU UXP PG UIF ðð UPPMT JEFOUJmFE BT QPMJTIFST XFSF
OBUVSBMQFCCMFT UIFJSSPVOETVSGBDFTOFFEJOHOPNPEJmDBUJPOGPS
UIFJS QVSQPTF 'JHôòñFoH  0OF PS UXP XFSF NBEF GSPN DPM
PVSGVMTUPOFTPGQMFBTJOHTIBQF BTUIPVHIUIFVTFSIBEDIPTFOB
CFBVUJGVMUPPMUPQVUUIFmOJTIJOHUPVDIFTUPTPNFUIJOHEFMJDBUF
'JHôòñI 

&)' 
A  3TONE RUBBER OR SMOOTHER OF CREAMY WHITE LIMESTONE
)NTACT AND IN GOOD CONDITION 3HAPE APPROXIMATELY THAT OF A PYRAMID
OR TRAPEZOID "ASE OF PYRAMID OR LARGEST FACE WORN VERY SMOOTH WITH
ROUNDED EDGES AND lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS4HE SLOPING SIDE
FACES ARE mAT WITH CONTINUAL ABRADING ESPECIALLY CONCENTRATED ALONG
THE ROUNDED EDGES AND THE SHORT UPPER STRAIGHT EDGE 3OME OF THESE
EDGES ARE LIGHTLY SCARRED $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
B  &INE STONE SMOOTHER OR POSSIBLE WEIGHT 3UB
RECTANGULAR NODULE WITH TRIANGULAR SECTION OF OPAQUE WHITE QUARTZ
3MOOTH FACES AND EDGES /NE RECTANGULAR SIDE IS WORN OR SHAPED
VERY SMOOTH AND CONVEX4HE OPPOSITE SIDE IS HIPPED WITH ROUGHLY
FOUR SMOOTH WORN OR SHAPED CONVEX FACES )NTACT 0OSSIBLY FOR lNE
POLISHING WORK A WEIGHT OR AN ORNAMENT $IMENSIONS   X  CM
7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
C  3TONE WHETSTONE OR SMOOTHER 0OSSIBLY HAFTED 5SED
SIDEWAYS AT AN ANGLE TO THE SIDES ACROSS THE SURFACE OF A TOOL OR
OBJECT %LONGATED VERY REGULAR RECTANGULAR LARGE PEBBLE WITH ONE
CONVEX END AND THE OTHER END BROKEN OFF WITH STEPPED SCARS ACROSS
THE WIDTH OF THE TOOL .ATURALLY WEATHERED SMOOTH SURFACE WITH BOTH
FACES SLIGHTLY CONVEX THE SIDES STRAIGHT "OTH FACES HAVE THE SAME
USE WEAR4HE SURFACES ADJACENT TO THE SIDES ARE ABRADEDSMOOTHED
WITH lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE WIDTH4HESE WORN ZONES
ARE UNIFORMLY PARALLEL TO THE TOOLS SIDES AND CONVEX END 3IMILAR WEAR IS
BESIDE THE CONVEX END WITH STRIATIONS PERPENDICULAR TO IT 3OME OF THIS
WEAR CONTINUES RIGHT ACROSS THE SURFACE PARTICULARLY NEAR THE BROKEN
END4HE BROKEN END MAY HAVE BEEN USED AFTER IT WAS BROKEN AS ITS
EDGES ARE SCARRED AND ONE FACE NEAR IT IS ALSO PITTED4HERE IS LESS WEAR
ON THE ACTUAL ROUNDED EDGES !N UNUSUAL UNIQUE EXAMPLE ,ARGER
SIMILAR IN SHAPE BUT NOT OBVIOUSLY SAME USE AS  $IMENSIONS
     CM !VERAGE W OF WEAR ALONG EACH SIDE AND CONVEX END
 CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  mOOR



D  3TONE RUBBER OR SMOOTHER 3UB RECTANGULAR WEDGE
SHAPED LIGHT BROWN STONE WITH NUMEROUS SMALL QUARTZ INCLUSIONS /NE
FACE WORN SMOOTH AND mAT4HE STONE IS PROBABLY A REUSED FRAGMENT OF
A BROKEN GRINDSTONE OTHERWISE INTACT $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
E  0EBBLE POLISHER OR SMOOTHER /VAL PEBBLE OF LIGHT
CREAMY BROWN CLOSE GRAINED STONE 0OSSIBLE MARBLE OR LIMESTONE
3URFACE WEATHERED SMOOTH /NE FACE IS mAT AND POLISHED AROUND A
CENTRAL OVAL ZONE OF lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS4HE OPPOSITE FACE
IS SLIGHTLY CONVEX WITH WEAR OF THE SAME KIND IN THE CENTRAL ZONE BUT
LESS CONCENTRATED4HERE ARE A FEW SMALL SCARS AROUND THE CONVEX EDGE
)NTACT A GOOD EXAMPLE $IMENSIONS      CM 7EIGHT  GM
"LDG  !REA  SAND
F  0EBBLE POLISHER OR POSSIBLE WEIGHT4RAPEZOIDAL CRYSTAL
NODULE OF MILKY WHITE QUARTZ4HE FOUR SLIGHTLY CONVEX FACETS ONE IS
SMALLER ARE SMOOTH WITH AT LEAST TWO MADE THROUGH USE )NTACT A
GOOD EXAMPLE $IMENSIONS      SMOOTHEST SUB OVAL FACE
   CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  FROM STONE PLATFORM
G 1 3TONE POLISHER $ENSE BLACK THIN STONE PERFECTLY
SUB RECTANGULAR 6ERY REGULAR AND EVEN "ROAD FACES HIGHLY POLISHED
SHORT ENDS HEAVILY PITTED FROM POUNDING $IMENSIONS      CM
7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  SAND
H  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR POLISHING AND SMOOTHING
/VAL mATTISH PEBBLE OF ATTRACTIVE UNUSUAL CLOSE GRAINED STONE BANDED
DARK GREY AND LIGHT BROWN "ANDING IN FORM OF ASYMMETRICAL CONCENTRIC
CIRCLES WITH @EYE 0EBBLE IS WEATHERED VERY SMOOTH WITH ONE FACE
HAVING lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS RUNNING AT A SLIGHT ANGLE TO THE
WIDTH )NTACT A GOOD EXAMPLE $IMENSIONS      CM 7EIGHT
 GM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
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4OOLS OF MULTIPLE PURPOSE
"MNPTU BOZ TUPOF UPPM DPVME IBWF CFFO VTFE GPS NPSF UIBO POF
QVSQPTFPOTPNFPDDBTJPOTBHSJOEFSPSSVCCFSNJHIUPDDBTJPO
BMMZCFVTFEUPIJUBOEDSVTIBTUVCCPSOQBSUJDMFCFGPSFHSJOEJOHJU
TNPPUI GPSJOTUBODF BOEJUXPVMECFIBSEUPJEFOUJGZTVDIBOBD
UJPO)PXFWFS OFBSMZòïïPGUIF4BBSTUPOFUPPMTCFBSXFBSNBSLT
GSPN QFSTJTUFOU BOE EJTUJODUMZ EJĊFSFOU BDUJPOT  BOE IBWF UIFSF
GPSFCFFODMBTTJmFEBTCFJOHPGNVMUJQVSQPTFɩFWBTUNBKPSJUZ
ññï DPNCJOFEQPVOEJOHBOESVCCJOHTNPPUIJOH 'JHôòòBoE 
0UIFS DPNCJOBUJPOT XFSF QPVOEFS XJUI DIPQQFSBYF 'JHôòòF 
'JHôòóBBOEE PSPDDBTJPOBMMZSVCCFSTNPPUIFSXJUIDIPQQFS
BYF 'JHôòóD  4PGUFS TUPOF XBT NPSF QPQVMBS GPS DPNCJOBUJPO
UPPMT UIBO JHOFPVT SPDL  BOE BT XJUI QPVOEFST  MPDBM MJNFTUPOF
TQIFSPJET BOE GPTTJMT 'JHôòòC  'JHôòóC  XFSF QSFTTFE JOUP
TFSWJDF

#ONCENTRATIONS OF STONE TOOLS IN BUILDINGS
4UPOF UPPMT XFSF  BT NFOUJPOFE  VCJRVJUPVT JO UIF FYDBWBUJPOT BU
4BBS BTJOFWJUBCMFBTQPUTIFSETJOUIFmOETSFQFSUPSZPGBOZQBSU
PG UIF TJUF  JO DPMMBQTF BOE BCBOEPONFOU MFWFMT BT XFMM BT TUSBUJ
mFE EFQPTJUT *U JT IBSE UP CF TVSF UIBU BOZ POF QJFDF GPVOE XBT
JO UIF QMBDF XIFSF JU XBT MBTU VTFE  PS KVTU XIFSF JU FOEFE VQ BU
TPNFQPJOUBGUFSEJTDBSE'PSTPNFBSFBTPGPDDVQBUJPO IPXFWFS 
UIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPGUPPMTXBTFOPVHIUPTVHHFTUUIBUUIJTXBTUIF
QMBDFJOXIJDIUIFZXFSFMBTUPGJNQPSUBODFUPUIFJSPXOFST

*UNJHIUCFBTTVNFEUIBUDPVSUZBSEBOEPVUFSBSFBTXPVMECF
UIFQMBDFTXIFSFHSJOEJOH DIPQQJOHBOEBCSBEJOHXPSLUPPLQMBDF 
BOEUIJTXBTDFSUBJOMZUSVFPGTPNFCVJMEJOHT TQFDJmDBMMZ#MEHTñïø
BOE òôñ JO UIF 8FTUFSO 2VBSUFS  #MEHññó JO UIF /PSUIFSO  BOE
#MEHTõó ñññ õïBOEôõJOUIF&BTUFSO*OUIF4PVUIFSO2VBSUFS
#MEHòó IBE UIF HSFBUFTU TJOHMF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG DPOUFNQPSBSZ
TUPOF UPPMT GPVOE JO B TJOHMF BSFB BU 4BBSñï JO JUT PVUFS BSFB
"SFBõïï XJUIñøNPSFGPVOEJOUIFDPMMBQTFBCPWFJU TVHHFTU
JOHTUSPOHMZUIBUUIFPDDVQBOUTBUUIJTQIBTFXFSFFOHBHFEJOUIF
NBOVGBDUVSF TUPSBHFPSEJTUSJCVUJPOPGTVDIUPPMT#MEHT÷ ñððBOE
òïóBHBJOIBEDPODFOUSBUJPOTJOPVUFSBSFBT BTEJE#MEHðïóEPXO
JOUIF4PVUIFBTUFSO2VBSUFS
&MTFXIFSF  PO UIF PUIFS IBOE  UIF HSFBUFS OVNCFST PG TUPOF
UPPMTPDDVSSFEJOUIFJOOFSSPPNT FHJO#MEHTôô òô ðñ ñðï ñïö 
ðïðBOEðïñ BOEBMTPJOUIFSPXPGIPVTFTBMPOH+BOBCJZBITUSFFU
#MEHTð ñBOEó BMUIPVHIJO#MEHòUIFZXFSFNBJOMZJOUIFSFBS
ZBSE*OTPNFCVJMEJOHTUIFSFXFSFSPVHIMZFRVBMOVNCFSTJOJOOFS
BOEPVUFSBSFBT TVDIBTJO#MEHTññï òïòBOEôò BOEJO#MEHôðUIF
CBMBODF TIJGUFE PWFS UIF MJGFUJNF PG UIF IPVTF #MEHñïï  PO UIF
PUIFSIBOE DPOUBJOFEWFSZGFXTUPOFUPPMTBUBMM

&)' 

B  0OUNDERSMOOTHER ON PEBBLE OR BIVALVE FOSSIL 0IECE OF
LIGHT GREY LIMESTONE SUB OVOID ELLIPTICAL IN SECTION  /NE OPPOSING
SURFACE IS CONVEX THE OTHER IS WORN mAT4HE CONVEX SURFACE IS SLIGHTLY
ABRADED WITH SCARRED EDGES AND lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS4HE
mAT SURFACE IS SCARRED WITH A NATURAL OR PECKED SCAR IN THE CENTRE4HE
CONVEX CIRCUMFERENCE IS ABRADED AND SLIGHTLY SCARRED AT THE EDGES
$IMENSIONS      n  CM "LDG  !REA  FROM STONE
PLATFORM

D  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR SMOOTHING AND POUNDING
)NTACT $ARK GREY CLOSE GRAINED STONE 3UB WEDGE SHAPED AND ROUGHLY
TRAPEZOID IN SECTION !LL FACES ARE FAIRLY SMOOTH TO THE TOUCH4HE
UPPER SURFACE HAS AREAS OF UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE WIDTH
OF THE TOOL4HE LOWER OPPOSITE FACE HAS BEEN SMOOTHED AFTER BROKEN
ROUNDED RIPPLES  )T HAS OCASSIONAL lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS NEAR
THE EDGES BUT ALL THE EDGES ARE SCARRED THE LARGER SCARS BEING AT
EACH END4HESE EDGES ARE STEEPLY ANGLED TO THE SIDES OF THE TOOL4HE
LONG SIDES AND MOST OF THE WIDER END SURFACE ARE SMOOTH WITH lNE
MULTIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS /NE LONG SIDE HAS A CENTRAL ZONE OF PECKING
WITH GOUGED TAILS4HERE IS SOME ROUNDING BETWEEN THE UPPER SURFACE
AND ONE LONG SIDE /NE EDGE OF THE WIDER END HAS BEEN ABRADED AND
ITS LOWER CORNER IS SCARRED4HE NARROWER END OR BUTT HAS TWO ZONES
OF WORKING VISIBLE "OTH ARE ABRADED WITH THE BUTT ITSELF HAVING BEEN
ABRADED TO VERTICAL $IMENSIONS    n    n  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR

C  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR SMOOTHING AND POUNDING
)NTACT AND IN GOOD CONDITION ,IGHT GREY BROWN CRYSTALLINE LIMESTONE
$ISCOID TO SLIGHTLY OVAL WITH TWO OPPOSING mATTENED SURFACES AND A
WIDE CONVEX CIRCUMFERENCE "OTH UPPER AND LOWER FACES HAVE BEEN
WORN SMOOTH AND HAVE lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS PARTICULARLY
BESIDE TWO EDGES "OTH HAVE OCCASIONAL EARLIER ROUNDED PECKING
AND SLIGHTLY SCARRED EDGES4HE ENTIRE CIRCUMFERENCE IS ABRADED
$IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

E  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL 0OUNDER AXE AND POSSIBLE
SMOOTHER )NTACT 3UB OVOID SLIGHTLY WEDGE SHAPED NODULE OF DARK
GREY CLOSE GRAINED STONE4WO OPPOSING SURFACES ONE mAT AND ONE
SLIGHTLY CONVEX ARE SMOOTH PROBABLY NATURAL PATINATION 3OME VERY
lNE MULTIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS NATURAL ON THE CONVEX FACE !LL EDGES
ARE ABRADED4HE TWO CONVEX ENDS ARE VERY SCARRED /NE SIDE HAS A
LONG mAKE SCAR WHICH MAY HAVE BEEN REMOVED TO FACILITATE HAFTING
$IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

A  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR SMOOTHING AND POUNDING
)NTACT 3UB OVOID NODULE OF LIGHT GREY BROWN CRYSTALLISED LIMESTONE
/NE SURFACE WORN INTO A LONG SMOOTH CONVEX FACE DIVIDED CENTRALLY
LENGTHWISE BY A NARROW BAND OF PECKING 4HE EDGES OF THIS SURFACE
ARE SLIGHTLY SCARRED 4HE REMAINING CONVEX SURFACES ARE ABRADED
)NTACT AND IN GOOD CONDITION $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
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'ROUPS OF STONE TOOLS
(JWFO UIFJS PWFSBMM GSFRVFODZ  JU JT IBSEMZ TVSQSJTJOH UIBU TFWFSBM
TUPOFUPPMTPGUFOPDDVSSFEJOBTJOHMFDPOUFYU)PXFWFS UIFSFXFSF
BMTP DPMMFDUJPOT PG UPPMT UIBU BQQFBSFE UP IBWF CFFO EFMJCFSBUFMZ
HSPVQFE 4PNF HSPVQT DPOTJTUFE PG QFCCMFT  TPNF XJUI XFBS VTF
BOE TPNF XJUIPVU  BOE JU JT IBSE UP TBZ XIFUIFS UIFZ XFSF DPM
MFDUFEUPHFUIFSUPGPSNBTVSGBDF PSGPSUIFJSVTFBTUPPMT
#MEHñïö IBE B HSPVQ JO CPUI SPPNT  BOE UIF UPPMT GSPN UIF
DPMMFDUJPO JO UIF JOOFS SPPN JODMVEFE NBOZ NPEJmFE TQIFSPJET
BOEJUFNTNBEFGSPNJNQPSUFEEBSLTUPOF
*O#MEHõï BnPPSPGUIFPVUFSBSFB "SFBòöñ ZJFMEFEBMBSHF
HSPVQ PG TNBMM QFCCMFT  OPU XPSLFE  CVU DMFBSMZ EFMJCFSBUFMZ
HSPVQFE 'JHôòóF 4VHHFTUJPOTGPSUIFJSQVSQPTFIBWFJODMVEFE
HBNJOH QJFDFT " TNBMM HSPVQ DBNF GSPN TBNF MPDBUJPO PO UIF
nPPSBCPWF õôöøðò 
*O#MEHðï BnPPSJOUIFPVUFSBSFB "SFBó÷ IBEUXPHSPVQT 
óòõôó÷ BOE óòõôóø  PO UIF TBNF TVSGBDF  JODMVEJOH NBJOMZ QFC
CMFT TPNFXJUIEFmOJUFTJHOTPGXFBS TPNFOPUDFSUBJOMZVTFE
*O#MEHñïö BOEJOOFSSPPNnPPS "SFBñöò IBEUXPHSPVQT 
ð÷öïóö BOE ó÷ɩF GPSNFS JT PG EFmOJUF UPPMT  JODMVEJOH NPEJ

mFETQIFSPJETBOEJNQPSUFEEBSLTUPOFɩFMBUUFSJTTJNJMBS CVU
JODMVEFTBOVNCFSPGQFCCMFTUPP
*O#MEHñïö PDDVQBUJPOEFCSJTJOUIFPVUFSBSFB "SFBñöñ QSP
EVDFEQFCCMFTBOEQFCCMFUPPMT ð÷ôòððö QMVTBTUPOFEJTD ð÷ôòõô 
*O #MEHòô  TRVBUUFS PDDVQBUJPO JO BO JOOFS SPPN "SFBõïó 
IBEQFCCMFUPPMT JODMVEJOHTFWFSBMGPTTJMT BOEBHSPVQPGLOBQQJOH
nJOUT öôòòôò  " CJUVNFO CBTLFU  QPTTJCMZ DPOUBJOJOH UIF nJOUT
öôòòïö BOEBDPOFTIFMMCFBE öôòòðõ XFSFBMTPBTTPDJBUFE
*O #MEHòïï  XJOECMPXO TBOE JO UIF JOOFS SPPN "SFBóïï 
IBEBHSPVQPGQFCCMFT TPNFXJUIXFBS òïïðöö QSPCBCMZPGOP
TJHOJmDBODF BTUIJTXBTBOBCBOEPONFOUMFWFM
*O#MEHññò BOPVUFSSPPNnPPS "SFBñïò QSPEVDFEBHSPVQ
PGGPVSQFCCMFUPPMT òïïðöö BMMXJUIPCWJPVTXFBS
*O #MEHó  B nPPS PG UIF JOOFS SPPN "SFBòò  IBE GPVS nJOU
OPEVMFTVTFEBTQPVOEFST ñó÷ó "UUIJTMFWFM #MPDL-FWFM,ñ 
UIJTJOOFSSPPNXBTBUZQJDBMJOIBWJOHDPPLJOHJOTUBMMBUJPOTBOE
UXPFOUSBODFT
*O#MEHñññ BDPMMBQTFMFWFMJOUIFJOOFSSPPN "SFBòïó IBEB
HSPVQPGFJHIUQFCCMFUPPMT ôïôõðõ 

&)' 
A  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR CHOPPING AND POUNDING
)NTACT $ARK GREY CLOSE GRAINED STONE 7EDGE OR AXE SHAPED 3TONE
ORIGINALLY HAD ONE NATURALLY BROKEN mAT FACE WHICH HAS BEEN
SUBSEQUENTLY SCARRED AND ITS EDGES POUNDED DURING USE 4HE
OPPOSITE CONVEX FACE IS SMOOTH TO THE TOUCH WITH SCATTERED ABRADING
ABOVE EARLIER SCARS FROM EDGE POUNDING /NE CORNER OF THE NARROWER
BUTT END HAS lNE SHORT UNDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS /NE OF THE TWO LONG
SIDES HAS NUMEROUS UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS AT  DEGREES TO THE
LENGTH OF THE TOOL 4HE AREA BESIDE THE SHORTER END OF THIS SIDE HAS
BEEN ABRADED 4HE OPPOSITE SIDE AND THE SHORTER END OR BUTT OF THE
TOOL HAVE BEEN CONTINUALLY ABRADED 4HE WIDER END IS CONVEX AND VERY
SCARRED THROUGH USE AS AN AXE OR CHOPPER  !LL EDGES HAVE AT LEAST
SOME SCARRING $IMENSIONS    n    n  CM "LDG 
!REA  OCCUPATION
B  &OSSIL BIVALVE SHELL UTILIZED AS POUNDERSMOOTHER )NTACT
/NE SIDE AND ALL EDGES ARE ABRADED .ATURAL RIDGING AND GREY SKIN
OF FOSSIL IS MORE EVIDENT ON ONE SIDE $IMENSIONS      CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR



C  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL FOR SMOOTHING AND CHOPPING
4APERED RECTANGULAR FRAGMENT OF DARK GREY CLOSE GRAINED IGNEOUS
STONE 0ROBABLY BASALT /NE RECTANGULAR FACE HAS BEEN WORN VERY
SMOOTH AND mAT WITH OBVIOUS UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE
WIDTH !LL ITS EDGES ESPECIALLY THE ENDS ARE SCARRED4HE OPPOSITE FACE
IS SLIGHTLY CONVEX WITH SLOPING SIDES4HE MAIN RECTANGULAR AREA HAS
BEEN SLIGHTLY SMOOTHED WITH lNE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS ACROSS THE
WIDTH4HE SIDES ARE PITTED /NE CONVEX END IS SMALLER THAN THE OTHER !
GOOD EXAMPLE $IMENSIONS    n    n  ENDS   
AND    CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  3TONE MULTI PURPOSE TOOL 0OUNDERAXE )NTACT7EDGE
SHAPED TOOL OF DARK GREY LARGE GRAINED STONE4WO OPPOSITE FACES ARE
WORN SMOOTH AND mAT WITH A SCATTERING OF PECKING "OTH THE SIDES AND
THE CONVEX ENDS ARE ABRADED AND PARTLY SCARRED4HE WIDEST END IS THE
MOST WORN AND SCARRED $IMENSIONS    n    n  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR
E  #LUSTER OF  SMALL STONES AND PEBBLES -OST HAVE WORN
IRREGULAR SURFACES "LDG  !REA  mOOR
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3MALL OBJECTS
$ISCS LOOM WEIGHTS AND NET SINKERS
4NBMM NJTDFMMBOFPVT TUPOF PCKFDUT JODMVEF B DBSFGVMMZ NBEF EJTD
PG EBSL  DMPTFHSBJOFE TUPOF XJUI B TNBMM DFOUSBM QFSGPSBUJPO
'JHôòôD  BOE UXP PG MJNFTUPOF  NPSF DBTVBMMZ TIBQFE  XJUI B
MBSHFSIPMF PGUIFGPSNPGUFOJOUFSQSFUFEBTAOFUTJOLFS PSAMPPN
XFJHIU 'JHôòôBoC  "QBSU GSPN UIF GPSNFS  XIJDI JT GSPN
OFBSCZ#MEHó UIFZBSFGSPNSFMBUFEDPOUFYUTJO"SFBðPG#MEHð 
BMPOH XJUI B TUFBUJUF TQJOEMF XIPSM 'JHôòôE  BMM PG XIJDI BSF
SFNBSLBCMF POMZ JO UIFJS SBSJUZ BU 4BBS  GPS TVDI JUFNT BSF GBJSMZ
DPNNPOJOFYDBWBUJPOTPGNPTUQFSJPETJOUIF.JEEMF&BTUɩFJS
DPMMFDUJPOJOUIFTBNFSPPN BMPOHXJUIUIF.FTPQPUBNJBOXFJHIU
EFTDSJCFECFMPX JTUIFSFGPSFTVHHFTUJWF5XPPUIFSTUPOFTQJOEMF
XIPSMT XFSF GPVOE  CPUI JO CVJMEJOHT UIBU DPOUBJOFE PUIFS VOV
TVBMPSBQQBSFOUMZMVYVSZJUFNT #MEHôò 'JHôòôF BOE#MEHññï
'JHôòôG ɩFSFXBTBTJNJMBSPCKFDUGSPNEFQPTJUTBCPWF#MEHòô
'JHôòôH 

&)' 
A  ,IMESTONE DISC PIERCED THROUGH THE CENTRE *UST UNDER
HALF MISSING 0ERFORATION INTACT 5PPER AND LOWER SURFACES mATTENED AND
SMOOTHED $IAM  TH  DIAM OF THE PERFORATION  CM "LDG 
!REA  mOOR

E + 3TONE SPINDLE WHOR, 3MALL STONE OBJECT CIRCULAR IN
PLAN ONE FACE mAT THE OTHER DOMED 0IERCED THROUGH THE CENTRE OF THE
FACES 3IMILAR TO & $IMENSIONS      DIAM OF CENTRAL
PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

B & 3TONE PIERCED DISC &LAT LIMESTONE CIRCLE WITH LARGE
PERFORATION OFF CENTRE POSSIBLY WATER WORN -AX DIAM  MAX H 
PERFORATION MAX DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION

F  3TONE SPINDLE WHORL 0IERCED DISC WITH ONE DOMED FACE
PRESUMABLY A SPINDLE WHORL $ARK STONE $IAM  TH  DIAM OF HOLE
 CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR

C & 'REY STONE DISC WITH SMALL CENTRAL PERFORATION -AX
DIAM  H  PERFORATION DIAM  CM "LDG  !REA  lLL OF PIT

G  3TONE SPINDLE WHORL 0IERCED DISC WITH ONE SLIGHTLY
DOMED FACE )NTACT 'REY IGNEOUS STONE WITH LARGE WHITISH INCLUSIONS
,ARGE CENTRAL HOLE SHOWS lNE CIRCULAR DRILL MARKS4HE SURFACE HAS BEEN
GROUND OR POLISHED SMOOTH WITH lNE STRIATIONS VISIBLE4HE EDGES AND
PARTS OF BOTH FACES ARE SLIGHTLY CHIPPED $IAM  n  TH  HOLE
DIAM  CM 7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  SAND

D & 3TEATITE SPINDLE WHORL 3TONE DISC DOMED ON ONE SIDE
WITH CENTRAL PERFORATION 'REENY BLACK MOTTLED STONE4WO PARALLEL
LINEAR INCISIONS ON DOMED FACE 3IMILAR TO + $IAM  n 
DIAM OF PERFORATION  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
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,IDS AND STOPPERS
5XFOUZOJOFSPVOEPSPWBMTIBQFEMJETXFSFGPVOE FJUIFSTIBQFEBT
EJTDT FHôòõEBOEF PSnBUPOPOFTJEFBOEEPNFEPOUIFPUIFS
ɩFZXFSFJEFOUJDBMJOGPSNUPUIFEJTDTIBQFEBOEEPNFEMJETNBEF
PG QMBTUFS 'JHTôñð BOE ôññ  UIPVHI UIF EJTUJODUJPO CFUXFFO UIF
UXPUZQFTJTQFSIBQTBMJUUMFNPSFBSCJUSBSZXJUIUIFTUPOFFYBNQMFT 
BTUIFIBSEFSNBUFSJBMNBEFJUNPSFEJċDVMUUPGPSNTVDIQFSGFDU
EJTDT*UXBTBMTPIBSEUPUFMM JOTPNFDBTFT XIFUIFSUIFNBUFSJBMXBT
JOGBDUQMBTUFSPSTPGUMJNFTUPOF0OFPSUXPMJETXFSFXPSOBSPVOE
UIFFEHFT BOENBZIBWFCFFOSFVTFEBTBCSBEJOHUPPMT5XP ñðïñó
BOE ñôóöïñ  XFSF GPVOE JOTJUV JO UIF NPVUIT PG KBSTɩFSF XFSF
UXP TUPOFDMPTJOH EFWJDFT PG EJĊFSFOU GPSNB ANVTISPPNTIBQFE
TUPQQFS ,ðöóôñõ TJNJMBSUPPOFPGUIFQMBTUFSPOFT 'JHôññG BOE
BCVOHSBUIFSMJLFBTUPOFADPSL 'JHôòõD 

7EIGHTS
ɩFEJTDPWFSZPGOFBUMZTIBQFEBOEQPMJTIFEQJFDFTPGTUPOFPGOP
PCWJPVT QVSQPTF PGUFO QSPNQUFE UIF JOGPSNBM TVHHFTUJPO JO UIF
mFMEUIBUUIFZNJHIUCFXFJHIUTɩJTJTIBSEUPWFSJGZ FTQFDJBMMZ
XIFOUIFQJFDFJTJODPNQMFUFBOEUIFJOUFOEFEXFJHIUDBOOPUCF
BTDFSUBJOFE *O B TNBMM OVNCFS PG DBTFT  IPXFWFS  UIF DPOGPSN
JUZUPTIBQFTLOPXOUPCFIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSXFJHIUT BTXFMMBT
UIFBDUVBMOVNCFSPGHSBNT DMFBSMZDPOmSNFEUIFJEFOUJmDBUJPO
5XP XFJHIUT PG DMBTTJD GPSN XFSF GPVOE 0OF XBT B TUBOEBSE
*OEVTXFJHIU BDVCFPGDIFSUXFJHIJOHõöHN 'JHôòõH GSPN
BDPMMBQTFMFWFMJO#MEHññòɩFPUIFSXBTBTUBOEBSE#BCZMPOJBO
UZQFXFJHIU BUBQFSFEDZMJOEFSPGCMBDL QPMJTIFETUPOF XFJHIJOH
÷ðôHN 'JHôòõI ɩJTDBNFGSPNUIFTBNFDPOUFYUJO#MEHðBT
UIFDPMMFDUJPOPGVOVTVBMPSMVYVSZTNBMMPCKFDUTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF
"TJNJMBSTUPOF OPXXJUIBTNBMMDIJQ DBNFGSPNBDPMMBQTFMFWFM
JO#MEHñðï 'JHôòõJ BOEXFJHIT÷HN
5XP AJOUFSOBUJPOBM TUBOEBSET PG XFJHIU JO VTF JO UIF .JEEMF
&BTUJOUIFFBSMZTFDPOENJMMFOOJVNēĔXFSFUIF6S4UBOEBSEBOE

UIF%JMNVO4UBOEBSE UIFMBUUFSCFJOHUIFTBNFBTUIBUVTFEJOUIF
*OEVT8FJHIUTPG*OEVTTUZMFDBOUIFSFGPSFCFFYQFDUFEUPmUJOUP
UIF%JMNVO4UBOEBSE JOXIJDIUIFVOJUTXFSFðNJOB FRVJWBMFOU
UPð òôïHN ð÷NJOB ðõøöôHN BOEððïï ðòôïHN 0VSDVCJD
XFJHIU IPXFWFS BUõöHN DPVMEPOMZSFQSFTFOUðñïïNJOB"O6S
NJOBXBTFRVJWBMFOUUPôïïHN PGXIJDIõïNBEFVQBUBMFOUɩF
NJOBXBTJOUVSOEJWJEFEJOõïTIFLFMT FBDIFRVJWBMFOUUP÷òHN
0VSDZMJOESJDBMXFJHIUTBSFDMPTFUPUIJT
"DVSJPVTmOEPGBDVCFPGRVBSU[ 'JHôòõG CSPLFOPSXPSO
BXBZJOQBSU BOEGPVOEXJUIBUIJOQPUTIFSEDBSFGVMMZTIBQFEJOUP
B TRVBSF PG UIF TBNF EJNFOTJPOT  QV[[MFE VT XIFO GPVOE 0OF
TVHHFTUJPOXBTUIBUJUXBTBDVCJDXFJHIU BOEXIFOJUXBTCSPLFO
UIF TIFSE IBE CFFO NBEF UP NBLF VQ UIF XFJHIU  CVU UIF DVCF
JUTFMGXFJHIT÷HNBTJUJT DMPTFUPB#BCZMPOJBOTIFLFMEFTQJUFJUT
*OEVTBQQFBSBODF
*ODPNNPOXJUI2BMBBUBM#BISBJO 4BBSQSPEVDFENBOZTUPOFT
TIBQFEUPCFTQIFSFTXJUIUXPPQQPTJOHnBUUFOFE FOET 4QIFSJDBM
TUPOFTPDDVSOBUVSBMMZJOUIFBSFB CVUUIFnBUUFOJOHJTUIFXPSLPG
NBO BOENBOZPGUIPTFBU4BBSIBWFTJHOTPGXFBSGSPNQFSDVTTJPO
PS BCSBTJPO  TVHHFTUJOH UIFJS VTF BT QPVOEFST BOE SVCCFST 4UPOFT
UIVT TIBQFE BSF  IPXFWFS  LOPXO UP IBWF CFFO VTFE BT XFJHIUT
PO UIF %JMNVO 4UBOEBSE  BOE BSF BMTP GPVOE BU *OEVT WBMMFZ TJUFT
2BM#ðòøôoö BOE SFGFSFODFT  " TBNQMF PG UIF QBSUJDVMBSMZ
SFHVMBSMZTIBQFEAUPPMT GSPN4BBSXBTXFJHIFE CVUUIFSFTVMUTEJE
OPU BSHVF DPOWJODJOHMZ GPS UIFJS GVODUJPO BT XFJHIUT  BT NPTU EJE
OPUmUJOUPFJUIFSXFJHIUTZTUFN0OFTVCTQIFSJDBMUPPMPGJHOFPVT
SPDL òññóïð GPVOEPOBQMBUGPSNJO#MEHòïð XFJHIFEðõõøHN 
NBLJOH JU B POFFJHIUI %JMNVO NJOB PS B POFUIJSE #BCZMPOJBO
NJOB BOEBWFSZTJNJMBSQJFDFGSPNBnPPSJO#MEHòïòXFJHIFEB
DMPTF ðöòHNɩF POMZ PUIFS TUPOF UIBU BQQSPYJNBUFE UP B LOPXO
XFJHIUXBTBMBSHFBOEOPUWFSZSFHVMBSPOFGSPN#MEHòïó XIJDIBU
ð òñïHNXPVMEIBWFCFFOBTMJHIUMZTIPSU%JMNVONJOB CVUBDIPQ
QFSGSPNUIFTBNFBSFB 'JHôòðD XBTðõø÷HN BPOFFJHIUIPGB
NJOBBHBJO TPDPJODJEFODFNBZXFMMCFUIFHPWFSOJOHGBDUPSIFSF

&)' 
A 1 0IERCED STONE BLOCK "LOCK OF DRESSED LIMESTONE
APPARENTLY HALF OF A LARGER BLOCK 2ECTANGULAR IN PLAN AND SECTION 3QUARE
HOLE MADE TO ABOUT ¬ OF THE WAY THROUGH MIDWAY BETWEEN PRESERVED
OPPOSING EDGES "LOCK HAS FRACTURED NEATLY THROUGH THE HOLE "LOCK
     HOLE    CM "LDG  !REA  SAND
B  0IERCED STONE DISK4HICK PIERCED DISC PERHAPS A WEIGHT
OR A DOUBLE SIDED MORTARDOORSOCKET THAT HAS WORN RIGHT THROUGH
/THERWISE INTACT $ISCOID PIECE OF WHITISH OOLITIC LIMESTONE ROUGHLY
SHAPED4WO FACES HAVE BEEN AT LEAST PARTLY GROUND mAT AND THEN
PITTED4HEY ARE PIERCED WITH A LARGE CENTRAL HOLE THAT TAPERS FROM
EACH SIDE TOWARDS THE CENTRE $IAM  n  TH  HOLE DIAM TOP
 n  BOTTOMCENTRE  n  CM !REA  COLLAPSE
C  3TONE STOPPER OR BUNG ,IGHT COLOURED STONE OVAL IN PLAN
WITH ONE END LARGER THAN THE OTHER4HE LARGER END IS SLIGHTLY DOMED
AND IS CHIPPED ALONG PART OF THE EDGE4HE SMALLER END IS ALSO CHIPPED
AT THE EDGE $IMENSIONS OF LARGER END    DIMENSIONS OF SMALLER
END    TH  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  /VAL LID OF LIGHT GREY COARSE GRAINED STONE )NTACT
2EUSED AS POUNDER OR DELIBERATELY SHAPED BY ABRADING $ISC SHAPED
ONE SURFACE CONVEX THE OPPOSITE ONE ROUGHLY mATTISH 3OME ZONES
APPEAR POLISHED BUT THIS IS PROBABLY PATINA )RREGULAR ROUNDED
CIRCUMFERENCE IS ABRADED AND SCARRED4HERE ARE SEVERAL BLOBS OF
BITUMEN ON ALMOST ALL THE SURFACES DRIPPED ON AFTER THE OBJECT WAS
SHAPED $IAM  n  H  n  CM "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION



E  ,ID OF LIGHTWEIGHT LIGHT COLOURED GRITTY TEXTURED STONE
$ISC SHAPED WITH ROUNDED EDGES WITH ONE mAT SURFACE AND ONE VERY
SLIGHTLY CONVEX SIDE $IMENSIONS      CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
F - 3TONE CUBE 0ERHAPS A WEIGHT OF )NDUS 6ALLEY TYPE
7HITE QUARTZ STONE APPARENTLY A CUBE BROKEN APPROXIMATELY IN HALF
&IVE HIGHLY POLISHED FACES THE SIXTH BEING THE BREAK $IMENSIONS
     CM7EIGHT APPROX  GM &OUND IN ASSOCIATION WITH A
SMALL SQUARED SHERD OF APPROXIMATELY THE SAME LENGTH AND BREADTH
- WEIGHING APPROX  GM WEIGHTS KINDLY SUPPLIED BY "AHRAIN
.ATIONAL -USEUM  "UILDING  !REA  COLLAPSE
G  3TONE WEIGHT #OMPLETE CUBIC STONE WEIGHT OF )NDUS 6ALLEY
TYPE "ROWN BANDED CHERT 0OLISHED SURFACES AND CAREFULLY CHAMFERED
EDGES (  W  TH  CM7EIGHT  GM "LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
H & 3TONE WEIGHT #YLINDRICAL STONE WITH TAPERED ENDS
"LACK POLISHED STONE VERY CLOSE GRAINED PRESUMABLY A WEIGHT OF
-ESOPOTAMIAN TYPE ,  DIAM  CM 7EIGHT  GM KINDLY
SUPPLIED BY "AHRAIN .ATIONAL -USEUM  "LDG  !REA  OCCUPATION
I ) 3TONE WEIGHT (ARD BLACK HIGHLY POLISHED STONE
PRESUMABLY A WEIGHT OF -ESOPOTAMIAN TYPE #YLINDRICAL TAPERING
ROUNDED ENDS 3MALL CHIP OUT OF ONE SIDE $IMENSIONS      CM
7EIGHT APPROX  GM KINDLY SUPPLIED BY "AHRAIN .ATIONAL -USEUM 
"LDG  !REA  COLLAPSE
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,ARGER STONE ITEMS AND HOUSEHOLD FITTINGS
ɩFIPVTFIPMEmUUJOHTUIBUTVSWJWFGPSVTBU4BBSXFSFPGDPVSTF
VTVBMMZ NBEF GSPN TUPOF  PS QMBTUFS  PS B DPNCJOBUJPO PG CPUI
1PUUFSZ XBT PDDBTJPOBMMZ VTFE UPP  GPS UBOOVST PS WBUT  BOE
TPNFUJNFTCSPLFOQPUTSFVTFE'FBUVSFTCVJMUGSPNTUPOFTBOE
QMBTUFSBSFEFTDSJCFEBCPWFXJUIUIFIPVTFTUIFZXFSFGPVOEJO
$IBQUFS ó  0OF PS UXP  GBTIJPOFE GSPN TPMJE TUPOF  EFTFSWF
JOEJWJEVBM NFOUJPO  BMPOH XJUI UIF MBSHFS GSFFTUBOEJOH TUPOF
PCKFDUTSFDPWFSFE

"LOCKS AND ANCHORS
4JY DBSFGVMMZTRVBSFE CMPDLT PG TUPOF XFSF EJTDPWFSFE  XJUI OP
PCWJPVTDMVFBTUPUIFJSQVSQPTF5XPPGUIFNFBDIIBEBTRVBSF
DFOUSBM JOEFOUBUJPO  JO POF DBTF QJFSDFE BMM UIF XBZ UISPVHI
"OPUIFSTUPOF UIJTUJNFDBSFGVMMZTIBQFEUPCFPWBM CVUTRVBSFE
PĊ BU POF FOE  BOE XJUI B TRVBSF IPMF OFBS UIF TRVBSF FOE  JT
JOUFSQSFUFE BT BO BODIPS 'JHôòõB  *U JT TJNJMBS UP UXP TUPOFT
GPVOE BU 2BMBBU BM#BISBJO 2BM#ðóïô  POMZ UIFZ IBWF
SPVOEIPMFT BOEBUUIFPUIFSFOE

(OLLOWED AND PIERCED STONES AND DOORSOCKETS
ɩFUSBEJUJPOBMXBZPGmYJOHBEPPSJOUIF.JEEMF&BTUJTUPBUUBDI
BTIBGUPGXPPEEPXOPOFMPOHFEHFPGUIFEPPS UIFCPUUPNPGUIF
TIBGU QSPUSVEJOH B MJUUMF BOE TIBSQFOFEɩJT TIBSQ FOE UIFO mUT
JOUPBIPMMPXJOUIFHSPVOEJOUIFDPSOFSPGUIFEPPSXBZ BOEQJW
PUTUPBMMPXUIFEPPSUPPQFOBOETIVU0OFPSNPSFTUSBQTMPPQFE
SPVOEUIFVQQFSQBSUPGUIFTIBGUBOEmYFEJOUPUIFXBMMTVQQPSU
UIF XFJHIU PG UIF EPPS BU UIF UPQɩF HSPVOE XIFSF UIF TIBSQ
FOEPGUIFQPMFQJWPUTJTMJLFMZUPCFDPNFMPPTFJGOPUSFJOGPSDFE
JOTPNFXBZ BOEBDPNNPOEFWJDFJTUIFVTFPGBEPPSTPDLFU B
TUPOFQMBDFEVOEFSUIFFOEPGUIFQPMFBOEIPMMPXFEPVUTMJHIUMZ
*OBODJFOU*SBRBOEFMTFXIFSFUIFTFTPDLFUTDPVMECFNBEFPGWFSZ
mOFTUPOFJGUIFZXFSFGPSJNQPSUBOUCVJMEJOHTTVDIBTUFNQMFTPS
QBMBDFT FWFOJOTDSJCFEXJUIUIFOBNFPGUIF PGUFOSPZBM CFOFGBD
UPSPGUIFCVJMEJOHɩFTFEBZTBOFNQUZUJODBO FBTJMZSFOFXBCMF
JGOPUIBSEXFBSJOH JTBDPNNPOTVCTUJUVUF

5XFOUZTJY IPMMPXFE PVU TUPOFT XFSF JEFOUJmFE BU 4BBS  BOE
QSFTVNFE UP CF EPPSTPDLFUT  JEFOUJmFE CZ DJSDVMBS BCSBTJPO
NBSLT BOE PDDBTJPOBMMZ TIPXJOH TJHOT PG IBWJOH CFFO QMBTUFSFE
JOUP QPTJUJPO *U XBT OPU BMXBZT QPTTJCMF UP CF EJTUJOHVJTI UIFN
GSPN NPSUBST  BOE BU MFBTU POF IBE QSPCBCMZ EPOF EVUZ BT CPUI
'JHôòöC  4PNF XFSF TIBQFE JO CMPDLT  CVU CSPLFO QJFDFT PG
CBTJOXFSFBMTPDPNNPOMZSFFNQMPZFE BOEPOFTPDLFUXBTNBEF
GSPNUIFVOEFSOFBUIPGBDPNQMFUF TNBMM TRVBSFPOF 'JHôòöD 
5XP TPDLFUT IBE CFFO VTFE PO CPUI TJEFT  BOE UXP PUIFST IBE
EPVCMFIPMMPXT QSFTVNBCMZGSPNSFQPTJUJPOJOHUIFTUPOFXIFOJU
IBECFDPNFUPPXPSO

"ASINS
#BTJOT UP DPOUBJO XBUFS PS PUIFS IPVTFIPME QSPWJTJPO XFSF WFSZ
DPNNPO NPTUNBEFGSPNNPSUBSFETUPOFTBOEVTVBMMZMJOFEXJUI
QMBTUFS"CPVUðôïPGUIFTFXFSFFODPVOUFSFEBMUPHFUIFSEVSJOHUIF
FYDBWBUJPOPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU CVUJOBEEJUJPOUIFSFXFSFñïDPN
QMFUFFYBNQMFTPGCBTJOTNBEFCZIPMMPXJOHPVUBTJOHMFQJFDFPG
TUPOF BOEGSBHNFOUTPGTPNFôõNPSFɩFZXFSFSPVOEUPPWBM 
PS TRVBSF UP SFDUBOHVMBS  NPTUMZ SBUIFS OFBUMZ mOJTIFEɩF NPTU
DPNNPO TJ[F XBT BSPVOE òôoóïDN JO MFOHUI  CVU UIFSF XBT B
NVDITNBMMFSPOF ðô¨ðò¨òDN GPVOEJOBOJOOFSSPPNPG#MEHôò
-ðöï÷ðò ɩJTPOFXBT IPXFWFS WFSZTIBMMPX BOENBZQFSIBQT
IBWF TFSWFE B EJĊFSFOU QVSQPTF GSPN UIF MBSHFS POFT  XIJDI BSF
VTVBMMZ BU MFBTU ñïDN EFFQ #MEHôò BMTP QSPEVDFE UIF mOFTU FY
BNQMF PG B OPSNBMTJ[FE TUPOF USPVHI GPVOE BU 4BBS 'JHôòöG 
*U XBT GPVOE JO POF PG UIF PVUFS SPPNT "SFBõð  VQTJEF EPXO
BOE TFSWJOH BT B TUFQ  0OF PG UIF MPOH TJEFT JT OFBUMZ HSPVOE
EPXOUPCBTFMFWFM TPJUDPVMEOPUIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSMJRVJET BU
MFBTUBUUIBUTUBHFPGJUTMJGF"TJNJMBSXFMMNBEFTQFDJNFODBNF
GSPN#MEHòô BHBJOSFDUBOHVMBS 'JHôòöE BOE#MEHðóQSPEVDFE
BOVOVTVBMPOF WFSZMPOHBOEUIJO 'JHôòöF .BOZDPSOFSGSBH
NFOUPGSFDUBOHVMBSCBTJOTXFSFGPVOEJODPMMBQTFBOESFVTFEJO
XBMMTQJFDFTGSPNPUIFSQBSUT BOEGSPNPWBMPOFT XPVMEOPUIBWF
CFFOSFDPHOJ[BCMF

&)' 
A + ,IMESTONE ANCHOR /VAL WITH SQUARED OFF END
COMPLETE 3QUARED END HAS ALMOST SQUARE HOLE GOING RIGHT THROUGH
2OUNDED OFF END HAS A SLIGHT CONCAVE DEPRESSION ON SURFACE AS
THOUGH A SECOND HOLE HAS BEEN STARTED ,  W  H  HOLE
   CM !REA  COLLAPSE
B 1 $OORSOCKET -ADE FROM THICK CIRCULAR LIMESTONE SLAB
HOLLOWED OUT ON ONE FACE (OLLOW IS DEEP AND OVAL IN PLAN AS THOUGH
SOMETHING HAD BEEN RUBBED BACK AND FORTH AS WELL AS ROUND AND
ROUND 0ERHAPS A REUSED MORTAR $IAM OF TOP  n  DIAM OF BASE
   HEIGHT  HOLLOW L  W  DEPTH  CM "LDG 
!REA  FEATURE
C & 3TONE SOCKET 3UB SQUARE LIMESTONE BASIN WITH SHALLOW
SMALL RIM COMPLETE IN FOUR PIECES 2EVERSE HAS WORKED RECTANGULAR
DEPRESSION APPROX    CM THE CENTRE OF WHICH WAS USED AS
DOORSOCKET !NOTHER WORKED ROUND DEPRESSION ALSO SHOWS EVIDENCE OF
USE AS DOORSOCKET $IMENSIONS    H  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
D  3TONE BASIN 2ECTANGULAR BASIN MADE FROM LIGHT GREY
OOLITIC LIMESTONE )NTACT 5NDERSIDE OF BASE REUSED AS GRINDSTONE AND
PART OF A WORK PLATFORM 'RINDER  FOUND ABOVE 2ECTANGULAR



SHAPE IS SLIGHTLY TAPERED IN PLAN 7ORN SURFACE WITH ONE CORNER
BROKEN OFF mAT4HE SURFACES HAVE NUMEROUS NATURAL HOLLOWS AND WERE
ORIGINALLY AT LEAST PARTLY GROUND TO SHAPE 3OME SLOPING CHISEL MARKS
ARE VISIBLE ON THE RIM AND THE EXTERIOR -OST OF ORIGINALLY mAT RIM NOW
IRREGULAR AND ROUNDED 3IDES AND ENDS ARE VERTICAL /N THE INTERIOR THE
ENDS ARE NARROWER WITH ROUNDED CORNERS4HE LOWER PARTS OF THE WALLS
ARE WORN LIGHT BROWN AND CONCAVE CURVING TO A CONCAVE BASE /N
THE EXTERIOR THE WALLS TURN AT RIGHT ANGLES TO A mAT BASE4HE BASE HAS A
LARGE CRACK RUNNING LENGTHWAYS AND IS WORN ON THE UPPER ZONES4HERE
ARE POSSIBLE UNIDIRECTIONAL STRIATIONS RUNNING AT AN ANGLE TO THE LENGTH
$IMENSIONS      n  RIM EXTERIOR    n 
INTERIOR    BASE    n  INTERIOR DEPTH  CM
"LDG  !REA  FEATURE
E & ,IMESTONE BASIN LONG THIN AND RECTANGULAR EDGES
CHIPPED /UTSIDE RATHER IRREGULAR $IMENSIONS     
THICKNESS OF BASE  CM "LDG  !REA  mOOR
F , ,IMESTONE BASIN OR TROUGH RECTANGULAR AND NEATLY
MADE /NE LONG SIDE BROKEN OR TRIMMED AWAY ALMOST COMPLETELY"ASE
   TOP    INSIDE    THICKNESS OF BASE  CM
"LDG  !REA  mOOR
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Chapter 6 Pottery vessels: typological analysis
Robert Carter
Introduction, terminology and methodology
The pottery from Saar belongs for the most part to a Bahraini ceramic tradition usually referred to as Barbar pottery, after the site
where it was ﬁrst deﬁned. The tradition is well known from excavations at the major urban site of Qala’at al-Bahrain, hundreds of
tombs, the island of Failaka, Kuwait, and Barbar itself. The Saar
assemblage, however, presents the ﬁrst opportunity to examine the
pottery of a well-preserved, well-stratiﬁed settlement where openarea excavation has fully exposed a large number of dwellings and
other structures. This has enabled a high level of chronological deﬁnition, as well as allowing conclusions to be drawn regarding status,
function and the conventions governing the usage of space in the
settlement and within the housing units.
Regarding terminology, it should be noted that Barbar-style
ceramics ﬁrst came into use some time before the foundation of
the site of Barbar. The Barbar tradition is associated with the Early
Dilmun Period, which begins during the second half of the third
millennium bc and ends some time during the Old Babylonian
Period, before 1600 bc. Included in the Early Dilmun Period are
two divisions of the sequence of Qala’at al-Bahrain, usually referred to as the City I and City II Periods
This chapter includes an illustrated catalogue of the ceramics of
Saar with comparative details and statistical information for each
pottery type, the pottery wares and manufacturing practices, a functional and spatial analysis, and discussion of the chronology of the
ceramic sequence.
All pottery drawings in this chapter are at 2:5 unless otherwise
indicated. Colours in drawings are indicative only.

The sample
All the excavated pottery from Bldgs 51, 53, 205 and 207 was recorded and analysed. Additionally, a large number of contexts
and areas were randomly selected, providing signiﬁcant quantities
from Bldgs 208, 209, 220, 55, 64, 56 and 57. Lesser quantities of
material were sampled from eleven other houses and the temple
(Bldg 201). Contexts were only included in the sample if all their
pottery could be examined, rather than a selection of it.
Additionally, a large number of other vessels from the ten years
of excavation was examined and recorded. These vessels are not
included in the quantiﬁcation, periodisation and analysis of the
material, but many are clearly signiﬁcant. These are also illustrated,
and where appropriate, types have been deﬁned on the basis of
them. These types do not occur in the seriation and quantitative
analysis of the assemblage.

The recording and analysis
Vessels were recorded by pottery form and fabric, and quantiﬁed
by Rim eve (see Orton et al. 1993, 168 – 71). Bases and Base eves
were also recorded, but did not prove signiﬁcant. Other attributes
were also recorded for each entry. These include the presence and

colour of slips, painted decoration, ridging, whether or not the
sherd was burnt, and the thickness of the rim.
Pottery forms are initially deﬁned according to Højlund and
Andersen’s typology of Barbar pottery at the North City Wall at
Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1). This typology is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed,
and new codes are given to replace Qala’at al-Bahrain codes. It is indicated where a Saar form equates exactly or approximates to one of
Højlund and Andersen’s types.
Because of the fragmentary nature of most of the assemblage,
the Saar Type Series is fundamentally a typology of rim form. It
is not strictly a formal typology, however, in that other criteria are
occasionally used in distinguishing certain types, for example the
presence of painted decoration or manufacture by wheel, in the
case of small cups and bowls. The rim forms have been grouped
into broad functional categories (e.g. cooking pots, dishes), here
referred to as ‘Form Classes’. Table 6.3 shows the membership
list of Forms and Form Classes, as well as the equivalent form at
Qala’at al-Bahrain, if any.
Many vessels are known only from rims, and it was noted that
one variant of rim may belong to more than one type of complete vessel. In such circumstances, the variants of complete vessel are numbered and presented below as separate types, but were
recorded using one code based on the rims only. For example, S8
and S9 are two jar types sharing the same rim form; they were recorded and appear in the charts and tables using the one code, S8/
S9. Additionally, there is often a continuum of formal variation,
and even if complete vessels were always present, the division into
types would not be easy. Such problems were particularly acute
with certain bowls and cups (see p. 257).
A ‘Typology of Fabric’ was also employed. This is also a modiﬁed version of Qala’at al-Bahrain typology (see p. 267). The tables
and charts in this chapter are based on Rim eve totals for each
type. eve totals were used to calculate percentages, except when
only two examples of a given type are present, in which case the
attributes are split 50/50.
A statistical transformation was used on the Rim eve totals to
render the data suitable for comparative work in the spatial analysis of the site (see Orton and Tyers 1992: 167 – 70). Further details
are given below (p. 271). For this spatial analysis, contexts were
grouped by Areas (spatial units deﬁned during excavation), Area
Types, Buildings or Building Types.

The phasing of the pottery sequence
The sampled contexts and pottery forms were seriated using the
Bonn Archaeological Statistics Package for Windows (WinBasp),
Version 5.4. The seriation was run on abundance data (Rim eve
totals for each pottery form from each context) rather than on
presence/absence data. Some forms did not occur in the sample
and are thus absent from the seriation. Certain forms and contexts
were excluded from the seriation by the program, owing to insufﬁcient occurrences.
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Fig. 6.1 Seriation of Saar pottery types (earliest to latest from top to bottom)

The results tallied well with both the ordering of equivalent pottery forms in the seriation of the Qala’at al-Bahrain North City
Wall sequence, and stratigraphic information from Saar. Fig. 6.3
shows the seriation: earlier forms are found at the top and later ones
at the bottom, while earlier contexts are to the left and later ones
to the right. The occurrences of the Saar pottery types within the
seriation, compared to their equivalent occurrences at Qala’at alBahrain and elsewhere, is covered in the discussions of each form.
The seriated contexts were divided into three phases (Saar
Pottery Periods 2, 3 and 4), both on the basis of the internal
development of the assemblage and according to external comparisons. Only contexts and pottery from the seriated sequence
were used for calculating the relative percentages of types,
manufacturing techniques and surface treatments in each pottery period.
Additionally, one pottery phase (Pottery Period 1) was designated for all material earlier than that subjected to examination and
analysis during the production of this report. It therefore does not
represent a true division of the sequence. Pottery Period 1 material is
known only from test trenches and residual occurrences, and it
comprises very little pottery. It largely corresponds to Phase 0
BC
from the sounding in the temple (Saar Report 1: 77).
The rationale behind choosing the exact points at which
to divide the sequence is fully discussed below (p. 274). The 1700
external evidence is mainly from Qala’at al-Bahrain. In this 1750
report, Qala’at al-Bahrain Periods are abbreviated to, for example, QB IIc. Højlund and Andersen’s revised sequence 1800
starts with QB IIa and ends with QB IIc at the North City 1850
Wall. To summarise, Saar Pottery Period 1 corresponds to
1900
the QB IIa and probably early QB IIb Periods. Saar Pottery
Period 2 equates to QB IIb, though probably not the very be- 1950
ginning of QB IIb. Pottery Period 3 equates to QB IIc, while
2000
Pottery Period 4 falls between the QB IIc and the QB IIf.
Saar’s chronological relationships with other sites and regions 2050
is shown in Table 6.1. The relationships between Qala’at al2100
Bahrain, Failaka and the Barbar Temple are based on those
given in Højlund and Andersen’s study of the North City 2150
Wall sequence (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 395).
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The association between Saar pottery types and the Qala’at
al-Bahrain sequence is based on the seriation of the North City
Wall pottery (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). This does not include the latest
City II phase of Qala’at al-Bahrain, QB IIf, which is known from
Excavation 420 at that site. QB IIf is considered a late development of QB IIc (Q. al-B. 1: 129, and ﬁg. 386), the authors choosing
to retain the designation given in Højlund’s earlier (1986) analysis of Qala’at al-Bahrain pottery. It is not fully published, though
brief details are available in Højlund (1986) and the Failaka report
(Højlund 1987: 154 – 5 and ﬁgs. 665 – 82).
Tombs at Saar and Karanah 1, and the Bronze Age sequence
at Failaka were also useful in dating Saar’s pottery. Discussion of
chronological associations with the Failaka types is based on tables
and a seriation in the Failaka report (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 455, 456).
Also important are chronological developments within the cemetery of Karanah 1, where an early and a late horizon are deﬁned
(Velde 1998). The late horizon proved relevant to the dating of the
ﬁnal occupation of Saar.
Table 6.1 Chronological relationships
Saar
Pottery
Period

Qala’at alBahrain

Barbar
Temple

IIF

Karanah
1

Failaka

Late Phase

3A

Southeast
Arabia

Lothal

Rojdi

Mesopotamia

Old
Babylonian
Middle
Wadi Suq
Pottery
Period

4
III?

Lothal B

Rojdi C

2B
Early Phase
3

Isin-Larsa

IIc
2A

1

2

1

Early Wadi
Suq Pottery
Period

IIb

IIa-b

IIa

Ia-b

Ib
Ia

Umm anNar Pottery
Period

Ur III
Lothal A

Rojdi B
Late Akkadian
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Pottery typology

During recording at Saar, S1 and S2 were both experimentally
split into smaller categories on the basis of minor diﬀerences in
rim form, according to the angle of the inner side, and whether or
not the inner side was indented. These diﬀerences did not prove
signiﬁcant, and the subcategories were eventually merged. Much
of the variation in those respects was due to rough or variable
ﬁnishing during manufacture, and individual vessels could some-

Cooking pots

70

Period 2
Period 3
Period 4

60
50

%

40
30
20

Imports

Large Bowl

Large Vat or
Jar

Special Jar

Special
Bowl/Cup

Tannur

Bowl

Dish

Cooking Pot

0

Portable Jar

10

Fig. 6.3 Frequency of form classes by pottery period

times present very diﬀerent rim proﬁles at diﬀerent places along
the rim.
Højlund and Andersen’s typology of ‘neckless vessel rims’ for
Qala’at al-Bahrain was broadly followed for this class of vessel, in
that their criteria for the most abundant types of cooking pot, B16,
B17 and B19, are mirrored by the Saar categories S1, S2 and S3 respectively (Q. al-B. 1). The vast majority of cooking pots belong to
Type S1 in Pottery Period 2 and to S1 and S3 in Pottery Period 3.
Certain other categories deﬁned by Højlund and Andersen
have been merged or split here, e.g. Qala’at al-Bahrain Types B13,
B14 and B15 have become one category, S6. This was on account of
the diﬃculty experienced in distinguishing these varieties using
the criteria and illustrations given by those authors (Q. al-B. 1: 80).
Similarly, Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B18 has been split into two (a
smooth and a ridged variety, S4 and S5 respectively). Finally, a new
type has been identiﬁed: S7.
Fig. 6.2 Distribution of common Saar Types by pottery period

Pottery Period 3
Pottery Period 4

PNTCUP

S28

S37

S32

S39

S40

S15

PLHCUP

S30

WMDCUP

Saar Types

S20/S21

S14

S33

S13

S35

S12

All Periods

S4

S5

Pottery Period 2

S10/S11

S2

S26

S3

S8/S9

S1

Percentage

The seven types described as cooking pots comprise the bulk of
the assemblage, at 61 of the total sample. There is a small but
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the percentage of cooking pots in Pottery
Periods 2 and 3/4. This is accompanied by an increase in the percentage of portable jars in the Pottery Period 3 phases, perhaps
indicating that these came to be increasingly used for cooking
purposes.
All the vessels termed ‘cooking pots’ were hole-mouth jars.
Where ascertainable, and with the exception of one S5 vessel, all
had globular or oval bodies and round bases. Some occasionally
have spouts (S1, S4, S5), and comparative evidence suggests that
the other varieties may also sometimes have been spouted.
In terms of function, the purpose of most of these vessels is unequivocally as cooking pots. S4, S5 and S7 are possible exceptions.
The rounded base is suitable for setting directly into a ﬁre-pit, or
on plastered stones that served as jar supports. Their abundance
and mass-produced appearance shows them to be the most utilitarian of vessel classes at Saar. Taken as a whole, 87 showed signs
of burning (S3: 98; S1: 89; S6: 87; S2: 76; S5: 61; S7: 50;
S4: 45).
Of the possible exceptions, examples of S7 are too fragmentary
and rare to draw ﬁrm conclusions regarding function. S4 and S5,
however are both unusual. Only 45 of S4 vessels showed signs of
burning, and unusually high percentages of Wares 2 and 5 as well
as Reserve Slip were noted. S5 showed a high proportion of Ware
2 and slips, plus a unique painted example with a ﬂat base; only
61 was burnt. Despite these reservations, these vessels have been
classed as cooking pots because of the formal similarities with the
other varieties in this class.
All were handmade, and decoration is rare. Ware 1, the coarsest
fabric, dominates the group, at 79. Most of the rest are in Ware
2. Most were not slipped, though a majority of those in Ware 2
did bear slips. A very small minority of cooking pots were found
in Ware 5.
As with the portable jars, certain cooking pot types can be
seen to replace others as time passes at Saar. S1 dominates Pottery
Period 2, comprising 46 of its assemblage. S3, absent from
Pottery Period 2, increasingly becomes the most common type
during Pottery Period 3, at the expense
50
of S1. By Pottery Period 4, S3 accounts
for 47 of the assemblage, an almost
45
identical quantity to S1 in Pottery
40
Period 2 (Fig. 6.2). The same phenomenon is evident at Qala’at al-Bahrain
35
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 392). In contrast to the
situation at Saar, however, the per30
centage of B17 (equals S2) increases
at Qala’at al-Bahrain during the IIc
25
phase. The decline in S2 at Saar largely
20
accounts for the decrease in the overall
conribution of cooking pots over time
15
(Fig. 6.3).
The overwhelming percentage of
10
cooking pots must be partially due to
5
breakage rates. Vessels such as S33, S30,
S26 etc. were probably a much more
0
important part of the assemblage than
their percentages suggest.
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S1 corresponds exactly to Højlund and Andersen’s B16 which they
describe as having a ‘bevelled rim thicker than 0.9 cm, without
ridges on shoulder’ (Q. al-B. 1: 81). There is often an indentation behind the rim. The angle of the inner face can be vertical, but is often
pulled back up to 45 degrees from the vertical (any further tilt to
either side, and the rim tends towards S3, S4 and S5).
The inner face may be convex, occasionally strongly indented.
The whole vessel is globular or oval, with thin walls. The overall
shape could be squat (Fig. 7.1c), or tapering (Fig. 7.1d). Occasionally
S1 had a simple spout (Fig. 7.1e – f ).
Over three-quarters of S1 examples are in Ware 1, most of which
did not show traces of a slip. Nearly all of the remainder were in
Ware 2. The fact that most of the Ware 2 examples did have a slip
suggests that the low occurrence of slips on Ware 1 vessels was due
to design, rather than because slips did not survive well on these
vessels. When present, the slip is usually on the exterior, sometimes
overlapping into the top of the interior of the vessels. One, however, showed an inner slip around the lower part but not at the rim
(4034:09).
S1 is by far the commonest of all types at Saar, representing nearly half of the Pottery Period 2 assemblage. It becomes progressively
less common during Pottery Period 3, as it is replaced by S3.
Parallels with B16 at Qala’at al-Bahrain for both rim and vessel
form are excellent and plentiful (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 128 – 30, 648 et al.).
At that site B16 is also sometimes found with a spout and is mainly
in Ware 1, with some in Ware 2. It represents 54 of the North City
Wall’s IIb assemblage by sherd count and 38 of the IIc assemblage.
Interestingly, it is absent from Failaka, where similar cooking pots
all have ridges, thus assigning them to Type S2.
It is also found in graves both at Saar (Gr.05:02:01) and around
Dhahran in Saudi Arabia (Q. al-B. 1: 81), as well as at the Barbar
Temple (Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 44).
Type S1

50

29% overall

46

Percentage

40
28

30
20

6.7

10
0
2

3

4

Pottery Period

S1
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
65
12
77

Ware2
6
17
23

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
12–30

Mean
16

Height
24–39

Max diam.
24–30

Total
71
29
100

Type S2
The rim form for S2 is as S1, but S2 is distinguished from S1 by
the presence of one to three ridges below the rim (S2a). The ridges
are restricted to the shoulder. Sometimes, the inner side of the rim
is very strongly indented, giving the appearance of a vertical ridge
on the top of the rim (S2b). Examples of S2 with spouts were not
found at Saar.
Ware 2 is more common in S2 than S1, and a very small proportion appears in Ware 5. Slips are also more frequent than in S1, in
both the major wares.
S2 becomes steadily less common at Saar during Pottery Period
3, unlike at Qala’at al-Bahrain where B17 increases in frequency in
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Period IIc. The overall distribution of S2 is also diﬀerent, in that
the type is less common at Saar than B17 is at Qala’at al-Bahrain
or at Failaka.
S2 equates well to Type B17 at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
132 – 5) where it sometimes has a spout(ibid. 81). At Failaka, S2
equates to Type B14a which occurs in Periods 1 to 2b (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
70 – 2).
S2 appears to be essentially the same as S1 in overall appearance
and usage. The purpose of the ridges may be aesthetic or they may
be to strengthen the vessel. It is feasible that the two types are products of diﬀerent workshops.
Type S2

8% overall

20
14
Percentage

Type S1

10
6.5
1.9
0
2

3

4

Pottery Period

S2
Ridged only
Ridged w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
29
40
69

Ware 2
10
20
30

Ware 3
-

Ware 5
1
1

Rim diam.
12–20

Mean
16

Height
29

Max diam.
29

Total
40
60
100

Type S3
S3 is similar to S1, but has its rim elongated upwards into a lip.
It is never ridged. Some examples of S1 can resemble S3, and the
criteria were followed that the elongation had to be marked and
the angle of the inner side had to be vertical or tipped inwards.
Equivocal cases were recorded as S1. The inner side could be indented. As far as can be ascertained, the body shape was globular
and the base rounded.
An overwhelming percentage was in Ware 1 and unslipped,
though anomalous examples existed with a slip, or in Wares 2 and 5.
S3 is identical to B19 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. It is S3 that is a key
marker of Pottery Period 2 at Saar, as B19 is of Period IIc at Qala’at
al-Bahrain. Its ﬁrst appearance in the Saar seriation was used as the
point at which to divide the sequence into Pottery Periods 2 and 3.
S3 almost entirely replaces S1 by the end of Pottery Period 4 (Fig.
6.2). Indeed, it was observed that certain contexts with plentiful
cooking pots contained quantities of S3 but no examples of S1. The
appearance of such contexts was one of the criteria for the division
between Pottery Period 3 and 4 (see p. 277).
The parallels with B19 at the North City Wall are good (Q. al-B. 1:
ﬁgs. 139, 672, 699 – 700). When found at Qala’at al-Bahrain B19 is
exclusively from Period IIc, though always together with B16 (Saar
S1). Its frequency during Period IIc at the North City Wall is given
as 11 (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 392), which is similar to the 17 frequency of
S3 during Saar Pottery Period 3. The frequency during Saar Pottery
Period 4 is signiﬁcantly higher (47), providing evidence that the
Pottery Period 3 sequence continues longer than the IIc phase at the
North City Wall.
Højlund states that Period IIf at Qala’at al-Bahrain, Excavation
420, is characterised by ‘ “upturned” hole-mouth rims’, and the illustration supplied is as S3/B19 (Q. al-B. 1: 154, and ﬁg. 667). The end of
the Saar sequence thus bears similarities to Period IIf.
At Failaka, S3 corresponds to Type 14c (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 75). This
is surprisingly rare, with just two occurrences in Failaka Period 1.
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S1a
S2b

S3a
S1b

S3b

S4a

S1c

S2a

S4b

It appears that ridged pottery comparable to Types S2 (B17) and S5
(B18) was preferred on Failaka during the early second millennium.
18% overall

Type S3

47

50

Percentage

40
30
17

20
10

low p. 271). Its occurrence cannot be directly compared to Qala’at
al-Bahrain, where B18 is found equally in both phases. The formal comparisons there are good (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 136 – 7, 650 and
698), though B18 always appears in Ware 2 at that site, unlike Saar
where Ware 1 is slightly more frequent in S4.
It does not appear to feature in the Failaka assemblage, but
it is clearly present at the Barbar Temple in Phases IIb and III
(Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 44), implying contemporaneity with QB
Periods IIb and IIc.

0
0
3

4

10

Ware 1
97
2
99

Ware 2

Ware 3
-

Ware 5
1
1

Percentage

Pottery Period

S3
No treatment
Slip only
Total

2% overall

Type S4

2

Total
98
2
100

2.7
1.5
0.37
0

Size

Rim diam.
12–20

Mean
15

Height
n/a

2

Max diam.
28

Type S4
S4 is the un-ridged variety of Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B18. The
top of the rim is fat and horizontal, or nearly horizontal, and is either ﬂat or convex. Some bear short tubular spouts (see Fig. 7.6d).
A reserve slip is occasionally found. Interestingly, the majority of
examples of this type (55) did not display signs of burning, and
it is not entirely certain that this vessel should be regarded as a
cooking pot.
No complete examples were found, but that it has a globular
body and a rounded bottom may be inferred if it is regarded as a
cooking pot. On the other hand, a spouted jar with a ‘rim related
to Type B18’ from Qala’at al Bahrain has a ring-base, giving it a
ﬂat underside (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 138).
This type is not common, and decreases steadily in quantity
through time. It appears to be associated with the temple (see be-

3

4

Pottery Period

S4
No treatment
Slip only
Reserve slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
40
8
6
54

Ware 2
16
28

Ware 3
-

Ware 5
2
-

Total
58
36

44

-

2

100

Rim diam.
14–18

Mean
16

Height
n/a

Max diam.
22

Type S5
S5 is a ridged version of S4, and would be included in Qala’at alBahrain Type B18. The rim forms are generally the same as S4
though the variant with the ﬂat horizontal top is not found. It
too may occur with a spout (not illustrated). Like S2, it has one to
three ridges on the shoulder.
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S5a

S6a

S5b

S6b

S7

Unusually for the cooking pots, a majority is in Ware 2, and most
examples are slipped. Additionally, like S4, the proportion of burnt
examples is comparatively low (61). The one complete example is
unusual, bearing black paint on the rim and inside the vessel, as well
as a slip (Fig. 7.6b). One other example (not illustrated) may also
have been painted. The complete vessel is also notable in that it has
a ﬂat base rather than a rounded one. It is unknown whether this is
characteristic of all S5 vessels.
Unlike S4, S5 is more common in Pottery Period 3 than Pottery
Period 2, thus behaving more like Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B18 which
increases steadily between Periods IIa and IIc (see Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 392).
B18 is notable in that it occurs entirely in Ware 2, while S5 is made
mostly but not exclusively in that ware. Only one ridged version is illustrated from Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 671).
Some of the Type 14a rims from Failaka are approaching S5 in
shape, but would have been classiﬁed as S2 at Saar (Højlund 1987:
ﬁgs. 70 – 1).
Type S5

S6 was extremely rare at Saar, probably for chronological reasons. Most examples of S6 compare best to B13 and B14 at Qala’at
al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 124, 125, 583), both of which are early
types. At that site, B13 and B15 are mainly found in Periods I and
IIa, both with very rare occurrences in the early part of Period IIb.
The distribution of B14 is similar, but with more frequent occurrences in Period IIb; it therefore provides the closest match for the
distribution of S6.
Two occurrences of S6 are found in Pottery Period 3 contexts
at Saar. This may be due to contamination of the deposits. On
the other hand, the existence of S7 implies that the tradition of
simple-rimmed hole-mouth cooking pots was maintained during
Pottery Period 3, so these rogue occurrences may be part of that
continuing tradition. This interpretation is lent strength by the fact
that all examples of Qala’at al-Bahrain Types, B13, B14 and B15 are
in Ware 1 and unslipped, whereas a minority of S6 are in Ware 2
and/or slipped, suggesting development within the type.
Type S6

3.3% overall

0.08% overall

10

Percentage

Percentage

10

4.9
2.9
2

0

0.14

0.09

0.00

2

3

4

0
2

3

4

Pottery Period

S5
No treatment
Slip only
Painted w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
6
28
2
36

Ware2
22
35

Rim diam.
14–22

Mean
17

Ware 3

Pottery Period

Ware 5

57
Height
n/a

Total
28
70
2
100

Max diam.
n/a

S6
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
90
5
95

Ware 2

Ware 5

5
5

Ware 3
-

Rim diam.
10–20

Mean
16

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

-

Total
90
10
100

Type S6

Type S7

S6 is an amalgamation of Qala’at al-Bahrain Types B13, B14 and
B15. It is a simple, unthickened, handmade rim to a hole-mouth jar.
It is sometimes sharper at the top than the bottom, and not thicker than 0.9 cm. The Saar examples often had a shallow depression
behind the rim, which is consistent with Qala’at al-Bahrain Types
B13 – 15 (Q. al-B. 1: 80). No complete examples were found, but it
certainly had a thin-walled rounded body and base comparable to
S1 and S3.

S7 is similar to S6, but is more ﬁnely and evenly made, with a slender rounded rim which is sharper at the top than the bottom. It is
handmade and unslipped. Interpretation of its function as a cooking pot is entirely based on its formal similarities to the other more
common cooking pot types.
There were only two occurrences at Saar, both from Pottery
Period 4. Parallels with the Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall
assemblage can be made only with the earlier Types B13 – B15.
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However, S7 compares well with a rim from level 15, Excavation 420
at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 2: ﬁg. 668). This level is assigned to
the City IIf phase and is thought to postdate Period IIc. Similar
rims are not reported from Failaka or Barbar.
Type S7

0.05% overall

Percentage

10

0.00

0.00

0.21

3

4

0
2

Pottery Period

S7
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1
50
50

Ware2
50
50

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
12–14

Mean
13

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Portable jars
This class includes small and medium-sized vessels which may have
used for a variety of functions such as storage, transportation and
processing of goods and liquids. Certain small jars which displayed
special characteristics, for example in their ware, mode of manufacture or decoration, were included in a separate class (special jars).
Portable jars increase signiﬁcantly in frequency from Pottery Period
2 to 3, after which their contribution to the assemblage falls slightly
but remains high, at just under a quarter of the whole (see Fig. 6.3).
The Saar portable jars correspond to Types B3 – 9 at Qala’at alBahrain. Additionally, three further types were identiﬁed (S17 – S19).
Of the analogous jar rims at Qala’at al-Bahrain, only Types B1 and
B2 were absent from Saar. This is certainly for chronological reasons:
apart from the test trenches, excavated levels at Saar are restricted to
horizons equivalent to Periods IIb and IIc at the Qala’at al-Bahrain
North City Wall excavations. At that site, Type B1 is restricted to
Periods I and IIa, as is Type B2 except for a single occurrence in the
earliest (by seriation) level of Period IIb.
It became apparent that more than one vessel type was included
in certain rim categories deﬁned at Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain, i.e.
that one variant of rim may belong to more than one type of complete vessel. When this occurred, the complete-vessel types were
given separate Type Codes in this report. However, during the recording of the sample it was rarely possible to infer the overall shape
of the jars in question, and the vessels could only be classiﬁed by
rim. When this occurred, the type was recorded, and appears in the
charts and tables, as an amalgamation of the related jar varieties, i.e.
S8/S9, or S10/S11. It is also apparent from the comparative literature
that there is often a continuum of formal variation between many
of these types, and even if complete vessels were always present, the
division into types would not be easy.
These problems also occurred with other classes of vessel, and
were particularly acute with the small bowls and cups.
As with the cooking pots, certain rim types proved not to be
of chronological signiﬁcance. The commonest variety, associated
with the vessels S8 and S9, was not especially useful in this respect.
However, two rarer Types, S12 and S13, turned out to be important
markers of Pottery Period 3. Both made their appearance at roughly
the same time as S3, and both have equivalents at Qala’at al-Bahrain
(B4 and B5), where they are mainly or exclusively associated with
Period IIc. S14 and S15 (B7 and B8) were also conﬁned to Pottery
Period 3 at Saar, though the distribution of the former may be mis-

leading. One type of portable jar rim at Saar appears to postdate the
Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall IIc sequence (S19), but this rare
rim was not found in the sampled contexts.

Types S8 and S9
S8 and S9 have essentially the same rim form, which relates to two
diﬀerent types of vessel. It is a triangular rim, which sometimes tends
to be rounded, and it corresponds to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B3. The
inner side of the rim is sometimes indented. Højlund and Andersen
note that the outer face of B3 gradually changes from a convex to a
straight aspect during the City II Period (Q. al-B. 1: 76).
In their most distinctive manifestations S8 and S9 should clearly
be considered diﬀerent types, but there is in fact a continuity of form
between the two extremes as illustrated below. Because it was usually
impossible to infer the shape of the vessel during the recording of the
sample, all occurrences were recorded as one type, appearing as S8/S9
in all the tables and charts.
The distinction between S8/S9 rims and S13 or S14 was not always
clear-cut. If in doubt, the rim was assigned to S8/S9.
A Reserve Slip is occasionally present, while nearly a third show
ridges. Only one example (Fig. 7.3a) showed traces of paint (decoration not depicted on illustration), a vessel with an unusually thin rim
and a ridge resembling a small ledge at the shoulder.
The shape of S8 ranges from the globular to the tapering. The
height of complete vessels ranges from 32–47 cm, and the width from
30–40 cm.
As a general rule of thumb, pronounced ridges over the whole
body were associated with the more tapering examples of S8 (Fig. 7.2a,
b), while fainter ridging on the upper body, single ridges below the
neck, reserve slips, or an absence of ridges were features of the more
globular vessels (Fig. 7.2a – c, f; Fig. 7.6b). The latter examples are beginning to approach the size and shape of S9.
S9 is smaller than S8, though rim diameters do not appear to
diﬀer signiﬁcantly. It is distinguished by a squat, globular or carinated body, usually with ridges on the shoulder and sometimes
with a high neck. Ridges are not seen on the main part of the
body on pots from the Saar settlement. The overall height is usu-

1:5

S8

1:5

S9
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S10c

S10a

S12b
S10b
S11

S12c

S12a
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ﬁg. 37: 2, 4 – 6). There is no evidence that this type was present at
the Saar settlement; one appears to occur at Qala’at al-Bahrain,
but in Period IIa, which predates the sampled material at Saar
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 580).
Wheel-made examples of S8 and S9 are not found at the Saar
settlement, though sometimes the neck may have been separately
formed by wheel, with the handmade rim and body then attached
(see p. 269). Wheel-made vessels of this size and with this kind of rim
are known in the Early Dilmun assemblage, however. One was found
in the burial complex at Saar (Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 19: 3) and another in
level 15, Excavation 420 at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: 677). It appears that this is a very late phenomenon, i.e. City IIf, and its absence
from Saar may be of chronological signiﬁcance.
Type S8/9

15% overall

19

20

Percentage

ally between 20 and 25 cm, and the width between 14 to 24 cm. The
largest example is 32 cm high and 29 cm wide.
Jars of Type S9 are in some cases similar to jars with the rim
S14. In this case, the minor diﬀerence in rim form is certainly less
signiﬁcant than the similarity in overall vessel shape. None the
less, in the overwhelming majority of cases the vessel shape could
not be deduced, and it thus proved impractical to create a separate
formal category for S9 and these S14 jars.
The combined Type S8/S9 is found frequently in contexts of
Pottery Periods 2 and 3 at Saar, just as B3 is found in IIb and IIc
at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). These jars are most frequent during Pottery Period 3, a phenomenon reﬂected in the percentages of combined Type Classes (Fig. 6.3).
Parallels with B3 at Qala’at al-Bahrain are better for Type S8
than for S9. Where it can be ascertained, nearly all the examples
at Qala’at al-Bahrain conform to the former variety. Examples
with pronounced ridging on the shoulder and body are found
there, as well as smooth-bodied jars and a vessel from Period IIc
with a Reserve Slip (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 111, 113, 664). At Failaka, S8
and S9 equate mainly to Types 1a and 1d, and sometimes 1g and
1b (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 5, 7, 15, 16, 23, 462, 465, 468, 485, 488, 503,
504). Complete examples of these compare to S8 in shape and size
rather than S9. The rim is also present in all phases of the Barbar
Temple (Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 46).
Some of the best parallels for S8 are found in the Saar tumuli, where a number of complete vessels of the globular variety are
found (Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 36); as at the settlement, ridges are more
pronounced on the upper part of the body of the globular versions.
These graves also contain good parallels for S9 (ibid. ﬁg. 38: 8,
9). One vessel from the Saar tombs (ibid. ﬁg. 37: 1) is very similar to the illustrated S9 example, though its larger size puts it on
the borderline between S8 and S9. Versions of S9 for which the
bodies are entirely ridged are also found in the Saar tumuli (ibid.
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0
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3

4

Pottery Period

S8/9
No treatment
Slip only
Reserve slip
Ridged
Ridged w. slip
Painted w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
18
8
4
13
4
47
Rim diam.
8–22

Ware2
14
13
4
4
8
2
45

Ware 3

Mean
12

Height
24–47

Ware 5
6
2

8
Max diam.
14–40

Total
38
21
10
17
12
2
100
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ingly supplanted by wheel-made painted vessels in the latter part
of the IIc Period. This is reﬂected in the relative occurrences of
S10/S11 at Saar.
Type S10-11

2.8% overall

10

Percentage

For S10 and S11, as with the vessels described above, a single rim
form is associated with two types of jar. Both have rims equating
to Type B9 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. This simple rim is there described as a ‘rounded or bevelled rim on a ﬂaring neck’ (Q. al-B. 1:
79), and is therefore something of a catch-all category. The rim
was recorded and is represented in the tables and charts, as S10/
S11.
S10 has a ﬂat base and a wide neck. The body can be globular, but more often tends to be elongated and ovoid, or with a
shoulder, the best examples for illustration purposes being from
graves near the settlement (S10a, b). Painted decoration, as on
the example illustrated as S10, occurs very rarely, and in this case
the paint is itself highly unusual, being red rather than black. The
height ranges between 11 and 18 cm, and the width between 10
and 13 cm.
The other variety, S11, is globular and has a rounded base
(Fig. 7.3d). Comparative material suggests that it may also have
a ﬂat or ring-base. It is sometimes slipped and burnished, often presenting a red surface. Højlund and Andersen draw attention to the distinctive red slip of B9 vessels at Qala’at al-Bahrain
(Q. al-B. 1: 79). At Saar, this type may be painted with horizontal
black stripes and other designs, though painted globular vessels are more usually wheel-made at the site (see Type S40). The
height of S11 is about 22 cm, and the width around 21 cm.
Some S10/S11 occurrences at Saar (and also the equivalent,
B9, at Qala’at al-Bahrain) may relate to other and diﬀerent types
of vessel. In particular, these may include badly-formed rims of
vessels more closely related to S8 or S9.
S10/S11 was not exclusively associated with either phase at
Saar, but its frequency drops sharply after Pottery Period 2. At
Qala’at al-Bahrain, B9 occurs throughout Period II (Q. al-B. 1:
ﬁg. 388).
Certain rims at Qala’at al-Bahrain may be related to S10 rims
and necks (ibid. ﬁg. 551, 617). Other B9 rims may belong to the
S11 variety, but many probably actually belong to Type B3 jars
(i.e. the vessel forms of S8 and S9).
At Failaka, some examples of Type 8 are comparable in shape
to Saar Type S11, with simple rims, globular bodies and slightly
ﬂattened or rounded bottoms (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 57 – 8). Most,
but not all of Failaka Type 8 pots are wheel-made, however.
Both types are found in the Dilmun funerary assemblage. The
best parallels for S10 are found in the plain ‘pear-shaped’ jars
known from the Saar tumuli and grave complex (see especially
Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 39: 1 – 8, ﬁg. 40: 1, 6; ﬁg. 41: 1, 3, 5, 14). A rare
painted S10, with an ovoid vessel shape, was found in Grave 9
at Saar (S10b), while another typical S10 jar was found in Grave
7 (S10a). The type may be related to a (probably very late) form
of jar found in the second phase at Karanah 1 (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4:
9 – 13); these are much more elongated.
Globular vessels comparable to S11 are found at Karanah,
in the earlier group of graves. Some are unpainted and with a
plum-red slip (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 2: 12 – 13), while others are decorated with parallel horizontal lines, wavy lines and the hourglass
motif (ibid. ﬁg. 15 – 17). These are not described as wheel-made,
and so are comparable to S11 rather than S40. Additionally, some
painted jars from the Dhahran tumuli may belong to this type
(Zarins 1989: ﬁg. 13).
The fall in frequency of S10 and S11 may reﬂect the move
to painted and wheel-made jars such as S40 and S41 (Fig. 6.2).
Indeed, it appears from the funerary assemblages that the simple
and undecorated ‘pear-shaped and globular’ vessels (S10), and the
handmade globular plain and painted ones (S11) were increas-

4.6

1.6

1.7

2

3

0
1

Pottery Period

S10/S11
No treatment
Slip only
Reserve slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
19
18

Ware2
15
39

37

54

Rim diam.
7–20

Mean
11

Ware 3

Ware 5
4
1
4
9

Height
11–22

Max diam.
10–21

Total
38
59
4
100

Type S12
S12 equates to B4 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. It is another triangular
rim, distinguished by the fact that its lower edge is drawn downwards. A slight indentation on the upper part of the outer side
is often characteristic of the larger examples. The vessel shapes
appear to be the same as those of S8, but unlike S8 and S9 the
majority of S12 vessels are ridged, often with pronounced ridges.
Reserve slips are not present, but the sample is comparatively
small. It should be noted that a few of the vessels counted as B3
by Højlund and Andersen (e.g. Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 665, 697) would
have been recorded as S12 (B4) at Saar.
S12 is not common but is one of the key indicators of Pottery
Periods 3 amd 4 at Saar, with which it is exclusively associated,
and within which it increases in frequency from Pottery Periods
3 to 4. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, all but one B4 rim is from the IIc
phase (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). Only one example is illustrated from
there (ibid. ﬁg. 114). Højlund and Andersen liken B4 to Failaka
Type 1e, and two of the Failaka examples compare well with
the larger of the illustrated Saar S12 rims (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs.
489, 506). Type 1e is found throughout the Failaka Bronze Age
sequence, with a marked concentration in Period 2b (ibid. ﬁg.
456).
Type S12

1.8% overall

10

Percentage

Types S10 and S11

4.8

1.5
0
0
2

3

4

Pottery Period

S12
No treatment
Slip only
Ridged only
Ridged w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
9
7
4
33
53

Ware2
7
17
10
13
47

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
12–30

Mean
16

Height
24–39

Max diam.
24–30

Total
16
24
14
46
100
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S13 is the same as Type B5 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. It is another
triangular rim, characterised by an indentation in the outer face.
The distinction between S8/S9 and S13 was not always easy, as
the outer face of S8/S9 could sometimes be slightly concave.
Højlund and Andersen’s criterion was followed, in that if the concavity of the outer face was ‘marked’ the rim should be recorded as
S13. The shape of the complete vessels appears to be the same as
that of S8 and S12, with one large ridged tapering example (Fig.
7.2c). Other parallels show that the body may also be globular.
Reserve Slips are sometimes found on S13.
Like S12, S13 is rare but is a good indicator of Pottery Period
3 at Saar. Its equivalent at Qala’at al-Bahrain, B5, occurs only in
the IIc phase (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). It is less common than S12 at
Saar, and only two examples of B5 are known from the Qala’at alBahrain North City Wall excavations, one of which has a Reserve
Slip (ibid. ﬁg. 115, 666). Both are comparable to those from Saar.
Højlund and Andersen compare B5 to Failaka Type 1f, though the
angle of the outer face is tilted outwards at Failaka, rather than
inwards as with the rims from Bahrain.
Further parallels for the rim are found in Phase III of the
Barbar Temple (Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 46). Additionally, two good
parallels with globular bodies and Reserve Slips are found in the
Saar tumuli (Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 38: 6 and 7).

The S14 rims have a fabric proﬁle that is diﬀerent from S8/S9,
with a preponderance of Ware 2 and a high occurrence of Ware 5.
Ridges and paint were not observed in the Saar sample, though
a vessel from outside the sample shows a single ridge between
the neck and shoulder (Fig. 7.3f ). Reserve Slips are comparatively
common, at 22.
S14 increases steadily in frequency at Saar, and all except one
example is from Pottery Period 3. At Qala’at al-Bahrain North
City Wall, most B6 occurrences are from the IIc phase (7 out of
11) with the rest from IIb (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). The rims of all the
Saar vessels compare to Højlund and Andersen’s two illustrated
examples (ibid. ﬁgs. 116, 615). They compare these to Type 1g at
Failaka, and although the rims of Saar S14 jars and Failaka 1g vessels are similar, it appears that the overall vessel shape at Failaka is
large and tapering, having more in common with Type S8 at Saar
(Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 23).
Type S14

1.1% overall

10

Percentage

Type S13

1.6

1.9

2

3

0.2
0
1

Type S13

Pottery Period

1.5% overall

10

Percentage

S14
No treatment
Slip only
Reserve slip
Total

2.3
1.2
0
0
2

3

Size

Ware 1
16
9
8
33
Rim diam.
10–18

Ware2
10
24

Ware 3

27
61
Mean
14

Size

Ware 5
4
2

6
Height
44

Total
14
42
9
35
100

Max diam.
32

Type S14
S14 equates to B6 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, described as a ‘triangular
rim with the transition from rim to neck smoothed out or marked
by only a narrow protuberance’ (Q. al-B. 1: 78). Illustrated examples of B6 are limited to two rims, with no indication of body
shape, though Højlund and Andersen infer that the vessel shape
is the same as that of their B3 (S8/S9). The same diﬃculties are
paralleled at Saar in separating S14 from S8 or S9 by rim alone:
several examples of Højlund and Andersen’s B3 could equally be
categorised as B6.
In fact at Saar, where the ceramics are better preserved, it appears that most if not all jars with the rim S14 belong to a speciﬁc
vessel type. These are small squat vessels, rarely more than 15 cm
in height and body diameter, the biggest being only 17.5 cm wide.
As noted above, they may alternatively be regarded as the same
type as Saar Type S9. The complete shape of an S14 vessel is best
illustrated by a jar with a borderline S14 or S8/S9 rim found in the
Saar Temple (Saar Report 1: 78, ﬁg. 53).
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Ware2
23
40

10

63

Ware 3

Ware 5
5
22
27

Total
38
40
22
100

4

Pottery Period

S13
No treatment
Slip only
Reserve slip
Ridged w. slip
Total

Ware 1
10

Rim diam.
9–14

Mean
11

Height
15

Max diam.
15–17

Type S15
S15 corresponds exactly to B7 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, and is a
sieve-neck with a triangular, sometimes slightly rounded rim.
In effect, it comprises an S8 vessel with a ceramic sieve incorporated into its neck. Sieve holes are up to 0.5 – 1 cm wide,
and can number up to 19, though the total is usually around
half of that figure. The complete vessels are globular rather
than tapering (Fig. 7.4b,c). None of those from the Saar sample bore ridges but other vessels from Saar show that ridges
are occasionally found on the shoulder or body (Fig. 7.4a).
At Saar, S15 was associated only with Pottery Period 3,
though it was not particularly common in the sampled material. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, however, most B7 occurrences are
during the QB IIb phase, with a few appearing in both IIa
and IIc (Q. al-B. 1: fig. 388). The IIa and IIb examples from
Qala’at al-Bahrain show the sieve to be inserted at the juncture between neck and shoulder, or just above (ibid. figs. 581,
616, 646). Most of those from Saar, however, and an illustrated
IIc vessel from Qala’at al-Bahrain (ibid. fig. 667), show the
sieve to be higher, built from or attached to the rim itself. The
rim form of the IIc Qala’at al-Bahrain example is also closer
to that of the Saar vessels. It is possible that inbuilt sieves
were more a feature of the later phase at Saar than at Qala’at
al-Bahrain. Detachable sieves are found in Pottery Period 2 at
Saar (Fig. 7.4). One S15 vessel from outside the sample has its
sieve at the lower level in the neck (Heinz 1994: 268, Nr. 40),
and it is possible that this dates to Pottery Period 2.
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S13a

S14

S13b

1:5

1:5

S15

S13c

Højlund and Andersen draw attention to a similar vessel
from a tomb at Ali (Q. al-B. 1: 78).
S15 is likely to have had a specialist function. Various seals,
from Saar and elsewhere (Al-Sindi 1999: 58 – 80), show individuals drinking from jars with straws. It is logical to assume they
are drinking from vessels such as S15 (and S16). The sieves in the
neck would have been used to strain liquid being poured into the
vessels. Such a liquid may have been some kind of milk product,
in which case the sieve would perhaps have been used to separate curds from whey. It is more likely that beer was poured into
these jars from fermenting vats (such as S20), the sieve being
used to remove the barley husks from the liquid. Some S15 necks
show signs of having been stopped with plaster, and it is possible
that once the liquid had been strained into the vessels, they were
stopped in order for the beer to mature and be preserved.

Type S15

S16

Type S16
S16, which corresponds to B8 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, is similar to
S15 but has a much narrower neck, permitting only 4 or 5 holes in
the sieve. S16 rims from Saar were triangular, with vertical outer
side and a drawn-out lower edge like that of S12. The complete
vessel shape is not known.
Only two examples were found in the sampled material, both
in Pottery Period 4. The single (rim-less) example of B8 illustrated
in the Qala’at al-Bahrain report (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 118) was associated
with the IIc phase. Good parallels are found at Failaka, where Type
3 (‘the slender sieve-neck rim’) and Type 4 (‘the stout sieve-neck
rim’) are both closely comparable (Højlund 1987: 20 – 1, ﬁgs. 37 – 42).
Type 3 is found from Periods 2b to 4a while Type 4 is mainly found
in Period 2b, though there is an occurrence in Period 3.
Further evidence for a late date comes from the later group of
tombs at Karanah 1, where a sieve neck with a narrow neck was
found (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4: 15). This, however, appears to have been
related to a jar with rippled shoulders, a very late feature of the
Early Dilmun assemblage which was not recorded at Saar.

0.83% overall
Type S16

10

0.83% overall

Percentage

Percentage

10

2.0
0.9
0.0
0
1

2

3

0.00

0.00

0.32

3

4

0

Pottery Period

2

Pottery Period

S15
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
43
7
50

Ware2
35

Rim diam.
9–12

Mean
10

Ware 3

35

Ware 5
15
15

Height
30–38

Max diam.
24–32

Total
93
7
100

S16
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1

Ware 2

100
100
Rim diam.
10

Mean
10

Ware 3
-

Ware 5

Total

-

100
100

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a
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Type S18

0.09% overall

Percentage

10

0.11

0.10

0.06

2

3

4

0

S17

Pottery Period

S18
No treatment
Slip only
Total

S18

S19

Size

Ware 1

Ware2
55
45
100

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
11–18

Mean
14

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
55
45
100

Type S17

Type S19

S17 has an everted, ﬂat-topped rim with a rectangular crosssection. Typically, the neck is vertical and there is a sharp transition between neck and shoulder, in some cases resembling a ledge.
There were no ridged or painted occurrences, though the sample
is small.
This type is mainly associated with Pottery Period 2 at Saar,
and is seriated as the second earliest type, though there are rare
occurrences in Pottery Period 3. It is very uncommon, and is not
reported from Qala’at al-Bahrain, but B3 there may be regarded
as a variant of S8 or S9.
No good comparanda are published, though superﬁcial comparisons may be made at Qala’at al-Bahrain with ridged jars of
Type B2 and B3 (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 546 and 547), and with Type 8 at
Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 58).

S19 is a triangular rim like a large and elongated version of S8,
with a long and ﬂat or slightly concave outer face.
This type did not appear in the sample, so statistics are not
available. It is probably characteristic of the very end of the Saar
sequence, being comparable to rims from Phase IIf at Qala’at alBahrain, Excavation 420 (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 665 and 666). The
best parallel from Failaka is from Period 2b (ibid. ﬁg. 503), though
Højlund equates QB IIf with Period 3 at Failaka. The most comparable type at Failaka is Type 1b (‘the isosceles variant’), which is
found from Periods 1 to 4a, but mainly in Periods 1 – 2b (Højlund
1987: 13 – 14, ﬁgs. 8 – 10 and Table 455).

Type S17

0.2% overall

Percentage

10

0.38

0.17

0.00
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4

0
Pottery Period

S17
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
69
69
Rim diam.
10–12

Ware2

Ware 3

Ware 5

Height
32

Max diam.
n/a

31
31
Mean
11

Total
69
31
100

Type S18
S18 is a simple rim with a ﬂat top on a ﬂaring neck. It is rare and is
found in both Pottery Periods 2 and 3. The complete vessel form is
unknown, but it should probably be regarded as a variant of S10. This
type is very rare, and is found infrequently in all three ceramic phases.
Parallels for S18 are not found at Qala’at al-Bahrain. Type 5
at Failaka (the ‘simple ﬂared rim’) is comparable, being similar in
general shape, though lacking the ﬂattened top (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs.
44 – 50, 518 and 519). It occurs from Failaka Period 1 to 4a. The best
comparisons are with plain ‘globular and pear-shaped’ vessels from
the Saar tombs (Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 21: 5, 6, 8), which are otherwise
generally comparable to S10.
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Large vats and jars
This class comprises ﬁve varieties of large vessel, all except one of
which are found at Qala’at al-Bahrain where they comprise Types
B34, B35 and B20. Like S8/S9 and S10/S11 above, a single rim form
was found to account for two kinds of vessel, in this case S20 and
S21 (equalling B34).
Some of these vessels were probably used for storage. All have
wide mouths and either no neck or a very short neck, so they do
not resemble typical large storage jars which are often narrow at
the rim to facilitate closure. In fact, in some cases these jars are
certainly used for specialist functions other than storage (see S20).
One of the interesting features of the Saar assemblage is the rarity of large vessels such as these. Large vats or jars such as S20/S21
are highly visible at Saar on account of the size of their sherds, but
actually account for a very small part of the assemblage. Large vessels tend to have very long life spans and may be used by several
generations, which partially accounts for their scarcity. Furthermore,
the size of the sherds when broken may have made them more likely
to be cleared from the occupation areas and redeposited elsewhere,
hence perhaps their rarity in the excavated settlement.
Such factors do not entirely account for the rarity of such vessels, and it may be signiﬁcant that the proportion of small jars
suitable for storage purposes is very high at Saar (i.e. S8 – 14). This
is evidence, albeit tenuous, that storage was largely organized on
an individual family basis, rather than there being such facilities
available to the extended family or to the community as a whole.
Of these vessels, S22 and S23 show particular chronological signiﬁcance. The former is found only in the last phase of the ceramic
sequence. Although this is not true of the latter, some of its later
occurrences show characteristics linking it to very late City II vessels from Qala’at al-Bahrain and contemporary Failaka.
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S21
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S20

S20 and S21 both correspond to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B34.
They cannot be distinguished by rim form, but there is a very
important diﬀerence in their bases.
S20 is a vat with a bung-hole base of Type B41. It is a large
wide-mouthed vessel with pronounced ridges, usually covering the whole body; the form may be either slightly closed or
slightly open. The rim is drawn out and ﬂat or slightly sloping
outwards, and the sides are curved. The top of the rim has a
thickness of over 3 cm.
S21 has the same rim, the same ridges and the same general
dimensions as S20, but has a ﬂat base suggesting a diﬀerent
function. The example shown is 1737:01, from Bldg 204.
S20/S21 rims are found in both sampled phases at Saar,
though they are more common during Pottery Period 2. The
equivalent B34 found between Periods IIa and IIc at Qala’at
al-Bahrain, and equates to Type 26 at Failaka where it is mainly
found in Periods 1 – 2b.
Very exact parallels for S20 are found at Qala’at al-Bahrain
and Failaka (Q. al-B. 1: 170; Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 111). Additionally,
a number of rims at those sites and the Barbar Temple may
relate either to the ﬂat-based S21 or to S20 (Højlund 1987: ﬁg.
110; Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 169, 627, 656; Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 45). These
comparanda imply usage throughout the City II Period.
Complete examples of S21 from sites other than Saar are not
published.
It is unlikely that S20 and S21 performed the same function despite their similarities. S20 would have been used for
the storage or processing of liquid, and some examples of the
bung-hole base are found stopped with plaster. Sometimes the
plaster has been bored through to make a narrow opening.
The design of S20’s base suggests that, once the base was
unstopped, the liquid inside was to be poured out all in one episode. This strongly implies that it was used as a processing vessel rather than for storage, namely for the fermenting of beer.
This conclusion is conﬁmed by the remarkable ﬁnd at Failaka
of a comparable rim (Failaka Type 26) which bears an inscription identifying it as a kakkullum. This is a kind of vat known
from Mesopotamian sources, which was used for beer production, and had an opening in its base (Eidem J. in Højlund 1987:
179).

Because of the nature of its base and function, and by analogy with S22, S20 was probably suspended rather than set on
the ground.
S21 may also have been used for storing or processing liquids,
but the storage of dry goods such as grain is equally likely.
Type S20/21

0.86% overall

10

Percentage

Types S20 and S21

1.30
0.49

0.75

3

4

0
2

Pottery Period

S20/21
Ridged only
Ridged w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1
7
79
86

Ware2
4
10
14

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
30–60

Mean
49

Height
32–38

Max diam.
40–48

Total
11
89
100

Type S22
S22 is similar in size and appearance to S20/S21. The major difference is the lack of ridges. The rim is extended outwards, but
is less ﬂat and horizontal than S20, tending to slope downwards
and often having a slightly convex or concave upper or outer
surface. The one complete proﬁle has a ﬂat base, though the possibility that some S22 vessels had bung-hole bases cannot be
ruled out.
Unless an S22 jar is found with a bung-hole base, it may
be regarded as an un-ridged version of S21. It occurs only in
Pottery Period 4 at Saar, perhaps being a late development of
S20/S21, though it does not replace the latter. It does not appear
at Qala’at al-Bahrain, but appears to corespond to Failaka Type
30, ‘the thickened drawn-out rim’ (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 118 – 19).
This is found in Failaka Periods 2b and 3a only.
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S22d
S22a

S24a

S22b

S24b

S22c

S23a

S23b

S23c

Type S22

0.26% overall

Percentage

10

0.88
0.00

0.00

0
2

3

4

Pottery Period

S22
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
5
65
70

Ware2

Rim diam.
40–52

Mean
46

Ware 3

Ware 5

Height
30

Max diam.
33

30
30

Total
5
95
100

Type S23
S23 is the rim of a large jar, with either no neck or a very short
neck. Unlike S20 – 21, the walls of the vessel splay outwards below
the rim. Its closest equivalent at Qala’at al-Bahrain is Type B35.
The rim is generally round, but sometimes has a ﬂattened top. It
frequently has holes pierced immediately below the rim. The fact
that these are invariably made before ﬁring suggests that the vessel
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was speciﬁcally designed to be suspended. The shape of the complete vessel is unknown.
Nearly all are slipped, and one example bore traces of black paint
below the rim. A very unusual example from outside the sample has a
ﬂattened top, and was decorated with impressions probably made by
the end of a date-stone (Heinz 1994: 293, Nr. 317). None of the Saar
examples was deﬁnitely wheel-made, though some of the round examples bore inconclusive evidence of turning on a fast wheel.
S23 is comparatively rare, and is mainly associated with Pottery
Period 3. It resembles B35 from Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 171).
This is a round rim, and the one illustrated is painted on and below
the rim. A much better parallel, which is wheel-made, is from level 15,
Excavation 420 at Qala’at al-Bahrain (ibid. ﬁg. 676). Højlund assigns
that level to Phase IIf, i.e. post-dating the North City Wall occupation. This suggests a very late date for the round-rimmed examples
mentioned above.
Good parallels are found at Failaka with Type 28, a ‘round rim
(without neck)’ (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 114–16, 494). These rims are found
at Failaka from Periods 2a onwards, and often bear inscribed marks,
which are possibly potters’ signs. The occurrence of paint on such
large vessels is rare at Saar and Qala’at al Bahrain, but appears to be
less unusual on Failaka.
The function of S23 remains uncertain, though the size of the vessels implies that it was used for storage.
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Type S23

Type S25

0.24% overall

Percentage

10

0.13

0.31

0.32

3

4

0
2

Pottery Period

Ware 1
65
11
76

Size

Rim diam.
34–55

Ware2
7
17

Ware 3

Ware 5

24
Mean
49

Height
n/a

Total
7
82
11
100

Type S25

Max diam.
n/a

Type S24

0.045% overall

Percentage

10

0.00

0.03

0.13

2

3

4

0
Pottery Period

S24
Ridged only
Total
Size

Ware 1
50
50

Ware2
50
50

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
30–38

Mean
34

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Dishes
Dishes comprise one of the most distinctive parts of the Saar
assemblage, and are the third most frequent class of vessel after
cooking pots and portable jars (see Fig. 6.3).
The three types presented below are all found at Qala’at al-Bahrain
(as B29, B30 and B67). As a class, the frequency decreases steadily
over time (Fig. 6.3). This is a reﬂection of occurrences of the very common Type S26. The other two varieties, S25 and the wheel-made S27,
are restricted respectively to the ﬁrst and last pottery periods.
Regarding function, their use for the presentation of food is
most obvious and likely.

0.16

0.00

0.00

2

3

4

0
Pottery Period

S25
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1
50
50

Ware2
50
50

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
25–30

Mean
27

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Type S26
S26 is a large dish, usually in Ware 5. It is exactly equivalent to
Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B30. It is always handmade, and a certain
amount of variation can be seen in the proﬁle of the body and the
thickening of the rim.
The fabric is usually Ware 5, though it often edges into Wares 1
or 2. In some cases, the centre of the vessel would be classiﬁable as
Ware 1 or 2, while the outside of the same dish would be Ware 5.
This illustrates the diﬃculty sometimes experienced in separating
the three major wares.
S26 is one of the commonest types in the Saar assemblage, after S8/S9 and most of the cooking pots. It decreases in frequency
with each Pottery Period at Saar.
At Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall it is common in Periods
IIa to IIc. Højlund and Andersen note that the Ware is either yellow, or reddish with a yellow surface or slip (Q. al-B. 1: 87). The
same phenomenon is accounted for at Saar by the recording of
Ware 5, as well as Wares 1 and 2. In the opinion of this author, S26
was never slipped.
The range of variation in rims, size, and angle of side seen at Saar
is also present at Qala’at al-Bahrain where the parallels are good
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 162 – 5 et al.). It is also found at Failaka as Type 18,
where it occurs in Periods 1, 2a and 3b (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 89 – 93).
Type S26

7.9% overall

10
7.9
6.3

Percentage

S24 is a medium to large jar with ridges and no neck; the width
of the rim is less than 3 cm thick. It sometimes resembles a small
S20, and sometimes a distorted S2. It is therefore not entirely certain that this represents a genuine type at Saar, or even Qala’at
al-Bahrain. No complete examples were found.
S24 is extremely rare, with only two occurrences. Both may
be compared to Type B20 at Qala’at al-Bahrain and Type 15a at
Failaka (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 557, 590; Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 76). A complete
vessel from Qala’at al Bahrain is globular and has a hole in its
base, resembling a rounded, more delicate and less heavily ridged
version of an S20 vat (ibid. ﬁg. 140).
Type S24

0.061% overall

10

Percentage

S23
No treatment
Slip only
Painted w. slip
Total

S25 is equivalent to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B29. It is a dish with
a bevelled outer face to the rim, with the lower edge of the rim
drawn out and downwards. Separation from S26 was sometimes
diﬃcult, and the code S25 was only assigned if the drawing-out of
the lower edge was marked.
S25 is a rare dish and is restricted to Pottery Period 2. At
Qala’at al Bahrain, B29 (S25) is absent from Period IIc but is
found in Periods IIa and IIb. A good parallel for the Saar dishes is
found there (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 596), though all examples from Qala’at
al-Bahrain appear to be in Ware 1. (For discussion of wares see
p.207 ﬀ.)

3.0

0
2

S25

3

4

Pottery Period
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S28a

S26a

S28b
S26b

S29a
S26c

S27
S26
No treatment
Total
Size

S29b

Ware 1
10
10

Ware2
21
21

Ware 3

Rim diam.
20–49

Mean
32

Height
n/a

Ware 5
69
69

Total
100
100

Max diam.
n/a

Type S27
S27 is a wheel-made dish with a slight thickening and outwards
change of angle close to the rim. It is equivalent to Qala’at alBahrain Type B67, and is the only wheel-made dish in the Early
Dilmun assemblage. The single example from Saar was in Ware 2
and had a rare black slip.
As only one example was found, this type does not appear in
the seriation. It occurred in a Pottery Period 4 context, and at Saar
the technique of manufacture by wheel is almost entirely associated with the end of the sequence.
Good parallels are found at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
707, 708), where B67 is restricted to the IIc Period and is seriated
as the second-latest type. Comparisons are also found with a dish
from level 15, Excavation 420 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, i.e. the City IIf
Period (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 671).
Type S27

all at 1:5

Large bowls and large dishes
This is the rarest of local vessel classes at Saar, and is mainly restricted to Pottery Period 2. Only two types were deﬁned, one of
which has a possible equivalent at Qala’at al-Bahrain. A role in the
processing of food or materials is the most likely function for vessels of this class, given their size and unsuitability for storage. S29
may have been a very large lid, however. Whereas S28 is a feature
of the early assemblage at Saar, S29 is found only in the latest part
of the sequence.

Type S28
S28 is a large bowl with a simple ﬂat top to the rim. It is similar to
Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B32, a ‘ﬂat rim belonging to a vat’ with a
diameter of around 40 cm. The sides are slightly curved, but sometimes straighten near the top. It has a ﬂat base, and the one complete example is oval by design rather than circular (Fig. 7.5o).
S28 is mainly a feature of the Pottery Period 2 assemblage at
Saar, with just one other occurrence seriated to early Pottery Period
3. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, B32 is found only in Period I. Some of the
Saar examples compare well to Failaka Types 22 (Periods 2b – 3b)
and 24 (Periods 1 to 3b).
Type S28

0.019% overall

0.34% overall

10

Percentage

Percentage

10

0.82
0.00

0.07

0.00

2

3

2

4

Size
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0.00

3

4

Pottery Period

Pottery Period

S27
No treatment
Total

0.09
0

0

Ware 1

Rim diam.
24

Ware2
100
100

Ware 3

Mean
24

Height
n/a

Ware 5

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

S28
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
81
10
91

Ware2

Rim diam.
25–48

Mean
37

Ware 3

5
5

Ware 5
4
4

Height
9

Max diam.
n/a

Total
81
19
100
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Type S29
S29 appears to be a very large handmade dish or shallow bowl; the
rim may be rounded or slightly squared. An alternative function
would be as a lid for large vessels such as S22 and S23, which are
mainly, possibly exclusively, associated with the same chronological phase, and have comparable diameters.
The few occurrences of this type are entirely restricted to
Pottery Period 4. Dishes or lids of this size are not reported from
Qala’at al-Bahrain or Failaka.
Type S29

0.032% overall

Percentage
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0.00

0.00
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Pottery Period

S29
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1
100
100

Ware2

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
40–60

Mean
50

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Two of the bowl types have no particular chronological assignation, but S31 is a good marker of Pottery Period 2 while S33, overall the most frequent bowl type, declines steadily in importance
over time. Interestingly, S33 was not recorded at Qala’at al-Bahrain
North City Wall, though it is present at Barbar.

Type S30
S30 is a characteristic deep bowl or barrel-shaped jar. It is comparable to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B22. It has a simple rim, rounded sides which are often thickened towards the rim, and usually a
slightly closed form. The base is ﬂat (see Fig. 7.4i). It is always handmade in Ware 5 and is never slipped. Occasionally, vertical wavy
lines in red paint are found on the body (Heinz 1994: 294, Nr. 326),
though this did not occur in the sampled pottery of this study.
At Saar, the frequency of S30 declines gradually in each phase
(Fig. 6.3). Its equivalent, Type B22, is found at Qala’at al-Bahrain
throughout Period II, slightly less frequently in Period IIc than in
the earlier phases.
Lugs are present on some of Qala’at al-Bahrain examples
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 142, 144), a feature not observed on the Saar vessels,
while more of the North City Wall examples have surviving paint.
Apart from this, the comparisons between the two sites are good,
with the same shapes and decoration present (ibid. ﬁgs. 143, 651).
B22 at Qala’at al-Bahrain is in Ware 2 and ‘always yellow’, which
equates to Ware 5. It does not appear to be present at Failaka.

Bowls

Type S30

Percentage

The following consist of handmade bowls of varying sizes. Two
of these types, S30 and S31, are not easily described using conventional English terminology and might equally be classed as cups,
or even jars.
These two varieties mirror types from Qala’at al-Bahrain. The
two others however, S32 and S33, do not have exact equivalents at
that site. The latter appears to be entirely absent at the North City
Wall, while the former probably includes elements of more than
one of Højlund and Andersen’s types.
When taken as a class, the proportion of bowls in the assemblage falls steadily through time, particularly between Pottery
Period 3 and 4. This may be in response to the rise in the quantity
of special bowls/cups, just as the role of the jars S10 and S11 may
have been taken over by the special jars.

1.1% overall
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1.00

1.30

0.96

3
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Pottery Period

S30
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1

Ware2

Ware 3

Ware 5
100
100

Rim diam.
9–20

Mean
14

Height
9–11

Max diam.
13–16

Total
100
100

S30a
S30d

S30b

S30e

S30c

S30f
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S33a

S33b

S31a

S31b
S33c

S32

Type S31
S31 is essentially the same as S30, but for the fact that the rim is
slightly thickened or everted, often with an inward-sloping top. It
is the same as Type B23 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. Like S30, it is entirely in Ware 5, unslipped and handmade.
This type is very rare and is associated only with Pottery Period
2 at Saar. Excellent parallels are found at the Qala’at al-Bahrain
North City Wall (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.146, 147) where it is also restricted
to Periods IIa – b.
Type S31

Højlund and Andersen’s Type B24 is a comparable bowl with a
diameter of around 30 cm. It is associated only with the IIc Period
at Qala’at al-Bahrain, and indeed is seriated as the latest type at
that site (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 150, 702, 388). Additionally, the larger examples of Qala’at al-Bahrain Type 21 (a ‘simple rounded rim on a
vertical shoulder’, with a diameter of 10 – 20 cm) would have been
classiﬁed as S32 at Saar (for example, ibid. ﬁg. 624). Type 19 at
Failaka is also similar to S32 (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 94 – 6). The best
parallels, however, are probably at Karanah 1, in graves of the earlier phase (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 2: 9 – 11).
Type S32

0.077% overall
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Percentage

Percentage
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0.00

0.25

0.00
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Size

0.61

0
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S31
No treatment
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0.44% overall

10

Pottery Period

Ware 1

Ware2

Ware 3

Ware 5
100
100

Rim diam.
17–18

Mean
18

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

S32
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1
52
52

Ware2
46
46

Ware 3

Ware 5
2
2

Rim diam.
15–30

Mean
20

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Type S32

Type S33

S32 is a handmade bowl with a simple rounded rim, slightly curved
or straight sides and a diameter of between 15 and 30 cm. The form
of the base is uncertain. It is found in Wares 1 and 2, and there is
no decoration or slip.
S32 occurs in all phases at Saar, but peaks in Pottery Period 3.

S33 is bowl with a drawn-out rim. The rim is always drawn outwards, and sometimes inwards too. The top of the rim may be
either ﬂat or convex. It has curved sides which are often vertical
at the top. It probably has a simple ﬂat base, though this is not
certain. The diameter is typically around 30 cm. It is generally
unslipped, and is often in the yellow Ware 5. When only a little of
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Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall, though an example of their
B47 would also have been included in S34 (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 630).
At Saar this was found only in Pottery Period 2 contexts. Good
parallels are found with B44 at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
177 – 8, 602). B44 is found from Periods Ib to IIc, with decreasing
frequency after IIa.

Type S34

0.11% overall

10

Percentage

the body is preserved, S33 can resemble tannur rims of Type S35.
S33 is the commonest bowl at Saar, but decreases in frequency in
each successive Pottery Period.
Some rims of Type 25 at Failaka are similiar (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
107 – 9), though these are almost entirely wheel-made and some
are decorated. Excellent parallels, however, are seen at the Barbar
Temple in all phases (Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 45). It is therefore surprising that this type was not identiﬁed at the Qala’at al-Bahrain
North City Wall excavations.
S33 is one of the clearest indicators of the diﬀerence between
the assemblages of Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain, as it is entirely absent from the latter site. While some other variations may be due
to a slightly later element at Saar than at the Qala’at al-Bahrain
North City Wall, S33’s appearance in Saar Pottery Periods 2 and
3 shows that the contemporary assemblages of the two sites possessed unmistakable diﬀerences.
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Type S33

1.4% overall

S34
No treatment
Ridged only
Total

Percentage
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Ware 1
23
23

Size

2.10

Rim diam.
40–52

1.20
0.39

Ware2
54
23
77

Ware 3

Ware 5

Mean
47

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
77
23
100

0
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Type S35

Pottery Period

S33
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
20
8
28

Ware2
20
3
23

Ware 3

Rim diam.
18–36

Mean
28

Height
n/a

Ware 5
49
49

Total
89
11
100

Max diam.
n/a

Tannurs
Tannur is the term used at Saar for an oven with a cylindrical pottery lining. The pottery lining consists of an open-ended cylinder,
set into the ground or built into an installation. These are termed
‘bottomless cylinders’ at Qala’at al-Bahrain and Failaka. They are
almost invariably in a burnt and fragile condition, and heat has
occasionally caused their thin sides to warp in the manner of kilnwasters. This, perhaps, is what has given rise to the mistaken belief
that there is evidence of pottery production at Saar (e.g. Grave
et al. 1996, 186). The rims are also often distorted, either through
manufacture or use, so diameters can be unreliable.
The types deﬁned at Qala’at al-Bahrain were not followed exactly. The diﬀerence between B45 and S38 was hard to establish,
and the former category was not used at Saar. Sometimes tannur
rims could resemble the bowl rim S33 and even the large jar rim
S22, but for their straight sides and signs of interior burning.
Despite their ultilitarian nature, tannurs were occasionally slipped.
Type S34, which approximates to Qala’at al-Bahrain B44, is
found only in Pottery Period 2. S37 (B46) also tails oﬀ in frequency, and is absent in Pottery Period 4. Another chronologically signiﬁcant type is S36. This did not appear in the sample,
but its presence at Saar links parts of the site to the late occupation at Excavation 420 at Qala’at al-Bahrain.

Type S34
S34 has a slightly drawn-out rim, with either a ridge a short distance below, or a vertically elongated rectangular cross-section.
It is found in both Wares 1 and 2, and the few examples were
not slipped. It is similar to Højlund and Andersen’s Type B44 at

S35 is similar to S34, but always lacks ridges and its rim is drawn more
strongly outwards, and sometimes also inwards. It can sometimes resemble S33, a problem compounded by the fact that S35 is occasionally slipped around the rim, and found in Ware 5, a common ware for
S33. The closest equivalent at Qala’at al-Bahrain is Type B47.
This is the most frequent of the tannur rims at Saar. It has good
parallels with some, but not all, examples of B47 at the Qala’at alBahrain North City Wall (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 659, 703), which is found
in Wares 1 and 2. It has no particular chronological association at
either site, being common throughout Periods IIb and IIc. S35 can
also be compared to bottomless cylinder rims of Type 38a and 38b
at Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs.145 – 7).
Type S35

1.7% overall
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S35
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
28
1
29

Ware2
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16
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Ware 3

Ware 5
1
1
2

Rim diam.
20–60

Mean
49

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
82
18
100

Type S36
S36 is a large square tannur rim whose inner side is usually drawn inwards, and which has a ﬂat top. It can resemble thick and exaggerated
versions of Types S34 and S35. Diameters range from 28 to 37 cm. This
type is rare and was not recorded in the sample, though some fragmentary examples may have been included in other types. Full statistics are
therefore not available. It is, however, of chronological signiﬁcance.
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S34b

S34a

S35a

S38a

S35b

S35c

S38b

all at 1:5

S37

Parallels are not found at Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall,
but excellent comparisons can be made with City IIf rims from
level 15 at Qala’at al-Bahrain Excavation 420 (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs.
674, 675). This is further evidence that the last occupation at Saar
extends later than that of the North City Wall.

Type S37
S37 is equivalent to B46, a ‘simple cut-oﬀ rim’, which may be from
either the top or the bottom of a tannur.
At Saar this type can be seen to decline in frequency during
Pottery Periods 2 and 3, and it is not present during Pottery Period
4. It is relatively infrequent at Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall,
where it occurs from Period Ib to IIc. The North City Wall examples match well those from Saar (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 179 – 82), though
all Qala’at al-Bahrain ones are in Ware 1.
Type S37

Type S38
S38 is the same as Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B48, a ‘coarsely worked
lower rim to a bottomless cylinder’, and may thus be regarded as
the base of Types S34 – 37. It is not always easy to distinguish it
from S37. Its rarity is due to the facts that the buried bases of tannurs did not break oﬀ and become part of other archaeological
deposits in the manner of tannur rims, and that tannurs tended to
be left in situ by their excavators.
This type is rare and of little chronological signiﬁcance. Good
comparisons are found with B48 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, occurring
in Wares 1 and 2 (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 631, 704).
The fact that the diameters of S38 tend to be smaller than those
of the rims may indicate that the complete cylinders tapered towards the bottom; one example from Qala’at al-Bahrain does
show a cylinder which is widest in the middle and tapers at the
bottom (ibid. ﬁg. 179).
Type S38

0.35% overall
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Ware 1
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16
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46
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n/a

Max diam.
n/a
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100
100

S38
No treatment
Total
Size

Ware 1

Ware2
100
100

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
26–30

Mean
28

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100
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This group comprises ﬁve varieties of painted, wheel-made or
otherwise unusual jars. The three most common of these (S39 – 41)
are also found at Qala’at al-Bahrain, while the remaining two are
not, but are very rare at Saar. The contribution of special jars increases considerably in Period 4, a reﬂection of the growing use
of painted decoration and manufacture by wheel during Pottery
Period 3. Without the preponderance in Pottery Period 2 of S39,
the vessels with scored rims and rounded bottoms which are so
characteristic of the Bahraini funerary assemblage, all special jar
occurrences would have fallen into Pottery Period 3 at Saar.
The increasing use of special jars between Pottery Periods 2 and
3 is accompanied by a decline in rims of Type S10/S11 (Figs. 6.3
and 4). It is possible that vessels relating to the latter were being
superseded by painted and/or wheel-made pottery in the tombs
and settlements during the later part of the City II Period.
A further chronological observation is that the occurrence of
painted and wheel-made jars at Saar (but not B73) is much more
clearly conﬁned to the late end of the sequence than at Qala’at alBahrain North City Wall. At that site, wheel-made jars are found
in the City IIb period (Saar Pottery Period 2). If the Saar sequence
is to be preferred, a corollary to this observation is that many of the
tombs around Dhahran and Abqaiq on the Saudi mainland date
to the late City II Period, i.e. they are contemporary with Pottery
Period 3 at Saar and Periods IIc and IIf at Qala’at al-Bahrain.
Qala’at al-Bahrain equivalents of S39 and S41 (B73 and B74
respectively) belong to Højlund and Andersen’s category of ‘special handmade’ pottery (Q. al-B. 1: 96 – 7; 175 – 6). This distinction
was not observed at Saar, and the rims were recorded as hand- or
wheel-made as usual (see also p. 269).

S39a

S39b

Type S39
S39 is a very distinctive vessel with an oval or elongated body, a
round base and a wide mouth. It corresponds exactly to Højlund
and Andersen’s Type B73. Its most distinctive characteristic is the
series of scored horizontal lines on the vertical outer side of the
rim. No complete vessels were found at the settlement owing to
the fragility of this type, but an estimated height of 15 – 20 cm is
probable.
The majority of examples are in Ware 3, the rarest of the Barbar
wares. Examples in Ware 2 are less common, while just one anomalous occurrence in Ware 5 was registered. This had a bright purplish slip that contrasted sharply with the yellow body. Another
unusual rim, in Ware 2, appeared to be wheel-made. The occurrences in Ware 2 and manufacture by wheel are probably of chronological signiﬁcance.
S39 was much more common at Saar during Pottery Period 2
than Pottery Period 3. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, B73 (S39) rims are
equally common in Periods IIb and IIc, though it is indicated

that the distribution of body sherds implies that the vessel is more
common during IIb (Q. al-B. 1: 96, and ﬁgs. 221, 388).
Højlund and Andersen include B73 as one of the two Barbar
types possibly inspired by a foreign prototype, in this case their
Type M12 which they compare to Ur III vessels from Nippur and
Ur (Q. al-B. 1: 96, 105).
Numerous examples of this type are known from Qala’at alBahrain, and particularly from tombs in Bahrain, at Saar, Karanah
1, A’ali and elsewhere (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 2: 1 – 4, ﬁg. 3: 1 – 8; Ibrahim
1982: ﬁgs. 33 – 5; Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 18). At Failaka S39 and B73
equate to Type 17 (Højlund 1987: 32 and ﬁgs. 85, 470).
The presence of a wheel-made rim at Saar represents a Pottery
Period 4 occurence, probably post-dating the IIc levels at Qala’at
al-Bahrain North City Wall. At that site, all examples are handmade, though perhaps with slow-turning on the rim (Q. al-B. 1:
175). Slow-turning is also evident on many of the examples from
the tombs at Saar and may also have been present on the settlement jars. Other comparable vessels from the Saar tombs, however,
have wheel-made rims (i.e. on a fast wheel) attached to handmade
bodies (Ibrahim 1982, 31). At Karanah 1, vessels from the earlier
tombs had rims formed or re-shaped on a wheel; this is presumably from slow-turning like Qala’at al-Bahrain examples. Some examples from the later Karanah tombs are entirely wheel-thrown,
apart from the bases. Wheel-turned rims or entirely wheel-made
vessels therefore appear to be a late development.
All of the B73 occurrences at Qala’at al-Bahrain North City
Wall are in Ware 3. All Saar Pottery Period 2 and 3 occurrences are
also in Ware 3. Signiﬁcantly, however, all those in Ware 2 at Saar
fall into Pottery Period 4, a further indication of a date after the
end of the North City Wall sequence.
The scoring on the rim may have a functional characteristic,
in that it provides a suitable surface on which to fasten a cloth or
leather top to the vessel. It may alternatively have provided purchase for being suspended rather than set on the ground. A related
form with a cylindrical base (not found at Saar) has lugs for suspension (see, for example, Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4:18).
S39 is strongly associated with graves on Bahrain. It is also one
of the few types of Barbar pottery found outside the Central Gulf
region (the Barbar material at Tell Abraq excepted), usually occurring in association with tombs, and found at Nud Ziba, Khatt,
Shimal, Kalba and Munayi (de Cardi et al. 1994: 46; Kennet and
Velde 1996: ﬁg. 14; the other ﬁnds are unpublished). Its occurrence
in such contexts, and usual manufacture in Ware 3, suggest that it
or its contents were of high actual or symbolic value. It may have
functioned as a storage container for a high-status liquid, or as a
special kind of cup.
Type S39

0.51% overall
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Special jars

0.92
0.15

0.45
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Pottery Period

S39
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1

Rim diam.
8–12

Ware2

Ware 5

12
12

Ware 3
64
17
81

Mean
10

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

7
7

Total
64
36
100
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S41b

S41a
S40

S41c

S41d
S41e

S42b

S42a

S40 is a small to medium-sized wheel-made painted jar, generally
with a simple rounded rim. It corresponds to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type
B64. All examples are in a ﬁne Ware 2, and nearly all bear paint in the
form of horizontal black stripes. The outer surface is sometimes burnished. The single unpainted version is slightly unusual in that its slip
is dark grey. It too may have originally borne paint.
The body shape is globular, sometimes ﬂattened or carinated, as
seen on an exceptionally small example (Fig. 7.6e). Although diameters are generally between 9 and 10 cm, this miniature version has a
rim diameter of only 4 cm.
S40 is usually thin-walled and fragile, so although body sherds are
relatively plentiful, complete or reconstructable vessels are rare; very
often, it is indicated only by the presence of bases bearing striped decoration (see Fig. 7.6f ).
Many parallels for S40 have rounded bottoms (see below), as may
some of the Saar examples, given that the nature of round-bottomed
bases is such that their presence is diﬃcult to detect when broken.
In such cases, S40 may be regarded as a wheel-made version of the
handmade globular S11.
Several painted wheel-made body sherds depicting straight parallel lines, wavy lines, chevrons and opposed spirals may be from this
type of vessel, but these may also relate to other types (see p. 264).
At Saar, S40 ﬁrst appears in Pottery Period 3, with a sharp increase
in frequency in Period 4. Most of the occurrences of B64 at Qala’at
al-Bahrain are from the IIc Period, where three rims with horizontal
stripes are illustrated (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 204, 641, 689). It also occurs in
Period IIb at Qala’at al-Bahrain.
Stripy jars with globular bodies and simple rims are also found at
Failaka (Types 8 and 9, Højlund 1987: 25–7, ﬁgs. 55–6, 60–1). Type 8 is
found in Failaka Periods 2b to 3b.
The best parallels are from the tombs, which contain wheel-made
globular round-based vessels with horizontal black lines and other
characteristic Early Dilmun decoration (e.g. the hourglass motif, and
wavy lines). These are known from the later phase at Karanah 1 and
in the tumuli and burial complex at Saar (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 3: 9–14;
Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 1, 4; Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 38: 4, 5).
The late Karanah 1 examples divide into two clear groups: one with
globular bodies and round bases (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 3: 9–14), and another with squat carinated bodies and ring-bases (ibid. ﬁg. 3: 15–21).
All are decorated with parallel horizontal lines. The ﬁrst group (the
globular jars) have only that decoration at Karanah, or parallel lines
coupled with opposed spiral motifs. The latter group (the carinated
jars) usually have additional wavy lines or other decoration.
Both types may have been present at Saar, included in Type S40.
A wheel-made body sherd with spirals from a Pottery Period 4 context probably relates to the globular Karanah 1 group (Velde 1998: ﬁg.
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3: 9–10). The miniature carinated vessel (Fig. 7.6e) compares to the
second Karanah 1 group. These parallels imply a very late date for the
miniature vessel and the sherd with spirals.
Finally, various globular and carinated painted vessels from the
Dhahran tumuli clearly relate to S40 (Zarins 1989: ﬁg. 13).

Type S40

0.86%

10

Percentage

Type S40

1.80
0.60

0.00
0
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4

Pottery Period

S40
Slip only
Painted only
Painted w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1

Ware2
21
9
70
100

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
4–10

Mean
9

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
21
9
70
100

Type S41
S41 is a small hole-mouthed vessel, usually bearing painted decoration, corresponding exactly to Højlund and Andersen’s Type B74.
Plain examples have probably had their decoration eroded oﬀ. The
body is globular, and a variety of simple rims are seen. Some or all had
spouts attached (S41e), though no examples were recovered from Saar
with spout, body and rim in one piece. Approximately two-thirds are
handmade, with the rest appearing to be wheel-made. A few also occur in Ware 3, the special ﬁne red ware which is otherwise entirely
restricted to Type S39 and the very rare Types S52 and S43.
Two patterns dominate the decoration. In most instances (7 out
of 11 decorated occurrences), decoration consists of a row of triangles with the apex upwards, hanging from a line below the rim. The
triangles are mostly vertically hatched (5 out of 11; for example, S41a
and b), and also cross-hatched (2 out of 11). Three out of eleven show
concentric semicircles in panels separated by parallel vertical lines
(S41c and d). One example shows pendant triangles with the apex
of the triangle pointing downwards. In this case the triangles are
actually cross-hatched, but the density of lines and the spreading
of the paint makes them appear to be ﬁlled. There are no particular associations between the type of decoration and the method of
manufacture or rim form.
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Type S41

0.27% overall

Percentage
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Pottery Period

S41
Slip only
Painted only
Painted w. slip
Total
Size

Ware 1

Rim diam.
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Ware2
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4
23
27

Mean
10

Height
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Ware 5

Total
19
4
77
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Max diam.
n/a

Type S42
S42 is a small to medium-sized jar with a very short neck, or no
neck. In shape it closely resembles S41, but has been kept separate
because it appears intentionally to lack decoration. Only two examples were found, both slipped and in Ware 2. The smaller (S42b)
is certainly wheel-made, and the other is possibly wheel-made.
The former is also unusual in that it has a dark grey or black slip.
S42 is very rare and only appears in Pottery Period 4. It may be
a late wheel-made and unpainted development of S41, to which it
is best compared within Qala’at al-Bahrain typology. A handmade

Type 12 vessel from Failaka very closely matches the larger Saar
example in both size and shape (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 67). Type 12 occurs in Periods 3b and 4a.
Type S42

0.061% overall

10

Percentage

S41 is a reliable marker of Pottery Period 3 at Saar, as B74 is of Period
IIc at Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall. Like S40, it ﬁrst appears
in Pottery Period 3, but increases dramatically in frequency in Pottery
Period 4, though it never amounts to more than 1 of the assemblage.
S41 is a copy of a type of globular spouted vessel found in Southeast
Arabia from the start of the Wadi Suq Period (ca. 2000bc). Højlund
and Andersen note that B74 (S41), along with their Type B73 (S39),
is one of only two Barbar types with deﬁnite foreign prototypes
(Q. al-B. 1: 176).
The Southeast Arabian Wadi Suq version is extremely common in
tombs of that area, and displays a much greater variety of decorative
motifs than Type S41, both facts suggesting that the Bahraini version
is a copy of the Wadi Suq vessel rather than vice versa.
Local comparanda, showing concentric semicircles and pendant
hatched and cross-hatched triangles, are found in Period IIc at Qala’at
al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 222–4, 684). One of these has a spout. A
good parallel for cross-hatched pendant triangles with the apex pointing downwards is also found there (ibid. ﬁg. 695).
S41 is also found at Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 444), and some of
the spouts of Failaka Type 41 may also be from such vessels.
The motif of concentric semicircles is very characteristic of the Wadi
Suq assemblage (see, for example, Vogt and Franke-Vogt 1987: ﬁg. 12:
16–18; Cleuziou 1989: pl. 31: 11). It also occurs on Barbar pottery other
than S41 vessels, such as bowls and globular jars (e.g. Zarins 1989: ﬁg. 14:
10). This probably reﬂects further Southeast Arabian inﬂuence. Hatched
and cross-hatched triangles are also found on Southeast Arabian globular jars (Vogt and Franke-Vogt 1987: ﬁg. 24: 2, 3).
Unlike Type S41 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, where all examples are ‘special handmade’, some of the Saar ones are completely wheel-made.
Given that manufacture by wheel clearly becomes more common
within the Barbar assemblage as time passes (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 393), this
implies that elements of the Saar assemblage are later than Qala’at alBahrain North City Wall levels.
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S42
Slip only
Total
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Ware 1

Ware2
100
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Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
10–18

Mean
14

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Type S43
The type of S43 was originally assigned to a long, narrow, handmade neck in the rare Ware 3. There was, however, only one example, and some uncertainty as to whether the apparently simple
everted rim may not in fact have been broken and abraded. The
type is therefore not included.

Special bowls and cups
This class of vessel increases in frequency with each successive
Pottery Period at Saar, peaking at a respectable 5 of the assemblage (see Fig. 6.3). Like the special jars, the increase in frequency is most marked in Pottery Period 4, the ﬁnal phase of the
sequence.
The recording of these ten types (S44 – 53) proved problematic, as the gap between the pragmatic rim typology and a ‘true’
typology was very evident with these small bowls, cups and goblets. Only three types could easily be distinguished by rim alone
during registration, all of which were very distinctive but very
rare. These were S51 – 53.
Examination of all the evidence from Saar revealed the presence of at least seven other types of cup or small bowl. These
could not usually be distinguished from each other in the sample, but clearly formed separate categories of vessel. These types
are S44 – 50, of which only two (S44 and S45) could be securely
identiﬁed at Qala’at al-Bahrain. The seven individual Type Codes
proved unusable for the purposes of recording the sample, as
the fragility of these vessels, coupled with the simple rim forms
characteristic of all of them, meant that the overall vessel shape
could not usually be distinguished.
Accordingly, three broad and highly artiﬁcial categories were
used in the registration and analysis of these seven types. Even
these are sometimes of doubtful validity, given the possibility
of erosion removing paint and the diﬃculty in distinguishing handmade from wheel-made vessels. The three categories
used for recording otherwise undiﬀerentiated cups and small
bowls are: pntcup, painted vessels, both wheel- and handmade;
wmdcup, plain wheel-made vessels; and plhcup, plain handmade vessels. Their statistics are given below. The seven overlapping ‘true’ types within these three categories have been given
normal Saar Type Codes and are discussed and illustrated individually, though statistics from the controlled sample are, of
necessity, lacking.
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S46a
S45
S44a

S44b

S46b

S46c

S46d

S46e

S46f

PNTCUP
This comprises all painted cup or small bowl rims, excepting
those relating to S30 (included in bowls, see above) and S51.
Rims of S44, S47 and possibly S46 were probably the sole or major contributors to pntcup during registration of the sample.
All painted cups and bowls from the sample were in Ware 2,
and most were also slipped.
Painted cups or small bowls are equally rare in all Pottery
Periods at Saar, though marginally more common in Pottery
Period 4. One Pottery Period 2 occurrence corresponds to a
handmade, decorated Type S46. For comparative information relating to pntcup, see Types S44, S47 and S46 below.

WMDCUP
This includes all wheel-made unpainted cups and small bowls.
Some are probably eroded or unpainted examples of S47, or perhaps of S44, and the wheel-made variety of S46.
wmdcup is entirely restricted to Pottery Periods 3 and 4 at
Saar, in accordance with the general observation that manufacture by wheel is characteristic of the later assemblage. There is a
sharp increase between Pottery Periods 3 and 4.

PAINTED CUPS

0.29% overall

Percentage
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PLHCUP
WHEEL-MADE CUPS

1.90
0.26

0.00
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Pottery Period

WMDCUP
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size
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0.06% overall

10

Percentage

plhcup comprises plain handmade rims with a diameter below
15 cm, and may incorporate elements of the handmade goblet S45,
as well as all of S50, and perhaps simple bowl rims comparable to
Type B21 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. Some undecorated and handmade
examples of the shallow bowl S46 may also be included.
Interestingly, despite the generalised nature of its criteria,
plhcup is almost entirely restricted to Pottery Periods 3 and 4, especially 4, with just one occurring in a context seriated to Pottery
Period 2. This suggests that small bowls or cups are a late development at Saar. The isolated early occurrence is from the same
context (5567) as an isolated early occurrence of a painted bowl (of
Type S46), though there is no other reason to suspect contamination of this occupation deposit.

Ware 1

Rim diam.
8–12

Ware2
33
26
59

Ware 3

Mean
11

Height
n/a

Ware 5
41
41
Max diam.
n/a

Total
74
26
100
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PLAIN HAND-MADE CUPS

absent from the other example. S45 is in Ware 2 at Saar, and has
a diameter of 6 – 7 cm.
This type is associated with Period IIb at Qala’at al-Bahrain,
where only two examples are found. It is equally rare at Saar, and
the one example that can be ascribed to a phase is associated
with Pottery Period 2.
The same type is found at the Barbar Temple in Phases IIa – b,
also implying a City IIb date (Mortensen 1986: ﬁg. 44).

0.82% overall
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Slip only
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29
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Type S44
S44 corresponds to B62 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. It is a stemmed
wheel-made goblet with a hemispherical bowl. The Saar examples were not slipped and had a diameter of 10 – 12 cm. They
bore a line of triangles below the rim. On one example, the
triangles are above a ﬁne horizontal zigzag line (S44a), while
on another the triangles are separated at one point by a vertical
hourglass motif (S44b).
At Qala’at al-Bahrain this type is exclusively associated with
Periods IIa – b. At least one example is also known from Failaka
(Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 80). Diagnostic examples from Saar were
from outside the sample, though one was from a context with
pottery comparable to that of Pottery Period 2 (3310). Although
the distribution of pntcup and wmdcup suggests that manufacture by wheel and painted vessels are more characteristic of
Pottery Period 3, S44 may therefore be associated with the earlier
phase.
At Qala’at al-Bahrain, B62 is frequently found with caprid
motifs (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 194 – 6, 633 – 5). Other ﬁnds from there
and from tombs on Bahrain and the Saudi mainland show that
a range of geometric motifs is also associated with such goblets, such as simple horizontal lines, hatched and cross-hatched
panels and triangles, herring-bone patterns, hourglass motifs,
circles and fronds (ibid. ﬁg. 197 – 200; Rice 1985: pl. x; Ibrahim
1982: ﬁg. 38: 1 – 2; During Caspers 1994: ﬁg. 2; Zarins 1989: ﬁg.
13: 6, 12, 18).
Similar imported goblets are present at Qala’at al-Bahrain North
City Wall, which were identiﬁed as being ‘in the Eastern Tradition’
(see, for example, Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 355 – 65). Some of the examples
from the tombs may also be imports, and indeed the ware of one of
the Saar settlement examples (S44b) was equivocal in this respect.
Højlund and Andersen suggest that Qala’at al-Bahrain B62 goblets are imitations of imported foreign types (Q. al-B. 1: 94). During
Caspers is more speciﬁc in this respect, and relates the Bahraini
and Eastern Saudi goblets to the Murghabo-Bactrian archaeological complex of Central Asia (During Caspers 1992: 6 – 8). Imports
and stylistic elements of this culture-complex can be seen spreading into the Southeast Iran, the Indo-Iranian borderlands and as far
as Southeast Arabia from the late third millennium, and a similar
presence in the Central Gulf is wholly feasible.

Type S45
This is a handmade stemmed hemispherical goblet. It is frequently crudely made, and may be considered a rough handmade version of S44. The illustrated example has a thick redbrown inner slip and a thinner exterior one, though a slip is

S46 is a small shallow bowl with a ﬂat base. Its sides may ﬂare
or be slightly in-turned. It is usually handmade in Ware 2 and
often decorated. A few are plain, however, and some appear to be
wheel-made. The diameters range from 8 – 10 cm. Slips are usually found on the interior or on both sides. These slips can be
brighter than is usual, and range from red to purple in colour.
Decoration consists of parallel black lines below the rim (S46a
and b). In one case, this motif is accompanied by the frond pattern (S46c).
Plain examples include a rare wheel-made bowl (S46d),
though handmade ones are more common (S46e, f ).
Most bowls of Type S46 occur in Pottery Period 3, though at
least one is from Pottery Period 2. Interestingly, the type appears
to be absent from Qala’at al-Bahrain. This is not likely to be for
entirely chronological reasons.
A number of similar bowls are found in the Dhahran tumuli,
mostly with decoration consisting of parallel horizontal lines
(Zarins 1989: ﬁg. 14: 1 – 3, 7, 10, 13 – 15, 17 – 19, 22 – 3). Some of these
have additional groups of vertical lines, and one shows concentric semicircles between groups of vertical lines, as often seen on
Type S41 and on Wadi Suq pottery. The bases of the Dhahran
bowls often diﬀer from Saar Type S46 vessels, in that they can be
rounded rather than ﬂat. Additionally, some appear to be much
larger than S46.
The parallel lines are a characteristic decoration for Barbar
vessels. The frond motif is seen on a Bahraini goblet from
Hamala North (During Caspers 1994: ﬁg. 2) and on a Barbar
sherd from Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 177). It is also common on
contemporary ceramics in the Indus region (e.g. Rao 1985: ﬁg. 88:
B11) and Wadi Suq pottery in Southeast Arabia, for example at
Shimal (Vogt and Franke-Vogt 1987: ﬁg. 13: 10).

Type S47
S47 is a small wheel-made beaker with curved sides and a
slightly everted rim, often painted with black stripes. It is
deeper than S46, and the diameter is around 10 cm. No complete examples exist from Saar, but several rims, both painted
and plain, certainly belong to this type. The associated type of
base is not known at Saar, but comparable vessels have both
ﬂat bases and ring bases (see below). Some of the Saar examples may possibly relate to rims of the goblet S44, though these
tend not to be everted.
This variety probably accounts for the majority of pntcup
and wmdcup occurrences at Saar. An example of a B63 beaker at
Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall has comparable shape and
decoration (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 201). Comparable vessels with both ﬂat
bases and ring-bases are seen in the later phase at Karanah 1 and
in Tumulus 151 at Saar (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4: 1 – 4; Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 19:
5, 8). It would therefore appear to be a late feature of the City II
assemblage. Further comparisons can be made with vessels from
the Dhahran tumuli, which show parallel horizontal lines, wavy
lines and chevron decoration (Zarins 1989: ﬁg. 14: 4 – 6).
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S47a

S47d

S47b
S47c

S49a

Type S48
S48 is a spherical bowl with a simple, slightly everted rim and a
rounded base. Two examples are known, one plain and one painted
with a purple line (Killick et al. 1990: 128, ﬁg. 20: 5). Neither is
slipped, and both are handmade and in Ware 2. The two examples
are of diﬀerent sizes, with diameters of 5 and 15 cm and heights of
12 and 6 cm respectively.
The chronological associations of this vessel are not known. It
is not reported from Qala’at al-Bahrain, though it may have been
included in the category of B21, the simple bowl rim. There are
no exact parallels from the Dilmun sphere, though the motif of a
single, thick line below the rim is found in the Dhahran tumuli, on
bowls and beakers akin to Types S46 and S47 (Zarins et al. 1984:
pl. 36: 01, pl. 49: 1, 3).
Similarly shaped globular bowls or cups are known from the
Wadi Suq assemblage in Southeast Arabia (e.g. Donaldson 1984:
ﬁg. 6: 45; de Cardi 1988: ﬁg. 7: 55), though the form is too simple
necessarily to imply Southeast Arabian inﬂuence on the Barbar
assemblage, or vice versa.

Type S49
S49 is an open bowl with S-shaped sides. It is shallower than S47
and was not observed with paint. It has a diameter of 12 – 14 cm
and is slipped and sometimes, probably always, wheel-made. One
example is in Ware 5. The one occurrence with a complete proﬁle
has a ring-base.
Again, this is not present at Qala’at al-Bahrain, and is very rare
at Saar. Parallels are also absent from Failaka.
Excellent parallels, however, are seen at Karanah 1, in the later
group of graves (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4 – 8, especially 6, 7). Velde considers these vessels to belong to the latest part of the second phase at
Karanah (ibid. 255), as they are associated with plastered collective
burials. This would associate them with the IIf phase at Qala’at alBahrain Excavation 420 or Period 3 at Failaka.
Good parallels are also found in the Saar burial complex
(Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 19: 10, 13), one with a ring-base, and the other
with a ﬂat or shallow rounded base.

S49b

of small, plain handmade bowls are almost exclusively in the IIc
Period (see plhcup above). Type 19 at Failaka includes some deep
bowls or beakers similar to the Saar examples illustrated here
(Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 94 – 6); it occurs in Failaka 2b (ibid. ﬁg. 455).
A tomb from the earlier group at Karanah 1 contains a small
simple cup comparable to S50a. (Velde 1998: ﬁg. 2: 7).

S51

Type S51
S51 is a decorated beaker with thin walls. The nearest equivalent at
Qala’at al-Bahrain is B63. S51 is wheel-made and in Ware 2. The
largest sherd found of this type is painted with a bearded human
ﬁgure. No whole examples were found, so the complete shape is unknown, though parallels from Qala’at al-Bahrain suggest it has a ﬂat
base.
S51 is seriated as the latest of the Saar types, and two of the
three occurrences of B63 at Qala’at al-Bahrain are from Period IIc,
the other being from IIb.
One example from Qala’at al-Bahrain is painted with horizontal stripes, perhaps suggesting an aﬃnity with S47 rather than
S51. A closer comparison for the bearded ﬁgure is found on a
sherd from Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 478) which depicts a row
of standing human ﬁgures. Other parallels for the bearded ﬁgure
are found in the iconography of Dilmun seals (see, for example,
Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 23: 3).
Type S51
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Type S50
S50 consists of all those undecorated, handmade cups or bowls
with diameters less than 15 cm and which do not fall into any
of the above categories. Some are clearly deep bowls or beakers.
Others may belong to some of the above categories, but lack the
diagnostic features to enable categorisation.
Some of these might equate to Qala’at al-Bahrain Type B21,
the simple rounded bowl rim. This occurs only in Periods IIa and
IIb at Qala’at al-Bahrain, however, while the Saar occurrences

S50b

S50a

Percentage

S48

3

4

Pottery Period

S51
No treatment
Slip only
Painted only
Total
Size

Ware 1

Ware2
15
24
61
100

Ware 3

Ware 5

Rim diam.
6–8

Mean
7

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
15
24
61
100
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S52a
S52b

S52c

S53a

S52 is a vertical-walled handmade bowl in the special Ware 3. The
rim is rounded and slightly thickened or extended outwards. One
example is slightly inturned below the rim. The type is associated
with rare body sherds in Ware 3 which show a carination, so as
to suggest a lenticular shape or a broad rounded base. These rims
were small or distorted, so their angle is uncertain and their diameters are unreliable. The example from the sample was not slipped.
Another, however, showed a grey slip.
Two examples were recorded, of which only one was from a
fully sampled context (4138, Pottery Period 2). Bahraini parallels
are lacking, though there is a coincidental resemblance to Type
B12 at the North City Wall of Qala’at al-Bahrain (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg.
123). B12, however, is in a very diﬀerent ware and is restricted to
Period I at Qala’at al-Bahrain. There is also a probably coincidental resemblance to late third millennium ledge-rim bowls from
Southeast Arabia (e.g. Cleuziou 1989: pl. 30: 5).
It is possible that S52 rims are from a type of wide bowl, of
which one complete example has been found at Saar (see Fig. 7.4l).
The bowl has not been examined by the author, so this remains
speculative.
Type S52

0.02% overall

0.00

0.00

0.06

2

3

4

0
Pottery Period

S53
No treatment
Slip only
Total
Size

Ware 1
50
50
Rim diam.
10–12

Ware2

Ware 3

Ware 5

Height
n/a

Max diam.
14

50
50
Mean
11

Total
50
50
100

Bases

Percentage

0.03

0.00

0.00

1

2

3

0
Pottery Period

Size

Type S53

10

0.01% overall

10

S52
No treatment
Total

(e.g. Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 45: 2; Mughal 1983: ﬁg. 24: 2). The style is in
the tradition of Southeast Arabian third-millennium Umm an-Nar
style softstone, but it seems that this style persists into the second
millennium in Bahrain, perhaps indicating local production of both
softstone vessels and ceramic copies.

Percentage

Type S52

S53b

Ware 1

Ware2

Ware 3
100
100

Ware 5

Rim diam.
16

Mean
16

Height
n/a

Max diam.
n/a

Total
100
100

Type S53
Type S53 comprises two imitation softstone bowls, decorated with the
dot-in-circle motif, in local pottery wares. One imitation is remarkably accurate (S53a). It is in Ware 2, is carefully smoothed, incised with
dots in double-circles, slipped in grey and ﬁred to give the impression
of carved softstone. It cannot be ascertained whether it was wheelmade or handmade. Another example (S53b) is extremely crudely
made in Ware 1, with two rows of circles punched below the rim.
S53 is very rare, and therefore did not appear in the seriation. The
one example from the sample (S53a) occurs in a Pottery Period 3
context. It is best compared to softstone vessels from tombs at Saar

Bases were recorded, using Base eve measurements, according to
Qala’at al-Bahrain typology. They were not usually found to have
any notable chronological or diagnostic characteristics, and will
not be dealt with in detail here.
All of Højlund and Andersen’s base types (B36 – 43, see
Q. al-B. 1: 36 – 7) were observed at Saar, except for B37, a base
showing chain-ridges.
New codes were not assigned to the Saar bases, and they are
presented here under Højlund and Andersen’s 1994: typology. In
brief, Base Types may be summarised as follows:
B36: a ‘ring-base with a smooth belly’, i.e. without ridges above
it. The ring is not pronounced in Period II.
B38: a ‘ring-base with a ridged belly’ (see, for example, the base
of Fig. 7.2b).
B39: a ‘ring-base to plate of Type B30’, i.e. Saar Type S26.
B40: a ‘marked base with a transition between belly and base
that may be quite similar to ring-bases of Types B36 – 38, but
which lacks the internal delimitation of the ring’ (see, for example,
Fig. 7.6a).
B41: a ‘large marked base that may have a bung-hole’ (see Heinz
1994: Nr. 274).
B42: a ‘simple ﬂattened base to yellow jars of Type B22’, i.e. S30
(see, for example, Fig. 7.4i, h).
B43: a ‘simple ﬂattened base’ to vessels other than B22, i.e. S30
(see, for example, Fig. 7.3a).
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To these can be added the rounded base, which cannot be detected or quantiﬁed other than in complete vessels. Associated as
it is with the cooking pots, this would actually have been the most
common type in the assemblage.
In practice it proved diﬃcult to separate B36 (‘ring-base with
smooth belly’) from B40 (similar to B36 but lacking the internal
delimitation of the ring). B42 (base to the dish Type S26) could
not always be distinguished from B36 and B40, while B43 (a simple ﬂattened base) and B42 (a simple ﬂattened base to Type S30)
were also hard to tell apart. B41, however, the marked base which
may have a bung-hole and relates to Type S20a, was easy to identify. It was sometimes found blocked with plaster.
Nearly all the cylindrical bases identiﬁed by Heinz (1994: ﬁgs.
264 – 72) are in fact rims, mainly of Type B3. The exceptions are
one or two B41 bases (i.e. Nr. 274, and maybe 273).

Miscellaneous types, features and sherds
A variety of body sherds in the Saar assemblage display special
characteristics. These include handmade sherds with chain-ridges,
a feature that is mainly diagnostic of Periods I and IIa at Qala’at
al-Bahrain, but which is also found in IIb. Such ridges are given
the Type Codes B55a and B55b at Qala’at al-Bahrain, the two being
distinguished by the height of the ﬁnger impressions. B55a, which
is generally the earlier type, has impressions of over 1 cm in height,
while those of B55b are under 1 cm.
Both varieties appear in Period IIb at Qala’at al-Bahrain, with
B55b featuring regularly in the early part of that phase, and B55a
being largely absent but having two slightly later occurrences
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). Neither are found in Period IIc. At Saar, both
types are found (Heinz 1994: Nr. 284 – 8; Nr. 289 – 90). Chain-ridges only occurred twice in the sample, one in each variety, and both
within Pottery Period 2 (contexts 4037 and 4040).
Other sherds at Saar showed ridging characteristic of Qala’at alBahrain Type B75, whereby vertical, diagonal and horizontal ridges
are combined, possibly to give the impression of string tied around
the neck (Q. al-B. 1: 98, 177). At Saar this feature is associated with
Pottery Period 2, while at Qala’at al-Bahrain it is found in Periods
IIa and IIb. Højlund and Andersen also note the presence of incised
‘palm-branch’ motifs on ridged shoulders at the North City Wall
(ibid. ﬁg. 230). This is also seen at Saar, and appears to be an incised
version of Type B75 rather than a copy of the palm-branch motif
sometimes seen on painted vessels or inscribed on rims (see below).
A few sherds showed decoration made by impressing the ends of
date-stones into the wet clay. The impressions are usually found in
lines around the shoulder, occasionally on ridges, and in one case on
the ﬂat top of a rim (Heinz 1994: Nr. 317 – 19). This is also reported
from Qala’at al-Bahrain where it appears to occur in both Periods
IIb and IIc (Q. al-B. 1: 99 and ﬁg. 237). Unfortunately this rare feature did not occur in the sampled material at Saar.
Inscribed motifs, perhaps potters’ marks, are also occasionally
found at Saar: there is an inscribed square on the side of a Type B3
vessel (Heinz 1994: Nr. 480), the rim of a large ridged storage jar
with an arrow mark (3514:17), and the rim fragment of a cooking pot
with a parallelogram (3202:01). At Failaka, a variety of simple geometric motifs are found on the shoulders or rims of Barbar vessels,
sometimes on the large jar rim Type 28 (which equals S23). These
include squares, an arrow-shape in a square and the palm-branch
motif (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 114 – 16, 712).
At Qala’at al-Bahrain, hand and wheel-made painted body
sherds were also recorded with their own Type Codes (B61, B72).
This practice was also followed at Saar where both were found to
be overwhelmingly associated with Pottery Periods 3 and 4, espe-
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cially the latter. In the case of the handmade Barbar sherds, decoration consisted of parallel horizontal black stripes. In the case of the
wheel-made Barbar sherds, identical stripes were the most common
decoration, a series of chevrons was noted on some (Heinz 1994:
Nr. 367), and on others a wavy line was found with parallel lines
(ibid. Nr. 372, 386). One important wheel-made body sherd, from
Pottery Period 4, has a pair of spirals. This motif is found on wheelmade globular jars from the later phase of the Karanah 1 cemetery
(Velde 1998: ﬁg. 3: 9 – 10). It is not reported from the North City
Wall at Qala’at al-Bahrain, though crude spirals are seen on pottery
at Failaka as early as Period 2a (Højlund 1987: ﬁgs. 173, 500). The
Karanah parallels suggest a late aﬃnity for the Saar sherd, i.e. postdating the North City Wall IIc occupation, or a City IIf date.
It is worth noting that scored horizontal lines or ‘rippling’ on the
shoulder were not noted on the Saar pottery, though these features
are found at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Type B71) and Failaka (Types 47,
48) (Q. al-B. 1: 95 and ﬁg. 642; Højlund 1987: 52 and ﬁgs. 169, 44,
45, 50). This is interesting because such decoration is seriated to the
IIb and IIc Periods at Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall and thus
would be expected to be found at Saar. On the other hand, rippled
shoulders are strongly associated with wheel-made jars in Phase IIf,
from Qala’at al-Bahrain Excavation 420 (Højlund 1987: 154), while
vessels with rippled shoulders are found in the late phase at Karanah
1 (Velde 1998: 225 and ﬁgs. 14, 16). Thus, rippling may be chieﬂy a
very late City II phenomenon, and its absence from Saar may for
chronological reasons.

Imported ceramics
Indus-related pottery
The commonest variety of imported pottery at Saar relates to the
Late Harappan horizon, sometimes referred to as the ‘Post-Urban’
or ‘Post-Mature’ Harappan. In particular, it relates to the Late
Sorath Harappan, a ceramic facies found in the region of Saurashtra,
Gujarat (Possehl and Herman 1990; Possehl and Mehta 1994). The
best comparisons for the Saar material are consistently with Lothal
Period B (ca. 2000 – 1800 bc) and Rojdi Period C (2000 – 1700 bc),
with other parallels from Rangpur Period IIB – C (1900 – 1500 bc).
Most of the vessels are large storage jars, frequently decorated.
Unless otherwise speciﬁed below, they have a ﬁne, reddish, dense,
well-levigated and well-ﬁred paste; small quantities of mica are
also sometimes present. All are wheel-made. Of the parallels
given below, the authors categorise those from Rojdi as ‘Sorath
Harappan Fine Red Ware’, but the others are given more generic
descriptions.
A fragmentary vessel from Bldg 225, Area 319 has a red-brown
slip and eroded black paint (d). An exact comparison for the decoration was not found, but good formal parallels are present at Bhokli
Dhar in Saurashtra (assigned to Rangpur IIB – C and III), as well as
at Rojdi C and Lothal B (Possehl 1980: ﬁg. 16: 18; Possehl and Raval
1989: ﬁg. 71; Rao 1985: ﬁg. 266b).
Excellent parallels for the shape and decoration of a similar jar
(e), found in Area 63 of Bldg 53, can be found at Rojdi C (Possehl
and Raval 1989: ﬁgs. 70, 72). In the former, two black bands are
also found at the shoulder below a red-slipped area and above an
unslipped panel area with curved lines. In the latter, the rim form
and slipped and unslipped panels match the Saar sherd, though
the painted decoration does not. The combination of slipped and
unslipped panels with wavy line decoration is also found at Lothal
B (Rao 1985: ﬁg. 90: B56). The jar rim illustrated as (l) may also come
from this vessel.
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The same parallels may be applied to (j), from context K17:009,
Bldg 53, Area 52) and to (k) (context K17:032, Bldg 52, Area 53).
These are probably from a single vessel, despite apparent diﬀerences in the decoration and the fact that they were found in collapse levels of separate but adjoining houses. They have a thick,
dark streaky slip, and (j) has a black line below an unslipped band
beneath the rim. The colour of the slip ranges from red-brown
through to purplish grey. The slip of (k) appears to extend up to
the rim, with no painted line. On both, the bands of slip on the
top of the rim are due to wear on a slightly polygonal surface rather than a feature of the original design.
Several other large vessels have parallels at Lothal, Rojdi and
other Saurashtran sites. A rim with a straight neck (h), from context F17:001, Bldg 14, Area 11, has good parallels from two sites in
Saurashtra dated to the Rangpur IIB – C phase, from Lothal B
and from Rojdi C (Possehl 1980: ﬁg. 18: 14, ﬁg. 16: 9; Rao 1985: ﬁg.
84: 266c; Possehl and Raval 1989: ﬁg. 52: 17). The rim illustrated as
(m), from context 2535, Bldg 51, Area 56, has a red-brown slip. Its
shape can be compared to a buﬀ-slipped vessel from Lothal B and
to a sherd from Rajpipla VI, a Saurashtran site assigned to the
Rangpur IIB – C phases (Rao 1985: ﬁg. 84: 266; Possehl 1980: ﬁg.
35: 2). The fabric is unusual, with a moderate quantity of large subangular red grits, and a body sherd in the same fabric has Jhukar
parallels (see below). The rim form of (i) (context L17:001, Bldg
53, Area 51), which has a red-brown slip, ﬁnds further parallels at
Lothal B and Rojdi C (Rao 1985: ﬁg. 84: 266b; Possehl and Raval
1989: ﬁg. 52: 10).
One Indus-related fragment (n) is from a smaller vessel, and
has a purplish-brown slip (context L17:040, Bldg 53, Area 52). It
is comparable to rims from Lothal B, Rojdi C and Ghelo Bund,
another Saurashtran site dating to the Rangpur IIB – C horizon
(Rao 1985: ﬁg. 80: 233b, 234; Possehl and Raval 1989: ﬁg. 52: 3 – 5;
Possehl 1980: ﬁg. 20: 2).
Several decorated body sherds underline Saar’s Late
Harappan connections. The pattern of parallel vertical wavy
lines meeting a straight line at right-angles, in black paint on a
red slip, is seen on (f ) (Bldg 225, Area 318). This design is common at Lothal B and other Saurashtran sites (see, for example,
Rao 1985: fig. 91: B64 – 74; Possehl 1980: fig. 32: 4; Possehl and
Raval 1989: fig. 52: 15). The same pattern features on a shoulder
sherd, along with a wing-like motif (c) (from Bldg 51, Area
55). Again, the best parallel is with Lothal B (Rao 1985: fig. 93:
B108). This sherd is from a Pottery Period 4 context. A previously published sherd from the same context bears a palmfrond motif and a hatched hourglass pattern, and may also be
Indus-related (Killick et al. 1991: fig. 20:8). A line of eye-like
motifs between multiple parallel lines (a), from Bldg 53, Area
61, is found at Lothal B as well as at Nageswar (Rao 1985: fig.
94: B136, B137; Hegde et al. 1990: fig. D.II.3: 56).
Another sherd at Saar (b), from Bldg 9, Area 31, has a more
complex combination of motifs and may be slightly earlier in
date. The combination of straight and wavy lines at the top has
an approximate parallel at Lothal, in Period A, where the palmleaf motif is also found (Rao 1985: ﬁg. 74: A2 and A20). A broad
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comparison may also be made, however, with a Jhukar sherd from
Chanhu-Daro (Mackay 1943: pl. xlii: 22) which shares the combination of straight and wavy parallel lines and hatching, so a Late
Harappan origin remains possible.
Most of the Indus-related pottery at Saar therefore suggests
contacts with Late Harappan Gujarat, but there are a few indications of connections with the northerly Late Harappan complexes.
A body-sherd (o) also has its closest decorative parallels within the
Jhukar assemblage at Chanhu Daro (e.g. Mackay 1943: pl. xlii: 24,
pl. xliv: 9 – 13); there is also a good parallel from Mohenjo Daro,
Late Phase B (Dales and Kenoyer 1986: ﬁg. 86: 5). Although similar
patterns are also found at Lothal Period B (Rao 1985: ﬁg. 93: B112,
B113), the fabric of this sherd is unlike that of the typical Sorath
Harappan pottery from Saar, being the same as that of (m).
Five of the 14 sherds discussed above occur in Bldg 53 (Areas
51, 52, 61, 63 and 87). They represent between 4 and 6 vessels, and
amount to 1.6 of the house’s total assemblage. This is a signiﬁcant
concentration and there is no notable clustering elsewhere, though
pairs are found in Bldg 51 (Areas 55, 56), Bldg 225 (Areas 318, 319)
and Bldg 14 (Areas 11, 13). The strong association with Bldg 53 may
indicate a specialized function for that building (see p. 271).
Chronologically, the Indus-related pottery of the sampled Saar
assemblage is divided between Pottery Periods 2 and 3, amounting to 0.23 and 0.2 of the total respectively. It is eﬀectively
absent from Pottery Period 4, except for a couple of body sherds
from Bldg 51.

Probable Indo-Iranian pottery
Two decorated beakers may have Indo-Iranian aﬃnities. Neither
occurred within the seriated sequence. Both can be broadly
compared to Qala’at al-Bahrain Types E8 (painted beakers with
Sorath Harappan parallels) and E9 (a miscellaneous category of
painted beakers and other vessels with Eastern aﬃnities). The
two rims from Saar are also similar to Saar Type S44 (Type B62),
which may have had a foreign derivation (see p. 259). Indeed,
the fabric description of (a), which was not seen by the author,
is compatible with Saar Ware 3, though other painted beakers
in that fabric are unknown at Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain. It
is more likely to be an imported vessel. Lines of diamonds are
common on Indo-Iranian vessels, usually cross-hatched rather
than entirely inﬁlled (see, for example, Possehl 1986: ﬁg. xiii:
Mehi II.1.1.a; de Cardi 1983: ﬁg. 8: 1). Chevrons below the rim
are also found in Indo-Iranian assemblages (see Possehl 1986: ﬁg.
xiii: Mehi 7), though not bisected with a horizontal line. Part of
a palm motif is present on (a), a common pattern on Harappan
and Indo-Iranian vessels. This vessel may either be from the
Indus region, perhaps another Sorath Harappan import, or from
the Indo-Iranian borderlands.
The fragmentary beaker (b) is in a ﬁne grey ware, with darker
grey paint. A good Indo-Iranian parallel for the shape and the pattern of two horizontal lines at the rim above a motif of diamonds
in reserve decoration is found on a beaker at Kulli (Possehl 1986:
ﬁg. xv: V.v.4), though this is in a red sand-tempered ware.
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Mesopotamian pottery
Very little Mesopotamian pottery is found at Saar. It is best compared to Ur III and Isin-Larsa material from Tell ed-Der and
Nippur, as well as to Mesopotamian material found at Qala’at alBahrain. The fabrics are ﬁne and pale, with very ﬁne grit or sand
inclusions, sometimes ﬁne vegetal temper, and a chalky feel.
The rim of a long-necked jar (a) was found in a Pottery Period 2
context (4041, Bldg 208). It is comparable to vessels from Sondage
A at Tell ed-Der (de Meyer et al. 1971: pl. 22: 4–6; de Meyer 1984:
pl. 19: 2, 3). The latter parallel is ascribed to Ensemble II at Tell edDer, roughly corresponding to the Isin-Larsa Period. Parallels with
elongated oval jars are also found in the Scribal Quarter at Nippur
(McCown and Haines 1967: pl. 87: 1, 2; pl. 96: 12). The former is from
an Isin-Larsa level, and is assigned to Type 19a which has a range
from the late Ur III to the Isin-Larsa Periods. The latter is of a type
derived from Type 19a, and its level is assigned to the Old Babylonian
Period.
The simple everted jar rim (b) from context 7503 is comparable
to those from Tell ed-Der and the Scribal Quarter at Nippur. Its
parallels appear to be slightly earlier than those of the sherd described above, dating to the Ur III Period. Parallels at Tell ed-Der
are ascribed to Ensemble IV, which falls into the last century of
the third millennium (de Meyer 1984: pl. 8: 9 – 11). At Nippur, the
same rim form is found on jars with sharp ridges below the rim,
also ascribed to the Ur III Period (McCown and Haines 1967: pl.
85: 1 – 2). Additionally, Type M8 at Qala’at al-Bahrain shares this
type of rim (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 253); M8 is found from Period Ia to the
beginning of IIb, also suggesting a date in the last century of the
third or the very beginning of the second millennium.
A third example, a bowl with an indentation below a rim with
a ﬂattened top (c) (context 4019, Bldg 205) appears to be in a
Mesopotamian fabric. It too belongs to Pottery Period 2, and its
closest parallels are at Tell ed-Der, Ensemble III which dates to
the end of the third millennium and the very beginning of the
second (Meyer 1980: pl. 11: 1 – 6).
Mesopotamian pottery is all associated with Pottery Period 2,
comprising 0.11 of that assemblage.

lustrated here (a) is from the sounding in the temple and relates to
the largely unexcavated Pottery Period 1 at Saar.
Three sherds are comparable to Southeast Arabian Wadi Suq
Period pottery. That shown as (b) is a medium-sized jar with a typical
Wadi Suq fabric, with a light brown exterior, light grey core, mediumﬁne vegetal temper and a soft, porous paste. It is wheel-made, with
traces of a thin red-brown slip. The fabric is somewhat laminated,
which also occurs in Wadi Suq pottery, albeit rarely. Its shape can
be compared to several second millennium vessels from Tell Abraq,
UAE (Potts 1990b: ﬁg. 80: 6, ﬁg. 87: 3, ﬁg. 94: 10, ﬁg. 97: 8, ﬁg. 97: 7).
Another medium-sized jar (c) comes from a Pottery Period
4 context, 2642, in Bldg 53. It too has a typical Wadi Suq fabric,
being wheel-made, pale brown and with medium vegetal temper,
this time with white ﬂecks. The surfaces are eroded, but it appears
to have traces of black paint. It is comparable to plain and painted
vessels from Tell Abraq and Kalba (Potts 1990b: ﬁg. 81: 2; Potts
1991: ﬁg. 39: 3, ﬁg. 46: 2, 4; Carter 1997: ﬁg. 22: 10).
The identiﬁcation of (d) from context 4332 is less certain. It was
found at the surface above Bldg 7. It is a body sherd with a caprid
in black paint, on a ﬁne, light brown fabric. No slip is visible. It
shares the same fabric as another published sherd from Saar which
depicts two pairs of black painted legs in an unslipped area above
a red-slipped panel (Killick et al. 1991: ﬁg. 20: 2), and may be from
the same vessel. The fabric is compatible with Wadi Suq ﬁne ware
ceramics. Zoomorphic designs are known in the Wadi Suq assemblage (e.g. Frifelt 1975: ﬁg. 20b). The closest parallel is with a sherd
from Khatt (de Cardi et al. 1994: ﬁg. 6: 11) which depicts a caprid
in similar pose. It is possible, however, that the two sherds from
Saar are in fact Indo-Iranian. Horned caprids are a common motif
on pottery from Bampur (e.g. de Cardi 1970: ﬁg. 30: 22, 39), but
date to the third millennium.
These sherds comprise the only imported Wadi Suq pottery
known from Bahrain. It is not reported from Qala’at al-Bahrain.
It occurs late and infrequently in the sampled sequence at Saar,
representing 0.3 of the Pottery Period 4 assemblage. The majority of the parallels from Tell Abraq fall into the Middle Wadi Suq

a
d

Southeast Arabian pottery
Pottery from Southeast Arabia is very rare at Saar. Occasional fragments of small decorated Umm an-Nar Period jars are present. Such
vessels are found in late third millennium tombs on Bahrain and in
Saudi Arabia. Umm an-Nar pottery is common in the early periods
at Qala’at al-Bahrain, with almost 500 sherds identiﬁed from the
QB I strata, and a small handful from the QB IIa levels (Q. al-B. 1:
111 – 17 and ﬁg. 388). The Saar examples are too fragmentary to draw
realistic comparisons with Southeast Arabian material. The one il-
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Southeast Arabian pottery
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Period, as deﬁned by Velde (1992), which begins some time after
1900 bc and continues to between 1600 and 1500 bc.

Miscellaneous non-Barbar pottery
Three sherds were not part of the Barbar tradition and their
origin could not be ascertained. A context outside the sample
(7508), but with ceramics comparable to Pottery Period 2, produced the sherd shown as (a). It is handmade in a soft, coarse
red-brown fabric, and has a low ridge with diagonal rows of
small indentations, giving a rope-like appearance. The fabric
contained frequent small ﬂat subangular grits or platelets. These
distinctive inclusions are associated with pottery originating in
Ras al-Khaimah in Southeast Arabia, but not before the Early
Iron Age. Although the fabric of this vessel most closely resembles that of the Southeast Arabian Iron I Period, the indented
ridge has no parallels from that area, and this vessel was stratiﬁed with material from early second millennium. The rim shape
is similar to that of Late Wadi Suq jars (also known as ‘Late
Bronze Age’) (e.g. Velde 1992: taf. 39; Carter 1997: ﬁgs. 31: 4, 31:
5), but this fabric is not associated with that period, which is also
later in date than the Saar assemblage. The indented ridge has
loose parallels at Qala’at al-Bahrain where ridges with diagonal
slashes are found (Type B58), but only during the third millennium QB Ia and Ib Periods (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 189, 412, 476, 388).
This vessel may either be an aberrant Southeast Arabian vessel
relating to the Wadi Suq Period, or perhaps an intrusive later
element. Alternatively, it may be an Iranian vessel, as similar geology is found on both sides of the Straits of Hormuz.
The other two examples, (b) and (c), share a hard, ﬁne, pale
brown fabric with no visible temper. They appear to be handmade
with a highly smoothed or burnished exterior surface. Their simple shape is reminiscent of Kassite pottery, though their fabric is
not. One was found in a context from Bldg 53 assigned to Pottery
Period 2, and the other was from outside the sample.

Discussion of imported pottery
The ﬁrst observation regarding imported pottery at Saar is its
scarcity when compared with the assemblage at Qala’at alBahrain North City Wall. When added together, imported pottery at Saar represents 0.43, 0.2 and 0.33 of the Pottery
Period 2, 3 and 4 assemblages respectively. Because it is so rare,
the fractional variation between these percentages is meaningless, but the consistent contribution of less than half a percent
to the assemblage is signiﬁcant. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, imported
pottery is around four times more frequent, accounting for 2
and 1.5 of QB IIb and IIc respectively (see Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 390).
This reﬂects Saar’s rural setting, in contrast to the cosmopolitan,
urban status of Qala’at al-Bahrain.
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Secondly, Indus-related pottery is the commonest of imported
types, with at least 7 separate vessels identiﬁable in total, compared
to 3 Mesopotamian, 1 or 2 Indo-Iranian, and 2 or 3 Wadi Suq vessels.
This underlines Bahrain’s second millennium orientation towards
the Late Harappan centres in Saurashtra, Gujarat. This is also indicated at Qala’at al-Bahrain where pottery ‘in the Eastern Tradition’
becomes quantitatively more signiﬁcant than Mesopotamian pottery
during QB IIb and IIc.
The Qala’at al-Bahrain assemblage shows a progressive reduction in the quantity of imported wares through time. At Saar
imported pottery is too rare to determine whether this was also
the case. None the less, it may be observed that Mesopotamian
ware is associated only with Pottery Period 2 and corresponds
to the Ur III and/or Isin-Larsa Periods, implying that Pottery
Period 2 ended around or before 1900 bc. At Qala’at al-Bahrain,
Mesopotamian pottery becomes scarce after the start of the second millennium, peaking at 19 during QB Ib and falling to 6
by QB IIa. By the second millennium, it drops to 0.8 and 0.4
in the QB IIb and IIc Periods respectively (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 390).
The rapid fall-oﬀ at Qala’at al-Bahrain at the turn of the millennium and the absence from Saar after Pottery Period 2 is due to
the establishment of Failaka as Dilmun’s major locus of exchange
with southern Mesopotamia.
Indus-related material at Saar is associated with Pottery
Periods 2 and 3, and shows trading connections with the Late
Sorath Harappan centres in Saurashtra, Gujarat. It is eﬀectively
absent from Pottery Period 4, implying that contacts between
Saar and Saurashtra lapsed during or at the close of Pottery
Period 3 (i.e. QB IIc). This may reﬂect the decline of the Late
Harappan complex, a process probably contemporary with
and intimately linked to the cessation of trading relations with
Bahrain. If so, Pottery Period 3 may have ended as late as 1700 bc
when Rojdi C terminated (Possehl and Raval 1989: 171), though
an earlier end-point is more probable (see p. 277). At Qala’at alBahrain, 23 sherds from the QB II Period are assigned to Types
E7 ( Jhukar Ware) and E8 (Sorath Harappan ware). The latter is
present only in QB IIc (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 389 and 390). This broadly complements the evidence from Saar, though the absence of
post-QB IIc levels at the North City Wall means that the disappearance of Sorath Harappan material towards the end of the
Early Dilmun Period cannot be conﬁrmed there.
The small quantities of Wadi Suq pottery relate to Pottery
Period 4. Its rarity diminishes the signiﬁcance of its absence
from Pottery Period 3, especially given that Wadi Suq decorative
elements were known to the inhabitants of Bahrain by QB IIc,
contemporary with Pottery Period 3 at Saar. The tentative associations with Velde’s Middle Wadi Suq merely imply a date after
1900 and before 1600/1500 bc. The occurrence of these sherds at
Saar is compatible with what is known from Tell Abraq, UAE,
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where contacts with Bahrain during the late third millennium
and the ﬁrst part of the second are demonstrated by the presence
of Barbar sherds during the Early and Middle Wadi Suq phases
(Velde 1992: 95).

Wares, manufacture and surface treatments
Wares
Four wares were deﬁned within the native Barbar pottery tradition. These largely follow the divisions deﬁned by Højlund and
Andersen at Qala’at al-Bahrain, North City Wall (Q. al-B. 1: 101).
Three of the same codes for the Qala’at al-Bahrain series are used
(Wares 1, 2 and 3). Ware 4, a calcite-tempered ware present at
Qala’at al-Bahrain during the third millennium, was not identiﬁed
during this analysis and is not used in this report.
Højlund and Andersen’s divisions were considered to be more
meaningful than Heinz’s (1994) ware classiﬁcation, which was
over-detailed and heavily reliant on minor diﬀerences in colour,
producing numerous meaningless distinctions resulting from the
ancient potters’ frequently inconsistent approach to clay preparation and ﬁring. Heinz failed to single out the most distinctive
Barbar ware (Ware 3), which is used only for special vessels and
in which the clay is carefully levigated and deliberately coloured

Ware 1 is moderately hard and has an abrasive, gritty feel, containing many small voids. These tend to be ﬂat or linear, often
giving a laminated eﬀect, but do not appear to be the result of
tempering with vegetal material.
Ware 1 is usually red-brown, often with a grey core. Yellowish,
red, brown or grey patches or examples can occur. As noted by
Højlund and Andersen, a poorly-controlled ﬁring atmosphere has
resulted in a wide range of colour variation in the ware. If the fabric was entirely yellow, it was counted as Ware 5.
Vessels in Ware 1 are always handmade in all Pottery Periods at
Saar. The frequency of both slips and ridging on Ware 1 declines
signiﬁcantly with each Pottery Period. A few painted examples
occur in Pottery Periods 2 and 3. Paint and Reserve Slips (see below) are both very rare in Ware 1, however, and their chronological
distribution may not be signiﬁcant.
Ware 1 corresponds to Failaka Wares A and B (Højlund 1987:
103).

Ware 2
Saar Ware 2 is a denser and ﬁner version of Ware 1. It largely corresponds to Ware 2 at Qala’at al-Bahrain, the diﬀerence being that
entirely yellow or buﬀ fabrics were assigned to Ware 5 at Saar but
included in Ware 2 at Qala’at al-Bahrain.
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with a red mineral. On the other hand, Heinz’s Warengruppe V
has been accepted as a valid category, and corresponds to Ware 5 in
this report. This is a yellow ware associated with dishes and certain
bowls. Højlund and Andersen did not make a separate category
for this ware, including yellow fabrics mainly in their Ware 2, but
sometimes in their Ware 1. The wares are deﬁned as follows.

Ware 1
Saar Ware 1 corresponds to Ware 1 at Qala’at al-Bahrain. Its inclusions consist of frequent grains of rounded quartz sand, and
crushed limestone or shell. It is not known whether these inclusions
were present in the raw clay or were added as temper. Højlund and
Andersen have identiﬁed the limestone or shell as calcium carbonate (Q. al-B. 1: 101). The particles often (but not always) explode
into whitish ‘halos’, measuring 0.5 – 3.0 mm in diameter.
30

The inclusions of Ware 2 are the same as Ware 1, but they are
usually much less frequent. Ware 2 is also denser, lacking the frequent small voids of Ware 1. The colour is commonly brown, though
variation does occur. A very ﬁne version of Ware 2 is used for the
production of the smaller and more delicate vessels which are often
also decorated or wheel-made. The ﬁnest Ware 2 barely contains any
quartz or lime, appearing as a smooth brown fabric with no immediately visible inclusions. Isolated grains of rounded quartz can
nearly always be identiﬁed after closer examination.
It is usually slightly softer than Ware 1. It is over twice as frequently slipped as Ware 1. Ridges are slightly more frequent than on Ware 1.
Like Ware 1, the slipped and ridged proportions decline through time.
Unlike Ware 1, the proportion of Ware 2 vessels which are painted and
wheel-made increases signiﬁcantly and steadily. By Pottery Period 4,
8 is painted and fully 16 is wheel-made. This clearly pre-empts
later developments in the Bahraini assemblage, as seen in the QB IIf
pottery and elsewhere. The Reserve Slip is also most common in the
Ware 2 of Pottery Period 4.
Ware 2 corresponds to Failaka C-Ware.
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Ware 3
Ware 3 is a very rare but distinctive fabric, associated with only a
few types. It corresponds exactly to Qala’at al-Bahrain Ware 3.
Ware 3 is always red in colour. Højlund and Andersen state
that it contains ochre (Q. al-B. 1: 101), in which case the colour was
deliberately determined by the addition of that substance. The addition of ochre may have had another more esoteric signiﬁcance.

Ware 1 treatments
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The paste is hard and very smooth and ﬁne. It is quite diﬀerent
to the fabrics of the other local wares, resembling more a handmade version of Southeast Arabian Umm an-Nar ware. In fact,
the clay is probably from the same sources or types of source as
that of Wares 1, 2 and 5, as small and extremely rare quartz grains
are occasionally evident, as well as less rare lime halos. For the
production of Ware 3, the raw clay has been carefully levigated
to remove nearly all inclusions and leave the ﬁnest clay. Ochre is
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Ware 3 treatments

then added, resulting in the occasional appearance of angular red
inclusions of up to 2 mm in size.
Its rarity, the careful preparation of the paste and the addition of
ochre attest to the special nature of Ware 3. It is not therefore surprising that it is the chief ware for the well-known Dilmun funerary
jars with scored rims (Type S39), as well as occasionally being used
for a few other painted and plain types (S41, S43, S52). The range
of vessel types in Ware 3 at Saar is greater than that at Qala’at alBahrain where it is restricted to Types B73 (S39) and B74 (S41).
It does not appear to have been easy to work, however, and
vessels in Ware 3 frequently have uneven or lumpy walls. It is
never wheel-made at Saar, probably for this reason. Højlund and
Andersen believe some examples of vessels in Ware 3 to have had
their rims turned on a slow wheel (Q. al-B. 1: 96 – 7; 175 – 6).
By Pottery Period 4, all vessels in Ware 3 are slipped and painted. Interestingly, by that stage this ware is no longer used to make
the scored-rim jars (S39) which are instead produced in Ware 2.
Ware 3 corresponds to Failaka H-Ware.

Ware 5
Ware 5 has the same inclusions as Wares 1 and 2, but is always
yellow, buﬀ or pale greenish in colour. It corresponds to Heinz’s
(1994) Warengruppe V. To be counted as Ware 5, the pale colour

1 or 2 mm below the surface, in which case it was not counted as
Ware 5.
Ware 5 was not given a separate category at Qala’at al-Bahrain
where such fabrics are included in Ware 2. At Failaka such examples were included in C-Ware. This practice was not followed at
Saar because the pale colours had clearly been deliberately attained
through controlling the ﬁring regime. In her analysis of the Saar
pottery, Heinz states that the yellow colour of her Warengruppe V
was achieved by using a higher ﬁring temperature of ca. 1000°C,
as opposed to ca. 700 – 900°C for the other wares (Heinz 1994: 211;
Saar Report 1: 71). Ware 5 is also closely associated with certain
forms (especially S26 and S30) and shows a consistent and very
diﬀerent conﬁguration of surface treatments. The density of the
fabric and quantity of inclusions were frequently closer to Ware 1
than to Ware 2.
Slips and ridges are very rare on Ware 5, though the Reserve
Slip is relatively common. Paint never occurs and wheel-made examples make a rare appearance in Pottery Period 4. Where it is
found ridged, this is always on aberrant vessels which are more
usually found in Wares 1, 2 or 3.

Discussion
There is a signiﬁcant degree of variation within Wares 1, 2 and 5,
and these three types are sometimes hard to tell apart. Their inclusions are exactly the same, and they are therefore distinguished by
diﬀerences in colour, density and the frequency of their inclusions.
These diﬀerences between them are mostly related to diﬀerences
in the treatment of the clay and in the ﬁring regime, although
Heinz suggests that diﬀerent clay sources were used for cooking
pots than for other types (Saar Report 1: 71). Potential clay sources
have not yet been identiﬁed.
It is not known whether the three diﬀerent major wares should
be associated with separate kilns on the island. Single workshops
may have been capable of producing any or all of the common
three wares according to convention, the demands of their customers and the properties required of the vessel being made. It is
probable, however, that diﬀerent workshops did exist on the island,
producing slightly diﬀerent types of vessel. This may account for
some of the diﬀerences between the Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain
assemblages. It may also explain the co-occurrence of some types
at Saar which appear to be functionally identical but have consistent diﬀerences in ware and/or surface treatment. This is especially
true of certain cooking pots.
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had to extend throughout the sherd, i.e. not only on the surface,
though some darkening of the core was acceptable. Occasionally,
vessels were found which would be classiﬁed as Ware 5 on some
parts of the vessel, but as Wares 1 or 2 if other parts only had been
found. Sometimes it appeared that Ware 1 and 2 vessels were ﬁred
to produce a cream surface. This colour rarely continued more than
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Surface treatments and manufacture
Surface treatment was simply divided into four categories: Slip,
Reserve Slip, Ridged and Paint. The ﬁgure below shows the frequencies of diﬀerent surface treatments and manufacturing techniques at Saar by Pottery Period, calculated using Rim eve totals.
Højlund and Andersen deﬁned several diﬀerent types of ridged or
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decorated body sherds for use in their typology (Q. al-B. 1: 91 – 3,
Types B54 – 61). This practice was not followed at Saar.

Slips
Slips, which become less common in the assemblage in each successive Pottery Period, are generally red to red-brown in colour,
and possibly also cream. Usually they are thin and streaky, but
occasionally thicker and redder slips are seen, often inside small
bowls or cups. Occasionally slips can be purplish. A rare dark grey
or black slip appears to be a late development in the sequence,
being found mainly in Pottery Period 4. Greenish slips were very
occasionally seen on overﬁred vessels.
Many vessels had cream surfaces and in some cases this appeared
to be a slip. In other cases it was certainly not a slip, but the result
of deliberate or accidental colouration during ﬁring. Determining
whether a cream surface was the result of a slip or ﬁring was frequently impossible, in which case no slip was recorded.

Reserve Slips
This technique involves the application of a slip, usually red-brown,
followed by dragging the ﬁngers around the body in order to remove lines of the slip. The end result is similar to having painted
the body in red-brown horizontal stripes, and in fact it is not always possible to tell which method has been used. The technique
is closer to that used to produce ridging than to that used when
painting horizontal stripes on the body.
Nearly all occurrences of the Reserve Slip are on portable jars
of Type S8 or S9. One occurrence was on an S10/S11 rim, while
others are seen on jars of Types S13 and S14. One anomalous vessel
of Type S4 also bears a Reserve Slip.
The technique becomes more common through time, though it
is always rare, never amounting to more than 2.3 of the assemblage. The Pottery Period 2 occurrences at Saar are unusual, as the
Reserve Slip is generally associated with later phases. At Qala’at
al-Bahrain North City Wall there are at least 3 occurrences on jars
associated with QB IIc (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 115, 664, 697), while another good example is found in one of the late tombs at Karanah 1
(Velde 1998: ﬁg. 4: 20). A further occurrence of this type of decoration is found in a tumulus incorporated into the burial complex
at Saar; this is on a squat carinated wheel-made jar, which can be
best compared to carinated vessels from the late phase at Karanah
1 or to a Type S40 vessel from the settlement (Fig. 7.6e). Other tumuli at Saar show vessels of the Pottery Period 3 – 4 Type S13 with
a Reserve Slip (Ibrahim 1982: ﬁg. 38: 6, 7). All these occurrences
are restricted to a Saar Pottery Period 3/QB IIc date or later.

Paint
Paint is almost always black at Saar. Occasionally it will tend towards dark grey or dark brown. Very rarely, it is red or purple. At
Saar, red or purple paint was seen only on vessels of Types S10 and
S30. Painted decoration is present in all phases, and becomes more
common through time. Even at its most frequent, during Pottery
Period 4, painted decoration only occurs on 2.4 of local vessels.

Ridges
Chain ridges were very rare and were only found on a few body
sherds in Pottery Period 2.
Low, thin horizontal ridges with triangular cross-sections are
mainly found on the shoulders of portable jars and certain cooking pots. These ridges can be made by pressing with the ﬁnger tips
while forming the vessel and turning it by hand. Some portable
jars have relatively pronounced ridging all over, but often ridging
becomes progressively fainter lower down on the body. Højlund

states that ridges are formed on Barbar pottery by adding another
layer of clay in the form of a thick slip and pressing that into ridges (1987: 167), though this does not always appear to be the case at
Saar.
Diagonal ridging, comparable to Højlund and Andersen’s Type
B59, was also recorded on certain portable jars (Heinz 1994: Nr.
296).
Heavy accentuated ridges or corrugations are associated with
certain large vessels, Types S20 and S21.

Manufacture
The description ‘wheel-made’ was only applied to vessels bearing unequivocal evidence of manufacture using the fast wheel.
When recording fragmentary pottery, it is often hard to be
sure of the technique used, especially since surfaces are often
smoothed. Handmade vessels can be ﬁnished on turntables or
a slow wheel, sometimes giving the impression of having been
made on a fast wheel. If in doubt, the sherd was recorded as
handmade.
The vast majority of the local pottery at Saar was handmade,
as at Qala’at al-Bahrain. No deﬁnite wheel-made vessels were
associated with Pottery Period 2, though it is possible that the
wheel-made goblets S44 (B62), found outside the sample, belong
to that phase. There is a very strong trend towards manufacture
by wheel in Pottery Period 4, where the percentage rises sharply
to 5.4 of the assemblage. This is a feature of the later development of the Early Dilmun assemblage. Local types from the
sample which are sometimes or always wheel-made include S27,
S39, S40, S41, S42, S51, and some painted cups or bowls (pntcup).
From outside the sample, or included in the Types pntcup and
wmdcup, are Types S44, S46, S47 and S49.
Wheel-made vessels appear to be much less common than
at Qala’at al-Bahrain where the totals are 3 for QB IIb (compared with 0 for Saar Pottery Period 2) and 6 for QB IIc
(compared with 0.9 for Saar Pottery Period 3). Højlund and
Andersen report that manufacture by wheel is introduced at the
start of the QB II period (Q. al-B. 1: 175), so the absence from
sampled Pottery Period 2 material at Saar is surprising.
Handmade vessels were probably formed on a turntable in
order to facilitate the ﬁnishing of the vessel, as reported by
Højlund and Andersen (Q. al-B. 1: 175). The methods used for
the production of handmade Barbar pottery are fully discussed
by Højlund in the Failaka report (1987: 164 – 7). It appears that
the vessels are initially built up by coil and then thinned by
paring the surfaces. Some Saar vessels showed evidence of paring. The rounded bottoms of cooking pots, however, are unlikely
to have been produced by this method. Such bases would have
been rounded and thinned when the clay was partially dry. It is
possible that a paddle was used to beat or tap these bases into
shape against a rounded object or tool, the evidence for which
was then removed by smoothing the surfaces.
Højlund and Andersen’s category of ‘Special Handmade
pottery’ was not used at Saar. At Qala’at al-Bahrain, this technique is said to occur in vessels made in the special Ware 3, in
this case B73 (S39) and B74 (S41). In this category, the surfaces
of lower part of the vessel are smoothed yet bumpy, i.e. of uneven thickness, while the rim is more evenly made, perhaps having been turned on a slow wheel. The same technique has been
noted on various vessels of Type S39 (B73) from the tombs at
Saar and Karanah 1. This distinction was not observed at the
Saar settlement and examples of these vessels were categorised
as handmade or wheel-made, as with the other types.
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In rare cases at Saar, however, it could be seen that the neck
of portable jars was made separately as an open-ended tube,
possibly on a wheel. The bottom of this was then pressed together with wetter clay at the shoulder of the vessel. Finally,
more clay was added by hand at the top of the tube to form a
triangular rim, and this clay was then smeared downwards on
the outside to cover the join between neck and shoulder.

Modes of production
Højlund and Andersen speculate that local pottery was produced
by specialist potters during the QB II Period (Q. al-B. 1: 176).
Examination of the Saar pottery suggests this is true, though evidence is circumstantial.
The numerous cooking pots and portable jars are standardised
in overall shape and appearance. There are variations in rim form,
but these are caused by the sometimes rough-and-ready techniques used in the mass production of these vessels. There is also
a degree of variation in colouration, providing evidence for inefﬁcient or poorly controlled ﬁring techniques or kilns. This is not
evidence for household production, but is another example of the
pragmatic approach taken by the Early Dilmun potters. The Early
Dilmun assemblage was essentially a functional domestic assemblage. Highly ﬁnished or decorated pottery did exist, but formed
only a small part of the assemblage, though it increased steadily in
importance through time, especially during Pottery Period 4.
The strongest evidence for specialist production and against
household production is the absence of kiln wasters from the Saar
houses. Certain heated tannur body sherds could sometimes resemble wasters, but true examples were not found. Several vessels
were patched with plaster and bitumen, showing that their owners
found it easier or cheaper to repair a broken pot than replace it by
making a new one. This suggests that household production was
not the norm.
No kilns were found at Saar. The unpredictable ﬁring regime
evident in the pot fabrics may mean that kilns were not actually
used at that time, but that pit or bonﬁre ﬁring was preferred. If
there was pot production at Saar, specialist or otherwise, it took
place outside the conﬁnes of the excavated village.

Variations in the assemblage

Chronological variation
Technical and stylistic variation
Clear diﬀerences are evident between the assemblages of each
Pottery Period: slips and ridging decline in frequency, for example, while the incidence of paint, Reserve Slip and manufacture by
wheel increase. Trends within the overall frequency of the wares
are less evident and are mainly indicative of the trends within
the frequencies of common types of vessel (see Fig. 6.2). It appears that Wares 3 and 5 decline slightly through time, the former
mainly because jars of Type S39 (B73) become less frequent, and
the latter because of the fall in frequency of the dish S26 (B30).
Pottery Period 3 sees an increase in Ware 1 over Ware 2; this is
probably a reﬂection of the increasing importance of the cooking
pot S3, at the expense of other cooking pots which have a higher
occurrence of Ware 2.
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Excluding imported material, four types are exclusively associated with Pottery Period 2 (S31, S25, S34, and S52). Mesopotamian
material is also conﬁned to this phase. Types found in subsequent
periods but strongly associated with Pottery Period 2 include S4,
S33, S39, S37, S28, and S17. Various other types are also relatively common during subsequent periods, but are most frequent in
Pottery Period 2. These are S1, S2 and S10/S11.
Types strongly associated with Pottery Periods 3 and 4, but also
occurring in 2, include portable jar S14, and large jar S23. No types
are associated only with Pottery Period 3, though several are found
in 2 and 3, but not 4 (S37, S28, S17 and S6). In these four there is
also a reduction in frequency between Pottery Periods 2 and 3a.
A large number of types occur in all phases, but a few of these
are especially frequent in Pottery Period 3. These include the very
common portable jar S8/S9, as well as a type of ridged cooking
pot, S5.
Types only found in Pottery Period 4 include S22, S51, S16,
S42, S7, S29, S27, S42 and S53. This is a high number of types and
probably indicates that change within the assemblage was accelerating at that time. Those types strongly associated with Pottery
Period 4 but also found earlier include those comprising the special bowls and cups (see Fig. 6.3). These include plain, handmade
cups or small bowls (plhcup), wheel-made cups or small bowls
(wmdcup), S40, S41, S38, and S12. Special jars, mainly comprised
of the screw-top jar S39 and the painted globular jar S41, also become much more common in Pottery Period 4.
Wadi Suq pottery is conﬁned to Pottery Period 4, though
Southeast Arabian inﬂuence is evident earlier, in the painted
motifs of Pottery Period 3. Indus-related rims are absent from 4,
though at least one body-sherd is present.

Function and functional variation
The designation of Types S1 – 7 as cooking pots, of Types S8 – 19
(‘portable jars’) as being suitable for storage or transportation,
and of Types S34 – 38 as ovens (tannurs) is in agreement with the
conclusions reached by Højlund and Andersen (Q. al-B. 1: 177).
Additionally, they plausibly suggest that vessels in yellow Ware 2
(i.e. Saar Ware 5, mainly the dish S25 and bowl S30, as well as
some of S33) were used for serving food.
The (apparently) superﬁcial diﬀerences between contemporary
and (apparently) functionally identical vessels (e.g. between the
cooking pots, or between S8, S9, S12 and S13) are possibly due to
chance. Diﬀerences in surface treatment of types, and minor variation in rim morphology, itself possibly a sign of diﬀerent motor
habits among potters rather than aesthetic or utilitarian choice, may
indicate the existence of diﬀerent ceramic workshops in Bahrain.
Additionally, diﬀerences which seem trivial to us may have been
part of a larger package of features or associations linked to that
particular ceramic style, which carried a speciﬁc meaning to the ancient inhabitants. Numerous ethnographic examples may be given
where a society assigns very speciﬁc roles to diﬀerent types of vessel, which may diﬀer only in seemingly trivial decorative or formal
aspects (see David et al. 1988 for examples within the Mafa and
Bulahay assemblage in Cameroon). Certain Barbar vessels probably had speciﬁc associations with speciﬁc uses or contents. Without
residue analysis, this information is largely lost to us, and the true
functions of individual types can only be guessed at; such guesses
are alluded to in the discussions of each type. The spatial analysis
given below provides some clues, for example that the cooking pot
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S4 and portable jar S14 are associated with the temple. They or their
contents may therefore have special or even ritual signiﬁcance.
The data extracted from the variations in proportions of form
classes is potentially more useful. Fig. 6.3 shows how the proportions of the broad functional classes change through time. The
membership list showing which rim forms belong to which form
class is given in Table 6.3. These are broad groupings, and strictly
are more indicative of gross formal and technical variation than
known functional intent.
Portable jars are more common during Pottery Period 3 than
during Pottery Period 2. Dishes decline in relative frequency. A
decline in bowls is accompanied by an increase special bowls/cups.
Likewise, the increase in special jars in Pottery Period 4 is accompanied by a fall in the proportion of portable jars between Pottery
Periods 3 and 4. The other Type Classes either show no clear trends
or are too rare to draw signiﬁcant conclusions.
It is not certain that these patterns are wholly due to chronologically related stylistic change, though comparative evidence
from Karanah 1 and QB IIf shows that there was a general shift
towards painted pottery and manufacture by wheel. At Saar such
trends may be emphasised by a greater quantity of high-status
ceramics in certain houses with late occupation. Contexts from
Bldgs 53 and 56 contribute signiﬁcantly to Pottery Period 4 and
the later half of 3: these houses are architecturally anomalous and
there is additional ceramic evidence that these were high status
households or played a specialist role (see below).
It is clear, however, that there is no dramatic change in the
broad functional make-up of the Saar assemblage. Although
there are clear changes in styles and techniques, the functional
structure underpinning the Saar assemblage did not signiﬁcantly
alter during the occupation of the site, and there is no direct ceramic evidence for changes in eating habits, food production or
preparation, or social conﬁgurations.
If the stylistic or decorative alterations in the assemblage are
mainly chronologically related, particularly the increase in painted
pottery, it may be speculated that the decline of Bahrain’s Eastern
trading relationships towards the end of the QB II Period led to
fewer imported decorated ceramics. This may have stimulated an
internal market for locally-made painted pottery.
The changing technical trends in the assemblage defy detailed
interpretation. Societal stress can lead to more rapid evolution
and diversiﬁcation of material culture, on the principle that continuity is the desired norm within communities, and that change
tends to occur when the normal routine is suspended (see, for
example, Shennan 1989: 337 – 8; Rice 1984: 234). This may account
for the changes in manufacturing techniques within the assemblage, as well as the high number of new shapes, during Pottery
Period 4. Widespread changes in economic and social relationships, triggered by the decline of Dilmun’s QB II Period trading
empire, would have impacted upon the potters and pottery production centres of Bahrain, perhaps leading to more rapid evolution within the Barbar tradition.
Overall, it is interesting that large storage vessels (large vat
or jar) are rare, while portable jars are very common. This implies
that storage was largely organized on an individual family basis,
rather than there being such facilities available to the extended
family or community as a whole. This may not be true if Bldg 53,
which has a high proportion of large (imported) storage jars, is
regarded as a public building rather than a wealthy household.

Spatial variation
Inter-site
Clear diﬀerences are evident between the three Saar assemblages
and the contemporary assemblages of other sites. In summary, the
proportion of imported pottery is lower at Saar than at Qala’at alBahrain, amounting to only about 0.32 (or one in three hundred
pots), compared to a lowest value of 1.5 of the total in Period
IIc at the North City Wall (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 390). S33, a common
and distinctive bowl at Saar which is found in all Pottery Periods,
is entirely absent from Qala’at al-Bahrain, though it is present at
Barbar. Ridged cooking pots (especially S2) are more common at
Qala’at al-Bahrain and Failaka than at Saar. Ripples on the shoulder of jars are not seen at Saar, even in the latest phase, while the
concentration of wheel-made and painted pottery is more marked
at the end of the Saar sequence and less common in the earlier
phases than at other sites.
Some of these phenomena relate to Saar having a more ‘local’ and
perhaps more utilitarian assemblage than those of the more cosmopolitan trading ports of Qala’at al-Bahrain and Failaka. Others may
be due to local connections to diﬀerent pottery workshops.

Intra-site spatial analysis
For the intra-site analysis, the archaeological statistical program
‘Pie-slice’ was used. This has been developed speciﬁcally for pottery analysis (see Orton et al. 1993: 173 – 8; Orton and Tyers 1990;
Orton and Tyers 1991; Orton and Tyers 1993). Pie-slice transforms
the data so that it is best suited to statistical analysis, deletes very
uncommon types, groups together those that have comparable
distributions, and then conducts a correspondence analysis. In this
case, the program was used to examine associations between spatial units and pottery types.
Several conﬁgurations of the data were tested in the analysis.
Spatial units were variously entered by Area, or by Area Type, by
Building or by Building Type, and pottery forms by Form or by
Form Class. Form Class refers to the broad functional group (e.g.
cooking pot, portable jar) to which individual types (e.g. S1, S2)
were assigned. Building Type refers to a simple division into those
buildings that have only one inner room, those that have two, and
those that have many rooms.
The membership lists used in the Pie-slice analysis are given in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The original data generated by this programme,
together with a discussion of procedures and methodology, can be
found in the Saar electronic archive, along with the diﬀerent conﬁgurations and full explanations of how the data were interpreted
to reach the conclusions below.
The most useful conﬁgurations turned out to be variations
on Area Type by Form Class, and Building or Building Type
by Form Class. It was found to be better to use the ten Form
Classes in the analysis rather than the single types. This enabled
a detailed examination of functional relationships, and made interpretation easier by reducing the number of variables. If Forms
(as opposed to Form Classes) were used on the whole dataset,
chronological developments within the assemblage dominated
the correspondence analysis. This largely agreed with the sequence of types and units suggested by the seriation and is not
further discussed.
The classiﬁcation of the diﬀerent sorts of room or areas into
Area Types is explained overleaf.
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Context
4325
K16:029
2548
2555
2544
K16:026
2503
2534
2502
2545
2535
J17:004
K17:012
J16:005
2526
L17:018
2525
L17:039
L17:008
K17:078
L17:040
L17:038
K18:019
K18:020
K17:073
L18:027
L18:031
2659
2645
2613
2650
2666
2658
2664
2639
2665
2642
2619
2622
2618
2644
2627
2643
2098
2051
2148
2117
2143
2144
2080
2102
2108
2142
2141
2110
2166
2170
2070
2123
2124
2126
M17:018

Pottery
Period
2
3
2
n/a
2
n/a
n/a
2
n/a
2
3
3
4
3
2
2
2
2
3
n/a
2
2
4
4
3
3
n/a
3
3
3
3
n/a
n/a
2
3
3
4
2
3
n/a
n/a
3
4
2
3
2
n/a
2
n/a
3
3
2
n/a
4
n/a
3
3
n/a
3
4
4
3

Area
Number
43
55
55
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
59
59
59
53
53
54
51
51
52
52
52
58
58
58
61
61
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
84
84
85
85
85
86
86
87
80
80
80
81
81
81
82
82
82
68
68
69
71
71
77
77
74
74
75

Area Type
Lb
InnerA
InnerA
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Outside
Outside
Outside
Uncertain
Uncertain
La
InnerB
InnerB
Lb
Lb
Lb
BR
BR
BR
Lb
Lb
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
BR
BR
BR
BR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
La
La
La
InnerA
InnerA
InnerA
Outside
Outside
Outside
Uncertain
Uncertain
BR
Lb
Lb
Outside
Outside
La
La
InnerA

Bldg
7

Bldg Type
3–roomed

51

2–roomed

52

2–roomed

53

55

56

57

Multi–roomed

2–roomed

Multi–roomed

Context
6619
6612
6616
6687
6701
6073
6081
1843
1844
4030
4026
4028
4020
4024
4032
4025
4016
4017
4018
4019
4088
4099
4116
4115
4109
4106
4105
4104
4097
4092
4086
4083
4096
1866
1894
1854
1853
1870
1864
4041
4129
4138
4130
4040
4165
4142
4135
4131
4132
4034
4037
5018
5021
5510
5571
5567
5599
5568
5614

Pottery
Period
2
n/a
n/a
2
n/a
3
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2
2
n/a
n/a
2
2
n/a
n/a
n/a
2
2
2
n/a
n/a
2
3
2
3
n/a
2
2
3
2
n/a
2
n/a
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
n/a
2
3
2
2
2
2
n/a

Area
Number
376
377
377
382
382
306
333
220
220
235
235
235
235
235
236
236
236
236
236
236
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
272
272
272
272
273
273
238
238
242
242
242
245
245
245
246
246
241
247
301
303
316
318
318
319
320
322

Area Type
InnerB
Lb
Lb
BR
BR
Outside
La
Temple
Temple
InnerB
InnerB
InnerB
InnerB
InnerB
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
Lb
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
La
La
La
La
InnerA
InnerA
BR
BR
Lb
Lb
Lb
Outside
Outside
Outside
InnerB
InnerB
Lb
Outside
La
La
Lb
La
La
InnerA
Outside
InnerA

Bldg
Number

Bldg Type

62

3–roomed

64

2–roomed

201

Temple

205

3–roomed

207

2–roomed

208

3–roomed

209
221
223
224

3–roomed
2–roomed
2–roomed
3–roomed

225

2–roomed

226

2–roomed

2–roomed

Table 6.2 Context, building and area membership

Outer rooms (La and Lb)
These are the enclosed outer rooms that open out onto the streets
and alleys. They contain domestic installations such as hearths and
tannurs. In order to investigate variations in the use of space between diﬀerent types of buildings, outer rooms of buildings that
have only one inner room (La) were examined separately from
those that had more than one (Lb).

Rear yards (BR)
Some buildings have an additional area at the back of the building,
accessed from the outer room.

Inner Rooms (InnerA and InnerB)
These are the inner rooms of the building, accessed from the outer
room. Usually, they do not contain domestic installations. As with
the outer rooms, they have been subdivided into those that belong
to buildings that have only one inner room (InnerA) and those
that have more than one (InnerB).

External areas (Outside)
These are areas at the back of buildings or between buildings.
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Small Rooms (SR)
This category comprise a single row of small chambers found only
in Bldg 53.

Temple (Temple)
A single room in the temple was sampled (Area 220).
Miscellaneous (Uncertain)
Some areas that were sampled did not ﬁt into the above categories
and have been left as of uncertain aﬃliation.
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Saar code
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8/S9
S10/S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20/S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49
S50
S51
S52
S53
WMDCUP
PNTCUP
PLHCUP
Indus
Mesop

Qala’at al Bahrain
equivalent
B16
B17
B19
B18
B18
B13–B15
B3
B9
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8

B34
B35
B20
B29
B30
B67
B32
B22
B23

B44
B47
B46
B48
B73
B64
B74

B63

Form Class
cooking pot
cooking pot
cooking pot
cooking pot
cooking pot
cooking pot
cooking pot
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
portable jar
large vat/jar
large vat/jar
large vat/jar
large vat/jar
dish
dish
dish
large bowl
large bowl
bowl
bowl
bowl
bowl
tannur
tannur
tannur
tannur
tannur
special jar
special jar
special jar
special jar
special jar
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
special bowl/cup
import
import

Form Class
Abbreviation
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
PJ
LVJ
LVJ
LVJ
LVJ
D
D
D
LB
LB
B
B
B
B
T
T
T
T
T
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SJ
SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC
import
import

Occurrence in
Pie–slice Dataset
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Occurrence in
Winbasp Seriation
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

WadiSuq

import

import

Y

Other

import

import

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Table 6.3 Form and form classes
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Results of the Pie-slice analysis
The analysis revealed a standardised use of space within the buildings, enabled functional relationships between pottery types and
architectural areas to be deﬁned, and suggested that there were social distinctions between the inhabitants of buildings of diﬀerent
architectural complexity.
The best results were attained after excluding post-occupation
deposits, i.e. material collected from collapse deposits, overlying
sand and later midden material. All the conclusions reached below are from analyses where such material was excluded. These
post-occupational deposits accounted for 45 of the sampled assemblage (using eve totals derived from the raw data). As well
as improving the analysis, this is archaeologically sensible, reducing the possibility of contamination by deposits of diﬀerent
chronological and spatial origin. Some of the pottery found in
post-occupational deposits may have originated from the roofs
of the buildings. Material may have been stored or processed
there, it being a dry space, open to the air and the sunshine, and
clear of dust, debris and livestock.
The results of the analysis are summarised below.
1. Outer rooms (both La and Lb) were used for cooking and possibly serving food, and probably as general living areas. They are
particularly associated with serving vessels (bowls and dishes), and
with tannurs (Conﬁguration 1.2). The use of outer rooms in tworoomed buildings (La) was not markedly diﬀerent from those in
three-roomed or multi-roomed buildings (Lb) (Conﬁgurations
1.1 and 1.2). Their assemblage has some elements in common
with food/drink storage areas (rear yards, and the small rooms of
Bldg 56), and the cooking pot storage areas (both types of inner
rooms). Ceramics from both kinds of storage areas would have
been brought together in the outer rooms for the preparation and
possibly consumption of food. If food was not served in the outer
rooms, the serving vessels were certainly stored there.
2. Inner Rooms in two-roomed buildings (InnerA) were used
for general storage. Cooking pots, portable jars and other form
classes also occur there, but the associations are less marked
than with other Area Types.
3. In buildings with one inner room, less of a distinction is
made between Area Types in terms of what is found where:
the assemblages of both rooms, the outer (La) and the inner
(InnerA), are almost identical. This may reﬂect an opportunistic
use of areas due to a lack of storage space in these dwellings.
4. Inner Rooms in two-roomed buildings (InnerA) were used
for general storage. Cooking pots, portable jars and other Form
Classes all occur there, but the associations are less marked
than with other Area Types. In fact, the assemblages of both
the outer (La) and the inner rooms (InnerA) are almost identical (Conﬁguration 1.3). This may reﬂect an opportunistic use of
areas due to a lack of storage space in these dwellings.
5. Inner rooms in three-roomed and multi-roomed buildings
(InnerB), however, were used overwhelmingly for the storage
of cooking vessels (Conﬁguration 1.2).
6. Rear yards (BR) were used for holding storage jars and their
contents, and possibly for brewing, judging from an association
with large vats/jars (Conﬁguration 1.2).
7. The small rooms of Bldg 53 (SR) were used in a similar way
to the rear yards of other buildings (BR), but also contained
unusual quantities of imported storage jars and exotic local ceramics (Conﬁguration 1.2).
8. The assemblage of the temple storeroom (Area 220) is comparable to that of the small rooms of Bldg 53 (SR) and the
rear yards (BR) when the analysis is conducted by Form Class
(Conﬁguration 1.2). When Forms themselves are used, the tem-
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ple storeroom assemblage shows anomalous concentrations of
S4 and to a lesser extent S14, perhaps indicating a special role
for those types (Other Conﬁgurations). The latter has a higher
occurrence of Reserve Slips than any other type, at 22.
9. Spaces immediately outside the buildings were used in a
similar manner to the outer rooms of buildings, but were possibly also used as midden areas (Conﬁguration 1.1). Alternatively,
neighbouring areas outside buildings may sometimes have been
used to store pottery.
10. There appears to be a relationship between complexity of
domestic architecture and wealth or status. Complex multiroomed buildings have a higher quantity of storage vessels,
imports and painted or wheel-made wares (Conﬁguration 2.1).
Buildings with only one or two rooms have a more utilitarian
assemblage consisting mainly of cooking pots, dishes, bowls,
large vats/jars and tannurs. This conclusion must be qualiﬁed by
the observation that chronological issues may have inﬂuenced
these associations: some multi-roomed buildings, especially
Bldgs 53 and 56, have a late occupation, when painting and
manufacture by wheel become more common (see also points
11 and 12 below).
11. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were noted between the overall assemblages of buildings with one or two inner rooms (though as
noted above, the use of space within these two types of building diﬀered) (Conﬁguration 2.2).
12. Bldg 53 has an unusual assemblage, high in storage vessels,
imports and probable high-status ceramics (Conﬁguration 2.1).
These ﬁndings complement the unusual architecture of the
building, which has a large number of chambers, incorporating
at least two living units and a series of storerooms. It may be a
wealthy merchant’s household (see Moon and Killick 1995).
13. Bldg 56, particularly Area 68, has a highly unusual assemblage. This is perhaps indicative of a high-status household in
Bldg 56, or is suggestive of a specialist function for this building (Conﬁguration 1.1). There may, however, be a chronological
dimension to its anomalous assemblage.
One of the most interesting observations is that diﬀerent
classes of vessel were consistently stored in diﬀerent types of
area; speciﬁcally, that storage and possibly brewing vessels were
kept in the extra rear yards of the buildings (BR) and in the
small storage rooms of Bldg 53 (SR), with cooking vessels preferentially kept in the inner rooms (InnerB), and serving vessels
found in the outer rooms.
Complementary data from other artefact classes conﬁrms
that inner rooms were more closely associated with items connected to cooking activities than the storage rooms. For example, the incidence of stone tools used for food preparation
(rubbers, grindstones, pounders), is around 3 times higher in
inner rooms (ca. 30 of their non-ceramic artefactual assemblage) than in the rear yards (ca. 9 of their non-ceramic artefactual assemblage). The outer rooms actually have a lower
quantity of stone tools than inner ones, (ca. 20 of their nonceramic artefactual assemblage), an observation complemented
by the lower frequency of cooking pots in outer rooms than
inner ones (see above).
There may be architectural reasons behind the separation of
food preparation materials and storage vessels. For example, it
is possible that some storage rooms (BR, SR) may have had
diﬀerent rooﬁng, in order to guarantee cooler or more constant
temperatures, suitable for storing foodstuﬀs and beer or date
wine. That it was not a simple matter of accessibility is evident
from the plans, which show that rear yards are no further away
from the cooking installations than the inner rooms.
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Bldg 55

Large vat

Large bowl

Import

Large vat

Large bowl

Import

Large vat

Large bowl

Import

Special jar
Special jar
Special jar

Cooking
pot

Import

Large bowl

Large vat

0
Special
bowl/cup

10

0
Special jar

20

10
Tannur

20

Bowl

% 40
30

Dish

50

% 40
30

Bowl

60

50

Dish

70

60

Portable
jar

70

Tannur

Bldg 205

Bldg 53

Portable
jar

Tannur

Cooking
pot

Import

Large bowl

Large vat

Special
bowl/cup

Special jar

0
Tannur

10

0
Bowl

20

10
Dish

20

Portable
jar

% 40
30

Cooking
pot

50

% 40
30

Bowl

60

50

Dish

70

60

Portable
jar

Bldg 56

70

Cooking
pot

Special bowl/cup

Bldg 51

Special
bowl/cup

Import

Large bowl

Large vat

Special
bowl/cup

Special jar

Tannur

Bowl

Dish

Portable
jar

Cooking
pot

0

Special
bowl/cup

Cooking pot

10

Tannur

20

Bowl

50
% 40
30

Dish

60

Portable jar

70
60
50
% 40
30
20
10
0

70

Bldg 207

70
60
50
% 40
30
20
10
Import

Large bowl

Large vat

Special
bowl/cup

Special jar

Tannur

Bowl

Dish

Portable
jar

Cooking
pot

0

Bldg 208

Alternatively, there may be a symbolic dimension to this division. Dietary taboos sometimes play a part in the separation
of cooked and uncooked food; ethnographic analogies for this
can be found in India and Africa. In certain sections of modern
Indian society, strict distinctions are made between prepared
food and unprepared food (Douglas 1966: 34 – 5). In this case,
the purpose is to avoid contamination: prepared food is liable to pass on ritual pollution, while unprepared food is not.

Important distinctions are also made between raw and cooked
food amongst some African societies (Braithwaite 1982: 83 – 4).
In this latter case, gender is also signiﬁcant, with both types of
vessel and types of food having speciﬁc associations with either
sex: the concern for regulation of contact between the sexes is
manifested in the storage, use and decoration of the ceramics.
Whether this pertained at Saar cannot yet be established.
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Pottery chronology
Pottery period 1
Pottery Period 1 pottery is known mainly from Test Pit 1, the
sounding in the temple at Saar (Saar Report 1: 76 – 8). Most of
the examples illustrated in the report can be compared to material from Qala’at al-Bahrain North City Wall (Q. al-B. 1). Pottery
Period I may not be a true pottery phase, and is used here simply
to include all the ceramics which predate the fully excavated and
sampled assemblages at Saar.
Certain bowl rims are of chronological signiﬁcance (Saar Report 1:
ﬁg. 67: f, g, h). These are of Type S31 whose equivalent, B23, is found
only in QB IIa – b (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 145 – 8). A bowl rim, S30, comparable to B22, is also found (Saar Report 1: ﬁg. 67: l – o). B22 is common throughout the QB II sequence, with just one appearance in
the latest QB Ib context (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 388). Another parallel from
Phase 0.2 is between simple and unthickened cooking pot rims with
a sharp upper edge (Saar Report 1: ﬁg. 67: r – t), equating to Saar
Type 6, and Qala’at al-Bahrain Types B13 or B14 (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs.
403, 434, 466, 518, 583). B13 and B14 are found from QB Ia to IIb,
though very rarely in QB IIb. The very closed form of the rims of
the Saar examples may indicate that they are late in the developmental sequence of Types B13 and B14 (see Q. al-B. 1: 177).
Also found in the Test Pit, in Phase 0.2, are examples of chainridge ware. Both of Højlund and Andersen’s Types B55a and B55b
were represented (Saar Report 1: 77 and ﬁg. 69). Both are found
from QB Ia to IIb at the North City Wall, but rarely in the latter.
The lowest phase of Test Pit 1 (Phase 0.1) also yielded pottery comparable to Type S6 (Saar Report 1: ﬁg. 68: b), as found in
Pottery Period 2. The closest parallels are with a B13 rim from the
North City Wall, QB IIa (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 583). Another S6 cooking
pot rim from Phase 0.1 compares to Type B15 or B14 (Saar Report
1: ﬁg. 68: i; Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 584, 520). Excellent parallels with pottery
from this level are also found with Type S31 (B23) (Saar Report 1:
ﬁg. 68: f, h; Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 147 – 8).
These parallels all show an aﬃnity with QB IIa and IIb at Qala’at
al-Bahrain. Decorated Umm an-Nar sherds from Test Pit 1 (Saar
Report 1: ﬁg. 69: i), and residual occurrences elsewhere on the site,
show that the Pottery Period 1 occupation of Saar goes back at least
to QB IIa. Umm an-Nar material is not present after that phase at
the North City Wall.
There is only slight evidence for any occupation earlier than
QB IIa at Saar. The apparent absence of Qala’at al-Bahrain Ware 4
and its associated types (B10 – 12) from the sampled pottery would
suggest that there is no City I element. However, it should be noted that material from the Saar Temple sounding was not directly examined by this author, and that at least one reliable observer
has previously noted the presence of Ware 4 at Saar (pers. comm.
Fleming Højlund). The absence of Qala’at al-Bahrain Types B1 and
B2 may be signiﬁcant. The former, in particular, is a very major element of the QB I occupation (see Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 388, 391). It is unexpected that comparatively rare types such as Umm an-Nar pottery
should make residual appearances in the sequence, but not Qala’at
al-Bahrain Types B1, B10 and B11, if the latter are present anywhere
in the Saar sequence.
An origin during the City I Period cannot be absolutely ruled
out because of the reported presence of Ware 4. On the evidence
available from this study, however, Saar Pottery Period 1 should be
dated to QB IIa and possibly the start of QB IIb. QB IIa dates to
the last century of the third millennium bc. This is considerably
later than the date previously suggested (Heinz 1994; Saar Report
1: 78). Although most of the pottery could be either QB IIa or IIb
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in date, the presence of Umm an-Nar material and chain-ridges of
Type B55a imply that occupation began during QB IIa rather than
IIb. Pottery Period 1 at Saar ends at or shortly after the start of the
QB IIb Period, i.e. around the start of the ﬁrst century of the second
millennium bc.

Pottery period 2
Saar Pottery Period 2 begins during the QB IIb Period, as demonstrated by the presence of Types S31 (B23) and S25 (B29). Both are
found only in QB IIa and IIb at Qala’at al-Bahrain. The similarity
between S28 and B32, which is only found in the QB I Period at
the North City Wall, is not deemed suﬃcient to push the date back
further, especially in the light of the absence of other QB I types at
Saar. S34 occurs only in Pottery Period 2, and is similar to Qala’at
al-Bahrain Type B44. B44 is almost exclusively associated with
QB Ib – IIb. Furthermore, the presence of chain-ridges in Pottery
Period 2 contexts at Saar indicates a QB IIb date, or earlier.
No types were found in the sample which indicated a QB IIa
date for Saar Pottery Period 2. Qala’at al-Bahrain Types B1 and B2
are both common in QB IIa at the North City Wall, but are not
found at Saar. Furthermore, Saar Type S6, an amalgamation of Types
B13, B14 and B15, is rare at Saar. Qala’at al-Bahrain equivalents are
extremely common during QB Ia to IIa, but are uncommon during
QB IIb, being superseded by B16 (i.e. S1). In Saar Pottery Period 2,
S6 is even more rare than B13 – 15 are during QB IIb at the North
City Wall.
Unless they are all residual, the presence of chain-ridges and S6
(B13 – 15) implies that the start of Pottery Period 2 is contemporary
with the earlier phases of QB IIb. Their rarity, however, suggests
that Pottery Period 2 begins later than the very start of the QB IIb
Period.
The end of Pottery Period 2 was ﬁxed at the ﬁrst appearance of Type S3 (B19), which indicates contemporaneity with
the start of QB IIc at the North City Wall. At Saar, a number
of other new types also appear close to this point, making it a
logical one to deﬁne the a new pottery phase.
One C14 determination, from Context 4130, can be related
to the seriated Pottery Period 2 material: at 95 conﬁdence, this
falls between 2140 – 1960 bc (see Appendix 3 for further details).
The later part of this range corresponds to the date suggested by
Højlund and Andersen for QB IIb (Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 395). They place
QB IIb at the very start of the second millennium bc.
The Mesopotamian pottery associated with Pottery Period 2
conﬁrms a date in the ﬁrst century of the second millennium bc.
A probable date range for the period is ca. 2000 – 1950 bc.
The majority of deposits from Bldgs 205, 207, 208 and 209 belonged to Pottery Period 2. Also included are all contexts from
some less fully sampled houses, such as Bldgs 7, 52, 67, 62, 222, 223
and 225. Elements of Bldgs 55, 51 and 53, which were predominantly later houses, also fall into Pottery Period 2.

Pottery period 3
Pottery Period 3 coincides with the QB IIc occupation at the North
City Wall. At Saar it is deﬁned by the ﬁrst appearance of Type S3
(B19). Types S12 (B4) and S13 (B5) begin to occur very shortly afterwards. All three are signiﬁcant elements of the QB IIc assemblage and, apart from one occurrence of B4, all are exclusively found
in QB IIc at Qala’at al-Bahrain. S13 also compares to vessels from
Barbar Temple III.
Certain types which appear in the QB IIb Period at the North
City Wall and Pottery Period 2 at Saar, such as S31 (B23), S25 (B29)
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and chain-ridged sherds, are absent from Pottery Period 3. One aberration is the presence in Pottery Period 3 of S6, whose North City
Wall equivalents would be restricted to the early QB IIb Period.
Similar rims are also found in Pottery Period 4 (Type S7), so it appears that very simple cooking pot rims had a longer life span at
Saar than at the North City Wall.
There are also parallels between Pottery Period 3 material with
pottery from Failaka. In particular, S12 (B4) has parallels with Type
1e, which is associated with Failaka Period 1 – 2b.
Although the start of Pottery Period 3 is easily deﬁned, both internally and by analogy with QB IIc, its end is less easy to pinpoint.
The end of Pottery Period 3 is contemporary with or slightly later
than the end of QB IIc. The division between 3 and 4 is made partly on the basis of the disappearance of certain types, and partly on
variations in existing types and treatment. A number of new types
do appear in Pottery Period 4, but most of these are too rare to use
alone as reliable chronological markers (see below).
QB IIc is placed at around 1900bc by Højlund and Andersen
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁg. 395). However, a C14 determination from context 5510,
seriated into Pottery Period 3, is considerably later, at 1750–1590bc.
The Late Sorath Harappan material from Pottery Periods 2 and
3 gives a potential range of 2000 – 1700 bc. The end of Pottery Period
3 may there be as late as 1700 bc, in which case the carbon 14 date
is not so anomalous. In the light of the dating of Pottery Period 4,
however, Pottery Period 3 is likely to end by ca. 1850 bc.

Pottery period 4
The criteria for locating the division in the seriated sequence between Pottery Periods 3 and 4 were chieﬂy based on: 1) the appearance of contexts where the cooking pot rim S3 has entirely
replaced S1; and 2) the appearance of rim types which are absent
from the QB IIc assemblage, but which have later parallels at
Failaka, at Karanah 1, and with material from QB IIf at Excavation
420, Qala’at al-Bahrain.
Regarding the preponderance of Type S3, it must be noted that it
does not completely replace S1 in all contexts in Pottery Period 4: S1
still represents 6.7 of the Pottery Period 4 assemblage. This ratio is
very diﬀerent to that of QB IIc at the North City Wall, which is 11
for B19 (S3) to 38 for B16 (S1). This compares well with the ratio
in the Saar Pottery Period 3 assemblage, at 17 (S3) to 28 (S1).
The progressive elimination of Type S1 is signiﬁcant in that Højlund
states that QB IIf at Excavation 420 ‘is characterised by… upturned
hole-mouth rims’, among other types, and the illustrated example is
clearly an S3 rim (Højlund 1987: 154 and ﬁg. 667).
Other Pottery Period 4 forms and features showing chronological proximity to QB IIf include the rims S7 and S27, both of which
can be compared to QB IIf examples illustrated in the Failaka volume. S27, however, also appears in the QB IIc phase, as B67.
Parallels can also be drawn between painted spirals from
Pottery Period 4, as well as the sieve-neck S16, and vessels from
the later phase at Karanah 1. Other comparisons also exist with the
later Karanah phase, but unfortunately these are from outside the
sample. Velde dates the later phase at Karanah 1 from ca. 1800 to
after 1700 bc (Velde 1998: 255).
Other indications that Pottery Period 4 is later than QB IIc
include the appearance of Type S39 (B73) jars in Ware 2, and the
presence of wheel-made examples of Types S39 and S41 (B74).
Neither of these combinations occur at Qala’at al-Bahrain and
both are associated with Pottery Period 4 at Saar. Some rounded
rims of the large jar S23 may also have been wheel-made in Pottery
Period 4, further suggesting chronological aﬃnity with QB IIf.

It should be noted, however, that the Pottery Period 4 assemblage cannot be entirely related to QB IIf, as described by Højlund
(1987: 154 – 155), or to the later phase at Karanah. Many examples
from the sample at Saar which are comparable to these phases are
extremely rare and isolated (i.e. painted spirals) or also occur in
the QB IIc phase at the North City Wall, namely S27 (B67) and
S16 (B8).
Certain other types suggest an aﬃnity with QB IIf, the late
Karanah 1 phase or Failaka 3a. These are the jar rim S19, the square
tannur rim S36 and the wheel-made bowl S49. Unfortunately,
these types are from outside the sample, so cannot be directly related to the Saar pottery periods.
Furthermore, in his characterisation of QB IIf, Højlund (1987:
154) refers to ‘several larger shapes… made on the fast wheel and
nearly always painted… or decorated with ripples on the shoulder’.
This includes rims similar to the later rounded S23 rims, but also
large vessels painted with horizontal stripes (ibid. ﬁg. 679, 680 – 2).
The latter did not occur in the Saar sample, though larger versions
of S40 were beginning to appear, hinting at a development in that
direction. Ripples on the shoulder, so characteristic of QB IIf,
Failaka 3a and the later Karanah 1 phase, are conspicuously absent
from Saar.
Højlund relates QB IIf with Failaka 3a (ibid. 154). Some Saar
Pottery Period 4 types have parallels extending into Failaka 3a (e.g.
Types S22 and S16), In actual fact, however, the Failaka 3a assemblage has little in common with the latest phase at Saar. For example, the very common Failaka Type 7 (‘the ﬂanged rim’) is absent
from Saar, as is Failaka Type 48 (sherds with parallel scored lines
on the body or shoulder). The Saar Pottery Period 4 assemblage
actually has as much, if not more, in common with Failaka 2b.
The Wadi Suq pottery associated with Pottery Period 4 oﬀers
too wide a date range to be of help in ﬁxing the period’s absolute
chronology, though it implies a date after 1900 bc and before the
middle of the millennium.
In summary, Pottery Period 4 at Saar falls after the end of
QB IIc. Certain types, painted patterns and features (e.g. the increase in manufacture by wheel and painted decoration) reveal
similarities with the assemblages of QB IIf at Excavation 420, of
Failaka 2b and 3a, and of the late phase at Karanah 1. The assemblage of Pottery Period 4 does not correspond exactly to that of
the QB IIf/Failaka 3a horizon, however. It is therefore proposed
that Saar Pottery Period 4 is slightly earlier than QB IIf/Failaka
3a, though perhaps coinciding with the start of that phase. A date
range of ca. 1850 – 1750 bc is likely.
It remains a possibility that some kind of occupation from
outside the sampled houses at Saar was fully contemporary with
QB IIf/Failaka 3a.
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Abbreviations in catalogue
L.
Th.
W.
Diam.

length
thickness
width
diameter

All measurements in the catalogue are in centimetres.
Colours in pottery drawings are indicative only.

FIG. 7.1
7.1a 6015:01 Cooking pot, found complete and in situ, upside down,
but badly fractured. Small gap in body. Much of outer surface abraded.
Crisp pink clay, temper of ﬁne lime particles (but not the usual circular
speckles) on the surface. Occasional large particles. Outside is smokeblackened. Hole mouth, edge thickened and very slightly pulled up
to give perfunctory, uneven pinched rim. Body ovoid, terminating in
blunt pointed base. H. 39. 0, rim diam. 15.2 – 16.5, max. w. 31.4. Bldg 500,
Area 501, collapse.
7.1b 5099:08 Cooking pot. Essentially complete: a few chips, and some
surface ﬂaking. Gritty pink clay. Outer surface blackened and still sooty.
Inner surface has patches of discolouration. Rim thickened to inside,
mouth edge ﬂattened, and slightly concave in places. No neck . Body
swells, then tapers to a rounded point. H. 27.4, rim diam. 15 – 15.4, max.
w. 24.8. Bldg 220, Area 309, sand.
7.1c 4028:22 Cooking pot, rim complete, proﬁle of rest to near base.
Brown clay, sandy temper, dark brown surface out, inside rim, and
inside lower body – appears to be deliberate surface treatment, now
mostly ﬂaked off. Rim slightly swollen and pulled up, body spherical.
Pres. h. 24.6, estimated original ht. 25, rim diam. 14.6,
max. w. (reconstructed.) 31.2. Bldg 205, Area 235, ﬂoor.
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7.1d 1622:11 Complete cooking pot. Intact but cracked. Red clay,
outer surface sooty. Gritty temper, including circular cream-coloured
inclusions. Roughly-formed slight ridge at neck, deep, ovoid body,
rounded base. H. 24.4, rim diam. 13 – 13.5. Contained sealings 1622:02,
03, 04, 06, 07 and 08. Bldg 203, Area 229, set into stone platform.
7.1e F17:51:12 Fragment of rim and body of spouted vessel. Red clay,
hard grit temper. Outside smoothed and ﬁre-blackened. Rim slightly
swollen to inside, rounded body, short spout. Present h. 10, rim diam.
11 (reconstructed). Bldg 2, Area 4, ﬂoor.
7.1f K17:04:04 Part of rim and body of spouted vessel, including
spout. Friable grey clay, pink core, vegetable. Inner and outer surfaces
blackened. Everted rim, no neck, globular body. Not very regular or
well-ﬁnished. Short broad spout attached just under rim. Present h.
11.8, rim diam. 11.4 (reconstructed). Bldg 51, Area 55, midden.
7.1g 6711:01 Cooking pot. Complete, but badly cracked. Very slight
distortion, therefore, to max. w.idth Red clay, circular white inclusions.
Outside smoothed diagonally. Smoke-blackened out. Rim diam.
13.9 – 14.9, max. w. approx. 32.5, h. 27.8. Bldg 60, Area 370, cooking pot
support.

Chapter 7 Pottery vessels: individual examples
Jane Moon
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to supplement the foregoing one by
illustrating vessels found in contexts not included in the sample
chosen for sherd analysis. In some cases they provide more complete examples of their type, while in others they further illustrate
the range of variation. A few are unique or atypical. Our purpose
is essentially one of illustration, so while the shapes are crossreferenced, where appropriate, to the Types assigned by Carter
in Chapter 6, they are presented here in larger, more generalized
groups, divided into plain and painted.
Most pottery vessels found at Saar, as elsewhere, survive only as
sherds. A good number, however, are suﬃciently preserved to give
reasonable certainty as to the complete form, as opposed to just the
fabric, or the shape of one part, such as the rim. In common with
standard practice, these were given individual, numbered catalogue entries in the ﬁeld, while most sherds were not. Fragments that seemed
to merit individual attention, such as sherds with unusual decoration,
were given individual numbers too. It will be appreciated, especially
by those familiar with archaeological ﬁeld operations, that there is an
inevitable continuum between these individually described items and
the general sherd assemblage. Items considered unusual during early
seasons later proved to be standard. Similarly, pieces of what seemed
to be a reconstructible pot sometimes turned out, after cleaning, to be
unrelated. Perfectly complete pottery vessels may be rare in settlement

archaeology, but often there is enough to make out the original vessel
shape, and to reconstruct it in drawing. Here such pieces, even if very
fragmentary, have the catalogue description ‘plate’, ‘jar’, or whatever,
rather than just ‘fragment(s)’, this latter label only being used as a last
resort, where nothing could be made of the vessel shape at all.

Plain pottery (Figs. 7.1 – 7.5)
Cooking pots (Fig. 7.1)
Several complete, even intact, specimens of Saar’s commonest
pottery type, cooking pots, of rim Types S1 to S6 of the sherd
sample, survived, showing the range of body shapes this vessel
form could have. The fact that they were used for cooking is presumed from the globular, non-angular shape, which would minimize danger of cracking from heat, and from the great frequency
with which pots and sherds were soot-blackened. The size and
roundness of the base is also ideal for ﬁtting onto the cooking pot
supports/hearths that commonly occur in the buildings at Saar.
These vessels no doubt served other purposes too: one was found
in an abandonment level with a plaster lid still on (b); one contained six sealings (d), and another was found in the well, upside
down but intact (a). Despite the overall homogeneity of the basic
design, there is considerable variation in the shape of the body, as
well as that of the rim, and a few examples with spouts (e – f ).

b

c

a

e

Fig. 7.1 (1:5)

d

f

g
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a

b

Fig. 7.2 (1:5)

Portable jars
Ridged jars (Fig. 7.2)
Jars with ribs or ridges are characteristic of the Dilmun assemblage. The distinction between the two terms is not useful here, and
the full range of variations is subsumed under the term ‘ridged’.
These handsome vessels were common at Saar, and pieces were
plentiful in the sherd assemblage. The rim types are of S 8/9, and
S12 to S14, which they share with some of their smooth-surfaced
relations among the plain jars. The body forms tend to be either
globular (d – e) or drawn out towards the base (a – c). Some are of
an intermediate body shape, but with the same rim type. One such
example appears to have a hole cut out deliberately (f ). One of the
round ones (d) has the neck completely bunged with plaster.
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d

c

FIG. 7.2

e
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7.2a 2694:01 Large ridged jar, complete except for half of rim. Cracked
as found in situ. Red clay with circular white inclusions. Red slip or
wash outside, and inside neck. Horizontal ribs over entire body.
Everted rim, very short neck, rounded body, small ﬂat base. One side
heavily discoloured, slip ﬁred to white, with dark brown to black
patches – presumably a ﬁring effect. H. 45.8, rim diam. 15.2, max. w. 38.3,
base diam. 7.4. Bldg 54, Area 65, set in pit.

7.2d 1850:26 Upper part of ridged jar. Base and much of body missing.
Red clay, cream slip out, circular white inclusions. Everted rim, short,
waisted neck, rounded shoulder and body. Parallel ridges from base of
neck to well below maximum width. Slip and ridges have largely ﬂaked
off. Neck bunged with ashy plaster, probably deliberate, as rest of pot
free from encrustation . H. 30.9, rim diam. 10.4, max. w. (reconstr.) 26.4.
Bldg 207, Area 272, collapse.

7.2b 2557:01 Large storage jar, complete. Red clay, outer surface purple.
Gritty temper, including white, circular bits. Bevelled rim, short neck.
High shoulder, long body tapering to neat, ﬂat base. Shoulder and body
ridged. H. 45, rim diam. 15 – 15.5, base diam. 18. Bldg 51, Area 56, set in pit.

7.2e 7508:13 Ridged jar. Almost complete, with a few gaps in body. Hard
pink clay, cream surface out. Rim bevelled to outside, neck very slightly
waisted, shoulder rounded, lower body slightly elongated, tapering to
convex base. H. 40.8, rim diam. 11, max. w. 35.4, base diam. approx. 7.8.
Bldg 35, Area 655, occupation.

7.2c 2658:02 Large ridged jar. Complete except for small piece missing
from central body, and rim chipped in places. Reddish–brown sandy clay.
No obvious inclusions, except occasional grits. Pink slip out, ﬂaking in
places. Band rim, short neck, body swells gently then tapers gradually to
small uneven ﬂat base, with a bulge in the middle–pot will not stand on
a ﬂat surface. Surface from neck to below max. w. has horizontal ridges,
presumably made by ﬁnger smearing. Ridging on inside of upper body
suggest pot was coil-made. H. 43.6, rim diam. 13.2, max. w. 33.5, base diam.
8. Found with large sherd, acting as lid (2658:01). Bldg 53, Area 64, set in pit.

7.2f 6012:01 Partial ridged jar: complete proﬁle. Most of rim extant, about
half of body, and a fragment of the base. Red clay, white grit temper,
cream surface, yellower near base. Outer surface ‘ribbed’ by roughly
horizontal ﬁnger smears, fading out on lower body. Hole apparently
deliberately cut out of body. Large grey patch on one side of outer body.
H. 46.8, max. w. 40.4, rim diam. 15.2 – 15.6, base diam. (reconstr.) 4.2.
Diam. of hole approx. 7 × 7. Bldg 64, Area 332, sand.
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Larger plain jars (Fig. 7.3)
Larger plain jars are not dissimilar to the rounder-bodied members of the ridged jar collection, and some have the same bevelled
rims (e). Some, like this one, also have the shoulder surface smeared
into a pattern, accentuating their similarity to the ridged jars, and
two particular examples are so nearly identical as to suggest a single workshop, if not the same craftsman (b and c, both S8). Other
jars of the same general type have less obviously treated rims, and
among the examples we have, the less attention is paid to the rim,
the shorter becomes the neck, the rounder the body, and the less the
ﬂattening of the base, with the most extreme form being almost as
round as a cooking pot, but with a small neck to it (d, S11). There is a
complete spectrum of shape in-between (a, f ).

FIG. 7.3
7.3a 4307:15 Jar, with parts of body missing. Rim chipped. Fine brown
clay, sandy temper, also white grits. Red surface. Blackened patches on
body, and one area very worn and burnt. Rim slightly turned out, with
rounded bevel. Neck straight. Body widens abruptly at base of neck,
leaving a ridge. Body globular, tapering gently to uneven ﬂat base.
Traces of diagonal scraping on shoulder. H. 31.6, rim diam. 12.4 – 12.8,
base diam. 8.6 – 9, max. w. 28.8. Bldg 10, Area 47, collapse.
7.3b R20:07:04 Jar, with a few pieces missing. Pink clay, greenish surface
out and inside neck, white mineral temper; reserve-slip on shoulder.
Band rim, neck swelling to rounded shoulder and body. Lower body
tapers to small, inadequate disc base. Vessel stands awkwardly. Surface
around edges of base worn off. H. 34.4, rim diam. 11.5 – 11.8, base diam.
5 – 5.2, max. w. 28.8. Bldg 104, Area 114, ﬂoor.
7.3c K16:29:22 Jar, base intact and about half of rest preserved. Pink
clay, grit and vegetable temper, cream slip out and inside neck. Slip
scored into stripes by ﬁnger-pressure. Everted rim, fairly straight neck,
rounded body, ﬂat base. Uneven. H. 36.6, rim diam. 12 (reconstr.),
base diam. 7. Bldg 51, Area 55, ﬂoor.
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7.3d 6536:01 Jar, complete except for tiny chips. Dense, dark grey clay.
Outer surface ﬁred to bright red in ﬁring blushes. Temper of ﬁne white
grits. Outer surface polished. Rim rounded and slightly pulled out.
Short waisted neck. Body globular and very wide, roughly ﬁnished
with a blunt point (base) underneath. Rim diam. 8.9 – 9.2, h. 21.7,
max. w. 21.4. Bldg 60, Area 372, ﬂoor.
7.3e J16:01:09 Upper part of jar, less than half of rim and shoulder
extant. Brown clay, crude grit temper, cream slip made stripey by
ﬁnger pressure while wet. Rim bevelled to outside, waisted neck,
rounded shoulder. Present h. 18.2, rim diam. 10 (reconstr.). Bldg 51,
Area 59, sand.
7.3f 2547:01 Complete large storage jar. Red clay, pale pink surface
(slightly smeared diagonally), gritty temper. Rim swollen and slightly
turned out. Straight neck, ﬂaring slightly to rounded shoulder. Body
rounded, tapering to neat, ﬂat base. H. 32, rim diam. 12.5, base diam. 8.
Found in situ with lid on (2547:02). Bldg 51, Area 56, set in pit.
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Fig. 7.3 (1:5)
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Sieve-necked jars (Fig. 7.4a – d)

Plain bowls and cups (Fig. 7.4i – l)

The larger types of plain jar just described are sometimes ﬁtted with
a saucer-shaped sieve fastened to the inside of the rim, and eﬀectively closing oﬀ the neck of the vessel to anything that would not
ﬁt through the sieve-holes (S15). Two such jars survive in a nearcomplete state, both wide-bodied with short necks (b – c). From
sherds and fragments it is clear that ribbed jars were also made
with this modiﬁcation (a), also jars with much longer necks (see
S16). Occasional ﬁnds of small sieves and fragments of them often
have rough or unﬁnished rims which suggest they have fallen out of
jar necks (d). These possibly occur at Failaka (Højlund 1987: ﬁg. 36),
but are not reported from Qala’at al-Bahrain. Instead, square
sieves or ﬁlters are found at that site, as well as bowl-shaped sieves
(Q. al-B. 1: ﬁgs. 186, 168, 655). These are not known from Saar.

Bowls of the deeper kind, as opposed to shallow open vessels
(see ‘plates’ below), were not common as complete specimens, but
there were a few examples of small ones of approximately hemispherical shape, with a ﬂattened base and usually with a plain, incurved rim (i – j), to add to those illustrated as S45 and 46. Among
the medium-sized ones there was another example of S52, with
carinated sides and a plain pinched rim (l). A rounded bowl with
more gently shaped sides and the rim ﬂattened completely on top
belongs to S33 (k).
Altogether, the collection of bowls, as exempliﬁed by the more
complete specimens recovered, is a variety of individuals rather
than an assemblage of repeating types. The general impression is
that such vessels were made or acquired for special purposes, and
did not form part of the standard household assemblage.

Small-to-medium sized jars (Fig. 7.4e – h)
Several small-to-medium sized jars were found in reasonable condition. They were generally squat in form, bases ﬂat where they
survived, with plain or lightly bevelled rims on generally shortish
necks (g (S10), h). One or two are more wide-bodied (f, S14) and
one has a longer, bulging neck (e).
FIG. 7.4
7.4a 6635:08 Upper part of sieve-necked jar, rim, neck and part of
upper body extant. Red clay, white grits, cream slip out. Rim rounded
and swollen, neck slightly waisted. Shoulder rounded with blunt
ridges. Sieve built into neck, stopped up with plaster from underneath,
so presumably post-breakage. Preserved h. 18.2, rim diam. 11.2 – 11.6.
Bldg 62, Area 377, collapse.
7.4b F17:05:01 Sieve-necked jar, with base complete, most of shoulder
and body extant, and about a quarter of rim. Pink clay, ﬁne grit and
veg. temper, buff surface. Swollen rim, neck ﬂares with slight ridge at
base. Round body, tapering to ﬂat base. Inside of base very rough from
ﬁnger-marks. Sieve made separately and set into neck. Neck made
separately and stuck onto body. H. 27.7, rim diam. c. 9.5 (reconstr.), max.
w. 24.8 base diam. 7 – 7.2. Bldg 14, Area 11, collapse.
7.4c 6635:10 Rim, neck and part of upper body of jar. Non-joining
part provides half of base and some of lower body. Pink clay, circular
white inclusions. Cream slip out. Rim bevelled to outside. Neck waisted
high up, straight below. Body rounded, small ﬂat base. Two to three
perfunctory ribs at base of neck. Preserved h. of lower part 21.4; upper
part 17. Rim diam. 10.4. Base diam. approx. 9.6 (reconstr.), max. w. 32
(reconstr.). Bldg 62, Area 377, collapse.
7.4d L17:40:02 Small, saucer-shaped sieve, probably from the neck of
a sieve-necked jar. Intact. Buff clay, greenish surface. Rim thins to sharp
edge. Body of uneven depth, relatively thick. H. 1.8, rim diam. 6 – 6.3.
Bldg 53, Area 52, make-up.
7.4e 4307:16 Small squat jar. Base, lower body, and part of shoulder.
Non-joining piece gives part of rim, neck and shoulder. No join, but
severely eroded just where join would occur, and full proﬁle can be
estimated from drawing. Brown clay, circular white inclusions, red
surface, scorch marks on rim and shoulder. Rim bevelled to outside,
neck waisted high up then swells. Short shoulder, high carination.
Body dumpy, tapering to wide ﬂat base. Preserved h. lower part
8.8, rim portion 6.5, estimated h. of jar 15.3, rim diam. approx. 9.8,
base diam. 6.6. Bldg 10, Area 47, collapse.
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7.4f 5275:05 Part of small jar: proﬁle to near base. Red clay with many
circular white inclusions. Outer surface has buff and black patches. Plain
rim, slightly swollen and pulled out. Short, waisted neck, swelling to squat
rounded body. Body curves in towards (missing) base. Diam. approx. 9.0,
probable h. 12.2, max. w. (reconstr.) 15.2. Bldg 220, Area 314, sand.
7.4g K16:51:08 Small jar, complete except for chips at rim, also badly
cracked on one side. Red clay, occasional black grit. Plain rim, waisted
neck, rounded body, ﬂat base. Small hole in lower body, presumably
deliberate. H. 10.4, rim diam. 6.3, max. w. 9.8, base diam. 3.5. Bldg 51,
Area 55, occupation.
7.4h 4136:01 Small jar: gaps in body and rim, and several chips. Dense
pink clay, sparse lime temper. Most of lower body blackened out, also
black patches under rim. Rim bevelled, neck swells to globular body,
which tapers to a narrow, ﬂat base. Dense and heavy. H. 14.8 – 16.2, rim
diam. 9 – 9.3, base diam. 4.5 – 4.7. Bldg 208, Area 238, ﬁll.
7.4i 5617:01 Bowl. Part of base and large piece of rim and body
missing. Pink clay, cream surfaces, grit temper. Pinched rim, rounded
body, ﬂat base. Base very thin in centre, perhaps worn almost through.
Warped. H. 8.8. Rim diam. 8.8 – 10, base diam. 5 (reconstr.). Bldg 226,
Area 323, ﬁll.
7.4j 1575:04 Bowl with curved sides. Scant proﬁle, of all but centre of base.
Pink clay, buff surface out, Temper of ﬁne grit and circular white inclusions.
Plain rim, incurved, body rounded, tapers to thin, ﬂat base. H. 10.7, rim
diam. (reconstr.) 13.8, base diam. (reconstr.) 6.6. Bldg 202, Area 227, sand.
7.4k 4009:01 Deep bowl. About a quarter of rim and body
extant – proﬁle to near base. Hard pink clay, paler surface in, buff slip
out. Rim ﬂattened on top, forming ledge inside and out. Body drops
vertically then rounds inwards. Present h. 16, rim diam. (reconstr.) c. 30.
Bldg 205, Area 236, sand.
7.4l 1762:01 Pottery bowl, complete except for small hole in side,
possibly deliberate. Pink clay, buff surface out and over rim, grit temper.
Rim plain, sides swell very slightly, body tapers abruptly to perfunctory
‘ﬂat’ base. Does not stand well. H. 9.5, rim diam. 8.6 – 9.2. Bldg 203, Area
229, make-up.
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Plates (Fig. 7.5)

Other open forms (Fig. 7.5)

In contrast to the deeper kind of bowl, shallow ones must have
been regular domestic items. Their shape variation could cover
‘shallow bowl’, ‘dish’ and ‘plate’ in general English usage, but for
clarity they have all been designated ‘plate’ here. Most ﬁt with
S26/27 of the sherd typology. All have a more-or-less ﬂat, disc-type
base, and widely ﬂaring sides. Treatment of the rim varies slightly
from a perfunctory rounding or squaring oﬀ of the rim’s edge (as
with a, j and k) through a slight bevel (d, f, and n) to a deﬁnite
overhang on the outside (b, e and i), or thickening on the inside to
form a curved inner lip (g, h). Exceptionally there is a suggestion
of a bulge below the rim (m) or even a deﬁnite carination (l).

Forms so shallow and low-sided they would be termed ‘tray’ or
‘dish’ were lacking at Saar, except for one heavy oval dish, with a
solid ﬂat base (o).

FIG. 7.5
7.5a 1563:02 Plate. About half of body extant, and a quarter of rim
and base. Soft white clay, pink core, mixed temper. Rim swollen, with
rounded bevel. Slight indent just below rim. Shallow body, slightly
curved, ﬂat base with slight indent near centre, underneath. Outside
roughly scraped, inside smooth. H. 4.8, rim diam. (reconstr.) 32 – 35,
base diam. (reconstr.) c. 7.0. Bldg 203, Area 229, collapse.
7.5b 4089:05 Deep plate. Half of base extant, scant proﬁle of rest.
Yellowish clay, sandy temper, cream slip. Rim turned out and bevelled.
Sides slightly curved, base ﬂat disc. H. 4.6, rim diam. (reconstr.) 33.8, base
diam. 7.6. Bldg 205, Area 237, sand.
7.5c 0249:03 Part of ﬂat plate, base intact, scant proﬁle of rest. Hard
pink clay, grit temper, buff surface. Rim ﬂat on edge, with slight groove.
Another shallow groove under rim. Straight sides, ﬂat disc-base. H. 4.0,
rim diam. (reconstr.) 31.2, base diam. 5.6. Bldg 8, Area 28, make-up.
7.5d 4373:04 Plate. About a third preserved. Hard pink clay, grit temper,
cream slip, which worn away on inside. Rim bevelled to outside, sides
very straight and shallow, ﬂat base. H. 4.0, rim diam. (reconstr.) 32.8,
base diam. approx. 8.0. Bldg 13, Area 131, occupation.
7.5e 4029:10 Large pottery plate. About half extant. Pink clay, sandy
temper. Presently covered by a salt encrustation. Simple angled rim
with double slight horizontal indentations below rim exterior. Low ring
footed base. H. 5.2, rim diam. 31.4, base diam. 7.4. Sand.
7.5f 4029:11 Large pottery plate. About half extant. Greenish clay,
pink core, sandy temper. Simple angled rim with a slight horizontal
indentation below both rim interior and exterior. Flat to slightly
concave low footed base. H. 6.2, rim diam. (reconstr.) 31.2, base diam. c.
8.0. See also 4029: 9 – 10 and 12. Sand.
7.5g 4009:02 Deep plate. Scant proﬁle of all but centre of base. Soft
greenish clay, with pieces of ?grog. Rim bevelled, side straight, low
ring-base. H. 7.2, rim diam. c. 25 – 27 (reconstr.), base diam. (reconstr.)
c. 5.0. Bldg 205, Area 236, sand.
7.5h E17:04:25 Plate, base preserved, and about a third of rim and
body. Buff, gritty clay. Rim has rounded bevel to inside, with lip round
inside of rim. Groove under rim outside. Body slightly dished, very
shallow, with low ring-base. H. 6.4, rim diam. (reconstr.) 33, base diam.
7.8. Bldg 14, Area 15, occupation.
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7.5i Q19:10:01 Plate, a large fragment comprising part of rim, body and
base. Pink clay, grit temper, buff surface. Rim bevelled and lipped to the
outside. Sides straight, tapering to a ﬂat base. H. 5.8, rim diam. c. 3.26,
base diam. (reconstr.) 3.8. Bldg 100, Area 103, occupation.
7.5j 4319:06 Plate, just over half preserved, mended from sherds.
Soft green clay, temper of grit and vegetable matter, inner surface
smoothed. Rim diam: 30 – 32, h. 4.8, base diam. 6.8. Bldg 7, Area 43, sand.
7.5k 3001:52 Plate, two thirds of rim and body missing, and a little of the
base. Soft green-buff fabric, occasional inclusions of possible vegetable
matter. Rim bevelled to outside, and slightly rounded over the edge.
Sides straight, tapering to very low, badly deﬁned ring base. H. 6.0, rim
diam. approx. 32 (uneven), base diam. 7.6. Bldg 300, Area 400, sand.
7.5l 5232:01 Plate, about a quarter extant, giving proﬁle except for
centre of base. Hard cream clay with pink core, grit and veg. Temper.
Surface abraded. Rim bevelled to outside and slightly rounded; wide,
shallow depression on outside just below rim; sides straight, vessel
tapers to disc base. H. 6.0, rim diam. c. 32, base diam. c. 6 – 8. Bldg 220,
Area 314, ﬂoor.
7.5m E16:07:04 Single fragment comprising a base, part of rim and
body. Buff clay, sand and vegetable temper. Rim bevelled to the
outside, outer edge rounded. Below the rim an encircling depression
made by a ﬁnger scrape. The body tapers to a slightly raised ﬂat
base. H. 6. Rim diam. (reconstr.) 31, diam. of base 6.8. Bldg 14, Area 15,
collapse.
7.5n F18:33:28 Flat plate. Base intact, less than half of rim and body
extant. Soft green buff clay, temper of vegetable matter and a little
grit. Rim bevelled to outside, straight, widely ﬂaring sides, ﬂat base.
H. 5.2, rim diam. 32 – 34 (reconstr.), base diam. 7.2 – 7.4. Bldg 1, Area 2,
occupation.
7.5o 6687:03 Oval dish. One end missing, otherwise intact. Hard red
fabric, grit temper, roughly smoothed. Surface ﬂaking off. Rim ﬂattened
on top and slightly bevelled to outside. Sides slightly curved, base ﬂat.
H. 9.4, extant length 40.5, width 38.7, base 23. Bldg 62, Area 382, ﬂoor.
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Painted pottery (Figs. 7.6 and 7.7a – e)
Standard types with added painted decoration
Certain instances of decoration being applied to otherwise standard
vessels are detailed in Chapter 6 above. Additional examples (Fig. 7.6)
include: (a) a small portable jar found intact on a ﬂoor in Area 220
at the back of the temple, smeared all over with a streaky wash
ranging from red to black. It is similar to the example illustrated
for S14 above; (b) a larger portable jar (with a rim which places it
with Type S17), also smeared with a rather perfunctory wash, this
time black, and slopped over the upper body and inside the rim;
and (c) a vessel of the usual cooking-pot shape, but painted all
over with black encircling stripes over a white slip.

Small painted types (Figs. 7.6e – f )
Small, carefully made vessels of Type S46 contrast in their neatness
with the sometimes crude paint eﬀects of the larger pottery types.
Additional examples include a broken bowl likely to have been of
the same shape as the example given as S46a, but with black stripes
over a red wash (f ). Variant forms include a miniature hole-mouth
vessel, almost like a toy cooking pot, with a band of purple paint
around the rim (Type S48, Killick et al. 1990: 128, ﬁg. 20: 5), and
a small wheel-thrown ﬂask with an all-over plum wash, and neat
black stripes over the upper body (e, Type S40).

Larger painted types (Figs. 7.6d, g – h)
A few more complete examples of Type S41, neckless, globular vessels with painted decoration round the top were extant (Fig. 7.6c),
also ones with further variations on designs using triangles (g – h).
There was at least one further example of the spouted variety (d).

FIG. 7.6
7.6a 1752:01 Small painted jar, intact. Red clay, numerous exploded
white grits. Wide mouth with gently angled rim, wide neck, globular
body. Narrow ﬂat base. Exterior and rim area covered with an uneven
horizontal wash of dark red. H. 14.5, rim diam. 9.6 – 9.7, base diam. 5.5,
max. diam. approx. 15. Bldg 201, Area 220, ﬂoor.
7.6b 6016:08 Painted jar, fragile and fragmentary, tenuous proﬁle. Red
clay, grit temper. Now very soft. Cream slip out. Outer surface has black
washy paint (very perfunctory) over upper part of body and just inside
rim. Bevelled rim, short, wide, waisted neck, body globular, tapering
to ﬂat base. H. (restored) 25.5, rim diam. 12.4 – 12.6, base diam. 7.4.
Bldg 500, Area 500, sand.
7.6c 4348:27 Striped painted vessel. About a quarter of rim and
body preserved. Base missing. Pink clay, grit temper. White slip out
and horizontal black painted stripes. Painting sloppy and uneven.
Rim ﬂattened and sloped inwards, probably slightly to outside. Body
globular. Small diagonal scratch marks on lower body. Extant h. 14.6,
rim diam. approx. 12 (reconstr.), max. w. approx. 21.6 (reconstr.).
Bldg 8, Area 29, ﬂoor.
7.6d E17:02:16 Part of rim and body of painted spouted pot. Pink
clay, shell temper, smeared black wash out, smeared red paint on
rim. Inside the rim and neck perfunctory band of paint, level with the
spout. Also black wash. Rim ﬂat on top, lipped to the outside, no neck.
Body rounded, short spout below the rim. Raised ridge below the
rim interrupted by the spout. Preserved h. 6, rim diam. c. 17. Bldg 14,
Area 15, occupation.
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7.6e K16:29:02 Painted jar: just over half rim preserved, and much of
upper body. Lower body fragmentary and does not join top. Friable
orange clay, sandy temper. Plum wash over outside and inside neck.
Black paint out. Neatly-made everted rim, long neck widening to fairly
broad shoulder. Lower body tapers. Base eroded but probably slightly
ﬂattened. Design of eight horizontal bands from rim to maximum
width. H. (reconstr.) 8.6, rim diam. 3.8, max. w. 7.7. Wheel-thrown.
Bldg 51, Area 55, ﬂoor.
7.6f L16:01:09 Base and part of lower body of open painted vessel.
Brown clay, temper of grit and white grit, red wash out, black striped
over. Flat base, carinated body. Design of broad horizontal band near
maximum width, two narrower ones below. Preserved h. 3.2, base
diam. 2.4, max. w. 6.5. Wheel-thrown. Bldg 53, Area 61, sand.
7.6g K16:08:12 Fragmentary painted vessel. Less than half of rim and
upper body extant. Orange clay, grit temper, red wash out, black paint
over. Rim turned out, ﬂat on top, short neck, globular body. Encircling
band under neck, another lower down shoulder. Between them are
triangles, with apex down, actually hatched but paint has spread to
give appearance of solid colour. Below lower band, vertical line as
continuation of triangle, apex preserved in one place only. Smokeblackened out. Perhaps wheel-thrown. Preserved h. 8.7, rim diam. c. 9
(reconstr.). Bldg 51, Area 55, midden.
7.6h J17:11:31 Part of rim and body of a painted jar. Fine red clay, with
virtually no temper. Rim pinched, no neck, rounded shoulder. Black
paint. Band under rim, below that a band of hatched triangles, parts of
three extant. Preserved h. 7. Bldg 51, Area 59, sand.
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Painted sherds (Fig.7.7a – e)
Nearly all the painted fragments found repeated the general
painted range of stripes and areas of plain wash, but there was the
occasional glimpse into a repertory of more imaginative patterns
such as the piece illustrated as S51 above, with a human head. One
showed a scheme of three colours, red, black and orange, and a
ﬁle of legged creatures (e). Others show a more intricate use of
geometric patterns (c – d). A small number of fragments reinforces
the corpus of Indus-related pottery (a – b).

Pots with leaks, holes and repairs (Fig. 7.7f – h)
Unglazed pottery has a natural porosity, which decreases the harder the ﬁring. Sometimes this quality is useful, as for water storage jars, which are kept cool by evaporation of the leaking water.
For other uses porosity is a nuisance to be minimized. Burnishing
and polishing of the vessel surface can help with leakprooﬁng. Few
Saar pots exhibit this technique, however, and the most commonly
burnished ones are the giant Indus-related storage jars such as the
one illustrated in Chapter 6. A coating of bitumen, which would
also help to waterproof, can sometimes be observed (S21 is an example), though it is frequently hard to determine whether it is in
fact a decayed bitumen coating that was responsible for the black
staining often found on pottery, or whether it comes from smokeblackening, or from post-depositional circumstances whereby the
sherds have been lying with bitumen or ash.
Occasionally, a jar was found with evidence of a deliberate hole
cut out (e.g. 6012:01, and the re-used 7507:04). More often, an attempt had been made to repair holes or breaks. The simplest way
to do that was with a bitumen plug (f, also painted jar F18:45:10).

Further evidence of this technique was found as plugged sherds
(F18:45:13), or as detached bitumen plugs (Fig. 5.15a). Occasionally
a more elaborate method was employed, for which the best example is a painted jar with tiny drill holes all the way round the
oﬀending gap, and corresponding holes in the broken-out piece,
presumably so string could be threaded through to pull all together
again (g). A fragmentary cup (8016:01) had evidence of the same
kind of repair, and, rather oddly, a bowl (h). The cup is a luxury
ware, ﬁne and delicate, and the painted decoration makes the jar
somewhat exceptional, but what qualiﬁed an apparently ordinary
bowl for such reverential treatment we can only guess.

Lids and stoppers (Fig. 7.7i – l)
Most lids for pottery vessels used at Saar were made of plaster or
bitumen (see Chapter 5), but a few were made of clay or pottery.
The simplest kind was a sherd of convenient size placed over the
mouth of a jar (e.g. 5099:34). Two bungs or stoppers, similar to
those made from bitumen, were found, made of roughly-shaped
sealing clay (j). They were obviously meant to stop up something
with an opening of only a couple of centimetres’ diameter. Four
substantial pottery discs, on the other hand, are of about the right
diameter to ﬁt over a Dilmun jar rim, and all bear a scar in the
centre of one face, presumably where the handle has come away
(l). An otherwise unexplained clay object might have been such a
handle 2024:03 (k). These are not known from Qala’at al-Bahrain,
where pottery lids appear to have central holes (Q. al-B. 1 ﬁg. 184).
Jars were also closed by less formal means: two were found with
just a large sherd placed over the mouth (5099:34, 2658:01). An unﬁred clay disc may also have been a lid (i).

FIG. 7.7
7.7a 2801:02 Body sherd of large jar. Indus-related. Hard red-brown
fabric, very ﬁne, moderate small sub-rounded white inclusions (<0.5
mm), possibly lime. Streaky red-grey-brown slip or paint externally.
Dimensions 10.7 × 10.2 × 10.6 – 10.25. Bldg 101, Area 114, occupation.
7.7b 3206:01 Body sherd of large painted jar. Hard, ﬁne grey-brown fabric
with: moderate sub-rounded opaque yellowish and pale grey grains (<0.5
mm), elusive of observation, differing from quartz sand found in Barbar
pottery; moderate subangular black grits (<0.5 mm); very occasional
tiny white inclusions; mica; some tiny voids. Slip and fabric: see Sorath
Harappan (post-mature Harappan found at sites in Gujerat), probably
dating to ﬁrst few centuries of the 2nd millennium. Reminiscent of very
late 3rd/very early 2nd millennium pottery from Nud Ziba. Probably
wheel-made. Streaky red and brown slip(s) out, with black painted thick
line. Dimensions 10.2×6.9×1.1. Bldg 305, Area 415, sand.
7.7c 6621:06 Painted sherd from lower neck of jar. Fine orange clay,
sandy temper. Red wash out, black design painted over. Wheel-thrown.
Design: parts preserved of two horizontal registers. Upper one,
bounded on lower side by black line, probably divided into narrow
vertical panels by groups of vertical lines. (One group of ﬁve preserved,
fragment of second to right). Two preserved panels each contain a
single semicircle, sitting on the lower boundary line. Lower register
probably had band of multi-sided triangles composed of groups
of lines slanting alternately right and left. (One ﬁve-sided triangle
preserved, second to the left). This register is bounded below by two
lines. Dimensions 5.95 × 4.75 × 0.4. Bldg 62, Area 380, sand.
7.7d 5636:04 Painted sherd. Brown clay, very ﬁne, but with occasional
large inclusions of grit or lime. Surface polished, painted bright red,
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with design in black. Wheel made. Extant h. 5.9, w. 5.3, thickness 0.6.
Bldg 225, Area 318, make-up.
7.7e F17:20:06 Painted sherd. Buff clay, ﬁne grit temper, orange surface
out. Red and black paint. Neat pattern in black: horizontal line, above
which are preserved the lower halves of two ﬁgures standing side by
side. One is apparently human, the other perhaps part of a quadruped.
The area below the line is painted red. Well-made. Dimensions 7.5 × 7.2.
Bldg 14, Area 7, occupation.
7.7f 1750:08 Upper part and base of ridged jar. Much of body missing,
and base does not ﬁt. Red clay, buff patches on outer surface, sparse
grit temper. Rim everted, short neck, shoulder and body round
and with shallow ridges. Lower body tapers to thickened ﬂat base.
Small hole, mended with bitumen in antiquity. Preserved h. 32.6, rim
diam. 12, max. w. (reconstr.) c.30, original h. probably c. 36. Associated
with jar 1750:07. Bldg 201, Area 220, make-up.
7.7g 0210:22 Jar, generally complete, but with large gaps in body.
Rim has rounded bevel to outside. Neck slightly waisted, and ﬂaring
to round shoulder. Body rounded, tapering to very low ring-base.
Red clay, ridged cream slip out, gritty temper. A large, round piece
of the body has been broken in antiquity, and six holes drilled in it,
each with a matching hole in the unbroken part, presumably a repair
attempt. Traces of bitumen around holes. H. 27.4, rim diam. 10.5, base
diam. 6.4 – 6.8. Associated with lid, 210:24. Bldg 4, Area 33, collapse.
7.7h F17:05:05 Bowl. Three-quarters of base preserved, just under half
of rest. Irregular. Pink clay, grit and veg. temper, cream slip wearing
off on inside. H. 5, rim diam. 30 – 34 (reconstr.), base diam. 6. Series of
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drilled holes along broken edges, two on one side, two preserved
on opposite side. Presumably an ancient repair. Bldg 14, Area 11,
collapse.

concave. Top worn or broken away, otherwise intact. The clay is similar
to that used for clay sealings, mottled grey-green with no really visible
inclusions. H. 2.8, base diam. 2.9 – 3.6. Bldg 220, Area 314, sand.

7.7i 5571:07 Sub-circular disc of unﬁred clay. Buff coloured with
rare ﬁne black and white inclusions. Both surfaces are ﬂat to slightly
convex with rounded rim. The rim is deeply cracked and at one part
broken off. Possibly used as a lid. Presumably made by hand-patting
the clay into shape. Diam. 4.7, thickness 1.4. Bldg 225, Area 318, ﬂoor.

7.7k 2024:03 Knob? Short, waisted, cylindrical piece of baked clay. One
end is slightly convex, the other slightly hollowed out. Outer surfaces all
smoothed. Perhaps the broken-off knob to a lid or similar. Diam. at one
end 2.9, at other 3.7, length 3.9. Bldg 55, Area 81, collapse.

7.7j 5208:15 Lid or stopper of roughly shaped unbaked clay, in
the shape of a waisted, truncated cone. Base oval, ﬂat to slightly

7.7l K16:51:26 Pottery disc, presumably a lid. One surface has a rough
patch in the centre, presumably the attachment for a knob, now missing.
Brown clay. Diam.10 × 10, thickness 1.2. Bldg 51, Area 55, occupation.
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Chapter 8 Animal bone finds and their relevance
to the ecology and economy of Saar
Margarethe Uerpmann and Hans-Peter Uerpmann
Introduction

O
C319

A large amount of animal remains was collected during the excavations at Saar. This material has, over the course of the project,
been examined by more than one specialist. The mollusc shells
were studied by Emily Glover, the mammal bones by Keith
Dobney and Debbie Jaques, and the ﬁsh remains from the temple
by Brian Irving. The report subsequently published by Dobney and
Jaques (1994) outlined the general features of the bone ﬁnds and
the characteristic traits of the animal economy of Saar, such as the
importance of marine resources for subsistence and the predominance of sheep and goats in animal husbandry. Our subsequent
work, presented here, has conﬁrmed most of the results of this report, and their results are incorporated into this account without
individual citation.
A report on the ﬁsh remains from the temple has also been
published (Moon and Irving 1997). This was of great value to us,
not only for the information provided on the temple assemblage
but also for the general remarks on the diﬀerent ﬁsh species represented at Saar.
The present authors started their work on the faunal remains
from Saar during the 1997 season of excavations.¹ Another visit to
the site followed in 1999. Materials that needed to be studied in
more detail or could not be identiﬁed in the ﬁeld were temporarily
exported to Germany with the kind agreement of the National
Museum of Bahrain. The aim of our studies was a detailed evaluation of the bone remains from particular buildings, including all
vertebrates from ﬁsh to mammals. Bldgs 205, 207, 208 and 209
were chosen for this purpose. The ﬁnds from the temple and from
Bldg 53, as well as a number of other contexts, were examined for
additional information on particular topics. Of special interest was
a correlation of our observations with the results of the micromorphological studies of ﬂoors (see Chapter 10). Apart from these
site-speciﬁc questions, we were also interested in the comparative
aspects of the Saar fauna in relation to other sites in Bahrain and
southeast Arabia.

Vertebrate remains from particular buildings at Saar
According to microstratigraphic observations (Matthews et al.
1997), house ﬂoors at Saar consist of foundation material and other
deposits deliberately brought in to form the ﬂoor. On and within
the surface of this ﬂoor occupational debris and wind-blown sand
accumulated afterwards. Together these materials created the matrix embedding the preserved faunal remains. The condition of the
bone ﬁnds is fairly good due to the presence of calcareous materials which had a buﬀering eﬀect, balancing the negative inﬂuence
that sand generally has on bone preservation. Nevertheless, the
texture of most bones is soft and chalky. It has to be taken into account that this type of sedimentation favours small and ﬂat pieces
of bone, because larger and thicker pieces often take too long to
become embedded and thus protected from decay. In any case,
large bones would not have been deposited on the ﬂoors of living
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Fig. 8.1 Buildings examined in this study

spaces where they would have been obstacles for walking or sitting. Thus, some bias towards the proportional presence of bones
of smaller rather than larger animals is to be expected in this kind
of deposit. To some extent this may by counterbalanced by the fact
that some of the buildings also contain layers that formed during
periods of non-occupation. These layers, labelled collapse or sand
in the excavation database, contain typical bone waste — such as
whole or partial carcasses — which accumulated in areas that were
not active living spaces during the time of layer formation.
As a general observation, bone ﬁnds are not evenly distributed
within the building deposits at Saar. Within the ﬂoor and occupation layers of Bldgs 205 and 207, which were particularly evaluated
for this purpose, bones accumulated mostly towards the walls. As
might be expected, the corridors and central parts of the rooms,
which must have been the main walking areas, were less strewn
with bone fragments (Figs. 8.2 and 3).
Most of the vertebrate bones from Bldgs 205 and 207 is marine
ﬁsh remains. As shown in Table 8.1, mammals only make up 12
(Bldg 205) and 20 (Bldg 207) of the total bone weight from these
two buildings.² Bldgs 208 and 209 are even poorer in mammal reBldg
205
207
208
209

Fish (gm)
4,106
2,433
3,361
5,397

Mammal (gm)
580
644
118
228

Total (gm)
4,686
3,077
2,479
5,735

%Mammal
12.4%
20.9%
3.4%
5.9%

Table 8.1 Total amount of fish and mammal remains from buildings (total
weight of dry unwashed bone finds)
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Fig. 8.2 Distribution of mammal and fish-bones in Bldg 207.
Red = mammal; blue = fish (the diameters of the circles indicate the
total amount of bone finds per grid-square)

Fig. 8.3 Distribution of mammal and fish-bone in Bldg 205.
Red = mammal; blue = fish (the diameters of the circles indicate the
total amount of bone finds per grid-square)
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mains. The ﬁgures in Table 8.1 are total weights of unwashed bone
ﬁnds which were not further identiﬁed at this point of the analysis.
They include the ﬁnds from all deposits within the buildings.
The ﬁnds from Bldgs 205 and 207 were then further quantiﬁed
separately according to the one metre grid used for the microstratigraphic analysis. The diameters of the sector-diagrams within
each square of Figs. 8.1 and 2 represent the total amount of ﬁnds in
terms of their weight, and the proportion of ﬁsh versus mammal
bones is indicated by the respective sectors in the diagrams.
The two buildings both have an outer room, part corridor and
part living space, and a single inner room. The outer rooms were
perhaps partly roofed and the inner rooms roofed entirely (see
Chapter 10).
Bldg 205 has an additional unroofed rear yard, where the quantities of bone ﬁnds were highest. Mammal remains are more frequent in the rear part of this area. This is explicable along the lines
of reasoning used before: the entrance area and pathway around
the central basin have the smallest overall quantities of discarded
bones and the least proportions of mammal remains. These have
an overall tendency to be more frequent in the less circulated parts
of the rear yard. The paucity of bone in the northeastern corner
(Square 3) may have to do with erosion and the accumulation of
coarse wind laid sand in this area (Matthews et al. 1997).
The comparatively high amount of mammal bones in the rear
yard of Bldg 205 is due to the dispersed partial skeletons of at least
two sheep. In the occupation layers of Square 2 parts of the front
and hind limbs of a subadult sheep were found together with some
vertebrae of an adult sheep or goat. An almost complete skeleton
of a young sheep (c.3 – 6 months old) was dispersed in the occupation layers of Squares 6 and 8. In addition there was a gazelle bone
and some ribs of unidentiﬁed small ruminants in Square 6. Square
8 also contained a radius of a cormorant. These last ﬁnds indicate
disarticulated food remains whereas the skeletons, although dispersed, may have come from discarded carcasses. This is most likely for another partial skeleton of a new- or still-born sheep from
Square 5 which was found in the sand above the occupation layer.
Within the outer rooms of both buildings the total amount of
bone also mirrors the circulation patterns. The entrance corridor and
the central area of the outer room have the least accumulation of
bone, while the corners beside the ovens and other structures, as well
as the peripheral parts of the hall, have accumulated more animals
remains. The inner rooms with their plastered ﬂoors are comparatively rich in bone ﬁnds. A common feature of both buildings is the
remarkably high proportion of mammal remains in the inner rooms.
While this may be due to reduced circulation in these parts of the
buildings, it might also be connected to the diﬀerential consumption of meat versus ﬁsh in the functional units of the buildings.
Diﬀerences in the spatial distribution of mammal versus ﬁsh
remains might be related to the nutritional properties of these two
sources of protein for human consumption. The red meat of mammals and birds is commonly more appreciated than ﬁsh, which
has to do with its additional value as a source of easily digestible
iron. Such iron is in particularly high demand among people suffering from chronic anaemia. To some extent this can be assumed
in most sedentary pre- and proto-historic populations, because
malaria and other parasitic infestations were common in more
densely inhabited areas.
If there was a nutrition-related background to the larger proportion of mammalian remains in the inner rooms, one could assume that those household members who regularly received more
red meat than the others ate their meals in the inner chambers.
Without further indications it is diﬃcult to determine which part
of a population this might have been. It may have been the chil-
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Fig. 8.4 Distribution of major fish families in Bldg 207

dren, who would certainly have beneﬁted from an iron-rich diet.
However, given common human behaviour-patterns this seems
unlikely. Women also have an increased demand of iron because of
their periodic loss of haemoglobin, but awareness of this demand
is again probably a modern phenomenon. It is most likely that personal status rather than physiological considerations determined
the amount of red meat that was normally given to a particular
household member. Whoever this was, the distribution of mammal versus ﬁsh remains in Bldgs 205 and 207 might suggest that
he or she regularly ate in the inner room, leaving a representative
portion of the bone waste on the ﬂoor where it became embedded
in the archaeological layers.
Diﬀerences could probably also be expected in the distribution
of ﬁsh-bones within the buildings, if status-related consumption is reﬂected by the discarded remains. As indicated by today’s
market prices, some ﬁsh species are more appreciated than others. Unfortunately for our purposes, all of the major ﬁsh families
found in the bone remains from Saar are excellent food ﬁsh. The
most important family is the emperors (Lethrinidae) of which
Lethrinus nebulosus (the sha’ari ﬁsh on the ﬁsh markets in the
Arabian Gulf area) is highly esteemed as ﬁllet ﬁsh. Epinephelus
coioides, local name hamour, is the most appreciated member of the
groupers (Serranidae) in this area today. Together these two families produced almost two thirds of those ﬁsh remains from Bldg
207 that could be evaluated with regard to their spatial distribution. The remaining third of the ﬁsh remains comes mostly from
seabreams (Sparidae) and kingﬁshes (Carangidae), which also
comprise excellent food ﬁsh. A ﬁsh highly esteemed in Bahrain

today, the rabbitﬁsh or saﬁ (Siganus spec.) is only found in small
numbers at Saar and cannot be used as an indicator for a diﬀerentiation of food habits, nor are less valued groups such as rays
frequent enough to provide spatial evidence for the consumption
of low status food. Fig. 8.4 documents the amount and proportions
of the major ﬁsh families represented among the ﬁsh-bones from
Bldg 207 in terms of their bone weight.
We see no indication in Fig. 8.4 of any peculiarities in the distribution of ﬁsh species throughout Bldg 207 that might suggest
preferential consumption of certain kinds of ﬁsh in the inner room.
As will be discussed later, the ﬁsh that might have been more appreciated than others were the Lethrinids and the Carangids. The
latter in particular are certainly not over-represented in the inner
room. Unless other kinds of evidence corroborate such conclusions
we prefer to argue against consumption-related interpretations of
the spatial distribution of certain kinds of bone waste within the
buildings. The diﬀerences visible in Figs. 8.2 and 3 are more likely
to be related to circulation patterns within the buildings. More and
thicker bone waste could accumulate in those parts of the buildings that were less often entered than others.
There is direct evidence that bone waste was tolerated on ﬂoors
during the occupation of the buildings. Three accumulations of
articulated ﬁsh-bones were observed and documented during the
excavation of Bldg 207 (marked A, B, and C in Fig. 8.4). They were
consolidated in situ and excavated as blocks.
e

b
a
d

c

Fig. 8.6 Articulated fish-bone, Group A

Group A
This was an agglomeration of a piece of a vertebra-column and
several head bones (Fig. 8.6) found in the western corner of the
hall (left of Square 13). The connected vertebrae (a) are from the
transition between the precaudal and the caudal segment of the
vertebral column of a golden trevally (Gnathanodon speciosus). The
cleithrum (b) might be from the same individual as well as some
hardly visible vertebrae beside it (c). The premaxilla next to it (d) is
from a diﬀerent ﬁsh. It belonged to a grouper (Epinephelus spec.).
The same is true for an articular bone (e) and a hyoid (f ).

Group B

Fig. 8.5 Spangled emperor (Lethrinus nebulosus)

This group also consists of the remains of several ﬁshes (Fig. 8.7).
There is a big piece of the vertebral column (a) of a grouper
(Epinephelus spec.) consisting of 12 segments beginning with the
proatlas. Between the spines the pterigophora of the dorsal ﬁn are
still in place, indicating that the piece was fresh with coherent soft
tissues when it was discarded. The same seems to have been the
case with the tail (b) of a big emperor (Lethrinus cf. nebulosus) and
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middle of the walking area of Bldg 207 (Group B) indicates fairly
soft underground conditions that allowed the spines to become
embedded quickly, protecting them, as well as the feet of the inhabitants, from any damage.

10 cm

Fish remains

a

b

Fig. 8.7 Articulated fish-bone, Group B

the anal ﬁn (c) of a golden(?) trevally (cf. Gnathanodon speciosus).
Some isolated head parts of an emperor, seemingly deposited later,
lay on top of this ﬁn.

Group C
Group C is the tail of a large seabream (Sparidae) which was also
deposited while it was still coherent. Contrary to the ﬁn parts in B,
which would have fallen apart in a cooked ﬁsh, this tail may be the
remnant of a prepared meal.

Fig. 8.8 Golden trevally (Gnathanodon speciosus)

The three groups above were not included within the quantiﬁed
bone remains, as their weight could not be determined because of
the in situ conservation in earthen blocks. A similar agglomeration from Square 11, consisting of the ﬁrst ﬁve segments of the
vertebral column of a grouper (Epinephelus spec.), some skull
and ﬁn parts of the same(?) ﬁsh, some bones of Lethrinids and
Carangids, and a humerus fragment of sheep or goat, was taken
apart and is included in the quantiﬁed bone remains from Bldg
207. An isolated left articular bone of a large (80 – 90 cm) grouper
(Epinephelus spec.) was collected and preserved in situ as a ﬁfth
partial skeleton in Square 14. This specimen is also included in the
quantiﬁed remains.
Bldg 205, which contained too many ﬁsh remains to analyse
completely, also yielded a partial vertebral column of a mediumsized grouper (Epinephelus spec.) in Square F. In Square K an
agglomeration of ﬁsh scales was preserved in situ. Most probably
they derived from an emperor (Lethrinus spec.). Agglomerations
of mixed partial skeletons similar to those described from Bldg
207 were also observed in Bldg 53.
A common feature of all ﬁsh-bone complexes preserved in
situ is their orientation ﬂat on the ﬂoor. Nevertheless, the larger
vertebrae had diameters of up to 15 mm. Their preservation in the
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Fish-bones form the bulk of the faunal material excavated at Saar.
As funds and time were limited, it was impossible to attempt a
quantitative analysis of the entire collection of ﬁsh-bones from all
the excavated areas. Even the material from the buildings selected
for our study had to be sampled. The aim of our study of this part
of the animal remains was to contribute observations on the role
of ﬁsh to the formation of ideas about day-to-day economy of the
settlement. The eﬀort put into the identiﬁcation of individual ﬁnds
was therefore mainly directed towards including as many skeletal
parts as possible of the frequent species. Less eﬀort was put into
the zoological identiﬁcation of smaller ﬁsh which were of minor
economic importance at Saar. It might, therefore, have been possible to lengthen the list of identiﬁed ﬁsh species, but as the comparative collection used for the identiﬁcation of the ﬁsh remains
from Saar consists almost completely of recent specimens from the
Arabian coasts of the Gulf and Oman, we would in any case not
have been able to identify species beyond the range of the present
ichthyofauna of the area. Our comparative collection comprises
all ﬁsh families found in the Gulf today containing species which
reach a length of more than 25 cm (according to Carpenter et al.
1997), with the exception of Elopidae, Megalopidae, Polynemidae
and Molidae. Many smaller ﬁsh are represented as well, but not in
a systematic fashion.
Recovery of ﬁsh remains during the excavation of the buildings
selected for our study was exceptional because most of the sediments
from the ﬂoor and occupation levels were sieved (using a 3mm mesh
for dry sieving and a 1 mm mesh for wet sieving). A large number of
very small fragments could still be identiﬁed as ﬁsh because of their
laminar structure or their particular morphology. When counted,
ﬁsh remains would therefore have reached almost 100 of the ﬁnds.
The quantiﬁcation by weight, as used for analysing the spatial distribution (see above), gives a more realistic image.
Speciﬁc identiﬁcation of fragments of ﬁsh-bone is limited
by fragment size. Many of the small specimens found by sieving could not be identiﬁed further. Fig. 8.9 relates the weight
of the identiﬁed specimens to the total amount of ﬁsh remains
from individual squares of the excavation grid in Bldg 207. The
total amounts were determined during preliminary sorting of the
sieved bone material. On average, one third of the weight of the
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Fig. 8.9 Degree of fish-bone identification for individual 1 m square
units of Bldg 207
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Taxa

Bldg 205

Bldg 207

Bldg 208

Total

CHONDRICHTHYES
CARCHARHINIDAE
RHINOBATIDAE

9

MYLIOBATIDIDAE

2

2

12

21

1

1

19

21

cf. Aetobatus narinari
Unidentiﬁed CHONDRICHTHYES

1
2

OSTEICHTHYES
CLUPEIDAE

2

2

CHANIDAE

1
Chanos chanos

ARIIDAE

1
1

Arius spec.
BELONIDAE

1
1

2
1

2

4

4

PLATYCEPHALIDAE

1

SERRANIDAE

133
Epinephelus spec.

CARANGIDAE

1

194
127

52

60
188

136

387
58

29

373
217

Carangoides chrysophrys

4

2

Carangoides spec.

3

2

6

Caranx spec.

1

Gnathanodon speciosus

33

74

19

126

Scomberoides spec.

1

3

2

6

1

6
1

Selar crumenophthalmus

1

Seriola dumerili

1

1

1

2

LUTJANIDAE

1

GERREIDAE

1

1

HAEMULIDAE

3
Plectorhynchus spec.

4
3

3

Pomadasys spec.
LETHRINIDAE

1
412

Lethrinus spec.
SPARIDAE

567
412

89
Acanthopagrus spec.

777
567

289
8

777
72

6

Argyrops spec.
20

13

27

19

161

1

1

6

122

Sparidentex hasta
1
Platax spec.

1

2

2

2

1

MUGILIDAE
SPHYRAENIDAE

1756
450

6

Rhabdosargus spec.
EPHIPPIDAE

1756

4
Sphyraena spec.

1
13

4

SCARIDAE

1
13

18
1

18

2

SIGANIDAE

15
Siganus spec.

SCOMBRIDAE

2

22
15

4
22

41
4

41

1
Euthynnus afﬁnis

1
1

TETRAODONTIDAE

1
1

Identiﬁed Osteichthyes
Unidentiﬁed small Osteichthyes

1

715

1232

943

2893

66

118

7

191

Unidentiﬁed medium Osteichthyes

11

Unidentiﬁed large Osteichthyes

11

1
Total

793

1
1395

950

3141

Table 8.2 Identified fish remains from Bldgs 205, 207 and 208 (numbers of identified specimens)
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unwashed samples shows up in the quantiﬁcation of the identiﬁed
fragments. As these specimens were cleaned during the identiﬁcation process, there is an unmeasured quantity of dirt included
as a loss of weight. We assume that in reality about half of the
fragments could be further identiﬁed. The unidentiﬁed remains in
Table 8.2 comprise only those specimens whose anatomy could be
determined but where no agreement was found with any of our
comparative specimens.
All ﬁsh remains from Bldg 207 were analysed further, while
from Bldg 205 only a random selection of grid-squares could be
studied in detail. Some of them had several superimposed layers.
From Bldg 208 about a quarter of the ﬁsh remains was further analysed. These were sieved samples from the ﬂoor level. A quantitative list of the ﬁsh taxa identiﬁed within these complexes is given
in Table 8.2. The column for the totals includes three bones from
other contexts at Saar that represent ﬁsh families not found in the
buildings mentioned above. It should be mentioned that, in addition to the taxa listed in Table 8.2, the report of Brian Irving on
the ﬁsh remains from the temple also lists goatﬁshes (Mullidae)
and angelﬁshes (Pomacanthidae) as being represented at Saar.
The majority of the ﬁshes found in Saar belong to the demersal ﬁsh fauna living in the coastal waters around Bahrain (based
mainly on Al-Baharna 1986). They correspond to the same species
that could be identiﬁed at other sites on the island from where
ﬁsh remains were studied (Al Markh: Driesch and Manhart
2000; Qala’at al Bahrain: Excavation 519, M. Uerpmann and H.-P.
Uerpmann 1999; Excavation 520, Van Neer and Uerpmann 1994;
French excavations, Desse-Berset 1995).
At Saar, the most esteemed ﬁshes were the emperors or
Lethrinidae, mainly represented by the species locally called
sha’ari (Lethrinus nebulosus). Next in importance were the groupers
(Serranidae), of which the hamour (Epinephelus coioides) is highly
appreciated on the local ﬁsh markets today. Seabreams (Sparidae)
were of equal importance. Other important food ﬁshes were some
members of the Carangidae (jacks or trevallies), particularly those
species which reach sizes of up to 100 cm. Finds of the most esteemed food ﬁsh in Bahrain today, the rabbitﬁsh (Siganidae),
local name saﬁ, are less frequent. Most probably they are underrepresented in the faunal remains for taphonomic reasons.
Compared to the families mentioned before, the rabbitﬁshes are
relatively small and have light facial bones, which do not preserve
as well as those of larger or more robust ﬁshes, like the sparids
with their heavy jaws. Nevertheless, the proportion of rabbitﬁsh
in the diet of the inhabitants of Saar seems to have been rather
low. Otherwise more vertebrae would have been found, as these do
not suﬀer as much from diﬀerential taphonomic loss as the head
bones of this family. Of the other species found at Saar only the
barracudas (Sphyraenidae) yielded more then a dozen bone ﬁnds.
Like the remaining ﬁsh on the species list, they were numerically
and by weight only of minimal importance for the diet.
As previously mentioned, the ﬁsh spectrum of Saar closely reﬂects the range on oﬀer at present-day ﬁsh markets in the region.
What is missing or under-represented in the ancient spectrum are
the nowadays important catches of mackerels (Scomberomorinae),
and tunas (Euthynnus aﬃnis and Thunnus spec.), and sardines and
herrings (Clupeidae). These ﬁshes are either caught with techniques not available during ancient times (such as trawling) or
are caught in the open sea, further away from the coast than the
ancient ﬁshermen of Saar seem to have ventured. Coastal ﬁshing
was most commonly practised at Saar. It can be assume that ﬁshing with hook and line was the usual technique to catch the big
specimens of jacks, groupers and emperors which are generally in
the upper size range of today’s catches or even larger. Fish-hooks
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of copper or bronze, from ﬂoors, occupation levels and even pits in
some buildings, including Bldg 207, display variation in size and
shape. There are barbed and unbarbed hooks, with ﬂat to round
cross-sections, ranging in length from under 2 cm to 7 cm and in
thickness from under 1 to 7 mm (see Fig. 5.3). Since most of them
are fragmented or bent it is not easy to reconstruct their original
shape, but it is the presence of such variation that is signiﬁcant.
It shows that at Saar they ﬁshed for a variety of ﬁshes and had
knowledge about the behaviour of the targeted ﬁsh groups.
Today, the use of haddrahs (big stationary ﬁsh traps made of
wood and palm-fronds) remains characteristic of the ﬁshing industry of Bahrain (Desse-Berset 1995). Fish entering the intertidal zone
at high tide are caught in the enclosures and are kept there when
the waters retreat during low tide. Haddrahs are extremely suitable
for the waters around Bahrain, where the sea bed is ﬂat and the
intertidal zone is quite extended. In such environments haddrahs
are very eﬀective for catching demersal ﬁshes. Many of the ﬁshes
represented in Saar could have been caught in haddrahs: emperors,
groupers, seabreams, rabbitﬁshes, parrotﬁshes, sea catﬁshes, and also
young barracudas enter the intertidal zone at high tide. The rabbitﬁshes in particular, which have a small mouth and are normally not
caught by hook and line, and small barracudas, which are not so rare
in Saar, might indicate such installations. The use of nets for catching these ﬁshes cannot, of course, be excluded.
It is not possible to catch pelagic or semipelagic species of the
Scombridae family (tunas and mackerels) in haddrahs. In ancient
times they must have been caught mainly by hook and line, because drift-nets large enough to catch these species were probably not in use. Their proportion within the ﬁsh remains of Saar
is so low that oﬀshore ﬁshing must have been insigniﬁcant. On
the other hand, ﬁshing in very shallow coastal waters and lagoons
must be assumed and seems to have been of some importance.
Such habitats are represented at Saar by seabreams of the genus
Rhabdosargus, which are numerically signiﬁcant. Other species
of these habitats, like guitar ﬁshes (Rhinobatidae), ﬂatheads (cf.
Platicephalus indicus) or silver biddies (Gerreidae) are mostly represented by single ﬁnds only.
Some of the well represented species, such as emperors
(Lethrinidae), large sea-breams (Acanthopagrus spec.), golden
trevallies (Gnathanodon speciosus), and also barracudas (Sphyraena
spec.) and snappers (Lutjanidae), hatch in such inshore habitats.
However, juveniles of these species are rarely found in Saar. This is
in contrast to the situation at the late ﬁfth millennium bc site of
al-Markh on the west coast of Bahrain, where ﬁshing in lagoons
or shallow waters was the prevailing form of ﬁshing (Driesch and
Manhart 2000). This problem will be considered again when dealing with the geographical origin of the ﬁshes found at Saar.
Fishing practices at Saar can be compared to the contemporary
situation at Qala’at al-Bahrain. One has to keep in mind, though,
that the ﬁsh remains from the Danish excavations 519 and 520 at
Qala’at al-Bahrain derive from handpicked bone ﬁnds and are
therefore not directly comparable with those from Saar where
sieving was applied.
Diﬀerences in quantitative proportions of major ﬁsh species
(Fig. 8.10) from Qala’at al-Bahrain and Saar should therefore be
interpreted with caution. On the other hand, one may assume that
ﬁsh-bones above a certain size and with good diagnostic features
would have the same chance of being retrieved with or without
sieving. This should be particularly true for the big bones of large
specimens of the King soldier bream, Argyros spinifer. Their jaw
bones and the characteristic hyperostotic bones on top of the
skull are quite common at Qala’at al-Bahrain but hardly to be
found in Saar. The same is true for bigger shark vertebrae from
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Fig. 8.10 Bone-weight proportions of major fish families at
Qala’at al-Bahrain and Saar

requiem and hammerhead sharks. One may conclude that these
ﬁshes were either not esteemed as food or not easily available
to consumers at Saar. The ﬁrst possibility is not likely because
seabreams in particular range among the excellent food ﬁsh, and
the big size of Argyrops would have made this species even more
desirable. It is more probable, therefore, that these ﬁsh were not
in easy reach for the people of Saar. This indicates that they did
not get their ﬁsh from the same sources as the inhabitants of
Qala’at al-Bahrain but rather from coasts closer to the site. Big
soldier breams as well as larger sharks would more likely have
been caught in the open waters north of the island, which are the
natural ﬁshing grounds for Qala’at al-Bahrain. To the west and
northwest of Bahrain, where ﬁshermen based at Saar would have
gone ﬁrst, the waters are divided by small islands and stay shallow for a long distance. To a minor extent, the observed diﬀerences between Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain may also have been
caused by divergent socio-economic conditions. Diﬀerences in
status or wealth and diﬀerent sizes of consumer groups or households are only two possible explanations for varying preferences
with regard to ﬁsh consumption.
Diﬀerences not only exist between the two compared sites but
also between diﬀerent buildings within Saar itself. While the differences between Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain could be inﬂuenced
by the sampling techniques, this should not be the case between
the diﬀerent buildings of Saar because they were excavated in
the same manner. Numerically the emperors or Lethrinidae were
the most frequent ﬁsh in all buildings. The inhabitants of Bldg
208 seem to have been especially fond of this ﬁsh (Fig. 8.10).
Interestingly, this is not only expressed in the amount of ﬁnds but
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Fig. 8.11 Relative frequencies of standard lengths of emperors
(Lethrinus spec.) in different buildings at Saar

also in a preference for particularly large ﬁsh (Fig. 8.11). The preferred size in Bldg 208 was well over 35 cm and up to 50 cm standard length,³ whereas in Bldg 207 emperors of about 35 cm were the
most abundant size class together with some larger specimens. In
Bldg 205 there is a marked variability of size classes. At Qala’at
al-Bahrain 519 the size distribution of the emperors was similar to
that of Bldg 208 in Saar.
How can these diﬀerences be explained? As the bone assemblages from all buildings represent a fairly long time of bone accumulation, one would expect an even distribution of ﬁsh species and
sizes if every building had the same opportunity to receive every
kind of ﬁsh. Theoretically, this assumption could be tested but, in
the present case, a meaningful statistical test is excluded by the
fact that realistic numbers of ﬁsh-individuals cannot be produced
from the numbers or weights of the isolated bone ﬁnds. It seems
reasonable, nevertheless, to assume that the variation in quantity
and size of the emperors is due to some kind of more-or-less conscious selection by the inhabitants of the respective buildings.
In a larger number of unselected catches of emperors, their size
variation would reﬂect the demography of the exploited population, depending, of course, on the ﬁshing grounds and the ﬁshery techniques. The majority of the emperors found in Saar were
probably caught in ﬁsh traps together with a large range of other
species. Among the species that are likely to enter traps, there is
no further selection except for the minimum size of the retained
individuals, which depends on the mesh-size of the screening used
for the particular trap. A time-span of several decades, which is
certainly the case here, would most likely have levelled out the
natural diﬀerences between the individual catches. The taphonomic processes would have had an additional eﬀect on eliminating particularities, thus leading to a high degree of uniformity of
the resulting bone waste embedded in the archaeological layers.
Therefore, causes related to the behaviour of the consumers of the
ﬁsh are the most likely explanation for the diﬀerences observed
from building to building at Saar. Recent observations about traditional ﬁshing communities in Pakistan support this assumption.
They show that means and preferences of ﬁsh consumers do lead
to diﬀerent selections of species, sizes and body parts of the consumed ﬁsh (Belcher 1998).
An attempt to apply this to the interpretation of the Saar observations requires an initial assumption that the inhabitants of
the various buildings were able to select the ﬁshes they wanted.
Although most ﬁshing techniques are selective to some extent,
they generally produce a broad range of more-or-less wanted
species and size classes of ﬁshes. Thus, conscious selection means
that only particular specimens out of the ‘natural’ catches were
used. Probably this means that the inhabitants of the buildings
under study did not catch their ﬁsh themselves or, if they did
so, they did not use their complete catches. A possible, though
unlikely explanation might be that every household did its own
ﬁshing and then exchanged the unwanted part of the catches
with other households. Given the fact that Saar is situated 3.5 km
from the west coast of the island, another explanation seems
more likely: ﬁshermen from the coast may have oﬀered their
catches as exchange goods to the inhabitants of Saar, who in
turn had an opportunity to select what they wanted. This might
indicate some sort of a market system. As an alternative, ﬁsh
caught by specialized parts of the population could have been
distributed to the households at Saar according to what they deserved within the context of the prevailing social rules. Status- or
value-related distribution systems of food items are clearly indicated by the spatial pattern of bone waste at Qala’at al-Bahrain
(M. Uerpmann and H.-P. Uerpmann 1997).
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As the diﬀerences between the sampled buildings at Saar reﬂect long-term conditions, individual food preferences may not be
the best explanation for the observed selection. Social diﬀerences
between households, on the other hand, may have been stable for
several generations. In any case, a controlled system of ﬁsh distribution, perhaps some kind of ﬁsh marketing, is the most likely
explanation for the observed diﬀerences between the studied samples.
It was assumed above that the ﬁsh consumed at Saar came from
the northwest coast of Bahrain, which is the shore nearest to the ancient town. However, this assumption requires some consideration.
The hydrological situation of Saar during its time of occupation may
have been quite diﬀerent from what it is now. Marine sediments
were found to the east of Saar where an inlet reaching towards the
site from the east coast may have provided a direct connection to the
sea in this direction (see Chapter 11). If this inlet was contemporary
with the occupation of the site, it would have implications for the
whole economy of Saar. The east coast, which is farther away from
Saar today than the west coast — 8 km as opposed to only half that
distance — would then have been accessible by boat from close to
the ancient town. In addition, the former inlet might also have been
a local ﬁshing ground for the inhabitants of Saar. Unfortunately, the
geological investigations were not conclusive with regard to the dating of the ancient inlet. In any case, the ﬁsh remains found at Saar
do not indicate to any degree a source such as an inlet or lagoon, or
even the east coast of the island.
Although a postulated market situation or a socially-controlled
system of ﬁsh distribution at Saar may conceal to a large extent
the geographical origin of the consumed ﬁsh, some indications for
ﬁshing in an inlet should have remained visible. It has already been
pointed out that ﬁshing in inlets, estuaries and lagoons is indi25
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Fig. 8.12 Distribution of the length (SL) of emperors (Lethrinidae) at
Saar, Qala’at al-Bahrain and Tell Abraq (UAE)

cated not only by the predominance of certain species, but also by
the occurrence of smaller size classes of those ﬁshes which favour
such habitats as juveniles. As an example, the high proportion of
small emperors within the ﬁsh-bone assemblage from the ‘ﬁshlayer’ at Tell Abraq (Uerpmann 2001) indicates the extensive use of
the nearby lagoon as a ﬁshing ground by ﬁshermen of the second
millennium bc on the eastern coast of the Gulf (Fig. 8.12). At Saar,
however, there is little evidence for ﬁshing in protected water.
Looking at today’s ﬁshery statistics (Directorate of Fisheries
1995), the catches on the east coast diﬀer from those on the west
coast of Bahrain (Fig. 8.13). Although these statistics clearly depend
on modern ﬁshing technologies, they still indicate some basic ecological traits of the waters around the island. In particular, the high
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catches of rabbitﬁsh (Siganidae) and the low proportion of emperors (Lethrinidae) landed at the port of Jaw on the east coast clearly
contradict our quantitative observations at Saar. Taking all lines of
evidence together, it seems most likely that the inhabitants of Saar
received most of their ﬁshes from the northwest coast of the island,
which is adjacent to rich and varied marine environments. This implies that the observed features of the ﬁsh economy at Saar are valid
and not a result of diﬀerent ecological conditions in the past.
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Fig. 8.13 Catches of major fish families in 1995 at villages on the west,
north, and east coasts of Bahrain, and from the Saar settlement. (The
Saar data is expressed as bone-weight percentages of the respective
fish families among the total bone finds from Bldgs 205, 207, and 208)

Remains of amphibians and reptiles
The ﬁnds of cold-blooded terrestrial vertebrates from Saar are rare
and have little relevance for the economy of the ancient settlement. As they are of particular zoological and ecological interest,
however, not only the ﬁnds from the buildings studied in detail are
presented here but also those that were encountered from other
contexts examined during our work at the site.
There are 23 amphibian vertebrae, some of them with preserved
lateral processes typical of the Anura (frogs and toads). There is
also a shaft of a long bone with the tubular structure of amphibian bones (I13:001:01, from Bldg 200). The animals represented by
these bones were larger than an adult toad (Bufo bufo) in our comparative collection, and the vertebrae were diﬀerent from those of
the toad. As observed by Gallagher (1971 and pers. comm.), the
lake frog, Rana ridibunda, is the only amphibian on Bahrain today.
There was no comparative material of this large frog at our disposal, but the large size of the vertebrae may well indicate that
they actually represent this species. Another vertebra of the same
kind was found in the temple (in context 1504). The presence of a
frog bone in the temple may have to do with the already attested
use of freshwater in this context (Glover 1997: 85ﬀ.).
Most of the few reptile bones from Saar derive from marine
turtles, which — as animals of economic importance — will be
dealt with separately below. In addition, however, there are two
small pieces of the bony carapace of a freshwater tortoise. The
specimens were found in Bldg 53 ( J17:006:04; L17:056:01). They
may be from the same individual and do not appear to be intrusive to the layers. One of them is from the sharp posterior
margin of the ventral carapace (plastron), and the other is from
the inguinal area where the plastron is connected to the dorsal
carapace. According to Gallagher (ibid.) the Caspian terrapin,
Mauremys caspica, occurs on Bahrain today. Although it is dif-
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Taxa

Bldg 53

Bldg 205 Bldg 207 Bldg 208 Bldg 209

Unidentiﬁed frog, Anura indet. (Rana ridibunda ?)

25

Unidentiﬁed marine turtles, Chelonidae indet.

1

2

Hawksbill turtle, Eretmochelys imbricata
Caspian terrapine, Mauremys caspica

Total

2
2

3
2

Unidentiﬁed snakes

3

Cormorant, Phalacrocorax spec.

3

4

2

3

1

3

*23

2

15

Houbara bustard, Chlamydotis undulata
Unidentiﬁed birds

*1

*includes specimens mentioned by Dobney and Jaques (1994), and Moon and Irving (1997)

Table 8.3 Amphibian, reptile and bird remains

ﬁcult to compare the young specimen of this taxon in our comparative collection with the Saar bones (which indicate a much
larger animal), there is agreement to the extent that this appears
to be the most probable identiﬁcation for the ﬁnds from Bldg
53. The identiﬁcation is important, because it indicates that the
occurrence of the Caspian terrapin is autochthonous. This suggests that open freshwater ponds or streams were close to the
settlement, where terrapins could reach their adult size and their
population could thrive and propagate in spite of the general
desert climate of the island.
There are three vertebrae belonging to one or more snakes
which could not be identiﬁed further because of lack of comparative skeletons (K16:029:20, from the inner room of Bldg 51). It
does not seem to be one of the marine snakes of the Arabian Gulf,
however, which have fairly high spinal processes not present in the
Saar specimen.
Compared to other sites in the Gulf area the frequency of
marine turtle remains is remarkably low at Saar. Among the
bone ﬁnds from the buildings evaluated for this study there are
only four bones with a total weight of 75 gm, indicating that turtles were not of importance for the subsistence of the inhabitants. Except for Bldg 209, there were only occasional ﬁnds of
small bone fragments of turtles: one piece (2 gm) of the bony
carapace from Bldg 205, and one small radius fragment (1.1 gm)
from the deep sounding in the temple. Bldg 209 yielded a left
proximal and a left distal humerus fragment (44 gm and 28 gm),
which do not seem to be from the same individual. Both fragments can be determined as representing the hawksbill turtle,
Eretmochelys imbricata. They are of the same size, both representing adult individuals. The greatest breadth of the distal fragment is approximately 48 mm, which closely corresponds to the
respective measurement of a comparative skeleton of an adult
female from the Gulf of Oman in the Tübingen collection. A
ﬁfth turtle bone from Saar (only identiﬁed from osteometry) is
another humerus which seems to have been used as a pestle or
for another process which destroyed part of the proximal end
(6016:01). As it could not be taken to Tübingen for comparative
identiﬁcation, its speciﬁc zoological provenance remains open.
In terms of size it agrees with the other two humeri. The distal breadth is 50 mm and the smallest breadth of the shaft is
26.5 mm. The preserved length is 120 mm.
Humeri are the most noticeable turtle bones and the three
ﬁnds from Saar may have been collected on the beach and taken
to the settlement for reasons unconnected with diet. The hawksbill
is the source of ‘turtle shell’, an important raw material for precious objects in antiquity, while its ﬂesh is considered less tasty
than that of the green turtle. Even if the bones do represent waste
of consumed animals, this source of meat cannot have been important for the inhabitants of Saar. In contemporary sampled lay-

ers from two areas of Qala’at al-Bahrain many more turtle bones
were found, more in absolute numbers and weights as well as in
relation to other vertebrates (M. Uerpmann and H.-P. Uerpmann
1994, 1997). During the fourth and third millennia bc turtles were
of even greater importance at sites in southeastern Arabia (e.g. M.
Uerpmann 2001; H.-P. Uerpmann and M. Uerpmann 2003).
Possible reasons for the scarcity of turtle remains at Saar may be
found in simple environmental causes related to the distance between site and coast. Turtle meat, like that of sea-cows, may have
been brought to Saar without bones, leaving no material evidence
for the nutritional importance of these animals. Given the diﬃculties of deﬂeshing a turtle, such is unlikely to have been the case.
Cultural avoidance of this kind of food should also be considered
as a possibility.⁴

Bird remains
At Saar, as at other sites of the third and second millennia bc in
the Arabian Gulf area, cormorant bones are not rare. While a single bone has been identiﬁed as common cormorant, Phalacrocorax
carbo (Dobney and Jaques 1994: 116), those well enough preserved
for speciﬁc identiﬁcation in our material belong to the Socotra
cormorant, P. nigrogularis. This latter species is a breeding resident
in the southern Gulf area (Aspinall 1995), while the former is a
winter migrant from the north. In total, 22 cormorant bones were
identiﬁed, with a weight of 27.9 gm. Fifteen bird bone fragments
with a weight of 7.1 gm remained unidentiﬁed, none of which indicated the presence of another bird species. With the exception of
Bldg 207 a few cormorant bones were present in all the buildings
examined.
Cormorants are less frequent at Saar than at Qala’at alBahrain, and are rare in comparison with coastal sites of the Umm
an-Nar culture, e.g. Umm an-Nar Island itself (Hoch 1979: 1995)
or Tell Abraq (M. Uerpmann 2001: 228). Cormorant bones are
light and easily carried inside a bird carcass. The distance from
the coast, where the birds must have been taken, cannot be the
reason for their scarcity at Saar. On the eastern coast of the Gulf
they were transported as far inland as Mleiha (Gautier and Van
Neer 1999: 110). Like the scarcity of turtle bones, the low number
of cormorant remains at Saar might indicate local food traditions
diverging from those of comparable sites along the southeastern
Arabian Gulf coast.
In addition to cormorants a single bone ﬁnd from the temple
was identiﬁed as Houbara bustard, Chlamydotis undulate, (Moon
and Irving 1997: Fig. 82).
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Taxa

Bldg 53

Bldg 205 Bldg 207 Bldg 208 Bldg 209

Total

Cattle, BOS

15

12

3

4

4

84

Sheep, OVIS

32

10

18

3

9

236

Goat, CAPRA

8

2

2

2

80

Sheep or goat, OVIS s. CAPRA

52

24

130

18

15

372

Sheep and goat, OVIS et CAPRA

91

36

150

21

26

688

Donkey, ASINUS

1

Domestic animals, total

108

*8
48

153

Unident. small ruminants

1

4

1

Wild or domestic mammals, total

1

4

5

10

17

Black rat, Rattus rattus

2

25

30

780

29

Lesser jerboa, Jaculus jaculus

12

Spotted mongoose, Herpestes auropunctatus auropunctatus

*4

Grey mongoose, Herpestes edwardsi

*2

Mongoose, Herpestes spec.

4

*12

Red fox, Vulpes vulpes

*8

Unident. dolphin, Delphinidae indet.

2

Seacow, Dugong dugon

*12

Wild camel, Camelus dromedarius

*5

White oryx, Oryx leucoryx

1

Sand gazelle, Gazella subgutturosa

2

1

2

Gazelle, Gazella spec.

12

8

7

Wild mammals, total

21

19

24

0

2

1

7
4

2

56

4

153

Unidentiﬁed mammal remains:
Small mammal

1

Small to medium sized mammal
Medium sized mammal
Medium to large mammal
Large mammal

41

40

160

7

8

4

25

1

18

14

3

68

67

190

9

793

1395

950

Undetermined bones

5

9

Unidentiﬁed, total
Fish (Table 8.2)
Amphibians and reptiles (Table 8.3)

2

1

Birds (Table 8.3)

5

7

204

936

Total number

10

1

1766

16

350
3141

2

35

1

5

39

984

57

4503

*includes specimens mentioned by Dobney and Jaques (1994: 107, Table 1)

Table 8.4 Mammal remains

Remains of wild mammals
There are two categories of wild mammals represented among the
bone ﬁnds from Saar: animals hunted for their meat or skin, and
more or less commensal animals that lived and died in the settlement without contributing to human subsistence or economy. The
last category is mainly represented by many rodent bones, most of
which can be attributed to the black rat (Rattus rattus). Evidently
the ancient township already suﬀered from this pest, which is assumed to have spread with early sea trade from its original range
on the Indian subcontinent (Niethammer 1975, Mosseri-Marlio
2003). In addition to rat bones, there are gnaw-marks on other
bone ﬁnds indicating that the rats lived in the settlement itself.
In Bldgs 205 and 207, where detailed provenience of the gnawed
specimens is known, they were mainly found in the inner rooms.
Rats obviously closely shared the domestic space in the settlement
with the human inhabitants. The gnaw marks on bone refuse also
indicate that the occurrence of the rats was contemporary with the
ancient settlement and that the rat bones are not — as might be
assumed — later intrusions to the archaeological layers.
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This may in fact be the case with the other rodent whose bones
were found at Saar. The lesser jerboa, Jaculus jaculus, was found in
two contexts. In Area 20 of Bldg 5 there were the bones of the two
hind legs, femura, tibiae, metatarsals and some phalanges of a subadult individual with open epiphyses distal at the femur and proximal at the tibia (F16:008:02). From the open area around the well,
there was a single femur of an adult jerboa (context 6005). Jerboas
are digging animals. The two hind legs in particular look like the
remains of an animal that died in its burrow. On the other hand, it
is reported that jerboas are eaten by the bedouin in Iraq (Harrison
1972: 425). It cannot be excluded, therefore, that the bones found in
Saar derive from human consumption.
Other animals that may have entered the archaeological layers
by their own burrowing activities are the mongooses, Herpestes
auropunctatus and H. edwardsi. There is a left mandible from the
temple (context 1780) which belongs to the smaller gold-spotted
mongoose, H. auropunctatus. A maxilla and two mandibles of this
species have already been illustrated by Dobney and Jaques (1994:
116), identiﬁed, however, as grey mongoose, H. edwardsi, which
is the only known mongoose on Bahrain today. Based on their
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a

b

5 cm

Fig. 8.14 Mandible of mongoose from Saar (a) in comparison to a mandible of Herpestes edwardsi from Qala’at al-Bahrain (b)

small size these specimens have subsequently been reassigned to
the smaller gold-spotted mongoose (M. Uerpmann 1995) which
was also found at Qala’at al-Bahrain, but is not known to occur
on the island today. The additional ﬁnd from the temple conﬁrms
the identiﬁcation of this species at Saar. However, the grey mongoose does also occur. There are two slightly larger mandibles,
one with teeth and the other badly damaged. The former (1159:02
from Bldg 200) is better preserved. It has a carnassial tooth that
diﬀers from the specimen found in the temple and agrees with
the specimens of H. edwardsi from Qala’at al-Bahrain. The latter
is not really identiﬁable but ﬁts the comparative material from
Qala’at al-Bahrain in its preserved features.⁵ Fig. 8.14 depicts one
of the two identiﬁable mandibles from Saar in comparison with
a specimen from Qala’at al-Bahrain (Exc. 519, context TO). The
diﬀerence in size and shape is obvious between the specimen
from the temple (Fig. 8.14a) and the one from Qala’at al-Bahrain
(Fig. 8.14b). The other identiﬁable mandible from Saar is from
a juvenile animal. The permanent premolars in front of the carnassial are just breaking through. The carnassial has the same
conﬁguration and size as the one from Qala’at al-Bahrain and
diﬀers from the shorter tooth of the temple specimen. The occurrence of both species of mongooses at Saar is interesting with
regard to the hypothesis that the smaller H. auropunctatus was
indigenous to Bahrain and had been replaced by H. edwardsi in
proto-historic times, when people brought this animal in a semidomesticated state from the Indian subcontinent (M. Uerpmann
1995). The ﬁnds from Saar indicate that this process started as
early as the beginning of the second millennium bc. The intentional spread of the grey mongoose may have been related to the
inadvertent spread of rats and other commensal animal pests that
accompanied early sea trade.
The identiﬁcation of postcranial remains of mongooses is not
as easy as the size diﬀerence between the mandibles suggests. Bldg
53 yielded small fragments of a skull and of the major bones of a
left foreleg (context 2666), and a single right tibia was found in
Bldg 220 (5215:01). Although these ﬁnds are slightly smaller than
the respective elements of H. edwardsi from Qala’at al-Bahrain,
we prefer to leave their speciﬁc identiﬁcation open.
Some bones of foxes, which have already been described and illustrated (Dobney and Jaques 1994: Fig. 15), probably belong to the
anthropogenic fauna of the site. The mandible fragment from Bldg
14 is charred (F17:020:01), and it may be noted that foxes were eaten
regularly at many sites in the Middle East. The ﬁnds from Saar clearly represent the red fox, Vulpes vulpes. One of the bones, a calcaneus,
is from a very young individual, the other bones represent one or
two adults. Fox is not mentioned for Bahrain by Harrison and Bates

(1991). As one of the most common small carnivores in Arabia today
and during the Holocene, it must, however, have reached the island
before it was cut oﬀ from the mainland. According to Dobney and
Jaques (1994), there are indications that foxes are present on Bahrain
today, but it is unclear whether these animals are newcomers via the
recent causeway from the Saudi Arabian mainland or whether they
are remnants of an original population.
A single bone represents a medium-sized dolphin. It is a loose
ventral arch and medial process of a tail vertebra of an animal between 2 and 4 m in length. As such, it is a typical piece of bone
that remains in the ﬂesh of an animal butchered on the beach. The
same is likely for the pieces of dugong ribs mentioned by Dobney
and Jaques (1994: 114). Compared to other sites of the third and
second millennia bc along the Arabian Gulf coast, sea mammals
are very rarely represented at Saar. It is possible, though, that their
contribution to the diet of the inhabitants was higher than indicated by the faunal remains. Large and heavy animals like seacows or dolphins would have had to be butchered on the beach.
As stated by Dobney and Jaques (1994), only small pieces of bone
left in the butchered meat would have had a chance to get into the
archaeological layers in Saar.
The camel, Camelus dromedarius, is one of the most interesting
animals discovered at Saar. It is considered here to have been a
wild animal on the island in the second millennium bc, hunted
by the people of Saar for its meat. Apart from ﬁsh, the camel was
actually the most import source of ‘wild’ protein, if bone weight is
used as a parameter for the contribution of particular animals to
the diet. There is no reason to assume that the wild camels of the
island were overexploited as early as the beginning of the second
millennium bc. As today, early settlements on Bahrain were concentrated in the north, leaving enough space for viable populations
of wild ungulates in the larger and desert-like southern half. On
the other hand, wild camels are prone to overhunting because of
their slow reproduction. At Tell Abraq on the eastern Gulf coast,
heavy exploitation of wild dromedaries in the Early Bronze Age
led to their decrease and local extermination towards the end
of the Bronze Age (M. Uerpmann 2001). There, camel bones reappear in the archaeological sequence during the Iron Age 2 with
a somewhat smaller form, considered to represent the domestic
dromedary (H.-P. Uerpmann and M. Uerpmann 2002).
The camel species present at Saar is the one-humped camel,
Camelus dromedarius, as documented by the slender shape of the
posterior ﬁrst phalanx illustrated by Dobney and Jaques (1994:
Fig. 13), which is the best-preserved ﬁnd of this species at Saar.
Apart from several long-bone shaft fragments there is one other
ﬁrst phalanx of large size. As observed at Tell Abraq and Umm
an-Nar (H.-P. Uerpmann and M. Uerpmann 2002), some of the
wild dromedaries — probably the males — were much heavier than
most modern dromedaries. The occurrence of such a large specimen is evidence for the wild nature of the dromedaries present at
Saar. It must, however, be clearly stated that such a small complex
of ﬁnds does not by itself allow conclusions to be drawn about
domestication. Without reference to the much larger complexes
of camel remains from the UAE, the status of the Saar dromedaries would have had to be left open. Within the larger context of
sites in the central and eastern Gulf area of Arabia, the position of
Saar clearly corresponds to other second and third millennia settlements where the wild camel population of the surroundings was
used as a source of additional meat.
The sand gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa marica) and the oryx antelope (Oryx leucoryx) are the classic game animals of the Arabian
desert. Remains of these animals are more frequent at Saar than at
Qala’at al-Bahrain. Hunting contributed more to the diet at Saar,
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which is situated closer to the more desert-like south of the island,
than at Dilmun’s capital, which lay directly on the north coast. If
the assumption of an inlet reaching towards Saar from the east
coast is correct, Saar would also have controlled the bottleneck
area for movements of the wild fauna between the well-watered
north of the island and the dryer south.
While the identiﬁcation of the oryx bones is unproblematic because of the clear morphological characters of most skeletal parts
of this species, the positive identiﬁcation of the Arabian rheem or
sand gazelle was only possible in a complete male horn core with
preserved base and a piece of the frontal bone. The position of the
horn base close to the median suture of the frontal is typical for G.
subgutturosa and the slenderness and shape, together with a slight
homonym twist, is typical for the Arabian subspecies. The characteristic female horn cores of G. s. marica were not among the
ﬁnds of the buildings studied, nor could they be isolated among
the other materials looked through by the present authors.

Fig. 8.15 Seal from Saar with donkey and rider (2144:01)

Domestic animals
The list of domestic animals found at Saar is short, comprising
only the donkey and the three domestic ruminants, sheep, goat
and cattle.⁶ The donkey remains from Saar are as problematic as
the camel remains. There is no morphological evidence for their
domestic status, and they could derive from wild animals. The wild
ass, Equus africanus, occurred naturally on the adjacent mainland
(Uerpmann 1987: 1991) and could have reached Bahrain before
it became an island. However, there is a seal from Saar showing
a rider on an animal that must have been a donkey.⁷ This seal
is evidence enough that domestic donkeys were known at Saar.
Therefore it is more likely that the equid remains from the site are
from a domestic rather than a wild ass. In southern Mesopotamia
the evidence for domestic donkeys goes back to the end of the
fourth millennium bc. In southeastern Arabia the use of donkeys
seems to have begun during the Umm an-Nar period and was
clearly established in the second millennium bc. Thus, the position of Bahrain in the middle of a zone of early use of donkeys
further increases the probability of a domestic status for the asi-
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Fig. 8.16 A bull depicted on a seal from Saar (5168:01)

nine remains from Saar. As can be seen from the number of ﬁnds
(Table 8.4), equids were not important for meat production in
Saar. However, the bones of animals used for riding or as beasts of
burden do not necessarily end up as kitchen refuse. The scarcity of
donkey remains may therefore not reﬂect accurately the economic
importance of donkeys at Saar.
With regard to their potential products, cattle (bos) are the
most versatile domesticates found at Saar. Their meat is highly appreciated and their skin, bones, horns and other substances from
their body are important raw materials that can be extracted from
the slaughtered animal. In addition, they produce milk and can be
used for labour. While there is little doubt that the bodily products of slaughtered cattle were used at Saar, evidence for the use of
their lifetime products is not obvious.⁸
Draught cattle often have bone alterations which indicate that
they have been used for labour. Among the cattle bones from Saar,
which were checked for such indications, there were only two ﬁrst
phalanges where the tuberosities for the axial ligaments of the
distal articulation were somewhat hypertrophic. This may indicate
that these animals had to work occasionally, but it can also be the
result of other mild forms of stress. On the whole there are no
indications for intense labour visible in the cattle bones from Saar.
This is in accordance with the fact that the average size of cattle at
Saar is comparatively low — lower in any case than at Tell Abraq
or at Qala’at al-Bahrain where clear indications for draught cattle
were found (M. Uerpmann and H.-P. Uerpmann 1994: 427).
Indications for milking have to be derived from the demography of the slaughtered animals. Dairy animals are normally kept
for several years while their oﬀspring, in particular the males, are
killed early in order to reserve the milk for human consumption.
This leads to a particular age proﬁle in the bone ﬁnds: there has
to be a substantial proportion of skeletal remains from fully adult
cows before milking can be postulated. This is not the case at Saar.
There are only two vertebra with the fused epiphyses that indicate
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Fig. 8.17 Bovid skull found in Bldg 220
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adult cattle. In addition, all the calves seem to have lived beyond
their ﬁrst year. Slaughtering took place mainly from the second to
the beginning of the fourth year. This kind of age-proﬁle is considered typical for beef production. Thus, neither milk nor labour
seem to have been major motivations for cattle husbandry at Saar.
As will be discussed later, beef was a much less important constituent of the meat eaten at Saar than mutton. On the whole,
cattle were a minor factor in the subsistence and economy of the
settlement. Nevertheless, there is one bone ﬁnd of bos from Bldg
53 which deserves further discussion: a small lateral fragment of
the distal end of a left humerus of an animal larger than all other
cattle identiﬁed in the bone sample. It was recorded in the ﬁeld as
‘wild or domestic cattle’. Not enough of the bone was preserved for
measurements to be taken, but its morphology was compared with
that of aurochs and water buﬀalo. However, it is not big enough
to be from a wild bovine and morphologically does not ﬁt with
buﬀaloes. Instead the closest ﬁt is with zebu cattle. The bone has a
particular exostosis above the verticillus of the trochlea humeri similar to that found in our comparative material of Arabian zebus,
one that is a diﬀerent shape or completely lacking in our taurine
skeletons. Consequently, the possibility that this ﬁnd from Saar
might provide osteological evidence for the import of zebu bulls
from India for breeding purposes required further investigation.
As has been shown convincingly by MacHugh et al. (1998), the
spread of zebu characteristics among African cattle populations is
due almost exclusively to the use of imported zebu bulls for breeding. Such imports must inevitably also have been the origin of the
spread of zebus from their centre of domestication in the larger
Indus valley to Mesopotamia, the Arabian shores of the Gulf, and
Oman, from where they may have been taken along the coast of
the Indian Ocean towards Dhofar, the Yemen and over to Africa.
In order to test the potential origin of the animal represented by
the humerus fragment from Saar, a sample was submitted for dna
extraction.⁹ According to preliminary results, the animal did not have
a zebu mother. Whether it had a zebu father—and hence looked
like a zebu itself—is still a matter of further investigation. According
to ﬁgurines and pottery decorations from Mesopotamia and the
Gulf area, humped cattle were already widespread by the beginning
of the second millennium bc. Judging by the morphological similarity of the ﬁnd from Saar to recent humped cattle from southeastern
Arabia, most of these animals originated from a basic stock of taurine cattle crossed with imported zebu bulls of Indian origin.
The main milking animal at Saar was the goat (capra). Before
dealing with milking, however, a few words should be said about
the type of goats found at Saar. They were a small breed, similar
in size to those found at Qala’at al-Bahrain and on Bronze Age
sites on the coast of the Emirates and across the Oman Peninsula,
and were probably not very diﬀerent from the local goats kept in
the Arabian Gulf area today. There is a clear size diﬀerence between these goats and those from southern Mesopotamia (M.
Uerpmann and H.-P. Uerpmann 1994, 1997). Extrapolating from
the few complete metapodials, the shoulder height of the goats
at Saar can be calculated as around 60 cm, which is similar to unimproved local breeds today. There were no indications from our
analysis of the bone material that the management of goats at Saar
went beyond the requirements of individual households.
Unfortunately, the number of well-identiﬁed goat remains
from the buildings studied in detail is insuﬃcient to provide clear
evidence for milking. As expected, there are some bones of very
young goats from Saar — indicating the early slaughtering of some
kids — in addition to a higher proportion of adult females, but the
numerical evidence is inconclusive and statistically insigniﬁcant.
Although they are more abundant, the same is true for the well-
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Fig. 8.18 Distribution curves of frequencies of Size-index values (LSI)
for the sheep remains from Saar and Qala’at al-Bahrain

identiﬁed sheep bones. In any case, as juvenile bones of sheep and
goat are more diﬃcult to identify at the level of species than those
of adults, the relative proportions of young ones are more diﬃcult to evaluate. Therefore the demography of the small domestic
ruminants has often to be dealt with by considered both species
together. According to 185 age-classiﬁed sheep/goat bones, less
than 15 of the animals were slaughtered as juveniles, and almost
45 became adult before they were consumed. This is a fairly high
percentage of adults, indicating the use of lifetime products of the
small ruminants. As the well-identiﬁed sheep and goat bones do
not indicate a clear diﬀerence in the age proﬁle of the two species,
it may well have been the case that both were used for milking.
However, the lifetime product of sheep may have been wool rather
than milk, while the use of goat hair for textile production can not
be excluded.
As has been pointed out elsewhere (M. Uerpmann and H.-P.
Uerpmann 1999), the sheep from Saar mainly represent a local
breed. They diﬀer remarkably in size from the contemporary stock
of sheep kept at Qala’at al-Bahrain. The metrical evaluation of
sheep bones from that site — thought to have been the ancient
capital of Dilmun — indicates that a large breed was kept there,
similar to contemporary Mesopotamian sheep.
At Saar, the majority of the sheep bones do not come from this
large breed. Comparison of the sheep size indices between the two
sites (Fig. 8.18) clearly indicates that a smaller breed was dominant
at Saar. The larger race was of secondary importance. Accordingly,
the size-index curve for the sheep of Saar has two peaks. The more
important one is in the lower range and outside the curve for the
sheep of Qala’at al-Bahrain. The second peak is at the same position as the peak of the Qala’at al-Bahrain sheep. This means that
the inhabitants of Saar also slaughtered some of the larger sheep.
It is possible that they were not only consumed but also kept at
Saar, because the broad outline and the ﬂat top of the size-index
curve might indicate some interbreeding took place.¹⁰ However,
the same form of the curve can also be obtained by the addition
of two independent curves for the two breeds as indicated by the
hypothetical curves ‘a’ and ‘b’ of Fig. 8.18.
Bone ﬁnds of the large sheep were not evenly distributed at
Saar. In the buildings studied in detail (Bldgs 205, 207 – 9) they
were not found at all: only the small type of sheep was present.
The large breed was ﬁrst encountered when studying a sample
from Bldg 53, a large and unusual complex which was occupied
until relatively late in the history of the settlement. It remains an
objective of further studies to ﬁnd out whether the uneven distri-
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Domestic animal economy at Saar
An interesting ﬁgure when considering socio-economic conditions
at an ancient settlement is the ratio between the remains of cattle, sheep and goats. To some extent all three species of domestic
ruminants can replace each other, depending on the particular system of animal economy. The ratio between these species is determined by the natural environment on the one hand, and by social
factors and the particular needs of the consumers on the other.
Animal bone ﬁnds from settlements reﬂect a long term average
of how the former inhabitants balanced their animal economy to
meet these needs and conditions. The relative quantities of diﬀerent species can be used as parameters to determine certain aspects
of human behaviour.
The main products of cattle are meat, milk and labour. Of these,
meat and milk can be replaced by the other two species. Goats
are especially productive with regard to milk, sheep are more esteemed for their meat. The non-replaceable product of sheep is
wool, although the hair of some goat breeds can also be used for
textiles. As cow milk is often preferred over goat milk, and mutton
and beef over goat meat, the goat is normally the least represented
animal among the three species. Goats, however, are well adapted
to aridity. As unspecialized browsers they can exploit even sparse
desert vegetation. In addition, they do not require much health
care and are therefore a sort of insurance, providing a basic stability to human subsistence in a dry environment. Sheep are less
well adapted to conditions in the Gulf area, because they are grazers rather than browsers, and better protected against cold than
against heat. Losses are higher, as illustrated at Saar by the whole
skeletons of infantile and juvenile sheep disposed of in the rubble
and sand of disused buildings. The fairly lush environment around
Saar was nevertheless quite suitable for the locally bred sheep.
The cattle kept on Bahrain in the early second millennium bc
were probably well adapted to the heat, because they most prob-
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bution of the large sheep may be due to chronological diﬀerences
or to a degree of social stratiﬁcation.
According to provisional information,¹¹ the sheep remains found
by the Danish excavations at the Barbar Temple in the northwestern
corner of Bahrain represent the small type of sheep. Apparently no
remains of the large type were found there. This adds a further facet
to the diﬀerentiated picture of ancient stockbreeding in Bahrain,
which will probably become clearer once the wealth of archaeozoological data from continuing excavations at Qala’at al-Bahrain
becomes available.
The smaller sheep at Saar may represent the local stock, which
is known from older sites in the general area such as Tepe Yahya
on the northern side of the Lower Gulf (Meadow 1986), and alBuhais 18 (M. Uerpmann and H.-P. Uerpmann 2000), Hili 8 and
Tell Abraq (Uerpmann in prep.) on its southern side. The larger
breed seems to have been imported in the early second millennium bc and may have been a fat-tail sheep (H.-P. Uerpmann and
M. Uerpmann, in press). With regard to sheep husbandry at Saar,
it should be added that there are several ﬁnds of horn cores which
most probably represent castrates (Fig. 8.19, a–b). Size-wise they
are smaller than a single obvious ram horn core (Fig. 8.19, c). Their
cross-section is semicircular and they are not twisted. At least the
basal quarter is pneumatised, which is typical for wethers (Hatting
1983). Evidence for the castration of male sheep accords well with
the assumption of wool production as mentioned in the context of
age distributions. Although horn size and body size are not necessarily closely correlated, it seems more likely that these horn cores
pertain to the small breed of sheep.
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Fig. 8.19 Horn cores of sheep from Saar

ably derived from the local stock which had been inter-bred with
imported zebus since the third millennium bc. Their usefulness for
the subsistence economy of Saar therefore depended more on the
capability of the consumers to make optimal use of cattle products than on the ability of the animals to be productive. Generally
speaking, the comparatively larger size of cattle requires greater
input by animal keepers but leads to higher output by the animals.
The human side of the system must be able to aﬀord the input and
be prepared to consume the output. With particular regard to cattle, this means that the group size of the consumers must correlate
with the amount produced for consumption. In an open market
economy the number of potential consumers is not strictly limited. In self-contained household units, however, the sheer amount
of meat provided by a single slaughtering event of an ox can be
a severe problem — especially in a hot environment like Bahrain
where the preservation of meat is diﬃcult. Milk and labour — as
the other main products of cattle — are less problematic, because a
‘surplus’ of milk can to some extent be converted into cheese or be
given to the calves, and labour is only produced when it is needed.
Thus, no products will be wasted, but not using them means wasting some of the fodder and care which cattle nevertheless need
for their own well-being. If milk and labour are not really needed,
and the amount of beef is creating problems, it is more economical
to have goats and sheep instead of cattle. It must also be kept in
mind that animal husbandry always requires a certain herd size to
keep reproduction going. The problem of large quantities posed by
having cattle could therefore not be solved by keeping fewer and
fewer individuals.
The relatively low proportion of cattle remains found at Saar,
as seen in Fig. 8.20, might indicate that there was not enough demand for cattle products, in particular for beef, to sustain a constant supply. Cattle may only have been slaughtered at Saar on
particular occasions, such as festive days, which brought together
the necessary number of consumers. Normally, sheep slaughtered by individual households would have provided manageable
amounts of meat, and goats were the normal providers of milk
for the same sort of consumer units. However, as also indicated in
Fig. 8.20, there is quite some variation from building to building.
In addition, low densities of mammal remains, especially in Bldgs
208 and 209 (see Table 8.1), severely decrease the reliability of our
estimations. On the whole it must be kept in mind that ﬁsh, and
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Fig. 8.20 Estimations based on bone weights for the relative contribution
of cattle, sheep and goats to the diet at Saar (the unidentified sheep/goat
remains were divided according to the numerical proportions between
the two species; all unidentified remains of large animals were considered
to be from cattle and all unidentified remains of mediums sized animals
were proportionately added to sheep and goats)

not the meat of the domestic artiodactyls, was the main source of
protein for the inhabitants of Saar.

Concluding remarks
The vertebrate remains from Saar have provided insights into various aspects of the environmental setting of the site and of the use
made of this environment by the inhabitants. The relative abundance of freshwater in the close vicinity of Saar is corroborated by
the remains of frogs and freshwater terrapins. Otherwise, the bone
ﬁnds of wild terrestrial animals are more indicative of the general
desert-like environment still prevailing in the area today. There is
a fair number of remains deriving from hunted animals, ranging
from wild dromedaries to oryx antelopes, and gazelles to foxes,
and perhaps jerboas, which indicate that hunting was a regular occupation of the inhabitants. In spite of this obvious exploitation of
the ‘wild’ environment, and contrary to other archaeological sites
in the Lower Gulf area, the people of Saar do not seem to have
made much use of marine resources other than ﬁsh. There are the
occasional ﬁnds of sea-cows, dolphins and turtles, but their numbers are lower than expected at a site where marine ﬁsh remains
are most abundant, and where the direct distance from the coast is
only about 4 km. While the rareness of bones of these heavy marine creatures might be explained as a consequence of butchering
the animals on the beach and leaving their bones behind, the similarly rare bones of cormorants are more indicative of a reluctance
to consume these marine forms.
Speaking of ‘reluctance’ in this context indicates the possibility
of exercising consumer choice between the various resources on
oﬀer. This may not have been so simple in ancient Dilmun, however. Distribution systems for food harvested at sea may already
have been developed. At Saar, the uneven occurrence of ﬁsh species
and ﬁsh sizes between the buildings provides evidence for some

sort of non-random distribution of the ﬁsh, which seem to have
been brought to the settlement from the west coast of Bahrain.
Although ﬁnds of ﬁsh-hooks at several buildings in Saar indicate
that some ﬁshing was done by the inhabitants of the settlement
themselves, some households seem to have received a special selection of ﬁshes over a long enough period to be reﬂected in the
archaeological bone ﬁnds.
However, any conclusive quantiﬁcation of the contribution
of ﬁsh or any other speciﬁc category of human food towards the
diet of the ancient inhabitants of Saar remains unrealistic without including an analysis of the skeletal remains of these people
as well. The indigestible leftovers of the various food items suﬀer
from highly diﬀerential degrees of taphonomic loss. The quantiﬁcation of these remains, therefore, reﬂects neither the absolute nor
even the correct relative abundance of the various kinds of food
consumed at an archaeological site. Notwithstanding, it is obvious
that marine ﬁsh was a major source of protein, more important in
any case than the meat of all mammals or birds together.
The high amount of ﬁsh, and the modest contribution of
higher vertebrates to the diet of the ancient inhabitants, does not
seem to reﬂect a well-balanced nutrition. Taking into account the
indications of a fairly lush micro-environment, a greater contribution from the side of the domestic artiodactyls might have been
expected. This would have made sense with regard to the provision
of red meat and fat. As neither these domestic resources nor the
marine mammals seem to have been fully exploited with regard
to their potential contributions to a balanced diet, it is plausible
that the respective food constituents came from the vegetal side
of the subsistence economy. As the plant remains from Saar provided only very limited evidence, this statement too can only be
corroborated by an analysis of the human skeletal remains.
While the general pattern of subsistence seems to have been
quite similar in the diﬀerent buildings examined at Saar, gradual
diﬀerences are nevertheless visible. This refers to diﬀerences in the
relative amount of ﬁsh versus mammal remains and to the differing proportions of both the consumed ﬁsh species and of the
exploited domesticates. It should also be noted that on the whole
Saar is diﬀerent with regard to its animal economy from the contemporary settlement at Qala’at al-Bahrain, which at the present
state of archaeo-zoological research is the only other comparable
site on the island.
Apart from insights into the subsistence system, the vertebrate
remains from the buildings also provide evidence for the way of
life of the ancient inhabitants of Saar. Bone remains embedded in
ﬂoors and skeletons of discarded dead animals in the yards do not
indicate an overdeveloped awareness of hygiene. The occurrence
of rat bones and gnaw-marks of rats on bone ﬁnds from the inner
rooms of the buildings point in the same direction. Counteraction
against this pest may have been taken by introducing the grey
mongoose. Nevertheless, an inevitable deterioration of the hygiene
conditions in the settlement may have contributed to the ﬁnal
abandonment of the site.

Notes
¹Our work on establishing the broad database that underpins this study
was supported by grants to M. Uerpmann by the National Geographic
Society and by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (AZ: Ue 29/3 – 1).
Not all the data collected could be presented in this chapter.
²Bone weight will generally be used for bone quantiﬁcation throughout
this chapter because it is less aﬀected by fragmentation than bone numbers. An anatomically complete bone can often be broken into more than
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a dozen retrievable and identiﬁable fragments. While this increases the
number of ﬁnds, the total weight of the original bone will not be aﬀected
except for the slight loss of small splinters, which may not be identiﬁable
or irretrievable.
³Standard length (SL) can best be visualised as body length without the
tail ﬁn.
⁴The use of turtles in the wider context of ancient Dilmun has been discussed in great detail by E. Olijdam (2001). For a more biological approach see Frazier (2003).
⁵This ﬁnd was ﬁrst tentatively ascribed to a small cat (Dobney and Jaques
1994: 115), probably because of its size being larger than that of the then
assumed grey mongoose mandibles.
⁶The dog may be represented in the sample by a fragment of a humerus
shaft that could not be identiﬁed with certainty. Whether dogs were really
kept at Saar remains questionable. There are no clear indications of doggnawing on the bones.
⁷While head and neck are diﬃcult to interpret, the body and the legs
are those of an equid. Horses were still unknown in the Gulf region at
the beginning of the second millennium bc and do not ﬁt the size-relation shown on the seal between man and animal. As for hemiones, it is
unlikely that these could have been ridden. Donkey, therefore, is the most
probable identiﬁcation for the animal on the seal.
⁸Lifetime products of animals are also referred to as secondary products.
As these products are often more valuable than the slaughtered carcass,
and as they are produced earlier, it would be more appropriate to call them
primary products (which would, however, create confusion). Therefore we
prefer to call them lifetime products.
⁹Thanks are due to Dr E. M. Geigl, Institut Jaques Monod, Paris, for including this sample in her research.
¹⁰Dobney and Jaques (1994) also elaborate on the two kinds of sheep
present at Saar. As no basis for regional comparisons was available at that
time, they mainly developed models of site-internal management of the
diﬀerent breeds.
¹¹Thanks are due to Flemming Højlund and Pernille Bangsgaard for providing us with a copy of the latter’s manuscript entitled ‘Animal bones
from the Barbar Temple’.
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Chapter 9 Archaeometallurgical studies
Lloyd Weeks and Ken Collerson
Compositional analyses (Lloyd Weeks)

Reg. No.

In this section, the results of the chemical analysis of 38 copperbase samples from Saar are presented and discussed. The samples
include ﬁnished objects (e.g. rings and pins/awls), semi-processed
products such as copper ingots, and the debris of metalworking
activities. The latter samples are designated by the term ‘waste/
spill’ and are typologically diﬀerentiable from ﬁnished objects.
They are generally amorphous lumps, often showing areas covered by green copper corrosion products, and are most probably
the by-products of processes such as reﬁning of raw copper and
casting of objects.
Analysed objects from Saar are listed in Table 9.1 (ﬁnished objects and ingots) and Table 9.2 (waste/spill samples). The majority
of objects are of City IIB date, however material from Bldgs 51,
53, 57, 200 and 221 is of City IIC date, as indicated by shading in
Tables 9.1 and 2.
Reg. No.

Technique

Context

Object

Bldg 8, Area 29
Flat fragment
PIXE
1139:02
Bldg 200, Area 204
Ingot
PIXE
1159:03
Bldg 200, Area 204
Ingot
PIXE
1612:08
Temple, Area 200
Flat fragment
PIXE
Bldg 207, Area 272
Flat fragment
1853:70f
PIXE
Bldg 207, Area 272
Ring
1853:70r
PIXE
1864:42
Bldg 207, Area 273
Pin/awl
PIXE
Temple, Area 200
Spill/object
1905:03
PIXE
2174:03f
Bldg 57, Area 74
Flat fragment
PIXE
2174:03p
Bldg 57, Area 74
Pin/hook
PIXE
Bldg 54, Area 65
Pin/awl
2669:06
PIXE
5088:02
Bldg 221, Area 301
Flat fragment
PIXE
Bldg 220, Area 309
Tongue-shaped frag.
5104:10
PIXE
5177:08
Bldg 220, Area 311
Flat fragment
PIXE
K16:29:39
Bldg 51, Area 55
Spill/object
PIXE
1864:20
Bldg 201, Area 273
Hook (?)
EDS
4086:15
Bldg 205, Area 237
Ring
EDS
5111:07
Bldg 220, Area 310
Ring
EDS
K16:51:01
Ingot
Bldg 51, Area 55
EDS
Table 9.1 Finished objects and ingots from Saar analysed by PIXE and
EDS. Shaded cells are from contexts dated to Qala’at al-Bahrain IIC;
clear cells are Qala’at al-Bahrain IIB
292:02

Context

Object

1108:05

Bldg 50, Area 57

Spill/waste

1604:05

Temple, Area 200

Spill/waste

1612:08

Temple, Area 200

Spill/waste

1860:03

Bldg 207, Area 272

Spill/waste

1864:37

Bldg 207, Area 273

Spill/waste

1864:40

Bldg 207, Area 273

Spill/waste

2619:07

Bldg 53, Area 85

Spill/waste

2665:08

Bldg 53, Area 84

Spill/waste

2673:03

Bldg 54, Area 65

Spill/waste

2674:03

Bldg 54, Area 66

Spill/waste

2681:03
4197:06
5138:03

Bldg 54, Area 92
Bldg 209, Area 247
Bldg 220, Area 312

Spill/waste
Spill/waste
Spill/waste

5143:18

Bldg 220, Area 311

Spill/waste

5147:10

Bldg 220, Area 310

Spill/waste

5155:24

Bldg 220, Area 311

Spill/waste

5595:07

Bldg 225, Area 318

Spill/waste

6075:02

Bldg 64, Area 333

Spill/waste

K16:29:43

Bldg 51, Area 55

Spill/waste

Table 9.2 Metallurgical waste/spill samples from Saar analysed by PIXE.
Shaded cells are from contexts dated to Qala’at al-Bahrain IIC; clear cells
are Qala’at al-Bahrain IIB

Due to corrosion, the composition of the archaeological samples may have changed signiﬁcantly from their original period of
use (Scott 1991: 43 – 7). In particular, corrosion processes can lead
to major changes in the relative amounts of tin and copper in the
archaeological sample, a fact which must be considered when examining the results of the compositional analyses.

Compositional data for finished objects and ingots
Normalised pixe data for ﬁnished objects and ingots are presented in Table 9.3 and the results of the eds analyses in Table 9.4.
Statistical summaries of the normalised pixe and eds data for ﬁnished objects (ingots not included) are given in Table 9.5. The raw
pixe data for all samples has been published already (Weeks 2000:
table B.16).

Sulfur (PIXE and EDS)
The data include the results of both proton-induced X-ray
emission (pixe) analyses and energy dispersive spectrometry (eds)
undertaken on a scanning electron microscope (sem). Precision,
sensitivity and accuracy of the pixe data are discussed below (p.185).
Sample size limitations meant that in some cases, pixe analysis
was not a viable option. All small samples (less than 5 mm in their
largest dimension) were analysed using eds, which allowed for the
visual and compositional investigation of discrete components of
sample microstructure (inclusions, phases etc.) in addition to the
collection of bulk compositional data.

As illustrated in Fig. 9.1a and summarised in Table 9.5, sulfur
concentrations in the Saar material are relatively high. Median
S concentrations are approximately 0.9, with a 10th – 90th percentile range of 0.4 – 2.1 S. Three objects contain in excess of 2
S, including a ﬂat fragment (5177:08), a hook (1864:20) and a spill/
object fragment (K16:29:39). As seen in Fig. 9.1a, there is a mode
in the distribution in the 0.4 – 0.59 S range.

Iron (PIXE and EDS)
The majority of ﬁnished copper-base objects contain less than 2
Fe (see Fig. 9.1b), including a group of seven copper and Ni-copper
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Reg. No.

Object

S (%)

Fe (%)

Co (ppm)

Ni (%)

Cu (%)

Zn (%)

0.99

1100

0.50

96.5

0.10

0.71

200

1.48

10.8

3950

0.84

86.0

0.14

0.33

150

Ingot

1.58

3.79

3150

0.63

92.8

0.10

0.74

250

150

Flat frag.

0.41

0.23

500

98.9

0.09

0.14

300

150

1853:70F

Flat frag.

0.63

1.29

600

0.09

89.9

0.10

0.43

250

350

7.3

1853:70R

Ring

0.40

1.11

500

0.20

70.7

0.10

1.41

350

250

24.0

1864:42

Pin/awl

0.27

1.62

350

0.28

44.7

0.07

1.27

150

400

6850

50.8

1905:03

Spill/object

1.25

0.29

800

0.19

97.6

0.11

0.27

400

250

2174:03F

Flat frag.

0.52

0.18

550

1.73

96.8

0.09

0.49

500

2174:03P

Pin/hook

1.60

0.93

500

97.2

0.08

0.02

350

2669:06

Pin/awl

1.01

0.18

400

98.5

0.09

0.09

400

5088:02

Flat frag.

0.57

0.13

300

0.03

99.0

0.09

0.05

400

5104:10

Fragment

0.42

150

1.23

500

0.05

97.4

0.09

0.37

300

5177:08

Flat frag.

2.07

250

22.8

1900

0.13

73.7

0.07

0.40

600

K16:29:39

Spill/object

2.16

0.25

1150

0.43

96.7

0.09

0.11

400

120

0.008

150

0.014

0.008

0.045

0.006

50

292:02

Flat frag.

1.02

1139:02

Ingot

1159:03
1612:8

Average MDL

Mn (ppm)
200

0.1

0.02

As (%) Se (ppm) Br (ppm) Ag (ppm)

Sn (%)

Pb (ppm)
250

600
1.93
(%)
2550
250

200
250
150
3850

0.29

450

110

0.09

110

Ni (%)

As (%)

200
150

200

Table 9.3 Normalised PIXE data for finished objects from Saar. Empty squares denote element
concentration below average minimum detectable level (Avg. MDL)
Statistic

Reg. No.

Object

SK

FeK

NiK

CuK

AsK

AgL

S (%)

Fe (%)

Co (ppm)

Se (ppm)

SnL

Average

1.0

2.1

1050

0.30

0.61

350

Std. Deviation

0.6

5.5

1100

0.44

0.59

120

Median

0.9

0.9

550

0.16

0.42

360

10th Percentile

0.4

0.2

350

0.01

0.07

200

1864:20

Hook?

2.05

0.09

0.26

96.7

0.51

0.20

0.18

4086:15

Ring

0.82

0.82

0.69

73.2

1.93

0.44

22.1

5111:07

Ring

1.30

1.86

0.43

83.1

1.48

0.41

11.4

K16:51:01

Ingot

0.64

9.91

0.66

88.8

0.00

0.00

0.00

90th Percentile

2.1

1.7

2650

0.60

1.45

480

Average MDL

0.1

0.008

150

0.014

0.006

50

Table 9.4 Normalised EDS data for Saar samples

Table 9.5 Statistical summaries of PIXE and EDS data (finished objects)

objects with low Fe concentrations of less than 0.4, and a group
with Fe concentrations of 0.8 – 2.0 which includes all the analysed
tin-bronzes. Iron levels are very high in four of the Saar samples,
including all three copper ingots (1139:02, 10.8 Fe; 1159:03, 3.8 Fe;
K16:51:01, 9.9 Fe) and ﬂat fragment 5177:08 (22.8 Fe).

measured by pixe, it seems likely that Zn concentrations below ca.
0.15 are artefacts of sample matrix eﬀects rather than measures
of the true Zn concentration, and are thus unreliable. The strong
correlation between copper and zinc concentrations in the Saar
waste/spill objects (see Table 9.6) supports this conclusion. The
zinc data will not be discussed further.

Cobalt (PIXE only)
Cobalt concentrations are typically in the 350 – 1200 ppm range in
the ﬁnished objects from Saar, as seen in Fig. 9.1c. A strong mode is
seen in the 400 – 799 ppm range. Three samples contain more than
1200 ppm Co, including the ﬂat fragment 5177:08 (1900 ppm Co)
and both copper ingots (1139:02, 3150 ppm Co; 1159:03, 3950 ppm
Co). There appears to be a strong positive correlation between iron
and cobalt concentrations in the Saar objects.

Arsenic (PIXE and EDS)

Nickel (PIXE and EDS)

Selenium (PIXE only)

Although nickel concentrations in some of the Saar ﬁnished objects
are relatively high, only one object can be classiﬁed as a Ni-copper
alloy (ﬂat fragment 2174:03f, 1.7 Ni). As illustrated in Fig. 9.1d, 11
Saar objects contain less than 0.3 Ni, with a mode in the 0 – 0.09
range. This group includes both copper and tin-bronze objects. A
second group of seven samples contains higher Ni concentrations
in the 0.4 – 0.89 range. This group also contains copper and tinbronze objects, including all three copper ingots analysed (1139:02,
0.84 Ni; 1159:03, 0.63 Ni; K16:51:01, 0.66 Ni).

Concentrations of selenium in the Saar ﬁnished objects range
between 100 and 600 ppm, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1f and summarised in Table 9.5. A strong mode can be seen in the 400 – 449 ppm
range, with the highest Se concentrations seen in the ﬂat fragments 2174:03f (500 ppm Se) and 5177:08 (600 ppm Se).

Zinc (PIXE only)
Zinc concentrations in all the Saar objects range between 0.07 and
0.14. Given the proximity of the copper and zinc X-ray peaks
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The majority of Saar ﬁnished objects and ingots (12 of 19) contain
less than 0.5 arsenic, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1e. Within this lower range, there appear to be two modes: one in the 0 – 0.09 As
range, and another in the 0.4 – 0.49 As range. All objects with
more than 1 As are, in fact, tin-bronzes and are best described as
ternary Cu-Sn-As alloys.

Tin (PIXE and EDS)
A total of ﬁve of the ﬁnished objects analysed by pixe and eds
contain more than 2 tin, and can be classiﬁed as tin-bronzes, as
illustrated in Fig. 9.1g. These include three rings (1853:70R, 24 Sn;
4086:15, 22.1 Sn; 5111:07, 11.4 Sn), one ﬂat fragment (1853:70F,
7.3 Sn) and one pin/awl (1864:42, 50.8 Sn). As noted above,
four of these objects also contain in excess of 1 As.
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Fig. 9.1 Frequency histograms for elemental components of the Saar finished objects and ingots

All the objects from Saar that were analysed were signiﬁcantly
corroded, and it is likely that the very high levels of Sn seen in
some of the ﬁnished objects (i.e. those in excess of ca. 20 Sn) are
the result of compositional changes induced by the processes of
corrosion. One exception may be sample 1864:42 which revealed

a unique microstructure under sem examination (Fig. 9. 2). eds
analyses of the diﬀerent phases indicated ‘islands’ of high-Sn/
high-Fe/low-Cu metal in a matrix of low-Sn/high-copper metal,
similar to microstructures known from high-tin bronzes (i.e. tinbronzes with ca. 20 Sn or more; Scott 1991: ﬁgs. 43 – 5).
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Fig. 9.2 SEM (secondary electron) images of the microstructure of
sample.1864:42, a high-tin bronze. According to eds spot analyses, the
lighter metallic phase in the images is high-tin/high-iron/low-copper,
while the darker major phase is high-copper/low-tin

Lead and Silver (PIXE only)
Lead concentrations in the Saar objects are generally very low,
with only four of 15 objects analysed by pixe containing in excess of 300 ppm Pb, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1h. The three highest
Pb levels are found in the three tin-bronzes analysed by pixe (ﬂat
fragment 1853:70F, 600 ppm Pb; ring 1853:70R, 1.93 Pb; pin/awl
1864:42, 2550 ppm Pb).
Although the silver concentrations of the majority of analysed
ﬁnished objects from Saar were very low (frequently below the
average mdl of 110 ppm), the highest Ag concentrations were recorded in the three tin-bronzes analysed by pixe (ﬂat fragment
1853:70F, 350 ppm Ag; ring 1853:70R, 250 ppm Ag; pin/awl 1864:42,
6850 ppm Ag). There is thus a clear correlation between tin, lead
and silver in the analysed Saar objects, and arsenic also appears
in higher concentrations in the tin-bronzes than in other ﬁnished
objects.

Discussion
The ingots
The plano-convex copper ingots from the Saar settlement analysed
in this study are an important guide to the quality of the copper
that was being traded to Saar in the early second millennium bc.
All the ingots contain high concentrations of iron, in the 3 – 10
range, and sulfur (0.5 – 1.5). The high iron contents of the Saar
ingots match those of other Bronze Age copper ingots from the
Gulf region at Qala’at al-Bahrain (Hauptmann 1994), Maysar 1
and Wadi Bahla in the Sultanate of Oman (Hauptmann 1987, 1995;
Hauptmann et al. 1988: table 4.2), and raw copper produced at other
primary smelting sites in Western Asia such as Timna (Craddock
1980; Craddock and Giumlia-Mair 1988: ﬁg. 182). Slightly lower Fe
concentrations are seen in a contemporary plano-convex copper
ingot from Failaka Tell F6 (Hurtel and Tallon 1990: 52), whilst Fe
levels in copper ingots from the Barbar Temple are signiﬁcantly
lower than at Saar (Heskel n.d. table 1). Heskel (n.d. 121) notes,
however, that some of the Barbar ingots contained ‘a large amount
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of slag and other impurities’. Iron concentrations in raw copper as
high as those seen in the Saar ingots would have had a strongly
deleterious eﬀect on the working properties of the metal.
Iron was frequently included in furnace charges in early smelting operations, either as a component of the ore being smelted
(e.g. in chalcopyrite, bornite, or arsenopyrite) or as a ﬂux used to
aid the separation of copper from siliceous gangue (e.g. haematite). The transfer of signiﬁcant amounts of this iron to the raw
copper produced at the end of the smelt is controlled in part by
the extraction process that is used (Craddock and Meeks 1987;
Lechtman and Klein 1999: 517). Copper smelted using a slagging
process incorporating iron-bearing ﬂuxes is likely to contain signiﬁcant amounts of iron, and experimental reconstructions have
produced raw copper with from 10 – 50 Fe (Merkel 1983). This
is because iron is soluble in copper and dissolves readily into the
newly formed copper droplets as they drain to the bottom of the
furnace through the iron-rich slag (Craddock 1995: ﬁg. 4.6).
Like iron, sulfur can be introduced to the furnace charge as a
component of the copper ore, or through the slagging and ﬂuxing components (Rapp 1989: 107; Tylecote 1977: table 5). The
high sulfur levels (from ca. 0.2 – 1.2) in copper ingots from
the near-contemporary settlement of Maysar 1 in Oman result
from the presence of matte (Cu-(Fe)-sulﬁde) inclusions in the
objects, which are demonstrated to have resulted from the use of
sulfur-bearing ores as well as oxidised ores in the smelting charge
(Hauptmann et al. 1988: 36 – 7). Matte inclusions have been ob-

Fig. 9.3 SEM image
of the microstructure
of ingot 1139:02,
showing large copper
sulfide matte inclusions and smaller
copper-iron sulfide
matte inclusions

served in ﬁnished objects from the Gulf as well as in ingots, for
example at Tell Abraq (Pedersen and Buchwald 1991: 7; Weeks
1997: ﬁgs. 34 – 6).
Analysis of the Saar ingots using sem and eds has indicated
that the majority of the sulfur and at least part of the iron present
in the ingots from Saar results from the presence of matte inclusions. The microstructure of ingot 1139:02 is illustrated in Fig.
9.3, and eds indicates that the larger inclusions are pure copper
sulﬁdes, while the smaller inclusions are copper-iron sulﬁdes. Very
similar inclusions were observed in ingot 1159:03. The high sulfur
content of the Saar samples may thus be a result of their production from mixed oxide and sulfur-bearing copper ores, and the incomplete separation of metallic copper from the matte which was
produced during the smelting process (Hauptmann 1985).
It is an interesting feature of early metal use and trade that raw
copper in ingot form frequently contained signiﬁcant amounts of
impurities such as iron and sulfur. The purity or otherwise of a
shipment of copper was obviously of concern to those involved
in the movement of this material in Bronze Age Western Asia,
as a number of textual references testify (Leemans 1960: 36 – 54;
Oppenheim 1954). However, the reﬁning and puriﬁcation of raw
copper seems generally to have been the responsibility of the
metalworker who received the material at its destination, rather
than the producer of the metal at its source (Moorey 1994: 243
and 249; Craddock and Giumlia-Mair 1988: 318). This was prob-
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ably undertaken to avoid the further use of fuel in source areas with
limited wood supplies, and facilitated by the ease of puriﬁcation of
the metal at its destination (Heskel n.d.). Iron concentrations could
easily be reduced to ca. 0.5 by the reﬁning of the raw copper in
a crucible (Craddock and Meeks 1987: 192). With the addition of
sand or crushed quartz to the molten metal, an iron-rich crucible
slag would form and ﬂoat to the surface of the metal, where it could
be removed by skimming (Tylecote and Boydell 1978).
A number of forms of evidence suggest that such secondary
copper reﬁning was regularly practised in the Gulf in the Bronze
Age. Firstly, the widespread presence of metallurgical waste at settlements on Bahrain (e.g. Heskel n.d. 81; Højlund and Andersen
1994: 378), Failaka (Hurtel and Tallon 1990), and in southeastern
Arabia (Weeks 1997) suggests that copper reﬁning was undertaken away from areas of primary production. Secondly, the relatively low iron concentrations of most the ﬁnished objects from
Saar in comparison with the raw copper ingots are suggestive
of a reﬁning stage between smelting and object fabrication. The
compositional data for typologically similar waste samples from
Tell Abraq (Weeks 1997) indicate that reﬁning was carried out
primarily to remove impurities of iron and sulfur from the raw
copper. As discussed further below, the same situation seems to
have prevailed at Saar.

Alloy use
Copper alloys incorporating tin, lead, arsenic and nickel were
used at the Saar settlement. The deﬁnition of an alloy used here
is based purely upon composition. All copper-base ﬁnished objects with more than 1 arsenic, nickel or lead, or more than 2
tin, are regarded as alloys. The designation takes no account of the
likelihood that some of these ‘alloys’ may have been inadvertently
produced during smelting. The issue of intentional production is
discussed below, particularly with regard to the early arsenical/
nickel-copper alloys that feature prominently in the Bronze Age
metal assemblages of the Gulf region (e.g. Heskel n.d.; Craddock
1985; Hauptmann et al. 1988).
As can be seen in Fig. 9.4, the most common metal used at
Saar was unalloyed copper. Ten of the 16 analysed ﬁnished objects
and all three ingots were of copper, although most are of relatively
impure metal. Six of the 13 copper objects contain more than 1 S,
two contain more than 1 Fe, and three contain more than 1 Fe
and 1 S. Only two objects (ﬂat fragments 1612:08, 5088:02) are of
relatively pure copper containing less than 1 of any alloying element or contaminant.
Five of the ﬁnished objects are tin-bronzes, although the majority of these samples also contain other alloying elements in
concentrations of greater than 1. The ﬂat fragment 1853:70F (7.3
Sn) is the only simple tin-bronze. Two ring fragments (4086:15,
5111:07) and one pin/awl fragment (1864:42) contain 1 – 2 As in
addition to more than 10 tin. One ring fragment (1853:70R)
1

3
Copper
Copper-Nickel
Tin-Bronze
Arsenical Tin-Bronze

1

Cu-Sn-As-Pb
1
10

Fig. 9.4 The copper alloys used at Saar for finished objects (based on
PIXE and EDS analyses)

contains 1.4 As and 1.9 Pb in addition to more than 10 Sn.
The original tin concentrations of the tin-bronzes are diﬃcult to
quantify, as all the samples are corroded, but as noted above there
is some microstructural evidence to suggest very high original tin
concentrations (more than ca. 20 Sn) in object 1864:42.
In addition to the high arsenic levels seen in the tin-bronzes,
one object from Saar (ﬂat fragment 2174:03f ) is of a copper-nickel
alloy, with 1.7 Ni. The results of the Saar analyses concur with
previous analyses of material from the Gulf, and more generally
with studies of early metal objects from many areas of the world,
which have indicated that copper objects with signiﬁcant levels
of arsenic and other elements such as antimony and nickel were
a common feature of early metallurgy (e.g. Cheng and Schwitter
1957; Junghans et al. 1968; Eaton and McKerrell 1976: ﬁg. 9;
Heskel and Lamberg-Karlovsky 1980; Lechtman and Klein 1999;
Chernykh 1992; Tadmor et al. 1995).
It is most likely that the levels of As and Ni (ca. 1 – 2) seen in
the Saar objects are an inadvertent by-product of the use of copper ores which contained signiﬁcant concentrations of these elements (cf. Prange et al. 1999: 190). Ores of copper, arsenic and
nickel are associated in mineral deposits from many parts of the
world (Charles 1980: 168 – 9; Rapp 1988: 25; Budd et al. 1992: 680),
including Iran (Pigott 1999: 112; Bariand et al. 1993; Heskel and
Lamberg-Karlovsky 1980) and southeastern Arabia (Hauptmann
1985; 32 and table 2; Hauptmann et al. 1988; Hauptmann 1995:
246 – 8; Lorand 1988; Prange et al. 1999). Studies of early copper
extraction procedures have demonstrated that arsenical copper,
and very probably nickel-rich copper, could have been produced
by smelting oxide ores, by smelting carefully roasted sulﬁdic ores,
or by co-smelting mixtures of oxide and sulﬁde ores which contained these elements (Lechtman and Klein 1999).
It seems clear that the As/Ni-copper alloys found at Saar are
not true alloys in the modern metallurgical sense of the word; they
were not intentionally produced through the admixture of separate components with the aim of creating a material with speciﬁc
properties. Nevertheless, these alloys may have had properties
which would have allowed their diﬀerentiation from pure copper
after their production in the primary smelt. Various studies suggest that these properties may have included enhanced strength
and workability (Cheng and Schwitter 1957; Charles 1967, 1980),
improved casting properties (Craddock 1995: 291), and changes in
the colour of the metal (Eaton 1977; Northover 1989). However,
given the low levels of arsenic and nickel seen in the Saar objects,
it is highly likely that both the producers and users of these ‘alloys’
were unaware of their compositional diﬀerence from the raw copper more commonly found in the region.
In contrast, the tin-bronzes from Saar are more likely to
have been produced through the intentional melting together of
metallic copper and tin, a process that is recorded in a number
of third millennium texts from Western Asia (Waetzoldt and
Bachmann 1984; Muhly 1985, 1973: 243 – 4). Tin and copper ores
are much more rarely associated in nature than copper, arsenic
and nickel ores, and other than in the earliest periods of tinbronze use in the third millennium bc, such alloys are generally
regarded as products of the mixing of their two major metallic
components. However, some doubt is cast upon this assumption
by recent research at tin sources in Central Asia (Alimov et al.
1998). The ore deposit at Mušiston on the Zeravshan River, in
particular, has a mixture of copper and tin ores that could have
produced a natural tin-bronze upon smelting (Alimov et al. 1998:
166 and 184), and the deposit shows evidence of second millennium bc working. Thus, the status as intentional alloys of even the
tin-bronzes from Saar remains uncertain.
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Comparison with contemporary metal objects from the
Gulf region
Comparison with metalwork from other sites on Bahrain is somewhat hampered by the limited number of compositional analyses
available. In particular, ﬁnished objects from the important site
of Qala’at al-Bahrain have not been analysed (with one exception — see Højlund and Andersen 1994: 378, n.77). Analyses have
been conducted on copper-base objects from the Barbar Temple
(Heskel n.d.), and 30 early second millennium bc objects from
Bahrain have been analysed by Prange et al. (1999), although the
compositional data themselves are not presented.
Looking further aﬁeld, eleven copper-base objects from
Failaka Tell F6 have been analysed (Hurtel and Tallon 1990), and
large numbers of analyses of copper-base objects from late third
and early second millennium bc contexts at Susa are also available for comparison (Berthoud et al. 1980; Malfoy and Menu
1987). From regions to the south, a signiﬁcant number of late
third millennium objects from southeastern Arabia has also been
analysed (Berthoud et al. 1980; Hauptmann et al. 1988; Weeks
1997, 2000).
As noted above, ﬁve of the ﬁnished objects from Saar are tinbronzes. This represents just under one-third of the 16 analysed
ﬁnished objects from the site. The presence of tin-bronze at contemporary sites on Bahrain has been demonstrated by previous
compositional analyses of metal objects. Analysis of ﬁve objects
from Bahrain tumuli undertaken by Peake (1928: 454) revealed
that they were all tin-bronzes with high tin concentrations.
Although these objects were originally claimed to date to ca.
1200 bc (Peake 1928: 454), it is likely that they came from either
Mackay’s excavations at A’ali or those of the Bents at A’ali in
1889 (Reade and Burleigh 1978) and date to the early second millennium. Peake’s analyses provide good evidence for tin-bronze
use on Bahrain contemporary with the Early Dilmun settlement
at Saar.
In contrast, only two of the 30 objects analysed by Prange
et al. (1999: 191 and ﬁg. 6) contained in excess of 1 Sn, with
a maximum tin concentration of ca. 6 in an object from the
Saar burial ﬁeld. Furthermore, 30 metal objects from Bahrain
analysed by the Studien zur der Anfänge der Metallurgie (sam)
project show no evidence for the use of tin-bronze (McKerrell
1977: 167). These objects were attributed by McKerrell (1977) to
Qala’at al-Bahrain, but in fact came from the Barbar Temple
(Højlund and Andersen 1994: 378). Overall, analyses of more
than 100 copper-base objects from the Barbar Temple (Heskel
n.d.) have revealed tin concentrations of 1 or higher in only
ﬁve objects. Only one low-tin bronze (ca. 1 Sn) was found
among the 11 analysed objects from the Temple I period at
Barbar, whilst in the Temple II period, contemporary with the
occupation of Saar, three of 27 analysed objects were made of
tin-bronze (Heskel n.d. 118).
The infrequent use of tin-bronze at Barbar may partly reﬂect the samples that were available for analysis: many were
sheets or nails used to decorate the temple and seem to have
been preferentially made of pure copper. Less than 40 of the
Barbar analyses are of known ﬁnished objects that are not sheet
or nails, and the ratio of tin-bronze to copper might therefore
be higher than the overall ﬁgures would suggest. Nevertheless,
there seems a signiﬁcant discrepancy in the frequency of tinbronze use at Saar and Barbar. Tin-bronze is also absent in the
assemblage from Failaka Tell F6, although only 11 objects (including an ingot and waste samples) have been analysed (Hurtel
and Tallon 1990).
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The evidence from Saar and elsewhere on Early Dilmun
Bahrain parallels the use of tin-bronze in nearby regions of Iran.
At Susa, tin-bronze is present but relatively uncommon until the
VB period, contemporary with the occupation of Saar (Malfoy
and Menu 1987: table D). At Tal-i Malyan, the ﬁrst use of tinbronze can be dated to the early Kaftari period in the late third
or early second millennium bc (Pigott et al. 2003). Assessing the
period in which tin-bronze is ﬁrst used with regularity on Bahrain
is diﬃcult, as so few analyses of third millennium material have
been undertaken.
The apparent chronology for the introduction of tin-bronze in
the Central Gulf is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that seen in the
northern Oman Peninsula, largely due to the dearth of analyses
from third millennium Bahrain and Eastern Saudi Arabia. In
southeastern Arabia, at least on the northern coast of the UAE,
tin-bronze is used in signiﬁcant quantities already by the last centuries of the third millennium bc (Weeks 1997 and 2000). The
Saar analyses can be proﬁtably compared with these slightly earlier metal assemblages, speciﬁcally those from Umm an-Nar tombs
in the northern United Arab Emirates at Tell Abraq and Shimal
(Unar 2). These tombs appear to have been used in the ﬁnal centuries of the third millennium and perhaps the very early second
millennium bc (Potts and Weeks 1999; Velde 1999; Blau 1999).
A number of features of the metallurgy of the Saar objects
can be matched at Tell Abraq and Unar 2. In particular, the ternary Cu-Sn-As alloy found at Saar is also seen in seven objects
from Unar 2 and one from Tell Abraq. The majority of these
objects are rings (three of four Saar examples and ﬁve of eight
UAE examples). The Cu-Sn-As alloy is also seen elsewhere on
Bahrain: at Barbar in the Temple II period, which has, in addition, produced an example of a complex Cu-Sn-Pb-Ag alloy
(Heskel n.d. 118). The clear association between tin, silver and
lead concentrations in the Saar objects is also found in the Umm
an-Nar material (Weeks 2000: 115).
Median iron concentrations are higher in the Saar objects
than in the Umm an-Nar material, but the diﬀerences are relatively small and objects with more than 1 Fe are commonly
found at Unar 2 and Tell Abraq, as they are at Saar. Additionally,
although the analytical data are limited, it seems that the diﬀerences in the iron concentrations of copper objects and tin-bronzes
seen at Tell Abraq and Unar 2 (Weeks 2000) are also seen at
Saar. Speciﬁcally, whilst the range of Fe concentrations in copper
objects from all three sites tends to be larger than the range of
Fe concentrations in tin-bronzes, median Fe levels are higher in
tin-bronzes than copper objects. This pattern also occurs in the
small number of tin-bronzes analysed from the Barbar Temple
(Heskel n.d. 92).
The main diﬀerences between the metallurgy seen at Saar
and the Umm an-Nar sites relate to the frequency of use of different alloys. In the assemblages from Unar 2 and Tell Abraq,
tin-bronze was used for more than 50 of ﬁnished objects, and
alloys incorporating more than 1 of arsenic and/or nickel were
also more common than at Saar. Additionally, arsenic and nickel-copper alloys are more commonly reported in the corpus of
contemporary Bahraini material analysed by Prange et al. (1999:
ﬁg. 5), and arsenical copper was also more commonly used at the
Barbar Temple (where As-copper ingots are reported) than at
Saar (Heskel n.d.). Objects with very low Ni and As concentrations (less than 0.1) are more common at Saar than in the
Bahraini samples analysed by Prange et al. (1999: ﬁg. 5), although
samples with low Ni and As concentrations occur commonly at
Unar 2 and especially Tell Abraq.
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0.11
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500
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0.87

Sr
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1.01

Se
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150
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AVERAGE MDL

As
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Zn
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0.61

19.9

Cu
(%)

1400

1.51

5595:7

Ni
(%)

0.25

5138:03

5155:24

Mn
(ppm)

100
0.006

50

170
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150

70

70
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Table 9.6 Fully normalised PIXE data for metallurgical waste samples from Saar. Empty squares denote values below the
average minimum detectable level (Avg. MDL).Tin and antimony were below detection levels in all samples

Metallurgical waste/spill samples
This section presents the results of the compositional analysis of
19 waste/spill samples from Saar. Compositional analyses were
carried out on these objects in order to determine their place in
the production and use of copper at the settlement. Evidence of
crucible fragments, moulds and waste samples from Qala’at alBahrain (Northover 1994) and the Barbar Temple (Heskel n.d.)
has suggested that both secondary copper reﬁning and casting of
copper-base objects were undertaken on Bahrain at this time, and
it is of interest to know the range of metallurgical activities which
were undertaken at Saar. The normalised pixe data are presented
in Table 9.6, and a statistical summary is presented in Table 9.7.

Statistic

Si
(%)

S
(%)

Fe
(%)

Co
(%)

Ni
(%)

Cu
(%)

As
(%)

Se
(ppm)

Average

6.45

2.51

5.38

0.22

0.28

82.6

1.48

240

StDev

9.49

3.16

6.72

0.25

0.41

15.1

4.55

200

Median

1.25

1.30

2.84

0.16

0.19

89.6

0.12

180

0.57

10th percentile

<1.01

0.15

90th percentile

20.29

6.12 15.10

0.06 0.004

63.3

0.01

30

0.34

96.5

1.59

520

0.64

Table 9.7 Statistical summary of the Saar metallurgical waste analyses

Silicon and associated elements

10
9
8
7
Frequency

At Saar, the elements silicon, calcium, potassium, titanium and strontium appear in signiﬁcantly higher concentrations in waste/spill samples than in ﬁnished objects. For example, a number of waste/spill pieces have Si concentrations in the 10–30 range (see Fig. 9.5), whereas
the highest Si concentration in a ﬁnished object is 7.0.
Most evidence suggests that these waste/spill samples were produced as a result of the reﬁning of raw copper high in impurities
such as iron and perhaps sulfur. As noted above, iron can be readily removed from metallic copper by the addition of silicon-rich
material (such as sand or crushed quartz) to the molten material
in a crucible, which may account for the increased concentration
of Si in the waste/spill samples. Silicon could also have been introduced into the waste/spill samples as surface contamination by
surrounding soil particles. Such contamination could have introduced other impurities such as K, Ca, Ti and Sr into the waste
samples, and would account for the strong correlations between
these elements seen in the compositional data.

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
<1
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5-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

> 30

Si (%)

Fig. 9.5 Silicon in waste/spill examples
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Iron and sulfur
As summarised in Table 9.7, median iron concentrations in
waste/spill samples from Saar are approximately 2.8 Fe, three
times higher than in the ﬁnished objects. The range of iron concentrations in the waste/spill samples is also generally higher
than in ﬁnished objects, reaching more than 20 Fe in two cases
(1604:05 and 2681:03). An electron microscope image of sample
1604:05 (Fig. 9.6) illustrates the presence of a light phase (pure
copper with < 1 Fe) in a matrix of darker material (ca. 90 Fe
with some copper).
Average sulfur concentrations in waste/spill samples (see Fig.
9.7) are more than twice as high as in ﬁnished objects, and waste/
spill samples with more than 2 S are common. The highest sulfur concentration recorded is 12.0 S, in sample 2673:03, and a
sem image of this sample (Fig. 9.8) reveals large, light grey areas
of copper sulﬁde matte in addition to iron-rich and copper-rich
components. Where both Fe and S concentrations in raw copper
are high, reﬁning will lead to the production of residues high in
iron and sulfur. The increased concentrations of iron and sulfur in

Fig. 9.6 SEM image of the microstructure of refining waste sample
1604:05, showing a minor light grey phase (pure copper) and a major
dark grey phase (ca. 90% iron). The darkest grey area at the top of the
figure is resin in which the sample is mounted

7
Spill/Waste
Copper Ingot

6

Frequency

5
4

many of the Saar waste/spill samples support the idea that they
are by-products of secondary copper reﬁning.

Arsenic and nickel
It is interesting to examine the distribution of nickel and arsenic
in the waste/spill samples (see Fig. 9.9). In general, Ni concentrations are similar in waste/spill samples and ﬁnished objects, and
although median As concentrations are higher in ﬁnished objects
than waste/spill samples, the ranges reported are comparable (see
Tables 5 and 7). In particular, ﬁve waste/spill samples with 1 – 2 of
As or Ni are reported, matching the upper As and Ni concentrations of the ﬁnished objects.
One metallurgical waste/spill sample from Saar deserves special
discussion. Sample 1864:40 contains ca. 20 As, 75 Cu and 2.5
Fe, and has a very bright, metallic silvery appearance typical of
high arsenic alloys (Eaton 1977; Northover 1989). The pixe analyses
have been conﬁrmed by eds analyses, which indicated the presence
of a predominant metallic phase consistent with such a composition (Cu3As), and a number of sulﬁde inclusions. The sample thus
appears radically diﬀerent in composition to the remaining waste/
spill pieces from Saar, and indeed to any of the ﬁnished objects
analysed in previous studies of Gulf metallurgy (see Weeks 1997,
2000). Given the high metallic content of the piece, it is likely to
be casting debris rather than a reﬁning slag. The piece from Saar
might represent the by-product of a primary smelting operation
at its point of origin, in which a particularly high concentration of
As-bearing minerals was included in the furnace charge (cf. Budd
et al. 1992: 680). Alternatively, the use of copper arsenides such
as algonodite (Cu5As) or domeykite (Cu3As), as known from the
Anarak mining district in Iran (Heskel and Lamberg-Karlovsky
1980; Pigott 1999b: 78 – 9), might be indicated. Whether the alloy
was intentionally produced remains uncertain.

Copper
Copper concentrations on Saar waste/spill samples are relatively high, as summarised in Table 9.7 and illustrated in Fig. 9.10.
Median concentrations are close to 90 Cu, with the lowest value
of 44.5 Cu reported in sample 1604:05. As discussed below, the
high copper content of the waste/spill samples from Saar is an important indicator of their place in the production of copper objects
at the settlement.

3

Tin

2

Tin concentrations in the waste/spill samples are in all cases well
below the detection limit for pixe analyses at ansto, of ca. 890 ppm

1
0
0.0- 0.5- 1.0- 1.5- 2.0- 2.5- 3.0- 3.5- 4.0- 4.5- 5.0- 5.5- >6.0
0.4 0.9 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.4 4.9 5.4 5.9
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2.0
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Fig. 9.7 Sulfur in waste/spill samples and ingots

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Ni (%)

Fig. 9.8 SEM image of the microstructure of refining waste sample
2673:03, showing large, light grey areas of copper sulfide matte
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Fig. 9.9 Nickel and arsenic concentrations in Saar
objects (sample 1864:40 not shown)
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Frequency
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Fig. 9.10 Copper in waste/spill samples

Sn. It is thus clear that these objects were not by-products of the
reﬁning or casting of tin-bronze alloys. As a number of the waste
pieces might represent spills from the casting process (see below),
the analyses of the waste samples also provide no evidence for the
casting of tin-bronze objects at Saar. A similar situation was noted
in the analyses of waste/spill samples from Tell Abraq, where very
few pieces (3 out of 60) contained more than 1 tin (Weeks 1997).
The implication of the data is that, whilst raw copper and As/Nicopper were commonly worked at Bronze Age settlements in the
Gulf region, tin-bronze was not. In fact, some evidence exists to
suggest that tin-bronze was traded pre-alloyed, in the form of ﬁnished objects. This theory is discussed in the section on lead isotope analyses presented below.

Establishing the place of the Saar waste/spill samples in
the production process
A number of the waste/spill samples have high levels of Si and
Fe which are commonly found in primary slag samples, and the
possibility that primary smelting was undertaken at Saar must be
considered. However, a number of pieces of evidence suggest that
this was not the case.
Firstly, examples of metal ores being transported long distances for smelting are very rare in early Western Asia, which
Pb/206Pb
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Object

Composition

K16:51:1

Ingot

1139:02

207

might lead us to expect, a priori, that primary smelting was not
practised on Bahrain. No pieces of copper ore have been found at
Saar, as one would expect if craftworkers were undertaking primary copper extraction at the site. Secondly, the relative impurity
of the raw copper ingots being obtained by the Saar metalworkers
indicates the necessity of a reﬁning stage prior to object fabrication (cf. Heskel n.d. 121). The composition of the Saar waste/spill
samples is precisely what might be expected to result from the puriﬁcation of such high-Fe, high-S ingots.
Thirdly, copper concentrations in the Saar waste/spill samples
are very high, with a median value of 90 Cu (see Table 9.7). Such
copper levels are higher than those in primary copper slags from
any prehistoric period in southeastern Arabia (Hauptmann 1985)
or other sites in Western Asia. High copper concentrations in association with signiﬁcant levels of Fe, Si and S may indicate that
the Saar waste/spill samples are crucible slags from the reﬁning of
raw copper (following Tylecote and Boydell 1978). Alternatively, as
the composition of some of the Saar waste samples is essentially
the same as some of the ﬁnished copper objects from the site, the
waste samples may be pieces of metal spilt during the production
of ﬁnished objects by casting. Analyses of crucible fragments and
crucible slags from Qala’at al-Bahrain Period Ib have suggested
that melting of copper, rather than secondary reﬁning, was the
primary activity undertaken there (Northover 1994). At Saar, it
is clear that at least some of the amorphous metallurgical waste
pieces are by-products of secondary copper reﬁning, and it is likely
that spillage from casting operations is also present.
The compositional analyses of the waste/spill samples are thus
able to demonstrate the nature of the activities that were undertaken by metalworkers at Saar as part of the production of copper alloy
objects. Additionally, the study of waste/spill samples and ﬁnished
objects from the site has demonstrated the essential compositional
similarity of raw copper (ingots and waste/spill pieces) and ﬁnished
objects in terms of arsenic and nickel concentrations. This evidence
supports the hypothesis that the As/Ni-copper alloys produced in
the Bronze Age Gulf were products of the primary smelt, not subsequent alloying processes (see also Prange et al. 1999: 190).
208

206

Pb/204Pb

2SEM

(204Pb/206Pb)

Table 9. 8 Lead isotope data for objects from Saar. The column entitled Composition lists all elements
present in the object in concentrations of greater than 1%, in order of concentration
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Lead isotope analysis (Ken Collerson)
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0.0548
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204Pb/206Pb

Lead isotope analysis (lia) involves the measurement of the proportions of the four stable isotopes of lead (²⁰⁴Pb, ²⁰⁶Pb, ²⁰⁷Pb,
²⁰⁸Pb) in an archaeological object. Small amounts of lead are commonly found in copper-base artefacts, not due to intentional additions, but as a result of their origin in Pb-bearing copper ores
(Gale and Stos-Gale 1982). Analysis of the isotopic characteristics
of this lead oﬀers the potential to determine the geological source
of the metal used in a copper-base object. This is because the lead
isotope characteristics of diﬀerent ore bodies are determined by
their formation processes and their age, and thus can vary considerably from mine to mine, and region to region, forming distinctive ‘ﬁngerprints’. As lead isotope ratios of ﬁnished objects are
the same as the ore from which they were produced (discounting
instances of mixing of metal from separate sources), isotopic data
for archaeological objects can be related to data from potential
ore sources to identify those with similar lead isotopic characteristics. Comparisons can also be drawn between the isotopic characteristics of ﬁnished objects from diﬀerent sites or areas. Such
approaches allow the investigation of a variety of archaeological
questions beyond the determination of absolute provenance, particularly variation through time of raw material sources. An introduction to the theoretical and technical aspects of lia can be
found in Gulson (1986), whilst the application of lia to archaeology is reviewed by Gale and Stos-Gale (1982), Stos-Gale and Gale
(1994) and Pollard and Heron (1996).
A total of 13 archaeological copper-base objects from Saar were
analysed to determine their lead isotopic composition. Samples
were analysed by thermal ionization mass spectrometry (tims) at
the Advanced Centre for Queensland University Isotope Research
Excellence (acquire) in Brisbane, Australia. Details of sample
preparation and analytical techniques are given above, and the
data are listed in Table 9.8.
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0.855
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207Pb/206Pb

Fig. 9.11 Lead isotope characteristics of the 13 analysed Saar objects

spill (1864:40). The isotopic similarity of Group 2 objects suggests
the possibility that they had a shared provenance, although the divergence of sample 1864:40 from the remainder of Group 2 may
reﬂect a separate source.

Saar Isotopic Group 3
Results
The lead isotope ratios of the analysed objects from Saar are illustrated in Fig. 9.11. As data for each object reﬂect variation in three
isotopic ratios (²⁰⁴Pb/²⁰⁶Pb, ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb and ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb), pairs of
graphs are required to show the full isotopic variation of the objects. On such ﬁgures, objects have matching isotopic signatures
if they overlap on both of the graphs, whereas it is necessary to
note diﬀerences on only one of the graphs in order to demonstrate
isotopic disparity. As discussed below, the objects are divisible into
four groups based upon their isotopic characteristics. This is a basic but important ﬁnding that suggests copper-base objects from
Saar were probably derived from a number of sources.

Saar Isotopic Group 1
This group includes of ﬁve objects, all tin-bronzes, and falls in
the upper right hand corner of the graphs in Fig. 9.11, with ²⁰⁷Pb/
²⁰⁶Pb ratios of greater than 0.85. Four of the tin-bronzes (1853:70F,
1853:70R, 4086:15, 5111:07) are relatively tightly grouped, suggesting a possible shared source (as discussed below) whereas the ﬁfth
tin-bronze (1864:42) has a slightly divergent and less radiogenic
signature.

Saar Isotopic Group 2
A second group of samples has ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb ratios ranging from
0.835 – 0.845 and ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb ratios of 2.07 – 2.09. The group includes two copper ingots (1139:02, 1159:03), the two copper ﬁnished
objects (2174:03F, 2669:06), and a sample of arsenic-rich waste/
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The third group comprises a copper ingot (K16:51:01) and a piece
of copper reﬁning waste (1604:05). These objects deﬁne a ﬁeld with
signiﬁcantly depleted ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb ratios (2.05 – 2.06) compared
with Isotopic Group 2. It is interesting to note that both samples
have very low levels of arsenic (0.01, the lowest of any Saar samples characterised by lia) and high levels of iron (μ9.9 Fe).

Saar Isotopic Group 4
This ‘group’ is deﬁned by only one object, waste/spill sample
2681:03. It has the most radiogenic isotopic characteristics of the
analysed Saar objects, and was most probably extracted from a
separate and distinctive ore source. It is also distinguished from
the rest of the Saar waste samples by high concentrations of nickel
(1.74) and cobalt (1.17).

Conclusions regarding the isotopic diversity of the
Saar objects
Claims of shared or separate provenance for artefacts are very difﬁcult to evaluate without comparable isotopic data for relevant
ores. This is because copper sources can be characterized by very
limited (‘conformable’) or very divergent (‘anomalous’) isotopic ratios. Consequently, copper objects from one source can be isotopically homogeneous or heterogeneous. However, having noted this
qualiﬁcation, the isotopic diversity of the 13 analysed Saar objects
is of such a degree that the use of metal from multiple ore sources
is almost certainly indicated.
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Comparison with other archaeological samples
The isotopic data for the Saar objects can be compared with lead
isotope data for archaeological objects from Tell Abraq in the
UAE (Weeks 1999) and from other sites in southeastern Arabia
(Prange et al. 1999). Comparisons given here incorporate material
from Tell Abraq contexts roughly contemporary with Saar (Umm
an-Nar II/Wadi Suq II, ca. 2100 – 1600 bc, using the chronology
in Weeks 1997: table 1). The ages of the objects from southeastern
Arabia analysed by Prange et al. (1999) are not individually deﬁned,
but they date broadly to the Umm an-Nar Period. Comparisons
between all of the Saar objects and copper objects from southeastern Arabia are shown in Fig. 9.12, and in Fig. 9.13 the tin-bronzes
from Saar are compared with those from Tell Abraq. The isotopic
analyses from the very important study by Prange et al. (1999: ﬁg.
7) are not fully published and they can only be shown in one of the
graphs in Fig. 9.12.
As can be seen in Fig. 9.12, the copper ﬁnished objects, ingots
and waste/spill samples from Saar Isotopic Group 2 have generally similar isotopic characteristics to some of the late third/early
second millennium bc copper objects from Tell Abraq, and to a
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Important information can be extracted from the Saar analyses without recourse to comparisons with external ore and artefact
data. For example, it can be seen that some of the isotopic diversity in the Saar assemblage can be correlated with compositional
diﬀerences. Thus, objects in Isotopic Group 3 have low arsenic and
high iron concentrations relative to the other Saar objects, and
high-tin objects are all found in Isotopic Group 1, distinct from
copper objects and ingots. The isotopic disparity of the Isotopic
Group 1 tin-bronzes could reﬂect a number of diﬀerent histories
for the objects concerned:
a) diﬀerent metal sources supplied the copper and tinbronze used at Saar, or
b) the tin contained suﬃcient lead to modify the isotopic
composition of the copper with which it was alloyed.
The second possibility is often disregarded in archaeological
discussions, as tin rarely contains signiﬁcant amounts of lead
(Gale and Stos-Gale 1982; Stos-Gale 1989; Pernicka et al. 1990).
However, as Pb concentrations in the Saar copper are very low
(generally less than 300 ppm), even a small contribution of Pb by
the tin in a tin-bronze could serve to change the isotopic composition of the resulting alloy. With regard to this issue, it is interesting to note that the tin-bronzes from Saar have signiﬁcantly
higher Pb concentrations than the copper objects from the site.
If metallic tin with lead isotope ratios of a non-radiogenic nature
(i.e. in the upper right hand corner of the graphs on Fig. 9.11), was
alloyed with copper of Saar Isotopic Group 2 type, the resulting
tin-bronzes would possess isotopic ratios intermediate between
the two. However, the only Bronze Age tin object known from the
Gulf region, the ring from the Umm an-Nar tomb at Tell Abraq,
does not have such non-radiogenic ratios (see Fig. 9.13). It is therefore uncertain if lead from tin caused the isotopic discrepancy between tin-bronzes and copper objects at Saar.
The tin-bronzes group in the upper right hand corner of the
graphs on Fig. 9.11, and lia suggests that one source supplied all the
tin-bronze used at Saar, or that one alloying event produced the tinbronze used in all the analysed objects (as it is diﬃcult to imagine
separate alloying events producing tin-bronzes with such a uniform
isotopic composition). The exception is object 1864:42, the least radiogenic of the analysed Saar objects, which is perhaps divergent
enough from the remainder of the Saar tin-bronzes to indicate an
origin in a diﬀerent ore body, or a diﬀerent alloying event.
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Fig. 9.12 Lead isotope characteristics of objects from Saar, and of copper
objects, ingots, and metalworking debris from Tell Abraq (Weeks 1999)
and other sites in southeastern Arabia (Prange et al. 1999)

portion of the southeastern Arabian artefacts analysed by Prange
et al. (1999: ﬁg. 7). The copper ingot and waste/spill sample from
Saar Isotopic Group 3 are not matched by any copper samples
from Tell Abraq, but show broadly similar isotopic characteristics
(a depleted thorogenic component) to some Bronze Age copper
ingots, prills and fragments from southeastern Arabia.
A number of copper samples from Tell Abraq are distinct from
the Saar copper samples (possessing less radiogenic ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb ratios of 0.845 – 0.85), and can be seen at the top right of the graphs
in Fig. 9.12. At least one of these Tell Abraq copper objects is,
however, isotopically similar to the tin-bronze objects from Saar,
and a copper ‘prill’ from Oman also has similar characteristics.
The general isotopic similarity of material from the various
sites suggests that the societies of the Central and Southern
Gulf were part of the same Bronze Age exchange system, which
allowed access to the same range of metal sources. Copper with
isotopic characteristics similar to Saar Isotopic Group 2 in particular appears to be common throughout the Gulf region in
the Bronze Age. However, other Saar objects have less common
isotopic signatures. For example, there are no isotopic matches
between Saar waste sample 2681:03 from Group 4 and any of
the analysed objects from southeastern Arabia, and the isotopic
parallels between Saar Isotopic Group 3 and some of the southeastern Arabian artefacts are of a very general nature. These examples may indicate that the people of Saar had access to metal
of a diﬀerent origin from that used in the Southern Gulf.
With regard to the tin-bronzes illustrated in Fig. 9.13, it is immediately clear that the tin-bronzes of Saar Isotopic Group 1 cover only a small part of the isotopic range seen in the tin-bronzes
from Tell Abraq. Four of the ﬁve Saar tin-bronzes analysed are
similar to a group of Umm an-Nar and Wadi Suq tin-bronzes
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ent metal sources supplied the raw material for each of the major
compositional groups (copper objects and tin-bronzes) thus seems
clearer for Saar than for Tell Abraq, where the possibility of lead
contribution by the tin in the tin-bronzes must also be considered.
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Fig. 9.13 Lead isotope characteristics of tin-bronzes from Saar
and Tell Abraq, and a tin-ring from Tell Abraq (Weeks 1999)

from Tell Abraq, with ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb ratios in the 0.845 – 0.855 range.
This isotopic group also includes the tin ring from the Umm anNar collective tomb at Tell Abraq. The outlying tin-bronze from
Saar, the pin/awl 1864:42, has isotopic characteristics intermediate
between the remaining Saar tin-bronzes and the least radiogenic
tin-bronzes from Tell Abraq (in the upper right hand corner of the
Fig. 9.13 graphs). The isotopic analyses suggest that at least some
of the tin-bronze being used at Saar came from the same source(s)
as that used at contemporary Tell Abraq.
In some respects, the isotopic data for tin-bronzes from Saar
show a pattern similar to that of the analyses from Tell Abraq.
These similarities include the observations that:
a) tin-bronzes are characterized by somewhat less radiogenic ²⁰⁸Pb and ²⁰⁶Pb isotopic compositions than
copper objects, and
b) tin-bronzes from Saar fall on the same mixing line
on the ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb vs. ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb and ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb
vs. ²⁰⁴Pb/²⁰⁶Pb plots as data from Tell Abraq (and a
number of other Bronze Age sites in Western Asia; see
Fig. 9.13 and Weeks 1999).
It has been suggested that the isotopic diversity of the Tell
Abraq tin-bronzes conceals a very limited number of sources for
this material (Weeks 1999), an argument based upon the isotopic
similarity of early tin-bronzes from widely separated regions of
Western Asia and the Aegean. The similarity of the Saar isotopic
data with these broader patterns may reﬂect the participation of
the Saar population in the long-distance tin and tin-bronze trade
which seems to have existed in Western Asia at this time, although
such a claim is speculative.
Unlike the Tell Abraq data, which showed signiﬁcant overlap
of the isotopic characteristics of copper and tin-bronze objects, no
such overlap exists for the Saar objects. The conclusion that diﬀer-
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It has usually been accepted that the copper used on Bahrain in the
Early Dilmun period came from southeastern Arabia (e.g. Crawford
et al. 1997: 13). This interpretation is based upon four factors:
a) the lack of copper sources on Bahrain itself, or on the
nearby Arabian mainland,
b) textual and archaeological evidence indicating largescale copper production in southeastern Arabia (ancient
Magan), the trade in which was partly controlled by
merchants from Dilmun (e.g. Potts 1990a; Hauptmann
et al. 1988),
c) the presence on Bahrain of bun-shaped copper ingots similar to those produced in Bronze Age Oman
(Crawford 1998: 100), and
d) compositional similarities between the copper used in
Early Dilmun and contemporary southeastern Arabia
(Northover 1994; Prange et al. 1999: 190).
To this list can be added the isotopic ﬁndings presented in Fig.
9.13, whereby many Saar copper objects had isotopic ratios matching copper objects from southeastern Arabia. Given that so much
copper was produced in Bronze Age southeastern Arabia, it is likely that local metal was being used at southeastern Arabian sites,
and the isotopic similarity of Saar and southeastern Arabian cop-
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Fig. 9.14 Lead isotope characteristics of Saar objects in comparison to
massive sulfide copper ores from Oman (Stos-Gale et al. 1997; Calvez
and Lescuyer 1991; Chen and Pallister 1981) and Omani copper ores
from unspecified locations (Prange et al. 1999: Fig. 7)
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per-base objects seen in Fig. 9.13 can be taken as evidence for the
use of Omani metal on Bahrain.
However, there is no reason to think that the copper used at
Saar came exclusively from southeastern Arabia. It is quite plausible that small quantities of copper from Iran, Pakistan or India
were available on Bahrain in the Early Dilmun period, particularly
given the wide-ranging trade contacts the island enjoyed at this
time. Indeed, there are cuneiform references to the trade of copper
from Meluhha (the Indus Valley) through the Gulf in the third
millennium bc (Leemans 1960: 161). In support of this possibility, the lead isotope data presented above indicate strongly that
the Saar metal was obtained from multiple sources, some of which
seem to have been diﬀerent than those available to the southeastern Arabian population.
In considering this issue, it is also of critical importance to understand the logical limitations of the lead isotope approach to
provenance. Although negative conclusions regarding provenance
can be strong, positive assignations are by their nature weaker, and
dependent upon the extent of isotopic sampling of potential ore
sources. In short, it is much easier to rule out potential sources
than to conﬁdently state that a particular deposit or region was the
source of the metal used in an object.
Unfortunately, lead isotope data for the copper deposits in
Oman, Iran, Pakistan and India are scarce. The most obvious comparison of the Saar material, for the reasons outlined above, is with
copper ores from southeastern Arabia. These data were largely collected during geological research in the region (Gale et al. 1981;
Chen and Pallister 1981; Calvez and Lescuyer 1991), although archaeometric studies have been undertaken in more recent years
(Stos-Gale et al. 1997; Prange et al. 1999: 191 and ﬁg. 7).
The Saar data and isotopic ratios for copper ores from Oman
are illustrated in Fig. 9.14. It is clear that the majority of objects
from Saar do not have similar isotopic characteristics to the massive sulﬁde copper ores from Oman analysed in geological studies.
Only one Saar object (ingot 1139:02) has isotopic characteristics
directly matching the massive sulﬁde ores, the match being with
the most radiogenic of the two sulﬁde ﬁelds including ores from
the Raki and Hayl-as-Saﬁl deposits. The results indicate that the
largest massive sulﬁde deposits in southeastern Arabia at Lasail,
Bayda and ‘Arja, did not supply the a signiﬁcant amount of the
copper used at Saar in the Early Dilmun period. In contrast, some
of the Omani ore samples analysed by Prange et al. (1999: ﬁg. 7)
show isotopic characteristics similar to the copper objects in Saar
Isotopic Group 2. As the provenance for these ore samples is not
given, it is diﬃcult to know whether they are from massive sulﬁde
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Fig. 9.16 Lead isotope characteristics of the Saar objects in comparison to Iranian samples, including host-rocks from Sar Cheshmeh
copper deposit (Shahabpour and Kramers 1987), copper ore from
Veshnoveh, and slag from the Bronze Age sites of Arisman and Tepe
Sialk (Chegini et al. 2000)

deposits or smaller mineral occurrences lower in the ophiolite
mantle sequence, a geological unit that hosts many Omani copper deposits of the type preferentially exploited during the Bronze
Age (Hauptmann et al. 1988).
Signiﬁcantly, none of the analysed copper ores from Oman have
isotopic signatures compatible with Saar objects from Groups 1, 3
and 4. While these objects may have come from an as-yet uncharacterised ore source in Oman (cf. Prange et al. 1999: 190), other
areas of Western and South Asia must also be considered as potential sources for the copper used at Early Dilmun Saar.
Numerous copper deposits are known from India and extensive copper production is thought to have begun there by the early
third millennium bc (Chakrabarti 1998: 52 and 143 – 4), although
the earliest evidence for mining cannot be placed before the midsecond millennium (Hegde and Ericson 1985). The Indian deposits
most likely to have supplied copper to the Gulf trading system
are those of the Aravalli Hills in Gujarat and Rajasthan. Some Pb
isotope data for copper and lead ores from these areas have been
published (Hegde and Ericson 1985; Srinivasan 1999), and the
comparison with the Saar copper samples is illustrated in Fig. 9.15.
It is clear from the data that the deposits of the Aravalli Hills were
not supplying metal to Saar: these ores are hosted by Precambrian
rocks, and have distinctive radiogenic ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁴Pb and unradiogenic ²⁰⁶Pb/²⁰⁴Pb compositions, whereas the Pb isotopic composition of the Saar artefacts suggests that the metal was probably
extracted from much younger deposits.
Many other copper sources with the potential to have supplied
copper to the Gulf region occur further to the west, in Pakistan
and Iran. The Iranian Plateau, in particular, has been regarded as
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one of the most important areas for the development of metallurgy
in ancient Western Asia (Caldwell 1967; Berthoud et al. 1980, 1982:
40; Pigott 1999a, 1999b). Important copper deposits are recorded in
central and southeastern Iran and Iranian Makran (Haditsch 1986:
ﬁg. 1; Samani 1998: ﬁg. 2), and there is evidence for copper production in the region as early as the ﬁfth millennium bc (Caldwell
1967; Heskel and Lamberg-Karlovsky 1980; Pigott 1999a).
Unfortunately, very few lead isotopic data are available for
Iranian copper ores or Bronze Age copper slags. Three samples
from the Plateau sites of Tepe Sialk, Arisman and the Veshnoveh
mine have recently been analysed as part of an Iranian-German
research programme in the region (Chegini et al. 2000), and they
can be supplemented by isotopic analyses from the Sar-Cheshmeh
deposit in Kerman, the largest copper deposit in Iran (Shahabpour
and Kramers 1987). The Sar-Cheshmeh data consist of analyses on
sulﬁde concentrates from the rocks hosting the deposit rather than
from copper ore samples, whereas the Tepe Sialk and Arisman analyses are on copper slags and the Veshnoveh sample is copper ore.
The data from the Plateau sites and Sar-Cheshmeh are illustrated in Fig. 9.16. The closest match is between Saar ingot 1159:03
and the slag sample from Tepe Sialk, although this ingot also
has similar isotopic ratios to one of the sulﬁde concentrates from
Sar-Cheshmeh. Additionally, the high-As waste sample (1864:40)
falls into the general area occupied by the Sar Cheshmeh samples and the two remaining Group 2 copper samples (2174:03F and
2669:06) have similar isotopic characteristics. The Iranian samples,
as a group, have isotopic ratios ranging from those found in Saar
Isotopic Group 2 (and commonly in southeastern Arabian ores
and artefacts) to more radiogenic values than seen in the Saar assemblage, with the exception of Group 4 object 2681:03. Again, the
Iranian data, although extremely limited, show no correspondence
with objects from Saar Isotopic Groups 1, 3, or 4.
The isotopic data presented in Figs. 14 and 16 suggest that
delineating the metal produced in Iran and southeastern Arabia
using lia may be diﬃcult. Parallels can be drawn with the problems facing attempts to determine metal provenience in the eastern Mediterranean using the same technique (Budd et al. 1995
and subsequent comments; Budd et al. 1996). The combination
of isotopic and compositional data has been suggested as a useful
technique for the discussion of metal provenance (e.g. Pernicka
1999, 1995: 61; Stos-Gale et al. 1997: 109), however a further possible barrier to delineation of the metal sources used in the Gulf
in the Bronze Age is provided by geology. A number of the copper deposits of Iran occur in geologically similar contexts to those
of Oman (e.g. the ophiolite-hosted massive sulﬁde deposits of
the Makran), and diﬀerentiating the metal produced from these
Iranian and Omani deposits by compositional means may also be
diﬃcult (Hauptmann 1987: Abb. 5 and 6; Samani 1998).
As few lead isotope studies have been carried out in the Gulf,
the potential of the technique to aid archaeological interpretation
of the early trading systems of the region cannot yet be fully exploited. Although the Iranian data may be an early indicator of
diﬃculties ahead, the reconnaissance isotopic data presented in
this chapter indicate the complexity of the early metal trade in
the Gulf region, and serve as a useful data set independent of,
and complementary to, reconstructions of Gulf trade based upon
Mesopotamian cuneiform sources. The conclusive reconstruction
of the Gulf metals trade remains an enormous and incomplete
task: further compositional and isotopic data are clearly required,
in addition to archaeometallurgical ﬁeldwork to establish areas
of early copper extraction over the vast area from central Iran to
northwest India.
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Summary (Lloyd Weeks)
Thirty-eight objects from Saar were analysed in this programme
of archaeometallurgical research. This included 16 ﬁnished objects,
three copper ingots and 19 pieces of metallurgical debris from
reﬁning and casting operations at the site. The conclusions summarised here are predicated upon the assumption that the analyses are representative of the range of metal-related activities and
objects at Saar. However, as the absolute numbers of samples are
small, conclusions may change with further analyses. This is particularly true of the conclusions from lia, where only 13 objects
(seven ﬁnished objects, three ingots and three waste/spill pieces)
were analysed. Having noted this caveat, the major ﬁndings of the
programme of metallurgical analyses are summarised below.
Compositional analyses of the ﬁnished objects from Saar indicated the use of a range of copper alloys, including tin-bronze,
nickel-copper and unalloyed copper. A number of the tin-bronzes
were complex ternary alloys incorporating 1 – 2 As in addition to
tin. The alloys used at Saar ﬁt comfortably within the range of metal
alloys reported in previous studies of Bronze Age metallurgy in the
Gulf region, and comparisons can also be drawn with the use of
speciﬁc alloys for particular object categories. For example, the majority of the tin-bronzes from Saar were rings. Comparison of the
Saar analyses with material from southeastern Arabia conﬁrms that,
among the Bronze Age societies of the Gulf, tin-bronze tended to
be preferentially used for small decorative items such as rings.
However, although a number of diﬀerent copper-base alloys
were used by the people of Saar, it is uncertain whether any alloying ever took place at Saar itself. Firstly, there is growing evidence
from southeastern Arabia and other areas that copper-base alloys
with concentrations of arsenic and nickel like those found at Saar
were probably (inadvertently) produced at the primary smelting
stage, as a result of the chemical and mineralogical composition of
the ores that were available for exploitation (Weeks 2000). The raw
metal traded to Saar in ingot form seems to have, occasionally, included such As/Ni-copper alloys: signiﬁcant impurities of Ni and
As (sometimes exceeding 1) are commonly seen in the Saar metallurgical waste and ingots analysed in this study. Secondly, there is
a distinct lack of evidence for the melting or casting of tin-bronze
(as opposed to copper) at Saar and southeast Arabian sites, and no
tin objects are known from Early Dilmun Bahrain. Thus it could
be suggested that tin-bronze was traded to settlements in the Gulf
in the form of ﬁnished objects. As noted above, small decorative
objects such as rings appear to dominate tin-bronze metal assemblages from the Bronze Age Gulf, and they may represent the
form in which tin-bronze was usually exchanged within the Gulf.
The copper ingots from Saar have similar impurity patterns to
the ﬁnished copper objects from the site, but are distinguished by
much higher concentrations of sulfur and, in particular, iron. These
elements, present in concentrations of up to ca. 10 in the ingots,
result from the use of mixed oxide and sulfur-bearing ores in the
production of the raw copper and the incomplete separation of the
copper and matte produced during the primary smelt. The high
level of impurities in the Saar ingots is matched by analyses of
other ingots from the Gulf region, and indicates the need for a
reﬁning stage prior to the production of ﬁnished objects at Saar.
Abundant evidence of such secondary reﬁning is provided by the
waste/spill samples from the Saar settlement. These samples are differentiable from the majority of ﬁnished objects at Saar not only by
their appearance and shape, but by their composition. The debris
from casting and particularly reﬁning operations undertaken at Saar
generally possessed higher concentrations of silicon, sulfur, iron and
cobalt than ﬁnished objects. A number of factors suggest that most
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of the analysed waste samples from Saar are by-products of the reﬁning of raw copper (probably ingots) high in impurities, prior to
object fabrication. A number of the waste/spill samples, however,
are almost pure metallic copper, which suggests that they were spills
created during the casting of objects at Saar. The waste/spill samples
are thus a useful guide to the range of metallurgical activities which
were undertaken by the inhabitants of the Saar settlement. The similar impurity patterns of the waste/spill samples and ﬁnished copper
objects provide a further link between the raw metal imported into
the site and the objects which were produced there.
The source of the metals used at Saar is an issue of primary
interest. Most reconstructions of the Bronze Age metals trade in
the Gulf posit that the copper used in settlements of the region
was produced in southeastern Arabia, the location of the coppersupplying land of Magan mentioned in contemporary cuneiform
sources. The compositional characteristics of most of the copper
objects from Saar, especially their arsenic and nickel concentrations, are compatible with an origin in southeastern Arabia. One
exception is the waste/spill sample 1864:40, with ca. 20 As, which
may have come from a region such as Anarak on the Iranian
Plateau where high-arsenic ores are commonly found (Heskel
and Lamberg-Karlovsky 1980). The tin-bronzes from Saar are also
clear candidates for an absolute provenance outside southeastern
Arabia: the presence of tin indicates that they must include at
least some non-Omani metal (as tin is not found in southeastern Arabia), and they are also distinct from the majority of the
Saar copper objects in their arsenic, lead, and silver concentrations. However, it has been demonstrated that whilst some trace
elements in copper-base objects are a reﬂection of the provenance
of the metal (Pernicka 1999), compositional analyses are rarely
able to provide speciﬁc and reliable information on provenance
(Craddock and Giumlia-Mair 1988). The issue of provenance for
the Saar metals was therefore addressed through a combination of
compositional and lead isotope data.
Given the prevailing hypotheses regarding metal production and
exchange in the region, it is interesting to note that the lia of the
Saar objects suggests the possibility of four diﬀerent sources for the
metal used at the site, labelled here as Saar Isotopic Groups 1 – 4. It
seems clear that the tin-bronzes from Saar (Isotopic Group 1) came
from a diﬀerent source than any of the copper objects, ingots or waste
samples. The isotopic characteristics of the tin-bronzes are relatively
homogeneous, which may indicate that only one source supplied the
tin-bronze used at Saar. Geological and textual information would
suggest that the ultimate origin of these tin-bronze items lay far to
the east of Saar, within the areas of modern Afghanistan or Central
Asia (Weeks 1999). The many intermediaries between the source
and the eventual users of the tin-bronze at Saar remain unknown, as
do the mechanisms of the exchange systems by which this material
was distributed in the Bronze Age Gulf. As noted above, it is possible that the tin-bronze used at Saar was found in the form in which
it was actually traded, as small decorative objects such as rings are
particularly common among early tin-bronzes from the Gulf region. Alternatively, such items of display may have been manufactured locally in the Gulf, as an appropriate use of a metal alloy with
distinctive elite associations in wider Bronze Age Western Asia (e.g.
Stech and Pigott 1986).
Among the copper objects, it is signiﬁcant that the isotopic
characteristics of one of the ingots (K16:51:01) are diﬀerent enough
from the remaining ingots to suggest a separate source. This indicates that not only ﬁnished objects, but also raw copper was reaching Saar from multiple ore sources.
Whether the isotopically heterogeneous metal used at Saar was
obtained through multi-directional trade is, however, a very dif-

ferent question. For example, the Ur version of the myth of Enki
and Ninhursag dating from ca. 2000 bc (Kramer 1977: 59), indicates
that eight countries transported their wares to Dilmun: Tukrish,
Meluhha, Marhashi, Magan, the Sealand, Zalamgar, Elam and
Sumer. It is tempting to correlate the use of multiple metal sources
at Saar with such multi-directional trade contacts, but this may not
necessarily be the case. As an illustration of the distinction, the more
than 100 copper deposits recorded in southeastern Arabia occur in
a number of diﬀerent geological contexts, and would be expected
to have diﬀering isotopic characteristics related to their individual
histories of formation. The study by Prange et al. (1999) has indeed
demonstrated the great isotopic diversity of copper ores and Bronze
Age objects from southeastern Arabia. Isotopically heterogeneous
copper from a number of diﬀerent Omani sources could have been
channelled through a small number of coastal trading centres, and
obtained by traders from Saar at a single settlement such as Tell
Abraq, on the northern coast of the Oman Peninsula.
The delineation of such issues depends upon the comparison
of the isotopic data for the Saar artefacts with that for ores and
artefacts from potential source regions. A comparison of the Saar
objects with other Bronze Age objects from southeastern Arabia
highlights a general isotopic similarity, suggesting that copper
from the some of the same sources was utilized throughout the
Gulf region. Such statements can be made without recourse to ore
data and the investigation of absolute provenance. Comparisons
with lia data for copper ores from Oman suggest that southeastern Arabia was a major producer of the copper circulating in the
Gulf, a claim that is supported by the compositional analyses of the
Saar copper objects. Thus, the isotopic diversity of the Saar metal
assemblage can, in theory, be reconciled with the predominant use
of metal from southeastern Arabia on Early Dilmun Bahrain.
Such a ﬁnding is in accord with most thinking on the Bronze
Age copper trade in the Gulf but, interestingly, is most strongly
refuted by the evidence from southeastern Arabia itself. Research
since the late 1970s has outlined a highly periodic history of primary copper extraction in Oman, within which there is little or
no evidence for production in the early second millennium bc
(Weisgerber 1981: Abb. 4; Hauptmann 1985: Abb. 1). This is the very
period during which the Dilmun copper trade with Mesopotamia
reached its peak, and the absence of evidence for primary extraction in southeastern Arabia has led at least one scholar (Carter
2001) to question whether most Dilmun copper was really coming
from southeastern Arabia at this time.
The little evidence from southeastern Arabia that does exist consists of one radiocarbon date of ca. 1800 bc from a copper
mine on Masirah Island (Weisgerber 1988), about which nothing
else is published. If copper production had, in fact, ceased at this
time in southeastern Arabia, then the use of Omani copper by
the metalworkers at Saar could reﬂect recycling of metal obtained
earlier. However, given the compositional and isotopic similarities
between Early Dilmun copper and some Bronze Age objects and
ores from southeastern Arabia reported in this and other studies (esp. Prange et al. 1999), it seems more likely that copper production in southeastern Arabia did in fact continue into the Wadi
Suq Period. One possible explanation for the failure to recognise
Wadi Suq smelting in southeastern Arabia is that primary extraction slags from this period are not diﬀerentiable from those of the
Umm an-Nar Period on typological or technological grounds, and
have been classiﬁed as Umm an-Nar smelting remains. The resolution of this issue is obviously critical for archaeometallurgical studies in southeastern Arabia and for the Gulf metals trade in general.
Given such uncertainties, it is perhaps unsurprising that a number
of the Bronze Age objects and ingots from Saar (and Oman) are
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isotopically distinct from the Omani copper ores so far analysed.
Although similar ores may eventually be recorded in Oman, especially at sites like Masirah Island, the lia forces us to examine the
possibility that copper sources in India, Pakistan, or Iran may have
provided some of the copper used at Saar. Very few lia data are available for these regions, but they suggest that Indian copper sources in
Gujarat and Rajasthan were unlikely to have supplied the metal used
at Saar. However, many of the copper deposits likely to have been
exploited in the Indus region remain unalysed. In contrast, some of
the Saar copper objects are isotopically compatible with an Iranian
origin, although it appears that diﬀerentiating copper produced in
Oman and Iran using lia may prove to be problematic.
Clearly, the meagre amount of isotopic data available for copper deposits from India to Iran is entirely inadequate to allow a
satisfactory investigation of this issue. Nevertheless, lia of the
Saar objects and contemporary material from southeastern Arabia
has provided a ﬁrst indication of the complexity of the early metal
exchange in the Gulf region and the wide-ranging trade contacts
it may have incorporated.

Note on analytical techniques
Proton-induced X-ray emission (PIXE)
Samples were invariably heavily corroded on the surface, and corrosion
commonly extended a signiﬁcant way into the core. For pixe analysis,
material from the centre of the sample was exposed by abrasion, and polished using wet-and-dry sandpaper grades 320 – 1200. The samples were
cleaned in distilled water and mounted on Cr-coated iron brackets on
the long target stick just prior to analysis. Analyses were conducted at the
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ansto), and
supported by grants from the Australian Institute for Nuclear Science
and Engineering (ainse). Thanks are due to Dr. Grahame Bailey and Mr.
Philip Johnston (ansto) for the collection and processing of the data.
Utilising the pixe technique, compositional data were collected for 26
elements: silicon (Si), phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), chlorine (Cl), potassium
(K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), vanadium (V), manganese (Mn), chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn),
arsenic (As), selenium (Se), bromine (Br), rubidium (Rb), strontium (Sr),
silver (Ag), tin (Sn), antimony (Sb), lead (Pb), gold (Au) and bismuth (Bi).
All measured P, Ti, V, Rb, Sb, Au and Bi concentrations were below levels
required for acceptable analytical precision, and are not discussed further
in this section. All chromium determinations have been disregarded due
to the possibility of spurious Cr peaks in some samples due to instrumental errors (see Weeks 2000: 302). The pixe data are presented in normalised weight percent, following processes outlined in Weeks (2000).
The sensitivity of the pixe technique is represented by a quantity known as
the Minimum Detectable Level (mdl), which is calculated for each quantiﬁed element in each analysed sample. The mdl is the minimum amount
of an element that can be measured by the pixe analytical technique, and
is dependent upon the atomic weight of the individual element, the compositional matrix of the analysed sample, and the particular instrumental
set-up employed in the laboratory (Fleming and Swann 1985). The mdl
values presented for each element are a statistical simpliﬁcation of the raw
mdl data collected during the Saar analyses, and represent an average
mdl value calculated from the mdl data for all the Saar samples.
The higher the concentration of a particular element above the mdl, the
better the precision that can be associated with the measurement. Values
below the mdl, although frequently produced by the quantiﬁcation software (Clayton et al. 1987), are highly unreliable and shown as blank cells
on Tables 9.3 and 9.6. At levels of one to three times the mdl, percentage
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standard deviations are generally in the 15 – 40 range. At concentrations
of more than ﬁve times the mdl, precision is better than ca. ±10 for
most elements. Due to problems in the detection system, measured Fe
concentrations in the Saar samples have been slightly modiﬁed prior to
normalisation (see Weeks 2000: 302). The overall accuracy of the pixe
system at ansto is approximately ±10 (Dr. R. Siegele, ansto, pers.
comm). pixe is not as commonly used for the analysis of metal objects
as other techniques, such as neutron activation analysis (naa) or atomic
absorption spectrometry (aas), but pixe has been used successfully in the
analysis of archaeological copper-base objects in studies by Grave et al.
(1996), Balthazar (1986) and Mommsen et al. (1979), among others.

Energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS)
Samples were set in epoxy resin in one-inch diameter plastic moulds.
After drying (ca. 48 hrs) the samples underwent grinding using wetand-dry sandpaper grades 320 – 1200. The samples were then polished by
hand on a cloth-covered, mechanised rotary polisher using 6 micron and
1 micron diamond paste. Samples were cleaned in ethanol in a sonic bath
between the 6 micron and 1 micron polishes and at the end of the polishing process. Samples were coated with a thin surface layer of carbon to
facilitate eds analysis, which was undertaken on a Sony XL30 scanning
electron microscope (sem) at the Electron Microscope Unit, University
of Sydney. Compositional data for up to 14 elements, comprising magnesium (Mg), Si, S, Cl, Ca, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Br, Ag and Sn, were
collected. Lead was not recorded at detectable levels in any sample. eds
data are presented in normalised weight percent for individual elemental
components. Further information on eds sample preparation and data
treatment can be found in Weeks (2000). Thanks are due to Dr Clive
Nockolds and Ian Kaplin for assistance in conducting the eds analyses.

Lead isotope analyses (LIA)
Analyses were undertaken at the Advanced Centre for Queensland
University Isotope Research Excellence (acquire) in Brisbane, Australia,
supported by a grant from the British School of Archaeology in Iraq.
Small shavings from each artefact (tin-bronze, copper, copper ingots and
metallurgical waste) were retrieved and stored in clean teﬂon Savillex®
beakers. Each sample was cleaned using deionized water and acetone in
ultra sonic bath prior to dissolution with hot HCl-doped 7 N HNO₃.
Following evaporation to dryness on a hot plate at ~75 °C residues were
converted to chloride using 7μl of 6 N HCl.
Samples were taken up with 3 μl HBr for loading on ion-exchange columns. Lead separations were carried out using standard HBr-HCl chemistry on columns ﬁlled with 100 ml AG-1x8, 200 – 400 mesh anion exchange resin prior to elution with 6 N HCl (Tilton 1973).
Pb isotopic compositions were measured in static mode on a Fisons-VGMicromass 54 – 30 multi-collector mass spectrometer. Puriﬁed Pb fractions were dissolved in H₃PO₄ and a small fraction was loaded with silica
gel on single degassed Re-ﬁlament. Pb data were obtained at 1350°C and
data were corrected for instrumental mass fractionation of 1 per atomic
mass unit using the values of Todt et al. (1996). The fractionation factor
was determined by measuring multiple loads of NBS-981 standard during
sample analysis.
Replicate analyses of common lead standard NBS-981 by multi-collector thermal ionization mass spectrometry at UQ yields ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb 2.1676 ±0.0018
(±2 sigma), ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁶Pb 0.9148 ±0.0004, ²⁰⁶Pb/²⁰⁴Pb 16.935 ±0.013, ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁴Pb
15.492 ±0.016, ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁴Pb 36.708 ±0.051. These results are identical, within error, to double spiked TIMS data of Todt et al. (1996), namely ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb
2.1670 ±0.00044, ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁶Pb 0.914585 ±0.00014, ²⁰⁶Pb/²⁰⁴Pb 16.9356 ±0.0024,
²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁴Pb 15.4891 ±0.0030, ²⁰⁸Pb/²⁰⁴Pb 36.7006 ±0.0112.
The amount of lead required for each analysis was ca. 50 to 100 ng (10-⁹ g).
Procedural blanks during the study ranged from 65 pg to 100 pg Pb. The
blank introduced during sample loading onto the mass spectrometer ﬁlament ranged between 20 to 50 fg (10-¹⁵ g).
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*O PSEFS UP EFUFDU WBSJBUJPO XJUIJO UIFTF CVJMEJOHT  BOE UP
DPNQBSF EFQPTJUJPOBM TFRVFODFT BEKBDFOU UP FBDI GFBUVSF  JU XBT
EFDJEFE UP BQQMZ A1BMBFPMJUIJD FYDBWBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT UP TFUUMF
NFOUBSDIBFPMPHZ CZFYDBWBUJPOBOETBNQMJOHJOPOFNFUSFHSJE
TRVBSFT#MEHTñïôBOEñïöJOUIF8FTUFSO2VBSUFSXFSFTFMFDUFE
BT UIF QSJODJQBM DBTFTUVEJFT JO PSEFS UP DPNQBSF B UXPSPPNFE
BOEBUISFFSPPNFECVJMEJOHGSPNUIFTBNFRVBSUFS 'JHðïñ 
ɩF HSJETRVBSFT XFSF FYDBWBUFE BMUFSOBUFMZ  QSPHSFTTJOH GSPN
UIFMBUFTUEFQPTJUTPGXJOECMPXOTBOE EPXOUISPVHIUIFPDDVQB
UJPOBOEnPPSMFWFMT BOEJOUPUIFVOEFSMZJOHGPVOEBUJPOEFQPTJUPG
TBOEXIJDITFQBSBUFEUIFMBUFTUCVJMEJOHMFWFMGSPNUIFVOEFSMZJOH
POFTɩJTFOBCMFEDPOUSPMMFETQBUJBMBOBMZTJTPGUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPG
BSUFGBDUTBOENJDSPSFTJEVFTXJUIJOFBDIBSFBɩFQSPmMFTFOBCMFE
TUVEZPGCPUIIPSJ[POUBM TQBUJBM BOEWFSUJDBM UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPO
JOCPVOEBSJFT BOEJOnPPSTBOEPDDVQBUJPOEFQPTJUT UISPVHIPVU
UIFIJTUPSZPGFBDIBSFBPGUIFCVJMEJOHT BUBSFTPMVUJPOOPUQFSNJU
UFECZSPVUJOFPQFOBSFBFYDBWBUJPO%FQPTJUTXFSFFYDBWBUFEGPM
MPXJOHTUBOEBSE FYDBWBUJPO SFDPHOJUJPO  EFmOJUJPOBOEFYFDVUJPO
QSPDFEVSFTXJUIJOFBDIHSJETRVBSFɩFFYUFOUPGFBDIFYDBWBUJPO
VOJUXBTQMBOOFEXJUIJOFBDITRVBSF BOEPOBOPWFSBMMCBTFQMBO 
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IVNBOBDUJWJUJFTNJHIUIBWFCFFOJSSFWFSTJCMZNJYFEBOEIPNPH
FOJTFECZUSBNQMJOHBOEPUIFSQSPDFTTFT HJWFOUIFTNBMMOVNCFS
BOETJ[FPGUIFSPPNT
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GPSNBKPSCVJMEJOHQIBTFTɩFmFMETFDUJPOTXFSFUBHHFEXJUIFY
DBWBUJPOVOJUOVNCFSTUPFOBCMFDPSSFMBUJPOPGmFME XFUTJFWJOH 
nPUBUJPO BOENJDSPTDPQJDPCTFSWBUJPOTBOEEBUB"MMNBKPSmOET
XFSFQMPUUFEXJUIJOFBDIHSJETRVBSF
#VMLTBNQMFTGPSXFUTJFWJOHBOEnPUBUJPOXFSFDPMMFDUFEGSPN
FBDI FYDBWBUJPO VOJUɩF NJDSPSFTJEVFT GSPN XFUTJFWJOH XFSF
RVBOUJmFE BT HSBNT QFS MJUSF  GPS FBDI PG UIF mWF TJFWF TJ[FT  JO
PSEFS UP JEFOUJGZ DPOUFYUVBM WBSJBUJPO JO UIF DPODFOUSBUJPOT BOE
EFHSFFT PG GSBHNFOUBUJPO PG QPUUFSZ  NFUBM GSBHNFOUT  CJUVNFO 
CVSOUBHHSFHBUFT CPOF TIFMMBOEPUIFSNJDSPBSUFGBDUTBOECJP
BSDIBFPMPHJDBM SFNBJOT ɩF TJFWF TJ[FT XFSF BSCJUSBSZ  CBTFE PO
XIBUXBTBWBJMBCMF
&BDI PG UIF GPVS WFSUJDBM TFDUJPOT PG FWFSZ POFNFUSF HSJE
TRVBSF XBT QIPUPHSBQIFE  ESBXO BU ðô  BOE EFTDSJCFE BEBQUJOH
TUBOEBSE TPJM TDJFODF BOE BSDIBFPMPHJDBM EFTDSJQUJPO NFUIPET
)PEHTPOðøöõ$PVSUZFUBMðø÷ø.BUUIFXTðøøñ 
#MPDLTPGTFEJNFOUDðòô¨õô¨øïDNXFSFDPMMFDUFEJOMBSHF
SFTJOJNQSFHOBUFE UIJOTFDUJPOT  BU POF UP UXP NFUSF JOUFSWBMT
UISPVHIPVUUIFCVJMEJOHTGSPNUIFFEHFPGUIFTFHSJETRVBSFT JO
PSEFSUPTUVEZNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMEBUBPOUIFPSJHJO EFQPTJUJPO
BOE QPTUEFQPTJUJPOBM BMUFSBUJPO PG EFQPTJUT JO FBDI BSFB 4QPU
TBNQMFT XFSF DPMMFDUFE BEKBDFOU UP NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM CMPDLT
GPSGVUVSFUBSHFUFEQIZUPMJUI PSHBOJD NJOFSBMPHJDBMBOEĤĖĞĖĕĩ
BOBMZTJT
ɩF SFNBJOJOH POF NFUSF HSJETRVBSFT XFSF FYDBWBUFE BOE
TBNQMFEGPMMPXJOHUIFTBNFQSPDFEVSFT,FZGFBUVSFT TVDIBTmSF
JOTUBMMBUJPOT XFSFDSPTTTFDUJPOFEJOPSEFSUPTUVEZTFRVFODFTPG
EFQPTJUT XJUIJO UIFN JO UIF TBNF XBZ  BOE UP DPNQBSF UIFN UP
TVSSPVOEJOHEFQPTJUT

&IG  0LANT REMAINS IN OCCUPATION SEQUENCES WITHIN HOUSES
ABUNDANCE IN THIN SECTION AS A PERCENTAGE BY AREA

DPOUFYUT  JODMVEJOH PDDVQBUJPO EFQPTJUT PO nPPST BOE NJEEFOT 
SBOHJOHGSPNïïðôoïïøóHSBNTQFSMJUSF
/FTCJUUTVHHFTUFEUIBUUIJTNBZIBWFCFFOEVFFJUIFSUPUIFTQBS
TJUZPGQMBOUSFNBJOTVTFEPSEFQPTJUFEXJUIJOUIFTFUUMFNFOUBU4BBS 
PSUPQPPSQSFTFSWBUJPODPOEJUJPOT ðøøò *OUIJOTFDUJPO IPXFWFS JU
JTFWJEFOUUIBUUIJTTQBSTJUZJTOPUEVFUPQPPSQSFTFSWBUJPO BTQMBOU
SFNBJOTDPOTUJUVUFVQUP÷õǷPGEFQPTJUT3BUIFS JUJTEVFMBSHFMZUP
UIFFYUFOTJWFVTFPGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUTBOESBDIJT 1IPFOJYEBDUZMJG
FSB BTUIFQSJODJQBMTPVSDFPGGVFMɩFTFUFOEUPCVSOMFBWJOHMJUUMF
SFTJEVBM DBSCPO BOE DIBSSFE SFNBJOT 6Q UP øïǷ PG UIF EFQPTJUT
QSFTFSWFEJOmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOTXFSFDBMDJUJDBTIFT TJMJDFPVTSFNBJOT
QIZUPMJUIT PGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUT ôǷDIBSSFEQMBOUSFNBJOTɩF
EBUFQBMNMFBnFUTBSFSFNBSLBCMZXFMMQSFTFSWFE 'JHðï÷ ɩFZ
SBOHFJOUIJDLOFTTGSPNð÷ïoó÷ïN BOEJOMFOHUIGSPNðïïN
UPNPSFUIBOðDN*OEJWJEVBMTJMJDBOPEVMFT QIZUPMJUIT BSFTNBMM
XJUIBEJBNFUFSPGVTVBMMZôoñóN BOEBSFSPVOEXJUIEJTUJODUJWF
TQJLZ QSPUSVTJPOT 'JH ðïô ɩF MBSHFTU GSBHNFOUT PG EBUFQBMN
MFBnFUTQSFTFSWFEPDDVSJOJOTJUVGVFMJOmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOT BOEJO
EJTDBSE BSFBT  FH #MEH ñïô HSJETRVBSF $ɩF TNBMMFTU PDDVS JO
UIF DFOUSBM QBSU PG UIF PVUFS SPPN PG #MEH ñïô HSJETRVBSF - 
ïñNN DPJODJEFOUXJUIUIFTNBMMFTUGSBHNFOUTPGCPOFBOEQPU
UFSZBOEIFBWJMZUSBNQMFEEFQPTJUTMZJOHFOSPVUFCFUXFFOUIFJO
UFSOBMSPPNBOEUIFFOUSBODFUPUIFSFBSZBSE "SFBñòö
4JMJDB JT BMTP HFOFSBMMZ BCVOEBOU JO HSBTTFT  SFFET BOE DFSF
BMT WBSJPVTMZJOTUFN MFBG SBDIJT IVTL BXOTBOEPUIFSnPSFTDFODF
QBSUT 1FBSTBMMBOE1JQFSOPðøøò3PTFOðøøñ ɩFTQBSTJUZPGQIZ
UPMJUIT BOE PUIFS QMBOU SFNBJOT PG UIFTF UBYB BU 4BBS JT TVSQSJTJOH 
BOEDBOOPUCFEVFUPQPPSQSFTFSWBUJPODPOEJUJPOT HJWFOUIFBCVO
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&IG  0LANT REMAINS IN FIRE INSTALLATIONS ABUNDANCE IN THIN SECTION
AS A PERCENTAGE BY AREA

TJMJDFPVT BOEQPTTJCMZEFTJDDBUFEMFBGBOESBDIJTSFNBJOTJOCPUI
EPNFTUJDBOESJUVBMDPOUFYUTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJmFE .BUUIFXTFUBM
ðøøöB ðøøöC ɩFEBUFQBMNXBTVTFEFYUFOTJWFMZGPSGVFM BOEBMTP
GPSNBUTPSMPPTFMFBGDPWFSJOHTPOnPPST BOEJOSPPmOH
*UJTBMTPFWJEFOUJOUIJOTFDUJPOUIBUDIBSSFEEBUFQBMNLFS
OFMT BSF QPPSMZ QSFTFSWFE  BOE IBWF GSBHNFOUFE JO TJUV EVF UP
SFQSFDJQJUBUJPO PG TBMUT  BT XFMM BT USBNQMJOH BOE TFUUMJOH PG QMBOU
SFNBJOTJOUIFVODPOTPMJEBUFETBOEZTVSGBDFTɩFTFBSFBMTPMJLFMZUP
IBWFGSBDUVSFEBOEDSVNCMFEEVSJOHSPVUJOFFYDBWBUJPOBOEXBUFS
nPUBUJPO0UIFSQMBOUSFNBJOTJOUIJOTFDUJPOJODMVEFDBMDJUJDBTIFT 
JNQSFTTJPOTPGQMBOUSFNBJOTUIBUIBWFTJODFEFDBZFE QBSUJDVMBSMZJO
QMBTUFST BOEDIBSSFETFFET 'JHTðïõoö *OUIJOTFDUJPO UIFNPTU
EJWFSTFSBOHFPGQMBOUNBUFSJBMTBOEHFOFSBFODPVOUFSFEXBTJOB
TUSFFUNJEEFOXIJDIJODMVEFEBSBOHFPGDIBSSFETFFETBOENPOP
DPUZMFEPO MFBG BOE TUFN GSBHNFOUT  JO BEEJUJPO UP DIBSSFE BOE
TJMJDFPVTSFNBJOTPGEBUFQBMN óôǷ BOEDBMDJUJDBTIFT òïǷ 

$UNG
)FSCJWPSF EVOH  XJUI DBMDBSFPVT TQIFSVMJUFT ôoñôN JO EJBNFUFS
UIBUGPSNJOUIFHVUTPGBOJNBMTEVSJOHEJHFTUJPOT $BOUJðøøø IBT
CFFOJEFOUJmFEOFYUUPUIFQMBTUFSFECBTJOJOUIFSFBSZBSEPG#MEH
ñïô HSJETRVBSFð÷ BOEJOCVSOUGVFMJOUIFTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUIJO
#MEHñïö 'JHTðïõoö ɩJTTVHHFTUTUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPG4BBSIBE
BDDFTTUPEVOHGSPNBOJNBMTUIBUXFSFLFQUPĊTFUUMFNFOUTPNF
XIFSF BTOPQPTTJCMFBOJNBMQFOTPSTUBCMFTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJmFE
XJUIJO UIF FYDBWBUFE BSFB 4PNF PG UIF BNPSQIPVT PSHBOJD SFTJ
EVFTNBZCFPNOJWPSFEVOHGSPNIVNBOT EPH PSQJH $PVSUZFU
BMðø÷ø QBSUJDVMBSMZXIFSFUIFZJODMVEFTQIFSVMJUFT BTJOUIFMBU
FTU QIBTFT PG UIF JOUFSOBM SPPNT PG CPUI CVJMEJOHTɩJT TDBSDJUZ
PGEVOHJTJODPOUSBTUUPNBOZ/FPMJUIJDBOE#SPO[F"HFTJUFTJO
BMMVWJBM TUFQQFPSCBTJOBSFBTJO5VSLFZ 4ZSJBBOE*SBR
&IG  "URNT FUEL IN A SEMICIRCULAR HEARTH COMPRISING SILICEOUS
REMAINS OF DATE PALM LEAFLETS4RANSVERSE SECTION 0LANE POLARISED LIGHT
&RAME WIDTH   MM 4HIN SECTION 

EBOU XFMMQSFTFSWFE TJMJDFPVT SFNBJOT PG EBUFQBMN JO BMM DPOUFYUT
*U JT MJLFMZ UP CF EVF UP B SFBM MBDL PG UIFTF QMBOU NBUFSJBMT BU UIF
TJUFɩJT DPODMVTJPO DPSSFTQPOET XJUI SFTVMUT GSPN BOBMZTJT PG UIF
DIBSSFE QMBOU SFNBJOT  XIFSF GFX SFNBJOT PG HSBTT  SFFE PS DFSFBM
MFBG TUFN SBDIJTPSBXOTIBWFCFFOSFDPWFSFE0OMZUXPGSBHNFOUT
PGDFSFBMDIBĊXFSFJEFOUJmFEJOõ ÷ïïMJUSFTPGEFQPTJUnPBUFEJO
ðøøðɩFNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMBOEUIFBSDIBFPCPUBOJDBMSFTVMUTCPUI
TVHHFTUUIBUDFSFBMHSBJOTXFSFCSPVHIUUPUIFTJUFBMSFBEZQSPDFTTFE
BT DMFBOFE HSBJO PS nPVS  QFSIBQT GSPN .FTPQPUBNJB BT QBSU PG
(VMGUSBEF /FTCJUUðøøò1PUUTðøøïB "SFBTXJUITJMJDFPVTSFNBJOT
GSPN(SBNJOFBF HSBTTFTSFFET JODMVEFQBSUPGUIFJOOFSSPPNPG
#MEHñïô HSJETRVBSF4 UIFUBOOVSJO#MEHñïö BOEBTUPSFSPPN
"SFB ÷ô  JO #MEH ôò XIFSF DIBSSFE DFSFBM HSBJO XBT BMTP JEFO
UJmBCMF JO UIJOTFDUJPO 'JHT ðïõoö  *U QFSIBQT SFNBJOT QPTTJ
CMF UIBU OP GSBHNFOUT GSPN DSPQ QSPDFTTJOH BOE DMFBOJOH XFSF
JOUSPEVDFE UP UIF TJUF CZ FJUIFS IVNBO PS OBUVSBM BHFODJFT  BOE
UIBUUIFTFCZQSPEVDUTXFSFVTFEGPSGPEEFS GPSFYBNQMF PĊTJUF
&UIOPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTUVEJFTIBWFJOEJDBUFEUIBUSFDFOUUSBEJUJPOBM
EJFUT CPUIGPSIVNBOTBOEMJWFTUPDL DPOTJTUFEQSFEPNJOBOUMZPG
EBUFTBOEmTI XJUIGFXDFSFBMT /FTCJUUðøøò 
"SBOHFPGDIBSSFEXPPETIBTCFFOJEFOUJmFEJOnPUBUJPOTBN
QMFT JOMPXDPODFOUSBUJPOT (BMFðøøó BOEDIBSSFE1PQVMVTXBT
JEFOUJmFEJOBNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMTBNQMFGSPNUIFUFNQMF#VU
UIF SBOHF JT MJNJUFE BU 4BBS JO DPNQBSJTPO UP PUIFS TJUFT JO UIF
/FBS&BTU /FTCJUUðøøò(BMFðøøó *OGBDU NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM
BOBMZTJT TIPXT BO PWFSXIFMNJOH EFQFOEFODF PO B TJOHMF XPPE 
UIF EBUFQBMN 1IPFOJY EBDUZMJGFSB "CVOEBOU SFNBJOT PG GSBHJMF



/THER RESIDUES FROM HUMAN ACTIVITY IN THIN SECTION
0UIFS SFTJEVFT GSPN IVNBO BDUJWJUZ JEFOUJmFE JO UIF NJDSP
NPSQIPMPHJDBMUIJOTFDUJPOTJODMVEFCVSOUBOEVOCVSOUmTICPOF
BOETDBMFT BOJNBMCPOF TIFMM QPUUFSZ NFUBMBOEHSJOETUPOFGSBH
NFOUT CVSOUBHHSFHBUFT CJUVNFOGSBHNFOUT BOECVJMEJOHNBUF
SJBMBHHSFHBUFT QMBTUFSTBOENPSUBS "NPSQIPVTPSHBOJDTUBJOJOH
IBTCFFOJEFOUJmFEJOBSBOHFPGmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOT BOESFTFNCMFT
FYQFSJNFOUBM SFTJEVFT PG GBU GSPN DPPLJOH NFBU $PVSUZ QFST
DPNN 

0OST DEPOSITIONAL ALTERATIONS
1PTUEFQPTJUJPOBM BMUFSBUJPOT JODMVEF SFQSFDJQJUBUJPO PG HZQTVN
TBMUT CJPUVSCBUJPO GSPN SPPU BOE JOTFDU BDUJWJUZ BOE SFXPSLJOH
CZ USBNQMJOH  XIJDI JT QBSU PG BO POHPJOH QSPDFTT PG EFQPTJUJPO
BOEBMUFSBUJPO

&IRE INSTALLATIONS HEARTHS OVENS AND FOOD COOKING
%BUFQBMNMFBnFUTBOESBDIJTBSFUIFQSJODJQBMTPVSDFPGGVFMUSB
EJUJPOBMMZVTFEPOUIFJTMBOEUPEBZɩFZBSFBIJHIMZTVTUBJOBCMF
TPVSDF PG GVFM BOE SFBEJMZ BWBJMBCMF GSPN QSVOJOH PG EBUFQBMN
USFFTɩF MFBWFT JO QBSUJDVMBS  IPXFWFS  UFOE UP HFOFSBUF DPOTJE
FSBCMF RVBOUJUJFT PG TNPLF XIFO CVSOU  XIJDI DBO CF BDSJE BOE
JSSJUBUJOHUPUIFFZFTBOESFTQJSBUPSZTZTUFN.PTUPGUIFmSFJO
TUBMMBUJPOT BU 4BBS XFSF OPU MPDBUFE JOTJEF UIF TNBMM JOOFS SPPN 
CVUJOUIFMBSHFSPVUFSSPPNXIFSFTNPLFNBZIBWFNPSFSFBEJMZ
EJTTJQBUFEɩF TQBSTJUZ PG XJOE BOE XBUFSMBJE EFQPTJUT JO UIFTF
PVUFS SPPNT JO DPNQBSJTPO UP UIF SFBS ZBSE PG #MEH ñïô TVHHFTU
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)NCLUSIONS OTHER THAN
PLANT REMAINS
BONE n
METAL FRAGMENT 
ROCK FRAGMENTS 
ORGANIC AGGREGATES
WITH SPARSE DATE PALM
PHYTOLITHS 
BONE 

0OST DEPOSITIONAL
ALTERATIONS
BIOTURBATION 
SALTS 
ROOT CASTS

#ONTEXT

"LDG

!REA

4YPE OF lRE INSTALLATION







3EMICIRCULAR HEARTH







3EMICIRCULAR HEARTH







#OOKING POT SUPPORT

ORGANIC STAINING IN
UPPERMOST  MM OF
DEPOSIT

BIOTURBATION 
SALTS 







#OOKING POT SUPPORT

ORGANIC STAINING IN
UPPERMOST  MM OF
DEPOSIT

BIOTURBATION SALTS
ROOT CASTS







4ANNUR

BONE n
ROCK FRAGMENTS n 
MORTAR AGGREGATES 

BIOTURBATION SALTS
ROOT CASTS

SPARITE n
ROOT CASTS

)NTERPRETATION

4HIN SECTION
NUMBER

(EARTH USED POSSIBLY WITH I METAL TRAY
UTENSILS II MOVEABLE STONES MACROSCOPIC
lELD OBSERVATION



(EARTH



(EARTH COMPRISING PLASTERED STONES SET
C n CM APART WHICH I WOULD HAVE
RETAINED HEAT AND II ARE ABLE TO SUPPORT
ND MILL "# COOKING POTS
(EARTH COMPRISING PLASTERED STONES SET
C n CM APART WHICH I WOULD HAVE
RETAINED HEAT AND II ARE ABLE TO SUPPORT
ND MILL "# COOKING POTS
#IRCULAR OVEN WITH CLAY LINED WALLS







4ABLE  4HIN SECTIONS FROM FIRE INSTALLATIONS
4YPE OF lRE INSTALLATION

!NCIENT FUEL

!SSOCIATED lNDS

4RADITIONAL FUEL

4RADITIONAL USES

3EMICIRCULAR HEARTH

$ATE PALM RACHIS
AND LEAmETS

METAL FRAGMENTS
 OCCASIONAL lRE
CRACKED STONES

#OOKING POT SUPPORT
CONSTRUCTED FROM UPRIGHT
PLASTERED STONES

$ATE PALM RACHIS
AND LEAmETS

CORRECT SIZE FOR
SUPPORTING TYPICAL
3AAR COOKING POT

DATE PALM RACHIS AND
LEAmETS

3LOW COOKING OF BARLEY PORRIDGE OR STEWS

3TONE WALLED CLAY LINED
OVEN TANNUR

$ATE PALM RACHIS
AND LEAmETS

BONE n

DATE PALM RACHIS AND
LEAmETS

2OASTING OF lSH OR MEAT WRAPPED IN DATE PALM LEAmETS ONCE
EMBERS HAVE DIED DOWN ANDOR BAKING OF BREAD ON HOT CLAY
LINED WALLS OF OVEN

DATE PALM RACHIS AND
LEAmETS

-ETAL TRAY OVER THE TOP FOR BAKING THIN mAT BREAD AND DATE CAKES
AND GRILLING

4ABLE  !NCIENT AND MODERN FIRE INSTALLATIONS

UIFGPSNFSNBZIBWFCFFOBUMFBTUMJHIUMZSPPGFEXJUIEBUFQBMN
GSPOET BOEQBSUTPGUIFMBUUFSNPSFPQFO
.BOZ PG UIF CVJMEJOHT BU 4BBS DPOUBJO UISFF EJĊFSFOU UZQFT
PGmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOBTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUIBDPPLJOHQPUTVQQPSU
IFBSUINBEFVQPGUISFFPSNPSFQMBTUFSFETUPOFTBOEBUBOOVS
ɩFmSTUUXPBSFPGUFOGPVOEUPHFUIFS TFF$IBQUFSô ɩFQSJO
DJQBMTPVSDFPGGVFMJOBMMUISFFUZQFTXBTEBUFQBMNMFBnFUTBOE
SBDIJT 'JH ðïó  ðï÷  ɩF SBOHF PG NJDSPSFTJEVFT BOE QPTU
EFQPTJUJPOBMBMUFSBUJPOTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIFBDIUZQFPGJOTUBMMBUJPO
BSFMJTUFEJO5BCMFðïñ
ɩFTUSVDUVSFPGBMMUISFFSFTFNCMFTUSBEJUJPOBMmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOT
JODVSSFOUWJMMBHFTPOUIFJTMBOE JOXIJDIEBUFQBMNMFBnFUTBOE
SBDIJTBSFBMTPCVSOU5SBEJUJPOBMMZ FBDIPGUIFUISFFmSFJOTUBMMB
UJPOTJTEFTJHOFEUPDSFBUFBOEDPOUSPMEJĊFSFOUUFNQFSBUVSFT BOE
DPOEJUJPOTBOEEVSBUJPOPGCVSOJOH FWFOXIFOBTJOHMFTPVSDFPG
GVFMMJLFUIFEBUFQBMNDVUUJOHTJTVTFE 5BCMFðïò;BZBOJðø÷÷
:PVTJG"M/BTIBCBQFSTDPNN ɩFQSFTFODFPGNFUBMGSBHNFOUT
JO BODJFOU TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUIT UIF EJNFOTJPOT PG DPPLJOH QPUT
JO SFMBUJPO UP UIF TVQQPSUT  BOE UIF DMBZ MJOJOH JO UIF UBOOVS BMM
TVHHFTUUIBUUIFmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBU4BBSNBZIBWFFOBCMFETJNJMBS
WBSJBUJPOT JO UIF UZQF  UFNQFSBUVSF BOE EVSBUJPO PG DPPLJOH  JO
DMVEJOHCBLJOH HSJMMJOH TUFXJOHBOESPBTUJOH 5BCMFTðïñBOEò 
5SBOTMBUJOHUIFQSPQPSUJPOTPGEJĊFSFOUQMBOUSFNBJOTBOEUIFJS
EFHSFFT PG QSFTFSWBUJPO JOUP FTUJNBUFT PG CVSOJOH UFNQFSBUVSFT
BOESFHJNFTPGDPNCVTUJPOJTTUJMMIJHIMZQSPCMFNBUJD EVFUPUIF
XJEFSBOHFPGQPUFOUJBMWBSJBCMFTɩFTFJODMVEFNPJTUVSF EVSBUJPO
PG CVSOJOH  BOE PYJEJTJOH BOE SFEVDJOH DPOEJUJPOT 'VSUIFS DPO
USPMMFE FYQFSJNFOU BOE FUIOPBSDIBFPMPHJDBM SFTFBSDI JT SFRVJSFE
#PBSENBOBOE+POFTðøøï 
ɩF IJHIFTU RVBOUJUJFT BOE QSPQPSUJPOT PG DBMDJUJD BTI JO JO
TJUV GVFM XFSF HFOFSBUFE JO UIF DPPLJOH QPU TVQQPSUIFBSUIT BOE
UIF UBOOVST  BOE JO BEKBDFOU SBLFPVU EFQPTJUT  QFSIBQT GSPN

NPSFTVTUBJOFEMPOHFSCVSOJOHSFRVJSFEGPSTUFXJOHBOESPBTUJOH
.FMUFE TJMJDFPVT QMBOU SFNBJOT BSF BMTP NPTU BCVOEBOU JO UIFTF
UXPUZQFTPGmSFJOTUBMMBUJPO BOEIBWFBMTPCFFOJEFOUJmFEJOUIF
TUSFFUNJEEFOEFQPTJU BOEEFQPTJUTOFYUUPBHSJOETUPOFɩFTJMJDB
JTMJLFMZUPIBWFNFMUFEBUDPNQBSBUJWFMZIJHIUFNQFSBUVSFTPGD
÷ïïoð ïïï$ $PVSUZFUBMðø÷ø ðïõoø #PUIDPPLJOHQPUTVQ
QPSUIFBSUITIBWFPSHBOJDTUBJOJOH QFSIBQTGSPNESJQQJOHCPJMFE
PWFSGBUT $PVSUZQFSTDPNN ɩFTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUITBMTPJO
DMVEF CSPXO TUBJOFE BTIFT  BOE MFOTFT PG ñoôǷ CPOF  TVHHFTUJOH
QFSJPEJDEJTDBSEJOUPUIFIFBSUI

!RCHITECTURAL MATERIALS
"SBOHFPGBSDIJUFDUVSBMNBUFSJBMTIBWFCFFODIBSBDUFSJTFEJOUIJO
TFDUJPO

7ALLS
ɩF XBMMT XFSF CVJMU GSPN UIF MJNFTUPOF SFBEJMZ BWBJMBCMF PO UIF
nBOLT PG UIF SJEHF PO XIJDI UIF TFUUMFNFOU MBZ  DPNQPTFE PG
&PDFOF 8FTU 3JGB 'MJOU GPSNBUJPO BOE "M #VIBZS $BSCPOBUF
'PSNBUJPOɩFNPSUBSJOUIFXBMMTXBTNBEFGSPNBmSNTMJHIUMZ
TBOEZTJMUZDMBZMPBNXJUITBOEBOETNBMMDBMDBSFPVTSPDLJODMV
TJPOTɩF JOUFSOBM TVSGBDF PG UIF OPSUIXFTUFSO XBMM JO "SFB ñòõ 
UIFPVUFSSPPNPG#MEHñïô IBECFFOSFQBJSFEXJUIBSPVHINPS
UBSNBEFGSPNDBMDJUJDEBUFQBMNBTIBOETJMJDFPVTSFNBJOT

0ACKING
ɩFGPVOEBUJPOTGPSUIFHSJOETUPOFTFUUJOHJO#MEHñïô "SFBñòö 
BOEGPSTPNFTUSFFUTVSGBDFT XFSFNBEFGSPNBTMJHIUMZTBOEZTJMUZ
DMBZ MPBN  XJUI SPDL GSBHNFOUT  TJNJMBS UP UIF NPSUBS GSPN UIF
XBMMT *O NBOZ PG UIF SPPNT  DMFBO TBOE XBT VTFE BT B MFWFMMJOH
QBDLJOHNBUFSJBM
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&IG  "LDG  SHOWING THE LOCATION OF FEATURES AND GRID SQUARES AND THE CHANGE IN
DEPOSIT CHARACTERISTICS WITHIN THE SPACE OF n M

Uijo!tfdujpo!tbnqmf

0LASTER FLOORS

'YPSUM PLASTERS

1BUDIFTPGQMBTUFSnPPSXFSFJEFOUJmFEJOUIFJOOFSSPPNTPGCPUI
CVJMEJOHT BOE JO UIF PVUFS SPPN PG #MEH ñïô OFYU UP UIF FYUFS
OBMEPPSJOUPUIFTUSFFUBOEJOBOBSDBSPVOEUIFQMBTUFSFEIFBSUI
1MBTUFSXBTOPUQSFTFOUJOPUIFSBSFBTPGUIFPVUFSSPPNPG#MEH
ñïôPSJOUIFSFBSZBSEɩFnPPSTXFSFNBEFGSPNBTJMUZDMBZ SJDI
JOEJBUPNTBOEPDDBTJPOBMMZHZQTVNDSZTUBMT XIJDIXBTQSPCBCMZ
FYDBWBUFE GSPN UIF TIBMMPX NVE CBZT UP UIF FBTU UPXBSET5VCMJ
#BZ $IBQUFS ñ ɩF QSFTFODFBCTFODF PG B QMBTUFS nPPS NBZ CF
DPOTJEFSFE B NBUFSJBM JOEJDBUPS PS TJHOJmFS PG WBSJBUJPO JO BDUJW
JUZBOEJOTQBUJBMBOETPDJBMDPOWFOUJPOT*OUIFDBTFPG4BBS UIJT
IJHIMJHIUT EJĊFSFODFT JO VTF BOE GVODUJPO CPUI XJUIJO UIF TBNF
SPPN UIFPVUFSSPPNPG#MEHñïô BOECFUXFFOSPPNT UIFJOOFS
SPPNBOESFBSZBSEPGUIFTBNFCVJMEJOH 

ɩFXIJUFQMBTUFSFECBTJOTJOUIFEPPSXBZTPG#MEHTñïôBOEñïö
XFSF NBEF GSPN BMUFSOBUJOH MBZFST PG HZQTVN QMBTUFS  D ôNN
UIJDL BOEDBMDJUJDEBUFQBMNBTIBOETJMJDFPVTSFNBJOT NPVOU
FEPOBTUPOFBOETJMUZDMBZMPBNNPSUBSCBTF 'JHTðïðïoðð 
(ZQTVN QMBTUFS JT NBEF CZ IFBUJOH BMBCBTUFS PS HZQTVN
$B40Őrǯ)Ŏ0 BUDPNQBSBUJWFMZMPXUFNQFSBUVSFT ðôïoóïï$ 
UP QSPEVDF B QPXEFSFE IFNJIZESBUF $B40Őr)Ŏ0  ,JOHFSZ
FU BM ðø÷÷ 8IFO UIJT JT SFIZESBUFE XJUI XBUFS JU SFGPSNT UIF
EJIZESBUF $B40Őrǯ)Ŏ0 BOEDBOCFNJYFEUPGPSNBQBTUFBOE
BQQMJFEBTBQMBTUFS XIJDITFUTRVJDLMZ(ZQTVNQMBTUFS VOMJLF
DBMDBSFPVTMJNFQMBTUFS BCTPSCTXBUFSBOEXPVMEOPU POJUTPXO 
IBWFCFFOTVJUBCMFBTBCBTJOMJOJOH$BMDJUJDQMBOUBTIFT IPX
FWFS BSFIZESPQIPCJDɩFZPGUFODBVTFQSPCMFNT GPSFYBNQMF 
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&IG  "LDG  0LASTERED BASIN CLOSE TO ENTRANCE LINED WITH ALTER
NATING LAYERS OF HYDROPHOBIC CALCITIC AND SILCEOUS ASHES OF DATE PALM
LEAFLETS BASE AND GYPSUM PLASTER TOP  3AME VIEW AS &IG  0LANE
POLARISED LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT   MM 4HIN SECTION 

&IG  "LDG  7ATER SPLASHED DEPOSITS IN FRONT OF THE PLASTER
BASIN CLOSE TO ENTRANCE !REA  GRID SQUARE  WEST SECTION 0LANE
POLARISED LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT   MM 4HIN SECTION 

JOGPSFTUFEBSFBTBGUFSmSF XIFSFUIFZMFBEUPIJHITVSGBDFSVO
PĊ ɩF D ôNN MBZFST PG DBMDJUJD EBUFQBMN BTI BOE TJMJDFPVT
SFNBJOT XPVME IBWF QSPWJEFE B WJUBM MJOJOH UIBU XBT SFTJTUBOU
UPXBUFSQFSNFBUJPOɩFIZESPQIPCJDQSPQFSUJFTPGEBUFQBMN
BTI BSF LOPXO USBEJUJPOBMMZ PO UIF JTMBOE #BTJOT JO USBEJUJPO
BM IPVTFT BSF NBEF GSPN TJNJMBS BMUFSOBUJOH MBZFST PG HZQTVN
BOEDBMDJUJDEBUFQBMNBTI :PVTJG"M/BTIBCBQFSTDPNN "
SBOHFPGPUIFSGFBUVSFTJOUIFCVJMEJOHTXFSFDPBUFEXJUIHZQ
TVN  JODMVEJOH TNBMM TPMJE QMBUGPSNTXPSLTVSGBDFT BOE MBSHFS
CBTJOT&YDBWBUJPOTBU4BBSJEFOUJmFEBHZQTVNLJMO DPOTUSVDU
FEMBUFPOJOUIFMJGFPGUIFTFUUMFNFOU #MEHòõ 

#ONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

&IG  "LDG  0LASTERED BASIN CLOSE TO ENTRANCE LINED WITH ALTER
NATING LAYERS OF HYDROPHOBIC CALCITIC AND SILCEOUS ASHES OF DATE PALM
LEAFLETS BASE AND GYPSUM PLASTER TOP  3AME VIEW AS &IG  #ROSS
POLARISED LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT   MM 4HIN SECTION 

4USJLJOHEJĊFSFODFTJOUIFDIBSBDUFSPGPDDVQBUJPOTFRVFODFTXFSF
PCTFSWFEXJUIJOUIFTQBDFPGðoñNFUSFTUISPVHIPVUUIFSPPNTPG
#MEHTñïôBOEñïö EFTQJUFUIFTNBMMOFTTPGUIFCVJMEJOHTBOEBSFBT
ɩFTF DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT IBWF FOBCMFE JEFOUJmDBUJPO BOE EFMJOFBUJPO
PGBXJEFSBOHFPGBDUJWJUZBSFBT 'JHðïø ɩFSFXBTSFNBSLBCMF
DPOUJOVJUZJOUIFUZQF UIJDLOFTT GSFRVFODZBOEDZDMJDJUZPGEFQPTJU
XJUIJOFBDIBDUJWJUZBSFBJOCPUICVJMEJOHT"TBDPOTFRVFODF BMM
NJDSPQIBTFT XJUIJO UIF NBJO PDDVQBUJPO MFWFM PG FBDI CVJMEJOH
BSFEJTDVTTFEUPHFUIFS
.BOZPGUIFTFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTXFSFJOEFQFOEFOUMZJEFOUJmFEBOE
DPSSPCPSBUFEEVSJOHNVMUJTDBMBSBOEJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZBOBMZTJTPG
EBUBGSPNmFMEFYDBWBUJPO BOBMZTJTPGmFMETFDUJPOESBXJOHTBOE
QIPUPHSBQIT PG UIF POF NFUSF HSJETRVBSFT  NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM
UIJOTFDUJPOT BOENJDSPSFTJEVFTGSPNXFUTJFWJOHBOEnPUBUJPO
5BCMFðïó ɩFZBMTPDPSSFTQPOEXJUIUIFSBOHFPGBSUFGBDUTBOE
CJPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFNBJOTXJUIJOUIFTFCVJMEJOHT

"UILDING 

&IG  "LDG 7ATER SPLASHED DEPOSITS IN FRONT OF THE PLASTER BASIN
CLOSE TO ENTRANCE !REA  GRID SQUARE  WEST SECTION 3CALE   M

#MEHñïôXBTUIFOPSUIFSONPTUCVJMEJOHPG#MPDL"XIJDIMBZOPSUI
PGUIFUFNQMFBOEGPSNFEQBSUPGUIF8FTUFSO2VBSUFSɩFPOMZBD
DFTTJOUPUIFCVJMEJOHXBTUISPVHIBEPPSXBZJOUIFTPVUIXFTUFSO
DPSOFSUIBUMFEJOGSPN%JSB[4RVBSFɩFBCTFODFPGBEPPSBUUIF
FBTUFSOFOE XIJDIGSPOUFE.BJO4USFFU TVHHFTUTBEFHSFFPGTPDJBM
EJTUBODF PS QSJWBDZ GSPN BOZPOF BQQSPBDIJOH UIF FOUSBODF UP UIF
UFNQMF BMPOH UIJT TUSFFU #MEH ñïô IBE UISFF BSFBT BO PVUFS SPPN
"SFBñòõ BOJOOFSSPPN "SFBñòô BOEBSFBSZBSE "SFBñòö 
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&IG  (EARTH RAKE OUT IN FRONT OF SEMI CIRCULAR HEARTH !REA 
'RID SQUARE + .ORTH SECTION

&IG  4RAMPLED DEPOSITS IN THE CENTRE OF !REA  LYING BETWEEN
DOORWAYS TO !REAS  AND  'RID SQUARE ( NORTH SECTION

&IG  -ULTIPLE LAYERS OF DATE PALM ASH AND SILICEOUS PLANT REMAINS
WITH BURNT BONE AND SALTS !REA  GRID SQUARE + 0LANE POLARISED
LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT  MM

&IG  $UMPED ASH AND ERODED GRIT IN CORNER OF !REA 

4HE OUTER ROOM !REA 
%FQPTJUT JNNFEJBUFMZ JOTJEF UIF FOUSBODF XBZ HSJETRVBSF 8 
XFSFMBSHFMZVOPSJFOUFEGSPNUSBNQMJOHBOEJODMVEFEIFUFSPHFOF
PVTBHHSFHBUFTBOETBOEGSPNUIFPQFOBSFB
'JOF DPNQBDUFE XBUFSTQMBTIFE MFOTFT  ñNN UIJDL  IBE SF
QFBUFEMZBDDVNVMBUFEJOBDõïDNBSDBSPVOEUIFHZQTVNQMBT
UFSFECFODIBOECBTJOJOUIFQBTTBHFXBZ HSJETRVBSFT9o: 'JHT
ðïðïoðñ *OUIJOTFDUJPO UIFTFEFQPTJUTXFSFTMJHIUMZHSFFOJTIJO
DPMPVS  TVHHFTUJOH NPJTU EBNQ DPOEJUJPOT BOE GSFRVFOU VTFɩF
QSFTFODFPGUIFTFEFQPTJUTFJUIFSTJEFPGUIFCBTJOTVHHFTUJUXBT
JOVTFCPUIGSPNUIFFOUSBODFBOEGSPNUIFDPPLJOHBSFBJNNF
EJBUFMZBEKBDFOU.JDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMSFTJEVFTJOUIJTBSFBJODMVEF
ñǷ CPOF  TIFMM  BOE QFSJPEJD TBOEJFS MBZFSTɩF CBTJO IBE CFFO
SFQMBTUFSFEmWFUJNFTXJUIBMUFSOBUJOHMBZFSTPGDBMDJUJDEBUFQBMN
BTIBOEHZQTVNQMBTUFS
ɩF TVSWJWJOH GVFM JO CPUI UIF TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUI BOE UIF
DPPLJOH QPU TVQQPSUIFBSUI HSJETRVBSFT ( BOE ,  XBT BMNPTU
FOUJSFMZPGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUTBOESBDIJTɩFGPSNPGUIFTFJOTUBM
MBUJPOTBOEBTTPDJBUFESFTJEVFTTVHHFTUUIBUUIFTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUI
NBZIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSDPPLJOHPOBOPQFOmSFPSNFUBMUSBZ BOE
UIF DPPLJOH QPU TVQQPSUIFBSUI GPS DPPLJOH NPSF TMPXMZ JO QPUT
5BCMFðïò ɩFTVSGBDFJOGSPOUPGUIFTFIFBSUITXBTPDDBTJPOBMMZ
DPWFSFE JO B UIJO QMBTUFS  PGUFO DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP SFQMBTUFSJOH PG
UIFTUPOFTPGUIFDPPLJOHQPUTVQQPSUIFBSUIBOEPGUIFMJQPGUIF
TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUI  QFSIBQT BU UJNFT PG GFBTUJOH PS TPDJBMSJUVBM



&IG  &INE PLASTER FLOORS IN FRONT OF ENTRANCE FROM !REA  INTO
!REA  'RID SQUARES ! " NORTH SECTION

GFTUJWBMT"DDVNVMBUFESBLFPVUEFQPTJUTJODMVEFNVMUJQMFMFOTFTPG
EBUFQBMNBTIBOETJMJDFPVTSFNBJOT ðñôoôNNUIJDL mTICPOF 
UFFUI BOE TDBMFT  BOE TBMUT 'JHT ðïðóoðô  "SFBT VTFE GPS UFN
QPSBSZEJTDBSEPGBTIFTJODMVEFBTNBMMTQBDFOFYUUPUIFDPPLJOH
QPU TVQQPSUIFBSUI  BHBJOTU UIF XBMM  BOE UIF OPSUIFSO DPSOFS PG
UIFSPPN%VNQFESFGVTFXBTVOPSJFOUFEBOEIBEOPUCFFODPN
QBDUFE PS USBNQMFE HSJETRVBSF $  0UIFS EFQPTJUT DMPTF UP UIF
XBMMJODMVEFEHSJUBOETJMUZDMBZ QSPCBCMZGSPNPOHPJOHFSPTJPOPS
BCSBTJPOPGUIFXBMMBOENPSUBS HSJETRVBSF# 'JHðïðö 
ɩFNPTUVOPSJFOUFEBOEGSBHNFOUFEEFQPTJUTJOUIJOTFDUJPO
XFSF JO UIF DFOUSBM QBSU HSJETRVBSF )  XIFSF UIFZ IBE CFFO
USBNQMFE BOE SFXPSLFE JOUP UIF VOEFSMZJOH MBZFST PG TBOE 'JH
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ðïðõ  ɩFTF EFQPTJUT EFNBSDBUFE B XBMLJOH SPVUF CFUXFFO UIF
EPPSTUP"SFBñòôBOE"SFBñòö BOEGSPNUIFIFBSUITUPUIFEJT
DBSEBSFBJOUIFOPSUIDPSOFS 'JHðïø 
ɩFEPPSXBZJOUPUIFTNBMMJOUFSOBMSPPN "SFBñòô IBECFFO
QMBTUFSFE BU MFBTU UISFF UJNFT  XJUI B QBMF CSPXO mOF TJMUZ DMBZ
QMBTUFS ôoòïNNUIJDL HSJETRVBSFT"o#'JHðïð÷ 0WFSMZJOH
EFQPTJUTXFSFDMFBOFSUIBOUIPTFFMTFXIFSFJO"SFBñòõ BOEPOMZ
JODMVEFETQBSTFBHHSFHBUFTPGBTIBOECPOF

&IG  3ANDY SILT LOAM PLASTER FLOOR IN INTERNAL ROOM "LDG  !REA
 GRID SQUARE 6 0LANE POLARISED LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT  MM

IBTCFFORVJUFFYUFOTJWFQPTUEFQPTJUJPOBMEJTUVSCBODFCZCJPUVS
CBUJPO NVDIPGXIJDIJTGSPNSPPUT

4HE REAR YARD !REA 
ɩFSBJTFETUPOFUISFTIPMECFUXFFOUIFPVUFSSPPNBOEUIFSFBS
ZBSE NBZ IBWF CFFO UP QSFWFOU UIF BCVOEBOU XJOECMPXO TBOET
BOEPUIFSEFQPTJUTGSPNFOUFSJOHUIFPVUFSSPPNɩFQSFTFODFPG
XBUFSMBJETVSGBDFDSVTUTBDSPTTNVDIPGUIJTBSFB 'JHðïñð TVH
HFTUJUNBZIBWFCFFOVOSPPGFEPSPOMZMJHIUMZSPPGFEɩJTTQBDF
JT DIBSBDUFSJTFE CZ B SBOHF PG JOTUBMMBUJPOT DMPTF UP UIF EPPSXBZ
HSJETRVBSFT ðõoðø  ɩFTF JODMVEF B SBJTFE QMBTUFSMJOFE CBTJO 
BTVOLFODJSDVMBSCBTJO BOETUPOFQMBUGPSNPSXPSLTVSGBDFɩF
FBSMJFTUTFRVFODFJOUIJTBSFBJODMVEFTBTJMUZDMBZMPBNQMBTUFSnPPS 
 ðDN UIJDL  BOE TBOET XJUI PDDBTJPOBM XBUFSMBJE DSVTUT  EBUF
QBMN BOE TQBSTF (SBNJOFBF QIZUPMJUIT BOE CVSOU CPOF 5SBDFT
PGIFSCJWPSFEVOHNBZFJUIFSIBWFCFFOGSPNEVOHCVSOUBTGVFM
PSQFSIBQTGSPNBUFUIFSFEBOJNBM0OFTIFFQHPBUQFMMFUSJDIJO
TQIFSVMJUFTXBTJOUBDUɩFHFOFSBMTDBSDJUZPGUIJTEVOH IPXFWFS 
TVHHFTUT BOJNBMT XFSF OPU PS XFSF POMZ SBSFMZ  LFQU XJUIJO UIF
TFUUMFNFOUPSOFBSCZQFOT"OJNBMQFOBOETUBCMJOHEFQPTJUTBSF
SFBEJMZSFDPHOJTBCMFJOUIJOTFDUJPO BOEIBWFCFFOJEFOUJmFEJOB
SBOHFPGTJUFTGSPNUIF/FPMJUIJDBOE#SPO[F"HF .BUUIFXTFU
BMðøøöC 
"MBSHFHSJOETUPOFXBTTFUJNNFEJBUFMZUPUIFOPSUIPGUIFFO
USBODF HSJETRVBSFðò'JHðïññ ɩFTVSGBDFTJOGSPOUPGUIJTXFSF
QMBTUFSFEXJUIBUIJDLHSJUUZQMBTUFSBOEGPVOEBUJPONBUFSJBMTJNJ
MBSUPNPSUBS BOEXPVMEIBWFQSPWJEFEBDMFBOXPSLBSFB QSPCBCMZ
GPSGPPEQSFQBSBUJPOɩFSFBSFGSFRVFOUDBMDBSFPVTSPDLGSBHNFOUT
JOUIFTFEFQPTJUT BOEHZQTVNTBMUDSZTUBMTBOEBHHSFHBUFT
ɩF QSFTFODF PG QFSJPEJD BOE TDBUUFSFE XBUFSMBJE DSVTUT 'JH
ðïñð JOBPOFNFUSFTUSJQBMPOHCPUIUIFFBTUFSOBOEXFTUFSOXBMMT
TVHHFTUUIFTFBSFBTXFSFOPUIFBWJMZUSBNQMFEBOEUIFSFGPSFNBZ
IBWFCFFOVTFEGPSTUPSBHFPGBSBOHFPGJUFNTɩFSFNBZBMTPIBWF

&IG  7ATER LAID CRUSTS IN UNROOFED !REA  0LANE POLARISED LIGHT
&IG  #OMPACTED MOIST SEDIMENTS IN INTERNAL ROOM BELOW MAT
TING "LDG  !REA  0LANE POLARISED LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT   MM
4HIN SECTION 

4HE INNER ROOM !REA 
ɩJTSPPNIBECFFOQMBTUFSFETFWFSBMUJNFT XJUITBOEZTJMUZDMBZ
UPTJMUZDMBZMPBNQMBTUFST 'JHðïðø "OJOUFSOBMEPPSTPDLFUJO
EJDBUFT UIBU UIJT SPPN DPVME CF DMPTFE PĊ GSPN UIF PVUFS BSFB
"DDVNVMBUFE SFTJEVFT PG EBUFQBMN BTI BOE QPUUFSZ PDDVS JO B
EJTDSFUF MPDBUJPO JO HSJETRVBSF 4  QFSIBQT GPS UFNQPSBSZ SFGVTF 
BOEJODMVEF(SBNJOFBFQIZUPMJUITɩFQSFTFODFPGXBUFSMBJEMBZ
FSTJOUIFTPVUIXFTUDPSOFSPGUIJTSPPNNBZTVHHFTUFJUIFSUIBU
XBTIJOHXBTEPOFJOUIJTNPSFQSJWBUFBSFB PSUIBUUIFSPPGNBZ
IBWFMFBLFEPOPDDBTJPOɩJTBSFBBMTPIBTmOFDPNQBDUFEMBZFST 
TVHHFTUJWFPGDPNQBDUJPOCFMPXnPPSDPWFSJOHT 'JHðïñï ɩFSF

&IGURE  )N SITU BURNING IN UNROOFED !REA  WEST SECTION
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&IG  )N SITU BURNING IN UNROOFED !REA  BURNT FISH BONE AND
CHARRED DATE PALM 0LANE POLARISED LIGHT &RAME WIDTH   MM 4HIN
SECTION 

&IG  )N SITU BURNT FUEL AND WIND BLOWN SAND IN A JAR SUPPORT
HEARTH !REA  'RID SQUARES 

&IG  7IND SORTED DEPOSITS IN UNROOFED !REA  0LANE POLARISED
LIGHT &RAME HEIGHT   MM4HIN SECTION 

&IG  3TREETMIDDEN DEPOSITS RICH IN CHARRED AND SILICEOUS DATE
PALM REMAINS AND BURNT SHELL &RAME HEIGHT   MM 4HIN SECTION 

CFFO NBUT MBJE PO UIFTF TVSGBDFT "U MFBTU TPNF PG UIF TJMUZ DMBZ
QBSUJDMFT JO UIFTF XBUFSMBJE DSVTUT BSF MJLFMZ UP IBWF DPNF GSPN
SBJOTQMBTIFEBOEFSPEFENPSUBSGSPNUIFXBMMTVSGBDFT
"O BSFB PG JO TJUV CVSOJOH  D õïDN JO EJBNFUFS  JO UIF TBOE
HSJETRVBSFô TVHHFTUTmSFSFMBUFEBDUJWJUJFTXFSFDPOEVDUFEIFSF
'JHT ðïññoò  .JDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM SFTJEVFT JOEJDBUF UIBU EBUF
QBMNXBTUIFQSJODJQBMTPVSDFPGGVFM XIJDIJODMVEFENPSFDIBSSFE
SFNBJOTUIBOJODPOTUSVDUFEmSFJOTUBMMBUJPOT ôoðïǷ 'SBHNFOUT
PG QPUUFSZ BOE CPOF BSF BMTP XFMM QSFTFSWFE JO UIJOTFDUJPO  BOE
CVSOU"TJO"SFBñòõ UFNQPSBSZSFGVTFXBTEJTDBSEFEJOUIFGVS
UIFTUSFDFTTFTBHBJOTUUIFOPSUIFSOXBMM XIFSFJUXBTMFBTUMJLFMZ
UPIBWFCFFOUSBNQMFE HSJETRVBSFð ɩFOPSUIFBTUFSODPSOFSPG
UIJTBSFBIBECFFOFSPEFECZXJOE BOEEFQPTJUTSFQMBDFECZDPBSTF
XJOETPSUFEBOESPVOEFETBOET 'JHðïñó 

4HE /UTER ROOM !REA 

"UILDING 
#MEHñïöMBZPOUIFTPVUITJEFPG%JSB[4RVBSF GPSNJOHQBSUPG
#MPDL1PGUIF8FTUFSO2VBSUFS*ODPOUSBTUUP#MEHñïô JUMBDLFE
BSFBSZBSEBOEIBEPOMZUXPSPPNT*UBMTPIBEUXPFOUSBODFT POF
UPUIFTPVUIXIJDIMFEPVUJOUP4PVUI"MMFZBOEBMPOHUIFTPVUI
FSOTJEFPGUIFUFNQMFUP.BJO4USFFU BOEPOFBUUIFOPSUIXIJDI
PQFOFEPOUP%JSB[4RVBSF



%FQPTJUT JNNFEJBUFMZ JOTJEF UIF TPVUIFBTUFSO FOUSBODF XFSF PG
DPNQBSBUJWFMZDPBSTFHSBJOTJ[F HSJETRVBSFTðoñ ɩFXFMMCVJMU
HZQTVN QMBTUFS CBTJO  QBSU PG UIF JOTUBMMBUJPO JO UIF QBTTBHFXBZ 
XBT TVSSPVOEFE CZ UIJO XBUFSTQMBTIFE EFQPTJUT  ðôNN UIJDL
HSJETRVBSFTòoó BTJO#MEHñïô
ɩF DMBZMJOFE UBOOVS XBT DPOTUSVDUFE BU UIF KVODUJPO CF
UXFFO UIF QBTTBHFXBZ BOE UIF NBJO QBSU PG UIF SPPN ɩF GVFM
MFGU JO UIF CBTF PG UIF PWFO XBT QSFEPNJOBOUMZ PG DBMDJUJD BTIFT
BOETJMJDFPVTSFNBJOTPGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUT*UJODMVEFETQBSTFBOE
SBSF (SBNJOFBF QIZUPMJUIT  BOE ñoôǷ GSBHNFOUT PG CPOF  TPNF
PGXIJDIXBTmTI"MBZFSPGTBOEXJUIGSBHNFOUTPGQPUUFSZBOE
DBMDBSFPVT SPDL TFQBSBUFE BU MFBTU UXP TFQBSBUF mSJOHT "EKBDFOU
MFOTFTPGSBLFPVU BHBJOTUUIFTPVUIFSOTJEFPGUIFUBOOVSBOEUIF
XBMM XFSFBMTPSJDIJOCVSOUEBUFQBMNMFBnFUT BOEJODMVEFEñǷ
DBMDBSFPVTTQIFSVMJUFTGSPNEVOH BOETPNFCPOF
%FQPTJUTCFUXFFOUIJTPWFOBOEUIFOPSUIFBTUFSOFOUSBODFXBZ
XFSFNVDIDMFBOFS BOEXFSFQSFEPNJOBOUMZPGNPEFSBUFMZPSJFOU
FETBOEZEFQPTJUT XJUIPDDBTJPOBMDPNQBDUFEMBZFST HSJETRVBSFT
ö ÷ ðï ðñ 
ɩF TFNJDJSDVMBS IFBSUI BOE DPPLJOH QPU TVQQPSUIFBSUI XFSF
DPOTUSVDUFEBHBJOTUUIFFYUFSOBMXBMMPGUIJTBSFB SBUIFSUIBOUIFXBMM
PGUIFJOUFSOBMSPPNɩFQSJODJQBMGVFMJOCPUIIFBSUITXBTEBUFQBMN
MFBnFUTBOESBDIJTɩFTFNJDJSDVMBSIFBSUIJODMVEFETQBSTFTJMJDFPVT
SFNBJOTPGIFSCJWPSFEVOH ñǷUIFDPPLJOHQPUTVQQPSUIFBSUIIBE
NPSFDBMDJUJDBTIFT 'JHðïñö ɩFSFXBTMFTTIFBSUISBLFPVUJOGSPOU
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&IG  "LDG  SHOWING THE LOCATION OF FEATURES AND EXCAVATION GRID SQUARES

PGUIFTFUIBOJOGSPOUPGUIPTFPG#MEHñïô%FQPTJUTXFSFTBOEJFSBOE
NPSFUSBNQMFEɩFZJODMVEFETQBSTFZFMMPXBNPSQIPVTPSHBOJDNB
UFSJBMXJUITQIFSVMJUFT XIJDIJTMJLFMZUPCFUSBDFTPGPNOJWPSFEVOH
$MPTFS UP UIF JOUFSOBM SPPN  EFQPTJUT JODMVEFE BHHSFHBUFT PG
mOF QMBTUFS nPPS BOE TQBSTF PSHBOJD EFQPTJUT 4QBSTF XBUFSMBJE
DSVTUT XFSF EFUFDUFE CFUXFFO B TJMUZ DMBZ MJOFE EFQSFTTJPO JO UIF
DFOUSF BOE B HZQTVN QMBTUFSFE QMBUGPSNXPSLTVSGBDF JO UIF GBS
OPSUIFBTUFSO DPSOFS HSJETRVBSFT ðò  ð÷oðø  " MPX CFODI XBT
DPOTUSVDUFEBMPOHUIFTPVUIXFTUFSOXBMM

4HE INNER ROOM !REA 
ɩFBSFBJNNFEJBUFMZJOTJEFUIFFOUSBODFXBTDIBSBDUFSJTFECZB
TFSJFTPGDPNQBDUFEMFOTFT QFSIBQTGPSNFECFMPXnPPSDPWFSJOHT
HSJETRVBSFñø ɩJOBOEUIJDLQMBTUFSnPPSTPGTMJHIUMZHSFFOJTI
TJMUZ DMBZTJMU MPBN QMBTUFS nPPS XFSF MBJE IFSF EVSJOH UIF MBUUFS
IBMG PG UIF PDDVQBUJPO PG UIF SPPN 4QBSTF USBDFT PG PDDVQBUJPO
NBUFSJBM JODMVEF BHHSFHBUFT PG EBUFQBMN BTI :FMMPXJTI TUBJOFE
TBMUT BSF BMTP QSFTFOUɩF MBUFTU BDDVNVMBUFE PDDVQBUJPO EFQPTJU
JODMVEFT BHHSFHBUFT PG BNPSQIPVT PSHBOJD NBUFSJBM XJUI TQIFSV
MJUFT QSPCBCMZGSPNPNOJWPSFDPQSPMJUFT
0QQPTJUFUIFFOUSBODF JOUIFTPVUIXFTUFSODPSOFS UIFSFXBTB
TUPOFQMBUGPSNXJUIBTNBMMTFUUJOHGPSBIFBSUI HSJETRVBSFTòòoó 
ɩFMBUFTUGVFMMFGUJOUIJTTFUUJOHXBTPGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUT NPTUPG
XIJDI XFSF TJMJDFPVT XJUI TPNF DIBSSFE SFNBJOT BOE BTIFTɩFTF

XFSF WFSZ XFMM QSFTFSWFE5XP TNBMM GSBHNFOUT PG CPOF XFSF BMTP
QSFTFOU
"U UIF XFTUFSO FOE  UIFSF XFSF QFSJPEJD MFOTFT PG TJMUZ DMBZ
XBUFSMBJE DSVTUT BOE mOF TJMUZDMBZ MPBN QMBTUFS nPPST  XJUI JO
UFSWFOJOH MBZFST PG DPNQBSBUJWFMZ DMFBO TBOE 1PUUFSZ TIFSET BOE
TUPOFUPPMTXFSFTDBUUFSFEBDSPTTUIFMBUFTUnPPS

!BANDONMENT
*OUIFJOUFSOBMSPPNTPGCPUI#MEHTñïôBOEñïö TQBSTFUSBDFTPG
PNOJWPSF EVOH BDDVNVMBUFE JO UIF MBUFTU VTF PG UIF SPPN  TVH
HFTUJOH QFSIBQT B QFSJPE PG JODSFBTJOH EJTVTF  BT GSFRVFOUMZ PC
TFSWFE JO FUIOPBSDIBFPMPHJDBM BOBMZTJT PG TFUUMFNFOU BCBOEPO
NFOU %BWJEBOE,SBNFSñïïò .BOZCVJMEJOHT JODMVEJOH#MEH
ñïô IBWFTDBUUFSFEUSBDFTPGmSFTBOEUFNQPSBSZSFVTF%FUBJMFE
BOBMZTJT PG UIF JOmMM PG #MEH ñïö  IBT JEFOUJmFE B TFRVFODF PG
XJOECMPXO EFQPTJUT  FSPTJPO PG XBMMT BOE SPPG DPMMBQTF  CFGPSF
UIF CVJMEJOHT XFSF mOBMMZ JOmMMFE XJUI NPSF UIBO POF NFUSF PG
XJOECMPXOTBOE

"UILDING  !REA 
#MEHôòXBTPOFPGUIFMBSHFTUCVJMEJOHTJOUIFTFUUMFNFOUXJUIðð
TFQBSBUFBSFBT"SFB÷ôXBTPOFPGUIFGPVSSPPNTMPDBUFEBMPOHUIF
TPVUIFBTUFSOTJEFPGBSFBSDPVSUZBSE 'JHòðôô BOEJOUFSQSFUFEBT
BTUPSFSPPNɩFUIJOTFDUJPOJODMVEFEVOPSJFOUFETBOEZTJMUMPBN
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&LOORS

/CCUPATION DEPOSITS

!DJACENT
FEATURE

7ET SIEVING DATA

lNE SILTY CLAY PLASTER
MAT IMPRESSIONS

SPARSE DATE PALM ASH
SPARSE @REED AND GRASS

&INE SILTY CLAY PLASTER

SPARSE WATER LAID CRUSTS

'YPSUM PLASTER

SANDY LOAM SPARSE ASH WATER LAID
CRUSTS

LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF BONE
LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF POTTERY

/CCASIONAL THIN PLASTER
,ENSES OF SAND

THIN LENSES OF lSH BONE AND SCALES
MODERATE PARALLEL ORIENTED DATE
PALM ASH SALTS

,ENSES OF SAND

LENSES OF WATER SPLASHED DEPOSITS
WITH SPARSE ASH

4HICK SANDY PACKING

4HICK lNE PLASTER

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF POTTERY
IN CORNERS OF ROOMS

)NTERPRETATION

)NNER ROOM

3ITTING AND SLEEPING
AREA

/UTER ROOM ENTRANCE
TO INNER

#LEAN AREA IN ENTRANCE
TO SITTING AND SLEEPING
AREA

0LASTERED @TABLE

/UTER ROOM CORNER

&OOD PREPARATION

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF BONE
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF POTTERY
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF SHELL
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF BURNT
AGGREGATES
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF COPPER

(EARTH

/UTER ROOM EDGE

&OOD PREPARATION AND
COOKING
&UEL RAKE OUT

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF mINT

0LASTER BASIN

/UTER ROOM
PASSAGEWAY CLOSE TO
MAIN DOOR

7ATER STORAGE
7ASHING

lSH BONE INCLUDING TAILS
UNORIENTED UNCOMPACTED DATE PALM LARGEST FRAGMENTS OF BONE
ASH lSH BONE MORTAR

/UTER ROOM CORNER

4EMPORARY REFUSE AREA

THICK HOMOGENEOUS LAYER
UNORIENTED SANDY LOAM WITH SPARSE
DATE PALM ASH AND lSH BONE

SMALLEST FRAGMENTS OF BONE
SMALL FRAGMENTS OF SHELL

/UTER ROOM CENTRAL
AREA

(EAVILY TRAMPLED
WALKWAY WITHIN
BUILDING

GRITTY
SAND ROCK FRAGMENTS SALTS lSH BONE
'RAMINEAE

MODERATELY HIGH CONCENTRATION
OF BONE

2EAR YARD NEAR
DOORWAY

'RINDING OF 'RAMINEAE
AND &ISH

2EAR YARD CENTRE

&OOD PROCESSING NEAR
TO GRINDSTONE

2EAR YARD CORNER

4ETHERING FEEDING
WATERING OF HERBIVORES

2EAR YARD CENTRAL
EDGE

)N SITU LOW TEMPERATURE
BURNING

2EAR YARD CORNER

4EMPORARY DISCARD OF
DOMESTIC REFUSE

2EAR YARD EDGE

-ORE STERILE AREA WITH
ERODED WALL MATERIALS
3TORAGE OF LARGE BULKY
ITEMS AGAINST WALL
(ANGING OF NETS

2EAR YARD CORNER

%RODED CORNER

3TONE BENCH

'RINDSTONE
SETTING

ASHY
SANDY ASH WITH ORGANIC AGGREGATES
SALTS BONE AND WATER LAID CRUSTS
4HICK SANDY PACKING

,OCATION

ASHY SAND
HERBIVORE DUNG GRASSES SALTS WATER
LAID SILT

0LASTER BASINS

DARK ASH
PARALLEL ORIENTED CHARRED DATE PALM
BONE AND POT FRAGMENTS

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF POTTERY
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF SHELL

ASHY SAND GRITTY
UNORIENTED LOAMY SAND AND ASH
UNORIENTED BONE 

MODERATELY HIGH CONCENTRATION
OF BONE
HIGHEST CONCENTRATION OF COPPER

SAND AND ROCKS
LENSES OF WIND AND WATER LAID
DEPOSITS

LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF BONE

SAND
COARSE STERILE WIND BLOWN SAND

4ABLE  -ICROSTRATIGRAPHIC MICROMORPHOLOGICAL AND WET SIEVING ATTRIBUTES DIAGNOSTIC OF DIFFERENT USES OF SPACE IN "LDGS  AND 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS ARE GIVEN IN 2OMAN TYPE MICROMORPHOLOGICAL ONES IN )TALIC TYPE

EFQPTJUT XJUI ñoôǷ CPOF GSBHNFOUT  TPNF CVSOU EBUFQBMN SF
NBJOT BDIBSSFEDFSFBMHSBJO TQBSF(SBNJOFBFQIZUPMJUIT QPUUFSZ
GSBHNFOUTBOEPSHBOJDTUBJOJOHBOETBMUT

3TREET AND MIDDEN DEPOSITS
!REA 
"SFB ñòø MBZ PVUTJEF #MEH ñïø BU UIF OPSUIFSO FOE PG %JSB[
4RVBSFɩFDPOUFYUTBNQMFE óïóô DPNQSJTFEVOPSJFOUFEIFUFS
PHFOFPVTTBOEZEFQPTJUTXJUITQBSTFEBUFQBMNBTIBOETJMJDFPVT
SFNBJOT BOEDIBSSFEnFDLT XIJDIIBECFFOQBSUJBMMZSFXPSLFE



CZCJPUVSCBUJPOɩFTFEFQPTJUTBSFDPNQBSBUJWFMZDMFBOɩFSFBSF
OPEJTDSFUFXBUFSMBJEMFOTFT QFSIBQTEVFUPUSBNQMJOH

-AIN 3TREET
5XP TBNQMFT GSPN .BJO 4USFFU NBJOMZ DPNQSJTFE NPEFSBUFMZ
PSJFOUFETBOEZMPBNXJUIDBMDBSFPVTSPDLGSBHNFOUTôoðïNNJO
TJ[F XJUITQBSTFEBUFQBMNBTIFT DIBSSFEnFDLTBOETJMJDFPVTSF
NBJOT 54ðñ÷BOEðòñ -JLF"SFBñòø UIFTFEFQPTJUTBSFQFSIBQT
TVSQSJTJOHMZDMFBOGPSTUSFFUT BOEJODMVEFHSJUBOEnFDLTPGTBOEZ
TJMUMPBNUIBUIBWFQSPCBCMZFSPEFEGSPNUIFNPSUBSJOXBMMT
0OFTBNQMF 54ðñö JTGSPNEFQPTJUTXIJDIBSFTUSBUJHSBQIJDBMMZ
FBSMJFSUIBOUIFPVUFSXBMMPGUIFMBUFTUCVJMEJOHɩFEFQPTJUTGSPN
UIJTTBNQMFNPSFDMPTFMZSFTFNCMFNJEEFOEFQPTJUT4PNFMBZFST 
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i!>!3/!:!dn

21

6

Sfbs!zbse
UT!211

Joofs!sppn
UT!69

Pvufs!sppn
dfousbm!xbml.
xbz!UT!99

Pvufs!sppn
ofyu!up!ifbsui
UT!43

Pvufs!sppn
ofyu!up!cbtjo
UT!54

dn

Cvsou!qmbou!sfnbjot

Qbdljoh0mfwfmmjoh!nbufsjbm

Xbufs.mbje0tqmbtife

Gjti!cpof

Tjmu!mpbn!xjui!cvsou0
vocvsou!qmbou!sfnbjot

Tbmu!bhhsfhbuft

Qmbtufs

Qpuufsz

Tboe

&IG  -ICROSTRATIGRAPHIC COLUMNS ILLUSTRATING VARIATION IN THE TYPE
THICKNESS AND FREQUENCY OF FLOORS AND OCCUPATION DEPOSITS IN "LDG
 AT 3AAR WITHIN DISTANCES OF ONE TO TWO METRES 3CHEMATIC FIELD OF
VIEW WITHIN COLUMNS IS MAGNIFIED COLUMN HEIGHT REPRESENTS  CM OF
DEPOSIT

DñDNUIJDL BSFWFSZXFMMQSFTFSWFEBOEIBWFOPUCFFOUSBNQMFE
PSNVDIEJTUVSCFEɩFTFBSFFYDFFEJOHMZSJDIJOUIFNPTUEJWFSTF
SBOHFPGQMBOUSFNBJOTTBNQMFEGPSNJDSPNPSQIPMPHZBUUIFTJUF
'JHTðïõ ññ 0UIFSMBZFSTBSFBMTPSJDIJOQMBOUSFNBJOT CVUIBWF
CFFO NPSF SFXPSLFE CZ XJOE BOE QPTTJCMZ USBNQMJOH  BOE BSF
VOPSJFOUFEɩFSFBSFHZQTVNDSZTUBMTBOEBHHSFHBUFTUISPVHIPVU
UIFTFEFQPTJUT

3ITE FORMATION PROCESSES TRACES OF USES AND
CONCEPTS OF DOMESTIC SPACE
ɩFSBOHFPGSFTJEVFTXJUIJOUIFUXPEPNFTUJDCVJMEJOHTBU4BBS
JT QFSIBQT OPU BT XJEF BT BU PUIFS TJUFT  EVF UP B TVCTJTUFODF
FDPOPNZ IFBWJMZ EFQFOEFOU PO EBUFQBMN BOE NBSJOF SFTPVSDFT
.JDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDBOBMZTJT IPXFWFS IBTFOBCMFEEFUBJMFESFDPO
TUSVDUJPOPGBSBOHFPGEJTUJODUJWFBDUJWJUZBSFBTBOEVTFTBOEDPO
DFQUTPGTQBDF
ɩF NJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJD EJTUJODUJPOT BSF NBSLFE CZ EJĊFSFODFT
JOBSDIJUFDUVSBMNBUFSJBMTBOETVSGBDFT OPUBCMZJOUIFVTFPGQMBTUFS
JOTPNFBSFBTCVUOPUJOPUIFST"DUJWJUZBSFBTBSFBMTPDIBSBDUFS
JTFECZNBSLFENJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDWBSJBUJPOTJOUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOT
BOEEFHSFFTPGGSBHNFOUBUJPOPGBSBOHFPGNJDSPBSUFGBDUVBMBOE
CJPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFNBJOT UIFJSPSJFOUBUJPOBOEEJTUSJCVUJPO BOE
UIF UIJDLOFTT BOE GSFRVFODZ PG BDDVNVMBUJPOT *O TJUV MFOTFT PG
SBLFPVUPSXBUFSTQMBTIFEEFQPTJUTBSPVOECBTJOTPGUFODPNQSJTF
UIJODPNQBDUFEMFOTFTñNNUIJDL XJUIQBSBMMFMPSJFOUBUJPOBOE
EJTUSJCVUJPO GSPNSFQFBUFEVTFBOETMPXBDDVNVMBUJPOT"SFBTPG
EJTDBSEJOUIFGBSDPSOFSTPGUIFPVUFSSPPNBOESFBSZBSEPG#MEH
ñïôBSFDIBSBDUFSJTFECZIJHIDPODFOUSBUJPOTPGSBOEPNMZPSJFOUFE
EVNQFE SFNBJOT 0UIFS BSFBT IBWF MFTT BOUISPQPHFOJD NBUFSJBM
BOENPSFTBOEPSDPNQBDUFEMFOTFTPGTJMU QFSIBQTCFMPXNBUT
%JTUJODUJPOTCFUXFFOSPPGFEBOEVOSPPGFEBSFBTIBWFOPUCFFO
BTFBTZUPEFUFDUBTFYQFDUFE*O#MEHñïô XBUFSMBJEBOETQMBTIFE
MFOTFTPDDVSJOBMMUISFFBSFBT BOENBZCFEVFUPXBTIJOH MFBLZ
SPPGT PSSBJOXBUFSɩFTQBSTJUZPGXBUFSMBJEEFQPTJUTBXBZGSPN
CBTJOBSFBTJOUIFPVUFSSPPNJTJODPOUSBTUUPUIFSFBSZBSE TVH
HFTUJOHUIBUUIFGPSNFSNBZIBWFCFFOBUMFBTUMJHIUMZSPPGFEBOE
UIFMBUUFSNPSFPQFO4UVEZPGUIFQBUUFSOTPGXJOECMPXOTBOET

BGUFS BCBOEPONFOU PG #MEH ñïö TVHHFTUT CPUI SPPNT NBZ IBWF
CFFO SPPGFE *U JT DPODFJWBCMF UIBU TPNF PG UIF UIJOOFS MFOTFT PG
TBOE PS XBUFSMBJE EFQPTJUT  OPU BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CBTJOT  BDDVNV
MBUFEEVSJOHQFSJPETPGMFTTJOUFOTJWFPDDVQBUJPOBOEUSBNQMJOHJO
UIFTFCVJMEJOHT
"OBMZTJT PG UIF NJDSPSFTJEVFT QSPWJEFE TQFDJmD TVQQPSU GPS
NBOZPGUIFNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMJOUFSQSFUBUJPOTɩFNPTUGSBH
NFOUFECPOFBOETIFMMPDDVSJOUIFDFOUSFPGUIFPVUFSSPPNTPG
CPUICVJMEJOHTXIFSFEFQPTJUTBSFIFBWJMZUSBNQMFEɩFMFBTUGSBH
NFOUFECPOFBOETIFMMPDDVSTJODPSOFSTVTFEGPSUFNQPSBSZSFGVTF
ɩFIJHIFTUDPODFOUSBUJPOTPGNFUBMGSBHNFOUTPDDVSBSPVOEUIF
IFBSUITɩFMBSHFTUGSBHNFOUTBOEIJHIFTUDPODFOUSBUJPOTPGQPU
UFSZPDDVSJOUIFDPSOFST XIFSFGVFMSBLFPVUBOEPUIFSSFGVTFIBT
CFFO EVNQFE ɩF IJHIFTU DPODFOUSBUJPOT PG nJOU PDDVS JO FO
USBODFT

#ONCLUSIONS
"MUIPVHI NBOZ PG UIF QSFEJDUFE BDUJWJUJFT JO UIF CVJMEJOHT XFSF
OPU TFQBSBUFE CZ XBMMT JO JOEJWJEVBM SPPNT  B XJEF SBOHF PG EJT
UJODUBDUJWJUZBSFBTDPVMECFJEFOUJmFEXJUIJOUIFUXPBOEUISFF
SPPNFE CVJMEJOHT BU 4BBS 'BS GSPN CFJOH IPNPHFOJTFE  UIF EF
QPTJUT BOE NJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJD TFRVFODFT TIPXFE WFSZ EJTUJODUJWF
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTXJUIJOFBDISPPN XIJDIDIBOHFEXJUIJOUIFTQBDF
PGðoñNɩFSFNBSLBCMFSFQFUJUJPOBOEDZDMJDJUZPGUIFTBNFUZQF
PGEJTUJODUJWFTVSGBDFTBOESFTJEVFTJOFBDIBSFBBSHVFTGPSDPOUJOV
JUZJOUIFDPODFQUTBOEVTFTPG BOEUIFQSFTFODFPGXFMMEFmOFE
TQBUJBMBOETPDJBMDPOWFOUJPOTɩFHFOFSBMSFDVSSFODFBOETJNJMBS
JUZPGUIFTFNJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTJOUIFUXPCVJMEJOHT
TUVEJFE BTXFMMBTNBOZTJNJMBSJUJFTJOUIFMBZPVUPGNBOZPGUIF
PUIFS CVJMEJOHT FYDBWBUFE BDSPTT UIF TJUF  BSHVFT GPS DPNNVOJUZ
XJEFTQBUJBMBOETPDJBMDPOWFOUJPOT
ɩFTUVEZIBTBMTPFTUBCMJTIFEUIBUUIFTQBSTJUZPGDIBSSFEQMBOU
NBUFSJBMTSFUSJFWFECZnPUBUJPOBU4BBS BOEQSPCBCMZBUPUIFSTJUFT
JOUIF(VMG JTOPUEVFUPUIFTQBSTFVTFPGQMBOUSFNBJOTOPSQPPS
DPOEJUJPOTPGQSFTFSWBUJPO CVUUPBCVOEBOUVTFPGEBUFQBMNMFBnFUT
BOE SBDIJT XIJDI BSF QSFTFSWFE QSJODJQBMMZ BT GSBHJMF TJMJDFPVT BOE
QPTTJCMZEFTJDDBUFESFNBJOT BOECVSOMFBWJOHMJUUMFSFTJEVBMDBSCPO
ɩFXFMMEFmOFEBSDIJUFDUVSBMVOJUTBOESBOHFPGmYUVSFTBOE
mUUJOHTXJUIJOUIFCVJMEJOHTBU4BBSQSPWJEFEJOWBMVBCMFEBUBGPS
JOEFQFOEFOU WFSJmDBUJPO PG UIF WBMJEJUZ PG NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM
PCTFSWBUJPOTBOEUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTJOUIFNBUFSJBMTVSGBDFTBOE
SFTJEVFTɩFSFTVMUTTVHHFTUUIBUNJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDTFRVFODFTEP
WBSZTJHOJmDBOUMZBDDPSEJOHUPIVNBOBDUJWJUJFTBOEDPODFQUTPG
TQBDFBTXFMMBTNJDSPFOWJSPONFOU FWFOXJUIJODPOmOFEBSFBT
*OUIFQBTU BTJOUIFQSFTFOUGPSBSDIBFPMPHJTUTJOWFTUJHBUJOHJU 
UIFNBUFSJBMOBUVSFPGBSDIJUFDUVSBMTVSGBDFTBOETFEJNFOUTXFSF
TJHOJmDBOU NFEJB BOE JOEJDBUPST PG B XJEF SBOHF PG TQBUJBM BOE
TPDJPDVMUVSBMDPOWFOUJPOTBOEDPODFQUT
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ɩF NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM SFTFBSDI XBT DPOEVDUFE BU 4BBS GSPN ðøøò UP
ðøøõ BTQBSUPGBUISFFZFBSğĖģĔGVOEFESFTFBSDIQSPKFDU8FBSFEFFQMZ
JOEFCUFEUPNBOZQFPQMF OPUPOMZGPSUIFJSDPMMBCPSBUJPOCVUBMTPGPSUIFJS
LJOEOFTTBOEGSJFOETIJQ.BSUJO)JDLT XIPFYDBWBUFE#MEHñïôTPXFMM 
BOE5JN-BXSFODF XIPJEFOUJmFEUIFQMBOUSFNBJOTGSPNUIFUFNQMFBU
4BBSBOEPUIFSNBUFSJBMXJUIJOUIFğĖģĔQSPKFDU CPUIBMBTOPMPOHFSXJUI
VT4IBIJOB'BSJEGPSFYDBWBUJOH#MEHñïöJOTVDIEFUBJMUIF'SJFOETPG
4BBSXIPTPSUFEBOEXFJHIFEUIFNJDSPSFTJEVFT:PVTJG"M/BTIBCBGPS
EJTDVTTJOHUIFFUIOPBSDIBFPMPHZPG#BISBJOBOE1SPGFTTPS.BSUJO+POFT 
$BNCSJEHF 6OJWFSTJUZ  BOE %S %BWJE $VUMFS  +PESFMM -BCPSBUPSZ  ,FX 
XIPXFSFBMTPNFNCFSTPGUIFğĖģĔUFBN
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#HAPTER  'EOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
0ETER "USH 'RAHAM %VANS AND %MILY 'LOVER
)NTRODUCTION
ɩF&BSMZ%JMNVOTFUUMFNFOUBU4BBSMJFTPOUIFnBOLTPGBMPX
OPSUITPVUI USFOEJOH SJEHF UIF )BNBMB 3JEHF  DPNQPTFE PG
SPDLTPGUIF&PDFOF8FTU3JGB'MJOU'PSNBUJPOBOEUIF"M#VIBZS
$BSCPOBUF'PSNBUJPO UIFTVSGBDFPGXIJDIJTDPWFSFEXJUIBXJOE
TXFQU HSBWFM QBWFNFOU 'JH ððð  #FMPX UIF nBOLT PG UIF SJEHF
JT BO JOBDUJWF EVOF mFME XIJDI  UP UIF FBTU  PWFSMPPLT B MPX  nBU 
SFMBUJWFMZGFBUVSFMFTTEFQSFTTJPOɩJTEFQSFTTJPOJTCPVOEFEPOUIF
OPSUICZBOPUIFSMPXSJEHF DPNQPTFEPGJOUFOTJWFMZNPEJmFEBFP
MJBOTBOEXJUIGFXOBUVSBMGFBUVSFTQSFTFSWFEBOEUPUIFTPVUI CZ
UIF HFOUMF TMPQFT PG UIF OPSUIFSO nBOLT PG UIF DFOUSBM QFSJDMJOBM
DPSF PG UIF JTMBOE  DPNQPTFE PG SPDLT PG UIF &PDFOF 8FTU 3JGB
'MJOU'PSNBUJPOBOEUIF"M#VIBZS$BSCPOBUF'PSNBUJPO
*OJUTFBTUFSOQBSU UIFMPXGFBUVSFMFTTTVSGBDFPGUIFEFQSFTTJPO
QBTTFTJOUPJOUFSUJEBMnBUTBOENBOHSPWFUIJDLFUTCPSEFSJOHBTNBMM
UJEBMJOMFUFYUFOEJOHGSPN5VCMJ#BZɩJTJOMFUPODFTUSFUDIFEGVS
UIFSUPUIFXFTU UPXBSET4BBS BTSFWFBMFECZUIFUSBDFTPGJOmMMFE
BODJFOUDSFFLTXIJDIDBOCFTFFOPOBFSJBMQIPUPHSBQIT&WFOJO
UIFðøöïT XIFOUIFXSJUFSTWJTJUFEUIFBSFB UIFTZTUFNXBTNPSF
FYUFOTJWFUIBOJUJTUPEBZ 'JHððñ 
O
Opsuixftu!tibnbm!xjoe!'!xbwft

6!ljmpnfusft

NBOBNB

tboez
Mpx!sjehf-!nbjomz!pg!evof!tboe-

CVEBJZB

hsfbumz!npejgjfe!cz!ivnbo!bdujwjuz

bwfnfou

Jobdujwf!bfpmjbo!evofgjfme

TBBS!TJUF

Spdlz!sjeh
f!x

jui!hsbwfm!q

Tbbs

Mpx!efqsfttjpo

Uvcmj!Cbz!nbohspwf
txbnqt!'!joufsujebm!gmbut
JTB!UPXO
nveez

Spdlz!gmbolt!pg!dfousbm!qfsjdmjof
xjui!hsbwfm!qbwfnfou

&IG  .ORTHERN "AHRAIN

" HFPMPHJDBM TUVEZ XBT VOEFSUBLFO JO UIF BSFB CFUXFFO UIF
TFUUMFNFOU BU 4BBS BOE UIF QSFTFOU DPBTU OFBS5VCMJ #BZɩF JO
WFTUJHBUJPO XBT BO BUUFNQU UP FYQMPSF UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU  JO UIF
QBTU UIF5VCMJ#BZJOMFUIBEFYUFOEFEGVSUIFSXFTUXBSETGSPNJUT
QSFTFOU MPDBUJPO BOE UIVT QSPWJEFE DMPTF BOE FBTZ BDDFTT UP UIF
TFUUMFNFOU GPS TNBMM CPBUT 5PEBZ  4BBS MJFT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ôLN
GSPNUIFFBTUDPBTUBOEòôLNGSPNUIFXFTUDPBTU"MUIPVHIUIF
TJUF MJFT SFMBUJWFMZ DMPTF UP UIF XFTU DPBTU BOE TIFMUFS JT QSPWJEFE

CZ UIF JTMBOE PG "M .VIBNNBEJZBI BOE QPTTJCMZ +JEEBI  JU JT B
TBOEZ IJHIFOFSHZ DPBTU  XJUI TNBMM SPDLZ IFBEMBOET FYQPTFE UP
UIFXBWFTHFOFSBUFECZUIFOPSUIXFTUTIBNBMXJOE BOEXPVMEOPU
IBWFQSPWJEFEBWFSZTBGFBODIPSBHF

&IG  3ALTWATER CHANNEL EXTENDING WESTWARDS FROM 4UBLI "AY 7

*O DPOUSBTU  B XFTUXBSE FYUFOTJPO PG UIF DSFFL SVOOJOH GSPN
5VCMJ #BZ XPVME IBWF QSPWJEFE B WFSZ TIFMUFSFE TJUF  QSPUFDUFE
GSPNUIFOPSUIXFTUTIBNBMXJOEBOEJUTBTTPDJBUFEXBWFT4VDIBO
JOMFUXPVMEIBWFCFFOBNPSFSFMJBCMFIBWFOUIBOUIFFYQPTFEXFTU
DPBTU QBSUJDVMBSMZEVSJOHUIFXJOUFSTUPSNT

'EOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
"T QBSU PG UIF HFPMPHJDBM TUVEZ  UIF SFDPSET PG CPSFIPMFT ESJMMFE
EVSJOH FOHJOFFSJOH XPSLT CZ UIF5FDIOJDBM 4FSWJDFT %JSFDUPSBUF
PGUIF.JOJTUSZPG8PSLTBOE"HSJDVMUVSFXFSFFYBNJOFE*OBE
EJUJPO JOUIFMPXEFQSFTTJPOCFUXFFO4BBSBOEUIFDPBTUBU5VCMJ
#BZ UISFFUSFODIFTXFSFFYDBWBUFEVTJOHBNFDIBOJDBMEJHHFS BOE
UXPCPSFIPMFTXFSFESJMMFE 'JHððò 
ɩFSFDPSETPGUIFFOHJOFFSJOHCPSFIPMFTSFWFBMFEUIBUBCSPXO
CMBDL CFMPX UIF XBUFSUBCMF  XFMMTPSUFE RVBSU[PTF TBOE  DPO
UBJOJOH TNBMM BNPVOUT PG DBSCPOBUF  VOEFSMJFT UIF XIPMF BSFB PG
UIF EFQSFTTJPO FBTU PG 4BBS BOE FYUFOET VQ JUT nBOLT (FOFSBMMZ 
JODSFBTJOHBNPVOUTPGHZQTVNPDDVSJOUIFTBOETPGUIFXFTUFS
MZ QBSU PG UIF EFQSFTTJPO /P EFmOJUF NBSJOF TLFMFUBM EFCSJT XBT
GPVOE JO BOZ PG UIF NBUFSJBM FYBNJOFE  BMUIPVHI TPNF CPSFIPMF
SFDPSET NFOUJPOFE TIFMMQPTTJCMZ NBSJOF TIFMM )PXFWFS  UIF
PSJHJOBMNBUFSJBMXBTOPUFYBNJOFECZBTQFDJBMJTU OPSXBTJUBWBJM
BCMFGPSSFJOTQFDUJPO TPXIFUIFSPSOPUJUXBTUSVMZNBSJOFDBO
OPUCFBTDFSUBJOFEXJUIBOZEFHSFFPGDPOmEFODF
ɩFUISFFNFDIBOJDBMMZFYDBWBUFEUSFODIFTBOEUIFUXPCPSF
IPMFT TVOL JO ðøøø TIPXFE UIBU B XFEHF PG NBSJOF TFEJNFOU  B
NVEEZ DBSCPOBUF TBOE JEFOUJDBM UP UIBU CFJOH EFQPTJUFE JO BOE
BSPVOE 5VCMJ #BZ UPEBZ  FYUFOET XFTUXBSE GPS BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
óoôLNGSPN5VCMJ#BZɩFTFNBSJOFTFEJNFOUTPWFSMJFBCMBDL
BFPMJBO TBOE  FRVJWBMFOU UP UIF CSPXO TBOE BCPWF UIF XBUFS
UBCMFBOETJNJMBSUPUIFTBOETTFFOJOUIFFOHJOFFSJOHCPSFIPMFT
)PXFWFS  UIF NBSJOF EFQPTJUT POMZ FYUFOE XFTUXBSE UP BQQSPYJ
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&IG  !ERIAL -OSAIC FROM 3AAR TO 4UBLI "AY WITH LOCATION OF BOREHOLES AND TRENCHES

NBUFMZðôLNGSPN4BBS TUJMMBDPOTJEFSBCMFEJTUBODFGSPNUIFBO
DJFOUTJUF
ɩF TFEJNFOUT SFWFBMFE JO UIF WBSJPVT TVCTVSGBDF JOWFTUJHB
UJPOTXFSFEFTDSJCFEJOUIFmFME BOEGVSUIFSMBCPSBUPSZTUVEJFT 
JODMVEJOH UIF EFUFSNJOBUJPO PG DBSCPOBUF DPOUFOU  NJOFSBMPHZ
BOEHSBJOTJ[FPGUIFTFEJNFOUT XFSFNBEFUPDIFDLUIFmFMEEF
TDSJQUJPOT*OBEEJUJPO UIFNBDSPGBVOBXBTTUVEJFEBOEBQSFMJN
JOBSZFYBNJOBUJPOPGUIFNJDSPGBVOBPGTPNFTBNQMFTXBTDBSSJFE
PVUɩFSFTVMUTPGUIFTFFYBNJOBUJPOTBSFTIPXOJO5BCMFTðoò"
TBNQMFPGNBSJOFTIFMMTGSPNēęñBUBEFQUIPGñïoñôôNXBT
TVCNJUUFEUPUIF0YGPSE3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZGPS"SDIBFPMPHZ
BOE)JTUPSZPG"SUGPSSBEJPDBSCPOEBUJOH TFF'JHððö 

SJWFE BOEUXPMJLFMZCSBDLJTIXBUFSGPSBNJOJGFSB"NNPOJBTQBOE
$JCJDJEFTTQ
ɩJTBTTPDJBUJPOJTDIBSBDUFSJTUJDPGBTVQSBUJEBMIJHIJOUFSUJEBM
nBUFOWJSPONFOUPSTIBMMPXEFQSFTTJPOUIBUXBTCSBDLJTIGSFTIGPS
UIFNBKPSJUZPGUIFUJNFPGJUTBDDVNVMBUJPOCVUXBTPDDBTJPOBMMZ
JOWBEFECZNBSJOFXBUFST QSPCBCMZEVSJOHTIBNBMESJWFOTUPSNT
XIJDIEFWFMPQFEPWFSBOBFPMJBOTBOEmFME4VCTFRVFOUQSFDJQJUB
UJPO PG HZQTVN GSPN JOUFSTUJUJBM XBUFST  ESBXO UP UIF TVSGBDF CZ
DBQJMMBSZ BDUJPO  IBT QSPEVDFE UIF DPBSTF HZQTVN TBOE BOE NVE
XIJDIPDDVSTKVTUCFOFBUIUIFTVSGBDF

$ESCRIPTION OF SUB SURFACE SAMPLES
4RENCH *#"
*O 5SFODI ěĔēð  DPBSTF HZQTFPVT TBOE ïïoðôN  BOE HZQ
TFPVT NVE ðôoðöôN  PWFSMJF B DSFBNZ XIJUF DBSCPOBUF NVE
ðöôoð÷ïN XJUIUIJOMBZFSTPGDZBOPCBDUFSJB BOPMEABMHBMNBU 
BOESFFETUFNT 'JHððó "GFXCBEMZQSFTFSWFEJOEJWJEVBMTPGUIF
NBSJOFHBTUSPQPE1PUBNJEFTDPOJDVT BOENBOZTIFMMTPGBGSFTIXB
UFSIZESPCJJEHBTUSPQPE QPTTJCMZ1BMVEFTUSJOBTQ XFSFSFDPSEFEBU
ð÷ïoðøôN 5BCMFððð ɩFTFXFSFBDDPNQBOJFECZUIFGSFRVFOU
SFNBJOT PG TNPPUITIFMMFE PTUSBDPET  QPTTJCMZ B GSFTIXBUFS TQF
DJFT POFXPSOQFOFSPQPMJEGPSBNJOJGFSBXIJDIBQQFBSTUPCFEF



&IG  #YANOBACTERIAL FILMS WITH PLANT STEMS IN *#"
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n n n

-OLLUSCA MARINE

-OLLUSCA MARINE

0OTAMIDES CONICUS "LAINVILLE 

-ELANOIDES TUBERCULATA -àLLER

-OLLUSCA FRESHWATER

(YDROBIIDS

(YDROBIIDS

&ORAMINIFERA NOT IDENTIFIABLE

&ORAMINIFERA BRACKISHHYPERSALINE

/STRACODA NOT IDENTIFIABLE

!MMONIA SP



CF #IBIDES SP



/STRACODA FRESHWATER



*O 5SFODI ěĔēñ  DFNFOUFE HZQTVN QBTTFT EPXOXBSET BU ðñòN
JOUPMPPTFHZQTFPVTTBOEBOEUIFO BUðôôN JOUPBUIJOXIJUFDBS
CPOBUF DBMDJUF  NVE XJUI HZQTVN BOE RVBSU[  DPOUBJOJOH B GFX
GBJOU PSHBOJD MBNJOBUJPOT  XIJDI NBZ CF UIF FRVJWBMFOU PG UIF
DZBOPCBDUFSJBM MBZFS TFFO JO ěĔēð ɩF BCPWF TFRVFODF BU ðõôN
QBTTFT EPXO JOUP B HSFFOJTI  BOE UIFO HSFZ TJMUZ RVBSU[PTF TBOE
XJUITVCTJEJBSZDBSCPOBUF
ɩJTTFRVFODFTFFNTUPSFQSFTFOUUIFNPTUMBOEXBSEFYUFOUPG
NBSJOFJOnVFODFBTJOEJDBUFECZUIFUSBDFTPGDZBOPCBDUFSJBMNBU
PWFSMZJOHBFPMJBOEFQPTJUT4VCTFRVFOUMZ QSFDJQJUBUJPOPGHZQTVN
GSPN HSPVOEXBUFS ESBXO UP UIF TVSGBDF CZ DBQJMMBSZ BDUJPO IBT
QSPEVDFEUIFHZQTFPVTDBQQJOH
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METRES BELOW SURFACE

"(







*O5SFODIěĔēò UIFFOUJSFTFDUJPOCFMPXBUIJOTPJMMBZFS ïoïõ÷N 
DPOTJTUTPGTMJHIUMZHZQTFPVT mOFUPWFSZmOF RVBSU[PTFTBOE BE
NJYFEXJUIDPBSTFTJMU"UIJOHZQTFPVTDSVTUPDDVSTBUðøN/P
GBVOBMSFNBJOTXFSFGPVOEJOUIJTTFEJNFOU
ɩF TFEJNFOU JO UIJT FYDBWBUJPO JT JOUFSQSFUFE BT BO BFPMJBO
TBOE TJNJMBS UP UIBU XIJDI DPWFST NPTU PG UIF BEKBDFOU BSFB BOE
JTGPVOECFOFBUIUIFNBSJOFBOENBSJOFNBSHJOBMEFQPTJUTJOUIF
EFQSFTTJPO UP UIF FBTU *O PUIFS FYDBWBUJPOT  UIJT CSPXO TBOE BT
TVNFTBHSFZCMBDLDPMPVSCFOFBUIUIFNPEFSOXBUFSUBCMF

"OREHOLE "(
*O UIF ēęð CPSFIPMF  CVĊ XIJUF TJMUZ HZQTFPVT NVE  XJUI TPNF
IVNJD IPSJ[POT BOE PDDBTJPOBM TFFE DBTFT  QBTTFT EPXOXBSET BU
ïôôNJOUPBCVĊTJMUZDBSCPOBUFNVEXJUIBGFXTIFMMGSBHNFOUT
'JHððô #FMPXJTBXIJUFTJMUZNVEXJUIDFNFOUFEIPSJ[POTēęð
DPOUBJOFEWFSZGFXPSHBOJDSFNBJOT JODPOUSBTUUPēęñXIFSFUIFZ
XFSFBCVOEBOU#FUXFFOïôôoðïïNUIFSFXFSFBGFXUJOZTIFMM
GSBHNFOUT UIBU DPVME OPU CF JEFOUJmFE XJUI DFSUBJOUZ "MUIPVHI
TPNF VOJEFOUJmFE TIFMM XBT SFQPSUFE JO UIF mFME  MBCPSBUPSZ FY
BNJOBUJPO PG TBNQMFT GSPN ðïïoðôôN SFWFBMFE POMZ POF VOJ
EFOUJmFETIFMMGSBHNFOU QPTTJCMZNBSJOF BOEBGFXGPSBNJOJGFSB
5BCMFððñ #FUXFFOðôôNBOEñNUIFTFEJNFOUCFDPNFTSJDIFS
JORVBSU[BOEHZQTVN BOECFMPXñNDPOTJTUTPGTMJHIUMZDBMDBSF
PVTBOEHZQTFPVTRVBSU[PTFTBOEXJUITNBMMBNPVOUTPGEPMPNJUF
òǷ ɩJTMPXFTUMBZFSDPOUBJOTPOFHBTUSPQPE BTJOHMFTIFMMPGUIF
CSBDLJTIGSFTIXBUFS .FMBOPJEFT UVCFSDVMBUB  UPHFUIFS XJUI B GFX
TNBMMVOJEFOUJmFEGPSBNJOJGFSB IZESPCJJENPMMVTDTBOEPTUSBDPET 
BOETPNFTNBMMDFNFOUFEGSBHNFOUT
ɩFCVĊXIJUFHZQTFPVTNVEJTDMFBSMZUIFDPOUJOVBUJPOPGUIF
VOJUTFFOJOēęñ BMUIPVHIDPOUBJOJOHBOBMNPTUDPNQMFUFBCTFODF
PGJEFOUJmBCMFNBSJOFGBVOB
*ODPODMVTJPO UIJTTFDUJPOJTJOUFSQSFUFEBTBNBSHJOBMEFQPTJU
QSPEVDFECZBNBSJOFUSBOTHSFTTJPOPWFSBOBFPMJBOTBOE BOECZ
TVCTFRVFOU BHHSBEBUJPO BOE QSPHSBEBUJPO PG DPBTUBM OFBSTIPSF
TFEJNFOU DPNCJOFEXJUIQSFDJQJUBUJPO PG HZQTVN GSPN HSPVOE
XBUFST JO JUT UFSSFTUSJBM VQQFS QBSUT ɩF BCTFODF PG SFNBJOT PG
NBSJOFGBVOBJOUIJTCPSFIPMFTVHHFTUTUIBUUIFNBSJOFDBSCPOBUF
TJMUZNVEXIJDIGPSNFEGVSUIFSTFBXBSEJOUIF5VCMJ#BZJOMFUXBT
QSPCBCMZESJWFOMBOEXBSEPOUPUIFNBSHJOTPGUIFJOMFU

"OREHOLE "(

1UARTZ

#ALCITE

$OLOMITE

'YPSUM

&IG  4HE COMPOSITION OF THE SEDIMENTS IN "(

*Oēęñ UIFNPTUTFBXBSEMPDBUJPO CVĊTJMUZDBSCPOBUFNVEFYUFOET
UPUIFQSFTFOUEBZTVSGBDF 'JHððõ ɩJTNVEDPOUBJOTDFNFOUFE
GSBHNFOUT TFFEQPETBOEPUIFSQMBOUBOEBMHBMNBUFSJBM UPHFUIFS
XJUITNBMMGSFTIXBUFSIZESPCJJEHBTUSPQPETPGTFWFSBMTQFDJFT JO
DMVEJOH  QPTTJCMZ  )ZESPCJB WFOUSPTB .POUBHV TFF #SPXO  ðø÷ô 
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31&

51&

71&

211&

91&
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dnt!cfmpx!tvsgbdf

211

261

311

361

JOUP B GSFTICSBDLJTI IPSJ[PO OFBS UIF TVSGBDF *U JT VODFSUBJO
XIFUIFSUIFCBTFPGUIFNBSJOFJOUFSWBMXBTSFBDIFE BTUIFTDBU
UFSFE TIFMMT GPVOE JO UIF MPXFSNPTU TBNQMFE JOUFSWBMT XFSF QPT
TJCMZEJTQMBDFEEVSJOHESJMMJOH)PXFWFS UIFRVBSU[PTFTBOEJOUIF
MPXFS QBSU PG UIF CPSFIPMF JT TJNJMBS UP TBOET TFFO JO UIF PUIFS
CPSFIPMFT BOE FYDBWBUJPOT  XIFSF JU IBT CFFO JOUFSQSFUFE BT BO
BFPMJBOTBOE
ɩF FOUJSF TFRVFODF JT UIF SFTVMU PG B NBSJOF USBOTHSFTTJPO
PWFSBOBFPMJBOEVOFTBOEmFMETJNJMBSUPUIFPOFUIBUTUJMMFYJTUT
DMPTF UP 4BBSɩF FBSMJFS NBSJOF TFEJNFOUT XFSF MJLFMZ UP IBWF
CFFOEFQPTJUFEPOTVQSBUJEBMJOUFSUJEBMnBUTBTUIFTFBMFWFMSPTF
UIF BSFB CFDBNF JOVOEBUFE CZ UIF TIBMMPX NBSJOF XBUFST PG B
TNBMMJOMFUPSHVMG1SPHSBEBUJPOBOEBHHSBEBUJPOMFEUPBOJOmMM
JOHPGUIFMBUUFSBOEUIFFNFSHFODFQSPEVDFEBTVQSBUJEBMJOUFS
UJEBMnBUUIBUSFNBJOFEGSFTICSBDLJTIGPSNVDIPGUIFUJNF CVU
XBTQFSJPEJDBMMZJOVOEBUFECZNBSJOFXBUFST

411

$ISCUSSION OF BOREHOLE AND EXCAVATION DATA
461
Rvbsu{

Dbmdjuf

Epmpnjuf

Bsbhpojuf

Hzqtvn

&IG  4HE COMPOSITION OF THE SEDIMENTS IN "(

"U EFQUIT CFUXFFO ïóô BOE ïôôN  .FMBOPJEFT UVCFSDVMBUB BOE
(BOHFUJDB NJMJDFBPDDVS CPUIPGXIJDIBSFCSBDLJTIXBUFSGPSNT
#FMPXðN TJNJMBSTFEJNFOUXJUISPDLGSBHNFOUTBOETFFEDBTFT
DPOUBJOT TIFMMT PG UIF NBSJOF HBTUSPQPET 1PUBNJEFT DPOJDVT BOE
$FSJUIJVNTDBCSJEVN TPNFGSFTIXBUFSCSBDLJTITQFDJFTJODMVEJOH
.FMBOPJEFT UVCFSDVMBUB  (BOHFUJDB NJMJDFB BOE *SBWBEJB RVBESBTJ 
UPHFUIFS XJUI DSVTUBDFBO GSBHNFOUT BOE GSBHNFOUT PG PSHBOJD
NBUUFS 5BCMFððò 
ɩFTFEJNFOUCFDPNFTTBOEJFSCFMPXñïNCVUTUJMMDPOUBJOTBO
BENJYUVSF PG DBSCPOBUF NVE BSBHPOJUF BOE DBMDJUF CPUI PDDVS JO
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ FRVBM QSPQPSUJPOT  JU IBT BO BCVOEBODF PG TLFMFUBM
EFCSJT BOE NBOZ PG UIF TIFMMT BSF DPNQMFUFMZ QSFTFSWFEɩF NPTU
DPNNPO TQFDJFT BSF UIF NBSJOF HBTUSPQPET 1PUBNJEFT DPOJDVT BOE
$FSJUIJEFBDJOHVMBUB XJUIPUIFSTNBMMHBTUSPQPETBOEUIFNBSJOFCJ
WBMWFT .BSDJB DG nBNNFB BOE "OPEPOUJB QIJMJQQJBOBɩF NBKPSJUZ
PGUIFNBSJOFTQFDJFTBSFUZQJDBMPGBNJEUPMPXJOUFSUJEBMIBCJUBU
"HBJO BTBCPWF UIFSFJTDPOTJEFSBCMFQMBOUBOEBMHBMNBUFSJBMBOE
DSVTUBDFBOGSBHNFOUTɩFSFBSFTFWFSBMTQFDJFTPGPTUSBDPETQSFTFOU 
UPHFUIFSXJUIUIFGPSBNJOJGFSB"NNPOJBCFDDBSJJ &MQIJEJVNSFUJDV
MPTVN BOE 2VJORVFMPDVMJOB TQQɩF GPSBNJOJGFSB MPPLFEAGPTTJMJTFE
BOENBZIBWFCFFOSFXPSLFE*OBEEJUJPO UIFSFBSFSBSFPPHPOJBPG
UISFFTQFDJFTPGGSFTIXBUFSDIBSPQIZUFT XIJDIXFSFQSPCBCMZUSBOT
QPSUFEGSPNFMTFXIFSF.BSJOFTIFMMT .BSDJBDGnBNNFB GSPNUIJT
IPSJ[PO CFUXFFOñïBOEñôôN HBWFBSBEJPDBSCPOEFUFSNJOBUJPO
PGõïðï ôôēġ TFF'JHððö 
'SPN òï UP òôôN  UIF TFEJNFOU JT TJNJMBS UP UIBU BCPWF  CVU
UIF GBVOB JT CPUI MFTT BCVOEBOU BOE MFTT EJWFSTF 1PUBNJEFT DPOJ
DVT $FSJUIJEFBDJOHVMBUBBOE$FSJUIJVNTDBCSJEVNPDDVS XJUIPOMZ
B GFX FYBNQMFT PG .BSDJB DG nBNNFB BOE TPNF KVWFOJMF NBSJOF
TQFDJFT )PXFWFS UIFSF BSF TUJMM OJOF TQFDJFT PG NBSJOF NPMMVTDT 
FTQFDJBMMZJOUFSUJEBMNVEnBUTQFDJFT
#FMPX òôôN  UIF TFEJNFOU DPOTJTUT PG B HSFZCMBDL RVBSU[PTF
TBOE XJUI TNBMM BNPVOUT PG DBSCPOBUF 4LFMFUBM GSBHNFOUT XFSF
GPVOEBMMUIFXBZEPXOUPUIFCPUUPNPGUIFCPSFIPMF CVUXFSF
POMZQSFTFOUJOTNBMMBNPVOUTJOUIFmOBMJOUFSWBMTBNQMFE"HBJO 
BTXJUIēęð JUJTJNQPTTJCMFUPBTDFSUBJOXJUIBOZEFHSFFPGDPOm
EFODFXIFUIFSUIJTNBUFSJBMJTJOTJUVPSIBTGBMMFOEPXOUIFIPMF
.PTUPGUIFTBNQMFEJOUFSWBMJTBNBSJOFTFRVFODFXIJDIDPO
UBJOTBMFTTEJWFSTFNBSJOFGBVOBJOJUTMPXFTUQBSUBOEQBTTFTVQ



#PUIUIFNJDSPGBVOBBOEUIFNBDSPGBVOBTIPXFWJEFODFPGNB
SJOFBOECSBDLJTIGSFTIXBUFSBTTFNCMBHFTɩJTTVHHFTUTUIBU VO
MJLFPUIFSQBSUTPGUIF"SBCJBO(VMG UIFSFXBTTVċDJFOUJOnVYPG
GSFTIXBUFSUPNPEJGZUIFTBMJOJUZPGUIFXBUFSTPGUIFDPBTUBMJOMFUT
TFF7JDUPSBOE7JDUPSðøøö7JDUPS 7JDUPSBOE$MBSLFðøøö 
ɩFQPTTJCJMJUZPGUIFJOnVYPGGSFTICSBDLJTIXBUFSJTBMTPTVQ
QPSUFECZUIFGBDUUIBUNVDIPGUIFDBMDJVNDBSCPOBUFPGUIFTFEJ
NFOUTJOUIFNBSJOFXFEHFJTDPNQPTFEPGDBMDJUF OPUBSBHPOJUFBT
JTDPNNPOFMTFXIFSFJOUIFDPBTUBMBSFBTPGUIF"SBCJBO(VMGɩJT
NBZIBWFCFFOCFDBVTFUIFTFEJNFOUXBTPSJHJOBMMZDBMDJUJDPSFMTF
UIFPSJHJOBMBSBHPOJUJDTFEJNFOUIBTCFFODPOWFSUFEUPDBMDJUFCZ
EJBHFOFUJDQSPDFTTFTBTBSFTVMUPGSFBDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFTFEJNFOU
BOE JOUFSTUJUJBM XBUFS 4VDI B DPOWFSTJPO JT POMZ MJLFMZ UP PDDVS
JO ZPVOH TFEJNFOUT XIFSF UIF PSJHJOBM NBSJOF XBUFST IBWF CFFO
SFQMBDFE CZ CSBDLJTI XBUFST PS GSFTIXBUFST ɩF SFMBUJWF QBVDJUZ
PGEPMPNJUF OFWFSNPSFUIBOôǷ BDPNNPONJOFSBMJOTJNJMBS
EFQPTJUTFMTFXIFSFJOUIF"SBCJBO(VMG  *MMJOH 8FMMTBOE5BZMPS
ðøõô#VTIðøöò BMTPJOEJDBUFTBMBDLPGQFSTJTUFOUIZQFSTBMJOFDPO
EJUJPOT*OBEEJUJPO UIFTNBMMBNPVOUPGEPMPNJUFUIBUEPFTPDDVS
JT GFSSPBO EPMPNJUF  JOEJDBUJOH UIBU JU IBT QSPCBCMZ CFFO EFSJWFE
CZFSPTJPOPGPMEFSSPDLTBOEXBTOPUQSPEVDFECZJOTJUVSFQMBDF
NFOU
ɩFQBMBFPOUPMPHJDBMBOETFEJNFOUPMPHJDBMFWJEFODFGPSNJY
JOHPGGSFTIBOENBSJOFXBUFSTJTQFSIBQTOPUTVSQSJTJOH5PEBZ 
GSFTIXBUFS TQSJOHT BSF GPVOE PO UIF OPSUI TJEF PG5VCMJ #BZ *U
JT HFOFSBMMZ BDLOPXMFEHFE UIBU UIF HSPVOEXBUFS UBCMF IBT GBMM
FO BOE UIF XBUFST IBWF CFDPNF NPSF CSBDLJTI CFDBVTF PG UIF
PWFSQVNQJOH UIBU IBT BDDPNQBOJFE B SJTF JO QPQVMBUJPO BOE
BO FYQBOTJPO PG BHSJDVMUVSBM BDUJWJUZ $PPLF BOE (PVEJF ðø÷ï 
1SFTVNBCMZ  JO UIF QBTU  XIFO GSFTIXBUFS XBT NPSF BCVOEBOU 
UIF TBMJOJUZ PG BOZ JOMFU XPVME IBWF CFFO MPXFS UIBO UIF BEKB
DFOU NBSJOF XBUFST BGUFS IFBWZ SBJO PS HSPVOEXBUFS JOnVY  CVU
IZQFSTBMJOFEVSJOHQFSJPETPGMPXSBJOGBMMBOEIJHIFWBQPSBUJPO 
BTIBQQFOTUPEBZ

3EA LEVEL CHANGES
ɩFSF JT DPOTJEFSBCMF EFCBUF BCPVU )PMPDFOF TFBMFWFMT JO UIF
"SBCJBO(VMG -BNCFDLðøøõ 5PEBZUIFTVSGBDFMFWFMTBUUIFTJUFT
PGěĔēð ñBOEòBSFBMMBQQSPYJNBUFMZòoôNBCPWF.FBO4FBMFWFM
XIFSFBT UIPTF PG ēęð BOE ēęñ BSF ñoòN BCPWF .FBO 4FBMFWFM
"T.FBO)JHI8BUFS4QSJOH-FWFM ĞęĨĤ JTPOMZBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
ðNBCPWFUIFMBUUFS UIFZBSFVOMJLFMZUPCFnPPEFECZNBSJOFXB
UFSUPEBZFYDFQUEVSJOHWFSZTUSPOHTIBNBMXJOET XIFOTFBMFWFMT

chapter 11 geological investigations

metres below surface

BH2
0.00–0.40

0.40–0.55

1.00–1.55

2.00–2.55

3.00–3.55

***

***

Mollusca (marine)
Cerithidea cingulata (Gmelin 1791)
Potamides conicus (Blainville 1826)

**

***

***

Cerithium scabridum (Philippi 1848)

*

***

***

Clypeomorus bifasciatus persicus (Houbrick 1985)

***

Priotrochus obscurus (Wood 1828)

**

Osilinus kotschyi (Philippi 1849)

**

Mitrella blanda (Sowerby 1844)

**

Dentalium octangulatum (Donovan 1803)

**

Atys sp

*

Brachidontes variabilis (Krauss 1848)

*

Fulvia cf australe (Sowerby 1834)

*

**

Marcia cf flammea (Gmelin 1791)

***

**

Tellina sp

**

**

Pinguitellina pinguis (Hanley 1844)

**

Pillucina angela (Melvill 1899)

*

Anodontia philippiana (Reeve 1850)

**

**

**

***

Rissoina sp

*

Rissoidae?

*

**

*

Dialidae
Marine taxa (N)

0

0

3

19

Melanoides tuberculata (Müller)

**

**

**

Gangetia milicea (Nevill)

**

**

**

9

Mollusca (brackish water)

Iravadia quadrasi (Bötteger)

*

Brackish water taxa (N)

0

2

3

2

*

**

**

**

2

Mollusca (freshwater)
Hydrobiids
Foraminifera (marine)
Ammonia beccari

#

Elphidium advenum

#

E. reticulosum

#

Quinqueloculina spp

#

Ostracoda several spp (marine)

#

Table 11.3 Molluscs, forams and ostracods from Borehole BH2
(*** = Common; ** = Occasional; * = Rare; # = Present)

have been known to rise by more than two metres above their normal levels (i.e. approximately 3 m above Mean Sea-level).
There is very little evidence from dated material of sea-level
changes in the Tubli Bay/Saar area. The one available radiocarbon
determination of 6010 +/-55bp from skeletal debris in bh2 indicates that the sea entered the area during the ﬁnal phase of the
Flandrian Transgression (Sarnthein 1972) around 6000bp to form
an inlet. This led to the drowning of the aeolian sand ﬁeld which

cloaked the depression between the northern coastal ridge and the
ﬂanks of the central periclinal ridge of the main island of Bahrain.
The inlet was probably a complex of tidal creeks, with bordering cyanobacterial (algal) ﬂats similar to those shown on Fig. 11.3,
which extended as far west as the site of jcb1 and occasionally
probably jcb2. Interestingly, although there are mangrove thickets
around the present Tubli Bay no evidence of mangrove roots has
been found in the subsurface investigations. It is also of note that
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&IG  #ROSS SECTION FROM 3AAR TO 4UBLI "AY SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION
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UIFSF JT OPU NVDI BFPMJBO TFEJNFOU PWFSMZJOH UIF NBSJOF TFEJ
NFOU 1SFTVNBCMZ UIJT IBT CFFO mYFE PO UIF SJEHF UP UIF OPSUI
PGUIF5VCMJ#BZ4BBSEFQSFTTJPOCZEBUFQBMNTEVSJOHBOEBGUFS
EFQPTJUJPOPGUIFTFRVFODFGPVOEJOUIFCPSFIPMFT
ɩJT TFRVFODF PG FWFOUT JT JO BHSFFNFOU XJUI FWJEFODF GSPN
PUIFS ESJMMFE TFDUJPOT JO UIF 4PVUIFSO "SBCJBO (VMG &WBOT FU
BMðøõø,FOJHðøøð #FDBVTFPGUIFMBDLPGPUIFSEBUFENBUFSJBM 
UIFFYBDUIFJHIUBOEFYUFOUPGUIFUSBOTHSFTTJPOJOUPUIFJOMFUDBO
POMZCFTVSNJTFEGSPNUIFHFPMPHJDBMFWJEFODF
ɩFESJMMFETFDUJPOTTIPXBXFTUXBSEUIJOOJOHUPOHVFPGNBSJOF
TFEJNFOU XIJDIQFUFSTPVUJOUPBUIJODZBOPCBDUFSJBMNBUIPSJ[PO
XJUIBNJYUVSFPGNBSJOF CSBDLJTIBOEGSFTIXBUFSGBVOBMSFNBJOT
ěĔēð BOEmOBMMZJOUPBQPPSMZEFWFMPQFEDZBOPCBDUFSJBMIPSJ[PO
ěĔēñ *GUIFMBUUFS XIJDIXBTQSPCBCMZGPSNFEBSPVOEUIFMFWFMPG
ĞęĨĤ JTUBLFOUPCFUIFMJNJUPGUIFNBSJOFJOnVFODF JUJOEJDBUFT
UIBUUIFTFBMFWFMBUUIFUJNFXBTBQQSPYJNBUFMZðNBCPWFUIBUPG
UPEBZ*OTVDIBTJUVBUJPO UIFSFDPVMEIBWFCFFOBNBYJNVNEFQUI
PGXBUFSBUUIFTJUFTPGēęðBOEēęñPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZðïBOEòïN
SFTQFDUJWFMZ PS JG ěĔēð JT UBLFO BT UIF MBOEXBSE MJNJU PG NBSJOF
JOnVFODFïôBOEñôNSFTQFDUJWFMZ 
"MUIPVHI UIFSF JT B QBVDJUZ PG EBUFE NBUFSJBM GSPN UIF5VCMJ
#BZ4BBSBSFBUIFSFBSFSBEJPDBSCPOEFUFSNJOBUJPOTBWBJMBCMFGSPN
PUIFSQBSUTPG#BISBJO &WBOT #VTIBOE5FNQMFðø÷ï%BMPOHFWJMMF
BOE4BOMBWJMMFðø÷ö4BOMBWJMMFBOE1BTLPĊðø÷õ 'PVSEFUFSNJOB
UJPOT GSPN UIF TPVUIXFTUFSO TBCLIB HJWF FWJEFODF GPS TFBMFWFM
JF.FBO4FBMFWFM PGBQQSPYJNBUFMZïôoðôNBCPWFUIBUPGUIF
QSFTFOUCFUXFFOóøïïBOEòðòïēġ &WBOT #VTIBOE5FNQMFðø÷ï 
)PXFWFS BTUIFMBUUFSEFUFSNJOBUJPOTXFSFPCUBJOFEGSPNDFSJUIJE
TIFMMTJOCFBDISJEHFTJUDPVMECFBSHVFEUIBUUIFZJOEJDBUFBMFWFM
DMPTFUPĞęĨĤMFWFM*GUIJTXBTUIFDBTF JUXPVMEJOEJDBUFBTFB
MFWFMBUUIBUUJNFBSPVOEPSKVTUBCPWFUIBUPGUPEBZ ïôN *OUIF
MBUUFSDBTFUIFNBYJNVNEFQUIPGTFBXBUFSBUUIFTJUFPGēęðBOE
ēęñXPVMEIBWFCFFOBQQSPYJNBUFMZïôBOEñïNSFTQFDUJWFMZ
'PSUIFUJNFBSPVOEóïïïēġ TFBMFWFMTPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZðoñN
BCPWF QSFTFOU IBWF CFFO TVHHFTUFE VTJOH NBUFSJBMT BOE DPOUSPMT
UIBU BSF PG WBSJBCMF RVBMJUZ  GSPN "CV %IBCJ &WBOT FU BM ðøõø
,FOJHðøøð 2BUBS 5BZMPSBOE*MMJOHðøõø7JUB'JO[Jðøö÷ #BISBJO
&WBOT #VTIBOE5FNQMFðø÷ï4BOMBWJMMFBOE1BTLPĊðø÷õ 4BVEJ
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"SBCJB 'FMCFS FU BM ðøö÷ 3JEMFZ BOE 4FFMFZ ðøöø .D$MVSF BOE
7JUB 'JO[J ðø÷ñ  BOE 6NN "M2VXBJO #FSOJFS FU BM ðøøô 
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF GSPN UIF OPSUI PG #BISBJO JOEJDBUFT B
IJHIFS )PMPDFOF TFBMFWFM PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ðN BSPVOE óïïïēġ
4BOMBWJMMFBOE1BTLPĊðø÷õ%BMPOHFWJMMFBOE4BOMBWJMMFðø÷ö 
)PXFWFS  TPNF BVUIPST IBWF TVHHFTUFE UIBU TFBMFWFM NBZ
IBWF SFBDIFE UIBU MFWFM PS CFFO FWFO IJHIFS BU BO FBSMJFS EBUF 
BSPVOEõïïïēġ-BNCFDL JOPOFPGUIFNPTUSFDFOUSFWJFXTPG
TFBMFWFMDIBOHFTJOUIF"SBCJBO(VMG -BNCFDLðøøõ IBTDPN
QBSFEmFMEFTUJNBUFTPGTFBMFWFMDIBOHFTXJUIUIPTFEFSJWFEGSPN
HMBDJPIZESPJTPTUBUJDNPEFMTɩFNPEJmDBUJPOUPUIFTVHHFTUFE
EBUFPGUIFNBYJNVNIJHITUBOEBUBQQSPYJNBUFMZõïïïēġTVH
HFTUFE CZ UIF NPEFM  QSPEVDFE CZ DPOTJEFSJOH UIBU UIF NFMUJOH
PGUIFMBTUJDFTIFFUDPOUJOVFEBGUFSõïïïēġBOEIBEOPUDFBTFE
CZUIBUEBUF EFMBZTUIFUJNFPGNBYJNVNIJHITUBOEUPBQQSPYJ
NBUFMZôïïïēġ XIJDIJTDMPTFSUPUIBUTVHHFTUFECZNBOZPGUIF
SFTFBSDIFSTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF
ɩFPOMZEBUFEFWJEFODFPGTVDIBIJHIFSTFBMFWFMPO#BISBJO
DPNFT GSPN 3BT )BZZBO PO UIF FBTU DPBTU PG UIF JTMBOE XIFSF
TIFMMT GSPN BO BQQBSFOU CFBDI EFQPTJU BU B IFJHIU PG ñN BCPWF
ĞęĨĤ QSPWJEFE EFUFSNJOBUJPOT PG õøóïoõõöïēġ &WBOT  #VTI
BOE5FNQMFðø÷ï 'SFODISFTFBSDIFSTPCUBJOFEBTJNJMBSEFUFSNJ
OBUJPOGSPNUIFEFQPTJU 4BOMBWJMMFBOE1BTLPĊðø÷õBTBNQMFBU
ðöNQSPWJEFEBEFUFSNJOBUJPOPGôïöï ðõïēġ &WJO -Zñ÷öñ 
"MUIPVHIUIFSFBSFWBSJPVTPUIFSNPSQIPMPHJDBMGFBUVSFTBUBTJNJ

ĔęĒġĥĖģðð ĘĖĠĝĠĘĚĔĒĝĚğħĖĤĥĚĘĒĥĚĠğĤ

MBSIFJHIUBSPVOEUIFJTMBOEUIFBHFPGUIFTFIBTOFWFSCFFOEFUFS
NJOFE
.BOZSFTFBSDIFSTIBWFFYQMBJOFETVDIBQQBSFOUFBSMJFSIJHIFS
TFBMFWFMT BT CFJOH UIF SFTVMU PG MPDBM UFDUPOJDT 7JUB 'JO[J ðøö÷
3JEMFZBOE4FFMFZðøöø&WBOT #VTIBOE5FNQMFðø÷ï.D$MVSF
BOE 7JUB 'JO[J ðø÷ñ BOE #FSOJFS FU BM ðøøô  BMUIPVHI UIFSF IBT
CFFO MJUUMF EFmOJUF QSPPG PG OFPUFDUPOJD NPWFNFOU JO UIF BSFB
.D$MVSFBOE7JUB'JO[Jðø÷ñ-BNCFDLðøøõ ɩF"SBCJBO(VMG
IBTQSPCBCMZOPUCFFOBTUFDUPOJDBMMZBDUJWFEVSJOHUIF)PMPDFOF
BTTVHHFTUFECZFBSMJFSSFTFBSDIFSTFYDFQUMPDBMMZBSPVOETBMUQMVHT
,BTTMFSðøöò 
*GUIFTFBEJESFBDITVDIBIJHIMFWFMBUUIJTUJNFJUXPVMENFBO
UIBUUIFNBYJNVNXBUFSEFQUIBUUIFTJUFTPGēęðBOEēęñXPVME
IBWFCFFOBQQSPYJNBUFMZñBOEóNSFTQFDUJWFMZ'VSUIFSNPSF UIJT
XPVMEIBWFNFBOUUIFSFDPVMEIBWFCFFOXBUFSEFQUITPGBTNVDI
BTðNBTGBSXFTUBTUIFTJUFPGěĔēñ)PXFWFS OPFWJEFODFPGUIJT
IBTCFFOGPVOEPOUIFESJMMFETFDUJPO
4PNFSFTFBSDIFSTIBWFQSPQPTFEBNPSFDPNQMFYTFRVFODFPG
DIBOHFTPGTFBMFWFM4BOMBWJMMFBOE1BTLPĊ ðø÷õ IBWFFWFOTVH
HFTUFEnVDUVBUJOHTFBMFWFMTTJODFõïïïēġ)PXFWFS UIFEBUBGSPN
UIF5VCMJ #BZ4BBS BSFB BSF JOTVċDJFOU UP TVQQPSU TVDI BO JEFB 
BOEBUQSFTFOUUIFWBSJPVTTDFOBSJPTPVUMJOFEBCPWFBSFBMMUIBUDBO
CFTFOTJCMZDPOTJEFSFE
8IBUFWFS UIF FYBDU UJNJOH PG UIF BDNF PG UIF USBOTHSFTTJPO
UIBUJOWBEFEUIFMPXMZJOHUSBDUPGMBOEFBTUPG4BBS JUBQQFBSTUIBU
TFBMFWFMDPOUJOVFE UP SJTF  BT UIF DPOUBDU CFUXFFO UIF UFSSFTUSJBM
HZQTVNDBQQJOH XIJDIGSPNUIFFWJEFODFPGUIFTFDUJPOXBTEF
QPTJUFECZQSFDJQJUBUJPOGSPNMPDBMHSPVOEXBUFS DMJNCTTFBXBSE
'JOBMMZ TFBMFWFMGFMMUPUIBUPGUPEBZ
1SPHSBEBUJPOPGUIFCPSEFSJOHJOUFSUJEBMnBUTBOEBHHSBEBUJPO
JOUIFJOMFUDIBOOFMTMFEUPUIFJSJOmMMJOHBOEUIFEFDBZPGUIFJO
MFUBTTFBMFWFMGFMM*OQMBDFTHZQTVNDPOUJOVFEUPCFQSFDJQJUBUFE
GSPN HSPVOEXBUFS BT JU XBT ESBXO UP UIF TVSGBDF BOE GPSNFE B
TVSGBDFMBZFSCFTUEFWFMPQFEJOěĔēðBOEěĔēñɩFFYQPTFEBSFBXBT
DVMUJWBUFE BTUIFSFBSFUSBDFTPGPMEESBJOBHFEJUDIFTBOECPVOEB
SJFTPGEBUFHBSEFOTPWFSMBSHFBSFBTPGUIFEFQSFTTJPO%BUFHBS
EFOTTUJMMQFSTJTUJOUIFNPTUXFTUFSOQBSUTPGUIFEFQSFTTJPOɩF
TVSGBDFIBTPCWJPVTMZCFFOHSFBUMZBĊFDUFECZIVNBOBDUJWJUZTJODF
UIBUUJNFBOEQSPWJEFTMJUUMFFWJEFODFPGJUTGPSNFSDIBSBDUFS

#ONCLUSION
ɩF HFPMPHJDBM JOWFTUJHBUJPOT IBWF DPOmSNFE UIBU BU TPNF UJNF
JO UIF QBTU UIF JOMFU SVOOJOH GSPN 5VCMJ #BZ UPXBSET 4BBS XBT
NPSFFYUFOTJWFUIBOUPEBZBOEUIBUJUDBNFBTDMPTFBTðôLNUP
UIF 4BBS SJEHF *U BQQFBST UP IBWF CFFO BU JUT NBYJNVN FYUFOU
BSPVOEõ ïïïēġ BTSFDPSEFEJOēęñ 'PSUIFQFSJPEPGUIF4BBS
TFUUMFNFOU TPNFUXPNJMMFOOJBMBUFS UIFFWJEFODFGSPNUIFCPSF
IPMFTBOETVSSPVOEJOHBSFBT TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF NBSJOFDPOEJUJPOT
QSPEVDFE CZ UIF 'MBOESJBO USBOTHSFTTJPO FJUIFS TUJMM SFNBJOFE PS
XFSF CFJOH EJTQMBDFE FBTUXBSE CZ UIF EFQPTJUJPO PG TVQSBUJEBM
TFEJNFOUT 3FNOBOUT PG NPSF BDUJWF DSFFL TZTUFNT FMTFXIFSF JO
UIFJOMFU BOEBXBZGSPNUIFMJOFPGUIFESJMMFETFDUJPO NBZIBWF
FYJTUFEGPSBMPOHUJNFBGUFSóïïïēġBOEQSPWJEFETPNFOBWJHBCMF
BDDFTTUPUIFTJUF
ɩFHFPMPHJDBMFWJEFODFTVQQPSUT UIPVHIBUQSFTFOUJODPODMV
TJWFMZ JO UIF BCTFODF PG GVSUIFS SBEJPDBSCPO EFUFSNJOBUJPOT  UIF
IZQPUIFTJTUIBUUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPG4BBSIBESFMBUJWFMZFBTZBDDFTT
FBTUXBSEUPUIFTFBUISPVHIBTFSJFTPGTNBMMDIBOOFMTBOEDSFFLT
UIBUMFEPVUJOUP5VCMJ#BZɩJTQPTTJCJMJUZXBTmSTUTVHHFTUFECZ
UIF BSDIBFPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF GPS B IFBWZ EFQFOEFODF PO NBSJOF
SFTPVSDFT BOE CZ PCTFSWBUJPOT BCPVU UIF EJċDVMUJFT PG HFUUJOH
UISPVHIUIFNPVOEmFMEBOEEPXOUPUIFXFTUDPBTU
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#HAPTER  3OCIAL AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
2OBERT +ILLICK AND *ANE -OON
3AAR AND THE $ILMUN POLITY
"SPVOE ñ ïïï ēĔ UIFSF NVTU IBWF CFFO GBSSFBDIJOH DIBOHFT JO
%JMNVO MFBEJOHUPUIFGPSNBUJPOBUUIJTUJNFPGB%JMNVOTUBUF
)KMVOE ðø÷ø &JEFN BOE )KMVOE ðøøò  ɩJT PCTFSWBUJPO JT
CBTFENBJOMZPOBSDIJUFDUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUTɩFNBKPSTFUUMFNFOU
PG2BMBBUBM#BISBJOHSFXJOTJ[FBOEXBTGPSUJmFEBUUIJTUJNF 
QFSIBQTDPOUBJOJOHFWFOB%JMNVOQBMBDF 2BM#ñðõ 5FNQMFT
XFSFCVJMUBU#BSCBS %JSB[BOE4BBSBOECVSJBMNPVOETBOEUPNCT
QSPMJGFSBUFE JODMVEJOHUIFHJBOUASPZBMUPNCTBU"BMJ'VSUIFSDMVFT
DPNFGSPNmOETUIFBQQFBSBODFBOEXJEFTQSFBEVTFPGB%JMNVO
TFBMTUZMFBOEUIFEFDMJOFPG.FTPQPUBNJBOJOnVFODFPOQPUUFSZ
TUZMFTJOGBWPVSPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGMPDBMTUZMFT
ɩFDBQJUBMPGUIJTTUBUFXBTDFSUBJOMZUIFUPXOSFQSFTFOUFEUP
EBZCZUIFTJUFPG2BMBBUBM#BISBJO4BBS CZDPOUSBTU IBTOPJOEJ
DBUJPOTPGBOVSCBOMJGFTUZMF CVUBMMUIFIBMMNBSLTPGBQSPTQFSPVT
WJMMBHF8FDBOBTTVNFUIBUBDBQJUBMDJUZXJUIJOXBMLJOHEJTUBODF
XBTOPUXJUIPVUJOnVFODF FWFOJGJUJTVOMJLFMZUIBUUIFFYBDUOB
UVSFPGUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUIFUXPQMBDFTXJMMFWFSCFDMFBS*U
JT4BBS IPXFWFS XJUIJUTFYUFOTJWFBOEFYDFQUJPOBMQSFTFSWBUJPOPG
UIF&BSMZ%JMNVOMFWFMT UIBUQSPWJEFTVTXJUIUIFDMFBSFTUQJDUVSF
PGFWFSZEBZMJGFPO#BISBJOó ïïïZFBSTBHP

(OUSEHOLDS AT 3AAR
*O UIF FYDBWBUJPO PG 4BBS  JU QSPWFE SFMBUJWFMZ FBTZ UP JEFOUJGZ
EJTDSFUF TFMGDPOUBJOFE CVJMEJOHT  FBDI XJUI UIFJS PXO MJWJOH BS
FBTBOETVJUFTPGEPNFTUJDJOTUBMMBUJPOT.PTUPGPVSCVJMEJOHTPG
UXPSPPNT (SPVQ"JO$IBQUFSó BOEUIPTFXJUIUISFFSPPNT
(SPVQ% DBOCFTPEJTUJOHVJTIFE'PSUIFQVSQPTFTPGUIJTEJT
DVTTJPO  XF TIBMM BTTVNF UIBU XIFSF XF DBO JEFOUJGZ TVDI B VOJU
JU DPSSFTQPOET UP UIF SFTJEFODF PG B TJOHMF IPVTFIPME BOE UIBU 
JO UVSO  TVDI B IPVTFIPME SFnFDUT BDDVSBUFMZ UIF DPNQPTJUJPO PG
UIFCBTJDTPDJBMGBNJMZHSPVQBU4BBS IPXFWFSUIBUJTDPOTUJUVUFE
/FFEMFTTUPTBZ UIFFUIOPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOEBOUISPQPMPHJDBMMJU
FSBUVSFPĊFSTFYBNQMFTUPEJTQVUFUIFTFBTTVNQUJPOT FH)PSOF
ðøøóð÷õðøï 
ɩFSFBSFFYDFQUJPOTBU4BBSUPUIJTPOFUPPOFDPSSFMBUJPO*O
TPNFDBTFT NPTUOPUBCMZUIBUPG#MEHòïð BTJOHMFJOUFSDPOOFDUJOH
BSDIJUFDUVSBMVOJUNBZIBWFBDDPNNPEBUFENPSFUIBOPOFIPVTF
IPME XIJMFFMTFXIFSFUIFDPNQMFYJUJFTPGUIFCVJMEJOHQMBONBLF
UIFFRVBUJPOXJUIIPVTFIPME T QSPCMFNBUJD FHJOUFSDPOOFDUJOH
#MEHTðð ðñBOEðò 

4HE USE OF SPACE IN A HOUSEHOLD
ɩBOLT UP UIF XPSL DBSSJFE PVU PO UIF EJĊFSFOU DPNQPOFOUT PG
UIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBTTFNCMBHFGSPN4BBS BOEUIFEFUBJMFEBOBMZTJT
PGUIFDPOUFOUTPG#MEHTñïôBOEñïö XFIBWFBHPPEJEFBPGIPX
FBDIPGUIFSPPNTJOBATUBOEBSEIPVTFIPMEXBTVUJMJ[FE
ɩFTNBMMJOOFSSPPNPGUIFIPVTFXBTHFOFSBMMZEFWPJEPGJO
TUBMMBUJPOTBOEEPNFTUJDSFGVTF IFODFUIFTVQQPTJUJPOGSPNFYDB
WBUJPOUIBUJUXBTVTFEQSJNBSJMZGPSTUPSBHF*OBEEJUJPO CFDBVTF

PGUIFSFMBUJWFMZQSJWBUFOBUVSFPGUIFJOOFSSPPN OPUVTVBMMZWJT
JCMFEJSFDUMZGSPNUIFNBJOFYUFSOBMEPPS JUXBTUIFNPSFTFDMVEFE
TQBDF JO UIF IPVTF ɩF JOOFS SPPNT XFSF BMTP SPPGFE BSFBT *O
TPNF DBTFT  UIF DPOUFOUT BMMPXFE B NPSF TQFDJmD JOUFSQSFUBUJPO
POFJOOFSSPPNJO#MEHññïDPOUBJOFEBTUPOFQMBUGPSNBOETFWFSBM
TUPOFUPPMTBOETPNVTUIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSGPPEQSFQBSBUJPO XIJMF
POUIFnPPSPGUIFTFDPOEJOOFSSPPNXFSFðòCSPLFOGSBHNFOUTPG
DMBZTFBMJOHT JOEJDBUJOHVTFBTBTUPSBHFBSFB"EEJUJPOBMTVHHFTUFE
VTFT GPS UIF JOOFS SPPN  EFSJWFE GSPN UIF NJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBM
XPSL  JODMVEF TJUUJOH  TMFFQJOH  BOE QPTTJCMZ XBTIJOH Qòòò BOE
5BCMF ðïó  ɩF TQBUJBM BOBMZTJT PG UIF WBSJPVT QPUUFSZ GPSNT
Qñöó EJEOPUSFWFBMNBKPSEJĊFSFODFTJOUIFBTTFNCMBHFTPGUIF
PVUFSBOEJOOFSSPPNTJOUXPSPPNFECVJMEJOHT CVUJUEJETVHHFTU
UIBUJOMBSHFSCVJMEJOHTDPPLJOHWFTTFMTXFSFVTVBMMZTUPSFEJOUIF
JOOFSSPPNTɩFSPPNTXFSFBMTPVTFEGPSEJOJOH CVUXIJMFUIF
QBUUFSOPGmTIDPOTVNQUJPOXBTVOJGPSNUISPVHIUIFIPVTF GPS
XIBUFWFSSFBTPOUIFSFXBTBQSFGFSFODFGPSFBUJOHSFENFBUJOUIF
JOOFSSPPNT Qñøó 
ɩFPVUFSSPPNPGUIFIPVTFXBTBNVMUJQVSQPTFAMJWJOHSPPN
XIFSFNBOZPGUIFIPVTFIPMEDIPSFTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIGPPEQSFQ
BSBUJPO BOE DPPLJOH XFSF VOEFSUBLFO *O FYDBWBUJPO  UIFTF XFSF
BMXBZT UIF SPPNT XJUI UIF EJSUZ nPPST BOE PDDVQBUJPO EFCSJT 
XIFSFBTITQJMMFEPVUGSPNUIFIFBSUITBOEPWFOT BOEEPNFTUJD
SFGVTFXBTEVNQFEJOUIFDPSOFSTɩFPVUFSSPPNXBTVTFEBMTP
GPSXBTIJOH QFSIBQTPGGPPE BOEGPSUIFTUPSBHFPGXBUFS BTJO
EJDBUFECZUIFGSFRVFOUQSFTFODFJOUIFQBTTBHFXBZBSFBPGBQMBT
UFSFECFODIBOECBTJO 5ZQFóïï Qðôø 'PPEXBTBMTPDPOTVNFE
JOUIFPVUFSSPPNTFSWJOHWFTTFMTBOEGPPEXBTUFXFSFDPNNPO
JUFNTɩF QBUUFSO PG CVUUSFTTFT JO UIF XBMMT PG UIF PVUFS SPPNT
TVHHFTUT UIBU UIFTF BSFBT XFSF BU MFBTU QBSUMZ SPPGFE  BT XBT BMTP
TVHHFTUFECZUIFNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMXPSL
ɩFSFBSZBSETPGUISFFSPPNFECVJMEJOHTNBZIBWFEVQMJDBUFE
TPNFPGUIFGVODUJPOTPGUIFPVUFSSPPNT TVDIBTGPPEQSFQBSB
UJPO  CVU DFSUBJOMZ OPU BMMɩF FWJEFODF PG UIF BSDIJUFDUVSF MBDL
PG CVUUSFTTFT UP TVQQPSU SPPG CFBNT  BOE PG UIF NJDSPNPSQIPM
PHZ XBUFSMBJEDSVTUTBDSPTTUIFZBSE TVHHFTUUIBUUIFZXFSFOPU
SPPGFE  CVU PQFO UP UIF FMFNFOUT  BOE TP GVODUJPOFE EJĊFSFOUMZ
3BUIFS JOUSJHVJOHMZ  UIF TQBUJBM BOBMZTJT PG UIF QPUUFSZ TVHHFTUT B
QPTTJCMF DPOOFDUJPO CFUXFFO SFBS ZBSET BOE CSFXJOH WFTTFMT "U
UIFMFBTU UIFSFBSZBSEXBTXIFSFMBSHFQPUUFSZWFTTFMT BOEUIFJS
DPOUFOUT XFSFLFQU
ɩFNJDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMXPSLXBTBCMFUPTVHHFTU XJUIWBSZJOH
EFHSFFTPGDFSUBJOUZ TPNFWFSZTQFDJmDVTFTGPSUIFSFBSZBSEGPPE
QSPDFTTJOH XJUI B HSJOETUPOF UFUIFSJOH BOE GFFEJOH PG BOJNBMT
UFNQPSBSZEJTDBSEPGEPNFTUJDSFGVTFBOETUPSBHFPGCVMLJUFNT

(OUSEHOLD SIZE AND COMPOSITION
.PTU BUUFNQUT UP FTUJNBUF GSPN BSDIBFPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF UIF
OVNCFSPGQFPQMFUIBUNJHIUIBWFEXFMUJOBIPVTFBTTVNFUIBU
UIFSFJTBSFMBUJWFMZQSFDJTFDPSSFMBUJPOCFUXFFOTQBDFBWBJMBCMFBOE
OVNCFSPGJOIBCJUBOUTɩFTUVEJFTBSFESBXOGSPNNPEFSOIBCJ



ĥęĖĖĒģĝĪĕĚĝĞĦğĤĖĥĥĝĖĞĖğĥĒĥĤĒĒģ

UBUJPO BOEUIFNPTUGSFRVFOUMZRVPUFESBUJPJTðïTRNPGMJWJOH
TQBDFQFSQFSTPO GPMMPXJOH/BSPMMðøõñ 
&UIOPHSBQIJDTUVEJFTDBSSJFEPVUXJUIBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQBSBMMFMT
JONJOEIBWFCFFODPOEVDUFEBU)BTBOBCBEJOOPSUIXFTUFSO*SBO
XIFSFUIFBNPVOUPGTQBDFQFSQFSTPOXBTDBMDVMBUFEBTCFJOHCF
UXFFOöòBOEððTRN 8BUTPOðøöøñøð )PXFWFS BU#BHIFTUBO 
BWJMMBHFJOOPSUIFBTUFSO*SBO IPVTFIPMETJ[FEJEOPUBDDPVOUGPS
WBSJBUJPOTJOIPVTFBSFB )PSOFðøøóðô÷ PĊFSJOHBTBMVUBSZDB
WFBUUPTVDIDBMDVMBUJPOT
"NPSFSFMFWBOUFYBNQMF UIPVHIGSPNBOVSCBODPOUFYU NBZ
CFUIFJNQPSUBOU#BCZMPOJBODJUZPG/JQQVS JOTPVUIFSO*SBR"U
/JQQVSJUJTLOPXOGSPNUFYUVBMFWJEFODFUIBUOVDMFBSGBNJMJFTPG
UIJTQFSJPEPDDVQJFEJOEJWJEVBMIPVTFTɩFSF BSPPGFEBSFBPGñò
TRNXBTBWFSBHFGPSBIPVTF QMVTDPVSUZBSETQBDF 4UPOFðø÷ö
ñø "U4BBS UIFBWFSBHFTJ[FPGPVSTJNQMFTUCVJMEJOHT UIFUXP
SPPNFE VOJUT PG (SPVQ "  JT òð TRNɩJT SJTFT UP ôñ TRN GPS
UIFMBSHFSUISFFSPPNFECVJMEJOHTPG(SPVQ# XIJDIIBWFBOBE
EJUJPOBMVOSPPGFEZBSE0OUIFTFmHVSFT BOBWFSBHF4BBSIPVTF
IPMEXPVMEIBWFDPNQSJTFEPOMZBGFXJOEJWJEVBMT QFSIBQT BTBU
/JQQVS BTNBMMGBNJMZVOJU"UUIFPUIFSFOEPGUIFTDBMF #MEH
ôòFYDFQUJPOBMMZPDDVQJFTðóøTRN PGXIJDIöôTRNXBTSPPGFE
MJWJOH BOE TUPSBHF TQBDFEPVCMF UIF DBQBDJUZ PG UIF TUBOEBSE
IPVTFIPME
4UVEZJOHUIFTQBUJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGBNPEFSO*SBOJBOWJMMBHF 
,SBNFSPCTFSWFEUIBUADJSDVMBUJPOCFUXFFOIPNFTJTBOJNQPSUBOU
DPOTJEFSBUJPOGPSWJMMBHFST BOEUIFMPDBUJPOPGUIFJSIPNFTXJUI
SFTQFDUUPUIPTFPGGSJFOETBOESFMBUJWFTBMTPBQQFBSTUPCFBNBU
UFSPGDPODFSO ,SBNFSðø÷òòôò 4IFOPUJDFEUIBUCSPUIFSTMJWJOH
JOTFQBSBUFIPVTFTMJLFEUIFNUPCFBEKBDFOU PSBDSPTTBOBSSPX
BMMFZGSPNFBDIPUIFS XJUIUIFEPPSTEJSFDUMZPQQPTJUF BDJSDVN
TUBODFUIBUXBTPUIFSXJTFVTVBMMZBWPJEFEɩFCMPDLDPOTUSVDUJPO
BU4BBSJTTUSJLJOH BOEJUJTUFNQUJOHUPWJFXUIFTFBTJOEJDBUJOH
LJOTIJQ HSPVQT $FSUBJOMZ  MJWJOH JO UIF TBNF CMPDL OFDFTTJUBUFE
DMPTFDPPQFSBUJPO FTQFDJBMMZXIFOSFOPWBUJPOTXFSFOFFEFEɩF
TIBSJOH BOETPNFUJNFTSFEJWJTJPO PGTQBDFTJOUIFCMPDLT GPSFY
BNQMFUIFTIBSFESFBSZBSEPG#MPDL"BOEUIFTVCEJWJEFELJUDIFO
BSFBBUUIFSFBSPG#MEHô BMTPSFJOGPSDFUIFJEFBUIBUSFMBUJWFTPD
DVQJFEDPOUJHVPVTCVJMEJOHT$POTFRVFOUMZ XFNBZJOGFSUIBUUIF
QFPQMFPDDVQZJOHUIFCVJMEJOHTPG GPSFYBNQMF UIF4PVUIFBTUFSO
2VBSUFSXFSFNPSFMJLFMZUPCFSFMBUFEUPFBDIPUIFSUIBOUPUIPTF
JO#MPDL" XIPJOUVSOXFSFNPSFMJLFMZUPCFSFMBUFEUPPUIFS
QFPQMFXJUISFTJEFODFTPQFOJOHPVUPOUPUIFTIBSFEDPNNVOBM
BSFBPG%JSB[4RVBSF

3OCIAL ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMUNITY
"QQSPYJNBUFMZ÷ïDPOUFNQPSBSZIPVTFIPMETIBWFCFFOJEFOUJmFE
BU 4BBS  BOE TPNFXIFSF CFUXFFO POF UIJSE BOE POF IBMG PG UIF
UPUBMBSFBPGUIFTFUUMFNFOUIBTCFFOFYDBWBUFEɩFUPUBMOVNCFS
PG IPVTFIPMET JO UIF TFUUMFNFOU DBO UIVT CF DBMDVMBUFE BT CFJOH
CFUXFFO ðõï BOE ñóï *G XF BTTVNF UXP BEVMUT QFS IPVTFIPME 
UIFOUIFBEVMUQPQVMBUJPOBU4BBSDPNQSJTFEBNJOJNVNPGòñï
JOEJWJEVBMT
8JUIJOUIJTDPNNVOJUZ UIFSFJTTPNFMJNJUFEFWJEFODFGPSWBS
JBUJPOJOXFBMUIBOEPSTUBUVT#VJMEJOHTHFOFSBMMZ UIPVHICZOP
NFBOTJOWBSJBCMZ SFnFDUUIFTUBUVTPGUIFPXOFS"U4BBSNPTUPG
PVSIPVTFIPMETPDDVQJFEKVTUUXPPSUISFFSPPNT CVUUIFSFBSFBU
MFBTUGPVSMBSHFSCVJMEJOHTXJUINPSFSPPNTUIBUBQQFBSUPIBWF
BDDPNNPEBUFEBTJOHMFIPVTFIPMEFBDIɩFUXPDMFBSFTUFYBN
QMFT BSF #MEHT òô BOE ôò  GPMMPXFE CZ #MEH ññï BOE QPTTJCMZ UIF
DPNQMFY PG #MEHT ðïðñ  JG UIBU JT XIBU JU XBT BMM CFMPOHJOH UP
(SPVQ' TFFQðôñ #MEHôòIBTBEFEJDBUFESPXPGTUPSBHFSPPNT
BOE UXP MBSHF XBMMFE DPVSUZBSET  BOE JUT QPUUFSZ BTTFNCMBHF JO



DMVEFE B IJHI QFSDFOUBHF PG TUPSBHF WFTTFMT  BOE JNQPSUFE BOE
IJHITUBUVTQPUT#MEHññï POUIFPUIFSIBOE XBTSFMBUJWFMZSJDI
JOTFBMTBOETFBMJNQSFTTJPOT 4BBS3FQPSUñóð "MMGPVSPGUIFTF
CVJMEJOHTBSFDBOEJEBUFTGPSUIFSFTJEFODFTPGXFBMUIJFSNFNCFST
PG4BBSTPDJFUZ
$PSSPCPSBUJWFFWJEFODFGPSWBSJBUJPOTJOTUBUVTDBOCFGPVOEJO
UIF DFNFUFSJFT BEKPJOJOH UIF TFUUMFNFOU  UIPVHI UIFTF XFSF QSF
TVNBCMZOPUFYDMVTJWFMZGPSUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPG4BBS/FWFSUIFMFTT 
UIF SBOHF PG CVSJBM UZQFT  GSPN UIF SBSF BOE MBCPVSJOUFOTJWF
EPVCMFDIBNCFSFE UPNC UP UIF DPNNPOFS TJOHMF CVSJBM NPVOE 
TIPXTUIBUJOEJWJEVBMTBOEHSPVQTXFSFUSFBUFEEJĊFSFOUMZ BUMFBTU
JOEFBUI
ɩFUZQFTPGBSUFGBDUTGPVOEJOUIFHSBWFTBOEUIFTFUUMFNFOU
BSF TVċDJFOUMZ TJNJMBS UP FTUBCMJTI UIBU UIFZ XFSF JO VTF BU UIF
TBNFUJNF CVUUIFSFJTBOVOVTVBMEJSFDUDPOOFDUJPOUPP"HSPVQ
PG TFBMJOH GSBHNFOUT GSPN #MEH ñïö SFQSFTFOU TFWFSBM EJĊFSFOU
JNQSFTTJPOT NBEF CZ UIF TBNF TFBM 4BBS 3FQPSU ñ ÷õ  SFHJTUSB
UJPOOPð÷ôòøöUIFSFDPOTUSVDUFEDPNQPTJUFESBXJOHOFFETTMJHIU
DPSSFDUJPO  *U TIPXT B HB[FMMFMJLF BOJNBM  CJSET  B OFU  B TIJFME
PS IJEF  BOE B NBO JO UIF DFOUSFBMNPTU B QJDUPSJBM TVNNBSZ
PGMJGFJO%JMNVOɩFWFSZTFBMUIBUNBEFUIPTFJNQSFTTJPOTIBT
OPX CFFO GPVOE JO B HSBWF JO UIF NPVOEmFME "M4JOEJ ðøøø
ñð÷ OPðôó UIFQBUUFSONBUDIFTFYBDUMZɩFQSFDJTFOBUVSFPGUIF
DPOOFDUJPODPVMECFJOUFSQSFUFEJOTFWFSBMXBZT CVUJUMPPLTWFSZ
NVDI BT UIPVHI UIF QFSTPO XIP EVSJOH IJT MJGFUJNF TFOU TFBMFE
HPPETUPUIFQFPQMFPG#MEHñïöXBTFWFOUVBMMZCVSJFEOFBSCZ BOE
UPPLIJTTFBMXJUIIJNUPUIFHSBWF

!CTIVITIES AND OCCUPATIONS
3UBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES
#ROPS
*OEJDBUJPOTPGDSPQGBSNJOHBU4BBSBSFMJNJUFE"SJHPSPVTTBN
QMJOHQSPHSBNNFXBTDPOEVDUFEUPSFDPWFSQMBOUSFNBJOT CVUUIF
MPDBMTPJMDPOEJUJPOTEPOPUQSFTFSWFUIFNXFMM 4FF/FTCJUUðøøò
GPSBEJTDVTTJPOPGQMBOUSFNBJOTBOEEJFUBU4BBS "MUIPVHIPOMZ
WFSZ TNBMM RVBOUJUJFT PG CBSMFZ BOE XIFBU XFSF SFDPWFSFE  CBSMFZ
XBT QSFTFOU JO ô÷Ƿ PG TBNQMFT  TVHHFTUJOH UIBU JU XBT B SFMBUJWF
MZJNQPSUBOUGPPETUVĊ XIJMFXIFBUXBTQSFTFOUJOPOMZðòǷ/P
PUIFS GSVJUT PS WFHFUBCMFT XFSF SFDPWFSFE  XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG
EBUFT GPSXIJDIUIFSFXBTPWFSXIFMNJOHFWJEFODFJOUIFGPSNPG
DIBSSFEQJQT%BUFTIBWFCFFODVMUJWBUFEJOUIF.JEEMF&BTUTJODF
BUMFBTUUIFmGUINJMMFOOJVNēĔ BOEVOUJMWFSZSFDFOUMZGPSNFEBO
JNQPSUBOUQBSUPGUIFEJFUJO#BISBJO%BUFTGSPN%JMNVOIBEB
SFQVUBUJPOJOBODJFOUUJNFTGPSCFJOHQBSUJDVMBSMZHPPE
"TXFMMBTQSPWJEJOHBGSVJUXJUIBIJHIDBSCPIZESBUFDPOUFOU
BOE EFTJSBCMF TXFFUOFTT  UIF EBUFQBMN QSPWJEFE OFBSMZ BMM UIF
XPPEUIBUXBTVTFEBU4BBS8PPE PGDPVSTF POMZOPSNBMMZTVS
WJWFT JG CVSOU  CVU UIFSF XFSF FOPVHI DIBSSFE TBNQMFT BOE QIZ
UPMJUIT TFFQòñö UPTIPXUIBUJUXBTUIFVTVBMDPPLJOHGVFM BOE
JNQSFTTJPOTJOQMBTUFSGSBHNFOUTJOEJDBUFUIBUJUXBTBMTPVTFEUP
TVQQPSUUIFSPPGTPGUIFCVJMEJOHT

!NIMAL HUSBANDRY HUNTING AND FISHING
4PJMDPOEJUJPOTBU4BBSXFSFNVDILJOEFSUPBOJNBMUIBOUPQMBOU
SFNBJOT TPFWJEFODFGPSBOJNBMIVTCBOESZXBTNVDINPSFBCVO
EBOU UIBO UIBU GPS DSPQ HSPXJOH (PBUT BOE TIFFQ  NBJOMZ PG B
TNBMMMPDBMCSFFE XFSFUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUEPNFTUJDBOJNBMT GPM
MPXFECZDBUUMF TFF$IBQUFS÷ ɩFDBUUMFXFSFLFQUQSJNBSJMZGPS
UIFJSNFBU SBUIFSUIBOGPSUIFJSNJML BOEUIFSFJTTPNFFWJEFODF
UIBUUIFZNBZIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSESBVHIUXPSLɩFTIFFQHPBUT 
POUIFPUIFSIBOE XFSFLFQUGPSUIFJSAMJGFUJNFQSPEVDUT TVDIBT

ĔęĒġĥĖģðñ ĤĠĔĚĒĝĒğĕĖĔĠğĠĞĚĔĠģĘĒğĚīĒĥĚĠğ

IBJSBOENJML BTXFMMBTCFJOHFBUFOɩFQSFTFODFPGBOJNBMESPQ
QJOHTJOUIFSFBSZBSEPGPOFCVJMEJOHTVHHFTUUIBUBOBOJNBMIBE
CFFO LFQU UIFSF  CVU PUIFSXJTF XF BSF OPU TVSF XIFUIFS UIF EP
NFTUJDBOJNBMTXFSFHFOFSBMMZTUBCMFEXJUIUIFIPVTFIPME PSLFQU
PVUTJEFUIFWJMMBHFTPNFXIFSF
%POLFZ BOE DBNFM CPOFT XFSF GPVOE UPP  BOE XIJMF UIFSF JT
OPUIJOHGSPNUIFTLFMFUBMFWJEFODFUPDPOmSNUIBUUIFZXFSFEP
NFTUJDBUFE  B TFBM XJUI B QJDUVSF PG B NBO SJEJOH B EPOLFZ 'JH
÷ðô  TIPX UIBU UIF EPOLFZT XFSF DFSUBJOMZ UBNFɩF DBNFMT BSF
UIPVHIUUPIBWFCFFOXJMEPOFT IVOUFEGPSUIFJSNFBU BMPOHXJUI
PSZYBOEHB[FMMF
'JTI XFSF UIF NBJO QSPUFJO JUFN PO UIF 4BBS NFOV  BOE UIF
QFPQMF XFSF TLJMMFE mTIFSNFO ɩFZ QSPCBCMZ VTFE USBQT HJWFO
UIFTJ[FSBOHFBOETQFDJFTQSFTFOUBU4BBS BOEUIFZDFSUBJOMZVTFE
IPPLTPGEJĊFSFOUTJ[FTBOETIBQFT TIPXJOHUIBUUIFZLOFXUIFJS
RVBSSZɩFSBOHFPGmTIDBVHIUBOEFBUFOXBTWFSZTJNJMBSUPUIBU
GPVOE JO MPDBM mTI NBSLFUT UPEBZ  FYDFQU UIBU BU 4BBS UIFSF XFSF
SFMBUJWFMZGFXSBCCJUmTI QFSIBQTCFDBVTFUIFCPOFTPGUIJTmTIEP
OPUQSFTFSWFXFMM BOETJHOJmDBOUMZGFXFSUVOBBOENBDLFSFM XIJDI
IBWFUPCFDBVHIUJOEFFQXBUFS*UXPVMEBQQFBSUIBU4BBSTmTIFS
NFOTUVDLUPMBHPPOBOETIBMMPXXBUFSmTIJOH BOEUIFDBUDIQBU
UFSO DPNQBSFEXJUINPEFSOPOFT DPSSFTQPOETCFTUUPUIBUPGUIF
OPSUIXFTU DPBTU PG #BISBJO %JĊFSFOU IPVTFIPMET TFFN UP IBWF
GBWPVSFEEJĊFSFOUUZQFTPGmTI
4IFMMOPSNBMMZQSFTFSWFTWFSZXFMM BOEDPNNVOJUJFTUIBUSFMZ
IFBWJMZPOTIFMMmTIMFBWFWBTUNJEEFOTPGTIFMMCFIJOE"MUIPVHI
UIFRVBOUJUJFTPGTIFMMGPVOEJOTPNFBSFBTPG4BBSBQQFBSFEDPO
TJEFSBCMF UIFZBSFOPUFOPVHIUPJOEJDBUFIFBWZSFMJBODFPOTIFMM
mTIɩFDPNNPOFTUTIFMMXBTUIBUPGUIFQFBSMPZTUFS XJUITNBMMFS
OVNCFSTPGDMBNT TDBMMPQT DPDLMFT TQJOZPZTUFSTBOEUIFHBTUSP
QPE4JSBUVTɩFMBUUFSJTTPNFUJNFTVTFEUPNBLFQVSQMFEZF CVU
UIFSFJTOPFWJEFODFGPSUIJTGSPN4BBS 4FF(MPWFSðøøôGPSBEJT
DVTTJPOPGUIFTIFMMmTIGPVOEBUUIFTFUUMFNFOU

#OOKING AND EATING
ɩFSF XFSF WBSJPVT UZQFT PG IFBSUI BOE DPPLJOH JOTUBMMBUJPO JO
UIFTFUUMFNFOUPQFOPOFTUIBUDPVMEIBWFCFFOVTFEGPSSPBTUJOH 
UBOOVSTGPSCSFBEBOETMPXCBLJOH BOEIFBSUITXJUIKBSTVQQPSUT
PGUIFSJHIUTJ[FUPTVQQPSUPOFPGUIFDPNNPOSPVOECPUUPNFE
DPPLJOHQPUTɩFMBUUFSBSFUIFPOMZWFTTFMTUIBUXFSFGSFRVFOUMZ
GPVOE XJUI TNPLFCMBDLFOJOH PO UIF CBTF  BOE XF NBZ BTTVNF
UIBUXIBUXBTOPUFBUFOSBX PSSPBTUFEXIPMF XBTTUFXFEJOPOFPG
UIFTF"TGPSQSFQBSBUJPOQSJPSUPDPPLJOH JUXPVMECFSFBTPOBCMF
UPTVQQPTFUIBUUIFHSJOEFSTBOEHSJOETUPOFT BOEQFSIBQTTPNFPG
UIFQPVOEFSTBOEDIPQQFST XFSFVTFEGPSGPPEQSFQBSBUJPO FWFO
JGUIJTDBOOPUCFQSPWFO'FXDVUUJOHJNQMFNFOUTNBEFPGDPQQFS
XFSFSFDPWFSFEQFSIBQTUIFZXFSFUPPFYQFOTJWFGPSFWFSZEBZVTF
BOEUIFLJUDIFOVTVBMMZNBEFEPXJUInJOUPSDIFSUDVUUJOHJNQMF
NFOUTɩFIFBSUITXFSFGVFMMFECZWBSJPVTQBSUTPGUIFEBUFQBMN 
BOEPUIFSUZQFTPGXPPE TFF(BMFðøøô 
'PS TFSWJOH GPPE  OP TJOHMF UZQF PG PQFO WFTTFM XBT DPNNPO
FOPVHI UP TVHHFTU VTF BT BO JOEJWJEVBM FBUJOH WFTTFM  TP QFSIBQT
UIFQJDUVSFXFTIPVMEDPOKVSFPGB%JMNVONFBMUJNFJTPGUIFEJO
FSTTJUUJOHBSPVOEBMBSHFQBMNMFBGNBUBOEBMMFBUJOHGSPNJU JO
UIFNBOOFSTUJMMUSBEJUJPOBMJOQBSUTPGUIF.JEEMF&BTU
+BSTXFSFPGDPVSTFVTFEUPUSBOTQPSUBOETUPSFUIFMJRVJETOFD
FTTBSZGPSMJGFXBUFS NJML BOEQPTTJCMZTPNFTQFDJBMGFTUJWFCSFX 
JGUIBUJTXIBUJTTIPXOJOUIFAESJOLJOHTDFOFTPOTFBMT'SPNDPO
UFNQPSBSZ *SBR UIFSF JT UFYUVBM FWJEFODF GPS CFFS CSFXJOH GSPN
CBSMFZ BOEUIFWBUTGPVOEBU4BBSNBZJOEJDBUFTPNFUIJOHTJNJMBS
ɩFEFNPHSBQIJDQSPmMFPGUIFTIFFQHPBUTTVHHFTUTUIBUUIFZ
XFSFLFQUGPSNJML BOEHJWFOUIFIPUMPDBMDMJNBUFJUDBOCFTVH
HFTUFETVHHFTUUIBUZPHIVSUXBTQBSUPGUIFEJFU

"UILDING ACTIVITIES
*UJTTFMGFWJEFOUUIBUUIFQFPQMFPG4BBSCVJMUIPVTFTɩFTFXFSF
NBEFPGTUPOFRVBSSJFEGSPNUIFMJNFTUPOFSJEHFPOXIJDIUIFTFU
UMFNFOUTJUT*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFIPVTFT UIFSFXFSFOFBSCZUPNCT BU
MFBTUTPNFPGXIJDIXFSFTVSFMZDPOTUSVDUFECZUIFJOIBCJUBOUTPG
UIFTFUUMFNFOU8IFUIFSXFDBOHPGVSUIFSBOETVHHFTUUIBUTPNF
NFNCFSTPGUIF4BBSDPNNVOJUZNBZIBWFXPSLFEBTQSPGFTTJPOBM
TUPOFNBTPOT  PS FWFO BT UPNCCVJMEFST  JT IBSE UP TBZ *U JT DFS
UBJO IPXFWFS UIBUUIFZNBOVGBDUVSFEUIFJSPXOHZQTVN BTBLJMO
GPSQSPEVDJOHUIJTNBUFSJBMXBTGPVOE Qðñ÷ BOEUIBUUIFZNBEF
NPSUBSPGJU XJUIBTIBOEHSJU BOEVTFEJUUPQMBTUFSBOESPPG

-ANUFACTURING AND CRAFTS
-ETAL WORKING
$PQQFS JOHPUT XFSF GPVOE BU 4BBS  BOE UIFJS DPNQPTJUJPO TVH
HFTUTUIBUUIFZXPVMESFRVJSFTFDPOEBSZSFmOJOHUPQSPEVDFVTBCMF
NFUBM TFF$IBQUFSø 1JFDFTPGTQJMMBOEXBTUFCFBSPVUUIJTBT
TVNQUJPO BOEBMTPTVHHFTUUIBUTNBMMJUFNTTVDIBTmTIIPPLTBOE
mOHFSSJOHTXFSFQSPEVDFEJOUIFTFUUMFNFOU BMUIPVHIOPBDUVBM
DSVDJCMFTPSNPVMETXFSFGPVOE

"ASKETRY
1BMNMFBG EPFT OPU TVSWJWF JOUBDU JO UIF BSDIBFPMPHJDBM SFDPSE BU
4BBS CVUJUTJNQSFTTJPOPOPUIFSNBUFSJBMTTIPXTUIBUUIFQPQVMB
UJPO NBEF NVDI VTF PG XPWFO QBMNMFBG QSPEVDUT  TVDI BT SPPG
NBUT QSPCBCMZnPPSNBUT BOEXPWFOWFTTFMTDPBUFEXJUICJUVNFO

4EXTILE MANUFACTURE
*NQSFTTJPOTPGDMPUIPODMBZ BOEQJDUVSFTPOTFBMTPGQFPQMFXFBS
JOH XIBU MPPL MJLF XPWFO HBSNFOUT  SFJOGPSDF UIF QSFTVNQUJPO
UIBUTVDIXFSFNBEFBOEXPSO UIPVHIJOUIFBCTFODFPGBOBDUVBM
XFBWJOHQJUJUDBOOPUCFDFSUBJOUIBUUFYUJMFTXFSFEFmOJUFMZXPWFO
JOUIFTFUUMFNFOUSBUIFSUIBOBDRVJSFEGSPNFMTFXIFSF4PNFQFS
GPSBUFE DMBZ BOE TUPOF PCKFDUT NBZ IBWF CFFO MPPN XFJHIUT BOE
UIFSF BSF B GFX FYBNQMFT PG QSPCBCMF TQJOEMF XIPSMT Qññ÷  CVU
UIFZBSFSBSFBOEPGJNQPSUFETUPOF0OFEPFTOPU UIFSFGPSF HFU
BQJDUVSFPGXPNFOBOEHJSMTTQJOOJOHBTBIBCJUVBMQBTUJNFXIJMF
UIFZTBUJOUIFTIBEFPSIFSEFEUIFHPBUT BTJTTUJMMTFFOJOQBSUTPG
UIF.JEEMF&BTU

0OTTERY MAKING
/PBDUVBMQPUUFSZLJMOXBTGPVOEJOPSBSPVOEUIFTFUUMFNFOU TP
UIFSF JT OP BCTPMVUF QSPPG UIBU QPUUFSZ NBOVGBDUVSJOH PDDVSSFE
UIFSF/PSXFSFBOZVOFRVJWPDBMLJMOXBTUFSTOPUFE4PNFTUPOF
CVSOJTIJOHUPPMTNBZIBWFCFFOVTFECZQPUUFST CVUNJHIUFRVBMMZ
IBWFTFSWFEJOMFBUIFSXPSLJOH BDSBGUUIBUXBTQSPCBCMZQSBDUJTFE
CVUGPSXIJDIXFDBOFYQFDUOPQIZTJDBMFWJEFODF8JUIUIFFY
DFQUJPOPGTPNFPCWJPVTJNQPSUT IPXFWFS UIFQPUUFSZBU4BBSBMM
CFMPOHTUPUIFMPDBM%JMNVOTUZMF BOEJGJUXBTOPUNBEFBU4BBS
JUTFMG UIFOJUXBTNBEFOPUGBSBXBZ

"ONE SHELL AND IVORY CRAFTS
#POFJNQMFNFOUTBOEQPTTJCMFXIJTUMFTXFSFGPVOE BTXFMMBTTIFMM
TFBMT TIFMMCFBET BOEBWFSZGFXJUFNTPGJWPSZɩFCPOFBSUFGBDUT
BSFQFSIBQTUIFNPTUMJLFMZUPIBWFCFFONBEFMPDBMMZ BTEJTDBSEFE
CPOF XBT DMFBSMZ QMFOUJGVM JO UIF TFUUMFNFOU  UP KVEHF GSPN IPX
NVDIXBTTUJMMMFGUBGUFSó ïïïZFBSTɩFTBNFHPFTGPSDMBNBOE
DPDLMFTIFMMT  QJFSDFE UP NBLF QFSTPOBM PSOBNFOUT  PS NPEJmFE
UPNBLFTJNQMFUPPMT1JFDFTNBEFGSPNJNQPSUFETIFMMTBSFNPSF
QSPCMFNBUJDEJEUIFZDPNFSFBEZNBEF PSXFSFUIFZNBEFBU4BBS
GSPN TIFMMT PCUBJOFE GSPN USBWFMMFST PS USBEFST  ɩSFF QJFDFT PG
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02/$5#4!#4)6)49

%6)$%.#%

2%&%2%.#%

35"3)34%.#% !#4)6)4)%3
#ULTIVATION

$ATES

#ARBONIZED DATE STONES

.ESBITT 

7HEAT

#ARBONIZED GRAINS

.ESBITT 
.ESBITT 

"ARLEY

#ARBONIZED GRAINS

!NIMAL HUSBANDRY

#ATTLE

"ONES SHOWN ON SEALS

#HAPTER  3AAR 2EPORT 

(UNTING

3HEEP
'OAT
$ONKEY
7ILD CAMEL

"ONES
"ONES
"ONES
"ONES

#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 

&ISHING

&OOD PREPARATION

/RYX

"ONES PROBABLY SHOWN ON SEALS

#HAPTER  3AAR 2EPORT 

'AZELLE
"IRDS
6ERTEBRATE lSH
$UGONG
$OLPHIN
3HELL lSH
#OOKING
'RINDING
"EER OR WINE MAKING

"ONES
"ONES
&ISH HOOKS BONES
"ONES
"ONES
3HELLS
(EARTHS COOKING POTS BURNT lSH BONE
'RINDERS GRINDSTONES
3HOWN ON SEALS FERMENTING VATS

#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTERS  AND 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
'LOVER 
#HAPTERS    AND 
#HAPTERS  AND 
3AAR 2EPORT  #HAPTER 

"5),$).' !#4)6)4)%3
3TONE QUARRYING
#ONSTRUCTION WORK
'YPSUM PRODUCTION
0LASTERING

"UILDINGS OF LOCAL STONE
3TONE BUILT HOUSES TEMPLE AND TOMBS
+ILN
'YPSUM PLASTER ON WALLS AND INSTALLATIONS

#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 

-!.5&!#452).' !.$ #2!&43
#OPPER CASTING AND
SECONDARY RElNING

7ASTESPILL SAMPLES COPPER OBJECTS

#HAPTERS  AND 

"ASKET AND MAT WEAVING
4EXTILE MAKING
0OTTERY MAKING
3HELL WORKING
"ONE WORKING
)VORY CUTTING
3EAL CUTTING
3TONE CARVING
7ORKING WITH CLAY
7ORKING WITH BITUMEN
7ORKING WITH PLASTER
-AKING STONE TOOLS
0AINTING

)MPRESSIONS OF WOVEN PALM LEAF IN RESIDUAL BITUMEN COATINGS
)MPRESSIONS OF CLOTH POSSIBLE LOOM WEIGHTS AND SPINDLE WHORLS
0OTTERY VESSELS PRESUMED TO BE OF LOCAL MANUFACTURE
/BJECTS MADE FROM MODIlED LOCAL SHELLS
"ONE TOOLS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
5NlNISHED PIECES
5NlNISHED SHELL SEALS LOCAL DESIGN ON STEATITE SEALS
3TEATITE VESSELS POSSIBLY LOCALLY MADE
#LAY BEADS AND lGURINES
"ITUMEN BEADS VESSELS AND LIDS
,IDS AND OTHER OBJECTS
3TONE TOOLS
0AINTED PLASTER AND CERAMICS

#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTERS  AND 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
3AAR 2EPORT 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTERS   AND 

42!$).'
3ELLING
3EALING
)MPORTING

7EIGHTS ON BOTH $ILMUN AND 5R STANDARDS
3EALS AND SEAL IMPRESSIONS
)NDUS POTTERY
#ARNELIAN
,APIS LAZULI
3TONE NON LOCAL FOR TOOLS
#OPPER INCLUDING INGOTS
"ITUMEN
%LEPHANT IVORY
3TEATITE

#HAPTER 
3AAR 2EPORT 
#HAPTERS  AND 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTERS  AND 
#HAPTER  #ONNAN 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 

/4(%2 !#4)6)4)%3
7ORSHIPPING
$ANCING
-USIC MAKING
'AMING

4EMPLE SHOWN ON SEALS
3HOWN ON SEALS
0OSSIBLE INSTRUMENTS
0OSSIBLE GAMING PIECES

4ABLE  !CTIVITIES AND OCCUPATIONS AT 3AAR



3AAR 2EPORTS  AND 
3AAR 2EPORT 
#HAPTER 
#HAPTER 
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JWPSZTFFNUPTIPXXPSLJOH CVUXFSFOPUSFDPHOJTBCMFBTmOJTIFE
QJFDFT"UMFBTUPOFPGUIFTFXBTFMFQIBOUJWPSZ BTPQQPTFEUPMP
DBMMZBWBJMBCMFEVHPOH TPUIJTJTPOFmSNFYBNQMFPGSBXNBUFSJBM
JNQPSUFEUPCFXPSLFECZMPDBMDSBGUTNFOɩFQPTTJCJMJUZ UIFSF
GPSF UIBUFYPUJDTIFMMXBTUSFBUFEUIFTBNFXBZJTTUSFOHUIFOFE

3EAL CUTTING AND STONE CARVING
ɩF TUFBUJUF VTFE GPS NPTU TFBMT  BOE GPS WFTTFMT  MJET  BOE TPNF
TNBMMPCKFDUTEPFTOPUPDDVSMPDBMMZ CVUJUTFFNTSFBTPOBCMFUPBT
TVNFUIBUUIFWFSZJOEJWJEVBMEFTJHOT UIBUBSFQFDVMJBSUP%JMNVO 
SFQSFTFOU UIF TLJMM PG MPDBM MBQJEBSJTUT XIP JNQPSUFE UIF VODVU
TUPOF6OmOJTIFETIFMMTTFBMTXFSFGPVOEUPP0OFDBOOPUGFFMUIF
TBNFDPOmEFODFBCPVUUIFTUFBUJUFWFTTFMTBOEMJET IPXFWFSɩFTF
PDDVSJONVDIHSFBUFSRVBOUJUJFTBUTJUFTPOUIF"SBCJBONBJOMBOE 
BOE JU TFFNT SFBTPOBCMF UP TVQQPTF UIBU UIFZ XFSF JO GBDU NBEF
UIFSF ɩF RVFTUJPO SFNBJOT PQFO  IPXFWFS %JMNVO TFBMDVUUFST
DFSUBJOMZIBEUIFEFNPOTUSBCMFSBOHFPGTLJMMT BOEUIFOFDFTTBSZ
UPPMTUPNBLFUIFTFPSOBUFWFTTFMTUIFNTFMWFTɩFTBNFNJHIUCF
TBJEPGUIFCFBETNBEFGSPNFYPUJDTUPOFTTVDIBTDBSOFMJBOUIFSF
JTOPXBZPGEFUFSNJOJOHXIFUIFSJUXBTUIFDBSOFMJBOPSUIFCFBE
UIBUXBTCSPVHIUGSPNPVUTJEF 'PSBGVMMEJTDVTTJPOPGUIFTFBMT
GPVOE TFF4BBS3FQPSUñ

7ORKING WITH CLAY BITUMEN PLASTER AND STONE
ɩF NBLJOH PG DMBZ CFBET BOE BOJNBM mHVSJOFT EPFT OPU SFRVJSF
UIFTBNFQSBDUJTFETLJMMBTESJMMJOHTUPOFCFBETPSDVUUJOHTFBMT BOE
UIFTFTJNQMFPCKFDUTNBZOPUIBWFCFFONBEFCZTQFDJBMJ[FEDSBGUT
NFO.PEJmDBUJPOPGCSPLFOQJFDFTPGQPUUFSZUPNBLFIPVTFIPME
JUFNTBOEUPPMTJTBOPUIFSBDUJWJUZUIBUMJFTPOUIFCPSEFSCFUXFFO
DSBGUTNBOTIJQBOETUBOEBSEEPNFTUJDTLJMM BOEUIFTBNFNJHIUCF
TBJEPGCJUVNFOBOEQMBTUFSXPSLJOHBMNPTUBOZPOFDPVMENBOV
GBDUVSFBCJUVNFOCFBEPSBQMBTUFSCVOH XIJMFGBTIJPOJOHQMBTUFS
MJET UP UIF DPSSFDU TJ[F  BOE DPBUJOH XPWFO WFTTFMT XJUI CJUVNFO
NBZ IBWF CFFO NPSF TQFDJBMJ[FEɩF NBLJOH PG TUPOF UPPMT DBO
SFRVJSFNVDITLJMM CVUNBOZPGUIPTFGPVOEBU4BBSXFSFTPTJN
QMFUIBUUIFZNJHIUIBWFCFFOKVTUVTFGVMTIBQFEQJFDFTPGOBUVSBM
TUPOF "OBMPHZ XJUI WJMMBHF DPNNVOJUJFT PG BMNPTU BOZ UJNF PS
QMBDFXPVMETVHHFTUUIBUUIFSFXBTVTVBMMZTPNFPOFXJUIBSFQV
UBUJPOGPSCFJOHQBSUJDVMBSMZHPPEBUUIJTPSUIBUNJOPSTLJMM BOE
DPVMECFQFSTVBEFE POFXBZPSBOPUIFS UPFNQMPZJUPOCFIBMGPG
PUIFST8IFSF UIJT TPSU PG BSSBOHFNFOU DSPTTFT JOUP QSPGFTTJPOBM
DSBGUTNBOTIJQJTBNPPUQPJOU

4RADING
%JMNVOJTTZOPOZNPVTXJUIUSBEF BOEUIFSFJTDFSUBJOMZQMFOUZPG
FWJEFODFBU4BBSGPSHPPET PSBUMFBTUSBXNBUFSJBMT UIBUIBWFDPNF
GSPN TPNFXIFSF FMTF CJUVNFO  DPQQFS  TUFBUJUF  DBSOFMJBO  FYPUJD
TUPOFBOETIFMM BOEJWPSZ"TQFDJBMTUVEZPGUIFCJUVNFOTIPXT
JUDBNFGSPNXFTUFSO*SBO $POOBOFUBMðøø÷ 0NBOIBTMPOH
CFFODPOTJEFSFEUIFQSJNBSZTPVSDFPGDPQQFSGPSUIF.JEEMF&BTU
BUUIJTQFSJPE CVUUIFQJDUVSFJTOPXLOPXOUPCFNPSFDPNQMFY
TFF$IBQUFSøBOE$BSUFSñïïò ɩF"SBCJBONBJOMBOEQSPCBCMZ
QSPWJEFEUIFIBSEJHOFPVTSPDLPGXIJDINBOZPGUIFTUPOFUPPMT
BSFGBTIJPOFE BOETPNFPGUIFTIFMMTDBNFGSPNJUTDPBTUBMXBUFST
(MPWFSðøøô $POUBDUXJUIUIF*OEVTWBMMFZDJWJMJ[BUJPOJTPCWJPVT
GSPN UIF QSFTFODF PG DBSOFMJBO  QSPCBCMZ TPNF PG UIF PUIFS FY
PUJDTUPOFT BOEDFSUBJOMZGSPNUIFSJDIMZEFDPSBUFEQPUUFSZWFTTFMT
Qñõò -BQJTMB[VMJIBTJUTPSJHJOTJO"GHIBOJTUBO
%PFTBMMUIJTNFBOUIBUUIFDPNNVOJUZXBTBDUJWFMZJOWPMWFE
JO PWFSTFBT USBEF  PS UIBU UIFZ PCUBJOFE UIFTF JUFNT GSPN PUIFS
JTMBOEFST XIP XFSF ɩF QSPYJNJUZ PG UIF DPOUFNQPSBSZ VSCBO
TFUUMFNFOUPG2BMBBUBM#BISBJO XIJDIXPVMEDFSUBJOMZIBWFIBE

BDDFTTUPJOUFSOBUJPOBMNBSLFUT NBLFTJUEJċDVMUUPCFTVSFɩF
QSFTFODFPGXFJHIUT FTQFDJBMMZPGXFJHIUTPOUXPEJĊFSFOUJOUFS
OBUJPOBMTUBOEBSET QFSIBQTUJQTUIFBSHVNFOUJOGBWPVSPGEJSFDU
JOWPMWFNFOU/FJHICPVSJOHJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTEPOPUVTV
BMMZGFFMUIFOFFEUPVTFJOUFSOBUJPOBMTUBOEBSETUPDPOUSPMUIFJS
NVUVBMUSBOTBDUJPOT
ɩF FWJEFODF GPS USBEJOH JO BU MFBTU POF NBUFSJBM  CJUVNFO 
TIPXT UIBU UIF QFPQMF PG 4BBS XFSF OPU BMXBZT EFQFOEFOU PO
2BMBBUBM#BISBJOGPSUIFJSHPPET"OBMZTJTIBTTIPXOUIBUUIFCJ
UVNFOGSPN4BBSXBTTPVSDFEJOXFTUFSO*SBO XIFSFBTUIBUGSPN
DPOUFNQPSBSZ2BMBBUBM#BISBJOPSJHJOBUFEJO*SBR $POOBOFUBM
ðøøø ɩJTDVSJPVTBOPNBMZPĊFSTBUBOUBMJTJOHHMJNQTFPGUIFUSVF
DPNQMFYJUJFTPGUSBEFBUUIJTUJNF
ɩFTJHOJmDBODFPGUIFDMBZTFBMJOHTGPVOEBU4BBSJTEJċDVMUUP
JOUFSQSFU#SPLFOTFBMJOHTUFMMVTUIBUHPPETTFBMFEBOETUBNQFE
XJUIMPDBM%JMNVOTFBMTXFSFCFJOHPQFOFEBU4BBSɩFGBDUUIBU
UIFZXFSFTFBMFEXJUIBMPDBMTUZMFPGTFBMTVHHFTUTUIFJSPSJHJOXBT
POUIFJTMBOE CVUJUEPFTOPUUFMMVTXIZUIFZXFSFTPNBSLFEɩF
TFBMJOHVQNBZCFDPOOFDUFEXJUIMPDBMFYDIBOHF PSJUNBZIBWF
TPNFPUIFSNFBOJOHFOUJSFMZɩFTFBMJOHTGPVOEJOUIFCBDLSPPN
PG UIF UFNQMF  GPS JOTUBODF  TIPXJOH UIBU QBDLBHFT PS QPUT IBE
CFFOPQFOFEVQJOUIFSF NJHIUIBWFJEFOUJmFEQBSUJDVMBSEPOB
UJPOTPSUJUIFT 4BBS3FQPSUðôò 

3PORTS PLEASURE AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
4UVEJFT PG BODJFOU TPDJFUJFT IBWF B UFOEFODZ UP DPODFOUSBUF PO
UIFOFDFTTBSZBTQFDUTPGMJGF TVDIBTUIFFDPOPNZɩFZDBOBMTP
FNQIBTJ[F XJUIPVUSFBMMZNFBOJOHUP UIFMFTTFOKPZBCMFTJEFPG
IVNBO FYJTUFODF 8F mOE TFUUMFNFOUT JO B TUBUF PG EFDBZ  BU B
QPJOUBGUFSUIFZIBWFJOGBDUGBJMFEBTTFUUMFNFOUT FJUIFSCZEF
TUSVDUJPO PS BCBOEPONFOU ɩFSF JT  IPXFWFS  FWJEFODF BU 4BBS
GPS FOKPZNFOU BOE FOUFSUBJONFOU  JG POF MPPLT DBSFGVMMZ UIF
TFBMTTIPXVTQJDUVSFTUIBUMPPLWFSZMJLFTDFOFTPGEBODJOHBOE
GFBTUJOHUJOZDMBZBSUFGBDUTBOEDBDIFTPGQFCCMFTNBZIBWFCFFO
HBNJOHQJFDFTBOEUIFSFBSFSFNOBOUTPGCJSECPOFXIJTUMFTPS
nVUFT)VOUJOHIBTCFFONFOUJPOFEBTBTVCTJTUFODFBDUJWJUZ CVU
JUXBTTVSFMZNPSFUIBUKVTUUIBU PSJUXPVMEOPUGFBUVSFTPQSPN
JOFOUMZ PO UIF TFBMT  XJUI IVOUFST  GSFRVFOUMZ BQQBSFOUMZ OVEF 
TQPSUJOH TQFBST  TMJOHT  BOE OFUT UP DBUDI CJSET 8F LOPX GSPN
UIFTFBMTUIBUDPQQFSTQFBSTPGUIFLJOEGPVOEBU4BBSXFSFDFS
UBJOMZVTFEJOIVOUJOH8FEPOPULOPXXIFUIFSUIFZXFSFBMTP
SPVUJOFMZVTFEBHBJOTUPUIFSIVNBOT CVUUIFSFJTOPUIJOHFMTFJO
UIFBSDIBFPMPHZPGUIFTFUUMFNFOUUIBUQPJOUTJOUIFEJSFDUJPOPG
XBSGBSF PSFYQFDUFEEBOHFSGSPNBHHSFTTPST
*U JT USVF UIBU BMM UIFTF BDUJWJUJFT NBZ IBWF IBE SJUVBM PS SF
MJHJPVT TJHOJmDBODF  CVU UP TFQBSBUF UIBU GSPN FOUFSUBJONFOU JT
QSPCBCMZUPQVUUPPNVDIPGBNPEFSOXFTUFSOCJBTPOPVSJOUFS
QSFUBUJPO$FSUBJOMZUIFSFXBTSFMJHJPVTBDUJWJUZUPP BTFWJEFODFE
CZ UIF HSBOE  MPOHMJWFE  BOE NVDI SFQBJSFE UFNQMF  TVSFMZ B
GPDVT GPS XIBU XBT PODF B UISJWJOH  QFBDFBCMF  XFMMIPVTFE BOE
XFMMGFEDPNNVOJUZ
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5$SBEEPDL FE 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF9*9UI4ZNQPTJVNPO
"SDIBFPNFUSZ #SJUJTI.VTFVN0DDBTJPOBM1BQFSð÷ -POEPO 
÷öoðïñ
FUBM ðø÷ñ A$VJWSFTFU"MMJBHFTFO*SBO "GHIBOJTUBO 0NBO
BV$PVSTEFT*7āFU***ā.JMMÏOBJSFT 1BMÏPSJFOU ÷ñòøoôó
#JCCZ 5( ðøöï -PPLJOHGPS%JMNVO 1FOHVJO )BSNPOETXPSUI 
#JNTPO . ðø÷ï A$PTNFUJDQJHNFOUTGSPNUIFA3PZBM
$FNFUFSZBU6S *SBR óñöôoö
#MBV 4 ðøøø ǲFIVNBOFMFNFOUTTLFMFUBMSFNBJOTGSPN6OBSí 
3BTBM,IBJNBI IUUQXXXEVSBDVL_ESLïEL6OBSñCPOF
IUN BDDFTTFEðø0DUðøøø
#PBSENBO 4 BOE+POFT ( ðøøï A&YQFSJNFOUTPOUIFFĊFDUTPG
DIBSSJOHPODFSFBMQMBOUDPNQPOFOUT +PVSOBMPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
4DJFODF ðöðoðð
#SBJUIXBJUF . ðø÷ñ A%FDPSBUJPOBTSJUVBMTZNCPMBUIFPSFUJDBM
QSPQPTBMBOEBOFUIOPHSBQIJDTUVEZJOTPVUIFSO4VEBO JO*
)PEEFS FE 4ZNCPMJDBOE4USVDUVSBM"SDIBFPMPHZ $BNCSJEHF
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
#SPDIJFS +&  ðøøñ A4IFQIFSETBOETFEJNFOUTHFP
FUIOPBSDIBFPMPHZPGQBTUPSBMTJUFT +PVSOBMPG"OUISPQPMPHJDBM
"SDIBFPMPHZ ððóöoðïñ
#SPXO % ðø÷ô A'SFTIXBUFSTOBJMTPG0NBO 4PVUI&BTUFSO
"SBCJB )ZESPCJPMPHJB ðñöðñôoóø
#VEE 1 FUBM ðøøñ AɩFFBSMZEFWFMPQNFOUPGNFUBMMVSHZJOUIF
#SJUJTI*TMFT "OUJRVJUZ õõõööo÷õ
FUBM ðøøô A0YIJEFJOHPUT SFDZDMJOHBOEUIF.FEJUFSSBOFBO
NFUBMTUSBEF +PVSOBMPG.FEJUFSSBOFBO"SDIBFPMPHZ ÷ðoòñ
FUBM ðøøõ A3FUIJOLJOHUIFRVFTUGPSQSPWFOBODF 
"OUJRVJUZ öïðõ÷oöó
#VMMPDL 1 FUBM ðø÷ô )BOECPPLGPS4PJMǲJO4FDUJPO%FTDSJQUJPO
8BJOF3FTFBSDI 8PMWFSIBNQUPO 
#VTI 13 ðøöò A4PNFBTQFDUTPGUIFEJBHFOFUJDIJTUPSZPGUIF
TBCLIBJO"CV%IBCJ 1FSTJBO(VMG  JO#)1VSTFS FE ǲF
1FSTJBO(VMG òøôoóïö
$BMEXFMM +3 ðøõö *OWFTUJHBUJPOTBU5BMJ*CMJT *MMJOPJT4UBUF
.VTFVN1SFMJNJOBSZ3FQPSUT/Pø 
$BMWF[ +: BOE-FTDVZFS+- ðøøð A-FBEJTPUPQFHFPDIFNJTUSZ
PGWBSJPVTTVMQIJEFEFQPTJUTGSPNUIF0NBONPVOUBJOT JO5K
1FUFST "/JDPMBTBOE3($PMFNBO FET 0QIJPMJUF(FOFTJT
BOEUIF&WPMVUJPOPGUIF0DFBOJD-JUIPTQIFSF 4VMUBOBUFPG
0NBO.JOJTUSZPG1FUSPMFVNBOE.JOFSBMT ò÷ôoøö
$BNFSPO $. BOE5PNLB 4" FET  ðøøò "CBOEPONFOUPG
4FUUMFNFOUTBOE3FHJPOT&UIOPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
"QQSPBDIFT $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
$BOUJ . ðøøø AɩFQSPEVDUJPOBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOPGGBFDBM
TQIFSVMJUFTBOJNBMT FOWJSPONFOUBOEUBQIPOPNZ +PVSOBMPG
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4DJFODF ñõñôðo÷
EF$BSEJ # ðøöï &YDBWBUJPOTBU#BNQVS BǲJSE.JMMFOOJVN
4FUUMFNFOUJO1FSTJBO#BMVDIJTUBO ìôññ "OUISPQPMPHJDBM1BQFST
PGUIF"NFSJDBO.VTFVNPG/BUVSBM)JTUPSZôðò/FX:PSL 
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 ðø÷ò "SDIBFPMPHJDBM4VSWFZTJO#BMVDIJTUBO ìôïóBOEìôðò
*OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPMPHZ0DDBTJPOBM1VCMJDBUJPO/P÷ 
-POEPO 
 ðø÷÷ AɩF(SBWF(PPETGSPN4IJNBM5PNCõJO3BT
BM,IBJNBI 6"&JO%51PUUT FE "SBCZUIF#MFTU
4UVEJFTJO"SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ $/*1VCMJDBUJPOTö .VTFVN
5VTDVMBOVN1SFTT .VTFVNPG$PQFOIBHFO óôoõø
,FOOFU % BOE4UPDLT 3- ðøøó A'JWFɩPVTBOE:FBSTPG
4FUUMFNFOUBU,IBUU 6"& 14"4 ñóòôoøð
$BSQFOUFS ,& FUBM ðøøö -JWJOHNBSJOFSFTPVSDFTPG,VXBJU 
&BTUFSO4BVEJ"SBCJB #BISBJO 2BUBS BOEUIF6OJUFE"SBC
&NJSBUFT '"0 3PNF 
$BSTUFO + BOE)VHI+POFT 4 ðøøô "CPVUUIF)PVTF-FWJ
4USBVTTBOE#FZPOE $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
$BSUFS 3" ðøøö A%FmOJOHUIF-BUF#SPO[F"HFJO4PVUIFBTU
"SBCJB 1I%EJTTFSUBUJPO *OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 
6OJWFSTJUZ$PMMFHF -POEPO 
 ñïïð A4BBSBOEJUTFYUFSOBMSFMBUJPOTOFXFWJEFODFGPS
JOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFO#BISBJOBOE(VKBSBUEVSJOHUIFFBSMZ
TFDPOENJMMFOOJVNēĔ "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ðñ
ð÷òoñïð
 ñïïò A3FTUSVDUVSJOH#SPO[F"HFUSBEF#BISBJO TPVUIFBTU
"TJBBOEUIFDPQQFSRVFTUJPO JO)BSSJFU$SBXGPSE FE 
ǲF"SDIBFPMPHZPG#BISBJO ǲF#SJUJTIDPOUSJCVUJPO #"3
*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTðð÷ø 0YGPSE 
$IBLSBCBSUJ %, ðøø÷ ǲF"SDIBFPMPHZPG"ODJFOU*OEJBO$JUJFT
0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT %FMIJ 
$IBSMFT +" ðøõö A&BSMZBSTFOJDBMCSPO[FToBNFUBMMVSHJDBM
WJFX "NFSJDBO+PVSOBMPG"SDIBFPMPHZ öðñðoõ
 ðø÷ï AɩFDPNJOHPGDPQQFSBOEDPQQFSCBTFBMMPZTBOE
JSPOBNFUBMMVSHJDBMTFRVFODF JO5"8FSUJNFBOE+%
.VIMZ FET ǲF$PNJOHPGUIF"HFPG*SPO :BMF6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT /FX)BWFO ðôðo÷ñ
$IFHJOJ // FUBM ñïïï A1SFMJNJOBSZSFQPSUPOBSDIBFP
NFUBMMVSHJDBMJOWFTUJHBUJPOTBSPVOEUIFQSFIJTUPSJDTJUFPG
"SJTNBOOFBS,BTIBO XFTUFSO$FOUSBM*SBO "SDIÊPMPHJTDIF
.JUUFJMVOHFOBVT*SBOVOE5VSBO òññ÷ðoòð÷
$IFO +) BOE1BMMJTUFS +4 ðø÷ð A-FBEJTPUPQJDTUVEJFTPGUIF
4BNBJM0QIJPMJUF 0NBO +PVSOBMPG(FPQIZTJDBM3FTFBSDI ÷õ
ñõøøoñöï÷
$IFOH $' BOE4DIXJUUFS $. ðøôö A/JDLFMJOBODJFOU
CSPO[FT "NFSJDBO+PVSOBMPG"SDIBFPMPHZ õðòôðoõô
$IFSOZLI &/ ðøøñ "ODJFOU.FUBMMVSHZJOUIF6443ǲF&BSMZ
.FUBM"HF $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
$MBZUPO & %VFSEFO 1 BOE$PIFO % ðø÷ö A"EJTDVTTJPOPG
1*9"/BOE1*9"/1$ɩF""&$1*9&BOBMZTJTDPNQVUFS
QBDLBHFT /VDMFBS*OTUSVNFOUTBOE.FUIPETJO1IZTJDT3FTFBSDI
ííõóoö
$MFV[JPV 4 ðø÷ø A&YDBWBUJPOTBU)JMJ÷BQSFMJNJOBSZSFQPSUPO
UIFóUIUPöUIDBNQBJHOT "SDIBFPMPHZJOUIF6"&ð õðo÷ö
$POOBO +FUBM ðøø÷ AɩFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMCJUVNFOTPG#BISBJO
GSPNUIF&BSMZ%JMNVOQFSJPE DññïïēĔ UPUIFTJYUFFOUI
DFOUVSZĒĕBQSPCMFNPGTPVSDFTBOEUSBEF "SBCJBO
"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ øðóðo÷ð
$PPLF 36 BOE(PVEJF "4 ðø÷ï A(SPVOEXBUFS JO+$
%PPSOLBNQ %#SVOTEFO %,$+POFT FET (FPMPHZ 
(FPNPSQIPMPHZBOE1FEPMPHZPG#BISBJO (FP"CTUSBDUT-UE 
/PSXJDI 6, òñøoôï
$PVSUZ ." (PMECFSH 1 BOE.BDQIBJM 3* ðø÷ø 4PJMTBOE
.JDSPNPSQIPMPHZJO"SDIBFPMPHZ $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT 
$BNCSJEHF 
$SBEEPDL 15 ðø÷ï A#SPO[F"HFDPQQFSQSPEVDUJPOJOUIF
8BEJ5JNOB 1BMFPSJFOU õðïñoó



 ðø÷ô A5FDIOJDBMBQQFOEJYðɩFDPNQPTJUJPOPGUIFNFUBM
BSUFGBDUT JO1%POBMETPO A1SFIJTUPSJD5PNCTPG3BTBM
,IBJNBI 0SJFOT"OUJRVVT ñó÷ôoðóñ
 ðøøô &BSMZ.FUBM.JOJOHBOE1SPEVDUJPO 4NJUITPOJBO
*OTUJUVUJPO1SFTT 8BTIJOHUPO%$ 
BOE(JVNMJB.BJS "3 ðø÷÷ A1SPCMFNTBOEQPTTJCJMJUJFT
GPSQSPWFOBODJOHCSPO[FTCZDIFNJDBMDPNQPTJUJPOXJUI
TQFDJBMSFGFSFODFUP8FTUFSO"TJBBOEUIF.FEJUFSSBOFBOJO
UIF&BSMZ*SPO"HF JO+$VSUJT FE #SPO[FXPSLJOH$FOUSFTPG
8FTUFSO"TJBDìëëëoðîô#$ -POEPO òðöoñ÷
BOE.FFLT /%  ðø÷ö A*SPOJOBODJFOUDPQQFS 
"SDIBFPNFUSZ ñøð÷öoñïó
$SBXGPSE ) ðøöò A.FTPQPUBNJBTJOWJTJCMFFYQPSUT 8PSME
"SDIBFPMPHZôñòñoóð
 ðøøò A.PSF'JSF*OTUBMMBUJPOTGSPN"CV4BMBCJLI 
*SBR óôòñoó
 ðøø÷ %JMNVOBOEJUT(VMG/FJHICPVST $BNCSJEHF
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
 FE  ñïïò ǲF"SDIBFPMPHZPG#BISBJO ǲF#SJUJTI
DPOUSJCVUJPO #"3*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTðð÷ø 0YGPSE 
BOEBM4JOEJ , ðøøõ A"A)VUQPUJOUIF/BUJPOBM.VTFVN 
#BISBJO "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ öðóïoñ
,JMMJDL 3(BOE.PPO +" ðøøö ǲF%JMNVO5FNQMFBU
4BBS#BISBJOBOEJUT"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OIFSJUBODF -POEPO 
%BMFT ('BOE,FOPZFS +. ðø÷õ &YDBWBUJPOTBU.PIFOKP
%BSP 1BLJTUBOUIF1PUUFSZ 6OJWFSTJUZ.VTFVN 1FOOTZMWBOJB 
%BMPOHFWJMMF 3 BOE4BOMBWJMMF 1 ðø÷ö A$POGSPOUBUJPOTEFT
EBUBUJPOTJTPUPQJRVFTBWFDMFTEPOOÏFTHFPNPSQIPMPHJHVFT
FUBSDIÏPMPHJHVFTËQSPQPTEFTWBSJBUJPOTSFMBUJWFEVOJWFBV
NBSJOFTVSMBSJWFBSBCFEV(PMG1FSTJRVF JO0"VSFODIF +
&WJOBOE')PVST FET $ISPOPMPHJFTJOUIF/FBS&BTU #"3
*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTòöø 0YGPSE ôõöo÷ò
%BWJE ) ðøøõ A4UZMFTBOEFWPMVUJPOTPGUTUPOFWFTTFMTEVSJOH
UIF#SPO[F"HFJOUIF0NBOQFOJOTVMB JO14"4 ñõòðoóõ
%BWJE / BOE,SBNFS $ ñïïð &UIOPBSDIBFPMPHZJO"DUJPO
$BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
4UFSOFS+ BOE(BWVB , ðø÷÷ A8IZ1PUT"SF%FDPSBUFE 
$VSSFOU"OUISPQPMPHZ ñøòòõôo÷ø
%F.BSSBJT & $BTUJMMP -+ BOE&BSMF 5 ðøøõ A*EFPMPHZ 
NBUFSJBMJ[BUJPO BOEQPXFSTUSBUFHJFT $VSSFOU"OUISPQPMPHZ 
òöððôoòð
%FTTF + BOE%FTTF#FSTFU / ðøøõ A0OUIFCPVOEBSJFTPG
PTUFPNFUSZBQQMJFEUPmTI "SDIBFPGBVOB ôðöðoø
%FTTF#FSTFU / ðøøô A-BQÐDIFFTUBVCPVUEVKBSEJOy%FVY
ÔMFT IJFSFUBVKPVSEIVJ "OUISPQP[PPMPHJB ñðöoðø
%JSFDUPSBUFPG'JTIFSJFT ðøøô 5FDIOJDBM$JSDVMBSTñîBOEñï
"OOVBM4UBUJTUJDT3FQPSUðøøô %JSFDUPSBUFPG'JTIFSJFT 
.JOJTUSZPG$PNNFSDFBOE"HSJDVMUVSF 4UBUFPG#BISBJO 
%PCOFZ ,BOE+BRVFT % ðøøó A1SFMJNJOBSZSFQPSUPOUIF
BOJNBMCPOFTGSPN4BBS "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ô
ðïõoñï
%POBMETPO 1 ðø÷ó A1SFIJTUPSJD5PNCTPG3BTBM,IBJNBI 
0SJFOT"OUJRVVT ñòðøðoòðñ
%PPSOLBNQ +$ #SVOTEFO % BOE+POFT %,$ ðø÷ïB 
(FPMPHZ (FPNPSQIPMPHZBOE1FEPMPHZPG#BISBJO (FP"CTUSBDUT
-UE /PSXJDI 
 ðø÷ïC A2VBUFSOBSZ)JTUPSZ JOBCPWF óððoñï
%PVHMBT . ðøõõ 1VSJUZBOE%BOHFSBOBOBMZTJTPGUIFDPODFQUTPG
QPMMVUJPOBOEUBCPP 3PVUMFEHF -POEPO 
%SJFTDI "WPOEFO BOE.BOIBSU ) ñïïï A'JTICPOFT
GSPN"M.BSLI #BISBJO JO..BTILPVSFUBM FET 
"SDIBFP[PPMPHZPGUIF/FBS&BTU*7# "3$1VCMJDBUJPOòñ 
(SPOJOHFO /FUIFSMBOET ôïoõö

ēĚēĝĚĠĘģĒġęĪ

%VSJOH$BTQFST &$- ðøøñ A*OUFSDVMUVSBM.FSDBOUJMF
$POUBDUT#FUXFFOUIF"SBCJBO(VMGBOE4PVUI"TJBBUUIF
$MPTFPGUIFɩJSE.JMMFOOJVNēĔ 14"4 ññòoñ÷
 ðøøó A'VSUIFSFWJEFODFGPSA$FOUSBM"TJBO.BUFSJBMTGSPN
UIF6QQFS(VMG +PVSOBMPGUIF&DPOJPNJDBOE4PDJBM)JTUPSZPG
UIF0SJFOU òöòòoôò
&BUPO &3 ðøöö A&BSMZNFUBMMVSHZJO*UBMZ JO8"0EEZ
FE "TQFDUTPG&BSMZ.FUBMMVSHZ )JTUPSJDBM.FUBMMVSHZ4PDJFUZ
#SJUJTI.VTFVN3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ -POEPO ðôøoõö
BOE.D,FSSFMM ) ðøöõ A/FBSFBTUFSOBMMPZJOHBOETPNF
UFYUVBMFWJEFODFGPSUIFFBSMZVTFPGBSTFOJDBMDPQQFS 8PSME
"SDIBFPMPHZ ÷ðõøoøð
&JEFN +BOE)KMVOE ' ðøøò A5SBEFPS%JQMPNBDZ "TTZSJB
BOE%JMNVOJOUIFð÷UIDFOUVSZēĔ 8PSME"SDIBFPPMPHZ ñó
óóðo÷
&WBOT ( FUBM ðøõø A4USBUJHSBQIZBOEHFPMPHJDIJTUPSZPGUIF
TBCLIB "CV%IBCJ1FSTJBO(VMG  4FEJNFOUPMPHZ ðñðóôoôø
#VTI 1 BOE5FNQMF 1 ðø÷ï AɩF$PBTUBM1MBJOBOE
0ĊTIPSF*TMBOET JO+$%PPSOLBNQ %#SVOTEFOBOE%,
$+POFT FET (FPMPHZ (FPNPSQIPMPHZBOE1FEPMPHZPG#BISBJO
(FP"CTUSBDUT-UE /PSXJDI 6, ñõøoòñö
'FEPSPĊ / #SFTTPO -. BOE$PVSUZ." FET  ðø÷ö 
.JDSPNPSQIPMPHJFEFTTPMToTPJMNJDSPNPSQIPMPHZ "TTPDJBUJPO
'SBOÎBJTFQPVSM²UVEFEV4PM 
'FMCFS ) FUBM ðøö÷ A4FBMFWFMnVDUVBUJPOTEVSJOHUIF
2VBUFSOBSZQFSJPE JO44"M4BZZBSJBOE+&;PUM FET 
2VBUFSOBSZ1FSJPEJO4BVEJ"SBCJB 4QSJOHFS /FX:PSL ôïoö
'MFNJOH 4+ BOE4XBOO $1 ðø÷ô AɩF"QQMJDBUJPOPG1*9&
4QFDUSPNFUSZUP#SPO[F"OBMZTJT1SBDUJDBM$POTJEFSBUJPOT 
."4$"+PVSOBM òôðóñoø
'PSCFT 3+ ðøøò 4UVEJFTJO"ODJFOU5FDIOPMPHZ7PM* UIJSE
FEJUJPO #SJMM 
'SBOLGPSU ) ðøòó ǲF*SBR&YDBWBUJPOTPGUIF0SJFOUBM*OTUJUVUF
ìôîíoìôîî 0SJFOUBM*OTUJUVUF$PNNVOJDBUJPOðö $IJDBHP 
'SB[JFS + ñïïò A1SFIJTUPSJDBOEBODJFOUIJTUPSJDJOUFSBDUJPOT
CFUXFFOIVNBOTBOENBSJOFUVSUMFT JO1-VU[ +.VTJDLBOE
+8ZOFLFO FET ǲF#JPMPHZPG4FB5VSUMFT í -POEPO ðoò÷
'SJGFMU , ðøöô A0O1SFIJTUPSJD4FUUMFNFOUBOE$ISPOPMPHZPG
UIF0NBO1FOJOTVMB &BTUBOE8FTU ñôòoóòôøoóñó
 ðø÷õ A#VSJBMNPVOETOFBS"MJFYDBWBUFECZUIF%BOJTI
&YQFEJUJPO JO4IBJLIB)"BM,IBMJGBBOE.3JDF FET 
#BISBJOǲSPVHIUIF"HFTUIFBSDIBFPMPHZ 3PVUMFEHFBOE,FHBO
1BVM -POEPO ðñôoðòó
'SPIMJDI # ðø÷ò AɩF#BISBJO#VSJBM.PVOET %JMNVO +PVSOBM
PGUIF#BISBJO)JTUPSJDBMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ ððôoø
(BMF /) 4QPPOFS &5$ BOE1PUUT 1+ ðø÷ð AɩFMFBEBOE
TUSPOUJVNJTPUPQFHFPDIFNJTUSZPGNFUBMMJGFSPVTTFEJNFOUT
BTTPDJBUFEXJUI6QQFS$SFUBDFPVTPQIJPMJUJDSPDLTJO$ZQSVT 
4ZSJBBOEUIF4VMUBOBUFPG0NBO $BOBEJBO+PVSOBMPG&BSUI
4DJFODFT ð÷ðñøïoðòïñ
BOE4UPT(BMF ;" ðø÷ñ A#SPO[F"HFDPQQFSTPVSDFTJO
UIF.FEJUFSSBOFBOBOFXBQQSPBDI 4DJFODF ñðõ óôóð ððoðø
(BMF 3.0 ðøøó A$IBSDPBMGSPNBOFBSMZ%JMNVOTFUUMFNFOU
BU4BBS #BISBJO "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ôññøoòô
(BMMBHIFS .% ðøöð ǲF"NQIJCJBOTBOE3FQUJMFTPG#BISBJO
QSJWBUFQVCMJDBUJPO #BISBJO 
(BVUJFS " BOE7BO/FFS 8 ðøøø A&UVEFHÏOÏSBMFEFT
SFTUFTWFSUÏCSÏTEF.MFJIBJO..PVUPO FE .MFJIB*
&OWJSPOOFNFOU TUSBUÏHJFTEFTVCTJTUBODFFUBSUJTBOBUT5SBWBVYEF
MB.BJTPOEFM0SJFOU.ÏEJUFSBOÏFO -ZPO 1BSJT ðïöoñï
(JCTPO . FE  ðø÷ð 6DI5FQFì5FMM3B[VL 5FMM"INFEBM
.VHIJS 5FMM"KBNBU $PQFOIBHFOBOE$IJDBHP 

(MPWFS & ðøøô A.PMMVTDBOFWJEFODFGPSEJFUBOEFOWJSPONFOU
BU4BBSJOUIFFBSMZTFDPOENJMMFOOJVNēĔ "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
BOE&QJHSBQIZ õðôöoöø
 ðøøö A.PMMVTDT JO)$SBXGPSE 3,JMMJDLBOE+.PPO 
ǲF%JMNVO5FNQMFBU4BBS -POEPO ÷òo÷
(SBWF 1 #JSE 3 BOE1PUUT %5 ðøøõB A"USJBM1*9&
1*(.&BOBMZTJTPGQSF*TMBNJD"SBCJBODPJOBHF "SBCJBO
"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ööôo÷ð
FUBM ðøøõ A&MFNFOUBM$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG#BSCBSDFSBNJDT
GSPN5FMM"CSBR "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ öðööo÷ö
(SFFOBDSF .+ ðø÷ó ǲFPSZBOEBQQMJDBUJPOTPGDPSSFTQPOEFODF
BOBMZTJT "DBEFNJD1SFTT -POEPO 
(VMTPO #- ðø÷õ -FBE*TPUPQFTJO.JOFSBM&YQMPSBUJPO
&MTFWJFS "NTUFSEBN 
)BEJUTDI ( ðø÷õ A.FUBMMPHFOFUJDGFBUVSFTPGMFBE[JOD
BOEDPQQFSEFQPTJUTJO*SBO JO8&1FUSBTDIFDLBOE4
+BOLPWJD FET (FPUFDUPOJD&WPMVUJPOBOE.FUBMMPHFOZPGUIF
.FEJUFSSBOFBO"SFBBOE8FTUFSO"TJB  4DISJGUFOSFJIFEFS
&SEXJTTFOTDIBGUMJDIFO,PNNJTTJPOFO÷ ôøoöò
)BSSJTPO %- ðøöñ ǲF.BNNBMTPG"SBCJB 7PMî -POEPO 
BOE#BUFT 1++ ðøøð ǲF.BNNBMTPG"SBCJB )BSSJTPO
;PPMPHJDBM1VCMJDBUJPO ,FOU 
)BUUJOH 5 ðøöô AɩFJOnVFODFPGDBTUSBUJPOPOTIFFQIPSOT JO
"5$MBTPO FE "SDIBFP[PPMPHJDBM4UVEJFT /PSUI)PMMBOE
1VCM$PNQ "NTUFSEBN òóôoôð
)BVQUNBOO " ðø÷ô ðëëë+BISF,VQGFSJO0NBO#BOEì%JF
&OUXJDLMVOHEFS,VQGFSNFUBMMVSHJFWPNî+BISUBVTFOECJT[VS
/FV[FJU %FS"OTDIOJUU#FJIFGUó #PDIVN 
 ðø÷ö A,VQGFSVOE#SPO[FOEFS4àEPTUBSBCJTDIFO
)BMCJOTFM %FS"OTDIOJUU òøñïøoð÷
 ðøøó A"OBMZTJTPGDPQQFSJOHPUT JO')KMVOEBOE)
)"OEFSTFO 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMìǲF/PSUIFSO$JUZ
8BMMBOEUIF*TMBNJD'PSUSFTT +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTòïð "BSIVT ò÷ð
 ðøøô A$IFNJTDIF;VTBNNFOTFU[VOHWPO.FUBMMPCKFLUFO
BVTEFS4JFEMVOH6NNBO/BS JO,'SJGFMU FE ǲFǲJSE
.JMMFOOJVN4FUUMFNFOU ǲF*TMBOEPG6NNBO/BSí +VUMBOE
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ1VCMJDBUJPOTñõñ "BSIVT ñóõo÷
8FJTHFSCFS ( BOE#BDINBOO )( ðø÷÷ A&BSMZDPQQFS
NFUBMMVSHZJO0NBO JO3.BEEJO FE ǲF#FHJOOJOHPGUIF
6TFPG.FUBMTBOE"MMPZT .*51SFTT $BNCSJEHF .BTT òóoôð
)FHEF ,5. BOE&SJDTPO )& ðø÷ô A"ODJFOU*OEJBO
DPQQFSTNFMUJOHGVSOBDFT JO15$SBEEPDLBOE.+)VHIFT
FET 'VSOBDFTBOE4NFMUJOH5FDIOPMPHZJO"OUJRVJUZ #SJUJTI
.VTFVN0DDBTJPOBM1BQFS/Pó÷ -POEPO ôøoöï
FUBM ðøøï &YDBWBUJPOTBU/BHFTXBS (VKBSBUB)BSBQQBO
TIFMMXPSLJOHTJUFPOUIF(VMGPG,VUDI %FQBSUNFOUPG
"SDIBFPMPHZBOE"ODJFOU)JTUPSZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG#BSPEB 
#BSPEB 
)FJNQFM 8 ðø÷÷ A.BHBO 3FBMMFYJLPOEFS"TTZSJPMPHJF öðøôoø
)FJO[ . ðøøó A%JF,FSBNJLBVT4BBS#BISBJO&SHFCOJTTFEFS
,BNQBHOFðøøïðøøðVOEðøøððøøñ #BHIEBEFS.JUUFJMVOHFO 
ñôððøoòïö
)FTLFM % OE A$PSQVTPG.FUBM0CKFDUTPGUIF#BSCBS5FNQMF
6OQVCMJTIFENBOVTDSJQU %FQUPG"OUISPQPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZ
PG6UBI 
BOE-BNCFSH,BSMPWTLZ $$ ðø÷ï A"OBMUFSOBUJWF
TFRVFODFGPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGNFUBMMVSHZ5FQF:BIZB *SBO 
JO5"8FSUJNFBOE+%.VIMZ FET ǲF$PNJOHPGUIF"HF
PG*SPO :BMF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT /FX)BWFO ññøoõõ
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)PDI & ðøöø A3FnFDUJPOTPOQSFIJTUPSJDMJGFBU6NNBO
/BS 5SVDJBM0NBO CBTFEPOGBVOBMSFNBJOTGSPNUIFUIJSE
NJMMFOOJVNēĔ JO.5BEEFJ FE 4PVUI"TJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
ìôòò ðôøïoõò÷
)PDI & ðøøô A"OJNBM#POFTGSPNUIF6NNBO/BS
4FUUMFNFOU JO,'SJGFMU FE ǲFǲJSE.JMMFOOJVN4FUUMFNFOU 
ǲF*TMBOEPG6NNBO/BSí +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTñõñ "BSIVT ñóøoô÷
)PEEFS * FE  ðø÷ñ 4ZNCPMJDBOE4USVDUVSBM"SDIBFPMPHZ
$BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
)PSOF - ðøøó 7JMMBHF4QBDFT4FUUMFNFOUBOE4PDJFUZJO
/PSUIFBTUFSO*SBO 4NJUITPOJBO*OTUJUVUF1SFTT 8BTIJOHUPO
BOE-POEPO 
)KHBBSE , ðø÷õ A%FOUBMBOUISPQPMPHJDBMJOWFTUJHBUJPOTPO
#BISBJO #BISBJOǲSPVHIUIF"HFTUIFBSDIBFPMPHZ 3PVUMFEHF
BOE,FHBO1BVM -POEPO õóoöñ
)KMVOE ' ðø÷õ AɩFDISPOPMPHZPG$JUZ**BOE$JUZ***BU
2BMBUBM#BISBJO JO4IBJLIB)"BM,IBMJGBBOE.3JDF
FET #BISBJOǲSPVHIUIF"HFTUIFBSDIBFPMPHZ 3PVUMFEHFBOE
,FHBO1BVM -POEPO ñðöoñó
 ðø÷ö 'BJMBLB%JMNVOǲF4FDPOE.JMMFOOJVN4FUUMFNFOUT 
WPMíǲF#SPO[F"HF1PUUFSZ +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTðöñ "BSIVT 
 ðø÷ø AɩF'PSNBUJPOPGUIF%JMNVO4UBUFBOEUIF"NPSJUF
5SJCFT 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF4FNJOBSGPS"SBCJBO4UVEJFT ðø óôoôø
 ðøøô A#JUVNFODPBUFECBTLFUSZJO#BISBJO#VSJBMT 
"SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ õðïïoñ
BOE"OEFSTFO ) ðøøó 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMì
ǲF/PSUIFSO$JUZ8BMMBOEUIF*TMBNJD'PSUSFTT +VUMBOE
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ1VCMJDBUJPOTòïð "BSIVT 
 ðøøö 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMí +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
4PDJFUZ1VCMJDBUJPOTòïñ "BSIVT 
)VSUFM - BOE5BMMPO ' ðøøï A-F.ÏUBMFOQSPWFOBODFEV
5FMM'õ EFTDSJQUJPOEFTPCKFUTFUBOBMZTFT JO:$BMWFUBOE+
(BDIFU FET 'BJMBLB'PVJMMFT'SBODBJTFTìôóñoìôóó 5SBWBVYEF
MB.BJTPOEFM0SJFOUð÷ 1BSJT ðóøoôó
*CSBIJN . ðø÷ñ &YDBWBUJPOTPGUIF"SBC&YQFEJUJPOBU4BS
FM+JTS ìôòóoìôòô #BISBJO .JOJTUSZPG*OGPSNBUJPO 4UBUFPG
#BISBJO 
*MMJOH -7 8FMMT "+ BOE5BZMPS +$. ðøõô 
A1FOFDPOUFNQPSBOFPVTEPMPNJUFJOUIF1FSTJBO(VMG  JO-
$1SBZBOE3$.VSSBZ FET %PMPNJUJTBUJPOBOEMJNFTUPOF
EJBHFOFTJToBTZNQPTJVN 4PDJFUZPG&DPOPNJD1BMFPOUPMPHJTUT
BOE.JOFSBMPHJTUT 4QFDJBM1VCMJDBUJPOTðò ÷øoððð
*YFS 3"FUBM ðø÷õ A.JOFSBMPHJDBMTUVEJFTBOEUIFJSCFBSJOH
POUIFHFOFTJTPGNBTTJWFTVMQIJEFEFQPTJUTJOUIF4FNBJM
0QIJPMJUFDPNQMFY 0NBO JO.+(BMMBHIFSFUBM FET 
.FUBMMPHFOZPG#BTJDBOE6MUSBCBTJD3PDLT *OTUJUVUFPG.JOJOH
BOE.FUBMMVSHZ -POEPO òòoó÷
+BHJFMMB $ BOE,VSTDIFOFS ) ðø÷ö "UMBTEFS)ÚM[FS4BVEJ
"SBCJFOT %S-VEXJH3FJDIFSU 8JFTCBEFO 
+VOHIBOT 4 4BOHNFJTUFS & BOE4DISÚEFS . ðøõ÷ ,VQGFSVOE
#SPO[FJOEFS'SàIFO.FUBMM[FJU&VSPQBT .BOO #FSMJO 
,BTTMFS 1 ðøöò AɩFTUSVDUVSBMBOEHFPNPSQIJDFWPMVUJPO
PGUIF1FSTJBO(VMG  JO#11VSTFS FE ǲF1FSTJBO(VMG 
)PMPDFOF$BSCPOBUFTFEJNFOUBUJPOBOEEJBHFOFTJTJOBTIBMMPXFQJ
DPOUJOFOUBMTFB 4QSJOHFS7FSMBH #FSMJO ððoòñ
,FOJH ' ðøøð 4FEJNFOUBUJPOEJTUSJCVUJPOFUEJBHFOFTFTEFMB
NBUFSJFSFPSHBOJRVFEBOTVOFOWJSPONFOUDBSCPOBUFIZQFSTBMJO
MFTZTUFNFMBHVOFTBCLIBE"CV%IBCJ 6OQVCMJTIFEUIFTJT 
6OJWFSTJUÏE0SMFBOT 'SBODF



,FOOFU% BOE7FMEF $ ðøøô AɩJSEBOEFBSMZTFDPOE
NJMMFOOJVNPDDVQBUJPOBU/VE;JCB ,IBUU 6"&  "SBCJBO
"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ õ÷ðoøø
,FOPZFS +. ðøø÷ "ODJFOU$JUJFTPGUIF*OEVT7BMMFZ$JWJMJTBUJPO
0YGPSE 
,FSS 1' ðøöö 0QUJDBMNJOFSBMPHZ .D(SBX)JMM /FX:PSL 
,JMMJDL 3PCFSU BOE.PPO +BOF ðøøô A"%JMNVO3FTJEFODFPO
#BISBJO #FJUSÊHF[VS,VMUVSHFTDIJDIUF7PSEFSBTJFOT'FTUTDISJGU
GàS3BJOFS.JDIBFM#PFINFS  1IJMJQQWPO;BCFSO #FSMJO 
óðòoò÷
,JMMJDL 3(FUBM ðøøð A-POEPO#BISBJO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
&YQFEJUJPOðøøïFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBS "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE
&QJHSBQIZ ÷ðïöoòö
FUBM ðøøö A-POEPO#BISBJO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&YQFEJUJPO
ðøøóBOEðøøôFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBS #BISBJO "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
BOE&QJHSBQIZ ÷÷õoø÷
,JOHFSZ %8 7BOEJWFS 1# BOE1SJDLFUU . ðø÷÷ AɩF
CFHJOOJOHTPGQZSPUFDIOPMPHZ QBSU**QSPEVDUJPOBOEVTFPG
MJNFBOEHZQTVNQMBTUFSJOUIFQSFQPUUFSZ/FPMJUIJD/FBS
&BTU +PVSOBMPG'JFME"SDIBFPMPHZ ðôñðøoóó
,POJTIJ ." ðøøó "JO6NNFT4VKVS "OJOUFSJNSFQPSUìôôîï
$FOUFSGPS"TJBO"SFB4UVEJFT 3JLLZP6OJWFSTJUZ +BQBO 
,SBNFS $  ðøöø A"OBSDIBFPMPHJDBMWJFXPGBDPOUFNQPSBSZ
,VSEJTIWJMMBHFEPNFTUJDBSDIJUFDUVSF IPVTFIPMETJ[F 
BOEXFBMUI JOJE FE &UIOPBSDIBFPMPHZ*NQMJDBUJPOTPG
&UIOPHSBQIZGPS"SDIBFPMPHZ $PMVNCJB6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT /FX
:PSL ðòøoõò
 ðø÷ò A4QBUJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOJODPOUFNQPSBSZTPVUIXFTU
"TJBOWJMMBHFT JO5$VZMFS:PVOH 1IJMJQ&-4NJUIBOE
1FEFS.PSUFOTFO FET ǲF)JMMZ'MBOLTBOECFZPOE&TTBZT
POUIF1SFIJTUPSZPG4PVUIXFTUFSO"TJBQSFTFOUFEUP3PCFSU+
#SBJEXPPE /PWFNCFSìð ìôóí 0SJFOUBM*OTUJUVUF 6OJWFSTJUZPG
$IJDBHP $IJDBHP 
,SBNFS 4/ ðøöö A$PNNFSDFBOEUSBEFHMFBOJOHTGSPN
4VNFSJBOMJUFSBUVSF JO+%)BXLJOT FE 5SBEFJOUIF
"ODJFOU/FBS&BTU #SJUJTI4DIPPMPG"SDIBFPMPHZJO*SBR 
-POEPO ôøoõõ
-BNCFDL , ðøøõ A4IPSFMJOFSFDPOTUSVDUJPOTGPSUIF1FSTJBO
(VMGTJODFUIFMBTUHMBDJBMNBYJNVN &BSUIBOE1MBOFUBSZ
4DJFODF-FUUFST ðóñóòoôö
-B.PUUB 7 BOE4DIJĊFS .# ðøøø A'PSNBUJPOQSPDFTTFTPG
IPVTFnPPSBTTFNCMBHFT JO1."MMJTPO FE ǲF"SDIBFPMPHZ
PG)PVTFIPME"DUJWJUJFT 3PVUMFEHF -POEPO ðøoñø
-BSTFO $VSUJT& ðø÷ò -JGFBOEMBOE6TFPOUIF#BISBJO*TMBOET
UIF(FPBSDIBFPMPHZPGBO"ODJFOU4PDJFUZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG$IJDBHP
1SFTT $IJDBHP 
-FDIUNBO ) BOE,MFJO 4 ðøøø AɩFQSPEVDUJPOPGDPQQFS
BSTFOJDBMMPZT BSTFOJDCSPO[F CZDPTNFMUJOHNPEFSO
FYQFSJNFOU BODJFOUQSBDUJDF +PVSOBMPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4DJFODF 
ñõóøöoôñõ
-FFNBOT 8' ðøõï 'PSFJHO5SBEFJOUIF0ME#BCZMPOJBO1FSJPE
&+#SJMM -FJEFO 
-JUUMFUPO +) ðø÷ó A1SFMJNJOBSZFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBSTFUUMFNFOU 
'FCSVBSZðø÷ó 6OQVCMJTIFENBOVTDSJQU #BISBJO/BUJPOBM
.VTFVN 
BOE'SPIMJDI # ðø÷ø A"OBOBMZTJTPGEFOUBMQBUIPMPHZ
GSPNIJTUPSJD#BISBJO 1BMÏPSJFOU ðôôøoöô
-PSBOE +1 ðø÷÷ A'F/J$VTVMmEFTJOUFDUPOJUFQFSJEPUJUFT
GSPNUIF.BRTBEEJTUSJDU 4VNBJM0QIJPMJUF TPVUIFSO0NBO
JNQMJDBUJPOTGPSUIFPSJHJOPGUIFTVMmEFDPNQPOFOUJOUIF
PDFBOJDVQQFSNBOUMF JO'#PVEJFSBOE"/JDPMBT FET 
5FDUPOPQIZTJDT ðôðôöoöó

ēĚēĝĚĠĘģĒġęĪ

.D"EBN & ðøøò A$MBZ'JHVSJOFT JO(SFFO " FE "CV
4BMBCJLI&YDBWBUJPOT7PMïǲFñ("TI5JQBOEJUTDPOUFOUT
DVMUJDBOEBENJOJTUSBUJWFEJTDBSEGSPNUIFUFNQMF  -POEPO 
÷òoðïø
.BD)VHI %&FUBM ðøø÷ A%/""OBMZTJTBOEUIFPSJHJOT
BOEIJTUPSZPGEPNFTUJDBUFEDBUUMF JO)#VJUFOIVJT -
#BSUPTJFXJD[BOE".$IPZLF FET "SDIBFP[PPMPHZPGUIF
/FBS&BTU*** "3$1VCMJDBUJPOð÷ (SPOJOHFO /FUIFSMBOET 
ðòôoóó
.BDLBZ &+) ðøóò $IBOIV%BSP&YDBWBUJPOTìôîðoîñ
"NFSJDBO0SJFOUBM4PDJFUZ /FX)BWFO $POOFDUJDVU 
.BD,FO[JF 84 BOE(VJMGPSE $ ðø÷ï "UMBTPG3PDLGPSNJOH
.JOFSBMTJOǲJO4FDUJPO +PIO8JMFZBOE4POT /FX:PSL 
.BMGPZ +. BOE.FOV . ðø÷ö A-B.FUBMMVSHJFEVDVJWSFË
4VTBBVY*7FFU***FNJMMÏOBJSFTBOBMZTFTFOMBCPSBUPJSF JO'
5BMMPO .ÏUBMMVSHJF4VTJFOOF /PUFTFU%PDVNFOUTEFT.VTFÏT
EF'SBODFðô %FQBSUNFOUPG0SJFOUBM"OUJRVJUJFT -PVWSF
.VTFVN 1BSJT òôôoöò
.BUUIFXT 8  ðøøô A.JDSPNPSQIPMPHJDBMDIBSBDUFSJTBUJPOPG
PDDVQBUJPOEFQPTJUTBOENJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDTFRVFODFTBU"CV
4BMBCJLI 4PVUIFSO*SBR JO"+#BSIBNBOE3*.BDQIBJM
FET "SDIBFPMPHJDBM4FEJNFOUTBOE4PJMT"OBMZTJT *OUFSQSFUBUJPO
BOE.BOBHFNFOU *OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZ$PMMFHF 
-POEPO óðoöõ
FUBM ðøøó AɩFJNQSJOUPGMJWJOHJOB.FTPQPUBNJBODJUZ
RVFTUJPOTBOEBOTXFST JO3-VĊBOE13PXMFZ$POXZ FET 
8IJUIFS&OWJSPONFOUBM"SDIBFPMPHZ  0YCPX.POPHSBQIò÷ 
0YCPX#PPLT 0YGPSE ðöðoñðñ
FUBM ðøøöB A"DUJWJUJFTJOTJEFUIFUFNQMFUIFFWJEFODF
PGNJDSPTUSBUJHSBQIZ JO)$SBXGPSE 3(,JMMJDLBOE+
".PPO FET ǲF%JMNVO5FNQMFBU4BBS#BISBJOBOEJUT
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OIFSJUBODF -POEPO òðoóõ
FUBM ðøøöC A.JDSPTUSBUJHSBQIJDUSBDFTPGTJUFGPSNBUJPO
QSPDFTTFTBOEIVNBOBDUJWJUJFT 8PSME"SDIBFPMPHZ ñøñ
ñ÷ðoòï÷
.D$MVSF )" BOE7JUB'JO[J $ ðø÷ñ A)PMPDFOF
TIPSFMJOFTBOEUFDUPOJDNPWFNFOUTJOFBTUFSO4BVEJ
"SBCJB 5FDUPOPQIZTJDT ÷ôöòöoóò
.D$PXO %& BOE)BJOFT 3$ ðøõö /JQQVS 7PM*5FNQMF
PG&OMJM 4DSJCBM2VBSUFS BOE4PVOEJOHT 6OJWFSTJUZPG$IJDBHP
1SFTT $IJDBHP 
.D,FSSFMM ) ðøöö A/POEJTQFSTJWF93'BQQMJFEUPBODJFOU
NFUBMXPSLJOHJODPQQFSBOEUJOCSPO[F 1"$5 ððò÷oöò
.FBEPX 3) ðø÷õ A"OJNBM&YQMPJUBUJPOJO1SFIJTUPSJD
4PVUIFBTUFSO*SBOo'BVOBM3FNBJOTGSPN5FQF:BZIBBOE
5FQF(B[5BWJMB3òöôôïïoòïïïēĔ 1I%UIFTJT )BSWBSE
6OJWFSTJUZ 
.FSLFM +' ðø÷ò A&YQFSJNFOUBMSFDPOTUSVDUJPOPG#SPO[F
"HFDPQQFSTNFMUJOHCBTFEPOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMFWJEFODFGSPN
5JNOB JO#3PUIFOCFSH FE ǲF"ODJFOU.FUBMMVSHZPG
$PQQFS *OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZ$PMMFHF -POEPO 
ö÷oðññ
.ÏSZ4 1IJMMJQT$ BOE$BMWFU : ðøø÷ A%JMNVO1PUUFSZJO
.FTPQPUBNJBBOE.BHBOGSPNUIFFOEPGUIFòSEBOEUIF
CFHJOOJOHPGUIFñOE.JMMFOOJVNēĔ JO$1IJMMJQT %51PUUT
BOE44FBSJHIU FET "SBCJBBOEJUT/FJHICPVST&TTBZTPO
QSFIJTUPSJDBMBOEIJTUPSJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUTJOIPOPVSPG#FBUSJDFEF
$BSEJ "CJFM** #SFQPMT ðõôo÷ï
.FUDBMGF $3 ðøõï "OBUPNZPG.POPDPUZMFEPOT*(SBNJOFBF
$MBSFOEPO1SFTT 0YGPSE 
EF.FZFS - ðø÷ï 5FMMFE%FS4PVOEJOHBU"CV)BCCBI 4JQQBS
1FFUFST -FVWFO 
 ðø÷ó 5FMMFE%FS*7 1FFUFST -FVWFO 

(BTDIF) BOE1BFQF 3 ðøöð 5FMMFE%FS* 1FFUFST 
-FVWFO 
.JSPTDIFEKJ 1EF ðøöò A7BTFTFUPCKFUTFOTUFBUJUFTVTJFOTEV
.VTÏFEV-PVWSF $BIJFSTEFMB%"'* òøo÷ï
.PNNTFO )FUBM ðøöø A"OBMZTFBMUÊHZQUJTDIFS
.FUBMMGVOETUàDLFEVSDIBMQIBJOEV[JFSUF3ÚOUHFOFNJTTJPO 
;FJUTDISJGUGàSÊHZQUJTDIFS4QSBDIF ðïõðòöoó÷
.PPO +" ðø÷ð A4PNF/FX&BSMZ%ZOBTUJD1PUUFSZGSPN"CV
4BMBCJLI *SBR óòóöoöô
.PPO + BOE*SWJOH # ðøøö A'BVOBM3FNBJOT JO)$SBXGPSE 
3(,JMMJDLBOE+".PPO FET ǲF%JMNVO5FNQMFBU4BBS
#BISBJOBOEJUT"SDIBFPMPHJDBM*OIFSJUBODF -POEPO ÷ðoò
.PPSF )- ðø÷õ 4QBDF 5FYUBOE(FOEFS"O"OUISPQPMPHJDBM
4UVEZPGUIF.BSBLXFUPG,FOZB $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT 
$BNCSJEHF 
.PPSFZ 134 ðøøó "ODJFOU.FTPQPUBNJBO.BUFSJBMTBOE
*OEVTUSJFTUIF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&WJEFODF $MBSFOEPO1SFTT 
0YGPSE 
.PSUFOTFO 1 ðø÷õ AɩF#BSCBS5FNQMFJUTDISPOPMPHZBOE
GPSFJHOSFMBUJPOTSFDPOTJEFSFE JO4IBJLIB)"BM,IBMJGB
BOE.3JDF FET #BISBJOǲSPVHIUIF"HFTUIFBSDIBFPMPHZ
3PVUMFEHFBOE,FHBO1BVM -POEPO ðö÷o÷ô
.PTTFSJ.BSMJP $& ñïïò AɩFSBUSFNBJOTGSPN,BMCB 
6"& JO%51PUUT )BM/BCPPEBIBOE1)FMMZFS
FET 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF'JSTU*OUFSOBUJPOBM$POGFSFODFPOUIF
"SDIBFPMPHZPGUIF6"& 5SJEFOU1SFTT òïøoðô
.VHIBM 3 ðø÷ò ǲF%JMNVO#VSJBM$PNQMFYBU4BSǲFìôóëo
ìôóí&YDBWBUJPOTJO#BISBJO .JOJTUSZPG*OGPSNBUJPO 4UBUFPG
#BISBJO 
.VSQIZ $1 ðø÷õ ǲJO4FDUJPO1SFQBSBUJPOPG4PJMTBOE
4FEJNFOUT "#"DBEFNJD1VCMJTIFST #FSLIBNQTUFE 6, 
/BSPMM 3 ðøõñ A'MPPSBSFBBOETFUUMFNFOUQPQVMBUJPO "NFSJDBO
BOUJRVJUZ ñöô÷öoø
/FTCJUU . ðøøò A"SDIBFPCPUBOJDBMFWJEFODFGPSFBSMZ%JMNVO
EJFUBU4BBS #BISBJO "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ó
ðøðoñð÷
/JFUIBNNFS + ðøöô A;VS5BYPOPNJFVOE"VTCSFJUVOHTHFTDIJDIUF
EFS)BVTSBUUF 3BUUVTSBUUVT  ;PPMPHJTDIFS"O[FJHFS ðøóóïôoðô
/JTTFO )+ ðø÷ô A0SUTOBNFOJOEFOBSDIÊJTDIFO5FYUFOBVT
6SVL 0SJFOUBMJBôóññõoòò
/PSUIPWFS +1 ðø÷ø A1SPQFSUJFTBOEVTFPGBSTFOJDDPQQFS
BMMPZT JO")BVQUNBOO &1FSOJDLBBOE("8BHOFS FET 
0ME8PSME"SDIBFPNFUBMMVSHZ #PDIVN%FVUTDIFT#FSHCBV
.VTFVNT #PDIVN ðððoð÷
 ðøøó A"OBMZTJTPGDSVDJCMFTIFSET JO')KMVOEBOE)
)"OEFSTFO 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMìǲF/PSUIFSO$JUZ
8BMMBOEUIF*TMBNJD'PSUSFTT +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTòïð "BSIVT òöóoô
0MJKEBN & ñïïð A&YQMPJUBUJPOPGTFBUVSUMFTJOUIFFBSMZ
%JMNVOQFSJPE DñðïïoðøïïēĔ  14"4 òððøôoñïñ
0QQFOIFJN "- ðøôó A4FBGBSJOHNFSDIBOUTPG6S +PVSOBMPG
UIF"NFSJDBO0SJFOUBM4PDJFUZ öóõoðö
0SUPO $ BOE5ZFST 1 ðøøï A4UBUJTUJDBM"OBMZTJTPG$FSBNJD
"TTFNCMBHFT "SDIFPMPHJBF$BMDPMBUPSJ ð÷ðoððï
 ðøøð A$PVOUJOH#SPLFO0CKFDUTɩF4UBUJTUJDTPG
$FSBNJD"TTFNCMBHFT 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF#SJUJTI"DBEFNZ öö
ðõòo÷ó
 ðøøò A"VTFSTHVJEFUP1JFTMJDF *OTUJUVUFPG
"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZ$PMMFHF -POEPO 
BOE7JODF " ðøøò 1PUUFSZJO"SDIBFPMPHZ $BNCSJEHF
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT $BNCSJEHF 
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1BSLFS1FBSTPO . BOE3JDIBSET $ ðøøó A0SEFSJOHUIFXPSME
QFSDFQUJPOTPGBSDIJUFDUVSF TQBDFBOEUJNF JOJE FET 
"SDIJUFDUVSFBOE0SEFS"QQSPBDIFTUP4PDJBM4QBDF 3PVUMFEHF 
-POEPO ðoòö
1FBLF ) ðøñ÷ AɩFDPQQFSNPVOUBJOPG.BHBO "OUJRVJUZ ñ
óôñoö
1FBSTBMM %. BOE1JQFSOP %3 ðøøò A$VSSFOU3FTFBSDI
JO1IZUPMJUI"OBMZTJT"QQMJDBUJPOTJO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE
1BMFPFDPMPHZ ."4$"
1FEFSTFO $) BOE#VDIXBME 7' ðøøð A"OFYBNJOBUJPOPG
NFUBMPCKFDUTGSPN5FMM"CSBR 6"& "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
BOE&QJHSBQIZ ñðoø
1FSOJDLB & ðøøô A$SJTJTPSDBUIBSTJTJOMFBEJTPUPQFBOBMZTJT  
+PVSOBMPG.FEJUFSSBOFBO"SDIBFPMPHZ ÷ôøoõó
 ðøøø A5SBDFFMFNFOUmOHFSQSJOUJOHPGBODJFOUDPQQFSB
HVJEFUPUFDIOPMPHZPSQSPWFOBODF  JO4..:PVOHFU
BM FET .FUBMTJO"OUJRVJUZ #"3*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTöøñ 
"SDIBFPQSFTT 0YGPSE ðõòoöð
FUBM ðøøï A0OUIFDPNQPTJUJPOBOEQSPWFOBODFPG
NFUBMPCKFDUTGSPN1PMJPDIOJPO-FNOPT 0YGPSE+PVSOBMPG
"SDIBFPMPHZ øñõòoø÷
1IJMMJQT$ 1PUUT%5 BOE4FBSJHIU 4 ðøø÷ "SBCJBBOEJUT
/FJHICPVST&TTBZTPOQSFIJTUPSJDBMBOEIJTUPSJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUTJO
IPOPVSPG#FBUSJDFEF$BSEJ "CJFM** #SFQPMT 
1JHPUU 7$ ðøøøB A"IFBSUMBOEPGNFUBMMVSHZ/FPMJUIJD
$IBMDPMJUIJDNFUBMMVSHJDBMPSJHJOTPOUIF*SBOJBO1MBUFBV JO"
)BVQUNBOO FE ǲF#FHJOOJOHTPG.FUBMMVSHZ %FS"OTDIOJUU
#FJIFGUø #PDIVN ðïöoñï
 ðøøøC AɩFEFWFMPQNFOUPGNFUBMQSPEVDUJPOPOUIF
*SBOJBO1MBUFBVBOBSDIBFPNFUBMMVSHJDBMQFSTQFDUJWF JOJE
FE ǲF"SDIBFPNFUBMMVSHZPGUIF"TJBO0ME8PSME 6OJWFSTJUZ
.VTFVN.POPHSBQI÷ø 6OJWFSTJUZPG1FOOTZMWBOJB.VTFVN 
1IJMBEFMQIJB öòoðïõ
3PHFST )$ BOE/BTI 4, ñïïò A"SDIBFPNFUBMMVSHJDBM
JOWFTUJHBUJPOTBU.BMZBOUIFFWJEFODFGPSUJOCSPO[FJOUIF
,BGUBSJQIBTF JO/'.JMMFSBOE,"CEJ FET :FLJ#VE :FLJ
/BCVE&TTBZTPOUIF"SDIBFPMPHZPG*SBOJO)POPSPG8JMMJBN.
4VNOFS $PUTFO*OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPMPHZ.POPHSBQIó÷ -PT
"OHFMFT ðõðoöõ
1MFOEFSMFJUI )+ ðøòó A.FUBMTBOE.FUBM5FDIOJRVF JO
8PPMMFZ $- 6S&YDBWBUJPOT**ǲF3PZBM$FNFUFSZ ñ÷óĊ
1PMMBSE ". BOE)FSPO $ ðøøõ "SDIBFPMPHJDBM$IFNJTUSZ
3PZBM4PDJFUZGPS$IFNJTUSZ $BNCSJEHF 
1PTTFIM (- ðø÷ï *OEVT$JWJMJ[BUJPOJO4BVSBTIUSB *OEJBO
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ %FMIJ 
 ðø÷õ ,VMMJBOFYQMPSBUJPOPGBODJFOUDJWJMJ[BUJPOJO"TJB
$BSPMJOB"DBEFNJD1SFTT %VSIBN /$ 
 FE  ðøøò )BSBQQBO$JWJMJTBUJPO B3FDFOU1FSTQFDUJWF /FX
%FMIJ 
BOE)FSNBO $' ðøøï AɩF4PSBUI)BSBQQBOB/FX
3FHJPOBM.BOJGFTUBUJPOPGUIF*OEVT6SCBO1IBTF JO.
5BEEFJ FE 4PVUI"TJBO"SDIBFPMPHZìôóò 3PNF ñøôoòðø
BOE.FIUB %1 ðøøò A&YDBWBUJPOTBU3PKEJ ðøøñoøò JO
"1BSQPMBBOE1,PTLJLBMMJP FET 4PVUI"TJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
ìôôî õïòoðó
BOE3BWBM .)  ðø÷ø )BSBQQBO$JWJMJ[BUJPOBOE3PKEJ
&+#SJMM -FJEFO 
1PTUHBUF +/ BOE.PPO +" ðø÷ñ A&YDBWBUJPOTBU"CV
4BMBCJLIðø÷ð *SBR óóðïòoðòõ
1PUUT %5 ðøøïB ǲF"SBCJBO(VMGJO"OUJRVJUZ7PMì
$MBSFOEPO1SFTT 0YGPSE 



 ðøøïC "1SFIJTUPSJD.PVOEJOUIF&NJSBUFPG6NNBM
2BXBJO 6"&&YDBWBUJPOTBU5FMM"CSBRìôóô .VOLTHBBSE 
$PQFOIBHFO 
 ðøøð 'VSUIFSFYDBWBUJPOTBU5FMM"CSBRǲFìôôë4FBTPO
.VOLTHBBSE $PQFOIBHFO 
 ðøøò A5FMM"CSBRBOEUIF)BSBQQBO5SBEJUJPO JO1PTTFIM 
(- FE )BSBQQBO$JWJMJTBUJPO B3FDFOU1FSTQFDUJWF /FX
%FMIJ òñòoòò
 ðøøó A$POUSJCVUJPOTUPUIFBHSBSJBOIJTUPSZPG&BTUFSO
"SBCJB**ɩFDVMUJWBST "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ô
ñòõoöô
 FE  ðø÷÷ "SBCZUIF#MFTU4UVEJFTJO"SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZ
$/*1VCMJDBUJPOTö .VTFVN5VTDVMBOVN1SFTT .VTFVNPG
$PQFOIBHFO 
BOE8FFLT -3 ðøøø A"O".4SBEJPDBSCPODISPOPMPHZ
GPSUIFMBUF6NNBO/BSUZQFUPNCBU5FMM"CSBR 5SJCVMVT ø
øoðï
1PUUT 5' ðøøó .FTPQPUBNJBBOEUIF&BTUBOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOE
IJTUPSJDBMTUVEZPGGPSFJHOSFMBUJPOTDî ïëëoí ëëë#$ 6OJWFSTJUZ
PG0YGPSE $PNNJUUFFGPS"SDIBFPMïHZ.POPHSBQIòö 
1SBOHF .,FUBM ðøøø A*T0NBOUIFBODJFOU.BHBO 
"OBMZUJDBMTUVEJFTPGDPQQFSGSPN0NBO JO4..:PVOH
FUBM FET .FUBMTJO"OUJRVJUZ #"3*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTöøñ 
0YGPSE ð÷öoøñ
3BJOWJMMF - ñïïï A.JDSPEFCSJTBOBMZTJTJO&BSMZ#SPO[F"HF
.FTPQPUBNJBOIPVTFIPMET "OUJRVJUZ öóñøð
3BP 43 ðø÷ô -PUIBMB)BSBQQBO1PSU5PXO 7PM**
"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4VSWFZPG*OEJB /FX%FMIJ 
3BQQ ( ðø÷÷ A0OUIFPSJHJOTPGDPQQFSBOECSPO[FBMMPZJOH JO
3.BEEJO FE ǲF#FHJOOJOHPGUIF6TFPG.FUBMTBOE"MMPZT
.*51SFTT $BNCSJEHF .BTTBDIVTFUUT ñðoö
 ðø÷ø A%FUFSNJOJOHUIFPSJHJOTPGTVMmEFTNFMUJOH JO"
)BVQUNBOO &1FSOJDLBBOE("8BHOFS FET 0ME8PSME
"SDIBFPNFUBMMVSHZ %FVUTDIFT#FSHCBV.VTFVNT #PDIVN 
ðïöoðï
3FBEF + BOE#VSMFJHI 3 ðøö÷ AɩFA"MJDFNFUFSZPME
FYDBWBUJPOT JWPSZ BOESBEJPDBSCPOEBUJOH +PVSOBMPG0NBO
4UVEJFT óöôo÷ò
3JDF . ðø÷ô 4FBSDIGPSUIF1BSBEJTF-BOEBOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF
BSDIBFPMPHZPG#BISBJOBOEUIF"SBCJBO(VMG GSPNUIFFBSMJFTU
UJNFTUPUIFEFBUIPG"MFYBOEFSUIFHSFBU -POHNBO -POEPO 
3JDF 1. ðø÷ó A$IBOHFBOEDPOTFSWBUJTNJOQPUUFSZQSPEVDJOH
TZTUFNT JO4&WBOEFS-FFVXBOE"$1SJUDIBSE FET ǲF
.BOZ%JNFOTJPOTPG1PUUFSZ "NTUFSEBN ñòòo÷÷
3JEMFZ "1 BOE4FFMFZ .8 ðøöø A&WJEFODFPGSFDFOUDPBTUBM
VQMJGUOFBS"M+VCBJM 4BVEJ"SBCJB 5FDUPOPQIZTJDT ôñòðøoñö
3JNNFS + ðø÷ð A"OBSDIBFPPSHBOPMPHJDBMTVSWFZPGUIF
/FUIFSMBOET 8PSME"SDIBFPMPHZ ðññòòoóô
3PBG .JDIBFM ñïïò A&YDBWBUJPOTBU%JSB[&BTUBOE"BMJ&BTU JO
)BSSJFU$SBXGPSE FE ǲF"SDIBFPMPHZPG#BISBJO ǲF#SJUJTI
DPOUSJCVUJPO #"3*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFTðð÷ø 0YGPSE ñôoòï
3PTFO ". ðøøñ A1SFMJNJOBSZJEFOUJmDBUJPOPGTJMJDBTLFMFUPOT
GSPN/FBS&BTUFSOBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFTBOBOBUPNJDBM
BQQSPBDI JO(3BQQBOE4$.VMIPMMBOE FET 1IZUPMJUI
4ZTUFNBUJDT&NFSHJOH*TTVFT 1MFOVN1SFTT /FX:PSL ðñøoóö
4BNBOJ # ðøø÷ A%JTUSJCVUJPOTFUUJOHBOENFUBMMPHFOFTJTPG
DPQQFSEFQPTJUTJO*SBO JO5.1PSUFS FE 1PSQIZSZBOE
)ZESPUIFSNBM$PQQFSBOE(PME%FQPTJUTB(MPCBM1FSTQFDUJWF
"VTUSBMJBO.JOFSBM'PVOEBUJPO (MFOTJEF 4" ðòôoô÷
4BOMBWJMMF 1BOE1BTLPĊ 3 ðø÷õ A4IPSFMJOFDIBOHFTJO#BISBJO
TJODFUIFCFHJOOJOHPGIVNBOPDDVQBUJPO JO4IBJLIB)"
BM,IBMJGBBOE.3JDF FET #BISBJOǲSPVHIUIF"HFTUIF
BSDIBFPMPHZ 3PVUMFEHFBOE,FHBO1BVM -POEPO ðôoñó

ēĚēĝĚĠĘģĒġęĪ

4BSOUIFJO . ðøöñ A4FEJNFOUBOEIJTUPSZPGUIF1PTU(MBDJBM
USBOTHSFTTJPOJOUIF1FSTJBO(VMGBOE/PSUI8FTU(VMGPG
0NBO .BSJOF(FPMPHZ ðññóôoõõ
4DIJĊFS .# ðø÷ö 'PSNBUJPO1SPDFTTFTPGUIF"SDIBFPMPHJDBM
3FDPSE 6OJWFSTJUZPG/FX.FYJDP1SFTT "MCVRVFSRVF 
4DPUU %" ðøøð .FUBMMPHSBQIZBOE.JDSPTUSVDUVSFPG"ODJFOUBOE
)JTUPSJD.FUBMT +1BVM(FUUZ5SVTU1VCMJDBUJPOT 
4IBIBCQPVS + BOE,SBNFST +% ðø÷ö A-FBEJTPUPQFEBUBGSPN
UIF4BS$IFTINFIQSPQIZSZDPQQFSEFQPTJU *SBO .JOFSBMJVN
%FQPTJUB ñññö÷o÷ð
4IFOOBO 4 ðø÷ø A$VMUVSBM5SBOTNJTTJPOBOE$VMUVSBM$IBOHF 
JO4&WBOEFS-FFVXBOE35PSSFODF FET 8IBUT/FX "
DMPTFSMPPLBUUIFQSPDFTTPGJOOPWBUJPO 6OXJO)ZNBO -POEPO 
òòïoóõ
4SJOJWBTBO 4 ðøøø A-FBEJTPUPQFBOEUSBDFFMFNFOUBOBMZTJT
JOUIFTUVEZPGPWFSBIVOESFE4PVUI*OEJBONFUBMJDPOT 
"SDIBFPNFUSZ óðøðoððõ
4SJWBTUBWB ,. ðøøð .BEJOBU)BNBE#VSJBM.PVOETìôóïoð
#BISBJO 
4UFDI 5 BOE1JHPUU 7$ ðø÷õ AɩFNFUBMTUSBEFJOTPVUIXFTU
"TJBJOUIFUIJSENJMMFOOJVNēĔ *SBR ó÷òøoõó
4UPOF &$ ðø÷ö /JQQVSOFJHICPVSIPPET 0SJFOUBM*OTUJUVFPG
UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG$IJDBHP $IJDBHP 
4UPT(BMF ;" ðø÷ø A-FBEJTPUPQFTUVEJFTPGNFUBMBOE
UIFNFUBMTUSBEFJOUIF#SPO[F"HF.FEJUFSSBOFBO JO+
)FOEFSTPO FE 4DJFOUJmD"OBMZTJTJO"SDIBFPMPHZ 0YGPSE
6OJWFSTJUZ$PNNJUUFFGPS"SDIBFPMPHZ.POPHSBQIðø 
0YGPSE ñðòoòõ
BOE(BMF /) ðøøó A.FUBMT JO"#,OBQQBOE
+'$IFSSZ FET 1SPWFOJFODF4UVEJFTBOE#SPO[F"HF
$ZQSVT1SPEVDUJPO &YDIBOHFBOE1PMJUJDP&DPOPNJD$IBOHF
.POPHSBQITJO8PSME"SDIBFPMPHZñð 1SFIJTUPSZ1SFTT 
.BEJTPO 8JTDPOTJO øñoðñð
FUBM ðøøö A-FBEJTPUPQFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIF$ZQSVT
DPQQFSPSFEFQPTJUTBQQMJFEUPQSPWFOBODFTUVEJFTPGDPQQFS
PYIJEFJOHPUT "SDIBFPNFUSZ òøð÷òoðñò
5BENPS .FUBM ðøøô AɩF/BIBM.JTINBSIPBSEGSPNUIF
+VEFBOEFTFSUUFDIOPMPHZ DPNQPTJUJPO BOEQSPWFOBODF 
A"UJRPU ñöøôoðó÷
5BMMPO ' ðø÷ö .FUBMMVSHJF4VTJFOOF*%FMB'POEBUJPOEF4VTFBV
97***FTJÏDMFBWBOU+$ 1BSJT 
5BZMPS +$. BOE*MMJOH -7 ðøõø A)PMPDFOFJOUFSUJEBM
DBMDJVNDBSCPOBUFDFNFOUBUJPO 2BUBS 1FSTJBO(VMG  
4FEJNFOUPMPHZ ðñõøoðïö
5JMUPO (3 ðøöò A*TPUPQJDMFBEBHFTPGDIPOESJUJDNFUFPSJUFT 
&BSUIBOE1MBOFUBSZ4DJFODF-FUUFST ôòñðoø
5PEU 8FUBM ðøøõ A&WBMVBUJPOPGBñïñ1Coñïô1CEPVCMFTQJLFGPS
IJHIQSFDJTJPOMFBEJTPUPQFBOBMZTJT JO43)BSUBOE"#BTV 
&BSUI1SPDFTTFT3FBEJOHUIF*TPUPQF$PEF 7PMøô"(6 óñøoòö
5ZMFDPUF 3' ðøöö A4VNNBSZPGSFTVMUTPGFYQFSJNFOUBMXPSL
POFBSMZDPQQFSTNFMUJOH JO8"0EEZ FE "TQFDUTPG&BSMZ
.FUBMMVSHZ )JTUPSJDBM.FUBMMVSHZ4PDJFUZ#SJUJTI.VTFVN
3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ -POEPO ôoðñ
BOE#PZEFMM 1+ ðøö÷ A&YQFSJNFOUTPODPQQFSTNFMUJOH 
JO#3PUIFOCFSH 3'5ZMFDPUFBOE1+#PZEFMM FET 
$IBMDPMJUIJD$PQQFS4NFMUJOH *OTUJUVUFPG"SDIBFPNFUBMMVSHJDBM
4UVEJFT.POPHSBQIð -POEPO 
6FSQNBOO )1 ðø÷ö ǲFBODJFOUEJTUSJCVUJPOPGVOHVMBUF
NBNNBMTJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU #FJIFGUF[VN5"70 3FJIF" 
/Sñö %S-VEXJH3FJDIFSU 8JFTCBEFO 

 ðøøð A&RVVTBGSJDBOVTJO"SBCJB JO3.FBEPXBOE
)16FSQNBOO FET &RVJETJOUIFBODJFOUXPSME7PM**
#FJIFGUF[VN5"70 3FJIF"/Sðøñ %S-VEXJH3FJDIFSU 
8JFTCBEFO ðòoòò
BOE6FSQNBOO . ñïïñ AɩF"QQFBSBODFPGUIF
%PNFTUJD$BNFMJO4&"SBCJB+PVSOBMPG0NBO4UVEJFT ðñ
ñòôoõï
 ñïïò 4UPOF"HF4JUFTBOEUIFJS/BUVSBM&OWJSPONFOU
ǲF$BQJUBM"SFBPG/PSUIFSO0NBO1BSU*** #FJIFGUF[VN
5"70 3FJIF"/Sòðò %S-VEXJH3FJDIFSU 8JFTCBEFO 
 JOQSFTT A5SBEJOH.FTPQPUBNJBO4IFFQUPUIF
-PXFS(VMGBOE#FZPOE  JO&0MJKEBNBOE3)4QPPS
FET *OUFSDVMUVSBMSFMBUJPOTCFUXFFO4PVUIBOE4PVUIXFTU"TJB
4UVEJFTJODPNNFNPSBUJPOPG&$-%VSJOH$BTQFST ìôîïoìôôñ
#"3*OUFSOBUJPOBM4FSJFT 0YGPSE 
6FSQNBOO . ðøøô A&BSMZ.POHPPTFTGSPN#BISBJO JO)
#VJUFOIVJTBOE)16FSQNBOO FET "SDIBFP[PPMPHZPGUIF
/FBS&BTU**1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIFTFDPOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMTZNQPTJVN
POUIFBSDIBFP[PPMPHZPGTPVUIXFTUFSO"TJBBOEBEKBDFOUBSFBT
#BDLIVZT1VCMJTIFST -FJEFO õóoöð
 ñïïð A3FNBSLTPOUIFBOJNBMFDPOPNZPG5FMM"CSBR
&NJSBUFTPG4IBSKBIBOE6NNBM2BXBZO 6"&  
1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF4FNJOBSGPS"SBCJBO4UVEJFT òð ññöoòò
BOE)16FSQNBOO ðøøó A"OJNBMCPOFmOETGSPN
&YDBWBUJPOôñïBU2BMBBUBM#BISBJO JO')KMVOEBOE
))"OEFSTFO 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMìǲF/PSUIFSO$JUZ
8BMMBOEUIF*TMBNJD'PSUSFTT +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTòïð "BSIVT óðöoóó
 ðøøö A"OJNBMCPOFTGSPN&YDBWBUJPOôðøBU2BMBBU
BM#BISBJO JO')KMVOEBOE))"OEFSTFO FET 2BMBBU
BM#BISBJO7PMí +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ1VCMJDBUJPOT
òïñ "BSIVT ñòôoõó
 ðøøø AɩFBOJNBMFDPOPNZPGBODJFOU%JMNVOJOUIF
MJHIUPGGBVOBMSFNBJOTGSPNFYDBWBUJPOTBU4BBSBOE2BMBBU
BM#BISBJO *4*.63FWJTUBTPCSF0SJFOUF1SØYJNPZ&HJQUPFOMB
BOUJHàFEBE ñõòôoóõ
 ñïïï A'BVOBMSFNBJOTPGBM#VIBJTð÷BOBDFSBNJD
OFPMJUIJDTJUFJOUIF&NJSBUFPG4IBSKBI 4&"SBCJB o&YDBWBUJPOT
ðøøôoðøø÷ JO..BTILPVSFUBM FET "SDIBFP[PPMPHZPGUIF/FBS
&BTU*7# "3$1VCMJLBUJFòñ (SPOJOHFO /FUIFSMBOET óïoø
7BO/FFS 8BOE6FSQNBOO . ðøøó A'JTISFNBJOTGSPN
&YDBWBUJPOôñïBU2BMB}BUBM#BISBJO JO')KMVOEBOE
))"OEFSTFO 2BMBBUBM#BISBJO7PMìǲF/PSUIFSO$JUZ
8BMMBOEUIF*TMBNJD'PSUSFTT +VUMBOE"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ
1VCMJDBUJPOTòïð "BSIVT óóôoôó
7BUT .4 ðøóï &YDBWBUJPOTBU)BSBQQB %FMIJ 
7FMEF $ ðøøñ A%JFTQÊUCSPO[F[FJUMJDIFVOEGSàIFJTFO[FJUMJDIF
4JFEMVOHVOEJISF,FSBNJLJO4IJNBM3BTBM,IBJNBI
7FSFJOJHUF"SBCJTDIF&NJSBUF   .BTUFST%JTTFSUBUJPO 
(FPSH"VHVTU6OJWFSTJUÊU (ÚUUJOHFO 
 ðøø÷ AɩF%JMNVO$FNFUFSZBU,BSBOBIðBOEUIFDIBOHF
PGCVSJBMDVTUPNTJO-BUF$JUZ** JO$1IJMMJQT %51PUUT
BOE44FBSJHIU FET "SBCJBBOEJUT/FJHICPVST&TTBZTPO
QSFIJTUPSJDBMBOEIJTUPSJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUTJOIPOPVSPG#FBUSJDFEF
$BSEJ "CJFM** #SFQPMT ñóôoõð
 ðøøø A"OFX6NNBM/BSUPNCBU4IJNBM IUUQXXX
EVSBDVL_ESLïELVOBSñIUNM BDDFTTFEðø0DUðøøø
7JDUPS 3 BOE7JDUPS +3 ðøøö A4PNFBTQFDUTPGUIFFDPMPHZ
PGMJUUPSBMJOWFSUFCSBUFTJOBDPBTUBMMBHPPOPGTPVUIFSO0NBO 
+PVSOBMPG"SJE&OWJSPONFOUT òöòòoóó
BOE$MBSLF / ðøøö A1IZTJDBMBOEDIFNJDBM
FOWJSPONFOUPG,IBXS.VHBTBZM BDPBTUBMMBHPPOJOTPVUIFSO
0NBO +PVSOBMPG"SJE&OWJSPONFOUT òõðoðó
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7JUB'JO[J $ ðøö÷ A&OWJSPONFOUBM)JTUPSZ JO#EF$BSEJ
FE 2BUBS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM&YDBWBUJPOTìôòî 0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT 0YGPSE øoñô
7PHU #BOE'SBOLF7PHU 6 ðø÷ö 4IJNBMìôóðìôóñ&YDBWBUJPOT
PGUIF(FSNBO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.JTTJPOJO3BTBM,IBJNBI 6"&
"1SFMJNJOBSZ3FQPSU #FSMJOFS#FJUSÊHF[VN7PSEFSFO0SJFOU
÷ %JFUSJDI3FJNFS7FSMBH #FSMJO 
8BUTPO 1+ ðøöø "SDIBFPMPHJDBM&UIOPHSBQIZJO8FTUFSO*SBO
7JLJOH'VOE1VCMJDBUJPOTJO"OUISPQPMPHZôö 6OJWFSTJUZPG
"SJ[POB1SFTT 5VDTPO "SJ[POB 
8FFLT -3 ðøøö A1SFIJTUPSJDNFUBMMVSHZBU5FMM"CSBR 6OJUFE
"SBC&NJSBUFT "SBCJBO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE&QJHSBQIZ ÷ððo÷ô
 ðøøø A-FBEJTPUPQFBOBMZTFTGSPN5FMM"CSBR 6OJUFE"SBC
&NJSBUFTOFXEBUBSFHBSEJOHUIFAUJOQSPCMFNJO8FTUFSO
"TJB "OUJRVJUZ öòóøoõó
 ñïïï A1SFIJTUPSJD.FUBMMVSHZPGUIF(VMG  1I%UIFTJT 
6OJWFSTJUZPG4ZEOFZ +VOFñïïï 
8FJTHFSCFS ( ðø÷ð A.FISBMT,VQGFSJO0NBOo&SHFCOJTTFEFS
&YQFEJUJPOðø÷ð %FS"OTDIOJUU òòðöóoñõò
 ðø÷÷ A0NBOBCSPO[FQSPEVDJOHDFOUSFEVSJOHUIFðTU)BMG
PGUIFðTUNJMMFOOJVNēĔ JO+$VSUJT FE #SPO[FXPSLJOH
$FOUSFTPG8FTUFSO"TJBDìëëëoðîô#$ -POEPO ñ÷ôoøô
8JMMDPY ( ðøøï AɩFQMBOUSFNBJOTGSPN)FMMFOJTUJDBOE
#SPO[F"HFMFWFMTBU'BJMBLB ,VXBJU"QSFMJNJOBSZSFQPSU JO
:$BMWFSUBOE+'4BMMFT FET 'BJMBLBìôóñoóó 5SBWBVYEF
MB.BJTPOEFM0SJFOU -ZPO 
8PPMMFZ $- ðøòó 6S&YDBWBUJPOT**ǲF3PZBM$FNFUFSZ
-POEPOBOE1IJMBEFMQIJB 
;BSJOT + ðø÷ø A&BTUFSO4BVEJ"SBCJBBOE&YUFSOBM3FMBUJPOT
TFMFDUFEDFSBNJD TUFBUJUFBOEUFYUVBMFWJEFODF òôïïoðøïïēĔ 
*O'SJGFMUBOE4SFOTFO FET 4PVUI"TJBO"SDIBFPMPHZìôóð 
öóoðïò
.VHIBOOVN "4 BOE,BNBM . ðø÷ó A&YDBWBUJPOT
BU%IBISBO4PVUIoUIF5VNVMJ'JFMEBQSFMJNJOBSZSFQPSU 
"UMBM ÷ñôoôó
;BZBOJ " ðø÷÷ "5BTUFPGUIF"SBCJBO(VMG (PWFSONFOU1SFTT 
#BISBJO 
;PIBSZ . ðøöò (FPCPUBOJDBMGPVOEBUJPOTPGUIF.JEEMF&BTU
(VTUBW'JTDIFS 4UVUUHBSU 



!PPENDIX  #ORPORATE AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
#ORPORATE AND INSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORTERS
"CEVM-BUJG"M"VKBO(SPVQ
"#/"NSP#BOL
BETIPQ
"EFM'BLISP&OUFSQSJTFT
"FSBEJP5FDIOJDBM4FSWJDFT
"GSJDBO&BTUFSO
"JSCVT*OEVTUSJF
"JSNFDI
"+.,PPIFKJ4POT
"M"IMJ$PNNFSDJBM#BOL
"M"IMJB*OTVSBODF
"M)JMBM(SPVQ
"M+B[JSB$PME4UPSF
"M6CBG"SBC*OUFSOBUJPOBM#BOL
"M;BNJM(SPVQ
"-#"
"NFSJDBO8PNFOT"TTPDJBUJPO
"SBC#BOLJOH$PSQPSBUJPO
"SBC#SJUJTI$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF
"55
"VTUSBMJBO.FBU-JWFTUPDL$PSQ
"XBM1MBTUJDT
#BISBJO"JSQPSU4FSWJDFT
#BISBJO$FOUSFGPS4UVEJFT3FTFBSDI
#BISBJO'JCSFHMBTT
#BISBJO'JOBODJOH
#BISBJO'MPVS.JMMT
#BISBJO*OUFSOBUJPOBM#BOL
#BISBJO+FXFMMFSZ$FOUSF
#BISBJO,VXBJU*OTVSBODF
#BISBJO/BUJPOBM)PMEJOH
#"/"("4
#BOLPG#BISBJO,VXBJU
#BORVF/BUJPOBMFEF1BSJT
#"/;
#"1$0
#"43&$
#"5&-$0
#..*
ɩF#SJUJTI"DBEFNZ
#SJUJTI"FSPTQBDF
ɩF#SJUJTI#BOL
ɩF#SJUJTI$PVODJM
#SJUJTI4DIPPMPG"SDIBFPMPHZJO*SBR
#SPXO3PPU
#55$
#VEHFU3FOU"$BS
#VFIMFS*OUFSOBUJPOBM
$"-5&9#BISBJO
$BUIBZ1BDJmD

$IBSMPUUF#POIBN$BSUFS.FNPSJBM5SVTU
$IBTF.BOIBUUBO#BOL/"
$IFNJDBM#BOL
$JUJCBOL
$MJĊPSE$IBODF
$SFEJU4VJTTF
%FOJT#VYUPO5SVTU
%JMNVO*OWFTUNFOUT
%JQMPNBU)PUFM
&.*$
&SOTU:PVOH
'BLISP&MFDUSPOJDT
'".4VQFSNBSLFU
'MFNJOHT
'PSFJHO$PNNNPOXFBMUI0ċDF 6,
'PSUVOF1SPNPTFWFO
(BSNDP
(FOFSBM"DDJEFOU*OTVSBODF
(MPCBM0OF
(1*$
(1;BDIBSJBEFT 0WFSTFBT -UE
(SJOEMBZT#BISBJO#BOL
(VMG"JS
(VMG#VTJOFTT.BDIJOFT
(VMG$PMPVS-BCPSBUPSJFT
(VMG%BJMZ/FXT
(VMG5FDI*OUFSOBUJPOBM
)BMMJCVSUPO8PSMEXJEF
)BTBO.BOTPVSJ
)FNQFMT.BSJOF1BJOUT #BISBJO
*ODIDBQF.BSLFUJOH4FSWJDFT
*OUFSHSBQI
*OUFSOBUJPOBM"HFODJFT
*OWFTUDPSQ
+BMBM$PTUBJO
+BSEJOFT*OTVSBODF#SPLFST
+BTIBONBMT
,B[FSPPOJ$POUSBDUJOH
,JNCFSMZ$MBSL3FHJPOBM4FSWJDFT #BISBJO
,1.('BLISP
-JOBDSF"TTPDJBUFT
-MPZET3FHJTUFSPG4IJQQJOH
.BOTPVSJ.D*OFSOFZ
.D%POBME*OTUJUVUFGPS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTFBSDI
.FNBD
.FSSJMM-ZODI*OUFSOBUJPOBM#BOL
.JOJTUSZPG'PSFJHO"ĊBJST (FSNBOZ
.JOJTUSZPG$BCJOFU"ĊBJST
.PIBNNFE+BMBM4POT
.PSSJTPO*OUFSOBUJPOBM
/BTT4DBĊPSN
/BUJPOBM#BOLPG#BISBJO
/BUJPOBM(FPHSBQIJD4PDJFUZ

/BUJPOBM*NQPSUTBOE&YQPSUT
/BUJPOBM*OTVSBODF
/BUJPOBM.PUPS$PNQBOZ
/$3$PSQPSBUJPO
0SJFOUBM1SFTT
1BMNFS$PXFO
2BOUBT"JSXBZT
1IJMJQ.PSSJT4FSWJDFT*OD
4BBE*OWFTUNFOU$PNQBOZ
4BOXB#BOL
4FSDP*"4UBOEBSE$IBSUFSFE#BOL
4XJTT#BOL$PSQPSBUJPO
5FMF(VMG%JSFDUPSZ1VCMJDBUJPOT
ɩPNBT%F-B3VF$PNQBOZ
6$0.BSJOF$POUSBDUJOH
6OJUBH
6OJUFE(VMG#BOL
6OJUFE(VMG*OEVTUSJFT
6OJUFE*OTVSBODF
:BRVCJ4UPSFT
:BUFFN#SPUIFST
:#",BOPP
:PVTVG.BINPPE)VTBJO

)NDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
.S4BMNBO"CCBTJ
.S""CEVMHIBĊBS
.S(IB[J"CEVM+BXBE
.ST*SFOF"CV)BNBE
.T%FZBOB"INBEJ
.S.PIBNFE("LIUBS[BEFI
.S"EMJ"MBTFFSJ
.S)VTTBJO"M"OTBSJ
.S"CEVM-BUJG,"M"VKBO
%S8BKFFIB"M#BIBSOB
.S4BNBS"M(BJMBOJ
.S4BBE"M)PPUJ
.S.PTUBGB"M)VTTBJOJ
.S'BX[J"M+BCFS
.S*CSBIJN"M+PXEFS
4IBJLIB%BOB"M,IBMJGB
4IBJLIB)BZB"MJ"M,IBMJGB
4IBJLIB/BZMB"MJ"M,IBMJGB
4IFJLI3BTIJECJO,IBMJGB"M,IBMJGB
)&4I.PIBNFECJO4VMNBO"M,IBMJGB
%S4IBJLI.PIBNNFECJO,IBMJGB"M,IBMJGB
.S+PIO"M,IBJS
.S4BMFI"M,PXBSZ
.S.BINPVE"M.BINPVE
.S.PIBNNFE""M.BOOBJ
%S"CEVMMB"M.PBKJM
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.S,IBMJE"M.PBZFE
.S/BCFFM"M.PBZFE
.S4BMNBO"M.PPTBXJ
.S"CEVMMB"M.VRMB
.S:PVTJG"M/BTIBCB
.S"EFM"M4BGBS
.S.BBO"M4BOFB
.S.VTUBGB"M4BZFE
.S,IBMFE"M4FOEJ
.S.PIBNNFE"M4ISPPHJ
.S,IBMJM"MɩBXBEJ
%S)BMB"M6NSBO
.S4IBNTBO"M8BTXBTJ
.S"CEVM3BINBO"MJ"M8B[[BO
.ST-ZOOF"M8B[[BO
.S4BNFFS"M8B[[BO
.S.PIBNNFE"M;BNJM
.S8BMJE"M;BNJM
.S.PIBNFE*TTB"M;FFSB
.S&SJD"MFYBOEFS
.S"EJM"MJ
.T'BUJNB"MJSF[B
%S&TTB"NJO
.S*TNBJM"NJO
.S:"OEP
.S&SJD"SOBVE
.ST*OHF"TISBG
.S"MFY"TLFX
.T#PMB"XPZJOLB
.S#FTIBSB"ZZBTI
.S.PIBNNFE#BINBO"MJ
.S(PSEPO#BJMFZ
.S"CEVMMB#BLS
.S"SWJOE#BMJHB
.S.VLIUBS#BRFS
.S#JTIBSBI(#BSPVEJ
.S+PIO#BSUMFZ
%S1IJM#BTTPO
.S#JMM#FDLFUU
.S8JMMJBN#FEEBMM
.S7JOBZ#FOKBNJO
.S*BO#FTU
.ST7BMFSJF#FTU
.S3PCJO#SJMM
.S%FSFL#SPXO
.ST1BU#SPXO
.S"INFE#VCTIBJU
.S$MBVT#VDIJ
.S"CEVMMB#VIJOEJ
.S(VOUFS#àIS
.S.PIBNFE+#V[J[J
.S+BO#ZMVOE
.T"MJTPO#ZXBUFS
.T.BWJT$BMMBOBO
.S1FUFS$BMMFOGFMT
.S1BVM$BSUZ
.S+FSFNZ$BSWFS
.S3JDIBSE$IBMLMFZ
.S/JDIPMBT$IBQNBO
.T%JBOF$IBQNBO
.T:BO$IFX
.ST,BUIZ$IPVBJ
.T"OHFMB$MBSLF



.S&SJD$PDLFSJMM
.S+FSFNZ$PPQFS
4JS$PMJO$SBJH
.S+POBUIBO$SPTTF
.S#SVOP%BIFS
.S#BTJM%BOEBO
.S,.PIBO%BT
.S"MBO%BWJFT
.S#SJBO%BWJT
.S(PSEPO%BWJT
.S4BEJR%BXBOJ
.S5POZ%BXFT
.S)BSSZ%BXLJOT
.S.BINPVE%BZMBNJ
.ST-VDJF%FBO
.S1BVM%FBO
.S*RCBM%IBOTF
.S/FJM%JOBO
.S+FBO$MBVEF%PHF
.T$BSPM%VOL
.S%BWJE&BTPOT
4JS4UFQIFO&HFSUPO
.S#BTTFN&M)JCS
.S$ZSVT&MMJPU
.ST+PZ&MMJPUU
.T0UJMJF&OHMJTI
.S&CSBIJN*TIBR
.S+BO1FUFS'BCFSJKEF+POHF
.T+BOF'BCFSJKEF+POHF'VMMFS
.S"EFM'BLISP
.ST#BLJB'BLISP
.S+BNBM'BLISP
.S.BMDPN'BSFO
.S;CJTD['FEPSPXJD[
.S.PIBNNFE'FSIBO
.S#SJBO'PY
.S4UFWFO'VMMFOLBNQ
.S.JDIBFM'VMMFS
.S+PIO'VMMFSUPO
.S1FUFS(BSUSFMM
.S5POZ(JMMFU
.S"MJ"(JOEZ
.S1BUSJDL(SBOU
.S4UFWFO(SFFO
.S.JDIBFM(SJFWF
.S"MPL(VQUB
.S)VTTBJO)BJEFS
.S+BNJM)BKKBS
.S1FS)BMCFSH
.S+POBUIBO)BOO
.S.PIBNNFE)BSPPO
1SPGFTTPS%BWJE)BSSJT
.S/JDIPMBT)BSSJTPO
.S$ISJT)BSU
.S"CEVMSB[BL)BTTBO
.S,ZQSPT)BTTBCJT
.S"OESFX)FBSO
.S/PSCFSU)FJO[F
.S%PO)FQCVSO
.S5FUTV)JSBOP
.S+PIO)PHBO
.ST.BSMZ)PHBO
.S(SBIBN)POFZCJMM

.S-FT)PSUPO
.T3JEIB)PVSBOJ
.S"MBO)VNF
.S.BINPPE)VTTFJO
.S1BUSJDL*SXJO
.S4UFWFO+BDLTPO
.S$MJWF+BDRVFT
.S"CEVMSBINBO+BĊFS
.S.PIBNNFE+BMBM
.ST%JBOF+BNFT
.S5POZ+BNFT
.S3PEOFZ+BNFT
.S"CEVM3BINBO+BNTIFFS
.S#IBSBU+BTIBONBM
.S&SJD+FOLJOTPO
.S$MBSLF+PIODPY
.S1FUFS+PIOTPO
.S+PIO+POFT
.S3PHFS+PSEBO
-U$PM5JN+PSEBO
.S)BTTBO"MJ+VNB
.S#BEFS"INFE,BJLTPX
.S,,BNBUI
.S.VCBSBL,BOPP
.S(FPSHF&,BSBN
.ST"ESJOF,BUIDIBEVSJBO
.S"CEVM3BINBO,B[FSPPOJ
.S4UFQIFO,FZ
.S(FPSHF,IBNJT
.S8JMMJBN,IPVSJ
.S3PZ,JFU[NBO
.S)PXBSE,JOH
.S'SBTFS,JOH
.S/FNJS,JSEBS
.S4BN,OJHIU
.S%BWJE,OJHIUT
.S.BINPPE,PPIFKJ
.S"OESFX,PQFD
.S(BOFTI,SJTIOBNPPSUIZ
.S4VOJM,VNBS
%S.BSL-BXTPO4UBUIBN
.S,FJUI-FWFST
.S*BO-FXUZ
.ST.BSZ-FXUZ
.S(SBIBN-JOETBZ
.S%BWJE-MPZE
.S+FSFNZ-POH
.S,FWJO-PWFHSPWF
.S1BVM-PWFMM
.ST#SJEHFU-VCCF
.S+PIBOO-VCCF
.T'SBODFT-VĊ
.S/JDL-VNTEFO
.S&EXBSE-VUMFZ
.S"INFE.BKJE
.S.BSL.BOTPVS
.S,BSJN.BOTPVSJ
.S,FJUI.BSSPO
.T1BVMJOF.BSSPO
.S4VIBJM.BUMVC
.S$ISJTUPQIFS.D(POJHBM
.S3PCJO.D*MWFOOZ
.S%BWF.FSSFZ
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.ST.BSUIF.FSSFZ
.S3POOJF.JEEMFUPO
.S"LSBN.JLOBT
.S(FPĊSFZ.JMOF
.S*TIV.JSDIBOEBOJ
.S"CEVM)VTTBJO.JS[B
.S1FUFS.PPO
%S3PHFS.PPSFZ
.S0TNBO.PSBE
.S"CEVM3BINBO.PSTIFE
.S(FPSHF.PSUPO
.S&EEJF.PVUSBOE
.S(FSBSE.VMWFZ
.S,IBNJT.VRMB
.S.VSBE"MJ.VSBE
.S:VTVG/BZFN
.S1BVM/FWJO
.S&CSBIJN/POPP
.JTT&MJ[BCFUI0MMBSE
.S+PIO1BTUPSFM
.ST,BZ1BUJFODF
.ST(MBEZT1FSSFJSB
.S)BLJN1FUUJHSFX
.S#SJBO1JDLFSJOH
.S"ESJBO1JOUP
.S%FO[JM1JOUP
.S%BOOZ1SBUU
.S$ISJT1SFFDF
.S#SJBO1SPTTFS
%S,BEIJN&3BKBC
.S#BCV3BKBO
.S3JDIBSE13FBWFZ
.S.PIBNNFE3FEIB
.S.JDIBFM3JDF
.S+PIO3JEEJDL
.S1FUFS3PPLF
.S#BSSZ3PXF
.S+JN3VFINMJOH
.S,FSJN4BMJNJ
.S+BMJM4BNBIFKJ
.S4JSWBU4BLS
%S+BJNF4BNPVS
.S%BWJE4BNQTPO
.S+PIO4BNVFMT
.S.BMJL4BSXBS
%S.BZ4FJLBMBZ
%S$ISJT4DBSSF
.S"MBO4DIPmFME
.S#BSSZ4FEEPO
.S.BKFFE4IBGFB
.S.PIBNNFE4IFIBCJ
.S+PF4IFIBEFI
4JS+PIO4IFQIFSE
.T5SBDFZ4IJFMT
.S:PVTJG"INFE4IJSBXJ
.S+PIO4IPSUFS
.S+PIO4JNQTPO
.S1FUFS4NJUI
.S1FUFS4QJOL
.S1FUFS4QJOL
.S4SFFLVNBS
.S%BWJE4UFQIFOTPO
.ST3FOBUFEF,MFJO4UFQIFOTPO

.S1FUFS'4UFWFOTPO
.ST(JOOZ4UJHUFS
.S,BUTVLJ5BOBLB
.S1FUFS5BZMPS
.S;VIBJS5BXmRJ
.S5JNPUIZɩPN
.S+PIO5JEZ
.S(PEXJO5PGUF
.S1FUFS5PNLJOT
.ST8FOEZ5PPSBOJ
.S(FPSHF5PXOT
.S)VHI5VOOFMM
.ST5POJ6OEFSXPPE
%S,SJTIOB7BTEFW
.S+BNJM8BGB
.S+PIO8BSSFO
.S#SJBO8BZXFMM
.ST-JOEB8BZXFMM
.S+PIO8FJS
.S.FM8IJUF
.S%BJWE8JMLJF
.S(VZ8JMTPO
.S+PIO8SJHIU
.S1BUSJDL8SJHIU
.S1FUFS8ZOOF
%S"CEVMMB:BUFFN
.S)VTTBJO"MJ:BUFFN
.S.PIBNNFE:BUFFN
.S$PMJO:PVOH
.S+BMJM;BJOBM
.S,IBMJM;BNBO
.S'SFE;B[JTLJ

3TAFF MEMBERS
.ST'JPOB"M3PXJBJF
.S/BCJFM"M4IBJLI
.S(FPSHF"OFMBZ
.T"EFMF"SUIVS
.T+BOF"TIEPXO
.S%BWJE#BSUMFUU
.S%BOJFM#BSSFUU
.S#FO#FMMFGSPJE
.S-PV#FTU
.T4BSBI#MBLFOFZ
.T,BUISZO#MZUIF
.T"NBOEB#SBEZ
%S1FUFS#VTI
%S3PCFSU$BSUFS
%S)BSSJFU$SBXGPSE
%S%PNJOJRVFEF.PVMJOT
%S#SBOXFO%FOUPO
.S3VQFSU%FUIFSJEHF
%S,FJUI%PCOFZ
1SPGFTTPS(SBIBN&WBOT
.T,BUF'MBWJO
.T4IBIJOB'BSJE
.T3PXFOB(BMF
.S+POBUIBO(JMMBO
.ST)JMV(JOHFS
.ST&NJMZ(MPWFS
/FJM(PSTVDI
.S+POBUIBO(PXFS

.T'SBODFT)BMBIBO
.S$BTTJBO)BMM
.T"NBOEB)BVHIFZ
%S.BSMJFT)FJO[
.ST"MJTPO)JDLT
.S.BSUJO)JDLT
.S%BWJE)PQLJOT
.S#SJBO*SWJOH
.T%FCPSBI+BRVFT
.T:WPOOF+FOLJOT
%S%BWJE+FOOJOHT
.ST4IFMBHI+PSEBO
.T+FOOJGFS,JFMZ
.T*EVOO,WBMP
%S"MBO-VQUPO
.T*TICFM.BD%POBME
%S8FOEZ.BUUIFXT
.S#JMM.PĊBU
.T3FCFDDB.POUBHVF
.T8FOEZ.VSQIZ
%S.BSL/FTCJUU
.T-PSFUUB/JLPMJD
.T,JSTUZ/PSNBO
.S%BWJE1IJMMJQT
%S-FXJT4PNFST
.T3PCZO4UPDLT
1SPG)BOT1FUFS6FSQNBOO
%S.BSHBSFUIF6FSQNBOO
.S%BWJE6OEFSXPPE
.T$IBOUFMMF8BEEJOHIBN
.S"MFY8BTTF
.T&SJDB+BOF8BUFST
.S%VODBO8PPECVSO
.S.BSDVT8PPECVSO

"AHRAINI COLLEAGUES
%BXPPE:PVTJG"INFE'PMBUI
,IBMJM*CSBIJN"MGBSBK
.PIBNNFE+BĊBS&TTB
"CEVMLBSJN+BTTJN"MBSBEJ
"MJ*CSBIJN,BEFFN
4BMFFI"MJ.PIBNNFE
"CCBT"INFE4BMNBO
.VTUBGB*CSBIJN4BMNBO
+BĊBS+BXBE5BIFS
"CEVMMB)BTTBO:BIZB
"MJ0NSBO:PVTJG

6OLUNTEERS
'SFE"ELJOT
$ISJTUPQIFS"QQFM
.BSJF"QQFM
3PCFSU#SBEMFZ
+BO$VNNJOH
$MBJSF%BMMJNPSF
%JTB'FEPSPXJD[
3VSJ'FEPSPXJD[
4UFWFO(SFFO
5SBVEFM)BMBOHL
%BMF)BMEFSNBO
*[[BMBEJO""M)BTTBO
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+VMJFU)VUDIJOTPO
4PQIJF+BMBM
)FMFO+POFT
4IFMBHI+PSEBO
$PSJOOF,IPVSJ
3FOBUFEF,MFJOF4UFQIFOTPO
+JMM-FPOBSE
-J[-PWFMM
+JMM.BSLIBN
4V[BOOF.BSUJODIBML
%FF.JMMT



$BSPM.D$PZ
$ISJT.FSJU[JT
(FPSHF.PSUPO
-BVSFO.FOEFDL
.FH.FOEFDL
"JEB.FOEF[
%FF.JMMT
#SJHJUUF0QJU[
,BF1SBUU
'JPOB1SJDF
)FMFO3BZNPOU

&EXJOB3JEEFMM
%BMF3PTF
+VOF4FEEPO
4VF4UBOLFWJDJVT
$IBOUFMMF8BEJOHIBN
"OJUB8BMLFS
4BOEZ8BSSJOHFS
&SJLP:PTIJOP
3PTFBOOF;B[JTLJ

!PPENDIX  4HE 3AAR ARCHIVE
#ONTENTS
ɩF 4BBS BSDIJWF DPOUBJOT BMM UIF PSJHJOBM FYDBWBUJPO SFDPSET PG
UIFQSPKFDU*UIBTUXPNBJODPNQPOFOUTQBQFSCBTFESFDPSETBOE
FMFDUSPOJDPOFT

4HE PAPER RECORDS
ɩFQSJODJQBMDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFQBQFSSFDPSETBSFHJWFOCFMPX

#ONTEXTUNIT SHEETS
ɩFTF XFSF VTFE JO UIF mFME BT UIF CBTJD SFDPSEJOH UPPM GPS UIF
BSDIBFPMPHJDBM MBZFST &BDI DPOUFYU JT SFDPSEFE PO POF PS NPSF
QSFQSJOUFE "ó TIFFUTɩFZ OVNCFS BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ó ôïï $PMPVS
DPEJOHPGTIFFUTXBTJOUSPEVDFEEVSJOHUIFQSPKFDUXIJUFTIFFUT
GPS HFOFSBM DPOUFYUT  ZFMMPX TIFFUT GPS XBMMT  BOE CMVF TIFFUT GPS
JOTUBMMBUJPOTɩFZBSFPSHBOJ[FEJOCMPDLTPGTFRVFOUJBMOVNCFST
BTTJHOFEUPCVJMEJOHTBOEBSFBTPGFYDBWBUJPOBOEBSFLFQUJOOVN
CFSFE "ó CJOEFST ɩF CBTJD EFUBJMT PG FBDI DPOUFYU DBO BMTP CF
GPVOEJOUIFTJUFEBUBCBTF

3ITE SUPERVISORS PLANS
ɩFTFBSFQMBOTPGnPPST JOTUBMMBUJPOTBOEmOETNBEFCZUIFFY
DBWBUPSTJOUIFmFMEɩFZXFSFmSTUESBXOJOQFODJMPOUPESBGUJOH
mMN VTVBMMZ"òTIFFUT BOENPTUXFSFTVCTFRVFOUMZJOLFEɩFTF
BSFLFQUJOOVNCFSFE"ó"òQMBTUJDXBMMFUTBOEBSFEFTDSJCFEJO
UIFTJUFEBUBCBTFɩFSFBSFóõøQMBOT JODMVEJOHTPNFPVUTJ[FPOFT
PGUIFFOUJSFTJUF

USBOTQBSFODJFT BOE"ómMFT BMMPUIFSNBUFSJBM BOEGVMMEFUBJMTBSF
DPOUBJOFEJOUIFTJUFEBUBCBTF

-ISCELLANEOUS
ɩF QBQFS SFDPSE BMTP DPOUBJOT UIF QBQFS WFSTJPO PG UIF FOEPG
TFBTPO SFQPSUT QSFQBSFE JO UIF mFME CZ UIF FYDBWBUPST DPQJFT PG
SFQPSUT PO TJUF DPOTFSWBUJPO UIF BOOVBM SFQPSUT QSFQBSFE GPS UIF
/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPG#BISBJOBVEJUFEBOOVBMmOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT
BOETPNFNJTDFMMBOFPVTQBQFST

4HE ELECTRONIC ARCHIVE
ɩFNBJODPNQPOFOUTPGUIFFMFDUSPOJDBSDIJWFBSFUIFTJUFEBUB
CBTF UIFTJUF(*4BOEBDPMMFDUJPOPGEJHJUBMJNBHFT

4HE 3AAR DATABASE
%VSJOHUIFQFSJPEPGFYDBWBUJPO ðøøïoðøøø UIFTJUFEBUBCBTFNJ
HSBUFE UISPVHI TFWFSBM GPSNBUT CFGPSF FOEJOH VQ JO "DDFTT ñïïï
NEC  *U DPOTJTUT PG MJOLFE TFUT PG EBUB UBCMFT  XJUI DVTUPNJTFE
RVFSJFT WJFXTBOESFQPSUTɩFNBJOUBCMFTBSFEFWPUFEUPUIFmOET
BOEUPUIFDPOUFYUT'SPNUIFmOETEBUBCBTF JUJTQPTTJCMFUPSF
USJFWFBGVMMEFTDSJQUJPOPGFBDIPCKFDU XJUIUIFSFMFWBOUDPOUFYUJO
GPSNBUJPO BOEUPTFFJGJUIBTCFFOESBXOPSQIPUPHSBQIFE CVUOPU
DVSSFOUMZ UIF JNBHF JUTFMGɩF DPOUFYU EBUBCBTF IBT B EFTDSJQUJPO
PG UIF DPOUFYU 4VCTJEJBSZ UBCMFT IPME JOGPSNBUJPO PO UIF QIPUP
HSBQIJDSFDPSE ESBXJOHOVNCFSTGPSPCKFDUT TJUFTVQFSWJTPSTQMBOT 
BSDIJUFDUTQMBOT BOEQIBTF CMPDLBOETJUFMFWFMEFTJHOBUJPOT

!RCHITECTS BUILDING PLANS
ɩFXBMMTPGUIFCVJMEJOHTXFSFQMBOOFECZUIFTJUFBSDIJUFDUɩFTF
XFSF NBQQFE POUP "ñ TIFFUT PG ESBGUJOH mMN  FBDI TIFFU SFQSF
TFOUJOHFJUIFSUIFTPVUIFSOIBMGPSUIFOPSUIFSOIBMGPGBðïYðïN
TRVBSFXJUIJOUIFQMBOOJOHHSJEUIBUXBTMBJEBDSPTTUIFTJUFɩFTF
OVNCFSðöóBOEBSFLFQUJO"òQMBTUJDXBMMFUT%FUBJMTBSFMJTUFEJO
UIFTJUFEBUBCBTF

&INDS SCREEN FROM THE 3AAR DATABASE

$RAWINGS OF POTTERY AND FINDS
1PUUFSZXBTESBXOJOQFODJMPOUP"ó PDDBTJPOBMMZ"ò HSBQIQBQFS
"TFMFDUJPOPGQPUUFSZXBTBMTPJOLFEPOUPmMN'JOETXFSFESBXO
JO QFODJM PS EJSFDUMZ JO JOL  POUP "ó HSBQI QBQFS PS mMN  "MM
ESBXJOHTXFSFOVNCFSFEBOEEFUBJMTFOUFSFEJOUPUIFTJUFEBUBCBTF
ɩFSFBSFöôôESBXJOHTPGPCKFDUTBOEòóöTIFFUTPGTIFSEESBXJOHT
ɩFQFODJMESBXJOHTBSFLFQUJO"ómMFTBOEUIFJOLFEESBXJOHTJO
"òQMBTUJDXBMMFUT%FUBJMTBSFMJTUFEJOUIFTJUFEBUBCBTF

0HOTOGRAPHS
ɩF 4BBS QIPUPHSBQIJD BSDIJWF DPNQSJTFT ð ôóø CMBDLBOEXIJUF
JNBHFTBOEó õôïDPMPVSPOFTɩFGPSNFSNPTUMZEVQMJDBUFUIFMBU
UFS'SPNðøøôPOXBSETPOMZDPMPVSQIPUPHSBQITXFSFUBLFOɩF
QIPUPHSBQIT BSF B NJY PG òôNN BOE ðñï NFEJVNGPSNBU CMBDL
BOEXIJUFOFHBUJWFT DPMPVSOFHBUJWFTBOEUSBOTQBSFODJFTɩFZBSF
OVNCFSFE TFRVFOUJBMMZ BOE LFQU JO IBOHJOH QMBTUJD mMFT òôNN
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4HE 3AAR ')3
ɩF4BBS(FPHSBQIJDBM*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFNDVSSFOUMZDPOUBJOTUIF
EJHJUJTFEQMBOTPGBMMCVJMEJOHTBOEJOTUBMMBUJPOT UPHFUIFSXJUIUIF
MPDBUJPOPGBMMmOETQMPUUFEJOTJUVɩFJOTUBMMBUJPOTBOEmOETBSF
MJOLFEUPBEBUBCBTFEFSJWFEGSPNUIFPOFBCPWFBOEUIJTBMMPXT
UIF JOGPSNBUJPO UP CF JOUFSSPHBUFE HSBQIJDBMMZ *U JT QPTTJCMF  GPS
FYBNQMF UPQMPUUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOBDSPTTUIFTJUFPGQBSUJDVMBSUZQFT
PG JOTUBMMBUJPOT PS mOET  JO BOZ DPNCJOBUJPOɩFSF BSF DVSSFOUMZ
OPQIPUPHSBQITPSESBXJOHTBUUBDIFEUPUIF(*4ɩJTJTCFDBVTF
PGDVSSFOUUJNFBOESFTPVSDFDPOTUSBJOUTJNBHFTNBZCFBEEFEBU
BMBUFSEBUF

$IGITAL IMAGES
0WFSøïïQIPUPHSBQITPGUIFCVJMEJOHTBOEmOETIBWFCFFOQSP
GFTTJPOBMMZEJHJUJTFEBOEBSFBWBJMBCMFBUEJĊFSFOUSFTPMVUJPOT NBY
JNVN öñNC TJ[F ɩF PSJHJOBMT BSF PO ĔĕģĠĞĤ ,PEBL 1IPUP
$%GPSNBU "TFUXJMMCFMPEHFEXJUIUIF/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPG
#BISBJOBOE"%4.BOZPGUIFTFJNBHFTIBWFTVCTFRVFOUMZCFFO
NBOJQVMBUFE SPUBUFE  TDBMFE PS DPMPVS DPSSFDUFE  GPS FYBNQMF 
8IFSF UIJT IBT IBQQFOFE  UIFTF JNBHFT UPP IBWF CFFO BSDIJWFE
FMFDUSPOJDBMMZ "MM PG UIF JOLFE QPUUFSZ BOE mOET ESBXJOHT IBWF
BMTPCFFOEJHJUJTFEBOETUPSFEFMFDUSPOJDBMMZJOUIFBSDIJWF

$EPOSITION
ɩF BSDIJWF XJMM CF EFQPTJUFE JO UIF /BUJPOBM .VTFVN PG
#BISBJO BOE SFTFBSDIFST XIP XJTI UP DPOTVMU JU TIPVME XSJUF UP
ɩF%JSFDUPS
ɩF/BUJPOBM.VTFVNPG#BISBJO
$VMUVSFBOE/BUJPOBM)FSJUBHF
%JSFDUPSBUFPG.VTFVNT
,JOHEPNPG#BISBJO
10#PYñðøø
5FM øöòðöñø÷ööö
'BY øöòðöñøò÷ñï
FNBJMNVTCBI!CBUFMDPDPNCI
ɩJTJOGPSNBUJPOJTDVSSFOUBUUIFUJNFPGQVCMJDBUJPOPGUIJTCPPL
ñïïô  *O BEEJUJPO  B DPQZ PG UIF FMFDUSPOJD BSDIJWF XJMM CF EF
QPTJUFE XJUI UIF 6, "SDIBFPMPHJDBM %BUB 4FSWJDF XXXBET
BIETBDVL  XIFSF JU XJMM CF BWBJMBCMF GPS POMJOF DPOTVMUBUJPO
%FQPTJUJPOPGNBUFSJBMXJMMCFHJOJOñïïõ



3AAR ')3 SAMPLE VIEW OF FINDS AND INSTALLATIONS

!PPENDIX  # DETERMINATIONS
FROM 3AAR

3AAR 3ITE ,EVEL

3AMPLE NO

3AMPLE DETAILS
/BJECT NO

$ETERMINATIONS

$ESCRIPTION

5NCALLIBRATED "0

#ALLIBRATED PROBABILITY  "#
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Corrections

The following corrections to the published volume have already
been made to this electronic version:
pp. 2 & 3, excavated Saar settlement incorrectly identified
in text as No. 4 on Fig. 1.3, instead of No. 1.
p. 23, Table 2.2e, incorrect phasing of Block I;
p. 127, Fig. 3.236, caption transposed with Fig. 3.238;
p. 128, Fig. 3.238, caption transposed with Fig. 3.236;
p. 164, Fig. 5.1j, wrong catalogue description;
p. 170 Fig. 5.4b incorrect catalogue number and description;
p. 171 Fig.5.4b incorrectly scaled;
p. 204, Fig. 5.23f, catalogue details missing;
p. 218, Fig. 5.30g, incorrect object number;
p. 284 Fig. 7.4h and j catalogue details transposed;
p. 285, Fig. 7.4d, drawing distorted;
p. 291, Fig. 7.7l; drawing distorted;
p. 343, Table 11.3, incorrect totals in table.
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